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CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1971
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCoMMIrEE ON PUBLIC HEALThI AND ENVIRONMENT,
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,

Birmingham, Ala.
The subcommittee met at 11 a.m., pursuant to notice, at the Engineering Auditorium, 1917 8th Avenue South, Birmingham, Ala., Hon.
Paul . Rogers (chairman) presiding.
Mr. ROOERS. Good morning. The Subcommittee on Public- Health
and Environment of the U.S. House of Representatives is here in
Birmingham this morning to conduct hearings on oversight of the
Clean Air Act of 1970.
Last year, this subcommittee wrote significant amendments to the
Clean Air Act which afforded the States and the Federal Government
broad powers to combat air pollution. One section of the Clean Air
Act, section 308, authorizes the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency to bring suit in the U.S. District Court to innediately restrain the emission of air pollutants if the Administrator
determines that an imminent and substantial danger to the health of
persons exists, and if he determines that State or local authorities
have not or cannot act to abate the source. of the pollution. As you
know, the Environmental Protection Agency used this emergency
power for the first time Thursday to respond to an air pollution crisis
here in Birmingham. At 2 o'clock a.m., U.S. District Judge Samuel
Pointer, Jr., issued a temporary restraining order ordering these
plants to bank their furnaces.
Part of our responsibilities as members of the Subcommittee on
Public Health and Environment is to conduct oversight over the
implementation of the Clean Air Act. It is our intention to review the
adequacy of the emergency procedures which the act grants to the
Environmental Protection Agency as well as to develop the activities

of industry and State, local and Federal officials with respe t to the
recent situation here in Birmingham. With me are two other members
of the subcommittee, Representative Peter N. Kyros of Maine and
Representative James F. Hastings of New York.
We appreciate the opportunity to be here in Birmingham. Our first
witness this morning is Dr. George E. Hardy, Jr., Health Officer for
the Jefferson County Department of Health.
I think we will use this table and the microphone over here for the
witnesses. I believe that may be easiest.
Doctor, the committee welcomes you and your associates, and you
might like to introduce each of them for the record.

STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE E. HARDY, JR., M.P.H., HEALTH
OFFICER, JEFFERSON COUNTY, ALA., DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH;
ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL PATE, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH; GUY TATE, DEPUTY HEALTH OFFICER; AND
CHARLES B. ROBISON, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
Dr. HARDY. Thank you, sir. I am George E. Hardy, Jr., health
officer, Jefferson County Department of Health. My office address is
1912 8th Avenuo South, Birmingham, Ala.
Mr. Chairman Rogers, Mr. Kyros, Mr. Hastings, I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before this committee this morning to review,
the events of the past week in their chronological sequence and to express our appreciation to the Environmental Protection Agency for
the assistance which it afforded during this week.
With me this morning are Mr. Paul Pate, who is the director of the
bureau of environmental health in the Jefferson County Department.
of Health; Mr. Guy Tate, who is the deputy health officer of the Jefferson County Department of Health and Mr. Charles B. Robison, the
assistant director of our Bureau of Environmental Health.
Mr. ROGERS. We Nxelcome you gentlemen to the committee, too.
Dr. HARDY. At 2 p.m., Monday, November 15, 1971, the National
Weather Service issued an Air Stagnation Advisory for central Alabama, including Jefferson County.
Accordingly, the Jeffer-oon County )epartment of Health's Bureau
of Environmental Health activated auxiliary air sampling devices at
air pollution monitoring stations in those areas of the county where
particulate elevations are most likely to occur. This action permitted
the issuance of afternoon particulate readings in addition to our daily
morning reports.
Sam pes for the 24-hour period ending 8 a.m., TLesday, November
16, ion, red 771 micrograms per cubic meter of air at the North
Birmingham sampling station, and 397 micrograms per cubic meter of
air at the downtown station. As these readings were above the 375
level designated by the Environmental Protection Agency as the
beginning of an air pollution alert, the Jefferson County Health Department declared an alert at 10 a.m., November 16, 1971. At that
time, local news media were informed of the declaration of an alert
and asked to assist in notifying the public of that fact. Simultaneously,
the 23 major industrial sources whose 1069 emission inve stories, (the
most recent emission inventories available to us), indicated that they
were the largest contributors of particular pollution in the Birmingham area, were telephoned. Each of these industries, based on their
data, was estimated to contribute approximately 100 tons or more of
particulate matter to our air per year. Each ol these industries was
asked to take immediate steps to make voluntary reductions in particulate emissions and to insure maximum reduction during the hours
between 4 p.m. and 10 a.m., the period when poorest atmosphericmixing conditions usually exist.
At 3-p.m., on November 16, 1971, the auxiliary sampler's particulate
reading from North Birmingham was 722. This was the second consecutive reading in excess of 625 micrograms per-cubic meter of air, the

point at which an air pollution episode enters its second, or warning
level. The Jefferson County Department of Health officially declared
an air pollution warning at 4:30 p.m., November 16,1971.
Additionally, notices were delivered to each of the 23 industries
previously contacted asking them, voluntarily, to make a sigiifcant
reduction in particulate emissions and to maintain that reduction
until the warning could be terminated. A copy of this notice will besubmitted to this committee for the record. (See Exhibit A attached.)
Specifically, we suggested a reduction in the order of 60 percent. This
fig ure was developed from the information in the Emergency Episode
Plan being prepared for the State of Alabama's Implementation Plan
with the assistance of the EPA by TRW Systems Group, McLean, Va.
We further requested each industry to submit to us within 24 hours a
written report as to the nature of their action in compliance with our
request and as to their estimate of the amount of particulate reduction
which could be expected from such action.
At 8 o'clock a.m.,-Wednesday, November 17,1971, the 24-hour sample
from the North Birmingham sampling station read 758. At 9:30 a.m.,
the National Weather Service reported that the Air Stagnation Advisory for this area would be continued another 24 hours. Throughout these 3 days, representatives of the Alabama State
Department of Health, attorney general of the State of Alabama, and
the regional and national offices of the Environmental Protection
Agency were in communications with staff members of the Jefferson
County Department of Health.
In the morning of November 17, 1971, I received a call from Mr.
Darrell Tyler, chief, emergency operation control center, Environmental Protection Agency, requesting that the Environmental Protection Agency be permitted to come to Birmingham as observers of
this episoe. Being aware of the provisions of the Federal Clean Air
Act which places responsibility with the Environmental Protection
Agency when local or State officials cannot take effective action in an
emergency episode, I concurred in his request. The State department
of health was aware of this concurrence.
Because of the rapid course of events and the seriousness of the
situation, the Jefferson County Department of Health initiated a
telephone survey at 10 a.m., Wednesday, November 17, 1971, of the
industrial sources previously contacted to obtain preliminary estimates
of the reductions they were effecting.
The results of that telephone survey were as follows:
(a) Six of the 28 industries indicated that either, (1) they could not
estimate the amount of reduction in particulate emission which would
result from their action, or (2) that their actions would produce a
reduction of 20 percent or less in their current rate of discharge
(b) Eight of the 23 industries indicated that they would each ekee.
tuate reductions of 20 to 60 percent; and
(e) Nine of the 23 industries indicated that they were reducing
particulate emission by 60 percent or more.
Thus, the majority of the 23 industries contacted advised that they
were making reductions in particulate emission. However, a review
of emission inventory data indicated that many major sources of particulate pollution were among those six indicating that they could not
estimate the amount of reduction in particulate emission which would

result from their action or that their actions would produce a reduction
of 20 percent or less in their current rate of discharge. Employing 1969
annual average particulate emission data based on information supplied by each of the 23 industries contacted, it was estimated that the
overall reduction of particulate matter which would 'be achieved by the
combined actions of these industries approximately a 15-percent reduction-far short of the overall 60-percent voluntary reduction requested.
Fully cognizant of statistical bias and error inherent in such calculations, thede were, nevertheless, the best available estimates which we
could use.
At 3:15 p.m., on Wednesday, November 17, representative of our
department, the State department of health, the State attorney general's office, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Il.S.
Department of Justice met at the Jefferson County Department of
Health for the purpose of reviewing our current status and'considering
alternative courses of future action. At a previously scheduled 4 p.m.
press conference, a statement was issued by the Jefferson County
Department of Health as to the situation at the moment, and an
announcement was made by Mr. John White that EPA was reviewing
the Birmingham situation and woul make public its recommended
course of action at a later time.
By 6:30 p.m., Wednesday, November 17, written replies to our
request of 24 hours earlier had been received from 18 of the 23 industrial sources (at this time we have still received only 18 of 23). On the
basis of these written replies, it was then estimated that a maximum
overall particulate reduction of 25 to 30 percent might be achieved.
This reduction was 50 percent of that requested on November 16. These
replies were made available to officials of the Environmental Protection
Agency for use in their deliberations, and copies of these letters are now
submitted to this subcommittee for your further consideration. (See
exhibit B attached.)
Mr. Chairman, an effective air pollution control bill was passed by
the Alabama State Legislature and signed into law on September 8,
1971. (See exhibit C attached.) The Commission members responsible
for implementation of the act were appointed less than 1 week ago and
have not yet met to appoint a-director in whom emergency authority is
vested by that statute. The Jefferson County Department of Health
under the authority granted it in this same statute, is in the process of
establishing rules and regulations pertaining to local emergency episodes and implementation procedures 'for the total air pollution control
program. Such rules and regulations cannot take effect until public
hearing have been held. These hearings are currently proposed to take
place prior to January 1,1972. Thus, the Jefferson County Department
of Health and the State of Alabama Department of Health were without effective legal authority to abate this emergency episode.
At this time, representatives from the Environmental Protection
Agency again confered to develop recommendations for subsequent
action on their part. From this point forward, the Jefferson County
Department of Health has provided technical assistance and resource
material to Federal officials.
Testimony resumes on p. 37.)
Exhibits A, B, and C, to Dr. Hardy's prepared statement follow:)

EXHIBIT A

JErFERsON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF H

,ALTH,
Birminghcm, Ala., November 16, 1971.
Subject: Air pollution episode.
Telegram to: Major particulate sources in Jefferson County.
From: George K Hardy, Jr., M.D., health officer.
Particulate levels in excess of 625 micrograms/cubic meter recorded by two
consecutive 24 hour air samples at the North Birmingham sampling station, elevated particulate levels at the other sampling stations and predictions of continued poor atmospheric mixing conditions have necessitated the declaration of
an air pollution "warning" by the Jefferson County Department of Health.
As a result, in order to protect the health of the citizens of Jefferson County,
I am hereby requesting that your company make substantial reductions in
Particulate omissions as soon as possible and maintain said reduction until the
warning is terminated. Due to the seriousness of this situation this office feels
that an overall particulate emission reduction on the order of 60% is Justified.
Furthermore%we request a written report within the 24 hours as to what emergency actions vwere taken by your organization and your estimate of reductions
in particulate matter as a result of these actions. These replies will be a matter
of public record.
-

EXHIBIT B
WOODWARD CO.,

lVoodward, Ala., November 17, 1971.
Subject: Air pollution episode of November 16, 1971.
JEFFERSON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

Itirmlnghan, Ala.
Attention (of Dr. George E. Hardy, Jr., M.D.).
DFAs Sins: In response to your correspondence of November 16, 1971, concernlg the Air Pollution warning in Jefferson County, we make the following report
covering the conditions at our plant and the actions we undertook to nlmize
particulate emissions.
As we discussed by telephone, operations at our Coke Plant was at the absolute minimum level at the time the warning was announced, due to a strike by
the Union representing our employees there. As a consequence of the strike, we
had reduced our level of operations by 70 percent. ImAMifdately upon receiving
the alert from your office, on the morning of November 16, we took the following
actions in anticipation of the possibility of a warning being issued later in the
day.
1. Cracks in oven brickwork were grouted and sprayed to minimize emissions
from the ovens.
2. The coke oven doors were mopped with a grout mixture to seal off gas
emissions.
3. Standpipes, caps, and charging lids were sealed with grout on each indi.
vidual coke oven.
4. Oven pushing and charging was coordinated so as to minimize the 4ime the
oven was open to the atmosphere, considerably reducing emission.
5. Air fuel ratios at both our Boiler Plant and in our coke oven heating flues
were monitored much closer than usual to insure the most efficient combustion
possible under the conditions.
At the Furnace Plant, we are operating only one of four blast furnaces. The
following steps were taken in that area to reduce enrisulons:
1. Blast furnace gas is burned in the stoves attendant to furnace operation.
Those people responsible for burning the gas were instructed to monitor the
process closely, so as to obtain efficient combustion.
2. Blast furnace operators were instructed to keep a very close watch on the
furnace to avoid sudden slippage of raw materials stock column, commonly
known as ktcking, that usually results in the forcing of particles into the air
through the bleeder system. These instructions were carried out by furnace
personnel and proved to be extremely effective, judging from both observation
and instrument readings.
The Boiler Plant connected with the blast furnace operation primarily consumes blast furnace gas as a fuel. Occasionally it is necessary to supplement the
blast furnace-gas with either natural gas and/or fuel oil. The latter is used
only as a last resort to maintain steam pressure. Our boiler operators were in.

structed to watch the combustion in the boilers closely and keep unburnt fuel
to a minimum. Observation of the boiler stacks following the alert and warning
convinces us that combustion was good and reduced levels of emissions were
attained.
At the Electric Furnace, the normal amount of coal per batch is 250 to 800
pounds. We reduced this amount to 100 pounds. The furnace operators are instructed to stoke the furnace frequently, which will keep it from "blowing
through" and considerably reducing the possibility of emissions. In addition to
this, the metal chills are being lined with sand rather than the normal blacking
material.
It ts our considered opinion that during the twenty-four hour period following

the announcement of the pollution warning, our plant has emitted at a rate less

than 25 percent of what it would have under normal operating conditions. Please
keep in mind that our situation during this particular alert and warning was
extremely unusual for us, considering our Coke plant strike, and that our total
emission level is far below anything we could expect to attain with short notice
in the future, under normal operating conditions.
We have no means of definite measurement; however, our estimate is that we
have reduced particulate emission by 80 percent during the twenty-four hour
period since the warning was issued. We assure, you of our full cooperation and
expect to continue operating under the above conditions until you release us at
the end of the warning period.
Sincerely yours,
GENE W. LEwis, Manager.
*

*

*

UNITED STATES STEEL CoRP.,
FAIRFIELD WORKS,
Fairfield,Ala,, November 17,1971.
Dr. GEosoE E. HARDY, Jr.,
Health O01cer, Jefferson County Department of Health, Birmingham, Ala.
DEAR Dn. HAHDY: This will respond to your letter of November 16, 1971 request.
ing reductions of particulate emissions from our operations in view of the air
pollution "warning" issued by your office.
In an effort to cooperate and to help alleviate current atmospheric conditions,
even though operations are at a 00 per cent level, several additional steps have
been taken at Fairfield Works:
1. Open hearth furnace operations are drastically reduced. Only eight of 15
furnaces are presently operating and these eight have been placed on schedules
to reduce concentrations of particulate matter.
2. All coke ovens are being operated on extended choking schedules.
3. All open fires have been eliminated and trash incinerators have been taken
out of operation.
4. All eight coal fired boilers have been switched to gas.
5. All steel scarfing operations have been stopped.
'0. Operators are carefully monitoring controls to reduce emissions from boil.
eri, furnaces and other combustible sources.
It is impossible at this point to give an accurate percentage of reduction in
emissions as a result of these steps, however, we feel the reduction is substantial.
In addition, we are exploring ways in which emissions may be reduced still
further during this period.
Please be assured of our continued desire to cooperate.
Sincerely,
L. J. WRIGHT, Asstant General Superintendent.
W. J. BULLOCK, INC.,
Fairfield,Ala., November 17, 1971.

Dr. GEORGE E. HARDY, Jr.,
Jeffereon County Department of Health,
Birmingham, Ala.
DA Sm: We received your pollution notice yesterday evening and have
complied with your request at the earliest moment. Our brass furnace which
emits about 75% of our particulate matter was in production yesterday and
this morning and afternoon we are tapping this furnace. Around one o'clock

today the furnace emissions had been reduced by 80% and the furnace will be
shut down at 5:00 P.M. this evening.
Yours very truly,
R. A. BAnurY, Plant 8UperiMtendet.
*

*

*

GlrrFN WiUL Co.,
Bessemer, Ala., November 17, 1971.

Grooc H. HAIWY, Jr., M.D.,
Health Opoer, Jefferson County Department of Health,
Birminfgham, Ala.
DEAR Si: The Bessemer Plant of Griffin Wheel Company has very recently
completed installing a fume collection system for their are furnaces at a cost
of one-quurter million dollars. While some difficulties were encountered, we
are proud to announce that a" of n1ow the system Is 100% operational and Invite
you to personally see the contribution Griffin has made in their cleaner air
program.
Sincerely,
L,. J. SvuzsuLAuzx, 8aperintendent.

ALPHA PORTLAND CEMENT CO.,
Birmingham, Ala., November 17, 1971.
-

Subject: Air pollution warning.
Mr. GOoaoz 1i.
RHAIY, Jr., MI).,
Jefferson County Health Department,
Birmingham, Ala.
DmAR M. HARDY: In accordance with your request of 5 P.M. November 16,
1971, we have reduced our particulate emission by an estimated 00%.
We shut down 50Wo of our rotary kiln operation and 88% of our finish grinding
operation.
I trust that the action taken by all industries in and round Birmingham will
help alleviate the air pollution condition and we will be advised to return to
normal operation at the earliest possible time.
Yours very truly,
W. R. ELLts, Plant Manager.
*

*

*

W. A. BEncs LUMscE Co.,
Birmingham, Ala., November 17, 1971.
Dr. GEono: E. HAwyR, Jr.,
Health Ol oer,
Birmingham, Ala.
DuA D& HARDY: In answer to your letter of November 16th, we are most
happy to cooperate in every respect to lower the particulate level in our city.
If you will check with the Birmingham Smoke Abatement Office, (Mr. Morgan),
I am sure, will confirm this. I was a little surprised at your call, since we reduced
our emissions by over seventy percent in September. This was accomplished by
terminating the operation of our sawmill on September 8th. We are now operating
the planer mill only and are not burning green sawdust or bark. At the time
your office called we had further reduced our emission an additional twenty per.
cent by operating off the Power Company. This accrues at the present time to a
net reduction of emission of ninety percent (90%).
If there is any way in the future that our company can be of assistance to
your office, please call on us.
Yours very truly,
J. R. ADRNATNT, Jr.,
Manager.
UNrrTD STATES PIPE AND FOUNDRY CO.,
Birmingham, Ala., November 17,1971.
Mr. CHABLzS B. RowNzisox,
Project Director of Air Pollution Control and Assistant Director, Bureau of
Bnvironmental Health, Jefferson County Department of Health, Birming.
ham, Ala.
DEAs M. RoisoN: This is to acknowledge your telegram of November 16,
1971 at 5:00 p.m. to United Stateq Pipe and Foundry Company regarding an Air

Pollution Episode In the North Birmingham area in which you request United
States Pipe and Foundry Company to Initiate emergency procedures to reduce
the emission of particulates, the percentage of reduction in particulate emission
from reduced operations, and our plans to prevent air pollution episodes in the
North Birmingham area.
United States Pipe and Foundry Company was informed by Mr. Grusnick of
the Jefferson County Health Department by telephone at 10:25 a.m., November
16, 1971, that the particulate emission count had reached the alert stage in the
North Birmingham area. At 10:80 a.m., United States Pipe and Foundry Company commenced the following emergency actions and procedures to reduce the
emissions of particulates from our Huntsville Road complex:
Emergency Operational Changes and procdures:
1. Eliminated use of coal as fuel
2. Reduced rate of operation
8. Selected charge materials
4. Eliminated flue blowing
The estimated reduction of the particulate emission from the above listed
emergency operational changes and procedures is 40 per cent.
Additional changes and procedures whose reduction in the percentage of particulate emislon cannot be calculated:
1. Eliminated handling of certain raw materials
2. Began moisturizing certain raw materials
8 Began moisturizing expanding slag operations
4. Eliminated certain drying operations
5. Ceased all grading construction
6. Ceased incinerator operations
7. Oiling and wetting of roadways
In the event the Air Pollution Episode continues in North Birmingham, United
States Pipe and Foundry Company will further shut down the necessary plant operationa in our Huntsville Road Complex.
-United States Pipe and Foundry Company has been aware for many years of
the particulate emission problem in the North Birmingham area. Our Department of Environmental Engineering has been studying, analyzing, researching,
and developing plans to comply with all Federal, state and local laws and regulations. United States Pipe and Foundry Company's concern Is not newly found.
Our Huntsville Road Complex employs more than 1,650 people. Reduction and
shutdown operations naturally entails loss of income to our employees whose welfare we are concerned with.
United States Pipe and Foundry Company has and will continue technological
research on the many\ varied and complex problems In the area of control of
particulate emission, many of which are unanswerable today. As we have already
publicly announced, necessary capital expenditures are being made for the control of particulate emissions in the Huntsville Road Complex.
United States Pipe and Foundry* Company's operations are first and foremost for men rather than materials. We believe, however, that environmental
protection must coexist with economic progress.
Yours very truly,
•
B. F. HARRISON, President.
VULAN MATERIALS CO.,
Birmingham, Ala., November 17, 1971.
Re your letter dated November 16 entitled air pollution.
Dr. GEoRE EI.-HARDY, Jr., M.D.,
Health Officer, Jeffereon County Department of Health, Birmingham, Ala.
DEAR DR. HARDY: In an effort to help in the possible reduction of particulate
emissions in the Birmingham area, Vulcan Materials Company has closed down
its Wylam Basic Slag operation from 8:00 P.M., Tuesday, November 16 until
7:00 A.M. Thursday, November 18.
This is the only plant in the Birmingham area which could possibly contribute
to air pollutioi.
Very truly yours,
J. A. CARNATHAN, Vice President.-0peratione.

MOWANI CAST IRON PIPE CO.,
Birmingham, Ala., November 17, 1971.
Re telegram, air pollution episode, November 16, 1971.
Dr. GEORGE E. HARDY, Jr.,
Health Officer, Jefferson County Department of Health,
Birmingham, Ala.
DEAR DR. HARDY: Upon receipt of telephone calls from your office in the a.m.
of November 16, our company took immediate action relative to reduction of
particulate emission. We upgraded the charge material going into our melting
furnace and lowered the blast rate, which reduced the amount of emission significantly. This is the same action we took during the air pollution episode of
October 14, 1971, and represents the ultimate reduction that can be made without ceasing operations entirely.
We are glad to cooperate in these emergency situations and feel these temporary steps substantially reduce our emission. We have under construction an
air pollution control Installation. The successful operation of this equipment
upon completion in the near future should remove our plant from the list of
"Major Particulate Sources In Jefferson County".
Yours very truly,
S. P. TEAGUE, Chief Engineer.

SwIrr

AGRICULTURE CHEMICALS CORP.,

Birmingham,Ala., November 16,1971.
Re air pollution.
Mr. GARY HYOHE,
State of Alabama, Department of Public Health, Pollution Control Division,
Birmingham, Ala.
DEAR Mr. HYoHE: This is to acknowledge our telephone conversation this
morning, 11/16/71, in which you requested that Swift Agricultural Chemicals
cut back on emission, since the particulate count reached a high of 771 and
was now an emergency condition.
We are glad to state that we will adhere to this request and have closed all
manufacturing facilities till 12:00 Noon Wednesday, November 17, 1971.
I would like to take this opportunity to again remind you that we were not
in operation when you called on Tuesday, 10:25 A.M., and had not operated any
of our manufacturing facilities since Monday, 12:00 P.M.
'Thank you for calling this emergency condition to our attention and you may
expect our continued cooperation.
Sincerely,
F. M. JENKINS.
UNITED STATES GYPsUM Co.,
Birmingham, Ala., November 17, 1971.
Mr. GEORGE E. HARDY, Jr., M.D.,
Jefferson County Departmentof Health,
Birmingham, Ala.
DEAR MR. HARDY: In response to your request in your wire of 5:00 P.M. on
11-16-71, I can report the following emergency action to reduce particulate emissions from our plant. We had already shut down one rock wool cupola at 4:00
P.M. in response to an earlier request and with the receipt of your wire we elected
to leave this cupola shut down. In addition, our gas fired curing oven for blanket
insulation, which had been operating early the morning of 11-1-71, and then
shut down was left shut down. We have instructed our operators to maintain
close surveillance over all our pollution control and combustion control equipment on that part of the plant still operating to make certain particulate emissions are as low as possible. We estimate that all of this has reduced our particulate emissions by 40 to 50%.
For your information, our boilers are fired with natural gas and emit no visible
particulates. Also early in 1971, we installed gas burners on our cupolas which
have allowed us to reduce coke combustion by 80% to 85% with a corresponding
reduction in small particulates from that source. We are currently engaged in a
program which will provide collectors on our cupolas and markedly reduce particulate emissions from our plant.
Yours truly,
D. E. JOHNSON, Works Majager.
t
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BIRMINGHAM STOVE & RANGE CO.,
Birmingham, Ala., November 17, 1971.
Dr. GuE8k~zFJ. HA~wy, Jr.
Health Officer, Jefferson County Departmentof Health,
Birmingham, Ala.
DEAR DR. HARDY: I am in receipt of a telegram addressed to "Major Particulate Sources in Jefferson County", on the subject AIR POLLUTION EPISODE,
November 16, 1971, 5:00 P.M.
I am in sympathy with your efforts to protect the health of the citizens of
Jefferson County. I take exception to being included as a major particulate
source in Jefferson County. We have never been classified as such in the past,
nor contacted during any periods of high particulate readings.
Our company is a medium sized gray iron foundry, and we are very small in
relation to our neighbors in North Birmingham, and in Jefferson County, generally.
In addition to this, we have had wet caps on our alternately operated cupolas
(only one at a time is ever in use) since 1964. We have always had dust collectors attached to our cleaning equipment, and the grinding and polishing equipment. We have a wet type collector made by the American Air Filter Company,
and a bag-type dry collector made by Pangborn.
In addition to this we are operating our foundry equipment at a rate of 80%
less normal for this time of year already. It is difficult for me to believe that we
could be considered one of the major particulate sources in Jefferson County.
Not withstanding my reservations about our contribution to the situation
covered in your telegram, we are willing to make reductions as requested.
We were contacted by your office this morning, and informed of the situation.
We were informed at the same time that the dangerous hours of accumulation
were from four to five o'clock in the afternoon, until nine or ten o'clock the next
morning, die to atmospheric conditions that prevailed during those hours.
With this in mind, we cut one and one-half hours off our day shift, which
normally ends at five-thirty in the afternoon, and told the office to let us know
if the situation continued as they expected, so that we might reduce our running
time during our second shift, which falls in those hours when the atmospheric
conditions are the least favorable.
The telegram and a subsequent phone call from your office confirming the
continued seriousness of the problem caused us to cut four and one-half hours
from our second shift on the night of November 16.
Our present plans are to continue this 58% reduction in our second shift
operation, which falls during those hours when your office says the particulate
build-up is nostikelyto occur.
I hope that our understanding of the situation is correct, and that these
actions to reduce our second shift by 53% from a running rate that is already
30% below normal will be a satisfactory response to your request.
Again, let me say, we are in complete sympathy with your efforts to protect
the health of the citizens of the country, and understand your contacting any
and all industries in the area. I do take exception to being included as a major
particulate source in the county, considering the size of our business in the first
place, and the rather extensive steps we have already taken to control emissions at our moderately sized facility.
Kindest regards.
Yours truly,
SAUNDEULJONES. President.
STOOKHAM VALVES & Fr-riNs,
Birmingham, Ala., November 17, 1971.

Dr. Goaoz E. HARDY, Jr.,
Jeffereon County Departmento1 Health,
Birmingham, Ala.
DzA DR. HADY: We thank you for your telegram #lated November 16, 1971,
relative to the "Air Pollution Episode."
You requested that there be an overall particulate emission reduction of 60%.
This Company, in our judgment, more than complied with your request.
Some of the many-things that were done are:
1. Existing emission controls were checked and adjusted to maximum efficiency.
2. Charging levels on our cupolas were reduced.

3. Three bronze melting furnaces were shut down.
4. Two raw material recovery units were shut down.
Should you have any additional questions, we would be glad to discuss the
subject with you at your convenience..
HARBY M. BURNS,
Vice President, Manufacturing.

CLOW CORP.,
CAST IRON PIPE & FOUNDRY DIvISION,
Birmingham, Ala., November 17, 1971.
Re air pollution episode.
GEOROE E. HARDY, Jr., M.D.,
Health Officer, Jefferson County Department of Health, Birmingham, Ala.
DEAn DR. HARDY: Clow has in operation a particulate collection system on our
melting units. Independent tests certify that this unit is collecting 90% of the
lmrticulate emissions. This compares to zero collection if Clow had not voluntarily installed equipment without pressure of any regulatory bodies or laws
and in the absence of State standards. This past spring we signed an additional
contract for further refinements on this unit. Most of the equipment has now
arrived and installation will go forward shortly.
On receipt of your telephone call yesterday, our Maintenance Department went
over the collection unit to be sure that top efficiency was being obtained. We also
change our scheduled sizes of production to the best mix possible to assure
maximum collections.
Because this equipment has been installed and is in operation, we are reducing
particulate emissions by 90% every day that we operate. No further reductions
are possible short of complete ptant shutdown and the resultant lay-off of
approximately 400 people-that this entails.
We appreciate your concern. We at Clow have expressed ours by voluntarily
going ahead with equipment and demonstrated our continued efforts in this
direction through planned continued improvements, some -of which are under
contract.
Sincerely,
H. B. WEAVER, Jr., General Manager.
AMERICAN CAST IRON PIPE CO.,

Birmingham, Ala., November 17, 1971.
Dr. GEOROE E. HARDY, Jr.,
Health Officer, Jefferson (ownty Department of Health, Birmingham, Ala.
DEAR DR. HARDY: In response to your telegram indicating high particulate
levels in our area, we have taken the following actions to reduce our particulate
emissions today.
Cleaner scrap and premium charge materials in all our melting units.
In iron foundry shut down one of two cupolas at approximately 1:00 p.m. and
reduce remaining cupola progressively to 50% by 3:00 p.m.
.Wiut down all electric furnaces by 2:00 p.m.
In the pipe plant reduce one cupola 25% by 1:00 p.m. and an additional 25%
by 4:00 p.m.
We estimate the above curtailment, will reduce our particulate emission 45%
to 55%.
Yours very truly,
CARL P. FARLow, Vice President-Engineering.
*

*

*

REPuBLIc STEEL CORP.,

SOUTHERN DIsTRIoT,
Birmingham,Ala., November 17, 1971.
Subject: Air pollution episode.
GEORGE E. HARDY, Jr., M.D.,
Health Officer, Jefferson County Health Department,
Birmingham, Ala.
DrA SIR: Due to the current sluggish level of the industrial economy, Republic Steel Corporation Plant in the Thomas area of Birmingham is practically
shut down.
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Operations of the Blast Furnace was discontinued on June 29, 1971 and the
furnace remains banked.
Operations of the Coke Ovens and the utilities are at the lowest possible level.
All caretaker personnel at the plant have been advised of the present adverse
atmospheric conditions in the Birmingham area and have been directed to reduce
any emissions possible and to prevent the occurrence of any transient conditions
which might generate such discharge. They have also been advised to report to
management any developments beyond their capability to control.
Yours truly,
E. W. CARLSON, Manager Southern District.

ALABAMA BY-PRODUCTS CORP.,

Birmingham, Ala., November 17,1971.
Dr. GEORGE E. HARDY, Jr.,
Health Officer, Jefferson County Departmentof Health,
Birmingham,Ala.
DEAR DR. HARDY: In response to verbal notification from your office received
"alert"
by us about 10:30 a.m. yesterday, November 16, 1971, that an air pollution
had been declared in the Birmingham area and that our company was asked to
take steps to reduce particulate emissions from its coke plant at Tarrant, Alabama, we immediately put into effect on an emergency basis temporary measures,
neutralizing pressure, which would be maintained some twenty-four hours and
would measurably reduce emission of particulate matter.
Upon receipt about 6:00 p.m. yesterday at our Tarrant coke plant of your
notice of declaration of an air pollution "warning" we promptly made adjustments to our oven heating system to accommodate a drastic reduction in operating
rate without serious damage to facilities and by 8:00 p.m. we had reduced our
operating rate to approximately 54% and are presently operating at this very
low rate. In addition operating personnel were notified of the "alert" and "warning" and instructed to maintain continuous checks on all operations to avoid or
reduce incidental emissions to the fullest extent possible. These actions have resulted in a substantial reduction in particulate emissions.
The reduction in operating rate has required substantial curtailment of shipments to our customers and with a shortage of foundry coke because of the long
coal strike this will cause many customers serious difficulties. We will appreciate
your advising us immediately by phone at any time of the day or night (office
841-558, home 822-2407) when the alert is lifted so that we may avoid further
curtailment of customers orders and the lay-off of employees.
Yours very truly,
H. E. WITHERS,
Vice President, Coke 4 Coal Chemicals Operation#.
HARBISON-WALKER REFRACTORIMS CO.,
Fairfield,Ala., November 17, 1971.
GEORGE E. HARDY, Jr., M.D., M.P.H.,
Jefferson County Department of Health,
Birmingham, Ala.
DEA DR. HARDY: This is to advise that upon receipt of your telegram, dated
November 16, 1971, 5 p.m., pertaining to the declared pollution warning, that the
following emergency actions were taken at our Fairfield and Bessemer Operations.
Fairfield Operations.-Shut-down of drying facility, and discontinued incendiary burning of trash.
Beemer Operations.-Shut-down of rotary kiln operation.
We estimate that the above emergency actions resulted in the elimination of
90 percent of particulate emissions from these two plants. We can continue these
emergency measures over a limited time period, after that period it could become
necessary to resume the rotary kiln and drying facilities at a substantial reduced
feed that would result in particulate emissions of 50 percent below normal.
Sincerely yours,
M. M. CAIN¢, Area Production Manager.

EXHIBIT C

Each Probate Judge, Sheriff, and the Clerk and Register of
the Circuit Court is required by law to preserve this slip or
pamphlet in a book kept in his office until the Act is published
in permanent form,.

ALABAMA

LAW

(Regular Session, 1971)

Act No. 769

H. 702--Roberts, Erdreich, Boutwell, Grainger,
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Wynot, Hale, Wood, Taylor, Harris
Drake, Turnham, Gloor
AN ACT

To provide for the regulation, control, abatement and prevention of
air pollution in the State of Alabama; to provide for a declaration of
purpose and policy relative to air quality; to provide for definitions; to
establish an air pollution control commission; to provide for the establishment of rules and regulations to promote the purposes of this Act;
40 provide the powers and duties of the air pollution control commission;

to provide the procedures for adopting rules and regulations relative to
the purposes of this Act; to provide for emergency procedures in the
event of a threat to human health or safety; to provide penalties for
violations of this Act; to provide for the enforcement of the rules and
regulations relative to the purposes of this Act; to provide for variances;
to provide for the establishment of local airpollution control programs;
to repeal Act No. 1135 Acts of Alabama, Regular Session, 1969, page
2100, establishing the Alabama Air Pollution Control Commission.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of Alabama:
Section 1. This Act shall be known and may be cited as the
"Alabama Air Pollution Control Act of 1971."
Section 2. Declaration of Policy and Purpose.
(a) It is hereby declared to-be the public policy of this
State and the purpose of this Act to achieve and maintain such
levels of air quality as will protect human health and safety. and
to the greatest degree practicable, prevent injury to plant and
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animal life and property, foster the comfort and convenience of
the people, promote the social development of this State and
facilitate the enjoyment of the natural attractions of this State.
(b) It is also declared that local air pollution control programs are to be provided for to the extent practicable as essential
instruments for the securing and maintenance of appropriate
levels of air quality.
(c) To these ends it is the purpose of this Act to provide
for a coordinated state-wide program of air pollution prevention, abatement and control; to facilitate cooperation across
jurisdictional lines in dealing with problems of air pollution
not confined within single jurisdictions; and to provide a framework within which ali values may be balanced in the public interest.
Section 3. Definitions. As used in this Act, the following
words and terms shall have the following meanings:
(a) "Air Pollution" means the presence in the outdoor
atmosphere of one or more air contaminants in such quantities
and duration as are, or tend to be, injurious to human health
or welfare, animal or plant life or property, or would interfere
with the enjoyment of life or property througout the State and
in such territories of the State as shall be affected thereby.
(b) "Air Contaminant" means any solid, liquid, or gaseous
matter, any odor, or any combination thereof, 'from whatever
source.
(c) "Commission" means the Air Pollution Control Commission of the State of Alabama established by this Act.
(d) "Person" means the State, any individual, partnership,
firm, association, municipality, public or private corporation or
institution, political subdivision or agency of the State, including any Environmental Improvement Authority established pursuant to Act No. 1117, Regular Session of 1969 (Gen. Acts 1969,
p. 2060), any trust, estate, or any other legal entity and any successor, representative, agent, or agency of the foregoing, the
United States or any department, agency, or instrumentality
of the executive, legislative or judicial branches of the Federal
Government.
(e) "Emission" means a release into the outdoor atmosphere of air contaminants.
(f) "Director" means the Director of the Division of Air
Pollution Control of the Department of Public Health which
Division is established by this Act.
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Section 4. The Air Pollution Control Commission.
(a) There is hereby created--a Division of Air Pollution
Control, hereinafter referred to as "the Division" in the Department of Health. The Department of Health shall administer
this Act through the Division which shall be headed by a Director appointed by the commission in accordance with the Merit
System laws of this State; provided that rules and regulations
required or authorized to be made pursuant to this Act shall be
made, amended and repealed by the Air Pollution Control Commission established pursuant to subsection (b) of this Section.
(b) There Is hereby created the Air Pollution Control
Commission, hereinafter referred to as "the Commission." The
members of the Commission shall be as follows:
(1) The State Health Officer throughout his term of office
as State Health Officer and until the appointment and qualification of his successor as such officer;
(2) Six members to be appointed by the Governor, provided however, that the initial Commission members must be
appointed on or before October 1, 1971, said appointments to
be made with the advice and consent of the Senate, as follows;
(i) Four members who shall be representative of the
public;
(ii) One member shall be a registered professional engineer and shall be educated and experienced in matters of air
pollution measurement and control; and
(iii) One member who shall be a licensed physician and
shall be educated and experienced in lung and respiratory discases and related diseases resulting from air pollution or air
contaminants.
(c) No person shall be eligible to serve as a member of
the Commission who is an officer, employee or agent, or who
is a stockholder owning 7.5 per cent or more of the voting
-stock of any corporation or organization holding a permit from
the Commission for the discharge-of air contaminants into the
atmosphere, or who is an officer, employee, or agent of any
trade association which represents a corration or organization holding a permit from the Commission for the discharge
of air contaminants into the atmosphere. One of the six members appointed by the Governor shall serve for a term of four
years, two for a term of three years, two for a-term of two. years
and one for a term of one year, and the Governor shall designate at the time of making such appointments the length of
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the term each member shall serve. At the expiration of the
terms of all members initially appointed, their successor shall
be appointed by the Governor for terms of four years and shall
be selected in the same manner as the first members. If a
vacancy occurs in the appointed membership, and upon certification thereof by the Coromission, the Governor shall fill such
vacancy for the unexpired term in accordance with the procedure prescribed herein. When a Commission member is appointed during a period when the Legislature is not in session
to advise and consent, such appointee shall have the full power
of the office until and unless the Senate, upon the reconvening of
the Legislature, shall, by affirmative vote, refuse to consent
in such appointment.
(d) The State Health Officer shall serve as Chairman of
the Commission. The Commission shall elect from its membership a Vice Chairman. All members of the Commission shall be
voting members. The Chairman and Vice Chairman shall vote
on matters before the Commission as other members.
(e) No salary or compensation shall be paid any member
of the Commission for services thereon, but this provision shall
not be construed to affect in any-way the regular compensation
of members who are also governmental employees, their services on the Commission being considered a part of their official
duties. Actual and necessary travel, subsistence and other expenses, incurred by members in the discharge of their duties
as members of the Commission and as directed or requested
by the Commission, shall be paid at the rate allowed other State
employees as provided by law from funds which are or may become available for the purpose of this Act.
(f) The Commission shall meet regularly in each calendar
quarter of each year, at times and places to be fixed by the
Commission. Special meetings may be called at the discretion
and upon call of the Chairman and special meetings shall be
called by him up written request of any three members to take
up any matters within the jurisdiction of the Commission. To
the extent possible, all members shall be notified of the time
and place of any regular or special meeting.
(g) Four voting members of the Commission shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of Commission business
in both regular and special meetings. No member may designate by proxy or otherwise an alternate representative to attend
any meeting of the Commission. The Director, or his representative, shall attend all meetings but shall have no voting power.
(h) The Commission shall keep a complete and accurate
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record of the proceedings of all Its meetings, a copy of which
shall be kept on file in the office of the Director and open to
public inspection.
(I) The Commission may employ and compensate within
appropriations available therefor; consultants and such assistants and employees as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act and may prescribe their powers and duties.
All personnel who are in the employ of or are assigned to the
Air Pollution Control Commission upon the effective date of
this Act shall, upon -the effective date of this Act, become the
employees of or assigned to the new Commission established
herein. Employees of the Commission shall be employed in
accordance with the State merit system.
(j) All of the matters pending before the Air Pollution
Control Commission upon the effective date of this Act shall,
upon the effective date of this Act, be transferred to the jurisdiction of the new Commission herein established, and all actions
heretofore taken and jurisdiction heretofore exercised by the
Air Pollution Control Commission shall be considered in all respects as having been acts of the new Commission established
herein. All books, records, equipment, facilities, funds allocated
to or in iti possession (including unexpended appropriations),
notes and accounts receivable and all other property of every
kind whatsoever of the Air Pollution Control Commission upon
the effective date of this Act shall, upon the effective date of
this Act, be transferred to, vest in and become the property of
the new Commission established herein, and all contrits, leases,
debts, obligations and liabilities of every kind whatsoever of
the Air Pollution Control Commission upon the effective date
of this Act shall, upon the effective date of this Act, be transferred to, inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the new
Commission established herein, it being the intent of this Act
that the new Commission established herein supersede and replace, but continue all business and affairs of the Air Pollution
Control Commission.
Section 5. -Rules and Regulations. The Commission, pursuant to procedures prescribed In Section 18 of this Act, may
adopt regulations to promote the purposes of this Act. Without
limiting the generality of this authority, such regulations may
among other things prescribe:
(a) Ambient air quality standards specifying the maximum permissible short-term and long-term concentrations of
various air contaminants in the atmosphere;
(b) Emission standards specifying the maximum amounts
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or concentrations of air contaminants that may be discharged
into the atmosphere;
(c) Standards and conditions regarding the sale, offer, or
use of any fuel, or other article determined to constitute an air
pollution hazard, or which could constitute an air pollution
hazard;
(d) Alert and abatement standards relative to air pollution episodes or emergencies constituting an acute danger to
health or to the environment;
(e) Requirements and procedures for the inspection of any
equipment, facility, vehicle, vessel, or aircraft that may cause or
contribute to air pollution;
(f) Requirements for making reports containing information as may be required by the Commission concerning location,
size and height of contaminant outlets, processes employed, fuels
used and the nature and time periods or duration of emissions,
and such other information as is relevant to air pollution.
(g) Effective and application dates, however, unless otherwise specified by the Commission, all rules, regulations, standards, requirements, procedures, orders, resolutions, prohibitions,
amendments thereto, or repeal thereof, shall become effective
and applicable upon adoption by the Commission.
Section 6. Other Powers and Duties of the Commission. In
addition to other powers conferred on it by law, the Commission
shall have power to:
(a) Hold hearings relating to any aspect of or matter in
the administration of this Act, and in connection therewith,
compell the attendance of witnesses and the production of evidence, through subpoena as hereinafter provided.
(b) Issue such orders as may be necessary to effectuate
the purposes of this Act and enforce the same by all appropriate
administrative aud judicial proceedings.
(c) Require access to records relating to emissions which
cause or contribute to air contamination.
(d) Secure necessary scientific, technical, administrative
and operational services, including laboratory facilities, by contract or otherwise.
ote) Prepare and develop a comprehensive plan or plans
for t e prevention, abatement and control or air pollution in
this State.
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(f) Encourage voluntary cooperation by persons and affected groups to achieve the purposes of this Act.
(g) Encourage and conduct studies, investigations and research relating to air contamination and air pollution and their
causes, effects, prevention, abatement and control.
(h) Determine bY means of field studies and sampling
the degree of air contamination and air pollution In the State
and the several parts thereof.
(i) Make a continuing study of the effects of the emission of air contaminants from motor vehicles on the quality of
the outdoor atmosphere of this State and the several parts thereof, and make recommendations to appropriate public and private
bodies with respect thereto.
(j) Collect and disseminate information and conduct educational and training programs relating to air contamination
and air pollution.
(k) Advise, consult, contract and cooperate with other
agencies of the State, local governments, industries, other states,
interstate or interlocal agencies, and the Federal Government,
and with interested persons or groups.
(1) Consult, upon request, with any person proposing to
construct, install, or otherwise acquire an air contaminant source
or device or system for the control thereof, concerning the efficacy of such device or system, or the air pollution problem which
may be related to the source, device or system. Nothing in any
such consultation shall be construed to relieve any person from
compliance with this Act, rules and regulations in force pursuant
thereto, or any other provision of law.
(m) Accept, receive and administer grants or other funds
or gifts from public and private agencies, including the Federal
Government, for the purpose of carrying out any of the functions of this Act. Such funds received by the Commission pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the State Treasury to
the account of the Commission. In addition to the authority to
accept, receive and administer grants or other funds from the
Federal Government, the Commission is hereby designated as
the State Air Pollution Control Agency for the purposes of the
Federal Clean Air Act, as amended, Public Law 90-148, or any
amendments thereto.
(n) Provide for the performance by its officers and employees, in the name of the Commission, of any act or duty
necessary or incidental to the administration of this Act.

1
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(o) Provide for the establishment of advisory committees,
appointment of the membership of such committees, scope of
investigation, and other duties, of such committees. The period
of duration such committees and the terms of members of such
committees shall be established by the Commission. No salary
or compensation shall be allowed any member of such committees
for services thereon. Actual and necessary travel subsistence,
and other expenses incurred by members of such committees
in the discharge of their official duties as members of such
committees and when approved by the Chairman or the Director,
by direction of the Commission, shall be paid at the rate allowed
other State employees as provided by law from any funds which
are or may become available for the purpose of this Act.
Section 7. Monitoring and Reporting.
The Commission may require the owner or operator of any
air contaminant source to establish the maintain such records;
make such reports; install, use and maintain such monitoring
equipment or methods; sample such emissions in accordance with
such methods, at such locations, intervals and procedures as the
Commission shall prescribe; and provide such other information
as the Commission reasonably may require.
Section 8. Additional Control Measures.
(a) The Commission may require that notice be given to
the Director prior to the undertaking of the construction, installation or establishment or particular types or classes of new
air contamination sources specified in its rules and regulationsWithin fifteen days of its receipt of such notice, the Director
may require, as a condition precedent to the construction, installation or establishment of the air contaminant source or sources
covered hereby, the submission of plans, specifications and such
other information as it deems necessary in order to determine
whether the proposed construction, installation or establishment
will be in accord with applicabf, rules and regulations in force
pursuant to this Act. If withiti sixty days of the receipt of plans,
specifications or other information required pursuant to this
Section the Director determines that the proposed construction,
installation or establishment will not be in accord with the requirements of this Act or applicable rules and regulations, he
shall Issue an order prohibiting the construction, installation or
establishment of the air contaminant source or sources. Failure
of such an order to issue within the time prescribed herein shall
be deemed a determination that the construction, installation or
establishment may proceed; provided that it is in accordance
with the*plans, specifications or other information, if any, required to be submitted.
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(b) In addition to any other remedies available on account
of the issuance of an order prohibiting construction, installation
or establishment, and prior to invoking any such remedies, the
person or persons aggrieved thereby shall; upon request in accordance with rules of the Commission, be entitled to a hearing
on the order. Following such hearing, the order may be affirmed, modified or withdrawn.
(c) For the purposes of this Act, addition to or enlargement or replacement of an air contaminant source, or any major
alteration therein, shall be construed as construction, installation or establishment of a new air contaminant source.
(d) Any features, machines and devices constituting parts
of or called for by plans, specifications or other information
submitted pursuant to subsection (a) hereof shall be maintained in good working order.
(e) Nothing in this Section shall be construed to authorize
the Commission to require the use of machinery, devices or
equipment from a particular supplier or produced by a particular manufacturer, if the required performance standards may
be met by machinery, devices or equipment otherwise available.
(f) The absence or failure to issue a rule, regulation or
order pursuant to this Section shall not relieve any person from
compliance with any emission control requirements or with
any other provision of law.
(g) The Commission by rule or regulation may prescribe
and provide for the payment and collection of reasonable fees
for the review of plans and specifications required to be submitted pursuant to this Section. All such fees when collected
shall be deposited in the State-Treasury to the account of the
Division of Air Pollution Control of the State Department of
Health.
Section 9. Inspections.
(a) Any duly authorized officer, employee, or representative of the Department may enter and inspect any property,
premises or place on or at which an air contaminant source is
located or is being constructed, installed or established at any
reasonable time for the purpose of ascertaining the state of
compliance with this Act and rules and regulations in force
pursuant thereto. No person shall refuse entry or access to any
authorized representative of the Department -who requests
entry for purposes of inspection,' and who presents appropriate
credentials; nor shall any person obstruct, hamper or interfere
with any such inspectiQn. If requested, the owner or operator
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of the premises shall 4ceive a report setting forth all facts
found which relate to compliance status.
(b) The Department may conduct tests and take samples
of air contaminants, fuel, process material or other material
which affects or may affect emission of air contaminants from
any source. Upon request of the Department, the person responsible for the source to be tested shall provide necessary
holes in stacks or ducts and such other safe and proper sampling
and testing facilities, exclusive of instruments and sensing devises as may be necessary for proper determination of the emission of air contaminants. If an authorized employee of the
Department during the course of an inspection obtains a sample
of air contaminant, fuel, process material, or other material, he
shall give the owner or operator of the equipment or fuel
facility a receipt for the sample obtained.Section 10. Emission Control Requirements.
The Commission may establish such emission control requirements, by rule or regulation, as in its judgment may be
necessary to prevent, abate, or control air pollution. Such requirements may be for the State as a whole or may vary from
area to area, as may be appropriate to facilitate accomplishment of the purposes of this Act, and in order to take account of
varying local conditions.
-

Section 11. Emergency Procedure.(a) Any other provisions of law to the contrary notwithstanding, if the Director finds that a generalized condition of
air pollution exists and that it creates an emergency requiring
immediate action to protect human health or safety, the Director
shall order persons causing or contributing to the air pollution
to reduce or discontinue immediately the emission of air contaminants, and such order shall fix a place and time, not later
than twenty-four hours thereafter, for a hearing to be held
before the Commission. Not more than twenty-four hours after
the commepcement of such hearing, and without adjournment
thereof, the Commission shall affirm, modify or set aside the
order of tW Director.
(b) In the absence of a generalized condition of air pollution of the type referred to in subsection (a), but if the
Director finds that emissions from the operation of one or more
air contaminant sources is causing eminent danger to human
health or safety, he may order the person or persons responsible
for the operation or operations in question to reduce or discontinue emissions immediately, without regard to the provisions
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of Section 9 of this Act. In such event, the requirements for
hearing and affirmance, modification or setting aside of orders
set forth in subsection (a) shall apply.
(c) Nothing in this Section shall be construed to limit
any power which the Governor or any other officer may have
to declare an emergency and act on the basis of such declaration, if such power is conferred by statute or constitutional provision, or inheres in the office.
(d) In addition to, and without In any way limiting the
foregoing, if the State Health Officer, in his capacity as Chairman of the Commission, or any three members of the Commission, determines at any time that air pollution, in any county,
locality, place or other area in the State constitutes an emergency risk to the health of those present within said area of the
State, and that the resources of the Commission are not sufficient to abate said air pollution, such determination shall be
communicated in writing, with the factual findings on which
such determination is based, to the Governor, the State Health
Officer may delegate in writing to any employee of the Commission the power to make such determination and deliver the
same to the Governor in the absence of the State Health Officer
from the State. Upon being so advised the Governor shall by
proclamation declare, as to all or any part of said area me~tloned
in the aforesaid determination, that an air pollution emergency
exists, and upon making such declaration the Governor shall
have the following powers which he may exercise in whole or in
part by the issuance of an order or orders:
(1) Tho prohibit, restrict or condition motor vehicle
travel of every kind, including trucks and buses, in the area;
(2) To prohibit, restrict or condition the operation of retail, commercial, manufacturing, industrial, or similar activity
in the area;
(3) To prohibit, restrict or condition operation of incinerators in the area;
(4) To prohibit, restrict or condition the burning ck other
consumption of any type of fuel in the area;
(5) To prohibit, restrict or condition the burning of any
materials whatsoever in the area;
(6) To prohibit, restrict or condition any and all other
activity in the area which contributes or may contribute to the
$
air pollution emergency;
(e) The declaration by proclamation of th6 '40vernor of
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an air pollution emergency and any order issued by the Governor pursuant to such declaration shall be given maximum
publicity throughout the State.
"
f) Any gubernatorial order may be amended
or modified
by further gubernatorial orders. Said order or orders shall not
require any judicial or other order or confirmation of any type
in order to become immediately effective as the legal obligation of all persons, firms, corporations and other entities within
the State. Said order shall remain in effect for the duration
of time set forth in same, and if no time limit is specified in
said order, same shall remain In effect until the Governor declares by further proclamation that the emergency has terminated.
(g) The aforesaid orders of the Goernor shall be enforced by the State and County Departments of Health, the State
and local police, Commission personnel, the Alabama National
Guard if same is authorized in the Governor's order, and such
other persons or agencies as may be designated by the Governor.
Those enforcing any Governor's order shall require no further
authority or warrant in executing same than the issuance of
the order itself. Those authorized to enforce said orders may
use such reasonable force as is required in the enforcement
thereof, and may take such reasonable steps as are required to
.amare compliance therewith including, but without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, the following:
(1)
Entering any property or establishment whatsoever,
commercial, Industrial, or residential believed, on reasonable
-cause, to be violating said order (excepting single or double
family homes or any dwelling unit within a multiple dwelling
unit larger than a double family home) and, if a request does
not produce compliance, causing compliance with said order;
--- (2) Stopping, detouring, rerouting, and prohibiting motor
vehicle travel and traffic;
(8) Disconnectirg incinerator or other-types of combustion facilities;
(4) Terminatlig all burning activities;
(5) Closing down or restricting the use of any business,
commercial, retail, manufacturing, industrial or other establishment.
Where any person authorized to enforce such an order believes on reasonable cause that same is being violated in a single
or double family residence or within the dwelling portion of a
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larger multiple dwelling unit, said residence or dwelling portion
thereof may be entered only upon obtaining a search warrant
from any magistrate having power to issue same.
(h) Any person, firm or corporation or other entity aggrieved by any gubernatorial order upon application to the State
Health Officer shall be granted a public hearing on the question
of whether or not the continuance of any such order in whole
or in part is unreasonable In the light of the then prevailing
conditions of air pollution, the contribution to the same of any
cular activity, and the purposes of this Act. Said public
caring shall be conducted as quickly as possible by said State
Health Officer .or his delegate who shall give public notice of
same. The State Health Officer or his delegate shall have the
power to compel attendance, testimony, and the production of
documents by the use of subpoena powers. The number of
witnesses and the- extent of testimony shall be within his control. If the State Health Officer, upon conclusion of such hearing, determines that any such order should be terminated, or
modified in any way whatsoever, he shall report such findings
and recommendations to the Governor for such action as he
deems appropriate.
Section 12. Variances.
(a) The Commission may grant Individual variances be.
yond the limitations prescribed in this Act, whenever it is found,
upon presentation of adequate proof, that compliance with any
rule or regulation, requirement or order of the Commission
would impose serious hardship without equal or greater benefits to the public, and'the emissions occurring or proposed to
occur do not endanger or tend to endanger human health or
safety, human comfort, and aesthetic values. In granting or
denying a variance the Commission shall file and publish a
written opinion stating the facts and reasons leading to its
decision.
(b) In granting a variance the Commission may impose
such conditions as the policies of this Act may require. If the
hardship complained of consists solely of the need for a reasonable delay in which to correct a violation of this Act or of the
Commission regulations, the Commission shall condition the
grant of such variance upon-the posting of sufficient performante bond or other security to assure the. correction of such
__.
violation within the time prescribed.
(c) Any variance granted pursuant to the provisions of
this section shall be granted for such period of time, not ex-

ceeding one year, as shall be specified by the Commission at the
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time of the grant of such variance, and upon the condition that
the person who receives such variance shall make such periodic
progress reports as the Commission shall specify. Such variance may be extended from year to year by affirmative action
of the Commission, but only if satisfactory progress has been
shown.
(d) Any person seeking a variance shall do so by filing a
petition for variance with the Commission, which shall promptly
give notice of such petition in a newspaper of general circulation in the county in which the Installation or property for
which variance sought is located. The Director shall promptly
investigate such petition, consider the views of persons who
might be adversely affected by the grant of a variance, and
make a recommendation to the Commission as to the-disposition
of the petition. If the Commission, in its discretion, concludes
that a hearing would be advisable, or if any person files a written
objection to the grant of such variance within 21 days, then a
hearing shall be held, under the rules prescribed in Section 13
(b) of this Act, and the burden of proof shall be on the petitioner.
(e) If te Commission falls to take final action upon a
variance request within 90 days-after the filing of the petition,
the petitioner fty deem the request denied under this Act.
(f) A vquance or renewal shall not be a right of the
applicant or holder thereof but shall be in the discretion of the
Commissions; however, any person adversely affected by a
variance or reliewal granted by the Commission my obtain
judicial review by filing notice of appeal with the Register in
Chancery of the Circuit Court in Equity in the county where
the pollution source is located within twenty days from the
action of the commission thereon. The case shall be heard by
the Court under the same rules and with the same requirements as a petition for injunction would be heard. On appeal,
the Circuit Court shall grant said variance unless it find the
operation of the air contamination source in the manner allowed
in the variance would amount to a private or public nuisance, or
unless it finds that the Commission acted arbitrarily and capriciously.
Section 18. Adopting Rules and Regulations.
(a) No substantive regulations shall be adopted, amended,
or repealed until after a public hearing. At least 20 days prior
to the scheduled date of the hearing the Commission shall give
notice of such hearing by public advertisement in a newspaper
of general circulation in the area of the state concerned of the
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date, time, place and purpose of such hearing; and make available to any person upon request copies of the proposed regulations, together with summaries of the reasons supporting their
adoption.
(b) Any public hearing relating to the adoption, amendment, or repeal of Commission regulations under this section
shall be held before a hearing officer, who shall be designated
by the Chairman. All such hearings shall be open to the public,
and reasonable opportunity to be heard with respect to the
subject of the hearing shall be afforded to any person. All
testimony taken before the Commission shall be recorded stenographically. The transcript so recorded, and any written submissions to the Commission in relation to such hearings, shall
be open to public inspection.
(c) After such hearing the Commission may revise the
proposed regulations before adoption in response to testimony
made at the hearing, without conducting a further hearing on
the revisions.
(d) Any such regulations may make different provisions
as required by circumstances for different contaminant sources
and for different geographical areas; may apply to sources out.
side this State causing, contributing to, or threatening environmental damage in Alabama; and may make special provision for
alert and abatement standards and procedures respecting occurrences or emergencies of pollution or on other short-term conditions constituting an acute danger to health or to the environment. In promulgating regulations under this Act, the Commission shall take into account the purpose of the Act.
(e) Nothing in this Section shall be construed to require
a hearing prior to the issuance of an emergency order pursuant
to Section 11 of this Act.
Section 14. Confidentiality of Records.
Any records, reports or information obtained under this
act shall be available to the public, except that upon a showing
satisfactory to the Commission by any person that records,
reports, or information, or particular part thereof, (other than
emission data) to which the Commission has access if made
public, would divulge production or sales figures or methods,
processes or production unique to such person, or would otherwise tend to affect adversely the competitive position of such
person by revealing trade secrets, the Commission shall consider such record, report, or information or particular portion
thereof confidential in the administration of this Act.
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Nothing herein shall be construed to prevent disclosure of
such report, record or information to Federal, State, or local
representatives as necessary for purposes of administration of
any Federal, State or local air pollution control laws, or when
relevant in any proceeding under this Act.
Section 15.

Local Programs

(a) Except as provided herein, it is the intention of this
Act to occupy by pre-emption the field of air pollution control
within all areas of the State of Alabama. However, nothing
herein shall be construed to limit or abrogate any private remedies now available to any person for the alleviation, abatement,
control, correction, or prevention of air polluting or restitution
for damage resulting therefrom.
(b) Subject to the provisions of this Section, each municipal governing body, which had municipal ordinances in effect
on or before July 1, 1969, which pertain to air pollution control
and which provide for the creation and establishment of an
air pollution control board, and each county Board of Health
shall have the authority to establish, and thereafter administer,
within its jurisdiction a local air pollution control program,

which:

(1)
Provides, subject to subsection (d) by ordinance, regulation, or resolution, for requirements for the control or prevention of air pollution consistent with, or more strict than,
those imposed by this Act or the rules, regulations and standards
promulgated by the Commission hereunder;
(2) Provides for the enforcement of such requirement

by appropriate administrative and judicial process. Each such
municipal governing body and each county Board of Health establishing a program hereunder is hereby authorized and required to advertise and adopt all rules and regulations in accordance with the same procedure provided herein for the adoption
of said rules, regulations and standards by the Commission,
and all judicial remedies provided by this Act shall be available
and enforceable by such municipal governing body and by such
county Board of Health: and
(8) Provides for administrative organization, staff, financial and other resources necessary to effectively and efficiently
carry out Its program. The Board of County Commissioners of
each county, and the council or other governing body of each
municipal governing body within the jurisdiction of a local air
pollution control program established by a county Board of
Health, is hereby authorized to appropriate such sums as it
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may determine necessary and desirable for the establishment,
administration and enforcement of such a program.
(c) No county Board of Health shall have the authority
to exercise air pollution control jurisdiction Within the bounds
of any incorporated municipality or the police jurisdiction thereof having an air pollution control program as herein before
authorized.
(d) Any such municipal governing body and each county
Board of Health may adopt and enforce any ordinance, regulation, or resolution requiring the control or prevention of air
pollution as follows:
(1) Where any ordinance, regulation, or resolution is
identical in substance to requirements for the control or prevention of air pollution imposed by this Act or the rules, regulations and standards promulgated by the Commission hereunder,
then such ordinance, regulation, or resolution may be adopted
and enforced without furtheik approval of the Commission.
(2) Where any ordinance, regulation, or resolution provides for the control or prevention of air pollution regarding
classes or types of sources or classes or types of air contaminants for which the Commission has not promulgated rules,
regulations or standards applicable to such sources or air contaminants within the area of jurisdiction of the local air pollution control program of such municipal governing body or county
Board of Health, then such ordinance, regulation, or resolution
may be adopted and enforced without further approval of the
Commission.
(3) Where any ordinance, regulation, or resolution is
adopted which provides for requirements for the control or
prevention of air pollution for particular classes or types of
sources or classes or types of air contaminants which requirements are more strict than those-imposed by this Act or the
rules, regulations and standards promulgated by the Commission hereunder which are applicable within the area of jurisdiction of the local air pollution control program of such municipal governing body or county Board of Health, then such ordinance, regulation, or resolution may not be enforced unless the
Commission finds within 60 days of such adoption that such
ordinance, regulation, or resolution is compatible with the purposes of this Act and with any comprehensive plan adopted by
the Commission pursuant to Section 6 of this Act.
(4) Each such municipal governing body or county Board
of Health shall notify the Commission of the adoption of any
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ordinance, regulation, or resolution requiring the control or
prevention of air pollution and provide to the Commission, a
certified copy of such ordinance, regulation, or resolution within
15 days of such adoption.
(e) (1) If the Commission has reason to believe that a
local air pollution control program established pursuant to subsection (b) is inadequate to prevent ant. control air pollution
in the jurisdiction to which such program relates, or that such
program is being administered in a manner inconsistent with
the requirements of this Act, the Commission shall, on due
notice, conduct a hearing on the matter.
(2) If, after such hearing, the Commission finds that such
program is inadequate to prevent and control air pollution in
the jurisdiction to which such program relates, that such program is not accomplishing the purposes of this Act, that such
program is not adhering to the requirements of subsection (f),
or that such program is being administered in a manner inconsistent with requirements of this Act, the Commission may preempt the local enforcement authority of such program.
(f) (1) Each municipal governing body or county board
of health which has established and administers a local air
pollution control program pursuant to this section shall submit to
the Commission a detailed report of its activities during the
previous year. Such annual report shall be submitted as of
October I of each year. Such reports shall include, but not be
limited to, information regarding:
__(i) Ordinances and resolutions adopted or under consideration requiring control or prevention or air pollution; and administrative procedures followed in such adoption;
(ii) Administrative organization;
(iii) Staff, financial and other resources;
(iv) Enforcement activities;
(v) Emission inventories;
(vi) Air quality monitoring systems and data;
(vii) Progress and problems related to administration of
the local air pollution control program; and,
(vii) Any other information which the Commission may
reasonably require.
(2) The Commission may also require special interim reports by such municipal governing body or county board of
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health regarding activities of its local air pollution control program.
(g) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit
the Comission from enforcing any provision of this Act or
any rule or regulation issued thereunder, nor to supersede or
oust the jurisdIction of the Commission in any matter.
Section 16. Motor Vehicle Trains, Boats, Ships, Airplanes,
Rockets and all other self-propelled vehicles which may travel
upon the land, waterways, or through the air in or above the
State of Alabama Pollution
(a) As the state of knowledge and technology relating to
the control of emissions from motor vehicles may permit or
make appropriate, and in furtherance of the purposes of this
Act, the Commission may provide by rules and regulations for
the control of emissions from any class or classes of motor
vehicles. Such rules and regulations may in addition, prescribe
requirements for the installation and use 6fequipment designed
to reduce or eliminate emissions and for the proper maintenance of such equipment and of such vehicles.
(b) (1) The Commission may establish standards and
requirements providing for periodic inspections and testing of
motor vehicles by the Commission to enforce compliance with
this section.
(2) The Commission may establish reasonable fees for
the inspection and testing of motor vehicles and provide by
rules and regulations for the payment and collection of such
fees.
(8) If, after inspecting and testing any motor vehicle,
the Commission determines that such motor vehicle complies in
every respect with rules, regulations, standards and requirements issued by the Commission pursuant to this section, the
Commission shall attach to such vehicle in a clearly visible location a certificate of inspection and approval.
(c) (1) The Commission may suspend or revoke the
certificate of inspection and approval of any motor vehicle not
equipped with an air pollution control system or mechanism in
good working order and adjustment as required by the rules and
regulations of the Commission. -The vehicle shall not thereafter
be eligible for such certificate until all parts and equipment
constituting operational elements of the motor vehicle have been
restored, replaced or repaired and are in good working order.
(2) No motor vehicle shall be issued an official certifi-
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cate of inspection and approval as required pursuant to this
section, unless all features or equipment required in or on the
motor vehicles for the purpose of controlling emissions therefrom have been inspected in accordance with the standards and
testing techniques required by the Commission pursuant to
sub-section (b) hereof and have been found to meet these standards.
(8) No person shall drive or move and no owner shall
cause or knowingly permit to be driven or moved on any highway any motor vehicle unless the vehicle is equipped with an
air pollution control system or mechanism in good working
order and adjustment as required by rules and regulations of the
Commission.
(4) When, and if, the Commission shall establish standards and requirements for periodic inspections and testing of
motor vehicles pursuant to sub-section (b) hereof, no person
shall drive or move and no owner shall cause or knowingly permit to be driven or moved on any highway any motor vehicle
unless there is attached to such vehicle by the Commission a
valid certificate of inspection and approval which'has not been
suspended or revoked.
v (5) Failure to comply with subparagraphs (8) and (4)
of this sub-section shall subject the driver or owner to a penalty
as provided in this Act.
(d) The Commission, in its discretion, is hereby authorIzed to delegate any or all of the authority vested in it by this
section to any agency or instrumentality of the state now or
hereafter authorized to inspect motor vehicles for any purpose.
(e) As used in this section "motor vehicle" shall mean
every self-propelled device in, or upon or by which any person
or property is or may be transported or drawn upon a public
highway.
Section 17. Penalties and Citations.
(a) Any person who violates any provision of this Act,
or any regulation adopted by the Commission, or who violates
any determination or order of the Commission pursuant to
this Act, shall be liable to a penalty not to exceed $10,000 for
said violation and an additional penalty not to exceed $10,000
for each day during which violation continues, which may be*
recovered by the Commission in a civil action in the Circuit
Court, and such person may be enjoined from continuing such
violation.
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(b) Any money so recovered shall be deposited in the
State Treasury to the account of the Commission.
(c) It shall be the duty of the Attorney General of the
State, or of the District Attorney of the Judicial Circuit under
his direction, to bring such actions, in the Circuit Court at the
request of the Commission in the name of the State of Alabama.
Prosecution may also be commenced under this section by theCommission.
(d)

Any person who knowingly violates or falls or refuses

to obey or comply with this Act or any -rule or regulation adopted
thereunder or knowingly submits any false information under
this Act or any rule or regulation thereunder shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction may be sentenced to hard
labor for the county for not more than one year.
(e) The Commission may, by rule or regulation, authorize
the Director to issue citations to any person violating this act,
or any rule or regulation of the Commission, commanding said
person to cease and desist from violating this act, or any rule
or regulation adopted pursuant to this act. The citation shall
specify the provision of this act, or rule, or regulation alleged
to be violated and shall specify, generally, the facts alleged to
constitute a violation thereof. Said citation shall command the
person to appear at a hearing in person, or by attorney, at a
time and place specified before the Commission and show cause
why a prosecution for the violation of this act, or of any rule or
regulation of the Commission, should not be commenced. No
citation shall be issued'for an appearance before the Commission
on a date less than ten days next after the issuance thereof,
except when an emergency air episode has been declared, in
which case appearance may be required within twenty-four
hours. The citation may be directed to a business or corporation,
or to the president, manager, superintendent, or other person
in charge of the business or corporation. The citation may be
executed by leaving a copy thereof at any office of the business
or corporation, or by leaving a copy with some person at said
office or at the residence of the president, manager, superintendent, or other person in charge.
(f) The issuance of a citation shall not be a condition precedent to the beginning of a prosecution under the sections (a)
& (b) hereof, however, where a citation has been issued the
accused shall be afforded an opportunity to be heard upon said
citation before any prosecution Is commenced hereunder. At the
conclusion of the hearing on the citation, the Commission may
cause a prosecution to be commenced for-'said violation in which
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case the Chairman, Director, or any member of the Commission
shall appear before a magistrate authorized to take oath and
issue warrants of arrest for State law in the county where the
air contaminant source is located and make affidavit setting out
the finding of the Commission. The magistrate shall forthwith
issue a warrant of arrest for the party- charged commanding
any sheriff or any officer of the State authorized by State law to
execute warrants of arrest for violation of State law to arrest
the defendant and forthwith bring him before him. The warrant
shall be returnable to the Circuit Court of the county where the
air contamination source is located. The Commission shall not
cause a prosecution to be commenced if it finds that the proximate cause of the alleged violation was not the fault of the
alleged defender.
(g) The testimony taken at any hearing may be under
oath and may be recorded stenographically, but the parties
shall not be bound by the strict rules of evidence prevailing in
the courts of law and equity. True copies of any transcript and
of any other record made of or at such hearing shall be furnished to any party hereto upon request and at his expense.
(h) Any hearing required by this Act to be held before
the Commission shall be held before a hearing officer designated by the Chairman who shall have power to subpoena witnesses and compel their attendance, administer oaths and require the production for examination of any books or papers
relating to any matter under Investigation in any such hearing.
The hearing officer, at the request of any interested person,
may subpoena and compel the attendance of such witnesses as
such person may designate and require the production for examination of any books or papers relating to any matter under
investigation in any such hearing.
(I) Any duly designated employee of the Commission,
including any hearing officer,, may administer oath to witnesses
and may conduct hearings or investigations and any such duly
designated employee of the Commission may sign and issue
subpoenaes requiring persons to appear before him or the Commission and the Commission, through its designated officers,
shall have the power to serve said subpoenas upon any such
person by sending a copy of such subpoena through the United
States mail, postage prepaid, which said mail shall be registered
with return receipt attached and such service shall be complete when said registered mail shall be delivered to said person
and such receipt returned to the Commission or its designated
employee, signed by the person sought to be subpoenaed. Obedience to a subpoena issued by the Commission or any
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person authorized and designated by the Commission to issue
said subpoena may be enforced by application to any judge of
the Circuit Court of the county in which said subpoena was
issued or to the judge of any Circuit Court in which such person
subpoenaed resides in the same manner as is provided by law
for the grand jury of a county to enforce its subpoenaed and
with the same penalty as provided therefor for the failure of
any person failing or refusing to comply with such subpoena.
(j) The State Air Pollution Control Cmmisston, the
Attorney General, or any District Attorney, may file in the
Circuit Court, sitting in equity, in the county in which the air
Contamination source is located, a bill or petition to enjoin the
maintenance or operation of any air contamination source in
violation of this act or any rule or regulation adopted pursuant
to it. No bill or petition shall be filed by-the Commission unless
the filing of same has first been authorized by the Commission.
The filing, presentation, and hearing of a bill or petition, as
herein authorized, and the dissolution of any injunction issued
pursuant thereto, and Including appeals from the judgment of
the Circuit Court, in Equity shall be governed by the general
laws of the State of Alabama, which now or hereafter may
govern applications for injunctive relief, except as herein pro.-vided. The Court shall not grant a temporary injunction unless
it has a reasonable cause to believe that a respondent is operating or maintaining an air contamination source in violation of
this act or in violation of any rule or regulation adopted pursuant thereto. The Court shall, upon final hearing, if the proof
be sufficient, grant a final injunction restraining the respondent
from operating or maintaining said air contamination source.
No bond shall be required in any proceedings under this subsection.
Section 18. Permits.(1) The Commission by regulation shall prohibit the construction, installation, modification, or use of any equipment,
device, or other article which it finds may cause or contribute
to air pollution or which is intended primarily to prevent or
control the emission of air pollutants, unless a permit therefor
has been obtained from the Director.
(2) The Commission may require that applications for
.such permits shall be accompanied by plans, specifications, and
such other information as it deems necessary.
(8) The Commission shall provide for the issuance, suspension, revocation and renewal of any permits which it may
require pursuant to this section.
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(4) No person shall construct, install, modify or use any
equipment, device or other article designated by regulations,
capable of causing or contributing to air pollution or designated
to prevent air pollution without a permit from the Director orin violation of any conditions imposed by such permits.
Section 19. Severability. The provisions of this Act are
severable and if any part, section, subsection, clause, paragraph
or phrase of this Act shall be adjudged to be invalid or unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, the judgment
shall not affect, impair or invalidate the remainder of this Act,
but shall be confined in its operation to the part, section, subsection, clause, paragraph or phrase of this Act that' shall be
directly involved in the controversy in which such judgment
shall have been rendered.
Section 20. Repealer. This Act is intended to supplement
existing law, and no part thereof shall be construed to repeal
any existing laws specifically enacted for the protection of
health or the control of radiation; however, Act No. 1135, Regular Session of 1969 (Gen-.-Acts 1969, p. 2100) is hereby expressly
repealed.
Section 21. Effective Date. This Act shall become effective immediately upon its passage and approval by the Governor,
or upon its otherwise becoming law.
Approved September 3, 1971.
-Time: 10:00 A.M.
I hereby certify that the foregoing copy of an Act of the
Legislature of Alabama has been compared with the enrolled
Act and it is a true and correct copy thereof.
Given under my hand this 16th day of September, 1971.
JOHN W. PEMBERTON
Clerk of the House

Mr. RoGms. Thank you, Dr. Hardy. Would you tell us just for the
knowledge of the committee if there are any extraordinary powers in
the Alabama law to act on an emergency air pollution problem?
Dr. HARUY. There are, indeed, Mr. Rogers, and I woulddefer specific
answer, if I might, to Mr. John Daniel from the State health department-the attorney working with that law.
Mr. ROGERS. That will befine, Mr. Daniel is going to testify, is he?
Dr. HARDY. He will be with Mr. Willis during his testimony.
Mr. ROGERS. Fine, if they would cover it.
Are there any questions, Mr. Kyros? Mr. KyRos. Just one or two. Dr. Hardy, you availed yourself of section 303 of the Clean Air Act to put into effect a temporary injunction. Is that correct?
Dr. HARDY. That is not quite correct, Mr. Kyros. That decision was
made by representatives of the Environmental Protection Agency and
under authority given to them by section 303 of the Clean Air Act. We
agreed that further action needed to be taken. We could not take
any further action.
Mr. KyRos. All primarily because the State law was not in effect'?

Dr. HARDY. That is right.

Mr. Kymos. And there were no other legal means that you could have
utilized?
Dr. HARDY. There were no other effective legal means that our attorneys could see at the moment.
Mr. Kmos. There was not at that tine a possibility that you would
get an agreement by all of the companies to act further--the companies which you said were in the inventory group that rwas putting
the particulate out?
Dr. HARDY. At that time, we had spoken with industry representatives at least twice by phone and had received written replies. No
further attempt at communication was made.
Mr. Kmaos. Thank you very much.
Mr. ROGERs. Mr. Hastings.
Mr. HAsInwss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I am not quite clear as to
whether or not you, in fact, in your official capacity requested EPA
to take action under section 303 of the Clean Air Act.
Dr. HARDY. Mr. Hastings, we did not specifically request action.
We concurred with a decision that action be taken.
Mr. HASTINGS. Then, there technically was no local request, local,
county, or State to EPA to take action?
Dr. HARDY. There was technically no official request; however, there
wes complete concurrence.
Mr. HASTINGS..Thank you. I have -no further questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. RoGERs. Who were the six of the 23 industries who -indicated
that they could not estimate the amount or that their actions would
produce a reduction of 20 percent or less? Could you let us have their
names?
Dr. HARDY. I would -have to be speaking from memory, sir. These
names have been released publicly, and I will be happy to make them
part of this record for you.
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Mr. RoGErs. Is there any indication in the letters that you received
of--of those companies that you have submitted with your estimate I
Dr. HARDY. Yes, those reports are attached.
(See "Tabulation of estimated particle emission reduction achieved
by 23 pollution sources as per request dated Nov. 16, 1971, p. 38, this
hearing, and letters from industries in Tesponse to telegram dated Nov.
16, 1971, pp. 5-12, this hearing.)
Mr. RoGEis. Would it indicate that?
Dr. HARDY. Yes, sir. It will indicate that.
Mr. Chairman, if I may point out, there are differences among
estimated degrees of compliance in the telephone survey, the written
-esponses and statements issued after the injunction.
Mr. RoGERs. I think it might be well if you could submit for the rec-_
ord just a summary of which industries did what in that telephone
response, if youhave those names.
Dr. HARDY. Yes, sir. We have a typed summary to that effect. We
will submit it to you.
(The summary referred to follows:)
TABULATION OF ESTIMATED PARTICULATE EMISSION REDUCTION ACHIEVED BY 28
POLLUTION SOURCES AS PER REQUEST DATED NOVEMBER 16, 1971

United States Steel Corporation. Requested time to consider action as of 10:15
a.m., November 17, 1971. No response received. -W. J. Bullock, Inc. Will shut down cupola at 12:00 noon, November 17, 1971,
and achieve 75% emission reduction.
Woodward Iron. One blast furnace out of four operating; 75 out of 200 coke
ovens operating. 30% reduction of emissions estimated.
Griffin Wheel. Bag house put on line. Approximately 100% reduction achieved.
Alpha Portland Cement. Unable to contact as of 10:15 a.m., November 17, 1971.
Belcher Lumber Company. Boiler usage down 75%.
United States Pipe. As of 10:15 a.m., November 17, 1971, has not returned our
call requesting information.
Connors Steel. No reduction in production. Improved housekeeping activities
only.
Vulcan Materials. Wylam plant closed down until Thursday, November 18,
1971. Other plants still operating.
McWane Cast Iron Pipe. Adjustments in cupola operation. Estimate 50% reduction.
Swift Agricultural Chemicals. Closed since Monday, noon, November 15, 1971.
United States Gypsum. One cupola down; 33% reduction.
Jefferson Foundry. Estimate 75% emission reduction.
Birmingham Stove and Range. Estimate between 25 and 50% reduction.
Wade Sand and Gravel Company. Increasing water usage. Estimate 80% reduction.
Stockham Valves & Fittings. No reduction in production. House cleaning improvements only.
Clow Corporation. Medium energy, wet scrubber activated. Claimed 90% reduction.
Southern Electric Steel. Shut down one furnace at 8:00 a.m. this morning,
November 17, 1971. Estimate 50% reduction.
Lone Star Cement. One out of three kilns down; 33% reduction;-ACIPCO. No reduction in production. House cleaning adjustments. 20% reduction in emissions maximum.
Republic Steel. Coke ovens operating below normal capacities. Blast furnaces
banked.
A.B.C. Improved operating conditions; approximately 50% reduction.

Mr. Roo ms. And also just a quick summary from what you got
from a written reply. Now, who has not responded in writing, or
have they all?
_
Dr. HARDY. There are still several companies that have not responded

in writing. We will make a list of these firms available to you in the
summary handed out.
Mr. Rooms. How manyI
Dr. HI mY. Eighteen of 23 have responded. That would be five that
have not responded.
Mr. RooF s. Have not. You don't recall which five those are?
Dr. HARDy. No, sir. But I can have that available for you in 5
minutes
Mr. Room s. I thought you indicated that maybe your Association
might know. Do you
JDr. HaRY. We just have two of the five. We have them available
and will bring them to you.
Mr. RooGas. Yes, sir. Yes, I think the committee would like to know
that.
(The following information was received for the record:)
-NAMES OF FIVE INDUSTIEs NOT RESPONDING TO TELEGRAM OF NOVZMBE
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Connors Steel, Jefferson Foundry, Wade Sand and Gravel Company, Southern
Electric Steel, and Lone Star Cement.

Mr. RoGFns. Thank you very much.
Dr. HAmDY. Thank you, sir.
Mr. RoGERs. Our next witness is Mr. W. T. Willis, director of the
technical staff, Division of Air Pollution Control, State of Alabama.
Mr. Willis, we welcome you and will be glad to receive your statement at this time.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T. WILLIS, DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL
STAFF, DIVISION OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL, ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN DANIEL, STAFF
ATTORNEY
Mr. WuLus. Mr- Chairman Rogers, Mr. Kyros, Mr. Hastings, I
am William T. Willis, director of the technical staff of the Division
of Air Pollution Control of the State of Alabama Department of
Public Health. Also with me is Mr. John Daniel, staff attorney of
the Division of Air Pollution Control of the State of Alabama Department of Public Health, Also with me is Mr. John Daniel, staff
attorney of the division of air pollution control.
It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to appear before this hearing to express the appreciation of the State of Alabama Department
of Public Health Division of Air Pollution Control for the actions
taken by the Environmental Protection Agency under the provisions
of section 803 of the Clean Air Act as amended.
We feel that this action was necessary to protect the public health
in this very serious situation and was undertaken and accomplished
with the fidl support and concurrence of the di vision of air pollution control. However, we are unable to speak upon the sufficiency of
section 303 since this is a Federal administrative procedure. In this
situation, it appears that while there may be administrative problems
associated with invoking its powers, on: the surface, it ceems to have
worked efficiently in this episode.
In the complaint filed by the Justice Department it was alleged-the
appropriate State and local authorities have diligently attempted to

decrease the level of contamination in the atmosphere. Our one regret in this matter is that it was necessary for the Environmental
Protection Agency to come to our assistance since under the provisions
of the Alabama Air Pollution Control Act of 1971, the new State Air
Pollution Control Commission does have adequate authority to cope
with situations such as this once the agency has made operable its
legal authority.
Under the provisions of the Alabama act, the commission is directed
to appoint a director who shall have the powers delegated to him by
the commission and assigned to him under the provisions of the law.
Mr. Chairman to clarify the term, I should point out at this time that
I am not the director of the division of air pollution control as visualized by this law. Once the director is appointed by the commission,
he is given broad powers under section 11 of the new State law to
respond to emergency situations such as the one which p resented itself
here in Birmingham this week. This power is set forth in section 11
as follows:
Emergency Procedure.
(a) Any other provisions of law to the contrary notwithstanding, if the Director finds that a generalized condition of air pollution exists and that it creates
an emergency requiring immediate action to protect human health or safety, the
Director shall order persons causing or contributing to the air pollution to reduce or discontinue immediately the emission of air contaminants, and such
other order shall fix a place and time, not later than 24 hours thereafter, for a
hearing to be held before the Commission. Not more than 24 hours after the
commencement of such hearing, and without adjournment thereof, the Commission shall affirm, modify, or set aside the order of the Director.
(b) In the absence of a generalized condition of air pollution of the type
referred to in subsection (a), but if the Director finds that emissions from the
operation of one or more air contaminant sources is causing eminent danger to
human health or safety, he may order the person or persons responsible for the
operation or operations in question to reduce or discontinue emissions immediately, without regard to the Provisions of Section 9 of this Act. In such event,
the requirements for hearing and affirmance, modification or setting aside of
orders set forth in subsection (a) shall apply.

As you will note, Mr. Chairman, that authority of the director will
be every bit as broad and effective as that of the Administrator under
section 303, and possibly more so since it will not be necessary to
awaken a judge at 1 a.m. to invoke the authority. If the language in
our act's emergency procedure section sounds familiar, it is-because
it was extracted from the Model State Air Pollution Control Act, and,
as a result, has the approval of EPA as meeting its requirements that
the State Agency have "authority comparable to that in section 303.',
While, of course, we would hope that all air contaminants sources
subjected to the director's orders would obey them our State Act provides for sufficient penalties and injunctive procedures to enforce the
orders if necessary. For instance, violation of the order subjects the
violator to civil penalties of up to $10,000 per day, and knowing violations could result in a year's sentence for the violator. It is also possible
for the new commission, the attorney general, or any district attorney
to petition our State's circuit courts for injunction to enjoin the operation of any air contaminant source violating an order. I might add
at this point, Mr. Chairman, that our division staff has already worked
out procedures with the Alabama Attorney General, Mr. Bill Baxley,
to keep him informed of all enforcement actions or possible enforcement action which might issue from the administration of our State

Air Pollution Control Act. In addition, Mr. Baxley has named several
of his Department members to assist us and has assigned one assistant attorney general to be at our immediate disposal at all times. Most
assuredly, when our act becomes operable, there will be no lack of resources, nor of determination, to see that, in the future, air pollution
emergencies are forestalled or at least foreshortened.
Announcement of the appointment of the members of the new Air
Pollution Control Commission was made on Monday of this week. As a
result the commission was unable to meet prior to the creation of the
episode conditions on Tuesday afternoon. It had been hoped by the
commission chairman that the request made by the Jefferson County
health officer to the 23 major pollution sources would be honored
and would result in the alleviation of the problem. As late as Wednesday morning it still did not appear that State intervention in the
situation would be needed. Therefore, at that point, it could be argued
that employment of State action was not yet necessary. However, as the
day wore on, it became evident that most of the pollution sources were
not heeding the county health officer's request. By this time it was
much too late to attempt to convene the State commission for its first
meeting to attempt to use our State law.
The Environmental Protection Agency officials quite appropriately
recognized that we were then unable to act and proceeded to use section 303.
Looking back, we can see that certain misjudgments were made; but
looking forward, we are confident that within the week, the commission will be convened and will appoint, at least on an acting basis, a
director who can exercise the authority available under State law.
Thus, we are optimistic that should further episodes occur, or should
conditions likely to cause an episode occur, the appropriate State
agency, acting through its director, could and would respond so as to
negate the need for the Environmental Protection Agency to invoke
section 303. This statement should not be interpreted as any criticism
of the EPA for I feel I have already explained our pleasure over its
action; nor should this be interpreted as discouragiqrurther use of
section 303 by the EPA in Alabama, for I think that the EPA would
be derelict in its duty if a similar situation were presented in Birmingham and it failed to act.
To this point, Mr. Chairman, we have discussed the actual invoking
of section 303's powers, but we both know that public health could better be protected, and commerce and business less disrupted if the factors bearing on the creation of the air pollution emergencies could be
predicted,'assesed, and reacted to prior to the need for section 303 action. Not the least of these factors is meteorological conditions conducive to an air pollution episode.
As you may be aware, the Weather Bureau of the Commerce Departnent's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration issues
air stagnation advisories from time to time. Certainly these advisories
are of assistance to the State and local air pollution control agencies of
Alabama, and, of course, the prediction of meteorological conditions
weighed heavily in Judge Pointer's decision to issue the temporary
restraining order two mornings ago.
Almost 2 years ago, the Department of Commerce announced that
the weather station here in Birmingham would be upgraded to provide
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for the latest in air stagnation prediction capability. The Department's
promise should have resulted in the establishment, in Birmingham, of
an Environmental Meteorological Support Unit, EMSU for short,
which would have primary responsibility for preparation and issuance
of Air Stagnation Advisories. To date, the Commerce Department has
not delivered on its promise. The nearest EMSU facilities are in Houston, Tex., Louisvil e, Ky. and Washington, D.C., all far removed
from Birmingham, Ala. Tis failure exists notwithstanding that Birmingham is probably the most episode prone industrial city in the
Nation.
I need not tell you that developing this kind of capability is beyond
the resources of my State's Air Pollution Control Agency, and I chance
to say, every other State's agency. The Weather Bureau is looked to
for leadership and provision of service in this area, and certainly, my
agency needs their assistance.
Mr. Chairman, I know that your parent Committee on Interstate
and Foreigii Commerce has oversight authority on the Commerce Department, and more specifically, the Weather Bureau. And should
nothing else be accomplished ty this hearing I beseech you to use
your offices, which are not inconsiderable, to have an environmental
meteorologieal support unit established here in Birmingham, forthwith. To delay further may deny to the appropriate Federal, State,
and local air pollution control authorities the very necessary information to avoid further endangerment off-the health of citizens of
Birmingham and of Alabama.
Mr. Chairman, may we again express our appreciation for the opportunity to appear before this committee and express a few of our
thoughts, and to assure you that the Division of Air Pollution Control
appreciates the action taken in this situation by the Environmental
Protection Agency and also to express to you our intention of cooperating to the maximum extent with the Federal authorities in developing
elective air pollution control programs in Alabama which will protect
the public health and enhance the quality of the lives of its citizens.
Thank you, Mr. Rogers.
Mr. RGP.Rs. Thank you, Mr. Willis, very much for your statement
and your explanation of the State law. A copy of that law has already
been placed in the record by Dr. Hardy. (See exhibit C, p. 13, this
hearing.)
Mr.nos. Mr. Willis, regarding the air monitoring devices giving
you the more than 625 micrograms of concentration articulation,
were those company devices, or were they devices provided by your
own agency?
Mr.Wnus. No, sir. The State of Alabama worIs very closely with
the local air pollution control agency here in Jefferson County. These
particulate devices are operated by the Jefferson County Health
Department.
Mr. Kymao I see. So, it was their own readings when the figures
went over 700 micrograms?
Mr. WnLxs. Yes, sir.
Mr. Kmos. Now, wasn't it possible even though the local Alabama
law hadn't gone into effect, to go to the Governor to seek exercise of
his police power before you utilized section 303 of the Clean Air Act?
Mr. WiLs. Mr. Kyros, as I understand section 308, I do not think
that the EPA is required to go through this procedure. In other words,

the EPA, as I understand it, isauthorize to act on its own in this
area. They do not have to have the specific request of the State of
Alabama, the Governor or anyone else.
Mr. Kymos.I agree with you, but, nevertheless, the law also provides
that State action must not be prt-empted. My question was: Was there
any attempt to go to the Governor to seek exercise of his police powers
to abe the pollution?
Mr. WILMS. No, sir, at the meeting which Dr. Hardy referred to,
which occurred in the afternoon on-Wednesday, the state attorney
general, representatives of the State health department, myself, the
County Health Department, and EPA, gathered into the room, reviewed the technical information that was available to us, reviewed
the situation as far as the various factors were concerned.
Now, I think, Mr. Kyros, that we must remember here that at this
point and time, we had experienced two days of levels in excess of 700.
The people present from EPA had indicated that this was equivalent
to a level of 1,000 micrograms for 24 hours at which imminent and
substantial danger to the public health is manifest. Under these conditions, that at that point in time, the most appropriate route to go
was in joining immediate action in order to protect the public health,
and this was the prime consideration-the only consideration was to
protect the public health.
Mr. Kmaos. And you say the State's attorney general took part in
those deliberations?
Mr. WILLIs. He was present.
Mr. Kyros. So, in effect, the Governor was represented, and, then,
you apparently had exhausted all State remedies?
Mr. WILLIS. If I may explain, the attorney general wasn't considered present at these meetings. The attorney general is a constitutional
officer who is elected by the people of the State and is not a member of
the Governor's State staff and is not subject to thw Governor's discretion, but the assistant attorny general that was with us during these
deliberations expressed his opinion that at that point the State had exhausted its remedies. Now, we--we, of course, had to rely on his determination, and, I think it was on this basis that-that the Environmental Protection Agency took its action.
Mr. Kymos. Then, in the light of the action that happened here in
Birmingham, you feel it may have helped, and, you feel that section
303 is well drafted to protect a State until it gets the authority that it
needs to act to abate pollution?
Mr. DAzIEL. Yes, sir. And I think that one thing that Mr. Willis
said should be mentioned here that section 803 does not anticipate
that there must be any request rom any local or State official. If that
was the case, in several States, the Environmental Protection Agency
would never be obligated to invoke its authority. But, it does depend
on the determination by the AdminiStrator independent of any kind of
opinion thet the State might express, and I think that itsgowers
are--are specific enough to accomplish what it is to accomplish.
I might ilso mention that we were-we were shocked that the determinaticn ias made to invoke the authority since this was the first
time since this law has been in effect. It was in effect actually back
in 1968 when you enacted the Air Quality Act in 1967, and your own
committee last year in deliberations leading up to the enactment of
the Clean Air Act Amendment of 1970 had expressed some very
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serious doubts over whether the National Air Pollution Control Commission was effectively administering the law.
The powers are there, and it's at least good that they have now been
invoked, and maybe we can see with some later analysis what it meant.
It's still a little too early to determine whether it needs to have any
kind of reworking.
Mr. KYRos. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. HASTINoS. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Kyros, Mr. Willis, you just stated
that you were in concert with the action taken by EPA. There is no
reservation about that?
Mr. WILLIS. That's correct, Mr. Hastings. We had exhausted all
available means to cope with this situation, the public health of the
community was endangered, and, so, we had no reservation whatsoever
in the EPA pursuing the actions they did.
Mr. HAwrINGs. Was there any request on the part of your Agency
to the EPA to take this action?
Mr. WnLws. In a technical sense, there was no formal request on our
part. In the discussions, I did contribute to encouraging that they go
ahead and take this action.
Mr. HASTINs. Just to get the record completely straight, at the
point of time where EPA invoked 303, there was no local or State
legislation--of course, I realize that your Air Pollution Control was
not in effect., but there was no other available source or remedy available to you or any local authority other than the action taken by EPA?
Mr. WILLIS. This was the opinion of the representative from the
attorney general's office Mr. Hastings.
Mr. HASTINGS. Just allowingg up the question that Mr. Kyros asked
where the Governor could have invoked some police power, I am not
sure that it would be available to him.
Mr. WmLs. I am not sure that he could invoke-Mr. DANIF;L. This is an unusual situation. I don't know that any
Governor has ever invoked the broad lice powers of a Governor
in-in this type of-a situation. It's also een the thought that a Governor has had broad police powers that were inherent and he has had
some other powers-the invocation of the Governor's powers-which
were soon struck down by the Federal courts. There is at least some
doubt as to whether or -not the Governor has such powers, but it was
at least the opinion of the attorney gengral's staff that we had exhausted our remedies.
Mr. WILMS. Mr. Hastings, I might emphasize, if I may, that we are
dealing with what is classified and defined by the Government agency,
EPA, as an imminent and substantial danger to the public health.
.jrtainly, we tried to go to other legal remedies. We had nothing to
indicate at this point in time that there was any relief in sight, and,
so, we felt we were justified in trying to seek an unknown remedy
where the health of the citizens of this community had been declared
in an imminent and substantial danger. We took this as the prime motivating factor of moving at this point in time.
Mr. HAS' INos. I suggest that's the reason we put the section into the
law and also so that it might be a little easier for any Governor to
allow EPA and Federal agencies to take action because of the possible
sensitivity of an act on the part of the local agency.
Thank you, I have no further questions.

-

-

Mr. RooEs. Mr. Willis, you pointed out that the Commerce Department has not responded as they indicated they would in giving you
the necessary equipment. We will check into that and see if we can be
helpful.
Mr. WiIaS. Thank you, Mr. Rogers.
Mr. RooERs. This is often one of the problems-the lack of followthrough in some of these governmental agencies sometimes because
of fundings. Of course, I am sure you realie that, but we will check
and see if we can be helpful.
Mr. DANtEL. This is the kind of project that was announced 2
years ago by the Commerce Department and has been reannounced on
a regular schedule. We keep wondering when it's going to be established, but it certainly would be a help to our agency.
Mr. ROoERS. I think it would be helpful if you would let us have a
copy of that letter where it was announced and no followthrough. Did
the State agncy ask industry to cut down pollution at all I Was this
simply handled through the county office?
Mr. WxLLiS. This is handled through the county health office.
Mr. RooER. With your consent?
Mr. WLws. Yes. Under the Stite law, the State agency can recognize local authority; in fact, they are specifically authorized, and
Jefferson County has passed a resolution by the county health
department which authorizes them to develop an air pollution control
agency. So, the State agency recognizes the autonomy of the local
health department.
Mr. RooEs. Let me ask you this: Are you in the process of developing your State plan for air pollution control?
Mr. WIL Is. Yes, sir. We are working very closely with our contractor, TRW Associates. The EPA and our staff are working diligently to bring this implementation plan to completion. We are anticipating at this point in time that a group of public hearings will be
made-in the near future and they wifi be conducted probably the first
p art of January so that we might submit this to the Adminisrator of
EPA, and then we can begin to effectively regulate air pollution in
Alabama.
Mr. RoomEs. As I recall the law, we asked that State plans be
presented by the end of January, I believe.
Mr. Wnaus. That's correct. Yes, sir.
Mr. RooRs. You anticipate your time schedule will permit you to
submit that plan?
Mr. WmuLs. It's going to be close, but we are anticipating making it.
Mr. Rooms. That you will be able to do. Also as I recall the law,
that as soon as you present a plan, before the Federal Government
comes in on an emergency situation, they would come in only after
notification of the State government and only in emergency situations where it's necessary.
Mr. Wnjus. Yes, sir.
Mr. RooRs. When we wrote this, we didn't go quite as far as you
have done in the State agency where you allowed an Administrator's
decision to close a plant or to require a reduction of pollutants.
Mr. Wmus. That's correct.
Mr. Room. Do you think we should consider changing the Federal
law whereas you won't have to go back to a judge up there at 1:30 at

night or go find a judge to allow the Administrator to make that
determination and have a judge hold a later hearing? What would be
your feeling about that?
Mr. WIuls. Mr. Chairman, this is really a rather awesome responsibility, but I think you must realize that this would only be invoked
in an extreme emergency where the public health is in a dire emergency. Whether it's wise for Congress to want to modify the section
303 to provide this authority to the Administrator would be a matter
of opimon, and I certainly, personally, would have some reservations
about it.
Mr. Rooms. Yeah. Well, I think the reason we didn't do it, and we
discussed doing that, is that we felt that coming in on an emergency
basis--it would give assurance to the people in the whole area if
they went through a regular court process, even though it was an
extraordinary process.
Mr. WImri. Yes, sir.
Mr. Rooms. And I get the sense of it from your testimony that you
feel that it is not a bad technique.
Mr. WILLIs. No, sir. I do not feel -that it is unduly burdensome.
Mr. Rooms. All right. Are there any other questions?
Thank you very much. We are grateful to you for your presence
here today.
Our next witness will be Mr. Robert Baum, Assistant General
Counsel for Air Pollution, Environmental Protection Agency, accompanied by Mr. Darrell Tyler, Head of Emergency Operations
Control Center, Environmental Protection Agency.
We woicome you gentlemen here today and will be pleased to receive your testimony.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT BAUM, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL
FOR AIR POLLUTION, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY;
ACCOMPANIED BY DARRELL TYLER, HEAD OF EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER AT DURHAM, N.C.
Mr. BAUM. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it's a pleasure to be
here, and what I plan to do is very briefly go through chronologically
the actions wnd consideration of EPA in the last few days with regard
to the Birmingham episode. I have here, as you have indicated, Mr.
Chairman, Darrell Tyler, who is the operator of the center in Durham.
This group is a group-that works full time in monitoring conditions
throughout the United States, both in terms of air quality and meteorological conditions to be able to determine if there will be emergencies.
They receive air quality data on a daily basis from 60 cities. They receive the latest meteorological information daily from throughout the
Nation.
On Monday when the Weather Bureau issued the air stagnation advisory, this group, of course, was aware of that and immediately contcted the Birminfhamprogram. Due to some equipment malfunction,
there were no rea ings from the monitoring equipment for particulate
matter on Monday. The first reading that we got was on Tuesday, and
it was a 24-hour average. It was an 8 o'clock reading Tuesday morn-

ing which means that it is a reading which covered the previous 24
hours ending at 8 o'clock Tuesday morning, and that level was 771
micrograms per cubic meter of air. That, of course, was an extremely
high reading.
At that point, there was almost constant communication between
the Durham group headed by Mr. Tyler and the local people in the
air pollution control program in Jefferson County, the General Counsel of the Environmental Protection Agency in Washington and the
State of Alabama and other people throughout the Environmental
Protection Agency who have knowledge and interest in these types of
activities as the day went on.
On Tuesday, Mr. Tyler, in conversation with the local program, was
particularly interested in two things: One, at that time we were not
absolutely certain of the legal authority possessed by the State nor the
county. We knew there were questions concerning it, -butwe couldn't
absolutely certify as to what they could do. We were of course, told of
the attempt at voluntary reduction asked for by Jefferson County.
Now, in this respect, I want to point out that approximately 1 month
prior to this incident in Birmingham, there hadbeen another incident
when the levels had started to rise here, not 'to the extent that they did
this time. Now, at that time, again the emergency operation group was
in conact with the Jefferson County program, and they told us that
they had achieved some reduction emission by voluntary compliance.
Because of our previous experience here, We had to wait a certain
amount of time to make certain what was going on. We were hopeful
that there would again be sufficient voluntary compliance to make some
change in these readings.
Now, as Tuesday went on, Mr. Tyler, again, in contact with the
Birmingham people, began to come to the conclusion that it was time
for us to step up our preparation to act or to prepare for action. We
had indication from Jefferson County that the voluntary action was
not as good as they would have hoped for. They sent out the formal
notice to industry, the written notice asking for written response
within 24 hours, and the Tuesday afternoon reading was still high.
It was 722 micrograms per cubic meter of air. I contacted the Department of Justice to alert them to the fact that we might be coming to
Birmingham just so they would be able to assign someone in Washington to work with us, -and also to alert the U.S. Attorney's office here
in the event that they had to come down.
By Tuesday evening, it was pretty clear that we should come down
here to be on the scene in the event that action by the Federal Government was needed. No decision was made to take any action, but,
again, we decided we better get here. By Wednesday morning, we
were ready to go, and Mr. Tyler had specifically requested the Jefferson County program that the main thing we would be interested in
when we got here was what has been done? Some of the responses to
the written request by the program-by the Jefferson County program-were not expected to be in by that time, and we advised that Dr.
Hardy should call the industries that he had not heard from so that we
would be able to review that situation upon arrival.
We all arrived here at about 2:30, coming from different areas. In
addition to Mr. Tyler, we had a doctor who was an expert in air pollution effects, we had an air pollution meteorologist, and we had a per-

son who was an expert in the types of industries that are found in
this area, and I will get back to the reason for this type of person.
We also had a representative from theDepartment of Justice, and we
were met at the airport by someone from the U.S. Attorney's office
here. We also had John White, who was the Diector of Enforcement
in the Atlanta Region, which includes Birmingham in the EPA
regional setup.-As previous witnesses have testified we then proceded
to the Jefferson County Board of Health Building, and we- met
with State and county officials and we reviewed the situation. To make
a long story short, it was apparent that there had not been adequate
action taken. It was also apparent that there was not going to be adequate action taken unless the Federal Government took it.It was represented to us by the State attorney general's office that there was no
legal means by which reductions could be required. Now, we had-in
my opinion, we had no reason to go behind that opinion. The levels
were so high that there just had to be action taken, but I want to emphasize something-that-that John Daniel, I think, pointed out, a few
minutes ago: The fact that there was no legal authority is not a typical
situation.We do not feel that our decision to act was ased on the fact
that there was no legal authority. Our duty, as we interpret it under
section 303, of the act, to abate these things if they have not been adequately abated. That, to us, means that even if the State had authority
and hadn't used it or had used it ineffectively, we are still required to
act if the situation warants it.
Mr. RooF, s. May I say I think this is the intent of the Congress
in writirag the legislation to abate the pollution.
Mr. BAUM. All right. Now-again, this situation-it wasn't usual,
because these people had been making a valid effort to do the right
thing and were frustrated by the lack of legal authority which existed because of some very unusual circumstances.
At any rate, Dr. Hardy held a press conference which was announced by the county, and announced that he had determined that
the action taken by request--in their request for voluntary actionthe action was inadequate. We then went back to a meeting in private
with the State and local people, and EPA caie to-the same conclusion; that is, the action had been inadequate. Then, we announced that
we were going to attempt to obtain a temporary restraining order.
We then all retired to the U.S. Department of Justice the Focal attorney general's office, and worked to the early hours oi the morning
in preparing the necessary documents which were required for obtaining the issuing of the temporary restraining order without notice.
We felt very strongly that if something was not done immediately,
we would lose the situation. Although the meteorological forecast gave
us some reason for optimism, we made the decision that we just could
not rely on that, without making any jokes about weather frecasters.
We just felt that we should not put ourselves and the people of Birmingham in the position of depending on a weather forecast. The judge
agreed and issued the order. He suggested to us that we telephone an
all night radio station here and that we also start telephoning the
industries.
Let me back up for just a moment. One of the things that we did
in the 5 or 6 hours when we were working preparing a complaint and
motion for a temporary restraining order was to carefully tailor the

order so that it was done with what was, in our opinion, the least
disruption-unncessary disruption. I mentioned that one of the people
who was here from EPA was one of the people who understood these
types of industries. Youjust can't shut down these things immediately.
This order was intended to shut down these things as quickly as poSsible withonit damiaing any of the equipment. I might add that the
ityt and State people were with us all of the time. It was a joint
effu y everyone who was involved here.
At any rat%, getting back to the evening after the judge signed the
order, we callall of the listed people that we could reach. We told
them that the order had been entered, but that it had not yet been
served. We would get a Federal Marshal to serve it as early as we
could in the morning, but we wanted them to know before they started
up so they could take whatever action they wanted, but we felt we
should inform them. We read them the parts of the order that applied
to them. The order mentioned that-mentioned each of these sources
specifically with certain things they had to do or not to do, and we
read that to them so they would know,
The next day, we were just watching the readings and the weather
was starting to improve as we had expected it to. On Thursday morning, the reading was at 410 micrograms per cubic meter. We had been
hoping that by Thursday afternoon, that was November 18, we would
have been able to ask the judge to vacate this. As it turned out we
could not do that. On Thursday afternoon we could not be absolutely
certain that if we did not continue the order that the levels would not
then start up again. By Friday morning, the weather was still eontinuing to improve. It started to rain just about the time we were going
into court, and at 9 o'clock-and this is--this is--the jud e had scheduled a hearing on Friday morning here at 9 o'clock when he had signed
the order. We went in at that time and asked that. he vacate the temporary order and dismiss the case, that the emergency mas over. The 9
o'clock reading on the 18th was 271 micrograms per cubic centimeter
which is actually up somewhat high, but not for around here. This
morning, I understand the 9 o'clock or 8 o'clock reading was somewhere in the area of a hundred. There are excellent weather conditions
today.
In summary, I can only emphasize that the action that was taken
here, in our opinion, was obviously absolutely necessary. These levels
were extremely high. Somebody had to do something, and, again, it was
the consensus of opinion among all of those who were here, and it is not
to be looked at as a Federal intervention or Federal overriding or anything of that nature. It was a joint effort, by all of the people that were
concerned, to do something, and we were pleased with the way it came
out. Every effort was male to do it in a manner that was as least disruptive as possible, as fair as possible, but we just could not lose sight
of the fact that those levels were such that action was needed, and it's
been accomplished.
That concludes my statement.
Mr. RooERs. Thank you.
Mr. KYRos. Do I understand that you were aware of some negotiations that were going on between some of the firms that were alleged to
be the polluters in the area?
Mr. BAUM. We were aware, sir, that they were going on. We weren't
aware of the substance of them. We were told, and this was-again, this

was when we came down here, the thing that we had asked specifically
to have ready for us. We could not gage the extent to which anything
had been done when we got down here.
Mr. Kymos. We read the court proceedings on determining or dismissing the TRO, and, in there, it would seem to me that U.S. Steel was
enormously cooperative. What I am saying is, if a companywere in a
position where they were willing to completely cooperate, then I don't
see why you need a TRO in relation to them.
Mr. BAUM. In the case of United States Steel, I think probably the
statement you were referring to was the statement that we made in
court on Friday morning.
Mr. KyRos. Right.
Mr. BAUM. And, of course, that, when it was being resolved, that
was not indicative of what was going on on Wednesday, late afternoon. I was reasonably sure that that was the statement that you
Were referring to.
We had a chice of tryingto go through this thing in relianCe on
what, at that time, were unsubstantiated statement by some industries
as to what they had done and as to what reductions they had accomplished. We had no way at all of determining those thing ,'and we
had no reason to doubt when they said they had done something, but
most of these things were very rough estimates of what kind of reduction had been accomplished. Our choice was to go in here and take
what the county said--of 23 major industries, these sources are the
ones that have to be controlled, tell each of them what they had to do
or leave some out and perhaps lose the ballgame because of this, and
tomorrow if-they are not doing what they said they are doing or the
results of what they did are not as good as they thought they were, we
are out of the ballgame. So, we just tried-to cover the field.
I understand what difficulty it causes someone just to be named in
a complaint like this, but, on the other hand, the risk was such that
at the -time we felt that we had to cover those sources and be able
to point to something and say: "This is it" something that is legally
enforceable.
Mr. Kmaos. I am not being critical, and as a matter of fact, I commend you for the action you took. It seems to me that we had a plant
in Osaka, Japan. There, they have a sulfur dioxide problem. They
have monitoring systems throughout the city, and when they get to a
certain level, they use low sulfur residuals and they shut down certain
industries. Now, it seems to me that Birmingham, Ala. in this country is sophisticated enough to devise a plan whereby 25 or 26 industries
with a certain level of micrograms in the air would provide ample
reason for closing some of those industries on a staggered basis. I can't
understand why there hasn't been such a plan in operationWhy hasn't this been done?
Mr. BAUM. I agree with everything you've said, and I can't answer
the question why they haven't done It. I can only hope that it will be
done. It will be done under the implementation plan. It must be done.
They will have to submit to us in January an implementation plan
which contains either this type of procedure or the procedures for
establishing these things immediately. There is--every area of the country in which there is-likely to be this type of episode will have siib-

mitted one of those plans in the very near future. If not EPA will prepare one.
Mr. Kymos. And will part of that plan include the fact that you
will use plans for maximum effectiveness within minutes of disruptiton?
Mr. BAUM. Absolutely. This is--theoretically, the way it should work
and the way it should work here. These actions are negotiated and
agreed on between the industries, and the air pollution control agency.
We will sit down and say "When levels get to here,-whnt actions do
you think you can take? What actions can you reasonably take? We
need this much of a reduction" so that there is not-when the time
occurs, there isn't any argument about what you're making them do. We
have agreed what -they are going to do and when they are going to do
it, but, unfortunately, in the absence of that, you get what has happened
here.
Mr. KYRos. Were there any specific cases cited to you of respiratory
problems or people feeling discomfort from what had happened here?
Mr. BAUM No, sir. The criteria document that we use doesn't consider the health effects at these levels. We made no attempt to try and
contact individuals or have that type of thing. There is no need of it
in this type of case.
Mr. Kyaos. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RoGRS. Mr. Hastings.
Mr. HASTINGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before you even engaged the authority of 303, was there any indication from any local or State agency that they did not concur with the
action that you were going to take?
Air. BAUM. None whatsoever.
Mr. HASrINGS. And you can state positively that every single local
or State agency concurred then with your ultimate decision to utilize
303 ?
Mr. BAUM. Anyone that I had spoken to, and I think I have spoken
to all of them, concudred, and I have heard no one or of no one who did
not concur.
Mr. HASnNGs. Did you yourself EPA, at any point, talk With the
industry prior to this action, or were you completely dependent on the
County Health Department to give you a reflection of their negotiations with the industry to try and reduce voluntarily?
Mr. BAUM. In any case, sir, it is the latter. We did not talk to industries prior to taking this action. In other instances, for instance, in
the previous one here, we have contacted industries in Birmingham.
We have sent telegrams. Again, it's very difficult to say that there is a
standard procedure for this thing. In this one, there was no time for
individual negotiations. Unless we got the order entered that night,
we were not going to be able to get the order in on time and really do
an good. We hadMr. HASTINGS. I take it that you were satisfied then that the local
agency had negotiated sufficiently with industry to make it clear that
you should use 303?
Mr. BAUM. Yes, sir. We-when we got here on Wednesday, the local
agency had already scheduled press conferences on this. They an-

nounced to the public that they had not achieved adequate compliance
with their request. We reviewed independently the responses to those
requests as we were bound to do under the statute. It's our purpose to
determine if there was adequate action, but we were satisfiea-we had
a written record of a request and a response to that request from the
industry which we coldd review. Assuniing that everything the industry said was done, had actually been done--the effect that it had was
it wasn't adequate.

Mr.

HASTINGS.

Thank you.

I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Roo m. How does your Emergency Operation Control Center
work, Mr. Tyler?
Mr. TYLER. As Mr. Baum indicated earlier, we, through cooperation
with State and local Air Pollution Control Agencies throughout the
country, receive air quality data from approximately 60 cities over
the country everyday covering the various pollutants. We also, in cooperation with the Weather-Service, Department of Commerce, have
a complete weather station in our operation. Excuse me, meteorological
information from throughout the country.
When an air stagnation advisory is issue or when our air qualityin other words, the concentration of this, in effect, puts us in an active
position. We have--at that time, when there is an advisory to be issued
or if elevated pollutant concentrations have occurred, even though an
advisory may not have been issued, we begin a series of contacts with
the appropriate agency in the affected area in an attempt to verify
what we have assessed the problem to be as accurate and to find out
more or less what the State or local officials are doing to abate the
situation, and then based on our assessment of facts, whether or not
an imminent, substantial danger does exist, and, if the action taken by
the State or local officials is inadequate, it's our recommendation that
they then proceed under section 303, and then, at that point, go into a
phase of trying to determine what should be done to abate the situa.tion.
The same thing, of course, is done, and we were trying to assess
adequacy and in order for us to assess adequacy of what's being done,
we have to have some idea ourselves--a very good idea ourselves as to
what can be done. Of course, air pollution is going to be the final judgment of adequacy even if what appears to be a 50-perent reduction
appears to be adequate from an engineering standpoint, if air quality
doesn't improve, that will indicate it isn't adequate and additional action is needed.
Mr. Rooms. Did the court say that there had to be a reduction of any
particular percentage?
Mr. BAUx. No, sir. The court entered the order, which we requested,
which was framed in terms of specific action.
--- Mr.-RoGms. To be taken by each industry?
. Mr. BAUM. Right. That was one of the problems with the 60 percent
reduction asked for by the county agency. They didn't know what the
industries had emitted last week. So, it's difficult to achieve a 60-percent reduction, and it is improper. So, we just asked for action which
we knew would sufficiently reduce the emissions.
Mr. RoGms. I think it would be well for the record if I have the
complaint and all of the motions, the orders and supporting papers
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that were presented to the judge and the orders, if you would submit
these.
Mr. BAUM. Submit these I

Mr. RoGERs. For the record. I think it would be helpful.
(Tetimony resumes on p. 58.)
(The following material was received for the record:)
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT_ COURT FOR THE NORTHERN
DISTRICT OF ALABAMA, SOUTHERN DIVISION
UNI

STATES OF AMERICA, PLAINTIFF,

U.S. STEEL CORPORATION, FAtRa
WORKS; U.S. STE=L CORPORATION, ENSLEY
WORKS; U.S. STEEL CORPORATION, WeNONAH WORKS; U.S. PIPE & FOUNDRY COMPANY, NORTH BIRMINGHAM OPERATIONS; U.S. PIPE & FOUNDRY COMPANY, BESSEMER PLANT; WOODWARD COMPANY, DIVISION OF THE MEAD CORPORATION; CONNOBS STEEL DIVISION, H. X. PORTER COMPANY, INC.; SOUTHERN ELzCTRIc STEEL

COMPANY, REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION, ALABAMA-BY-PODUCTS

CORPORATION;

STOCKHAM VALVES & FITTINGS, GaInN WHEEL COMPANY, MCWANE CAST IRON
PIPE COMPANY, JEFFERSON FOUNDRY COMPANY, BIRMINGHAM STOVE & RANGE
COMPANY, CLOW CORPORATION,--AMFAICAN CAST IRON PIPE COMPANY, VULCAN
MATERIAL COMPANY,

FAIRFIELD PLANT;

VULCAN MATERIAL COMPANY,

WYLAM

PLANT; SwIFr AGRIoULTURAL CHEMICALS CORPORATION, W. A. BELOHER LUMBER
COMPANY, U.S. GYPSUM COMPANY, LONE 'STAR CEMENT CORPORATION, ALPHA
PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY, W. J. BULLOK, INC., R. A. WADE SAND & GRAVEL
COMPANY, HARBisoN-WALKE
REFRACTORIES COMPANY, DIVISION DREssER INDUSTRIE, INC., BESSEMER PLANT, DEFENDANTS.
CIVIL ACTION NO. 71-1041
The United States of America, by its-undersigned attorneys and by authority
of the Attorney General alleges that:
1. This is a civil action to enjoin the above named defendants from discharging any pariculate matter into the ambient atmosphere from their manufacturing operations in the Birmingham, Alabama, area. Such discharges contribute to the imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of persons as
determined by the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, Authority to bring this action is in the Department of Justice by 42 USC 1857h-4.
2. This Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this action pursuant to

28 USC 1845.

8. Defendants are corporations doing business in Birmingham, Alabama, within
the Northern District of Alabama.
4. During normal operation of the defendants' plants, the defendants diiacharge particulate matter into the ambient air.
5. The Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency has received
evidence that a combination of pollution sources, including the defendants' plants,
are presenting an imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of persons by discharging particulate matter into the ambient air.
6. The appropriate State and local authorities have diligently attempted to
decrease the level of contamination in the atmosphere. However, the various
sources emitting particulate matter in significant quantities, including the defendants' plants, continue to discharge particulate matter into the ambient
atmosphere to levels that cause significant harm to the health of human beings.
7. The average particulate level in the ambient air for the past forty-eight
(48) hours is approximately 725 micrograms per cubic meter. Such particulate
levels for such periods of time are harmful to the health of human beings.
8. The discharges of particulate matter by the defendants should be eliminated
pursuant to Section 808 of the Clear Air Act which provides:
"RMnaNOY Pawns
"Section S08. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Act, the Administrator upon receipt of evidence that a pollution source or combination of
sources (including moving sources) is presenting an imminent and substantial
endangerment to the health of persons, and that appropriate State or local
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authorities have not acted to abate such sources, may bring suit on behalf of the
United States In the appropraite United States district court to immediately
restrain any person causing or contributing to the alleged pollution to stop the
emission of air pollutants causing or contributing to such pollution or to take
such other action as may be necessary."
9. The continuous emission of particulate matter into the ambient air by the
defendants contributes to the present situation which, if allowed to continue,
will cause significant harm to the health of persons in the Birmingham area.
10. The United States of America and its citizens will suffer Immediate and
Irreparable harm to their health unless the defendants are immediately restrained
from discharging particulate matter into the ambient atmosphere.
WHumom,

THE UN

ATUS PUTS

a. That the defendants, their officers, directors, agents, servants, employees,
attorneys, successors, and assigns, and each of them cease the discharge of
particulate matter into the ambient air in a manner prescribed by this Court
and not discharge such matter thereafter unless pursuant to instruction to do so
from this Court.
b. That costs and disbursements of this atclon be awarded to the plaintiffs; and
c That this Court grant such other and further relief as it may deem just and
proper.
SKIZo KAS]IwA,

A#elaot Attorney Genral.

WAxruw G. SHNUm,
Ut9lt. Btt
Attorasy.
By: Wizuh D. MALLaw, Jr.,
AeMeant Uhited State#Attoniey.
JAMs IL WALPOL,

Attorney, Departmentof Justice, W aeington, D.C., Attormno for Plainff.
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN
DISTRICT OF ALABAMA
UNITED STAmIS

or AMERICA,

PLAINTIFF

V.
UNITED STATOO STIL COUP., ZT AlL, lRFJNDANTS
MOTION FOB TEMP.0RAY RE5TRAININQ ORDER

The United States of America, by its undersigned attorneys, by authorization
of the Attorney General and acting at the request of the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency, moves that this Court, in order to prevent
irreparable Injury to the United States and Its citizens, enter immediately an
order to restrain temporarily the defendants set forth in the complaint from discharging excessive particulate matter into the ambient air pending action by
this Court on the complaint filed this day by the United States in this cause,
and in support of this motion, states:
Defendants are discharging from their plants and/or Installations at Birmingham, Alabama .substantial amounts of particulate matter into the ambient air. Such discharges In combination with adverse weather conditions
have caused, or are contributing to, concentrations of particulate matter in
the ambient air exceeding a level over 700 micrograms per cubic meter of
particulate matter. This level presents an imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of persons.
The appropriate state and local authorities have diligently attempted to decrease the level of contamination In the atmosphere. However, defendants continue to discharge particulate matter Into the ambient atmosphere causing
imminent and substantial enaangerment to the health of persons.
The presence of such levels, of particulate matter is a present and continuing danger to the human health. Unless the discharges of particulate matter
are immediately restrained, the health of people In the area will continue to
suffer immediate and irreparable harm.
Plaintiff further moves for said Temporary Restraining Order to be Issued

forthwith and without notice, on the ground that the discharges constitute an
imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of persons.
Therefore, in view of the immediate danger to public health that the defendants are contributing to by the release of particulate matter into the ambient air, plaintiff prays that the Court enter a temporary restraining order
immediately.
Respectfully submitted,
SHIaO KASIIIWA,
Assistant Attorney General.
WAYMAN 0. SHESRER
United States Attorney.
By WILLIAM D. MALLARD, Jr.,
Assistant U"ited States Attorney.
JAMES R. WAu-'Oxz,
Attorney, Departmentof Justice, Washington, D.C., Attorneys for Plaintiff.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN
DISTRICT OF ALABAMA, SOUTHERN DIVISION
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, PLAINTIFF, V. UNITED STATES STEEL CORP., ET A16
DEFENDANTS

CIVIL ACTION NO.
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER
This cause came on to be heard on the motion of plaintiff, upon the complaint
herein and the affidavits attached thereto, for a temporary restraining order;
and, it appearing to the court therefrom that immediate and irresponsible
injury, loss and damage will result to the plaintiff before notice can be given
and the defendant or his attorney can be heard in opposition to the granting
of a temporary restraining order for the reason that continued levels of pollution by particulate matter will cause irreparable damage to the health of per
sons, it Is
Ordered, That defendants set out in the complaint filed herein, their agents,
servants, employees and attorneys and all persons in active concert or participation with them are hereby restrained from causing or contributing to the alleged
pollution and each defendant separately must take the following action:

U.S. STEEL OOSPORATION-FAIRFIELD WORKS
Must stop the emission of particulate mater from Incineration, scrafing, slag
quenching, open burning and other operations that can be postponed.
Must increase coking time to the maximum extent possible consistent with
gas heating requirements.
Must reduce emissions of particulate matter from all open hearth furnaces
by ceasing feed to the open hearth and maintaining the heat.
U.S. STEEL OORPOATON-ZNSLEY WORKS
Must reduce emissions of particulate matter from all open hearth furnaces by
ceasing feed to the open hearth and maintaining the -heat.
U.S. STEEL OORPORATN-WZNONAH WORKS
Must stop the emissions of particulate matter from aH slotering operations
by ceasing operations
U.S. PIPE * FOUNDRY COMPANY-NORTIH BIRMINGHAM OPERATIONS
Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no
heating requirements.
Must eliminate emissions of partciulate matter from all cupolas adding no
new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat is finished.
Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all mineral wool cupolas
by shutting down such cupolas as rapidly as possible without damage to

equipment
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U.S. PIPE & FOUNDRY COMPANY-BESSEMER

PLA1T

Mst eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no
new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat Is finished.
WOODWARD COMPANY,

DIVISION Or THE MFAD CORPORATION

Must increase coking time to the maximum extent possible consistent with
gas heating requirements.
Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all electric arc furnaces
by making no new heats.
CONNORS STEEL DIVISION,

H. K. PORTER COMPANY, INC.

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all electric arc furnaces
by making no new heats.
SOUTHERN ELECTRIC STEEL COMPANY

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all electric arc furnaces
by making no new heats.
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION

Must increase coking time to the maximum extent possible consistent with gas
heating requirements.
ALABAMA-BY-PRODUCTS

CORPORATION

Must increase coking time to the maximum extent possible consistent with
gas heating requirements.
STOCKHAM VALVES & FITTINOS

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all electric arc furnaces
by making no new heats.
Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no
new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat is finished.
GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all electric arc furnaces
by making no new heats.
M'WANR CAST IRON PIPE COMPANY

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no new
charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat is finished.
JEFPERSON FOUNDRY COMPANY

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no
now charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat is finished.
BIRMINGHAM STOVE AND RANGE COMPANY

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no
new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat is finished.
CLOW CORPORATION

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no
new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat Is finished.
AMERIOAN CAST IRON PIPE COMPANY

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all electric arc furnaces
by making no new heats.
-Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no
new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat is finished.

VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY-FAIRFIELD WORKS

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter by phasing down all operations
as rapidly as possible without causing damage to equipment.
VULCAN

MATERIALS COMPANY-WYLAM

PLANT

Must eliminate emission of particulate matter by phasing down all operations
as rapidly as possible without causing damage to equipment.
SWIFT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS CORPORATION

Must eliminate emission of particulate matter by phasing down all operations
as rapidly as possible without causing damage to equipment.
W. A. BELCHES

LUMBER COMPANY

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter by shutting down wood burnlng boiler.
U.S.

GYPSUM COMPANY

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all mineral wool cupolas
by shutting down such cupolas as rapidly as possible without damage to equipment.
LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION
Must eliminate emission of particulate matter from crushing, mixing, cleaning,
Conveying and transferring operations.
Must eliminate emission of particulate matter from kilns by starting no new
batches and allowing processes in operation to phase down.
ALPHA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY

Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from crushing, mixing, cleaning,
conveying and transferring operations.
Must eliminate emission of particulate matter from kilns by starting no new
batches and allowing processes In operation to phase down.
-

W. J.

BULIO,

INC.

Must eliminate emission of particulate matter by shutting down all furnaces
and smelters and stopping all incineration processes.
R. A. WADE SAND AND GRAVEL COMPANY
Must eliminate emission of particulate matter from crushing, mixing, cleaning,
conveying and transferring operations.
Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from dryers by ceasing feed of
new materials and phasing down operations as rapidly as possible without damage to equipment.
HABRISON-WAKE

REFRAOTORIES

COMPANY, DIVISION
BESSEMER PLANT

DRESSER INDUSTRIES,

INC.-

Must eliminate emission of particulate matter from dryers and kilns by ceasing
feed of new materials and phasing down operations as rapidly as possible without damage to equipment.
Ordered, that this order-expire within 10 days after entry, unless within said
time it is for good cause shown extended for a longer period, or unless defendants
consent that it may be extended for a longer period; and it is further
Ordered,that plaintiff's complaint be set for hearing on preliminary injunction
on November 19th, 1971, at 9:00 o'clock A.M., of that day or as soon thereafter as
counsel can be heard, in the United States District courtroom in the City of
Birmingham, State of Alabama.
This order sued at Birmingham, Ala., this 18th day of November, 1971. (1:45

A.M.)
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Uited State Dtetriot Judge.

Mr. Rooms. Now, also about this same time, as I recall in the newspaper, Pittsburgh had a problem, did they not
Mr. BAUM. Yes they did, sir.
h
Mr. ROGERS. Tell us a little bit about that. I understand they asked
29 industries there to cut down, and, evidently, there was a voluntary
reduction. Do you know if it was voluntary, or what happened?
Mr. TYLER. Pittsburgh is a little further down the road than Birmingham. It has a plan more closely resembling what Mr. Kyros supposed in Osaka, Japan. Well, Pittsburgh has a law which requires that
the industries in the area submit a plan on abatement and what action
will be taken at each level, and they are getting those plans so that
when in Pittsburgh a particulate episode level is declared and the
industry gets asked to take alert or warning or emergency level action
they do this, and the agency, as well as the industry, knows what wili
be done at that time. 1 hey have just passed the new law here within
the last month in Pittsburgh.
Mr. RoGERs. Do they have the authority to require it?
Mr. TYL. That's correct, sir.
Mr. RoGms. And they are operational ?
Mr. TYLER. That's correct, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Was the authority necessary or was it from a voluntary
basis? In other words did they have to issue orders in Pittsburgh, or
was this done simply by the issuance of an alert?
Mr. TYLER. It was done by the issuance of an alert. Assuming that
authority, it's hard to separate whether it was voluntary orMr. RoGEm. What is your alert level?
Mr. TYLER. We will have to go into a little bit of the Department
here. We have established levels of pollution in it. OC-I believe 0C
28. Twenty-three Federal registers outline levels which should not be
reached. This the ultimate level. Everything should have been done
before that to prevent that from having been reached. Now, also in a
Federal registered document which outlines the specifications as to
what we expected a State to include in their episode portion, we gave in
there a suggested set of criteria, and, in there, we gave-we outlined
certain alert, warning, and emergency steps and action that would be
triggered at these three steps to prevent that situation to be reached
and, in there, we suggested for particulate materials an alert level o?
375 micrograms per cubic meter. Had more than this level would then
trigger our first stage reduction emission action.
The form of this differs in that the level never to be reached is the
effect of all of this. It is a recommendation. Some cities may adopt
alert levels slightly different from that. The objective though is that
the series of criteria levels in the action taken will prevent this level.
We say it should never be reached.
Mr. RoGERs. Yes. What is the level that should never be reached?
Mr. TYLER. The level for particulate in absnce of large quantities of
SO, is a thousand grams per cubic meter for 24 hours.
Mr. Rooms. As I understand it, there it no large SO, problem in
Birmingham?
Mr. TYLER. That's right.
Mr. RoGERs. So, you should never reach a thousand, and they reached
seven-what was the highest?

Mr. BAUM. Seven seventy-one.

Mr. Room . How many days in Birmingham does it go beyond 875,
do we know,a year?
Mr. TYLm. Can't give you an exact value on that.
Mr. RoomEs. I wonder if the Public Health people here would know
about it?
Dr. HARDY. The answer to that depends on which station we are
monitoring. The figure that we look at most routinely is the EPA
figure of 60, a figure that should not be exceeded more than once in
a-365 day period, because, at this level, we will see initial health effects
in certain segments of the population. That figure has been exceeded
66 times in the past 365 days in downtown Birmingham and more than
50 percent of the time in North Birmingham.
Mr. ROoERs. Over 50 percent of the time?
Dr. HuwY. Yes, sir.
Mr. RooziS. You mean actions taken on thisMr. BAuM. Let me just--.Mr. Rooms. They will get a plan, as I understand it, since the new
law has been passed tg-deal with that problem?
Mr. BAUM. The figure that Dr. Hardy has given us is the National
Primary Standard for particulates that's in the implementation plan
which will be submitted within the next month or so.
Mr. Roozs. But the determination has been made that for people's
health this level should not be exceeded more than once in each year?
Mr. BAuM. That's correct. That's the NationalMr. Rooms. But it's being exceeded 50 percent of the time in
Birmingham?
Dr. HARDY. In one area of Birmingham, this is correct.
Mr. Rooms. How -many people live in that area, do you think?
Dr.-HARDY. May I admit first that there are modifiers attached to
that fiure That is the level at which health effects--mild health effects will first be seen in certain segments of thepopulation. This does
not mean that we have serious health effects on all people. We are talking about a mild effect on most elderly people, the very young, theMr. Rooms. But you have it 50 percent of the time v
Dr. HARDY. Yes, sir. The effects are not only related to the level, but
how long these levels are maintained the presence of other gaseous
pollutants have been mentioned, and then the individual's health
status.
Mr. Rooms. Thank you. That's rather a shocking figure, I think.

Mr. BAUM. Yes, sir.

Mr. RooEs. Is this typical of very many cities in the United
States
Mr. TYLm. Sir, as far asparticulate pollution is concerned--of the
area that we have received information, about 60 cities, Birmingham
is the top or almost near the top of any city in the 'United States.
Mr. Rooms. For particulate pollution?
Mr. T=Rz. Yes, sir. That's right. There are other cities who have
said that Birmingham doesn't have a particular gaseous pollution
problem. There are other cities that have gaseous pollution problems as
well as particulate problems.

Mr. RoGzas. I think it would be helpful if we could have any studies

that have been made as far as emphysema any bronchial diseases, respiratory diseases, and so forth. That wouid be helpful in pointing up
this problem.
Mr. BAUM. I might point that there is some sensitivity studies going
on in Birmingham done by the University of Alabama Medical Schol
and local people with funding by EPA. These are in depth studies
as to what effects these levels cause.
Mr. Roo Rs. Could you give us any interim reports?
Mr. BAUM. I am sure tlat we can give you some report on this.
Testimony resumes on p. 68.)
The following material was received for the record:)
A PROGRAM OF COMMUNITY HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEILLANCE
STUDIES (CHESS)
(By Carl M. Shy, M.D., Dr.P.H.; John F. Finklea, M.D., Dr.P.H.; Dorothy C.
Calafiore, R.N., Dr.P.H.;- Ferris Benson, William Nelson, Ph.D., Vaun A.
Newlll, M.D., M.S.H.)
PRESENTED AT THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY ANNUAL MEETING IN A SYMPOSIUM
ON THE DETERMINANTS OF AIR QUALITY, APRIL 1, 1971, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA;

TO BE PUBLISHED IN AN ACS SYMPOSIUM VOLUME, FALL, 1971

CHESS is an acronym for Community Health and Environmental Surveillance
Studies. In this paper, we describe the objectives, structure and operating methods of the CHESS program, which is conducted by the Community Research
Branch, Division of Effects Research, Office of Research and Monitoring (Environmental Protection Agency), in cooperation with local public health agencies.
Our basic intent is to relate community health to changing environmental quality. CHESS consists of a continuing series of epidemiologic studies conducted in
selected communities representing an exposure gradient for the most common
air pollutants. The program involves monitoring of environmental quality with
simultaneous surveillance of health indicators known to be sensitive to variations in environmental quality. The purpose of the CHESS program is to evaluate
environmental standards, quantitate pollutant burdens, and document the health
benefit of air pollution control.
The CHESS program has three key elements as shown in Table 1: area sets,
sensitive health indicators, and environmental monitoring.
AREA SETS

An area set consists of a group of communities, usually three or four, selected to represent an exposure gradient for a pollutant, but similar with respect to climate and socioeconomic traits. Each community in an area set is a
defined middle class residential segment of a city containing three or four elementary schools of 500 to 1000 children per school and often a secondary school.
In the Southeast, duplicate communities were chosen to represent black and
white segments of the population.
We intend to operate the CHESS program in each area set for a minimum of
five years. In the first year, communities within the same set are expected to
show a gradient in pollution exposure. Over time, this gradient should, diminish
with control of air pollution levels. By measuring sensitive health indicators
through this period of change, we hope to document and quantitate the health
benefits of air pollution control.
HEALTH INDICATORS

In the CHESS program, we measure pollutant effects over a broad spectrum of
human responses, including: no demonstrable effect, increase in body burden,
altered physiology of uncertain significance, physiologic sentinels of disease,
acute and chronic disease and death. We may conveniently divide CHESS health
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Indicators into acute and chronic responses, as shown in Table 2. For the most
part, we observe acute responses by systematically following pre-enrolled panels
of subjects and comparing response frequency against daily variations in pollutant levels. Observations in communities having consistently low exposure
allow us to quantitate the simultaneous effects of environmental covarlates such
as season of year, temperature and other climatologic changes. We relate acute
response frequencies to pollutant concentrations measured by continuous or
24-hour integrated samplers.
We expect the chronic responses listed in Table 2 to reflect effects of exposure
to long term average pollutant levels or of repeated exposure to short term peak
levels. We do not hope to discriminate between effects of long term exposure and
repeated short term peak levels by means of community studies with uncontrolled
exposures.
In addition to the pollutant exposures monitored in the CHESS program, we
obtain information on other community determinants of response frequency.
These determinants or "covariates", along with environmental pollution, codetermine the quantitative level of the health indicator in the community. Covari.
ates include (1) demographic variables such as age, sex, race, socioeconomic
level, family size, (2) environmental variables such as occupational dust exposure, geographical migration, intake of pollutants through routes such as food
and water and (3) personal variables such as cigarette smoking, past illness
experience and genetic markers. Information about these covariates is used to
compare like groups across exposure gradients and to compute response rates
adjusted for differences which may influence are found, we can state with reasonable confidence that these differences are not due to other known epidemiologic
deternnants of the response.
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

We establish an environmental monitoring station near the geographic center
of study populations. In most cases, this setting places the residences of subjects
within one and one-half miles of the monitoring station. In placing the station,
we consider topography, land use adjacent to the study area and emission sources.
Whenever possible, we place the inlet of the monitoring instruments at head level
in an appropriate shelter removed from proximate sources of pollution such JW
road dust, if these sources are not common to the study areas as a whole.
Tabel 3 lists pollutants, measurement methods and averaging times involved
in the environmental monitoring portion of the CHESS program. To maintain
both our acronym and the associated analogy, we call this phase CHESS-CHAMP
(Community Health and Ambient Monitoring Program). We are currently
collecting monthly samples and daily twenty-four hour samples for particulates
and gases at 20 environmental monitoring stations. Continuous monitors are
operating in some of the New York and Utah stations. To -relate environmental
variations to the acute response health tlr~cators, we need the data from continuous monitors providing real time pollutant concentrations. A prototype continuous monitoring station having automatic acquisition with magnetic tape
storage and "on-call" telemetry output of data is now under development and will
be established in the entire OHB S-CHAMP system in the near future. We feel
that the telemetry system is necessary on an "on-call" basis to enable routine
checks-on instrument performance, to process data on a daily schedule, and to
provide access to current data during air pollution episodes.
Duplicate sampling and calibration of all Instruments are to be obtained on
a systematic basis and are critical to insure accuracy and consistency of instrument performance In the CHESS-CHAMP system.
STUDY STRATEGY

Selection of CHEM area sets and pollutant exposure is dictated by the existence of the six published air quality criteria. These include criteria for particulate matter, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, photochemical oxidants, hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide. We do not include carbon monoxide in our pollutant exposure sets because we feel that short-term exposure effects of carbon monoxide
can be more precisely studied in controlled exposure chambers, while the effects
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of long-term area exposure to carbon monoxide are likely to be confounded with
the effects of other emission products of vehicles. Furthermore, to date we have
found no area set demonstrating a consistent exposure gradient for carbon
monoxide.
We select from the community a stable, middle class residential sector having
the desired pollutant exposure within the area set. We choose middle class
neighborhoods because these are most prevalent and because the social class of
families is more evenly distributed in such areas.
Through enrollment listings of elementary schools in selected neighborhoods,
we recruit family units for participation In the acute upper, acute lower and
chronic respiratory disease surveys and for episode panels. We contact these
families through single-time questionnaires for prevalence surveys, weekly
diaries for panel studies, and bl-weekly telephone calls for acute respiratory disease incidence studies. We measure lung function of children in the schools
which, in spite of busing, still represent a large proportion of neighborhood
families with children of school age. We collect hair, urine and blood samples
from selected households previously enrolled for other of our surveys. These
households also provide a source of other environmental samples, Including
vacuum cleaner house dust, water and soil samples, and locally grown vegetables.
Listings of subjects for enrollment in the asthma, chronic respiratory-and
cardiac disease panels are obtained partially from results of the prevalence surveys and partially from patient listings of physicians. For mortality studies, we
use data for the entire metropolitan area and compute expected mortality based
on a model which takes into account season, daily temperature and reported
pneumonia-influenza deaths. These models provide the local health agency with
the capability to quantitate excess mortality during air pollution episodes as
soon as data on current mortality counts become available.
As feasibility studies are successfully completed, we intend to monitor othei
health indicators. Among these we are considering tear lysozymes, red blood cell
fragility and survival studies, placental enzymatic activity profiles, reversible
lung function changes in subject panels, and exfoliative cytoloty of sputum
samples.
In the CHESS program, we do not measure health characteristics in probabilIty samples of the population. We have two reasons for this study strategy.
Firstly; we are establishing air quality standards to protect segments of the
population, particularly vulnerable to the effects of environmental pollution.
Secondly, our methods for enrolling subjects are far less costly and cumbersome
than methods for obtaining probability samples. We focus our surveys on two segments of the population: susceptible groups and easily accessible groups. We try
to match these groups within the same area set for characteristics which may
influence the frequency of the health Indicator; that is, we identify and measure
the covariates of each health indicator. The ubiquity of middle class families
with school children and of subjects with isthma, heart or lung disease allows us
to be reasonably confident about the applicability of our findings to most communities in the United States.
The existence of pre-enrolled subjects in area sets provides us with a readily
accessible group of concerned, cooperative middle class families with identified
exposure to known pollutants. By monitoring health indicators over a broad spectrum of possible biological responses, and by simultaneously quantitating the environmental exposure, we feel that we are making a scientifically valid effort
to achieve our stated objectives; namely, to evaluate existing standards, to quan.
titate pollutant burdens, and to document the health benefits of environmental
control. The large cost of environmental control should Justify the effort.

TABLE 1
ELEMENTS OF THE CHZSS PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

AP . SETS

HEALTHIINDICATORS
Acute Responses

Asthma Panel
Chronic respiratory
disease panel
Cardiac panel
SEpisode panel
Daily mortality

I

Particulates:~

3 cities

,*Southeast:

Tota;
•Respirable •

(particulates)

--iUtah:

4 comunities
Trace Substances

Cases
24-hour:

4--

New York: - 6 comunities
(particulatcs & S02 )

I II

.->I California: 6 counities
I
(oxidants)

[L. - -

I

-o_

SChattanooga:

* 1.

3 comunities

Chicago: 3 communities
(par ticulates S, S0 2 ) j
'-

development

II

f. Climate
-

*L
- in operation
- p!pned or undu

So,

NO,

N02 , ?C, 03

Chronic Responses
Pollutant burdens
Lung function
Acute respiratory
disease incidence
Lower respiratory
I disease frequency
Chronic'respiratory
disease prevalence.

SO2

Continuous:

I

Temperature
Humidity
Wind

~~~~.1

I Trace substances
I Food
-Water
I House dust
Rodents

~1

sj

i
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TABLE 2--CHEfM HEALTH INDIOATORB
I. Acute Response
1. Daily sympton diary of asthmatics.
2. Daily symptom diary of subjects with chronic respiratory disease.
3. Daily symptom diary of subjects with cardiac disease.
4. Acute irritation symptoms (cough, eye irritation, chest pain) in
families during "episodes."
5. Deviation from expected mortality-(predicted from temperature,
season and pneumonia-influenza deaths) during episodes.
I. Chronic Response
1. Pollutant burdens: concentrations of trace substances in tissue
specimens, including hair, blood, urine, placentae,, necropsy
specimens.
2. Lung function (spirometry) of school children.
8. Bi-weekly acute respiratory disease incidence in families of elementary school children.
4. Frequency of lower respiratory disease episodes (croup, pneumonia,
acute bronchitis) in children.
5. Prevalence of chronic respiratory disease symptoms in parents of
school children.
TABLE 8.---CHESS ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
I. Monthly samples (all stations)
1. Dustfall: trace substances, including: lead, cadmium, zinc, arsenic,
mercury, and pol-chlorinated biphenyl compounds.
2. Composited daily high volume sampler filters: trace substances (as

Ing#1).

8. Sulfation plates.
II. Twenty-four hour samples (all stations)
1. High volume sampler:
Total suspended particulates.
Suspended sulfates and nitrates.
2. Cyclone sampler: respirable partciulates and trace substances.
8. Integrated gas bubbler: SO (West Gaeke Method).
1I1. Continuous samples (under development for all stations)
1. Automatic data acquisition with magnetic tape storage:
SO, (coulometric method).
NO and NO* (coulometric method).
Hydrocarbons (flame ionization).
Ozone-Chemiluminescent method).
IV. Meteorological samples (under development for all stations)
1. Hygrothermograph (temperature and relative humidity).
2. Wind speed and direction.
V. Other Environmental samples (under development)
1. Milk from wholesalers.
2. Tap water.
3 Rainfall samples.
- 4. Market basket samples.'
5. Locally grown vegetables (where practical).
6. Rodents.
7. Vacuum cleaner house dust
8. Additional dustfall sites in each residential area.
9. Soil samples.
PULMONARY FUNCTION DURING AN AcuT

AIR POLLUTION EPISODE, AN INTERIM

REPORT ON THE BIRMINGHAM AIR POLLUTION EPIsODS--NOVMBN 14-18, 1971

(By John H. Farmer, Sigismond Duetscher, Dennis E. House, Carl G. Hayes)
DHER was in the process -of-measuring lung function values in school children
in Birmingham, Alabama, and Charlotte, North Carolina, when the recent air
pollution episode occurred in Birmingham. Although this project was not specifically designed to study acute effects of air pollution, it provided an opportunity
to compare lung function values occurring during an acute episode to those
observed under normal circumstances. To accomplish this, a subset of data con-
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sisting of second grade children tested in Birmingham before and during the
acute episodes, and of second grade children tested in Charlotte, a relatively
clean city, was analyzed.
Preliminary results show a significant difference in lung function between
Charlotte and Birmingham during the aforementioned episode. Children in Birmingham had decreased lung function values in comparison to those of Charlotte.
Furthermore, the data suggest that values were lower in Birmingham during the
episode than before (See appendix),
In conclusion, the available evidence supports the hypothesis that the elevated
levels of pollutants observed during the recent acute episode in Birmingham
exerted a deleterious effect on pulmonary function and were significantly harmful to health.
ANALYSIS OFVARIANCE TABLE FORMAX FEV.
D.F.

Factor

Schools -----.--------------------------------------------------Birmingham Hversus Birmingham L ----------------------------Birmingham L versus Charlotte --------------------------------Birmingham Hversus Charlotte --------------------------------Within Birningham H----------------------------------------Within Birmingham L----------------------------------------Within Charlotte --------------------------------------------Sex
------------------------------------------------------------Height ---------------.--------------------------------------Race -----------------------------------------------------------Error ----------------------------------------------------------Total
-----------------------------------------------

8
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
430
441

SS

F

0.577704
1.91
.060157
1.57
.052586
1.37
.254387
16.73
.186025
2.46
.042171
.56
.014908
.20
.295160
'7.79
5.496719
1 145.14
.588185
' 15.531
16.284546 ------------23.272476
-

I Indicates significance at p<0.0l level.
Note: M.S.E.-0.037700; Mult R:=0.54547.
PULMONARY FUNCTION MEANS (FEV.
71), BY CITY AND SCHOOL (NOVEMBER 1971)

Unadjusted
Birmjngham (high) '(N-193) ----------.--------------------------------------Tarrant ------------------------------------------------------------------North -Birmingham --------------------------------------------------------Gibson ---------------------------------------------------------------------Birminghamr(ow) (N-166) --------------------------------------------------McAurther -------------------------------------------------------------Dupey.....
.
.................
Boye-------------------------------------------------------Charlotte (N-83) ...........................................
------------------1st------------------------------1.315
2d-------------------------------------------------

3d .......-......

--------

Race,
sex,
and height-

adjusted

1.262
1.231
1.318 ............
1.210 ..............
1.247
..............
1.245
1.255
1.251 ............
.s.-------------------------------------.
1.267 ...........
1.307
1.308
------1.2-------

1..................

'High refers to the time period during which the pollution episode occurred, While low refers to a period during which
no episode was occurring.
IRRITATION SYMPTOMS DuRING THE NOVEMBER 1971 AIR POLLUTION EPISODE IN
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. (INTERIM ANALYSIS)
(By C. J. Nelson, C. G. Hayes, V. Hasoelblad, W. B. higgan, Jose M. Sune, J. E.
Gerding)
.Xntroduction.-During November, 1971, the Birmingham metropolitan area
exlrienced an acute air pollution episode characterized by eevated levels of
suspended particulate matter. The impact of this episode upon irritation symptcims of the eye and respiratory tract among panels of previously selected volunteers composed of families with school children was ascertained by telephone.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Method.-The Community Health and Environmental Surveillance System
(CHESS) has been previously described by Shy et al. Acute irritation symptoms constitute one of the rapid response health effects indicators in CHESS.
Since communities in three southeastern cities, Birmingham, Alabama; Greensboro, North Carolina and Charlotte, North Carolina comprise a "CHESS set"
designed to measure the impact of suspended particulate air pollution, It was
possible to compare symptom frequency across an exposure gradient. Moreover,
the same symptoms had been investigated in Birmingham during April, 1971, when
the levels of suspended particulates were roughly the same as the November
1971 episode. The symptoms were also monitored during a control period in May,
1971-when particulate levels were considerably lower than either episode,
but still well above the national ambient air quality standard. Concurrent aerometric data were collected from monitoring stations situated within each of the
three residential neighborhoods under study. CHESS also permits examinations
of the effects of important covariates upon the health indicators in each study.
These covariates include age, sex, socioeconomic class, smoking history, concurrent acute infectious disease, meteorologic observations and reporting bias.
RMSULTS AND DISCUSSION

- 4r-monitoring.-Suspended particulate levels (212#q/n0) in Birmingham residential neighborhoods during the current episode were higher than the April '71
episode (183 pg/m!) as shown in Table 1 During the control period, suspended
particulate levels in Birmingham (120 ;,g/m) were approximately one half the
value of the current episode. Substantial variation among the three study communities was noted and the cleanest community (108 pg/m), had levels one third
to one half those of the dirtier communities. During the April episode suspended
particulate levels in Greensboro and Charlotte were 59 and 75 4,g/m' respectively
lower than the Birmingham level. During November 1971 the comparable particulate levels were higher than in April, 116 pg/m' for Greensboro and 139 pg/r' for
Charlotte. The effects of dose rate response shorter than 24 hours could have been
investigated if the CHESS-CHAMP aeromatic stations had been deployed. Average minimum temperature levels were roughly the same in all cities during the
studies.
Symptom reporting.Age, sex, smoking status and respondent bias usually
exert significant effects upon the prevalence of Irrita-tion , fmptoms. Thus, symptom prevalence for adult females, the usual questionnaire respondent, was partitioned into smokers and non-smokers (Table 2) as were adult males (Table 8).
All non-smoking children of these families were grouped together since no difference between male and female children was detected (Table 4) T'oo few childhood
smokers, less than 5 percent, were available for a good analysis of pollution effects.
Over 1600 families participated in the study. To facilitate comparison of symp--tom- rates across cities in Tables 2 through 4, all rates were standardized to the
Charlotte rate to preserve comparably with tl.e April analysis.
Severity of 8ymptoms.--Two measures of symptom severity, restricted activity
and medical visits, are tabulated in Tables 2 through 4. Medical visits were highest in Greensboro among all population segments except male smokers. Other
CHESS studies provided evidence of a concurrent respiratory illness peak in
Greensboro which may well account for this. Restricted activity was highest in
Charlotte. Thus, there was no clear evidence of either excess restricted activity
or excess physician visits in Birmingham.
Symptom bia.-Evidence of reporting bias in Birmingham can be seen by comparing prevalence ratios for joint pain, a control symptom not likely to be influenced by pollution. During April, 1971, Birmingham clearly over-reported this
symptom, apparently reflecting an anti-pollution bias. In November 1971, Birmingham residents grossly under-reported this symptom, probably reflecting concern over their economic well being in the face of industrial closings. A number
of families had reservations about answering the questions and some indicated
they would no longer cooperate in the studies because their jobs were threatened
--by antipollution measures. Despite this bias, an excess in upper-respiratory irritation symptoms was still evident. There Is also evidence of over-reporting in
Greensboro which may be explained by interviewer bias introduced by DHER
teams who could have elicited symptom reporting.
Effect of time.--A comparison of Charlotte rates in April, 1971 with these of
November, 1971 (Table 5) showed that symptom frequency decreased among all
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females and among male smokers. Symptom rates, however, increased among
male non-smokers. Children showed little change except for -an increase in
physician visits. Thus, "time effects" demonstrate the need for a temprospatial
approach to acute episode evaluation. There is also more than cursory evidence
to Support a decline in reporting that is a function of the number of times a volunteer is questioned. Since there was no differential between cities with regard
to length of study participation, time and repeated reporting effects should not
unduly influence inferences made regarding air pollution.
Efects ol air pollution episode on symptoms.-Throat discomfort, chest digcomfort, cough and shortness of breath symptom frequency was increased in
all Birmingham groups. The largest increases were observed among the male
smokers. These symptom frequencies are nearly doubled and would be more
than doubled if we adjust for the under-reporting previously mentioned. There
was evidence of intercurrent respiratory illness in Greensboro as shown by increased reporting rates for restricted activity and medical visits among adult
females and-children. Eye discomfort and headache were much more variable than
the other symptoms. Increasing particulate levels from 116 jtg/m' in Greensboro
to 139 ug/m' in Charlotte did not-detectably increase the frequency of irritation
.symptoms
An independent analysis comparing the Birmingham May control period with
the November episode also indicated there was increased reporting frequency
among adults for throat discomfort, chest discomfort, cough and shortness of
breath.
SUMMABY

Acute irritation symptoms of throat discomfort, chest discomfort, cough and
shortness of breath were substantially increased in panels of normal well families
with school age children firing an acute air pollution episode (212 ug/m' particulates) in Birmingham, Alabama whether compared to a cleaner period earlier
in the year or compared to cleaner cities (116 and 139 jug/m') during the same
period of time. There was clear evidence of under-reporting in Birmingham
reflecting concern over their economic well being.
TABLE I.-AVERAGE TOTAL SUSPENDED
PARTICULATE LEVELS AND MINIMUM AVERAGE
TEMPERATURES IN
SELECTED
RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITIES OF3 SOUTHEASTERN CITIES DURING AND AFTER AIR POLLUTION EPISODES

City

24-hour
average TSP

Dates

Birmingham ------------------Charlotte .......................
Greensboro --------------------

Apr.18, 1971 to Apr. 25.1971 (episode 1)
Nov. 12,1971,'to Nov. 16, 1971
(episode 2)
May 16,1971, to May 59,1971 (control) -----------Apr. 25.1971, to Apr. 68, 1971
...................
Nov. 16, 1971to Nov. 57,1971 ...............
.
Apr. 25 1971to Apr 68 1971
.................
Nov. 12, 1975,
to Nov. 1, 1971--............... *..

Minimum
temperature
Indegrees
Fahrenheit

183
212
120
7
IN43
59
116

-

54
43
54
4
43

TABLE 2.-IRRIGATION SYMPTOM PREVALENCE
RATIOS AMONG FEMALES IN3 SOUTHEASTERN
CITIES DISTRIBUTED
BY SMOKING AND EPISODE STATUS
Adult female smokers

Adult female nonsmokers
Chadott
Charlotte
Birmlng- GreensChar- preva- Birming- GreensCharprey,ham boro I
lotte I lnc rate
ham
boro I
lotte lance rate
(N-l3) (N-230) (N-572) (percent) (N-388) (N-367) (N-247) (percent)
Eyediscomfort .............
5.0
Threetdcomfod
............
1.8
Chest discomfort ............
1.1
Cough
------------------ 1.4
Shotness of breath--.....
.7
Headache ..................
1.6
Joint peins .................
.2
Medcalvsits ...............
- :4
Retrictedactivity. ..........
0
eB

"SO

1.8
2.4
4
1.7
1.0
1.2
1.7
4.0
2.4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A

4.1
0.
8.7
2.9
7.6
2.9
1.6
2.9

1.1
1.5
2.5
1.9
4.2
1.0
.2
1.1
-

BEutod.

.5
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1.5
1.4
2.2
1.7
1.8
1.1
1.1
2.1
1.1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.2
6.5
2.4
5.7
.8
7.7
3.3
1.6
2.8
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TABLE 3.-IRRITATION SYMPTOM PREVALENCE
RATIOS AMONG MALES IN3SOUTHEASTERN CITIES DISTRIBUTED
BY SMOKING AND EPISODE
STATUS
Adult male smokers

Adult male nonsvkers
Charlotte
Charlotte
prevaprevaBirming. Greensla Brmln-. Greenslence
ham
boreI Charlotte'
rate
ham
bore Charlotte
rate
(N-2l) (N-291) (N-171) (percent)
(N-263) (N-258) (N-135) (percent)
.dicomfort............
2.9
Throat discomfort
----------1.4
Chest discomfort -----------4.5
Cough
....................
1.7
Shortness of breath .........6.5
Headache ..................
1.4
Joint pins .................
.6
Medical visits
...............
.3
Restricted activity............2

2.
2
5.3
1.5
17
1.2
2.2
.6
.8

1.0
1.0
1.0
10
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

2.3
5.1
1.1
7.3
.6
7.3
-1.7
2.3
4.0

0.6
1.2
2.1
1.3
1.7
1.2
.5
1.1
.3

0.7
1.0
1.9
1.5
.4
1.2
6.2
2.2
.7

10G
1.0 "
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

7.0
9.7
2.7
9.2
1.1
7.6
1.1
1.6
54

1Less polluted.
TABLE 4.-IRRITATION SYMPTOM PREVALENCE RATIOS AMONG CHILDREN IN 3 SOUTHEASTERN CITIES DISTRIBUTED BY EPISODE
STATUS
Birmingham
episode
(N-1887)

Symptom

(L poltd)
Greensboro
Charlotte
(N-1819)
(N-1305)

adiscomfort
....................................
1.3
1.5
1.0
1,.5
rfoot
discmfort
...................................
Chest discomfort....................................
Shortness of breath...........................--- 1.3
1.2
Headache ..........................................
1.0
1.3
Joint pains ........................................
.2
1.4
Medical
vissts..
..................................
1.4
5.0
Restricted activity ..................................
.3
1.3

Charlotte
prevalence
rate (percent)

1

2.9
6.
4

1
1
1
1
1
1

L.6
1.6
7.2
2.6
.5
3.0

TABLE 5.-IRRITATION SYMPTOM PREVALENCE
RATIOS IN CHARLOTTE DISTRIBUTED BY AGE
AND SMOKING '
Adult females
Smokers

Adult males

Nonsmokers

yediscomfort .......................
1.9
roat discomfort ....................
1.5
Chest discomfort ......................
2.4
Cough.....................
. 1.6
Sho rtnes.. breath.................1.6
Headache........................
2.1
Jointpans ...........................
5.1
Medical visits
.......................
.8
Restricted activity ....................
.8

2.9
1.3
1.4
1.5
2
1
3.9
.8
1

Smokers

Nonsmokrjrs

1.1
1.0
2.7
1.5
3.3
1.1
2.9
.1
.4

0.6
.3
.4
.5
.6
1.0
4.8
1.1
.2

Children
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.5
.
.7
1.1

iCharlotte prevalence rate in April 1971,
divided by Charlotte prevalence rate in November 1971.

Mr. RoGER. Thank you.
Now, as to these industries that were picked out, what was the basis
of the selection of these industries?
Mr. BAUM. The basis was that these industries are all, according to
the Jefferson County Program, industries which emit'a hundred tons
or more of particulate per year and were those which, because of location, would have to be controlled to reduce the level of that monitoring station.
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Mr. ROGERS. Thank you. Any other questions?

Mr. KyRos. I have a question, Mr. Chairman. When you talk about
particulate micrograms per cubic meter of air, what are the particulates made of?
Mr. BAUM. I will let Darrell answer that.
Mr. TYLER. They are just small particles.
Mr. KYRos. Suspended solids?
Mr. TYLER. They are suspended particles, that's right.
Mr. KyRios. I)o automobile emissions add to the particulates?
Mr. TYLER. Yes. But the automobile is primarily a gaseous problem.
There are some pa-ticulates from automobiles, but it's not-that's not
major.

Mr. KYRos. It says in one of the motions for the temporary restraining order that such discharges, that is, the particulates, are from the
plants. You have no question, then, that these particulates come from
the9r.
plants
I
TYLE.
Yes. We-we in discussions with Jefferson County and
in reviewing our-inventory emission data led us to believe that the
sources were responsible for approximately 90 percent of the total
particulate-particulates in the area.
-Mr. KyRos. In a discussion before the court, does one attorney suggest that there is no cause or relation between the plants and the condition, or is he saying that one cannot be singled out as contributing?
Mr. BAUM. Sir, I don't know how appropriate it is to talk about
that statement anymore than to sayMr. XYRos. You may say anything you wish. We have a right, as
Congressmen, to listen to whatever testimony you have.
Mr. BAUM. These industries that were named in that complaint, all
emit a hundred tons or more of the particulate matter a year. Jefferson
County determined, and we have no reason to doubt the determination,
that they emitted 90 percent of the particulates in the area. The
statute says that the court may restrain any person causing or contributing to the alleged pollution. To say that the air pollution that
Biiiningham was suffering is not known to come from those industries
is completely baseless; of course it comes from the industries. We
know that industries of this type emit particulates, unless they have
coiitrols on them. Some of them have controls, but these industries do
emit particulate matter, and there is no question as to their causing
or contributing to the air pollution.
Mr. KyRos. Thank you very much.
Mr. RooPs. I would like for you to submit that list of days when the
major pollution problems occurred, in what percentages they occurred and for how many days of the year.
Mr. BAUM. Yes, sir. We will do that.
Mr. RoGEm. And how it jibes with your standards and alerts.
Mr. BAUM. Yes, sir.
(Testimony resumes on p. 74.)
The following information was received for the record:)

Am POLLUTION EPISODES
There are two types of air pollution episodes, meteorological and accidental.
A meteorological episode is the result of poor atmospheric dispersion conditions,
An accidental episode is an unexpected event-during which contaminants are
released into the air in potentially hazardous amounts, but not necessarily
associated with a period of meteorological stagnation. The Birmingham episode
of November 15-19, 1971, was a meterologically induced situation.
There are two factors that contribute to the creation of a meteorologically
induced air pollution episode, one of emission and another of poor meteorological
dispersion conditions. The enclosed Figure 1 shows the number of high air pollution potential days that have occurred in various sections of the country as a
result of poor dispersion conditoins. As can be seen from the figure, New York
and Chicago have far fewer days when the meteorological potential for episodes
exist than does Atlanta, Georgia; however, Atlanta has far fewer sources of
pollution and thus few episode situations. By contrast, New York and Chicago
have heavy emissions and when the poor meteorological conditions do exalt,
they are likely to experience an episode situation. Birmingham not only has
heavy emissions but also, as seen in Figure 1, experiences many days with
poor meteorological dispersion conditions. Birmingham thus experiences many
air pollution episodes.
Our experience has shown that the following metropolitan areas have both a
meteorological and a source potential for air pollution episodes:
New York City
Birmingham
Los Angeles-Riverside
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Charleston, W. Va.
Pittsburgh
Mobile
Houston
Baltimore
Chicago-Gary
Denver
Washington, D.C.
St. Louis
Chattanooga
San Francisco Bay Area
Our Emergency Operations Control Center (EOCC) presently receives air
quality data on a daily basis from approximately 60 cities throughout the country.
Of these 60 cities, Table A shows the number of times high concentrations and
air pollution alerts, warnings, and emergencies have been reached for each of
the pollutants presented. Only those cities for which elevated pollutant levels
have been recorded are presented in Table A. Since the EOCC's 60 city network
does not cover every area of the country, Table A does not present every city
or area that may have episode situations. It does, however, cover most of the
large population centers of the country.
In order to obtain more extensive inf6rmatlon on past and present air quality
throughout the nation and of the improvements in air quality brought about by
the 1970 Clean Air Act, the Environmentaf- Protection Agency is establishing
with the assistance of State and local air pollution control agencies a National
Aerometric Data Information Service (NADIS). NADIS will receive air quality
data from all State and local air quality monitoring networks, compiling that
information in a common format for easy retrieval and statistical analysis. With
such a system, it will be a relatively simple matter to obtain detailed summaries of
the type, severity, and number of episodes experienced in any section of the
country. This system, however, is not expected fully operational before 1975
and thus less extensive air quality surveillance systems must be used until
that time.
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HIGI AIR POLWTION POTENTAL DAYS
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TABLE A.-EPISODE DAYS, NUMBER OFALERTS, WARNINGS, AND EMERGENCIES

Time period

High
contentration
Alerts Warnings

Emer.
gncy

Wahington
.....................
Nov.24,1970, toNov.30,1971
--.................................
Ox ......................................................................
19 ....................
CO...............
2 ---- .............
1...................
1
ChiadeSh:--------...
-- Nov..9, toNv.3,7............. ......................
SOildelpia-.... -....-.... --------------- ----------------------------------------Sol------------------------------------------------------2......................
Ox
...................................................................
CONHIs
.........................................................
3
12....................
...................
Product SOl and CON's .................................................
I ...................
Cincinnati ......................
Nov. 24,1970,
to Nov. 30,1971 ...................................
SOl ............................................................
-- -- -I----....................
Ox...................................................................
1 ...................
CONI's ----------------------------------- ----- ....................
Part
.......................
...
......
...
..........................
Chlueor
......................
Nov.W4,_16;0
ii Nov.:
k30,971 ........................................

2........
..
z..................................................
21 ............................

Ox-------------------------------------.
11...................
CO ---------- "
*
....
5 ...................
..----------------COH's...--------------------.--------------------------4 .....................
:........
Product
ds nd
- ......------.......
- 6.............
NO ............................
3-.........................
St.
Louis
so,'

.. .. ........
: ...........
.............
.. .. . .... .. . .. . 7:
: _......
:............
.......................
.........
....................... 1..... ....................

O-..................----------------.........................
Olt's
---------------------------------.....................
....................
Den-------------...
o.241970, to Nov.30,1971.................
.............
CO ----s.....
.....
....
.....
.....
....
.....
.....
.- ------...................
COH
*---------------------------------8------------Chattnoo
P ......................-----------rt
----.............
a---- --------. 1970, to Nov.30 1971..................................
Part..........-.....................
................
......... 8 .........................
Minneapolis-St. Paul--------Nov. 24, 1970. to Nov.30,1971..............................
o StO*
.. . . . . . . ...
16 1 1 ,t O .3 , 9 1. . . . . . . 7N
............
..................
Product SO..
and Ci---.---...........................
2------------.
Houston- -D................
Doe.16,1970, to Nov. 30,1971 ....................................
Ox..................................................................
.........7..............
Baltimore Md
................
24,1970, to Nov. 30,1971............................
...................
sO*
. ...
... --..
. . . .. .. ... .... .
.
2 .........................
4,'0
................-3 3
ProditCi .i4 . .------------------------------------4 .........................
COt's....-------------..........
Aacksonvlle,
i----Nov. 24 1970 to Nov.30 1971 ............................................
..............................
....
part................................
Atlanta, G ...................
Nov. 24, 1970, to Nov.30, 1971 ...................................
Ox.........................
-2..............
..................................------------------Phosix, Ariz
Puto nd
......................... . 0 t .........
....................
.........................
Not ..................................
......... ...
. ..
I .....................

Ptond, ash---------Nov. 24,1970, to Nov. 30, 1971..............................

~~
O......................................................
t.
a1
...............
Birm

I

n~~~bam,

A a-..,

......................................

Birnghram,
CO ...............................................................
' l a----------....Nov. 24,1970, to Nov. 30,1971-.......................................
.
4 ..........
CON' ..........................................................
17
18 ..........
i1
-aFrico--------------------.
4,,*1'
-7-'''N,~-30, 41 ----------------------------------Par

...........
...
..........

4

..

. .. 2.

. . . .

OX ..................................................
I-------------------CoH'f----------------------------

SOHg,
. .....
..............
....
.....
..............
R.-.-----------..
....
.....
....
Pio .........................
h
2 ....
9 0t ... ......................
..... .I....................

Pot
arte----------------------------------------------------CO----------------------.............
------SatLaeCy
Utah ---------- ------.
Nov. 24, 1970
to Nov. 30,1971----......------ - *---------------------

Es h ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------- t------ 2- -- - --- -*-I-...................
CO
......................................................................
Sol.....................................
Product SO..
and. Cw' " ""'.
...
. .........
. .I.................
"."
Newark, NJ-.
....................
27, 1970 to
............................................
Oxd S................................................................
I .................
COMN'sU
.
.
.
97-3.
.
1.................
Cro
...............
u
.................
.................
.. .. ...-.
,....:.
.. . . . . .. .
28..........
24, 1970to No*v.*30,
1971--..........----------------------------New o
York
City------------....Nov.
.............
................................
........
t------------------i&
.
..
".'.......
Co- --'".
..... .'..
1
----2:
........
-:- :n8.:.
---_
_--:-_-:CoX'
C:-_----- -.:.-'_'".
O.-------------------------........................
Product
So ad C
*-;'-------..------- ------See footnos tandoftbl p.73.

;----;

3

:.

TABLE A.-EPISODE DAYS, NUMBER OF ALERTS, WARNINGS, AND EMERGENCIES-ContInued
Higlh
Hinn-

Time period

tration

Alerts Warnings

Emergency

Nov. 24,1970 to July 16,1971 ........................................
Riverside, Calif .................
is....................
Ox ............-----------Jan.5,1970 to Nov. 30,1971
Durham, N.C.......---------...................
Ox ...............................................
Apr. 13,1971 to Nov. 30,1971------------------------_----Kansas City, Mo ................
Ox ......................................................................
............
I ....................
Coll's
................................
June 4,1971 to Nov. 30,1971 ......................................
.....................
Mobile, Ala
O..................................................................
9 ....................
I
I ..........
18
Part1
...........................................................
to Nov. 30,1971 ........................................
Aug. 12,1971
Akron, Ohio ....................
6 ....................
Ox........................................
to No-. 97................................................
SepL 20,9
,--7--to
Louisville,
Ky ...................
....................
Ox--...... ;.............................
....................
CO...............-..........--.........................................
Providence,
R.
.................
)
......................................................
COX's .........................................................
2 ............................
--------1 ............................
---NOt..--------------MempisTonn ......--COHIs ..........
.. ....................
May 16, 1971
to Nov. 30,1971 ........................................
Wilimington, De ................
7 .............................
SO, ...............................
Ox --------------------------------------------------.............
...............
CON's ...................................
2.....
NOt..............................---------- 3
................................
Apr. 2,1971 to Nov. 30,1971.
Rennselaer, N.Y .................
2................
. ........
SO ...........................
Ox-."-:-- : . "-----------------------------I-----Ox...........
................................... ........ .........
Niufra Falls,
NY...............
Apr. 2, 1971to Nov. 30, 1971............................................
3 ............................
So, ...........................................................
NO.................................. ......... "-.............
2
Bfao, .......................... Y..

il o -'...................................
2....................

CON's...............................................................2----------I.............
NO..................................................................
..... . ....................
P Cusboro,
N.J------------May 3,1971 to Nov. 30,1971................................
Not ............................................................
I ..............................
Rocesler, N.Y ..................
ay 2, 1971toNov. 30, 1971
........................................
SOl.------------------------------------------ 1...................
__W
- -i- ------------------------------------- - - -I................................
....
I . .------------.. . . . . . .
Rosex
Sol. ......................
NY......... -w_-:-ji- - - i- - ...........................
2,
1971
Io
Now.
30,
1971....
NY
..................
Apr.
Syracuse,
2 -------------------n...............
,.
......................................
Ux -------------.
2 ---------------*
CO............--------------------------- -------------------------1 ....................
. ..-----------------------------------.-------------NOt..........
*
May 3, 1971toNov. 30,1971 .........................................
Freehold, NJ ...................
1---------------.---------............ I
cO1s ............................................
.........................................
May 3, 1971toNov. 30, 1971
Elizabeth, NJ ...................
1..............
---CO ......................................................................
1.............
COH's------------------------------------------1

---------------------------------------------NJ. _............ May 3,1971 mNov.30, 1971
Burlington,
I ..............................
COH's .........................................................
Jersej City, NJ-----------....May 3,1971to Nov. 30,1971 ........................................
1 -------------------.......... S
Ca
ON 's,a
.....
.......................................
......
O6CtNJ'
........
,171feNv 0 ...
91----------------------------------------------

(3)
.......................
........................................
Copper HI,Ten ...............
--_--------------Sol ...........................................
May 3, 1971toNov. 30, 1971.................-------------------------------Alantic Cily, NJ ................
1I--- .............
--CO......................................................................
Kingjsort,
.................
()-----------------------------------------------------------.............
I -----------------CO....Tenn
.......................................................
:
-------------(2)---------------------------------------------------Mn ry,W.va . .----------1-...............
--.........................................................
May 3,1971 toNov. 30,1971.......................-.....................
Bayonne, NJ ...................
......................
Ox .....................................................
---------------.
.------------------------------------COH's .......................
May 3,1971 to NoV.30,1971 ..................................---Trenton, NJ ...................
.......
2 ............
CO..................................-...................................
-------------------------------------------------NJ ...................
May 3,1971 toNov. 30, 1971
Camden,
I ..............................
Sol ............................................................
3 ....................
CO ......................................................................

.
.--------....................
...--------I
CON's .......................................-.-....
24
hours.
Is
In
excess
of
875
Ug/m'
for
ull/n
parliculale
for
60
hours
'Aconcentration of 750
'Data received only Inperiods of air slagnation.
77-16 0-

---- 6
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KEYTO TABLE A

Pollutant

High concontration

Alert Warning

SOr-24-hr. average (ug/m)-2.
.o
P )M
------.... : ...
.10
.3
Part.-24-hr. average
r(
.
- . . - .- .
.200
375
................-----------------2.0
3.0
product ot SOug/m') andpart (ug/mI)------------------ 65X103
65x103
Product ofSO ppm) and prt (COS)........................
. 2
.2
CO---hr. average
mgj,."--------------------------- 15.2
17
ppm)-------------------------1.5
15
Ox--hr. average
tu
-2r.......................
..
.10
p
....
.........
avrg(uppm)-..
.
.........
...
220
2
1
.1
(ppml;)-------------- ---------

1600
.6
625
50
261X10'
.8
3
30
Soo
565
3

Emergency
2100
.3
875
M93VI0
40
1200
0..
750
4

Mr. Rooms. Do you think it's necessary for EPA to actually issue a
public alert itself rather than waiting on local officials?
Mr.BAUM. We would have had theState or county not done it.
Mr. RooRS. This would be a normal procedure for you if not done
locally?
Mr. BAun. Yes, sir.
Mr. Roo~as. Thank you. We appreciate you coming here today and
giving your testimony.
--Our next witnesses are from the industries affected, Mr. Herbert J.
Dunsmore of U.S. Steel, Mr. Pete Montgomery of Connors Steel, and
Mr. Harry Gilmer of Woodward Iron.
Good morning. We appreciate you being able to be here with us.
STATEMENTS OF HERBERT 3. DUNSMORE, DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL, UNITED STATES STEEL; H. T. MONTGOMERY,
VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER, CONNORS STEEL;
AND HARRY GILMER, SPECIAL PROTECT ENGINEER, WOODWARD IRON CO.; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN S. POSTER, ATTORNEY
Mr. DUNSMOBZ. With me today is our general attorney, Mr. Foster,
in the center over here is Mr. H. T. Montgomery, vice president and
general manager of-Connors Steel, andMr. Gn Fm.My name is Harry Gilner. I am special project engineer for Woodward Iron.
Mr. Roouts. We welcome you gentlemen and will be pleased to receive your
testimony.
Mr. D tSM0tiI. We appreciate very much
the opportunity to appear before your committee and to present our views as to the recent
air pollution buildup in Birmingham. United States Steel Corp. is
now and has always been concerned about protection of environmental
quality and most especially where the public health and well being are
concerned. We, therefore, seek in good faith, to comply with requests
from governmental bodies to adjust our industrial activities in emergency situations so as to minimize or eliminate such emissions to the
environment as may be detrimental.
It was in the context of this policy that we announce last April,
when the particulate count in certain sections of the Birmingham area
exceeded 600 micrograms per cubic meter, that we were prepared to
meet with governmental officials to devise procedures for dealing with
such emergencies. It became apparent last week that a thermal inver-
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sion over Birmingham was causing another large scale buildup of atmospheric pollutants. When, on Tuesday of this week, the Jefferson
County Health Department requested action by industry to assist in
reducing the pollution count, we began to reduce and, in some cases, to
halt entirely those of our operations which lent themselves to immediste action.
Our steel making furnaces then in production were placed on schediles to reduce concentrations of pariculate matter. In addition, all
coke ovens were on extended coking schedules; all open fires were
eliminated and trash incinerators were taken out of operation; all coalfired-steam boilers were switched to gas firing; all steel scarfing operations were halted and operators were monitoring their controls constantly to hold emissions from all equipment to an absolute minimum.
In that regard, we would like to read a letter we got lrom a similar
action we took on October 18, 1970, and I would read just the firstMr. ROGERS. If you would like to put it in the record and without
objection it be made a part of it.
Mr. DuNsMoPu. From the Health Department it says,
This is to officially inform you as per earlier verbal notification that last
Thursday's air pollution alert was terminated Friday, October 15, 1971. -An
alert termination resulted from improved weather conditions and reduction of
pollution levels. Undoubtedly, at least the portion of the lower particulate count
can be contributed to emission reduction effected by your organization as well as
others in the Birmingham area. _

When word was received at approximately 3:30 a.m. on Thursday,
November 18, that the U.S. Department of Justice had sought and
received from Federal District Judge Sam C. Pointer, an order directing Fairfield Works, along with other industrial firms to take
speificaction to reduce operations for the purpose of further lowering
htn'sipheric emissions, we took the required action immediately. The
cutbacks were effective and remain in full effect at the time of the
court hearing at 9 a.m. on Friday, November 19.
Before the start of the hearing, United States Steel Corp., unequivocably stated to Government counsel that we had completely
obeyed the temporary restraining order and did not contest the legal
action in any manner whatsoever.
I would like to report the total action taken by U.S. Steel to cope
with the pollution problem.
Our total cutback was as follows: (1) no scarfing was being performed; (2) all slag quenching operations were discontinued; (3)
all incinerators were out of serve; (4) there were no open fires; (5)
welding and burning were reduced 75 percent; (6) all construction
projects which might create a dust problem were halted; (7) coke
plant operations were reduced to a minimum sustaining rate; (8)
all steam boilers in operation were being fired by gas; (9) the ore
conditioning plant at Wenonah was shutown completely; (10) open
hearth operations were reduced and all-oxygen feed was stopped
resulting in a 70-percent reduction of emissions; (11) we substantially
reduced blowing rates in the blast furnaces.
In conclusion, as we informed the court yesterday, we stand prepared to cooperate in every way whenever Government officials deem
it necessary to act to protect the public health.
It is our understanding that your committee also desires the views
of industry as to the workability of this emergency provision of the

Clean Air Act of 1970. From our point of view, the major problem
area in the current pollution picture is the lack of suitable procedure
for putting into effect actions which can provide a reduction in plant
operations as conditions dictate in an orderly manner and within
a minimum of delay-in a word, a plan; Ap lan is the key to handling such situations as developed this week.
Wediscussed this briefly in court yesterday, and we intend to initiate
immediate discussions with Government officials to effectuate such a
plan.
I am well aware of.the many problems inherent in invoking an emergency decision of this nature. I believe the officials in this case acted
promptly and appropriately, and we agree with the plea made yesterday that an emergency plan is needed, and that, as we have said since
last April, we are ready and anxiousto meet with Government officials
to develop such a plan.
Thank you.
Mr. Rooms. Thank you very much and I commend you for that attitude. I think that will be helpful, because it's a problem that everybody has to work together to solve, and, particularly, according to
these figures, there is about a 50 percent exceeding of the suggested
level for health when itshould only-be 1 day a year at that level. I think
that emphasizes the need to work out a coordinate plan.
Does U.S. Steel at the present time have a plan to work out or have
you even approached the problem yet here?
Mr. DuNgMonE. Yes, we have our ideas at least of a plan; in fact,
many of the things that we put into operation at this time is what we
think would be the elements to build up a plan.
Mr. RooFms. Has there been an industry meeting on this with other
industries in the area? Are you aware of this or not?
Mr. DUNSMORE. Not that I am aware of.
Mr. RoGErs. Because, you know, often we, in Washington, hear that
if you just, you know, keep our nose out of things, you all will get together and handle it, and, if it can be done that way, I think it's just as
preferable, and this committee generally has adopted that idea, but, I
think it is necessary and I am sure as you have said in your statement,
you agree that something will have to be done, and, although we
would have hoped that this plan could have been worked out with industry itself whenever analert came in, then, I think, this would have
probably helped in this one situation.
Now, as I understand it other statements are to be made. So, perhaps, we won't question right at this time, gentlemen, if you will.
Mr. DuNsmoPE. Let me make just this one more comment about thQf
plan while you are talking about it.
We have plans, one that has been referred to here, and in other areas
of the United States, and mostly those plans have been worked out
separately between the industry and the controlling agency rather
than a group.
...........
Mr. Rooms. As a group. Thank you.

STATEM~T 4i H. T. MONTGOMERY
Mr. MoNTGommny. My company operates a steel treating plant in
Woodlawn, about 3 miles east of downtown Birmingham. We operate
three electric furnaces producing about 200,000 tq6s a year with rolling

mills and finishing facilities to go with it. The principal source of pol-

--

lutants from our plants comes from our furnace operation.
On Tuesday morning of this week, I received a call from a representative from the Jefferson County Health Department who told me
that he was calling us to alert us to the fact that conditions were
developing unfavorably, that the pollution was building up in the
atmosphere, and that they were calling the various companies in the
city to let them know about this so that appropriate action could be
taken in the event that it became necessary. I thanked him for his call,
told him that my firm would fully cooperate with whatever recommendations that the health department deemed necessary.
Tuesday afternoon, about-5 o'clock, I received another call from a
representative of the health department who indicated to me that the
pollution buildup had increased to a point considered a dangerous
level and they were requesting the industrial plants on their list to
reduce operations by a considerable extent, suggesting a 60-percent
reduction in the emission of the pollutant materials. I asked him what
the count was at the North Birmingham station. He said it was in
excess of 700. Downtown, I think he said it was close to 500, but we
have a monitoring station in Woodlawn about a quarter of a mile
from our plant, and I asked him what it was there. He said it was 184.
So, I told him that our employees had iiot been enjoying full-time
work for about 3 months. Most of them were on part time, some were
laid off, but that we would be ready to agree to whatever measures
that were deemed necessary to control this problem. I didn't want to
force our people to miss any work and lose any money unnecessarily
and asked him, in view of the fact that the reading in Woodlawn was
substantially lower than that reported in the North Birmingham area
and downtown, if it would be all right for us to take no action at that
time. He said that they were sending this to everybody and I told him
that we had already moved on the first alert to eliminate all sources
of pollution as generally outlined by the gentleman on my left. Mr.
Dunsmore said we would be back in touch with you in the morning.
In the morning, I received a call from a representative of the health
department at about 9:30 a.m. and he informed me that the pollution
count was still high, and he asked me what we had done, and I told
him the actions we had taken. He asked me for an idea as to how much
we had reduced the pollutants in the atmosphere, and I told him I
couldn't give him an answer, that we had taken all steps short of
shutting down our electric furnaces. These steps did-not cause anybody to lose any employment and we didn't have to tell anybody not
to report on the following shift.
-He said: "Well, this thing is pretty severe," and I said: "Well,
what is it in Woodlawn?" And he said: "About the same as it was
yesterday."
We are several miles from north Birmingham and 3 miles from
downtown, and I explained that our people had not been enjoying
full-time work and-that we hated to cause them to miss wages that
they needed. So, he told me he would call me back. He said: We are
going to have a meeting here at 11 o'clock, and I will call you back
after the meeting." I didn't hear from him after the meeting, -and,
after lunch, I called the health department office and asked for the
person who had called me, who was not available. He was in confer-

ence. Then, I asked for Dr. Hardy, and he was in conference. So, I
left a message and asked him to call me. I didn't receive a call, and,
about 4:30 or 5 o'clock, I called down there again trying to contact
somebody who could give us some idea what we were to do, and I
still didn't get through to anybody, was told that they were still in
a meeting, and, again I left my office number and my home phone
number and asked them to call me as soon as they were available.
I didn't hear from any one of them-at any time that evening. After
I went home, and I didn't get a call, I called our plant and instructed
our people to shut down two of our furnaces that night, and we did
so. I did not submit a report because we were in an uncertain state
as to what we were going to do on waiting on their advice. We are
perfectly willing at all times--we have been in the past and will be
ready at any time in the future to do whatever is deemed necessary,
but we didn't have a clear indication that we should close down our
plant at that time and cause those people to lose work and lose wages,
particularly in view of the fact that in our section of the city, we did
not have a serious problem, and that this action didn't seem to be indicated. But, in spite of it, we went ahead and closed two of our furnaces that night. The next day we received a co, rt order to cease all
operations, and we complied immediately.
For the information of this committee, my company has air pollution control equipment on _pQrder. This equipment we are told, and
believe, will eliminate above 90 percent of the particulate mater from
the emissions from our furnaces. It will be installed and in operation
by, we estimate, July or August at the latest, of this coming year.
If you have any questions, I will be glad to try to answer them
r. RooFs. Thank you very much. We will be holding questions
until each has made a statement.
STATEMENT OF HARRY GILMER
Mr. GmMFm. Mr. Chairman, I believe I might be quicker if I just
read a memo from Mr. Gone Lewis, who is theMr. Rours. Certainly it will be. What is his position?
Mr. GiLmEB. He is the manager of the -manufacturing operations
at the Woodward plant. He is over the blast furnaces and the coke
ovens and he is the man that would normally-be-contacted for abatement action at those operations there.
This memo concerns the air pollution episode of November 16, 1971.
"At approximately 9 a.m., this date, I received a telephone call from
Mr. Grusnick, of the Jefferson County Health Department, putting
me on notice that there was an air pollution' alert in effect in the
Jefferson County area and saying that their office was not authorized
to take any action at this time, but that unless the particulate count
in the area decreased considerably, an air pollution warning would
probably o into effect later in the day. Should this situation occur,
1
they would be bck in touch with us.
"I took this opportunity to bring Mr. Grusnick up to date on our
current situation: that is, the strike, which was occurring at our coke
plant, had already reduced the level of operations from 250 pushes
a day down to 75' (thats probably a 70-percent reduction in opera-

tion at the coke plant), "but that we would take steps to reduce our
particulate emissions to the absolute minimum at both the coke works
and the furnace department.
"At approximately 4:45 p.m. the same day, Mr. Grusnick agami
telephoned me and informed me that the air pollution warning had
been put into effect and that some 23 industries in the area would
receive written notification from his office, delivered by hand that
night, officially notifying us of the situation and instructing us in
broad terms as to what actions we would be expected to take.
"I remained in the office until approximately 6:30 p.m., but received
no further contact from the Jefferson County Health Department
on this date.
"At approximately 8 a.m. on November 17, we discovered a Xerox
copy of a telegram from the Health Department at the plant superintendent's office, a copy of Which is attached. After considerable
investigation, we discovered this copy had been hand delivered at
approximately 7 p.m., November 16, to the coke plant gate" (that was
the previous evening). "At approximately 8:30 a.m. on the morning
of November 17, 1971, I received another phone call from Mr.
Grusnick of the Jefferson County Health Department. He said he
was told that the Environmental Protection people seemed likely to
get involved in the Birmingham situation, and, although the 24 hours
which we had been given to respond to his notice had not yet expired,
he would appreciate some verbal indication on our part as to the
effectiveness of the action we had taken to minimize particulate emissions since receiving their order the night before. I gave him the same
information as outlined in my written response to his office," (which
is attached, and from which I will read certain sections) "and confirmed that we would also respond in writing as requested in his
order.

ee
6:10 a.m., November the 18th, I rcie
1rhone"Ataproximately
calfrom a gentleman
who identified himself as Mr. Bill Maliard, an Assistant UJ.S. attorney, who informed me that a court order

would be served upon the Woodward Co. as close to 8 a.m. as possible
ordering us to extend joking time to the maximum extent possible
consistent with gas heating requirements, and to eliminate all particulate emission from our electric furnace by producing no new heats.
He explained that he was calling to give as much advance notice as
possible since we would not be bound by the order until it was served
upon us. The advance notice was beinj given so that we could reduce
operations inan orderly manner.
"I explained to Mr. Mallard that we were already operating the
coke plant at the minimum possible level, and that we were in compliance with the orders, as I understood them by phone, at the coke
plant, and that we would comply with the electric furnace request.
"Mr. Mallard -stated that a hearing would be held on Friday, November 19 at 9 a.m. to assess these orders. If we had any questions,
their office would be available to answer them."
The report which Mr. Lewis had made on November 17 indicated that our coke plant was operating at the minimum level-I
quote this particular paragraph: "As we discussed by telephone, operations at our coke plant was at the absolute minimum level at the time
the warning was announced, due to a strike by the union representing

our employees-there." Mr. Lewis' letter of November 17 to the Jefferson County Department of Health listed these actions taken to minimize emissions from the Woodward operations. "Immediately upon
receiving the alert from your office, on the morning of November 16,
we took the following action in anticipation of the possibility of a
warning being issuediater in the day: (1) cracks in the oven brickwork were grouted and sprayed to minimize, emissions from the
ovens; (2) the coke oven doors were mopped with a grout mixture to
seal off gas emissions; (3) standpipes, caps, and discharging lids were
sealed with grout on each individual coke oven; (4) oven pushing and
-charging was coordinated so as to minimize the time the oven was
open to the atmosphere, considerably reducing emission; (5) air fuel
ratios at both our boiler plant and in our coke oven heating flues were
monitored much closer than usual to insure the most efficient combustion possible under the circumstances.
"At the furnace plant, we were operating only one of the four blast
furnaces. The following steps were taken in that area to reduce emis-sions; (1) blast furnace gas was burned in the stoves attendant to
furnace operation. Those people responsible for burning the gas were
instructed to monitor the process closely soas to obtain efficient combustion, and, (2) blast furnace operators were instructed to keep a
very close watch on the furnace to avoid sudden slippage of raw materials stock column, commonly known as kicking, that usually results
in the forcing of particles into the air through the bleeder system.
These instructions were carried out by furnace personnel- aid proved
to be extremely effective, judging from both observation and instrument readings.
"At the electric furnace, the normal amount of coal per batch is 250
to 300-pounds. We reduced this amount to 100 pounds. The furnace
operators were instructed to stoke the furnace frequently, which will
keep it from-"blowing through" and considerably reducing the possibility of emissions. In addition, the metal chills are being lined with
sand rather than the normal blacking material.
"It is our considered opinion that during the 24-hour period following the announcement of the pollution warning, our plant had emitted
at a rate less than 25 percent of what it would have under normal
operating conditions. Please keep in mind that our situation during
this particular alert and warning was extremely unusual for us. considering our coke plant strike, and that our total emission level was far
below anything we could expect to attain with short notice in the
future, under normal operating conditions."
I think that explains the steps we had-taken to curtail emissions and
indicated considerable amount of cooperation far in excess of that
actionrequested or required by the Public Health Service. It might
be of interest to note that the Woodward plant is approximately 12
to 14 miles from the one station which was reporting the very high
particulate level
.
Mr. RoGERs.-The was-the information, I believe, from Mr. Lewis,
the manager?
Mr. GnLii. Correct.
Mr. RoGERs. I notice in the letter that was submitted, I don't believe
you read that part where he said: "We have no means of definite meas-urement; however, our estimate is that we have reduced particulate

emission by 30 percent during the 24-hour period since the warning
was issued." So, the total overall action there, I believe, Mr. Lewis
estimates at about a 30 percent reduction, is that right I Would that
be correct?
Mr. GILMER. No, sir. The second paragraph I did read that, sir. It
says: "As a consequence of the strike, we tad reduced our level of
operation by 70 percent", is that the one you are reading?
Mr. ROGERs. That theMr. GILMER. On November 17.
Mr. RoGERs. This was his letter on November 17 in response to
the letter of November 16 ?
Mr. Gin1ER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. The last-his summary sentence, I belive, states what
I read.
Mr. GILMER. On the second page?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes, at the bottom.
Mr. GILMER. At the bottom-"It's our considered opinion that during the 24-hour period-"
Mr. ROGFas. I think it's the next paragraph, if you will read-Mr. GILMER. Oh, all right. Pardon me. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. Isn't that correct, that in the summary it's estimated at
30 percent reduction?
Mr. GILMER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. It was my understanding that the letter that you received on the 16th had requested a 60 percent reduction.
Mr. GILME. Correct.
Mr. ROGERS. So, you hadn't gone down to the 60 percent, but stayed
at half. Maybe I am misunderstandingMr. GILMER. I am not following that, sir. Just a moment.
Mr. RoGERs. I thought the letter said that they wanted a 0 percent
reduction of particulate.
Mr. GmIER. Oh, wait a minute.
Mr. ROGms. And you say you had brought about a 30 percent reduction.
Mr. Gn.MFm. I believe that the statement might be incorrect, because the ovens had been reduced by 70 percent oftheir normal operating conditions. Now, the reductions from the previous 2 days would be
considerably less. It might be closer to 30 percent.
Mr. ROGERS. So, 30 percent would be the actual reduction from
theMr. GIER. From the previous days--2 previous days, probably so.
Mr. Roo s.Well, that's the point I want to make clear. That's what
I understood Mr. Lewis had said.
(The following letter was received for the record:)
_

- -,
WOODWAID CO.,
Woodward, Ala., March 10,1972.

Hon. PAUL G. RoeERs,

Congressof the United States,
House of Representatives,
RaburnHouse 01ce Building,
Washingto, D.7.
DEAa M. Roazns: I am returning the corrected testimony for Inclusion in the
finished report on the review of the Clean Air Act which was held In Birmingham last November.

On pages 76 through 78 the exchange of comments between you and myself
indicated that there was some misunderstanding of the operating of By-Product
coke ovens. These comments should be included on page 78 as supplemental
material to clarify that discussion:
A minimum level of operation exists for By-Product coke ovens in order to
prevent damage to the coke ovens, maintain safe working conditions and minimire emissions to the atmosphere. This level will be different for each coke
battery and is dependent upon the type of battery, the current condition of the
battery, the coal being coked and the type of coke being produced. The maximum
reduction of emissions by reduction of operations, therefore, can only be achieved
when the plant is operating at a maximum level of production. If the plant is
operating at any intermediate level, then the percent of emission reduction by
reducing operations to this minimum level will be less. If the plant is already at
the minimum level of operation-which was the case as I reported in our testimony-then additional reduction of emissions can only be minimal. To have further reduced our operations at the time of this episode might have been disastrous in that damage would have occurred to the oven walls and explosive
conditions would have existed in the gas collection mains. Emissions to the atmosphere actually would have been increased in order to prevent gas explosion.
If I may be of further assistance, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Hauay U. GLMmEJ,
Director of EnvironmentalOontrol.

Mr. Roomts. Mr. Montgomery, did you also receive a letter on
the 16th? I know you had a telephone conversation, but I wonder if you
received a letter.
Mr. MONTNOmERy. We received a message late Tuesday evening about
5:30 p.m. subsequent to the telephone conversation I had with te gentleman from the Health Department.
Mr. Roo rRs. I see.
Mr. Moxiuommay. And in that conversation I had outlined our position and asked if, in fact, the crisis was severe enough that they felt
that we should take further action at our plant and he didn't tell me to
do that. He said, "We will talk to you again in the morning."
-

Mr. Roo~ms. Yes, sir. So, you had a conversation with them after you
received the letter.
Mr. MONTOMFaY. Yes, sir, At 9:30 Wednesday morning, I had a conversation by phone at which time I was told that the count was still
high, and they were going into a conference. I indicated our willingness
to shut down completely, if necessary. He said it looked like the weather
conditions might improve, and we may not have to, that he would prefer not telling us to have to tell our men to go home. .
Mr. RoGms. That was after you received the letter asking a 60 percent reductionI
.Mr. Mo iroxRY. Yes, sir. I received the letter on Tuesday evening
about 5:30.
Mr. Room. And this was Thursday morning?
Mr. MONmomaRy. Wednesday morning about 9:30.
Mr; Roomats. Yes sir.
Mr. Dunsmore, Aow many plants does U.S. Steel have in the Birmingham area?
Mr. Du smoPE. Well, there were three plants affected under this
order. We have a cement plant in the area that is at Leeds which is out
of the county.
Mr. Roomus. So, three plants?
Mr. DuNsMoi. Yes.
Mr. Roomp. I had understood from the 1969, report that this was a
statement from industry themselves on the pollutants, is that correct?

Mr. DuNsMoRE. It's an air emission inventory submitted by the
Agncy. It probably submitted five industries.
Mr. Rwoo.s. From that,*was the statement that U.S. Steel contributed
35 percent of the pollution problem?
Mr. DuxsMoRFp I assume that that is correct.
Mr. RooEls. I was asking, I had understood that. I didn't know if
that was so.
Mr. DuxsMopx. We submitted an emission inventory, our estimate
on it, and there were standard formulas that I believe that are proper
that were used by the Agency to estimate the emissions, and we are
familiar with them. We furnished the information to them, but they
did not have a way then, or yet, to know how much others are contributing. So, the 35 percent would have to be their figures and not
ours.
Mr. RooEs. Depending on how correct the other industries were in
the estimate of wih-t they were also contributing. That's the point you
are making.
Mr. DuNsmoRE.
Right.
Mr. ROGERS. Yes. Now, I notice that you say that you are prepared
to cooperte-I guess it was in April when the particulate count
reached 600?
AG. DUNSMORE. Yes.
Mr. Rooms. And, yet, I -thought in your statement you said you felt
you would be willing to cooperate at a lesser figure. I wonder does
this have a significance, the 600Mr. DuNsMoRE. No.
Mr. ROGERs (continuing). Micrograms per cubic meter, because I
understood the alert-well, we shouldn't have it more than 1 day in a
year over 260, 1 believe.
Mr. DUNSmORE. No. The reference I had there was that last April
the count did get up to 600.
Mr. ROGERS. I see.
Mr. DUNSMORnE. And there was a similar concern about it on the part
of the Control Agency and the EPA.
Mr. RooF s. Yes.
I
Mr. DuNsMoRE. And it was 'at that time that we suggested th
Mr. Ro RS. Certainly.
gencyplan.I
Mr. OGERS. And nobody expanded on thatI
Mr. DusmoRE. Well, let's just say it hasn% been done. There--there
have been some discussions, but not enough to really come up with
a p lan.
Mr. RoGERs. To do anything in a concrete way? Although, I suppose the passage of this law is some indication that tihe State is acting.
Mr. DUsm oR. Oh, I 'have every hope that this incident, plus the
law, will certainly fluEh out a plan now. I think we ought to get at
it.
Mr. RoGEis. Thank you. I agree with you.
Mr. Kmos. Mr. DuInsmore, I want to commend your company for
agreeing al along with the action taken.
Mr. DUMOsmp. That's correct. Where matters of health are concerned, we think that the official Health agency and the Government
must respond as they did.
-

Mr. Kmaos. I think it's a tribute to you and your company, and I
certainly hope that the pollution control devices youw have put in will
keep us competitive.
Mr. DUNSMOR Mr. Kyros, we are spending $600,000 or approximately that to install these devices at our little plant. This is not productive at all, and it will not bring us a penny but will add to our cost
of operation. We are in a very severe competitive squeeze that exists
now, and your-I'm sure you are familiar with the reasons why. However, we regard this as a necessary measure. We are doing it cheerfully, and we started it and were not under duress when we started
it, and we felt it had to be done. In light of today's technology, it needs
to be done; therefore, we are doing it, but there is no question about
it, it will hamper our competitiveness in the world steel markets.
Mr. Kymos. I hope that when we begin writing tax tables that we
will do something to help you. It is a cost that has to be shared by many
industries, not only by yours alone.
I have one question for you, Mr. Gilmer. In court, you were represented by a lawyer named Murray Alley.
Mr. GILMER. Yes, sir.
Mr. Kmaos. On page 28, he states after the court says: "That thereneeds to be some type of presently available national procedure at
these plants that can be put into effect on a reasonably short notice
in stepping down emissions with less detriment to the particular
plant."
Mr. Alley said on page 27: "Judge, that was this, and it was being
done." He said, "It is the Federal Government that walked in and said
'Ya'all step aside. We will take it over.' But it was also the Federal
Government that had no conversation whatever with these industries
or their attorneys."
I am not degrading Mr. Alley, because I have been in court myself
and said many things, but that statement has no warrant or basis.
In the light of testimony this morning, I assume that you disagree
with the ting he said?
Mr. GILM . I would rather not make a comment, because I have
not read it, and I was not in court with him.
Mr. Kymos. I certainly didn't see any of that kind of testimony.
We are concerned about your business and concerned about the emKloyment to this area. I must say, you could 'have cooperated before
avg this condition develop. .
Mr. GILMER. Probably certain measures could have been taken
earlier, but I must say that there are certain facilities that are very
difficult to control and proper techniques have not been developed
yet, although there is much work being done in developing techniques
'for these particular operations.
Mr. Kmos. Do you think the Clean Air Act provides sufficient time
for industries like yours to accommodate themselves to the act?
Mr. GILMER. It's rather difficult to say on that, sir. There are certain
operations that can be controlled, as I have juit said, but there are certain others that controls have to be developed and are-being worked
upon at the present time. Probably the most notable is that the coke
pant itself is very difficult to control right now, and there are no
techniques that I -m aware of that do that. There is a considerable
amount of work being done though to develop the control techniques
-

for that. We are sharing in that expense as a member of the American
Iron & Steel Institute as other coke producers are also.
Mr. Kmos. Thank you very much.
Mr. GLMER. At the present, I do not know what is sufficient time for
developing this equipment or tedhnique.
Mr. Kyos. Thank you.
Mr. RooEis. Mr. Hastings.
Mr. HAS Nos. In the case of Woodward and Connors, did you agree
with the action taken by EPA and in invoking 303?
Mr. GILMER. Would you repeat that, please, sir.
Mr. HAsTINGs. Do you think it was necessary for EPA to invoke section 303 as they did I
Mr. GILMER. In our own case, in one paragraph of Mr. Lewis' letter
to the Jefferson County Department of Health, we had already indicated that our coke oven operation was approximately 70 percent under
normal operation, and, therefore, our emissions should have been at
least 70 percent under the normal operating level in light of that. We
did take action to further reduce the emissions at that particular time,
in response to the Jefferson County Department of Health request, by
an additional 25 percent.
Mr. HASTxNos. Do I interpret that as being no, that you don't agree
with them in their action ?
Mr. GILMER. Ini our case, I would say that we were cooperating voluntarily and without the need of legal action, yes, sir.
Mr. yLsTINOs. All right. Thank you then.
In the case of Connors, do you have-Mr. MONTGOmERY. We are n(t fiere to criticize anybody's action or
to--we believe that all of the witnesses who 'have appeared at the
hearing are motivated only by the best of impulses. We would wish for
a little better assurance that some of the actions that were taken were
necessary. My original question to the first fellow I had conversation
with from the health department was, "Is it necessary for us to reduce
in thii amount?"
The steel industry is in a dire situation and the steelworkers are suffering from lack of work, and we are most reluctant to add to the
hardship that the men are already experiencing by taking an unwarranted action to shutdown on short notice unless it s an emergency.
Mr. HAsTxNos. What I am trying to determine is whether in fact,
you do disagree with the action that EPA has taken. It's just a question of yes or no.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Well( I think in-certainly, in some aspects of the
case perhaps it's entirely warranted when you have no indication that
the level is critical and such action is even necessary, but my question
is: Should we base action on a reading you get at only one monitoring
station I am not a Health Department official, I am not an M.D.,I
am simply a business man, but, counsel, common sense would seem to
indicate that you take a rewdling or you look at a different section and
try to see what the problem is in this particular area before you take
a sweeping approach and shutdown, in this case, 23 industries. Some
of these industries, I am told, were not even in operation, which indicates that perhaps a little better consideration of the individual circumstances with those companies should have been initially taken into
account.

Mr. HASTINGS. I understand too that you testified in court that
both Woodward and Connor were going to ask for a hearing to ask
compensation be paid. Are you aware of that?
Mr. MONmOMErY. We are not seeking any compensation.
Mr. HASTINGS. Well, your attorneys suggest that you are.
Mr. MONTGOMExRY. I wasn't present at that hearing, but I assure you
that we are not.
Mr. HAsTINGs. I was also disturbed with some language--"There
was no evidence that there was anything related to this emergency as
to what a particular defendant was doing."
Do you share that?
Mr. MONTGOMERY. I can't speak about the other 22, Mr. Hastings,
but I do feel in our own situation that with the monitoring station as
close as it is to our own plant that no such action was indicated.
Mr. HASTINGS. I understood, however, from testimony here today
that in each case every plant was emitting at least 100 tons of particulates per year, and that was the criteria for establishing a list of 23
industries.
Mr. MoNroomRY. I don't deny that point. What I am talking about
is that the monitoring station in Woodlawn is fairly close to our plant
and it did not indicate any crisis in our area of the city, but we-we
were swept up with the other 22 defendants and ordered to close our
operation.
Mr. HASTINGS. I suggest that any industry that emits 100 tons of'
particulates a year is not making a contribution to the ambient air
quality all over the region.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Of course they do, Mr. Hastings. That is not my
point. My point is I do not feel that the proper consideration was given
to our particular situation.
Mr. HASTINGS. I say, that's one reason we are down here, and also,
I would like to make just a closing statement. I am aware, as most
Members of Congress are, of the serious situation in the steel industry,
probably caused in part by these problems, and, in line with what Mr.
Kyros said, if you are going to purchase and install pollution abatement equipment, we certainly ought to consider the question of taxation, and action is being given on this. It's not that we are just being
critical of the steel industry. We do understand that to a greater degree
than you think we do. I have steel plants in my own State. We have
those problems. We have to strike a balance, however a legislative line
between the public good and a-a necessity to keep the economy moving. That's what we hope to bo able to do.
Thank you very much.
Mr. MONTGOMExY. Yes sir.
Mr. Rooms. May I ak the gentleman from U.S. Steel, you cannot
tell from your letter from November 17th in response to the-letter
of the 16th you received whether you had actually reduced emissions.
I don't see any statement that-you had actually reduced emissions 60
percent to the best of your knowledge.
Mr. DtuNOMoRE. That is correct.
Mr. RoGERs. Was there any estimate as to what the reduction was?
Mr. DuNSmOpx. The statement that we have made was that it was a
substantial reduction, and, if you look at the letter or the telegram that
we received from the health office here, he said-the officer-he said:

As a result in order to protect the health of the citizens of Jefferson County,
I am requesting your plants to make an additional reduction In particulate emissions as soon as possible and to maintain said reduction until the warning is

terminated.

Then, he goes on with the next sentence:
Due to the seriousness of the situation, this office feels that an overall particulate emission reduction of 60 percent is Justified.

Now, we did make an additional reduction, and we have quantitated
it in a letter, precisely what things we did do. My judgment is that
we were in the area of 30 percent.
Mr. RoGERs. About 30 percent?
Mr. DuNs on. Yes sir.

- Mr. ROGIERS. I see. b you know now what you did when the order

was issued?
Mr. DuNSMORE. Turned the oxygen off from the open hearth.
Mr. RoGERs. What was the reduction percentage there?
Mr. DuNsMoP& In the open hearth itself, it would reduce that something over 60 percent.
Mr. RooEPuI. And what other operations might contribute to the
particulate situation?
Mr. DUNSMoRE. I think other than a further change on the cokingI think we already had inaugurated all of the plant--we did slow
down the blast furnaces, and you have to understand a little bit about
the steelmaking industry. A blast furnace is really heating the hot
metal for an open hearth. So, if you slow down the open hearthMr. RoGFts. I understand the order did not close blast furnaces.
Mr. DUNsMoRE. That is correct.
Mr. RoOF, S. So, you didn't have to doanything for the order except
just to stop feeding them, wasn't that it?
Mr. DfuwsMORE. Well, we did stop feeding it oxygen, but what I
am-the point I am trying to make is that-that a blast furnace
was pushing the hot metal out at a fixed rate, and if you are going
to close your open hearth so that, it couldn't handle the hot metal,
then you*have to slow down your blast furnaces; otherwise, you are
not going to have any place to put the hot metal.
Mr. RoGERs. So, the overall reduction as a result of the ordering was
60 percent?
Mr. DUNSMORE. Over 60 percent.
Mr. Roovs..Little over 60 percent, fine.
Are there any other questions?
Mr. Kmos. No, sir.
Mr. RoGms. I want to make a part of the record at this point the
record of the proceedings in the U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Alabama, and without objection, it be made a part of
the record.
(Testimony resumes on p. 93.)
(The proceedings in the U.S. District Court referred to follow:)
IN THE UNITED STATES DIsTRIr COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DIsTRIoT OF ALABAMA,
SOUTHERN DiIsIoN

(Civil Action No. 71-1041)
UNITED STATES o AMERIaA, PLAINTIFF, v. U.S. STEEL CORPORATION-FAIRFIELD
WORKS; U.S. STEEL CORPORATION-ENSLEY WORKS; U.S. STEEL CORPORATIONWENONAH WORKS; U.S. PIPE & FOUNDRY COMPANY-NORTH BIRMINGHAM
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OPERATIONS# U.S. PIPE & FOUNDRY COMPANY-BESSEMER PLANT; WOODWARD
COMPANY-DMSION OF THE MEAD CORPORATION; CONNORS S1EL DIVISIONH. K. PORTER COMPANY, INC.; SOUTHERN ELECTRIC STEEL COMPANY; REPUBLIC

STEEL CORPORATION; ALABAMA-BY-PRODUOs

CORPORATION; STOOKHAM VALVES

& FITTINGS; GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY; MOWANE CAST IRON PIPE COMPANY;
JEFFERSON FOUNDRY COMPANY; BIRMINGHAM STovE & RANGE COMPANY; CLOW
CORPORATION; AMERICAN CAST IRON PIPE COMPANY; VULCAN MATERIAL COMPANY, FAIRFIELD PLANT; VULOAN MATERIAL COMPANY, WYLAM PLANT; SWIFT

AGRICULTURE CHEMICALS CORPORATION; W. A. BELCHER LUMBER COMPANY;
U.S. GYPSUM COMPANY; LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION; ALPHA PORTLAND
CEMENT COMPANY; W. J. BULLOCK, INC.; R. A. WADE-SAND & GRAVEL COMPANY;
HARRISON-WALKER REFRACTORIES COMPANY; AND DMSION DRESSER INDUSTRIES,

INC. BESSEMER PLANT, DEFENDANTS.
The United States of America, by Its undersigned attorneys and by authority
of the Attorney General alleges that:
1. This is a civil action to enjoin the above named defendants from discharging
any particulate matter intq the ambient atmosphere from their manufacturing
operations in the Birmingham, Alabama, area. Such discharges contribute to the
imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of persons as determined
by the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. Authority to
bring this action is in the Department of Justice by 42 USC 1857h-3.
This Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this action pursuant to
28 USO 1345.
3. Defendants are corporations doing business in Birmingham, Alabama, within
the Northern District of Alabama.
4. During normal operation of the defendants' plants, the defendants discharge
particulate matter into the ambient air.'
5. The Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency has received
evidence that a combination of pollution sources, including the defendants' plants,
are presenting an imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of persons by discharging particulate matter into the ambient air.
6. The appropriate State and local authorities have diligently attempted
to decrease the level of contamination in the atmosphere. However, the various
sources emitting particulate matter in significant quantities, including the defendants' plants, continue to discharge particulate matter into the ambient atmosphere to levels that cause significant harm to the health of human beings.
7. The average particulate level In the ambient air for the past forty-eight (48)
hours Is approximately 725 micrograms per cubic meter. Such particulate levels
for such periods of time are harmful to the health of human beings.
8. The discharges of particulate matter by the defendants should be eliminated
pursuant to Section 303 of the Clear Air Act which provides:
"EMERGENCY POWERS

"Section 303. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Act, the Administrator upon receipt of evidence that a pollution source or combination of
sources (including moving sources) Is presenting an imminent and substantial
endangerment to the health of persons, and that inappropriate State or local
authorities have not aeted to abate such sources, may bring suit on behalf of
the United States In the appropriate United States district court to immediately
restrain any person causing or contributing to the alleged pollution to stop the
emission of air pollutants causing or contributing to such pollution or to take
such other action as may be necessary."
9. The continuous emission of particulate matter into the ambient air by
the defendants contributes to the present situation which, if allowed to continue,
will cause significant harm to the health of Iersons in the Birmingham area.
10. The United States of America and its citizens will suffer immediate and
irreparable harm to their health unless the defendants are Immediately restrained
from discharging particulate matter into the ambient atmosphere.
Wherefore, the United States prays: ,
a. That the defendants, their officers, directors, agents, servants, employees,
attorneys, successors, and assigns, and each of them cease the discharge of particulate matter into the, ambient air in a manner prescribed by thip Court and

not discharge such matter thereafter unless pursuant to instruction to do so from
this Court.
b. That costs and disbursements of this action be awarded to the pMlntLff; and
c. That this Court grant such other and further relief as It may deem just
and proper.
SHiao KASHIWA,
Assstant Attorney General.
WAYMAN G. SHEmE,
U.S. Attorney.
(By William D. Mallard, Jr.)
Assistant U.S. Attorney.
JAMES R. WALPOLE,
Attorney, Departmentof Justice,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ALABAMA,
SOUTHERN DIvISION
(Civil Action No. 71-1041)
UNITED STATES Or AMERICA, PLAINTIFF V. UNITED STATES STEEL CORP., ET AL,
DEFENDANTS
MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER
The United States of America, by its undersigned attorneys, by authorization
of the Attorney General and acting at the request of the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency, moves that this Court, in order to prevent
irreparable injury to the United States and its citizens, enter immediately an
order to restrain temporarily the defendants set forth in the complaint from discharging excessive particulate matter into the ambient air pending action by this
Court on the complaint filed this day by the United States in this cause, and In
support of this motion, states:
Defendants are diWharging from their plants and/or installations at Birmingham, Alabama, substantial amounts of particulate matter tnto the ambient air.
Such discharges in combination with adverse weather conditions have caused,
or are contributing to, concentrations of particulate matter In the ambient air exceeding a level over 700 micrograms per cubic meter of particulate matter. This
level presents an imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of
persons.
The appropriate state and local authorities have diligently attempted to decrease the level of contamination in the atmosphere. However, defendants continue to discharge particulate matter into the ambient atmosphere causing imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of persons.
The presence of such levels of particulate matter is a present and continuing
danger to the human health. Unless the discharges of particulate matter are immediately restrained, the health of people in the area will continue to suffer immediate and Irreparable harm.
Plaintiff further moves for said Temporary Restraining Order to be Issued
forthwith and without notice, on the ground that the discharges constitute an
Imminent and substantial endangerment to the heath of persons.
Therefore, in view of the immediate danger to public health that the defendants are contributing to by the release of partlculate matter into the ambient air,
plaintiff prays that the Court enter a temporary restraining order Immedlaely.
Respectfully submitted,
S1IRo KASHIWA,
Assistant Attorney General.
WAYMAN G. SHERRER,
U.S. Attorney.
(By William D. Mallard, Jr.)
Assistant U.S. Attorney.
JAMES R. WALPOLE,
Attorney, Departmentof Justice,

Attorney for Plaintiff.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ALABAMA,
SOUTHERN DmSION

(Civil Action No. 71-1041)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, PLAINTIFF
V.
UNITED STATES STEEL CORP., ET AL., DEFENDANTS

TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER
This cause came on to be heard on the motion of plaintiff, upon the complaint
herein and the affidavits attached thereto, for a temporary restraining order;

and, it appearing to the court therefrom that Immediate and irreparable injury,
loss and damage will result to the plainiff before notice can be given and the
defendant or his attorney can be heard in opposition to the granting of a
temporary restraining order for the reason that continued levels of pollution
by particulate matter will cause irreparable damage to the health of persons, it is
Ordered, that defendants set out in the complaint filed herein, their agents,
servants, employees and attorneys and all persons in active concert or participation with them are hereby restrained from causing or contributing to the alleged
pollution and each defendant separately must take the following action: U.S.
Steel Corporation-Fairfield Works must stop the emission of particulate matter

from incineration, scrafing, slag quenching, open burning and other operations
that can be postponed.
Must increase coking time to the maximum extent possible consistent with gas
heating requirements.
Must reduce emissions of particulate matter from all open hearth furnaces
by ceasing feed to the open hearth and maintaining the heat.
U. S. Steel Corporation, Ensley Works must reduce emissions of particulate
matter from all open hearth furnaces by ceasing feed to the open hearth and
maintaining the heat.
U. S. Steel Corporation, Wenonah Works must stop the emissions of particulate
matter from all sintering operations by ceasing operations.
U. S. Pipe & Foundry Company, North Birmingham Operations must increase
coking time to the maximum extent possible consistent with gas heating
requirements.
Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no
new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat is finished.
Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all mineral wool cupolas
by shutting down such cupolas as rapidly as possible without damage to equip-

ment.

U. S. Pipe & Foundry Company, Bssemer Plant must eliminate emissions
of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no new charges and shutting down
cupolas after present heat is finished.
Woodward Company, Division of the Mead Corporation must increase coking
time to the maximum extent possible consistent with gas heating requirements.
Must eliminate emissions of particulate mj.lt~er from all electric arc furnaces
by making no new heats.
Connors Steel Division, H. K. Porter Company, Inc. must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all electric are furnaces by making no new
heats.
Southern Electric Steel Company must eliminate, emissions of particulate matter from all electric arc furnaces by making no new heats.
Republic Steel Corporation must Increase coking time to the maximum extent possible consistent with gas heating requirements.
Alabama-by-Products Corporation must increase coking time to the maximum
extent possible consistent with gas heating requirements.
Stockham Valves & Fitting must eliminate emissions of particulate matter
from all electric arc furnaces by making no new heats.
Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no
new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat is finished.

Griffin Wheel Company must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from
all electric arc furnaces by making no new heats.
McWane Cast Iron Pipe Company must eliminate emissions of particulate
matter from all cupolas adding no new charges and shutting down cupolas
after present heat Is finished.
Jefferson Foundry Company must eliminate emissions of particulate matter
from all cupolas adding no new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat Is finished.
Birmingham Stove and Range Company must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no new charges and shutting down cupolas
after present heat is finished.
Clow Corporation must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all
cupolas adding no new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat is
finished.
American- Cast Iron Pipe Company must eliminate emissions of particulate
matter from all electric arc furnaces by making no new heats.
Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all cupolas adding no
new charges and shutting down cupolas after present heat is finished.
Vulcan Materials Company, Fairfield Works must eliminate emissions of particulate matter by phasing down all operations as rapidly as possible without
causing damage to equipment.
Vulcan Materials Company, Wylam Plant must eliminate emission of particulate matter by phasing down all operators as rapidly as possible without causIng damage to equipment.
Swift Agricult-ural Chemical Corporation must eliminate emission of particulate matter by phasing down all operations as rapidly as possible without
causing damage to equipment.
W. A. Belcher Lumber Company must eliminate emissions of particulate
matter by shutting down wood burning boiler.
U.S. Gypsum Company must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from all
mineral wool cupolas by shutting down such cupolas as rapidly as possible without damage to equipment.
Lone Star Cement Corporation must eliminate emission of particulate matter
from crushing, mixing, cleaning, conveying and transferring operations.
Must eliminate emission of particulate matter from kilns by starting no new
batches and allowing processes in operation to phase down.
Alpha Portland Cement Company must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from crushing, mixing, cleaning, conveying and transferring operations.
Must eliminate emission of particulate matter from kilns by starting no now
batches and allowing processes In operation to phase down.
W. 3. Bullock, Inc. must eliminate emission of particulate matter by shutting
down all furnaces and smelters and stopping all incineration processes.
R. A. Wade Sand and Gravel Company must eliminate emission of particulate
matter from crushing, mixing, cleaning, conveying and transferring operations.
Must eliminate emissions of particulate matter from dryers by ceasing feed of
new materials and phasing down operations as rapidly as possible without damage to equipment.
Harbison-Walker Refractories Company, Division Dresser Industries, Inc.,
Bessemer Plant must eliminate emission of particulate matter from dryers and
kilns by ceasing feed of new materials and phasing down operations as rapidly as
possible without damage to equipment.
Ordered, that this order expire within 10 days after entry, unless within said
time it is for good cause shown extended for a longer period, or unless defendants
consent that It may be extended for a longer period; and it is further
Ordered, that plaintiff's complaint be set for hearing on preliminary injunction
on November 19, 1971, at 9:00 o'clock A.M. of that day or as soon thereafter as
counsel can be beard, in the United States District courtroom In the City of
Birmingham, State of Alabama.
TWs orderissued at Birmingham, Ala., this 18th day of November, 1971.
(1:45 A.M.)

--

SAM C. PoWms,

U.S. District Jude.
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IN TUX UNITED STATES DISTRIT COURT FOR TH NORTUERN DirISroT or
ALABAMA, SOUTHERN DIvIsIoN
(Civil Actlqn No. 71-1041)
UNITED STATz

or AmmEcA, PLAINTIVE V. UNITED STATEs STEEL COa'OIATION,
DEFENDANTS
STATE OF ALABAMA, Jefferson (ounty

AFFIDAVIT
Charles B. Robison, Assistant Director of the Jefferson County Bureau of
Environmental Health, being duly sworn deposes and states:
1. That he is the Assistant Director of the Bureau of Environmental Health
for Jefferson County, Alabama;
2. As part of his duties he supervises the air pollution control program for
Jefferson County Health Department, including the collection and analysis of
air quality data;
8. A sample of partciulate matter, collected by a standard high volume air
sampler, indicated a particulate level of 771 micrograms per cubic meter of air
for the time period beginning 2:00 P.M., Monday, November 15, 1971, and
ending at 8:00 A.M,, Tuesday, November 16, 1971, in North Birmingham;
4. A later sample from the same location indicated a particulate level of 722
micrograms per cubic meter of air for the time period beginning at 5:00 P.M.,
Monday, November 15, 1971, and ending at 2:80 P.M. on Tuesday, November 16,
1971;
5. A later sample at the same location, indicated a particulate level.of 758
,ulcrograms per cubic meter of air for the time period beginning 8:00 A.M. on
Tuesday, November 16, 1971, and ending at 8:00 A.M., Wednesday, November 17,
1971;
6. A later sample at the same location, indicated a particulate level of 728
micrograms per cubic meter of air for the time period beginning at 2:80 P.M.
on Tuesday, November 16, 1971 and ending at 2:80 P.M., Wednesday, November 17, 1971;
7. For the forty-five hours ending at 2:80 P.M. on Wednesday, November 17,
the average particulate level was 725 micrograms per cubic meter of air.
CHARLES B. ROBISON.
IN TUE UNITED STATE DIsTRICT CoURT FR TUE NORTHEN DisTxcr Ow'ALADAMA,
SoUT zN DIvIsIoN
UNIT= STATE o

AMERIOA, PLAINTIFF V. UNITED STATr

STEEL CORPORATION,

xT AL., DIvFNDANTS

STATN or ALABAMA, Jeferson CountV:
--AFrmAvIT
Robert A. Kornasiewics being duly sworn deposes and says:
1. I am a Meteorologist with the Atmosphere Research Laboratories of the
National Oceanic & Atmosphere Administration;
2. Since January, 1970, I have been assigned to the Environmental Protection
Agency and have been involved in work in air pollution control;
8. As part of my duties, I assist the Environmental Protection Agency's concern
with air pollution emergencies throughout the country;
4. On Monday, November 15, 1971, in the course of my duties of observing
national weather conditions, I became aware that the National Weather Service
Forecast Ofce in Birmingham had issued an Air Stagnation Advisory for the
Birmingham area;
5. An Air Stagnation Advisory in issued when winds are calm and atmospheric
conditions are such that there is limited vertical mixing of pollutants.
During these conditions, due to the lack of winds to move pollutants out of
the area, and the limited height to which pollutants can rise, unless missions of

pollutants are curtailed or terminated, the concentrations of such pollut~nte wil
increase;
6. At this time the Air Stagnation Advisory is still in effect. Although there is a
frontal system moving in from the West which is expected to gradually improve
weather conditions, i.e., inOrease dispersion characteristics of the atmosphere, it
Is expected that the AdvisoSy will continue in effect until at least 11:00 A.M. on
Thursday, November 18, 1971, and that although the Advisory may be terminated
at that time, dispersion will still be poor for some time thereafter. If the frontal
system should slow down or stop, it will result in the extension of the Advisory
until such time as the frontal system reaches the Birmingham area;
7. Until such time as weather conditions improve, the continued emissions of
pollutants in the same quantities as have been emitted in the last seven days will
cause concentrations in the atmosphere to remain at existing levels or to increase.
ROBERT A. KoaNasMwOs.
IN THE UNITED STATES DIRTRIOT COURT FOR TIlE NORTiERN DISTRICT OF
ALABAMA, SOUTHraN Division

((.Ivil Action No. 71-1041)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, PLAINTIFF V. UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION.
ST. AL., DEFENDANTS

S(rATE or ALABAMA.
Jefferson county
ArmAvrr
Douglas Ira Hammer, Acting Chief, Epidemiology Branch, Division of Health
Effects Research, United States Environmental Protection Agency, being duly
sworn deposes and states:
1. 1, Douglas Ira Hammer, am the Acting Chief of the Epidemiology Bra:,ch,
Division of Health Effects Research of the United States Jlnviropment.sl Pro.
tection Agency;
2. I have received a Bachelor of Science Degree and a Doctor of Medich,) Degree from Tufts University, and a Master of Public Health Degree froii Hervard University. I have completed my Specialty Boards in General Preventive
Medicine. 1-have worked full time in the field of air pollution health effects research since 1968
8. It is my opinion that exposure to suspended particulate levels of 1000 micrograms per cubic meter per twenty-four hours in the ambient air for a single
twenty-four hour period would constitute an Imminent and substantial endangerment to the health of persons, i.e., an immediate and serious threat of
significant harm to the health of a significant portion of the general population.
4. Furthermore, it is my opinion that exposure to ambient particulate levels
of greater than 700 micrograms per cubic meter per twenty-four hours for two
consecutive days would constitute an equivalent endangerment to the public
healthL
DoPOLAS IRA HAMMER.

Mr. RooFms. Gentlemen, thank you for your presence here today. I
think as you saw this instance probably has pointed out the need for
quick action in trying to work out some plan that will make it easier
for people to try to respond to what ij needed for the public health.
Thank you so much for being here today.
We have two witnesses which .I think will not require much more
time. Our next witness is Mr. Alan W. Heldman, who is an attorney,
and represents the Alabama Clean Air Committee and Greater Alliapce to Stop Pollution, GASP.
\We welcome you, Mr. Heldman.

STATEMENT OF ALAN W. HELDMAN, ATTORNEY, BIRMINGHAM,
ALA.
Mr. H-WMAN. I should emphasize to you that my views are those
of myself. I do represent these two groups as legal counsel, but I am
not their official spokesman.
I have observed what has happened in Birmingham in the last week.
I did not represent any parties as to the legal aspects. I take it your
position here is to see how well the Clean Air Act of 1970 and, especially this section 308, is working, and, for whatever expertise I
might offer, I might state that it is my opinion that it's worked very
whether.
In my opinion, the EPA officials as well as the State and County
Health Department people are to be commended for a good job. I
think the Justice Depaitment and the local U.S. Attorney's Office did
a good job and I think-and I hesitate to say this as a member of the
local bar, but on the other hand, I feel compelled to say it because
of some remarks that were made in cotirt yesterday which suggested
the contrary. I think that our local district judge did a good job.
It is true that it is unusual in our local Federal Court practice to have
a temporary restraining order without notice to the parties affected,
although the rules of civil procedure for some years have generally
okaye that in the appropriate case.
he Clean Air Act specifically makes reference to the availability
of that remedF because of the health of the public being affected, and
w--i
-6-- fmen of counsd for some
I was pawtcu ar Tnj ii&
of the defendants which appeared in the record you have here. He
said: "To come in here in the middle of the night and get injunctions
without notice to me is unthinkable." I suggest that's not only thinkable, it's appropriate, and I urge the committee not, on the one hand,
to move away from the judicial role in the emergency procedure or,
on the other hand to require anything more deliberate and time
consuming than we have.
I think the chairman suggested some consideration, when you were
.=. ning-Mr. Willis, of perhaps removing the role of the court entirely, and it would be my thought that espe ally when you are
speaking in terms of a Federal administrative official coming inas an
official, that he is somewhat more foreign than the local district judge,
who is very comfortable to the local community, and I think the way
that the proceedings were handled here speaks well for-for that
procedure.
That's all I have.
Mr. RooEs,Thank you very much. This is one of the things I want
to commend, and I think it's very interesting that your Statelaw does,
in the interest of time, use that procedure--it allows the administrator or your Director to move and then have a hearing before your
board, but I concur with you. I think that probably the way the committee designed the law to use the Federal judiciary is probably a
more appropriate procedure, if it works and works properly and
correctly, and this is why we are here--to see if industry felt that
they had been given a-if the action was appropriate, if the public
was protected, and if the agencies were able to operate quickly to
protect health, because that's the purpose of the law.

#;.-

Mr. HE[LDMAN. There were perhaps two reasons why it perhaps was
more appropriate in the State law to let the AdmixLitrator proceed
without judicial intervention in the first incident. The first being that
he would be a local or almost a local person thoroughly familiar
with the local situation.
Mr. Rooazs. Yes, sir.
Mr. HLm3A . And secondly, State courts are simply not moving
nearly so quickly on injunction proceedings.
Mr. Rodzs. Thank you. Mr. Kyros.
Mr. Kmzos. Just one statement, Mr. Chairman. To the list of people
commended, I think we ought to add the industries. They do provide
jobs in the community which you need. I think that all of you working
together will be able to solve this problem with our help.
Mr. HzwELXN. I might partially disagree with you by telling the
committee that we had-a long and hard a struggle starting the beginning of this year to get the present new air pollution law statute
passed and there was not one to my recollection, of the 28 defendants here who did anything but unequivocably opposed the better
provisions. the industries were united against effective air pollution
control here, and I would further suggest of those who did appear here
this morning, presumably they were the ones who, of the 23, who
felt most comfortable about appearing and exposing themselves,
and, yet none of the three having been asKed to reduce emissions to the
tune of 60 percent could say that they reduced more than 30 percent,
sirs, as I heard the testimony.
Mr. Kymos. I see though, they have a cooperative attitude, and that
does not limit the role tluti public minded people like yourself, have
played as a catalyst. The fact is that we have all got to go ahead
cooperatively.

Mr. HzWMAN. That's right, certainly.

Mr. Kmos. Thank you, sir.
Mr. RoomRs. Mr. Hastings.
Mr. HAsTiNos. I would just like to thank you for your statement
and your interest. I hope that you will continue your efforts in this
matter.
Thank you.
Mr. Rooms. Thank you very much for your presence here and
for your statement from you and those you represent. I am sure you
have played a role in bringing about this change in Alabama, where
you have an effective law; it is necessary.
Our last witness is Mr. William T. Edwards, representative of the
United Steelworkers of America and, Mr. Edwards, the committee
welcomes you and will be pleased to receive your statement.
STATEMiNT OF WILLIAM T. EDWARDS, UNITED
OF AMERICA

TEWO3XERS

Mr. EPWARD5. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the opportunity to make a statement here to you this morning.
Unfortunately, our legislative director who normally would handle
these affairs is not able to make it and our director, Mr. Howard
Strevel, also competent to speak an this matter, is enroute back to
Birmingham from Miami.
Mr. Roozas. We are very pleased to have you, Mr. Edwards.

Mr. EDwARDs. However, we do have a statement, Congressman
Rogers, from my union from Director StrevelMr. ROERS. Certainly.

Mr. EDWARDS (continuing). Concerning this crisis, and, in a moment,
I might like to read it.
Mr. ROGF.Rs. Certainly.
Mr. EDWARDS. It's very brief.
Mr. ROOERS. I would be delighted and without objection have it be
made part of the record.
Mr. EDWARDS. I would like to say that in preference, however, it is
our men who bore the brunt of unemployment because of the closedown
of these 23 plants, and I might add to that we, of course, are aware
that this would happen to us, and we are concerned with the high pollution levels in north Birmingham and throughout the city. I ask you
to imagine how they are at times in the plant itself. So, we are somewhat skeptical of the industries concern for jobs that were temporarily lost due to this crisis. We think a real concern would have prompted
them to have installed the proper devices sometime back so that we
would not have had this crisis in Birmigham.
Ten years ago, we were told that the pollution and smoke was a
sign of prosperity. A few years subsequent to that, we were told "Well
it takes time to make these corrections, and we are going to egin,
and we appreciate that andjust in April,. when the pollution count
hit 607, we were again told tat "Well, ittakes time, and I am not
just referring to the statements by the industry, but by other prominent spokesman of the community: "But it takes time to ma e the
corrections needed."
Well, all of the devices have been invented. All of the technology Is
known. It is a matter of economics. We appreciate it. We appreciate
the fact that the corporation was tr ing to-is trying to do somnetihinq.
We believe it will try hard when it's 6bliged to by the law. We can t
recall any action taken on pollution which was not an obligatory matter of the law. We assume that in 10 years if-if our new law in Alabama, which appears to be a very effective one, if that law is not enforced? we assume in 10 years we will be told again that it takes time.
Pollution counts in this town have frequently become high enough to
endanger health, and I was interested in your question as to what extent this had occurred. There has been no record yet of the people
whose heart failed. There have been some of our lives that were shortened by the high levels of pollution also.
We of labor are necessarily concerned with the success of the company. Our people are going to be affected by these layoffs, and this
probably wil not be the last one until new equipment is installed and
will correct it. Temperature inversions are a natural phenomenon in
this area. The nice mist on the hills is caused by inversion. The smoke
on the Smoky Mountains is really caused by temperature inversions,
and we are going to have more of that. Now, then, our people have
lost income, and we are looking to try to encourage industry to make
these necessary corrections as quickly as possible. We know they can
be made. We know they have been made elsewhere. We appreciate
the costs involved. We are quite prepared to pay the additional costs
involved in the product to see that these remedies are effectuated, and,
with those remarks, I would like to read Director Strevel's statement:

Birmingham has reached the crucial point where further tolerance of industrial
pollution can only mean an escalating danger to health.
The present court ordered closure of 28 plants comes after years of callous
disregard of the health of this community. It comes after years of warning and
pleading.
For the first time, even the economic excuse for despoiling the air has been
made meaningless. People were laid off because of the traumatic pollution levels.
Of the plants closed by court order, several are owned by companies having
contracts with the United Steelworkers of America.
The Union has Joined with the steel industry in a new Joint effort to increase
productivity and, thereby, assure continued, expanding employment in the industry. The Union has Joined with the industry in attempts to secure legislative action to stop the dumping of foreign steel in the American market.
For several years, the Union ha triod at all levels of corporate authority, and
before both State and Federal Governments, to secure remedies against pollution which would protect the health of our members and the community generally.
The assault upon the air we breathe has continued and increased.
Speaking for the 24,000 members of the United Steelworkers living and working in Jefferson Oounty, I call on every member to raise his voice now in support
of the life and health of all people in our community.
I urge all members and citizens alike to demand from their appropriate elected
officials the immediate enforcement of present laws to require the Installation of
facilities needed to stop the threat to the health and economic well being of
metropolitan Birmingham.

Mr. RoGERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Edwards. We appreciate
your presence here and also the statement that you have read.
Mr. KyRos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Edwards, I feel your
remarks are enlightening. I commend your cooperation with the steel
company and also your attitudes and your union's attitudes toward
the environment. I am very proud of you.

Thank you very much.
Mr. RoGERS. Mr. Hastings, do you have any questions?
Mr. HASTINGS. I have no questions. I would just like to thank you for
your interest and the statemefit. I might, add you said that the question
of pollution equipment was strictly a matter of economic&.We are
aware of some technological problems which exempt themselves, and
I agree that we will not do this job without the pressure of Government
an organizations such as yours over their head. It isn't true that
technologically, there is all the equipment available to take care of all
of the solution. We hope there will be in the foreseeable future. The
economics, of course, do play an important part in it.,
Mr. EDWARDS. I would like to recommend a very enlightening film
on the subject. It's been produced by the Bethlehem Steel Co. and it
shows how they, in another part of the United States, were able to
clean up the mills. We are aware that it's almost impossible to make
steel without some particulate emission and so on. It's a color film and
very, very, enlightening.
Mr. HASTINGS. I have seen it.

Mr. Roortms. Thank you. We do appreciate your being here and sorry
to have imposed on everyone so long here on a Saturday afternoon.
Thank you, Mr. Edwards, for your presence.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Ro ERs. In concluding the hearings today which have been most
helpful and enlightening to the committee, may I say that I think this
incident has pointed out the necessity for an alert citizenry and cooperation between Government and industry and the public. I do
think, particularly in Birmingham because of the record of pollution
that you have had, this need is accelerated, and I would think that
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with the passage of the Clean Air Act sometime back and particularly
last year in its amendments, we are noticing this type of concern
nationally that has been transferred into law with certain authorities
that
those
involved would get together quickly and plan to handle
these
situations..
Somethi
will have to be done in Birmingham to prevent 50 percent of the lays being polluted beyond the level which is adverse to
good health. Certainly, I think you're making progress here in the community, and, if the statements now are translated into action from
the industry, that they will cooperate in getting a plan quickly, and
I am sure that this will be true with the followup of the dollars, and,
with the law that you have, I hope that we will see this entire situation changed and that such action can be translated to other parts of
the Nation.
Thank you all for being present here today. The hearing is hereby
concluded.
(Whereupon, the committee adjourned at 1:45 p.m., November 20,
1971, subject to the call of the chair.)

CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT
WEDNESDAY,

'ANUARY 28, 1972

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

SUBcOMmmTEm ON PUBLic HEALTH AN) ENVIRONMENT,
COMMIT'rEE ON TNTERSTATE ANI) FOnEIGN COMMERCE,
\

Waahinqt^,D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuan to notice, in room 2141,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul Rogers (chairman) presiding.
Mr. RooERs. The subcommittee will come to order.
This morning, the subcommittee will continue oversight hearings on
the implementation of various provisions of the Clean Air Act.
The first such hearing was conducted in Birmingham, Ala., and focused on implementation of emergency provisions of the act in response
to the air pollution crisis experienced in that city.
This week's hearings will focus primarily on the 1975 automobile
emissions standards and the announced intentions of the major automobile manufacturers to -seek a 1-year extension of the imposition of
these standards
We are nearing the time when a decision must be made as to whether
or not the automobile manufacturers should be granted an extension
of time to meet the 1975 deadlines which the legislation requires. This
deadline was the heart of the legislation. I believe it is vital that the
considerations involved with respect to the attempts to secure this extension be spread on the record now, rather than on an after-the-fact
basis.
I emphasize that the statutory burden of proving the necessity for a
delay is on industry, not the Environmental Protection Agency.
This subcommittee also intends to inquire into recently publicized
meetings of some industry groups and public officials which purportedly resulted in a decision to seek amendments to the Clean Air
Act. The 'public-and the Congress-has the right to know fully the
reasons for these meetings and this committee intends to inquire fully
into this matter.
As a matter of fact, the meetings were held in California.
As you know, the National Academy of Sciences' Committee on
Motor Vehicle Emigsions recently released its study on the technological feasibility of the 1975 standaids. This committee is grateful to the
members of the NAS committee for giving so fully of their time to
compile this report during a relatively short period. Many members

devoted virtually full-time effort to the committee for months.
I am very pleased to ask the President of the National Academy of
Sciences, Dr. Philip Handler, to come forth and to introduce the chair(99)
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man of this committee and the witnesses for the2National Academy of
Sciences today.
We are very pleased to have you, Dr. Handler, and we are grateful
to you and to the members of your Academy for the fine work they
are doing.
We would be pleased to have you introduce your other members.
STATEMENTS OF DR. PHILIP HANDLER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AND EDWARD L. GINZTON, CHAIRMAN,
COMMITTEE ON MOTOR VEHICLE EMISSIONS, NAS; ACCOMPANIED BY JAMEB E. A. JOHN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR THE
COMMITTEE; AND RICHARD J. BARBER, LEGAL COUNSEL TO
THE COMMITTEE

Dr. HANDLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am Philip Handler President of the National Academy of
Sciences. As you know, the Academy exists essentially for one purpose and that is to provide independent technical advice to the U.S
Government. In this instance, it was Congress and the Environmental
Protection Agency.
It was a considerable task to put together aln appropriate committee for this assignment. Whenever request is made to the Academy,
we do our very bt to create a committee which is balanced. If there
is a matter in controversy, we try to provide a committee membership
which is technically competent and which represents the various viewpoints involved.
Our members, as you indicated, Mr. Chairman, serve without compensation and we are very happy that so far, in our history, those
whom we called upon to serve have given most generously of their
time under these circumstances.
The chairman of the present committee is with us, Dr. Edward
Ginzton. Dr. Ginzton is a distinguished engineer and physicist who
has led the advance of a company which is of that unusual kind which
grew up after World War II. Based on new understanding of some
physical phenomena, his company, Varian Associates, began with
modest resources and grew into n important contributor to our country.
Dr. Ginzton is distinguished in his own right as an engineer and as
a physicist and is highly regarded in his professional as well as his
business capacity. Like his committee he has given completely of himself in addressing the present task. We are proud of the committee
report and I am very pleased to have Dr. Ginzton come to the stand
with us.
Dr. Ginzton.
With Dr. Ginzton are Prof. James John of the University of
Toledo, who has served as staff director of this enterprise and Mr. Richard Barber who has served as the legal counsel to this committee.
Mr. RoEns. Thank you very much, Dr. Handler.
Dr. Ginzton, Professor John, and Mr. Barber, we welcome you to the
committee and we do appreciate all of the time and effort you have
given to be of service to the Congress and to the executive branch in
coming to decisions that must be made very shortly.
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We will be pleased to receive your testimony at this time.
Mr. GINzToN. Thank you, Mr. Rogers.
My name is Edward L. Ginzton and I am Chairman of the Motor
Vehicle Emissions Committee of the National Academy of Sciences.
I am privileged to testify before the subcommittee to describe the
work being carried out in conjunction with our evaluation of the
technological feasibility of meeting the automobile air emission standards prescribed in the 1970 Clean Air Act amendments.
At the outset, let me describe briefly the role of the committee and
how its findings relate to the standards prescribed in the law and the
exercise of discretion by the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. In doing so, let me make clear that I am attempting
merely to summarize a detailed 78-page report, copies of which have
previously been submitted to this subcommittee, the Congress, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the public, I would urge
all those interested in the work of the Academy Committee to read the
entire report so that they may become familiar with the body of
evidence that underlies the conclusions which I will summarize.
Indeed, let me suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the full report might
usefully be included in the subcommittee hearings.
Mr. tooEns. I agree with you, Doctor, and without objection, the full
report will be made a part of the record.
(See "Semiannual Report by the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions of the National Academy of Sciences to the Environmental Protection Agency," p. 106, this hearing.)
Mr. GINZToN. In adopting the Clean Air Amendments of 1970,
Public Law 91-604, which established exhaust emission standards for
1975 and 1976 light-duty vehicles and engines, Congress directed the
Administrator of EPAto enter into appropriate arrangements with the National Academy of Sciences,
NAB, to conduct a comprehensive study and investigation of the technological
feasibility of meeting the emissions standards promulgated in the legislation.
The results of this study are to be made available both to EPA and to Congress,
with semi-annual interim reports and with a final report to be submitted at the
completion of the project. The Academy's study and investigation is intended
to provide informalon and expert judgment about the technologically related
issues pertinent to the automobile emission standards, but Congress also con.
templated that the Academy's interim reports would play a major role in helping
the Administrator exercise his discretion to postpone or not to postpone the applicable deadline if such postponement be requested. In this latter respect, the

Administrator, pursuant to Section 202 (b) (5) (d), may grant a one-year suspension only if he determines, among other things, that "the study and investiga.
tion of the NAB and other information available to him has not indicated that
technology, processes or other alternatives are available to meet (the established)
standards.
Shortly after the clean air amendments became law on December 81, 1970, discussions were initiated between EPA and NAS for
the purpose of defining the most effective way of conducting the study
called for in section 202(c). Pursuant to a preliminary contract between EPA and NAS, a strategy committee was formed by NAS in
March 1971, to develop a proposed work statement and to identify
members for the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions. The initial
committee membership was selected by the National Academy of Sciences in April 1971, with other members added in later months. Committee membership is listed in an attachment to my testimony. A work
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statement and contract proposal were submitted by the Academy to
EPA in May 1971 and a contract was signed by EPA on August 2
1971. The first meeting of the committee took place June 16, 1971, and
several meetings of the full committee have been held since then.
The contract with EPA calls for the Committee on Motor Vehicle
Emissions to conduct a many-faceted study of the technological feasibility of meeting the motor vehicle emission standards. As defined in
our contract with EPA the term technological feasibilityincludes the ability within the automobile industry or elsewhere to1. Design an engine, control system, or device capable of meeting the
statutory emissions standards using fuels that are or could be available;
2. Mass produce such an engine, control system or device;
8. Maintain such an engine, control system, or device so that it will continue to meet the statutory emission standards with safety for a period of 5
years or 50,000 miles of operation, whichever is shorter.

It was agreed that the study of technological feasibility will include
an investigation of the anticipated costs to be incurred and the estimated time for the design, development, and mass production of an
engine, control s stem, or device capable of meeting the standards.
Also to be included is a study of the estimated annual costs incurred
in maintaining such an engine, control system, or device so that it will
meet the emission standard for 5 years or 50,000 miles whichever is
shorter. Finally, should the committee conclude that the attainment
of emission standards on the schedule provided in section 202(b) (1)
of the Clean Air Act is not technologically feasible, the committee is
to propose interim emission levels to assist the Administrator in exercising is responsibilities under section 202(b) (5) of the act.
It was decided by the committee early in its deliberations that, in
order to obtain the necessary technical information upon which to
base a responsible judgment, it would be necessary to form a Aeries of
panels of consultants dealing with principal topical areas and composed of recognized experts in the relevant fields. Seven panels have
been formed emission standards; testing, inspection and mainte.
nance; emission control systems (for spark-ignition internal-combustion engines); alternate power sources; manufacturing and producibility; driveability atmospheric chemistry. Membership of the
panels is given in appendix C to the full report.
As you know, under the clean air amendments, at any time after
January 1, 1972, any manufacturer may file with the Administrator an
application requesting the suspension for I year of the regulations applicable to emissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons from
light-duty vehicles for the 1975 model year. At any time after January
1, 1973, requests can be made for a similar 1-year suspension of the
regulations applicable to oxides of nitrogen for 1976 model year lightduty vehicles.
In order to provide maximum assistance to the Administrator in
the possible exercise of his discretion to suspend for 1 year the deadline date for meeting the.1975 standards, and in view of the limited
time available from the formation of the committee to the January 1,
1972, interim report date, it was decided to concentrate the initial work
of the committee and the panels on issues pertaining to the technological feasibility of meeting the standards applicable to 1975 model year
cars. It is recognized that emission-cont.rol systems for 1975 vehicles
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cannot be completely divorced from those that must be provided for
vehicles that will have to meet the 1976 standards. Some degree of coinpatibility between the two must be provided. Nevertheless, because a
decision on the technological feasibility of meeting the 1976 standards
may have to be made early this year, the main emphasis was placed
on the technological feasibility of the emission standards applicable
to 1975 model year vehicles.
_.
The first panels in operation were those dealing with emission standards; testing, inspection, and maintenance; emission control systems
for spark-ignition internal combustion engines; driveability i and
manufacturing and producibility. These five panels began operation in
July 1971 and have not been active since that time. Many of the
panelists have devoted virtually full-time effort to the work of the
committee since July. Panel visits have been made to all the domestic
automobile manufacturers to EPA laboratories in Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, Research Triangle Park, to the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive
Command, many catalyst suppliers, manufacturers of testing equipment, the California Air Resources Board, and to other groups engaged in emission-control research and development.
Extensive information was also obtained from a questionnaire sent
on September 27, 1971, to the domestic light motor vehicle manufacturers to 16 foreign automobile manufacturers that export a significant number of cars to the United States. A copy of this questionnaire and lists of those to whom it was sent and those who responded
are included in appendix D to the committee report. The high degree
of detail of the replies was very gratifying. Most of these documents
were received in time for the committee and pertinent panel members
to read them prior to a further meeting held in Washington, D.C.,
on October 25-27, 1971, between the committee and the manufacturers.
At this meeting, -the committee and panel members questioned the
manufacturers individually with respect to their responses to the
questionnaire and sought the latest information with regard to the
technological feasibility of meeting the requirements of the Clean
Air Act of 1970. In addition, many committee and panel members
made personal contacts with the automobile manufacturers and others
in order to clarify points they felt could be important in making
their evaluation. kn addition, the committee isued a public statement
on September 21, 1971, inviting the submission of information concerning the technological feasibility of meeting the requirements of
the act. This statement was sent to over 700 organizations and individuals, including major newspapers, wire services, general science
magazines, engineering and industry publications, and environmental

groups.

In the limited time that-the committee has had available since its
creation in the summer of 1971, all possible efforts have been made
-to secure the material and information needed to reach the iudgments
called for in the legislation. Perforce, most of the pertinent data
required were in the possession of the various concerned manufacturers, primarily the automobile companies. Necessarily, therefore,
the analyses to follow rest primarily upon the information received
from, those source However, recognizing the poW ble bias that this
Wa endeaveve, in varous way*, to
uiighA introduce the committ
insure that the information obtained from the companes is con-
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plete, accurate, and timely. Members of the committee and its\panels,
along with special consultants, have interrogated working level company technicians and engineers, have personally examined laboratories and testing facilities and have reviewed intensively the techniques emye-y the companies in analyzing their experiments
and data. In addition, the committee has utilized certain information
provided by EPA as well as data gathered in the hearings conducted
by EPA in'May 1971.
Based on an assessment of the evidence the committee came to some
important conclusions: The Clean Air Amendments of 1970 have had
the effect of accelerating progress by automobile manufacturers in
emission control. Experimental vehicles have been built and operated
that, at low mileage, exhibit levels of emissions less than those specified
for 1975 model year vehicles. However, information establishing the
sustained effectiveness, durability, and reliability of prototype 1975
vehicles systems during typical consumer mileage accumulation is not
available. The committee finds that the technology necessary to meet
the requirements -of the Clean Air Amendments 'for 1975 model year
light-duty motor vehicles is not available at this time.
While there is no certainty today that any 1975 model year vehicles
will meet the requirements of the act, the status of development and
rate of progress made it possible that the larger manufacturers will
be able to produce vehicles that will qualify, provided that provisions
are made for catalyst replacement and other maintenance, for averaging emissions of production vehicles, andfor the general availability
of fuel containing suitably low levels of catalyst poisons. Conversely,
if these three provisions are not deemed acceptable by EPA, it appears
most unlikely that any manufacturer will be able to meet the requirements of the act.
The committee believes that the emission levels required in the
Clean Air Amendments will not be achieved in service, in any event,
unless regular, periodic maintenance of the emission-control system is
required of the owner.
The estimated costs to the consumer of meeting the requirements of
the act for 1975 vehicles, in comparison with those for 1973 vehicles, include an increase in sticker price of about $200, 3 to 12 percent increase
in fuel consumption, some increase in maintenance cost, and some deterioration in divability of the car.
If enforcement of the requirements of the act for 1975 vehicles were
deferred for 1 year, the opportunity thus provided for further development and field testing would enable manufacturers to significantly
improve the performance and reliability of vehicles equipped to meet
the requirements in the hands of the customer.
The Committee found that the technology necessary to meet 1976
standards in 1976 model year cars is not currently available. The technology of catalysts suitable for NOx reduction is not nearly as advanced as that of oxidation catalysts. The level of current research and
develojpment.on reduction catalysts for NO. control is not commensurkte with the importance of this problem.
'Loking ahead to our future plans, the results of the investigations of
the committee to date indicate several areas in which work should be
continued or intensified. In-i972 the committee will consider the technological feasibility of meeting the standards of the Clean Air Amend-
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ments applicable to emissions of oxides of nitrogen from light-duty
vehicles manufactured during or after model year 1976. Another principal focus of attention wilE-be the state of technology of alternate
power Oystems and the potential they offer for emismons reductions
over that of conventional engines. This study will consider costs, producibility, and maintainability of such alterate power sources. Investigation of the technological feasibility of meeting the standards
applicable to 1975 model year vehicles will continue, of course, with
monitoring of any significant new developments.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared testimony. I will be
pleased to respond to your questions and those of the other members
of the subcommittee.
(The testimony resumes on p. 187.)
(The full report of the committee, referred to, follows:)

77-166 0 - 72 - 8
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Sirs:
I have the honor to transmit a semi-annual progress report
sumnarizing the work and the findings of our Cot ittee on Motor
Vehicle Emissions in accord with the provisions of Section 6 of
Public Law 91-604, the Clean Air Amendments of 1970. The distinguished membership of this Committee has given of itself, in full
measure, to this task, addressing itself, within the limited time
available, almost exclusively to the matter of the feasibility of
meeting the standards established, for emissions from light-duty
motor vehicles, for model year 1975.
We truot that this report will be of assistance to the
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency in discharging his responsibilities under that Act. As indicated in the
Report, the Committee will continue to address itself to the
various responsibilities accepted by the Academy in these regards.
Respectfully yours,

Philip Handler
President

The President of the Senate
The Speaker of the House of
Representatives
The Administrator of the
Environmental Protection
Agency
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December 30, 1971

Dr. Philip Handler
President
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20418

Dear Dr. Handler:
On behalf of Dr. Ginston and the Committee on Motor Vehicle
Emissions, I hereby transmit to you the January 1, 1972 semiannual report
from the Committee to be submitted to the Congress and to the Adminstrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency.
Sincerely yours,-

James E. A. John
Executive Director
Cr ittee on
Motor Vehicle Emissions
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In adopting the Clean Air Amendments of 1970-(Public Law 91-604),
which established exhaust emission standards for 1975 and 1976, lightduty vehicles and engines, Congress directed the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) "to enter into appropriate arrangements with th6-National Academy of Sciences (NAB) to conduct a comprehensive study and investigation of the technological feasibility of meeting the emissions standards" promulgated in the legislation. The results
of this study are to be made available both to EPA and to Congress, with
semiannual interim reports and with a final report to be submitted at the
completion of the project. Although the Academy's study and investigation
is intended to provide information and expert judgment about the full range
of technolog~cally related issues pertinent to the automobile emission
standards, Copgress also contemplated that the Academy's interim reports
would play a major role in helping the -dministrator exercise his discretion to postpone or not to postpone the applicable deadline if such
postponement be requested. In this latter respect, the Administrator,
pursuant to Section 202(b)(5)(D), may grant a one-year suspension only
if he determines, among other things, that "the study and investigation
of the NAS... and other information available to him has not indicated
that technology, processes or other alternatives are available to meet
(the established) standards."
As a result of the Clean Air Amendments, signed December 31, 1970,
discussions were held between EPA and NAS for the purpose of exploring
the character of and the most effective way of conducting the study called
for in Section 202(c). Pursuant to a contract between EPA and NAB, signed
March 10, 1971, and retroactive to February 1, 1971, a-fritegy committee
was formed by NAS in March 1971 to develop a proposed work statement and
to suggest members for theCo n ittee on Motor Vehicle Emissions. The initial Comnittee membership was selected by the National Academy of Sciences
in April 1971, with other members added in later months. Committee membership is listed in Appendix A along with the members of the Coemittee
staff. A work statement and contract proposal were submitted by the
Academy to EPA in May 1971. A contract for $612,175 was signed by EPA
on August 2, 1971. The first meeting of the Committee took place June
16, 1971 and subsequent meetings were held monthly.
According to the work statement, (Appendix B) the Committee on
Motor Vehicle Emissions is to conduct a many-faceted study of the technological feasibility of meeting the motor-vehicle emission standards
prescribed by the Administrator of EPA, as required by Section 202 of
the Clean Air Act, as amended. Technological feasibility as defined in
the work statement, "includes the ability within the automobile industry
or elsewhere to:
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1.

Design an engine, control system, or device capable of
meeting the statutory emission standards using fuels that
are or could be available;

2.

Mass produce such an engine, control system, or device;

3.

Maintain such an engine, control system, or device so that
it will continue to meet the statutory emission standards
with safety for a period of five years or 50,000 miles of
operation, whichever is shorter."

It was agreed that the study of technological feasibility will
include an investigation of the anticipated costs to be incurred and the
estimated time for the design, development, and mass-production of an
engine, control system, or device capable of meeting the standards. Also
to be included is a study of the estimated annual costs incurred in maintaining such an engine, control system, or device so that it will meet
the emission standards for five years or 50,000 miles, whichever is shorter. Finally, should the Committee conclude that the attainment of emission standards on the schedule provided in Section 202(b)(1) of the Clean
Air Act is not technologically feasible, the Committee is to determine
technologically feasible interim emission levels to assist the Administrator in exercising his responsibilities under Section 202(b)(5) of the
-Act.
It was decided by the Comittee early in its deliberations that,
in order to obtain the necessary technical information upon which to b~se
a responsible Judgment, it would be necessary to form a series of panels
of consultants dealing with principal topical areas and composed of recognized experts in the relevant fields. Seven Panels have been formed
as shown in Table 1.1. Membership of the Panels is given in Appendix C.
Under the Clean Air Amendments, at any time after January 1, 1972,
any manufacturer may file with the Administrator an application requesting the suspension for one year of the regulations applicable to emissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons from light-duty vehicles for
the 1975 model year. At any time after January 1, 1973, requests can be
made for a similar one-year suspension of the regulations applicable to
oxides of nitrogen for 1976 model year light-duty vehicles.
In order to provide maximum assistance to the Administrator in the
possible exercise of his discretion to suspend for one year the deadline
and in view of the limited time
date for meeting the 1975 stands,
available from the formation of the Committee to the January 1, 1972,
interim report date, it was decided to concentrate the initial work of
the Co ittee and the Panels on issues pertaining to the technological
feasibility of meeting the stmidards applicable to 1975 model year cars.
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Table 1.1
Panels of the Covmittee on Motor
Vehicle Emissions

Panel 1:

Emission Standards

Panel 2:

Testing, Inspection, and Maintenance

Panel 3:

Emission Control Systems
(for spark-ignition internal-combustion

engines)
Panel 4:

Alternate Power Sources

Panel 5:

Manufacturing'and Producibility

Panel 6:

Driveability

Panel 7:

Atmospheric Chemistry

-3-
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It-is recognized that emission-control systems for 1975 vehicles cannot
be completely divorced from those that must be provided for vehicles that
will have to meet the 1976 standards (see Section 3.4). Some degree of
compatibility between the two must be provided. Nevertheless, because a
decision on the technological feasibility of meeting the 1975 standards
may have to be made within 60 days of January 1, 1972, the main emphasis
of this report will be on the technological feasibility of the emission
standards applicable to 1975 model year vehicles.
The first Panels in operation were Emission Standards; Testing,
Inspection, and Maintenance; Emission Control Systems (for spark-ignition
internal-combustion engines); Driveability; and Manufacturing and Producibility.
The give Panels mentioned above began operation in July 1971, and
have been active since that time. Many of the Panelists have devoted
virtually full-time effort to the work of the Committee since July.
Panel visits have been made to all the domestic automobile manufacturers,
to EPA laboratories in Ann Arbor, Ypsilanti, and Research Triangle Park,
to the U. S. Army Tank-Automotive Command, many catalyst suppliers,
manL!acturers of various testing equipment, the California Air Resources
Board, and to other groups engaged in emission-control research and development.
Extensive information has been obtained from a questionnaire sent
on September 27, 1971,to all five domestic automobile manufacturers and
to all sixteen foreign automobile manufacturers exporting a significant
number of cars into the United States. A copy of this questionnaire and
lists of those to whom it was sent and those who responded are included in
Appendix D. The high degree of detail of the replies was very gratifying.
Most of these documents were received in time for the Committee and pertinent Panel members to read them prior to a further meeting held in
Washington, D. C., on October 25-27, 1971, between the Committee and the
manufacturers. (Those who attended are so designated in Appendix D).
At this meeting the Committee and Panel members questioned the manufacturers individually with respect to their responses to the questionnaire
and sought the latest information with regard to the technological feasibility of meeting the requirements of the Clean Air Act of 1970. In
addition, many Committee and Panel members made personal contacts with
the automobile manufacturers and others in order to clarify points they
felt could be important in making their evaluation. Further, the
Committee issued a statement (Appendix E) on September 21, 1971,Jinviting the submission of information on behalf of the public concerning the
technological feasibility of meeting the requirements of the Act. This
statement was sent to over 700 organizations and individuals, including
major newspapers, wire services, general science magazines, engineering
and industry publications, and environmental groups and publications.
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The statement was also placed in the Federal Register of December 3, 1971.
But, as yet, the number of direct responses has been disappointingly small.
I the limited time that the Coimnittee has had available since its
creation in the summer of 1971, all possible efforts have been made to
secure the material and information needed to reach the judgments called
for in tOe legislation. Perforce most of the, pertinent data required were
in the possession of the various concerned manufacturers, primarily the
automobile companies. Necessarily, therefore, the analyses to follow
rest primarily upon the information received from those sources.
However, recognizing the possible bias that this might introduce
the Coimittee has endeavored, in various ways, to ensure that the information obtained from the companies is complete, accurate and timely.
Members of the Committee and its Panels, along with special consultants,
have interrogated working-level 'company technicians and engineers, have
personally examined laboratories and testing facilities and have reviewed
intensively the techniques employed by the companies in analyzing their
experiments and data. In addition, the Comittee has utilized certain
information provided by EPA as well as data gathered in the hearings conductee by EPA in May 1971.
The Committee's work in all of these respects will continue in the
coming year, but, as of now, it is the judgment of the members that the
information it has received is sufficiently reliable and comprehensive as
to constitute an appropriate basis for the judgments it has reached and
which are set forth in this report. In the coming months, the Committee will
continue its investigation so as to ensure that the most complete and sound
scientific information is available both for its own purposes and for the
use of EPA and the Congress.
The emphasis in this report is on the 1975 standards, for the
reasons noted earlier. The Cotmnittee's study and investigation will
continue as it expands its inquiry into areas pertinent to the 1976
standards.
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2.

STANDARDS AND TESTING

2.1

Introduction

According to Section 202 of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, the
Administrator of EPA is required to prescribe emission standards for
light-duty motor vehicles and measurment techniques on which such standards are based. Pursuant to Section 202(b)(1)(A) such standards require
that the emissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons from light-duty
vehicles manufactured during or after model year 1975 shall be reduced by
90 percent from those required of 1970 vehicles; also, emissions of oxides
of nitrogen from light-duty motor vehicles manufactured during or after
model year 1976 are to be 90 percent below the average of those actually
measured from 1971 model year light-duty vehicles.
Standards and test procedures were promulgated by EPA and are contained in the Federal Registers of November 10, 1970, and July 2, 1971.
The 1975 model year standards-are:
0.41 grams per vehicle mile for hydrocarbons,

and

3.4

grams per vehicle mile for carbon monoxide,

3.0

grams per vehicle mile for oxides of nitrogen.

For 1976 model year vehicles, exhaust emission standards are:
0.41 grams per vehicle mile for hydrocarbons,

and

3.4

grams per vehiclw-mile for carbon monoxide,

0.4

grams per vehicle mile for oxides of nitrogen.

The Clean Air Act Amendments further call for vehicle compliance
with these standards for the useful life of the vehicle, defined in the
Law as five years or 50,000 miles, whichever occurs first.
Testing to ensure compliance with these standards is to be conduceted in three stages. First, prototype models of each engine class are to
be tested prior to issuing a "certificate of conformity." Next, productionline testing is contemplated to ascertain whether production models conform
vith the regulations with respect to which a certificate has been issued.
Finally, provision is made for testing emissions and for continuing compliance while a vehicle is in actual use.
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2.2

Testing for the Certificate of Conformit

The test procedure for determining whether a certificate of conformity may be issued for 1975 and later model year vehicles consists of
emission and 50,000-mile durability tests with a limited amount of maintenance on a fleet of vehicles representing each engine class for each
vehicle manufacturer. As now defined by EPA this procedure permits one
engine tuneup but no emission-control system replacements during the
50,000-mile durability test and requires that emissions be less than the
standard for 50,000 miles.
The emission test, as described in the Federal Register of July 2,
1971, is designed to determine hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide and oxides
of nitrogen mass emissions while simulating an average trip of 7.5 miles
in an urban area. Each emission test consists of a twelve-hour wait at
70 degrees F, a cold-engine startup, a continuous sequence of different
driving modes similar to actual driving over a 23-minute route and a
10-minute shutdown followed by a hot-engine restart and a repeat of the
first 505 seconds of the 23-minute cycle. Diluted exhaust emissions are
collected continuously using a constant volume safipler. Emissions collected during the first 505 seconds from cold start are collected in one
bag, those from the remainder of the 23-ninute cycle in a second bag, and
the emissions from the hot-restart phase collected in a third bag. The
contents of the three bags are then analyzed and weighted in accordance
with the EPA test procedure to attain the final mass emissions, in grams
per mile.
The technology of testing according to the prescribed procedures
requires expensive equipment and instruments. At the present, the equipment and procedures are more characteristic of a laboratory than of an
industrial production line or state inspection station. The estimated
cost of equipping a single test cell with the necessary equipment to
perform a complete vehicle test according to the prescribed procedure is
approximately $100,000. This includes the dynamometer, constant volume
sampling equipment, instrumentation for analyzing the sample bags for
the three pollutants, and the other required equipment. Such a test
would require two people per cell and would consume approximately one
hour, following the twelve-hour wait at 70 degrees F. The time required
and equipment needed for this test make it difficult to conceive of its
use for production testing of every vehicle or for service testing or
vehicle-inspection programs for vehicles in use.
2.3

Production-Line Testing

To satisfy the requirements of Section 206, testing procedures
for new production-line vehicles will be needed. Consideration of possible effective procedures immediately raises three significant questions:
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(1) How many vehicles should be tested?
(2)What test procedures should be used?
(3) Should every vehicle tested meet the
prescribed emission standards?
While these questions are not independent, we shell discuss them in
sequence,
Given the large number of vehicles produced, testing a sample of
new vehicles by the full cold-hot CVS* test can determine the emission
characteristics of the vehicle population as precisely as is necessary.
Sample testing and statistical analysis for quality-control purposes is
a thoroughly developed and accepted procedure in industrial operations.
There is no reason why testing of samples of nev vehicles according to
the certification procedure cannot be used to establish with sufficient
accuracy the average emission characteristics and the probability of occurrence of vehicles having high emissions. A simple test on all vehicles
may make possible the detection of some individual improperly manufactured
cars that are very high emitters. Unfortunately, no such short test is
available at present that correlates well with the complete test.
As will be described, the technology of emission-control systems
for conventional reciprocating spark-ignition internal-combustion engines
is complex. Control of the quality of manufacturer and assembly of.the
components will have to be thorough if these systems are to function effectively for an extended period. Laboratory models oi the system that
are being developed are constructed and maintained to their highest level
of performance by highly qualified personnel; variations from the optimm
configuration tend to lead to degraded performance and increased emissions.
Not only will the production quality of the emission-control systems need
to be precisely controlled, but also new diagnostic techniques for detecting and correcting the occasional defective production vehicle must be
developed. These are the responsibilities of the manufacturer, but strict
enforcement of the production-line tests and standards will be necessary.
Production-line emission-control testing should therefore be concerned
with assuring that the manufacturer has met his responsibility to produce
an effective mission-control system on his new vehicles.
Due to the nature of mass-production processes, emission-control
systems will not be precisely identical. As far as contribution to air
pollution is concerned, it is the total emissins from all emitting vehicles that are of consequence. In other words, it is the average emissions
that affect air quality, where average emissions refer to the total emissions divided by the number of vehicles. Therefore, the Committee believes
*Constant volume sampling test described previously.
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it necessary that the averaged emissions from all vehicles meet the emission standards over the vehicle lifetimes.
As discussed below, it is likely that periodic inspection of emission-control systems in used vehicles may be instituted, and the purchaser
of a now vehicle must be assured that it is not so defective as to be
incapable of passing such tests as are likely to be used. Therefore, now
vehicles whose emissions are significantly higher than the standards must
be corrected by the manufacturer prior to sale, even though their contributions to total emissions may be minor. It will therefore be necessary,
through statistical quality control and diagnostic testing on all new
vehicles, to put limits on vehicle emissions.
2.4

Surveillance Testing of Used Vehicles

It is contemplated that there will be emission testing, of a sample of vehicles in service, as maintained by their owners, to determine
their missions. The results will be compared with the standards and the
durability tests run during compliance. The responsibility for correcting vehicle emissions, if found necessary, will lie with the manufacturer,
provided the owner has complied with the terms of a legally acceptable
warranty concerning maintenance of the emission-control system.
2.5

State and Local Inspection.of Used Vehicles

Under the Law EPA is to encourage state periodic inspections of
used vehicles where necessary and feasible if the Administrator of EPA
finds that a suitable test is available. New Jersey and California are
about to begin inspections with a simple idle test that correlates well
with the 7-mode test currently used for vehicle certification; this idle
test does not, however, correlate with the EPA test procedure to be used
for 1975 model year vehicles. Descriptions of the various test procedures
are given in Table 3.1.
In 1975 and later model year cars, one of the primary modes of
emission-test failure is expected to be associated with the cold-start
portion of the test; this would not be caught by present idle tests.
The presently available emission performance inspection tests do not
correlate well enough with the CVS-CH test required for certification of
1975-1976 vehicles to show great promise. Until a suitable test is available, a functional inspection to determine whether the control system is
present and operational would have to be used.
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3.

01ISSION-CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

3.1

o
The vast majority of the engines used in the 1975 model year ve-

hicles will inevitably be conventional reciprocating spark-ignition internal combustion engines. Wankel rotary combustion and stratifiedcharge spark-ignition engines* may eventually have a place in the automotive market, as may alternative types of power plants. However, for
1975 production, the lead times of two years or more required to design,
erect and equip modern mass-production facilities, as described in
Section 5, are such that irreversible decisions on the basic engine and
control system must be made by mid-1972.
These alternatives to the conventional engine are at an early stage of development and need extensive
testing and evaluation before rational decisions can be made.
As a result, the Committee, in evaluating the technology available to meet the
1975 emission standards, has decided to concentrate on the reciprocating
spark-ignition engine, deferring its studies of alternate power sources
to the future (see Section 9). Though engine modifications to reduce
emissions are likely to be incorporated, the basic geometry and operation of the engine will be similar to what it is today.
Emissions from uncontrolled automobiles, as manufactured prior
to 1968, came from the crankcase blowby gases, fuel evaporation from the
fuel tank and carburetor, and the engine exhaust. The crankcase and
evaporative losses have now been controlled. The emissions from the engine exhaust are a consequence of the details of the combustion process
occurring inside the engine cylinder. Hydrocarbons (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) result from incomplete combustion of the fuel-air mixture;
oxides of nitrogen (NOx) form in..the high-temperature burnt gases as the
combustion process proceeds. Indeed, it was due to this fact that when
1968 standards were set for CO and HC in California, the NOx levels in
the atmosphere rose because of the adjustments made to reduce only CO
and HC.
As a result of the Federal Emission Control Program, commencing in
1968, considerable emission control on new vehicles has already been
achieved by engine modifications and improvements in engine design (Table
3.1). It is unfortunate that the automobile industry did not seriously
undertake such a program on its own volition until subject to this governmental pressure and general recognition of the role of automobile emissions in the generation of smog in California. This long lag period together with the growth in automobile sales gave rise to the sense of
urgency expressed in the Clean Air Amendments.

* Described in Section 3.7
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Exhaust-emission standards measured in grams of pollutant per mile
of vehicle travel were first introduced for HC and CO on 1968 model year
vehicles and have since been progressively tightened. As understanding
of factors affecting vehicle emissions has increased, the test procedure
has been changed to determine more accurately the automobile's contribution to total urban emissions. The different test procedures used are
described briefly in Table 3.1. Note that each emission standard is associated with a particular test procedure and that, though standards for
1972 are stricter than those for 1970, the values are higher as a consequence of the different tests used.
Figure 3.1 shows the percentage reduction in exhaust emissions
represented by these standards. The exhaust-emission standards are compared with average exhaust emissions from uncontrolled vehicles measured
with the 1972 test procedure. This figure shows that for 1972 model year
vehicles, about 80-percent control of HC and 70-percent control of CO are
now required.* With control of crankcase emissions and fuel evaporation
included, about 85-percent reduction in total HC emissions is being
achieved. Federal NOx standards start in 1973, and about 50-percent control will be required. In California, about 30-percent control of NOx
is now required on new vehicles sold there.
The substantial roduct'bi's in HC and CO exhaust emissions already
achieved have resulted from engine-design modifications and changes in
engine-operating conditions. These include adjustments to the carburetor
to provide leaner fuel-air mixtures and improved mixture uniformity, controlled heating of the intake air, increased idle speed, retarded spark
timing, reduced engine compression ratio, and improved cylinder head
design. In some systems, air injection into the exhaust manifold has
been used to burn up a fraction of the HC and CO emissions in the exhaust.
The federal emission standards for NOx in 1973 and 1976, and for
HC and CO in 1975 given in Table 3.1 will require new control techniques.
Control of HC and CO emissions to the 1975 standard levels appears to be
unattainable through engine modifications of the type used to date. With
conventional engines, HC and CO emissions from the engine itself are much
higher than the 1975 standards under all practical operating modes.
Special reactors or converters located in the exhaust system will be required to burn up the emissions from the engine. NOx control to below
3 g/mile will require some exhaust-gas recycling to the engine intake to
reduce peak burnt gas temperatures. Both these new control techniques
have a substantial impact on engine operation and performance.
* 80-percent control requires a five-fold reduction in emissions;

70-perCent control about a three-fold reduction.
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Uncontrolled Vehicle pre 1968

Hydrocarbons

1970

1968

17 g/ mile
I

I

59

0

1L975

1972

97

80o73

100

Percent Control

Carbon
Monoxide

125 g/mile
0

1968
a

6

42

1970

1972

1975

2

69

96

||

42
jR

Percent Control

Nitrogen
Oxides

6 g/mile
au

1976

1973
i

0

50
Percent Control

a

Blowby BC emissions (about 4 g/mile) have been 100-percent
controlled since 1963; evaporative HC emissions (about 3
g/mile) will be 95-percent controlled with 1972 odel year
cars.

b

All standards have been converted to values corresponding
to CVS-C Test.

Figure 3.1.

Percentage Reduction in Exhaust Emissions Represented by the Federal Standards b

AA

"100
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Table 3. 1
Federal

mieasion-Control Requirement-s for Liaht-Duty Vehicles
Pre 1968*

Model Year

FTP CVS-C

Test Procedure

1968

1970

1971

1972

1973

PTP

FTP

FTP

CVS-C CVS-C

1975

1976

CVS-CH

CVS-CH

Emissions, grams/
mill
Hydrocarbons

10

17

3.4

2.2

2.2

3.4

3.4

0.41

0.41

Carbon Monoxide

77 125

35.0

23.0

23.0

39.0

39.0

3.4

3.4

NR

NR

HR

HR

3.0

3.0

0.4

NR

NR

6.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Nitrogen Oxides 4-6
Evaporative losses
grams/test

40

6

HR - No requirement
*Uncontrolled vehicle except for crankcase blowby control.
Teat Procedures Used to Measure Emissions
FTP

Federal Test Procedure - The driving cycle is the California
7-mode cycle repeated nine times. Pollutant concentrations
in the exhaust are analyzed continuously throughout the
16-minute teat. Concentrations in each mode are multiplied
by weighting factose to give grams/mile. This is not a true
mass emissions measurement,

CVS-C

Constant Volume Samplina Procedure - This is a cold start
mass emissions test. The vehicle stands at constant temperature for 12 hours at 70 degrees F before engine startup.
The driving cycle is a 23-minute, 7.5-mile non-repetitive
pattern. A constant fraction of the exhaust flow is collected
in a bag, and concentration measurements at the end of the
test give true mass emissions in grams/mile.

CVS-CH

Constant Volume $amvlina Procedure - This is a cold-hot start
weighted mass emissions test. The vehicle atandr at constant
temperature for 12 hours at 70 degrees F before engine startup.
The driving cycle is the 23-minute pattern used in CVS-C.
After a 10-minute shutdown, the engine'Is restarted and the
first 505 seconds of the driving cycle repeated. A constant
fraction of the exhaust flow is collected: the first 505
seconds in a "cold transient bag"; the next 864 seconds in a
"stabilized bag"; and the repeat 505 seconds in a "hot transient
bag." Emissions in cold and hot transient bags are weighted
0.43 to 0.57 respectively, and added to emissions in stabilized
bag to give true mass emissions.
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The effectiveness of these new control systems depends to a large
extent on how well the individual components in the system have been
integrated. It must be remembered that typical vehicle driving is a
continuous sequence of different operating modes--engine startup, idle,
acceleration, cruise, deceleration, and so forth. To obtain satisfactory
engine and vehicle performance over this wide range of modes, the air
flow into the engine, the air-fuel ratio, and spark timing are all varied
as engine loads and speeds change. The engine must also start and operate
satisfactorily over the complete range of ambient temperatures, humidity,
and altitude (which affects air density and hence fuel metering) found
throughout the United States.
The federal emissions test that has been promulgated by EPA to
certify prototypes of the 1975--production vehicles, as described in
Section 2 and Table 3.1, incorporates a driving cycle that includes the
conmon driving modes. The overall emission-control system must be optimized to operate effectively over the entire range of engine conditions
covered in the test to achieve average HC and CO emissions below the
1975 standards.
The cold-engine start and first few minutes of the test before
the engine fully warms up prove to be especially important. In current
automobile engines, a choke is used to enrich the fuel-air mixture when
the intake manifold is cold and fuel vaporization is poor. This enrichment is necessary to ensure that enough fuel is vaporized to provide a
combustible mixture near the spark plug and achieve safe and satisfactory vehicle operation. It results in high engine HC and CO emissions
during the warm-up phase because not all this fuel can be fully burnt.
Moreover, the reactors in the exhaust, which are provided to burn up
the HC and CO emissions from the engine itself, also must warm up before
they become effective for typical 1975 control systems. It turns out that
HC and CO emissions during the first two minutes of the test are greater
than HC and CO emissions during the last 21 minutes. Thus, the Importance of adequate emission control during the warm-up phase is obvious.
3.2

Proposed 1975 Emission-Contro1 System

Although many possibilities exist, in principle, for reducing
emissions from a reciprocating-engine and for removing such emissions
prior to the exhaust gas entering the air, the Committee finds that most
manufacturers have selected systems and components that are similar to
each other. In reviewing the available technology for reduction of emissions, the Committee and its Panels, after considerable study of the alternatives, believe that the basic choice of components made by the manufacturers throughout the world is reasonable, and that no other concepts
have been proposed that offer greater potential for meeting the 1975
requirements in 1975.

-14-
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Further, the basic configurations needed for the 1975 systems must
reach final design stage by mid-1972 to permit system testing, endurance
testing of components, modifications and corrections, and to assure that
the final systems-are acceptable to the public.
As will be discussed in the subsequent sections of this report,
numerous advances in emission controls have been suggested and tested.
To make our discussion more coherent, we shall describe the principal
components of the suggested systems and comment on their state of development and reliability.
3.2.a Exhaust-Gas Recycle
Exhaust gas recycle (EGR) will be used to diminish NOx emissions.
The recycling of 10-20 percent of the exhaust flow to the intake manifold
is used to dilute the fresh fuel-air mixture entering the engine with a
largely inert gas. The additional thermal capacity of the recycled
exhaust lovers peak burnt gas temperatures inside the cylinder, which
reduces the formation of nitrogen oxides. Some losses in vehicle performance result. The fraction of the exhaust recycled must be carefully
matched to engine conditions, otherwise serious degradation in vehicleperformance characteristics, such as engine stall, stumble, and rough
operation, can occur. A valve activated by the intake-manifold vacuum
or throttle position is proposed to control the recycled flow. The use
of B0k generally requires that the fuel-air mixture be enriched to maintain satisfactory engine operation. This enrichment increases th"J.C and
CO emissions ftom the engine, which must then be burnt up in a thermal
reactor or catalytic converter, and it increases the fuel consumption.
3.2.b

Secondary Air SYst!

The use of EGR and richer fuel-air mixtures requires the addition
of air to the exhaust flow before the engine HC and CO emissions can be
burnt up in a reactor or converter. An engine-driven air pump drives
this air through a distribution manifold into the exhaust ports.
3.2.c

Thermal Reactor

A thermal reactor is an enlarged exhaust manifold that bolts directly onto the cylinder head. Its function is to promote rapid mixing
of the hot exhaust gas with the secondary air and retain the gases at a
high enough temperature for sufficient time to burn up most of the HC
and CO. To achieve rapid warm-up after engine start, a thin steel liner
acts as the core of the reactor inside a cast iron outer casing with heat
losses held to a minimum. The fuel-air mixture in this case is enriched
so that the chemical energy released inside the reactor in the burn-up
process holds the core at temperatures of 1600-1800 degrees F.
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3.2.d

Oxidizing Caleltic Converter

Oxidation of the HC and CO in the exhaust gas can be accomplished
by means of catalysts at temperatures lower than those in a thermal
reactor. A catalytic converter can be placed farther from the engine
than a thermal reactor, and can maintain its effectiveness without mixture enrichment to increase the chemical energy in the exhaust. As a
consequence, the fuel-economy penalty is lower.
The catalyst used is
made up of a small mass of active material such as noble metal or a
combination of transition and non-transition metals, deposited on thermally stable support materials such as alumina. To prevent loss in
catalytic activity due to mechanical damage, mall spherical pellets
or a honeycomb (monolithic structure) have been found the most suitable
geometries. The catalyst is contained in a metal casing designed to
direct the exhaust flow through the catalyst bed.
For high conversion efficiency throuShout-the test cycle, the
catalyst must attain its "light-off" temperature* as soon as possible
after engine startup. Considerable development work has therefore been
done to reduce the density of the support material and increase the
surface area of the active components. To maintain high catalytic
activity, the fuels employed ne d to be low in concentration of various
catalyst poisons such as lead, phosphorus, and sulphur. For most catalysts, the relative conversion efficiency is independent of exhaust-gas
compositions over a wide range of HC and CO concentrations.
3.2.e

Mator Enine Modifcgtions

More precise fuel metering following changing engine conditions
is required to maintain effective emission control, FueLair mixture
preparation during the engine warm-up phase is especially important.
The exhaust-gas composition and temperature at entry to the thermal
reactor or catalytic converter must be matched to reactor or converter
performance, which requires more accurate fuel-air-ratio control. Fuel
and air distribution betWeen different cylinders of the engine must be
made more uniform. The use of BGR further complicates the problem of
mixture preparation. Good mixing and distribution are required to maintain-adequate vehicle performance. Improved carburetors are being developed to satisfy these requirements. Alternative fuel-metering concepts, such as fuel injection, that may offer better control are also
being explored. Compensation for air-density changes with altitude will
probably be required. Greater metering accuracy during engine startup
and warm-up Is also necessary. Power chokes have been incorporated to
make choke operation more reliable. The choke is being released earlier
in the engine warm-up phase to reduce HC and CO emissions. Intake manifolds are being redesigned to improve fuel, air, and recycled exhaustgas distribution between cylinders. Quick heat intake manifolds are also
*The temperature at which the catalyst effectively oxidizes HC and CO
emissions.
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being developed to reduce emissions during the engine warm-up phase. A
part of the intake with low thermal inertia is directly heated by the
exhaust gas to achieve good fuel vaporization before the engine is fully
warmed up. As a consequence, the fuosl-air mixture can be leaned out
sooner after engine startup.
Ignition-system malfunction due to wear and inadequate maintenance is a comon cause of increased HC emissions in current vehicles.
For 1975 vehicles, electronic and inductive ignition systems have been
developed that will improve reliability in customer use. Control of
spark timing can be made more easily and will be used to reduce HC and
NOx emissions. Spark-retard during engine warm-up will also be used to
increase exhaust-gas temperatures and hence reduce the time required for
reactor and converter to become effective.
Cylinder-head modifications are made primarily to maintain adequate vehicle driveability when EOR is used to reduce NOx emissions.
While optimized surface-to-volume ratio gives some reduction in HC
emissions, the major gain is improved combustion characteristics. For
systems using a catalytic converter, exhaust ports and manifolds and
exhaust pipes are being modified to promote rapid mixing of exhaust gasand secondary air,- and to reduce heat losses to a minimum .
3.2.f

Control-Syetem Intearation

Most of the complete emission-control systems that show some
promise of approaching the 1975 emission standards require the following: improved carburetor performance, fast-acting and more accurate
choke, inductive or electronic ignition system with modified timing,
exhaust-gas recycle, secondary air pump with air injection into the
exhaust ports or manifolds, and an oxidizing catalytic converter to complete the burn-up of HC and CO. When its performance is optimized, this
system can achieve very low HC and CO emissions once the catalyst attains
its light-off temperature. However, unless additional controls are used,
the catalytic converter warms up too slowly to adequately control emissions when the engine is cold. The rich fuel-air mixtures used while
the engine is warming up result in-high exhaust HC and CO emissions.
Two main approaches are being developed with thi objective of
achieving greater emission control during the engine-warm-up phase.
In one approach, the conventional exhaust manifold is replaced with a
small-volume thermal reactor located upstream of the catalytic converter.
The reactor is designed so that, very quickly after engine start, it will
reach temperatures at which HC and CO will be burnt up. The combustion
of some of the HC and CO raises the temperature of the gas leaving the
reactor. Consequently, the catalyst bed heats up more rapidly. Once
the catalyst reaches its operating temperature, the reactor and catalyst
share the burn-up duty, with the catalyst bed playing the major role.
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The other approach attempt* to lean out the fuel-air mixture earlier in the engine warm-up phase by modifying the intake manifold. A quick
heat manifold design is used, in which part of the intake is heated rapidly
by the exhaust gases to obtain better fuel vaporization. The need for fuelrich mixtures is obviated during the period a conventional intake would
take to warm up, and HC and CO emissions are substantially reduced. Once
the catalyst is warmed up, HC and CO emissions are brought down to very
low levels.
Emission-control systems must also be designed to withstand types
of vehicle operation other then those included in the emission test cycle.
High-speed cruise, maximum acceleration, Iong-duration descent along a
downgrade, and operation with a vehicle overload may place extra demands
upon the emission-control system. Some manufacturers plan to install cutout devices that will bypass some or all the control-system components in
these operational modes in order to preserve the system's functional integrity during normal urban driving conditions. Thus a great variety of
vehicle uses, and even abuses, must be withstood without damage to the
emission-control system if it is to function successfully throughout the
lifetime of the vehicle.
3.3

Current Stage of Develoment

3.3.a

Emisslions at Low Accumulated Mile

The emission-control systems described in Section 3.2 have been
under intensive development on experimental vehicles. This development
includes both improvement in performance and durability of individual
components, and optimization of the interaction between the many components to achieve the most effective overall emission control. To allow
for degradation in control-system effectiveness (especially catalyst
deterioration), and for slippage in emission control when moving from
experimental to production vehicles, most manufacturers have set lowmileage emission targets for their experimental vehicles that are below
the standards. Furthermore, even these targets are based on the assumption by manufacturers that standards need to be met only on the average,
and not by each vehicle. In the past, system deterioration and slippage
in the transfer to production vehicles have been significant. Manufacturers' development efforts are concentrated first on achieving lowmileage emission targets with systems having mass-production potential
and subsequently on testing the durability of system components over
extended mileage.
A number of uncertainties still exist concerning the definition
of compliance with the law, which affect the choice of values of these
low-mileage emission targets. These uncertainties are allowable maintenance during the 50,000-mile certification procedure, the testing of
vehicles at the end of the assembly line, and whether all vehicle emissions or only the average of vehicle emissions, as defined in Section 2.3,
must t.*et the standards during the vehicle's useful life.
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The present durability-testing procedure is to allow maintenance
comparable to the average that vehicles receive in customers' hands. The
question whether catalyst replacement can be regarded as part of this
normal maintenance is particularly important since, as will be described
in more detail later, catalyst deterioration is a major problem with the
contemplated 1975 emission-control systems.
If the full recommended customer maintenance is not allowed during
the certification procedure, then deterioration in emission control over
the 50,000 miles will be greater. EPA has not yet determined whether
this option is open to manufacturers.
An end-of-assembly-line emissions test, as distinct from a test
intended to ensure effective manufacture and assembly, might require a
further lowering of these low-mileage emission targets. The combination
of production tolerances on piece parts and subassemblies will inevitably
result in a distribution of emtrssions about the mean, some vehicles emitting more than the mean value, some less. The requirement that emissions
from all, or almost all, production vehicles be below the standard would
be a much more severe requirement than the requirement that only the
average emissions of all production vehicles be below the standard.
Typical manufacturers' low-mileage emission targets are shown in
Table 3.2. Values vary somewhat depending on manufacturers' past experience and judgment. These targets are currently being set at about 50 to
60 percent below the emission standards to allow for a 10-20 percent increase in emissions as the control system is transferred from experimental
to production vehicles, for a factor of about 2 deterioration in HC and
CO emission control over 50,000 miles (primarily from the decreasing effectiveness of the catalyst), and for deterioration in the EGR system
due to plugging of the line and valve with deposits. The low-mileage
emission targets set at about 50 to 60 percent below the standards are
based on the assumption that only the average emissions of production
vehicles must meet the standards, and that recommended customer maintenance (including catalyst replacement if necessary) will be allowed during the 50,000-mile certification testing.
Table 3.2 presents a simmary of data on the best emissions results
attained to date* supplied to the Committee by the automobile-manufacturing
industry. The emissions measurements sumarized in the table were done on
vehicles equipped with the prototype versions of each manufacturer's 1975
control system. They represent the average of several tests on each
vehicle. The mileage accumulated on these vehicles and systems is a few
thousand miles at most. Appendix F gives the emissions measured from
each manufacturer's best car. The data from Appendix F were used to compile Table 3.2. These results show that, at the present stage of development, most manufacturers have been able to achieve emission levels close
*October 15, 1971
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Table 3.2
Low-Mileaze Bmission Targets and Measurementla
swissions.
CC
3.4
1.5

rams/mile
NC

b

)

1975 Standards
Low-mileage targeted

0.41
0.19

Single best car (car C from
Appendix F)

0.13

1.9

1.3

--Average of each manufacturer's
best car (average of cars A,
B, C, D, E from Appendix F)

0.21

2.8

2.2

1.9(0.9)

Range of best-car emissions

0.13-0.31

1.9-3.7

1.2-4.5

Range of emissions from one
manufacturer's development
fleetd

0.2 -0.9

3-12

0.9-1.4

0.33

3.7

1.7

0.10-0.63

2.4-5.8

0.6-2.5

Foreign Manufacturers
Average of each manufacturer's
best car
Range of best-car emissions
aThe data are as of October 15, 1971.

The emission data are the average

of several tests on laboratory-engineered vehicles at low mileage using
the 1975 test procedure except where indicated in Appendix F. More
detailed data are given in AppendixnF.
bvalues in parentheses are applied to proposed California 1975 standards.
cThese are typical values; targets vary between manufacturers depending
on past experience and Judgment.
vehicles affect these targets.

Certain assumptions about production

dTypical development fleets contain 5-10 vehicles, with different-size
engines and different drive transmissions. Control systems are at
different stages of development.
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to the 1975 standards on laboratory-engineered vehicles at low mileage.
However, it will be shown in Section 3.3.b that vehicle emissions increasee
steadily with accumulated mileage, the main reason being the deteriora-tion of catalyst performance.
One U. S. manufacturer with one vehicle has come close to the
listed low-mileage emission targets. The major U. S. manufacturers riach
have one or a few vehicles with emissions between these targets and thestandards. Better HC-emission control has been achieved than CO-emission
control; the average of United States manufacturers' best vehicles shows
HC low-mileage emissions 49 percent below the 1975 standard and CO lowmileage emissions 18 percent below the 1975 standard.
Table 3.2 also shows the range in emissions in one U. S. manufacturer's 1975 development fleet. These fleets are typically five to
ten cars, each equipped with the basic elements in the 1975 emissioncontrol system. These vehicles are usually different wodetl-&in the
manufacturer's product line, with different engines and drive trains.
Other manufacturers' fleets show a similar range in emissions. These
results indicate that the same emission-control system applied to ve- hicles with different engines and drive trains shows a spread in lowmileage emissions of a factor of 2 to 3 above and below the mean. This
spread is due both to the different stages of development of each of the
experimental vehicles and to different individual vehicle reactions to
the control-system components.
The emission levels achieved by foreign automobile manufacturers
shown in Table 3.2 also indicate that considerable progress has been
made. The magnitude of their emissions research and development efforts
is generally less than that of U. S. manufacturers and appears to depend
on the importance placed on retaining their share of the U. S. market.
Availability of test equipment and trained manpower have also been stated
to be limitations on the programs of foreign manufacturers. The averages
of emissions from each manufacturer's best-effort vehicles are higher
than the corresponding averages of U. S. manufacturers' best efforts.
The spread in emissions from these best-effort vehicles is also greater.
It is clear that some of these manufacturers have not progressed to a
stage at which they can evaluate their position in relation to the 1975
standards with any confidence. In general, the Committee judges that_foreign manufacturers have not achieved the degree of emission control
achieved by the major United States manufacturers.
The results sumarized in Table 3.2 also show that the NOx emission control required by federal standards in 1975 (3 g/mile) appears
to be within the capability of these laboratory control systems. However,the proposed California NOx 1975 standard of 1.5 g/mile* may not be
*Thia standard is for all production vehicles and not just the average
emission.
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feasible and may affect manufacturers' ability to hold HC and CO emissions
at levels close to the 1975 federal standards. The potential of these
control systems to achieve greater NOx reductions Is explored more fully
in Section 3.4.
At this point, it must be stressed that emissions measureents on
a single vehicle should be interpreted with caution. There is a siSniftcant variation in results when the same vehicle is tested several times
with the same test equipment, due to changes in control-system performance
and errors and inadvertent variations In the test procedure. Variations
in emissions of + 50 percent about the average value are not uncmcon.
Thus, conclusions can be drawn only from the average of several tests
on any one vehicle. Currently available data are also insufficient for
determination of whether excellent performance with the control system
on one vehicle can be achieved on another vehicle with different weight,
engine, and drive train. The effectiveness of a given system on a manufacturer's entire product line can, at present, only be inferred.
Data submitted to the Comittee and Its Panels by research and
development groups outside the automobile industry attempting to achieve
emission control to the 1975 standards with reciprocating spark-ignition
engines have not indicated the achievement of better emissions control.
Moreover, few of these groups have attempted to test and demonstrate
the durability of their systems over extended mileage.
3.3.b

System Durability

Before these laboratory-built and controlled systems can be considered suitable for production, the reliability and durability of the
system and its components over extended mileage must be demonstrated.
The performance of the catalyst is especially important. Since accumulation of 50,000 miles on a vehicle simulating typical customer use
takes at least four months, and since few systems have yet reached the
low-mileage emission targets, such durability data are sparse. Though
more durability data are available on some of the system components,
these must be used with caution since the laboratory conditions under
which durability was\ tested are far different from the conditions that
will be experienced ,irth the complete 1975 system. This is especially
true of catalyst tests performed with 1970 or 1971 production automobiles.
Engines in these production vehicles operate with a leaner carburetor
setting than is expected in 1975 model year vehicles, and hence with a
lower HC and CO loading on the catalytic converter.
Deterioration in catalyst effectiveness is the greatest problem
with all these systems. It causes vehicle emissions to rise steadily
with accumulated mileage. This deterioration results in part from poisoning of the active catalyst material, and in part from damage to the
catalyst surface structure caused by overheating. Both these effects
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reduce the activity of the catalyst when fully warmed up; they also raise
the bed temperature required for the catalyst to become fully effective.
Emission control in both the cold-start and warm-engine phases is impaired.
It is well known that the lead compounds resulting from combustion
of antiknock additives in commercial gasoline (present in amounts up to 3
grams lead alkyls per galop) rapidly poison the active catalyst materials
being used. Vehicles with catalytic converters must therefore be operated
with "lead-free" fuel. However, today's "lead-free" gasoline still contains trace quantities of lead as well as other elements such as phosphorus and sulphur. All have been found to increase catalyst deterioration significantly. The concentrations of these elements in currently
available "lead-free" gasoline are high enough to be of concern. Also
lubricants, and detergent and dispersant additives, may contain small
amounts of these and other elements that contaminate the catalyst material.
There is therefore a need for federal action to ensure wide availability of lead-free fuel at the time vehicles with catalytic converters
come onto the road. Action is also required to control the amounts of
_Satalyst poisons in the fuel. Some manufacturers' data suggest that fuel
with less than about 0.03 gram lead per gallon, and less than about
0.01 percent sulphur and 0.005 grams phosphorus per gallon, may be required. It is also essential that the automotive and petroleum industries
devise techniques for ensuring that vehicles that must use lead-free gasoline cannot have their fuel tanks filled with conventional leaded gasoline.
Catalyst damage due to overheating in vehicle use is not adequately
understood. Certain vehicle-operating modes result in high exhaust-gas
temperatures and high HC and CO concentrations. When these emissions are
burnt up in the catalytic converter, the heat released in the oxidation
process can raise bed temperatures to 16000F or more and cause physical
damage to the catalyst surface structure. Examples of detrimental vehicle-operation modes are sustained operation at high engine power and
descent down long hills. The driving schedule used to accumulate mileage
rapidly during driveability tests, while typical of average customer use,
does not include several of these operating modes in which overheating
can occur. Also, any engine failures, such as spark-plug misfire, which
substantially increase HC and CO emissions, are likely to result in severe
overheating and .catalyst damage. While recent developments in catalyst
technology have improved the structural properties of catalysts at high
temperatures, there will probably still be a need for a catalytic converter by-pass system to prevent permanent damage to the catalyst in those
modes in which overheating is likely. The by-pass system must seal
tightly during normal use to prevent excessive emissions. It would be
operated by signals from sensors measuring catalyst-bed or exhaust-gas
temperature. Such systems are under development, but satisfactory performance has not yet been obtained.
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Most of the oxidation catalysts tested on vehicles show an initial
loss of actiAty, especially in CO-conversion efficiency, over the first
few thousand miles of vehicle operation followed by a more gradual loss
in activity over the subsequent tens of thousands of miles.
Data in Appendix G illustrate these points. Variations in emissions during engine startup at the beginning of the test and changes in
carburetor settings as well as catalyst deterioration affect the emission
results.
Few of the catalysts with the high initial activity required to
achieve emissions close to the 1975 standards have yet been tested over
extended mileage. Not all the tests made were conducted with HC and CO
loadings on the converter comparable to those expected with the complete
1975 system. For example, exhaust-gas recirculation to control NOx emissions was not always used. Since this requires enrichment of the fuelair mixture to maintain adequate vehicle driveability, HC and CO emissions
from the engine itself increase. Increasing the load on the converter
appears to result in faster catalyst deterioration.
Only a few of the automobile manufacturers have carried out durability tests with their 1975 emission-control systems over sufficient

mileage to allow estimates of deterioration over 50,000 miles. The best
results available to date with catalytic converters in emission-control
systems similar to those-being developed for 1975 model year vehicles are
summarized in Table 3.3. The emissions measured at low mileages were not
always below the 1975 HC and CO standards. The 50,000-mile deterioration
factor is the ratio of emissions measured at 50,000 miles to emissions
measured at 4,000 miles. Smoothing of the data is required to obtain this
factor because the scatter can be up to + 50 percent about the average,
due to variation in control-system performance and test procedure. The
best measured or projected increase in emissions over 50,000 miles is by
a factor of 2.5 or more when low-mileage emissions were below the 1975
hC or CO standard. While lower deterioration factors have been measured
when initial emissions levels were above the 1975 HC or CO standards, it
is not clear that this improved performance can be retained as the activity of the catalyst is increased to reduce emission levels below the stan-dards. At this time, automobile manufacturers do not have adequate data
to assess the durability of their catalytic converters over extended
mileage. Their experimental vehicles with promising low-mileage emissions have exceeded one or both of the 1975 HC and CO standards early in
the durability tests. Catalyst replacement during the 50,000-mile durability test would improve this situation. Whether emissions after catalyst
replacement would be close to the values achieved at low mileage would
depend on the deterioration of engine adjustments and other components in
the system that affect emission control.
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Table 3.3
Deterioration in Emission Control Over
8
50,000 miles

Catalyst Type

Emission (g/mile)
at 4,000 miles
0.6
10

50,000-Mile
deterioration
factorb
2.8
2.4

A-Base metal, pellets

HC
CO

B-Base metal, pellets

HC
CO

0.24 c
5.4 c

2.5
1.6

C-Platinum, monolithd

HC
CO

0.19
4.2

2.5
2.5

D-Base metal, pellet

HC
CO

0.8e
9.5

1.5

aExamples of best results obtained to date over 50,000-mile
durability tests by automobile manufacturers with control
systems similar to those being developed for 1975 vehicles.
CVS-C test procedure used (see Table 3.1) except where noted.
Data supplied to Panel on Emission Control Systems.
bDeterioration factor as used by EPA is emissions at 50,000
miles divided by emissions at 4,000 miles. A straight line
is drawn through the emissions data plotted against mileage
to obtain this ratio. The scatter in the data about this line
is about + 50 percent.
CThese emissions measured with 1975 test procedure at zero miles.
dNo EGR used with this vehicle.

When EGR is used to reduce

NOx emissions below 3 g/mile, HC and CO emissions from engine
will rise.
CAverage value.
g/mile.

CO emissions varied over the range 6.5-14

Not possible to determine a deterioration factor.
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The durability of other components in the mission-control system
has not yet been adequately demonstrated. EGR systems show deterioration
with mileage due to plugging of the recycle line and control valve with
deposits. While the manifold reactors used by some manufacturers have
shown promise of extended mileage durability under normal operating conditions, their ability to withstand higher temperatures during extreme operating conditions is open to question. Quick heat intake manifolds are a
new development and their durability has not been adequately assessed.
It is also essential that new production c"arburetor and choke
designs, and quick heat manifolds, be thoroughly proven in field-testing
before they are placed on customer cars. Proper fuel-air mixture preparation is a critical element in assuring adequate and safe vehicle operation
and the effectiveness of the emission-control system.
In view of these problems it should be asked whether systems with
a catalytic converter as the major HC and CO burn-up device are the best
choice. The alternative is a system with a manifold thermal reactor.
The best low-mileage emissions results reported to date with two different thermal-reactor concepts are given in Table 3.4. The best results
obtained with a proposed 1975 catal-ytic converter system are included for
comparison. The thermal-reactor system includes EGR and fuel-rich carburetion to control NOx. It also requires this rich carburetion to provide
enough chemical energy in the engine exhaust to hold the reactor core at
high enough temperatures for burn-up to be effective.
The main problems with the thermal-reactor system are: substantial
fuel-economy penalty (e.g., 17-22 percent for reactor B); inadequate COemission control; inability to control NOx emissions to the 1976 standard
(the thermal reactor bolts directly onto the cylinder head and does not
provide the proper reducing atmosphere for an NOx catalyst); need for
over-temperature protection, and high emissions in the event of failure.
At present, the Committee judges that the oxidizing-catalytic-converter
approach offers more promise of meeting the 1975 standards and better
potential, with a reducing catalyst, of meeting 1976 NOx levels (the
oxidation catalyst can be located downstream of the NOx catalyst).
3.4

System Compatibility with 1976 NQX Standard

An important consideration is the potential of the 1975 control
systems, with further development, to meet the 1976 NOx-emissiou standard
of 0.4 g/mile. Almost all manufacturers have focused their development
efforts on control systems that can achieve much lower NOx emissions than
are required in 1975.
NOx control to below 3 g/mile in the systems proposed for 1975
model year vehicles is achieved with EGR, fuel-air mixture enrichment,
and adjustments in spark timing. The best NOx control achieved in
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Table 3.4
Best Lo-Mleage Emissions from Thermal-Reactor Systes*

Emissions.

tame/mile

HC

CO2

MOM

Thermal-Reactor Concept A

0.05

9.2

0.51

Thermal-Reactor Concept B

0.1

4.0

0.7

Best 1975 Catalytic-Converter
System

0.13

1.9

1.3

* As of November 1, 1971
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experimental vehicles by using increased amounts of GR and richer mixtures is 0.8 - 1.0 g/mile. A fuel-economy penalty of 20 percent or more
results, and the HC and CO loading on the catalyst is increased. Attempts
at greater NOx control with these approaches lead to higher HC and CO
emissions, an increased fuel-economy penalty, and poor vehicle driveability. The 1975 proposed California NOx standard of 1.5 g/wile may
even be beyond the capabilities of some of the systems being developed to
meet the federal 1975 HC and CO standards (see Table 3.2).
While HGR with fuel-air mixture enrichment is effective in reducing NOx emissions to levels approaching 1.5 g/mile, it is not a satisfactory Method of achieving the very low NOx emissions required in 1976.
Large amounts of EGR (about 20 percent) degrade engine performance and
fuel economy and significantly increase the difficulty of HC- and COemission control. The use of rich mixtures results in high engine IC
and CO emissions. The increased thermal load on the catalytic converter
makes damage from overheating more- likely; in the event of catalyst failure, the vehicle emissions vould be greater than those from current naw
vehicles.
The basic 1975 em ssion-control systems now being developed will
require either the addition of a high-performance NOx-reducing catalyst
in addition to an oxidation catalyst, or an effective three-way catalyst
(which controls NOx, HC, and CO emissions) to achieve NOx control to the
level of the 1976 standards. In the first approach, the additional NOx
catalyst bed would be placed in the exhaust system upstream of the HCand CO-oxLdizLng catalyst. Recalibration of the carburetor to a richer
setting to provide a reducing exhaust-gas stream would be required. Some
EGR would probably be retained to reduce the NOx levels entering the NOx
catalyst bed. The secondary air would be added downstream of the NOx
catalyst once the system was warmed up. During the warm-up phase, secondary air would be added in the exhaust manifold and the NOx catalyst would
act as an oxidizing catalyst to control HC and CO emissions. If a threeway catalyst were to prove practicable, all three pollutants could be
controlled in one converter and a simpler system would result. For both
these approaches, the carburetor setting used for the 1975 systems would
need recalLbratLon. The measures taken to control emissions in the 1975
system while the engine warms up may not be as effective in these 1976
systems and additional development of the system to adequately control
HC and CO emissions during the engine and catalyst bed warm-up phases
would then be required.
Laboratory-engineered systems of this type are now being evaluated,
but the technology of suitable NOx-redueLng catalysts or three-way catalysts is not nearly as advanced as the technology of oxidation catalysts.
Although NOx-emLssions reductions to levels approaching the 1976 standard
of 0.4 g/mile have been achieved on a few experimental vehicles, the
catalyst durability is poor, and the mass-productLon potential of these
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systems cannot yet be established. Contacts between the' Committee and
catalyst manufacturers have indicated optimism among the catalyst manufacturers that a three-way catalyst system can be developed. Efforts in
this area during the next year will be monitored very closely by the
Committee.
The techniques proposed to control NOx emissions make it harder
to achieve HC- and CO-emission control to the levels required by the 1975
standards. The use of EGR as explained above requires mixture enrichment
to maintain vehicle driveabLlity and increases the engine's HC and CO
emissions. The inclusion of an NOx-reduction catalyst adds extra mass
upstream of the oxidation catalyst and, therefore, slows down the warm-up
of this HC and CO converter during the cold-start portion of the test.
The use of an NOx catalyst also requires some mixture enrichment to provide the correct composition of gases entering the catalyst chamber.
3.5

Effects of Emission-Control System on Vehicle Performance

Three areas of vehicle performance are likely :o be adversely
affected by the 1975 emission-control systems. These are fuel economy,
vehicle-acceleration capability, and vehicle driveability (or ability to
perform adequately in all normal operating nodes and ambient conditions).
Reductions in compression ratios for 1971 and later model year
vehicles, to enable these engines to burn 91-octane gasoline, have already resulted in losses in fuel economy and acceleration capability for
engines of given displacements. The use of EGR to control NOx emissions
is the primary cause of the expected additional performance losses in
1975 model year vehicles. Because EGR slows down the combustion process
inside the engine, the fuel-air mixture must be enriched to maintain flame
speeds and retain adequate driveability. Spark retard is also used and
has a similar effect. Data from the automobile manufacturers indicates
that these changes are expected to result in a direct fuel-economy penalty
of 3 to 12 percent compared rith 1973 prototype vehicles, depenjig em
engine size, axle ratio, vehicle weight, and details of the emissioncontrol system.
Again because EGR is used, the power output for a given engine
displacement, engine speed, and throttle setting is reduced. Because
the fresh mixture is now diluted, less fuel and air enter the cylinder,
and the effective size of the engine is decreased. The resulting loss
in acceleration capability can be offset by increasing engine displaceinent (which results in a further fuel-economy penalty) and by cutting
out EGR at wide-open throttle. The precise performance loss is difficult
to estimate at this stage, since it also depends on details of engine*
size, ve-kci-eweight, and the emission-control system. It is likely
that some of the smaller engines now available in some model lines will
have to be discontinued, due to the reduction In performance of such
engines to unacceptable levels when operated with EGR.
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Th~effects of emission controls on vehicle driveability are
difficult to quantify. Driveability after a cold-engine start, and
especially with cold ambient conditions, is likely to be impaired. To
reduce HC and CO emissions during engine warm-up, the choke is set to
release quickly, and the fuel-air mixture is leaned out as early as possible after engine startup. Under these conditions, problems of engine
stall, and vehicle stumble and hesitation on rapid acceleration, have
hbeen prevalent. Vehicle stall and stumble are safety hazards in some
traffic situations. Similar problems during startup and drive-away
after a hot-engine restart have been experienced. By careful tailoring
of the fuel-air mixturrtontrol, such problems have in the past generally
been resolved, though there has been a deterioration in driveability in
1971 and 1972 model year vehicles. The impact of more stringent airfuel ratio control for 1975 model year vehicles on vehicle driveability
cannot yet be accurately established, because these 1975 prototype systems have not been tested under a wide range of ambient conditions. The
use of EGR affects driveability. Adequate vehicle performance depends
on good mixture preparation and distribution between the different engine
cylinders to avoid engine misfire. Exhaust gas is one more component to
be mixed with the fresh mixture in the intake manifold. It makes thin
problem more critical because it reduces the tolerable cylinder-tocylinder fuel-air variation.
The successful resolution of many of these driveability problems
depends on extensive field-testing of production prototypes. The vehicles need to be tested under as complete a range of vehicle-operating
modes and ambient conditions as possible. This is an essential stage
in the development process if the engine and emission-control system are
to perform safely and reliably in the customer's hands. Severe driveability problems could have significant safety implications.
3.6

Developments Required to Meet 1975 Standards

From the data reviewed in Section 3.3, it is clear that no major
manufacturer has yet demonstrated the technology needed to meet the requirements of the 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments of 1975 model year vehicles. However, both the automobile and catalyst manufacturers have intensive development efforts under way. Thus, there remains some possibility that a Fontrol system can be developed in time to permit the mass
production of vehicles that will meet the 1975 standards.
It must be stressed that the major automobile manufacturers are
at different -ifagesin this development. Also, although the control
systems being proposed for 1975 by most manufacturers are similar in
concept, the details of the system components differ significantly among
them and the integrated systems have been optitiied for different engineoperating conditions. Fuel-air ratios used and mixture preparation are
two important differences. Thus, although one or perhaps two manufacturers
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have shown on a few of their vehicles that their systems have the potential of meeting the low-dleage emission targets, it is not clear that
the other manufacturers' system, in their present forms, have this
potential. Especially important are the variations in catalyst durability
obtained by different automobile manufacturers using catalysts that, according to laboratory tests, should have similar ?roperties. The different HC and CO loadings on these catalytic converters appear to be significant.
Host manufacturers evaluate the low-mileage emissions performance
of their systems in relation to emission targets, which, as shown in
Table 3.2, are substantially below the 1975 standards. Intensive durability testing coences only when the system shows promise of reaching
these targets. It must, therefore, be asked whether these targets are
realistic or unduly stringent. This depends in part on decisions the
Administrator of EPA has yet to make. One decision is whether only the
average emissions of production-line vehicles, or all or almost all vehicle emissions, must be below the standard (Section 2). The second is
what maintenance procedures are allowed during the 50,000-mile certification test. The question of catalyst replacement at more frequent
intervals than 50,000 miles is crucial. The targets listed in Table 3.2
assume that only the average of production-line vehicle emissions must be
below the standards for the vehicle's useful life, that provision is made
for catalyst replacement and other maintenance during the certification
procedure, and that fuels with sufficiently low levels of catalyst poisons
will be widely available. Available catalyst durability data and a reasonable assessment of improvements likely over the next year or so suggest that, without catalyst replacement,, these low-mileage targets are
optimistic. If catalyst replacement at 20,000 - 30,000 mile intervals
is to be allowed, and if these anticipated improvements in catalyst performance are realized, then these targets represent a reasonable judgment
of necessary low-mileage performance of the emission-control system.
The developments required to enable most major manufacturers to
meet the 1975 standards in 1975 model year vehicles can now be laid out.
First, an experimental version of the control system must be shown capable
of meeting the necessary low-mileage emission targets. One or two manufacturers have reached this stage with HC emissions and are approaching
this stage with CO emissions provided the assumptions about averaging,
catalyst replacement and maintenance already described can be applied.
Second, the durability not only of the catalyst but of the entire experimental systems must then be demonstrated under conditions typical of both
normal and extreme customer usage. Better built-in control of engine
adjustments than in present engines will be essential.' Catalysts with
initial activity equal to that of the best materials now available, but
with improved durability, will be required. It appears now that catalyst
replacement within 50,000 miles will be necessary to prevent deterioration
in HC- and CO-emission control by more than a factor of 2 and, hence, to
retain low-mileage emission targets at 50 to 60 percent below the standards.
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For those manufacturers who are close to meeting their low-mileage
goals and who have already demonstrated catalyst durability approaching
what will eventually be required, these developments are extrapolations
of their current technology. The development effort required to realize
these improvements in time for 1975 model year production may be such
that only the larger manufacturers have sufficient resources.
A critical factor in this development process is the need for extended reliability and durability testing, not only'of the engine and
emission-control system, but also of other vehicle components whose design must be changed as a result of emission control. Examples of such
changes are redesign of parts of the vehicle frame to obtain extra space
for enlarged exhaust manifolds and catalytic converters, and modifications
to power steering and brakes as EGR changes the intake-manifold vacuum.
Most of these additional problems can be solved with standard engineering
techniques; there will be many such changes, however, and each new component must be adequately tested before mass production.
Historically, the automobile manufacturers have introduced new
components only after extensive testing on a small part of their total
production. The reasons for this are sound; customers use their vehicles in a wide variety of ways and expect reliable, safe, and satisfactory performance. Adequate design data become available only after
customer field experience has been obtained. This process can be accelerated by increasing development effort, but time contraints for 1975
model production are such that many engineering decisions may be made
during the next two years without benefit of adequate information.
3.7

Stratified-Charse and Wankel Engines

Two alternative spark-ignition engine concepts have received
considerable attention of late. These are the stratified-charge and the
Wankel rotary-combustion engines. Neither of these concepts is new. The
stratified-charge principle was first suggested in the early 1920's; the
Wankel engine in its current form dates back to 1957. Emission control
is one of the several reasons for the renewed interest in these alternative approaches. These engines would represent a less radical change
than other low-emission alternatives such as gas turbines and Rankine
cycle engines. Their low-emission potential relative to conventional
spark-ignition engines, and the time scale required to realize that potential, are important considerations.
Several different stratified-charge engine concepts are now being
explored at the research stage. In each of these, fuel is injected directly into the engine cylinder. The engine geometry, timing of fuel
injection, fuel and air-flow patterns, spark-plug position, and spark
timing are all carefully adjusted so that combustion of the stratified
fuel-air mixture inside the cylinder takes place under conditions that
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minimize pollutant formation. With precise control-of mixture preparation
and combustion over the entire engine speed ad load range, the basic engine emissions are considerably below those of conventional engines. The
emissions are not at this stage low enough to meet the 1975 or 1976 standards without additional control devices such as EGR and a catalytic converter.
The two most advanced versions of the stratified-charge concept
are being developed for the U. S. Army Tank-Automotive Comnand's MlS1
military jeep. The engine for this vehicle is a four-cylinder engine
nominally rated at 70 horsepower. The version of this engine developed
by the Ford Motor Company was tested recently by EPA and gave emissionu
at low-vehicle mileage below the 1975 and 1976 standards.
However, this engine is far from ready for mass production. It
is known that tolerances on engine adjustments to maintain this lowemissions performance are narrow; no data are yet available on the durability of these adjustments over extended mileage. Components such as
the fuel injector and spark plugs are laboratory prototypes, and designs
suitable for mass production need to be developed. The low-emissions
-results were obtained in a low-powered military vehicle with driving
characteristics different from those of a normal passenger car. The lowemissions potential of the system on larger engines in full-size vehicles
is only now beginning to be explored.
Another type of stratified-charge engine is being developed with
a divided chamber or prechamber design. Fuel-air stratification is obtained by injecting fuel into a precombustion chamber. The resulting
fuel-air mixture is sparked, and burning gases then enter the main chamber above the piston where they mix with excess air and burn to completion.
This concept is still in the research stage though it also appears to have
inherent low-emissions characteristics.
The low emissions of these existing experimental stratified-charge
engines may make this engine attractive in the longer term. This engine
nay also offer a fuel-economy advantage compared with emission controlled
conventional engines. However, its potential for the mass automotive market cannot yet be accurately assessed. It represents a more radical departure from current technology than might appear at first sight. The cylinder head, piston, intake port and intake manifold geometries are all different from those of a conventional engine and designs have not yet been
fully optimized. The fuel injector and nozzle must provide better spray
control than is achieved in diesel engines. The spark plugs extend into
the cylinder and require a different electrode configuration. All these
changes present new design and durability problems. Several manufacturers
now have development programs to explore the potential for the stratifiedcharge engine; only when results from these programs become available can
sound judgments as to its future be made. Even with the most optimistic
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development schedule practicable, 1978 is the earliest date at which this
engine could be introduced into a substantial fraction of any'manufacturer's product line
Wankel engine technology is further advanced.
Though NSU's early
experience with limited production of this engine in Germany was not encouraging, Toyo Kogyo in Japan have successfully marketed Wankel engines
for the last three years. A major problem has been rotor apex seal wear,
but acceptable solutions now appear to have been found. The claimed advantages of the engine,are: lighter weight, smaller size, smoother and
quieter operation, and fewer moving parts. It is therefore claimed that
it would be cheaper to manufacturer.
The emission characteristics of the engine have not been explored
as extensively as have those of the conventional engine. There are variations in geometry between different Wankel engine designs that appear
to affect emissions significantly. In current production Wankel engines,
HC emissions from the engine itself appear higher, CO emissions are about
the sae, and NOx emissions are lower than emissions 'from a comparable
reciprocating engine. The lower NOx emissions appear to be a significant
advantage. Huch of the emission-control technology being developed for
conventionaL engines can be applied to the Wankel engine. However, the
optimization of the engine design for low emissions and integration with
other control devices, such as thermal reactors and catalytic converters,
is at an earlier stage of development.
The claimed advantages of the Wankel engine lie primarily in areas
other than emissions. Thus, while a small fraction of 1975 model year
vehicles may use Wankel engines, the HC- and CO-emission-control problem
will not be substantially different.
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4.

MAINTENANCE

The emission-control systems necessary to meet the 1975 and 1976
model year standards are complex systems that must be carefully controlled
and maintained to enable a vehicle to continue to meet the standards for
50,000 miles, and have very low emissions for their entire life. For
example, more precise fuel metering will be required. Control of the airfuel ratio will have to be maintained to within narrower limits than heretofore has been required or possible. To try to obviate the difficulties
of ensuring adequate and proper maintenance, there will have to be an
increased tendency to replace rather than repair or readjust defective
parts, e.g., sealed, electronic ignition systems. This will involve, in
many cases, an increase of maintenance costs.
A critical item in the 1975 emission-control system is the catalyst. As discussed previously, whereas some manufacturers have attained
results below the 1975 emission standards on experimental vehicles, no
one has yet been able to do this for 50,000 miles, catalyst durability
being a critical problem. According to the federally prescribed emissiontest procedure relating to durabiLity, a major engine tuneup is allowed
at 24,000 miles with replacement of spark plugs, condenser, breaker points,
etc. The lack of a catalyst of proven durability may require that replacement of the catalyst at specified intervals be permitted in the federal
emission-test procedure and also become part of the standard maintenance
procedure indicated in manufacturers' warranties.
The problem of maintenance of emission-control systems is made
more difficult by the fact that devices such as manifold thermal reactors
and catalysts may fail without the motorist even becoming aware of it.
As discussed previously, the inadvertent use of leaded gasoline or the
failure to replace a misfiring spark plug may well cause irreversible
damage to the catalyst. Under these conditions it is possible for the
vehicle actually to emit as much or even more pollutant material than
the vehicle without a catalyst and EGR, because of the richer carburetor
setting required by the emission-control system.
Further, the motorist will have no natural incentive to have
maintenance performed on his vehicle. The EGR system, for example,
carries a loss of performance and increases fuel consumption. There
-is an apparent advantage to the individual motorist in allowing this
system to plug up, or even purposely to disable it.
The additional maintenance cost of a 1975 or 1976 model year
car is difficult to estimate, since even experimental vehicles have
not exhibited satisfactory 50,000-mile durability. Accurate cost
estimates cannot be made until such-vehicles have been in service
in the hands of customers. Many motorists will not voluntarily pay
the necessary costs to maintain their cars at low emission levels,
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with poorer performance and impaired driveability as the penalty. If the
additional emission control is to be realized in service, it is necessary
that adequate maintenance be required for the life of the vehicle. Procedures to ensure such maintenance might include state or local laws prohibiting deactivation of emission-control systems and requiring that they be
maintained, state or local inspection requiring correction of cars with
excessive emissions, and required replacement of certain components at
specified intervals. Since some of the emission-control systems are not
yet completely developed, failure modes are not well enough known to determine the best method of enforcement at this time. The problems of developing enforceable procedures, including the provision of economically feasible
test equipment and personnel training, have not as yet been attacked by
either the automotive industry or public bodies.
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5.

M&NFACTURING

In order to prepare for production of 1975 model year vehicles,
new production facilities will have to be made available for such items
as air pimps, catalytic-converter housings, catalysts and their carriers,
and a multiplicity of valves, regulators, and safety devices. New or
extensively modified production facilities will have to be provided for
new carburetion and ignition systems, new exhaust and intake manifolds,
and new engine heads. Final assembly-line and subassembly-line additions
and modifications will be necessary. The task of providing facilities
for meeting the 1975 values is a large one.
Long lead times are required to design, erect, and equip modern
mass-production facilities.
The design of some manufacturing equipment
has already been detailed and Irreversible decisions will have to be made
by mid-1972 if the industry is to be ready for August 1974, full-scale
production. A typical example of the time schedule for critical equipment
construction is shown in Table 5.1. Compared with normal practice in the
automobile industry this is an accelerated schedule. The most undesirable
features of the schedule are the inadequate time allowed for gaining suffici nt experience with production vehicles in customers' hands and the very
limited time available to correct and adjust production equipment, processee and procedures.
..
Some of the tooling will be more sophisticated than has been
previously made for the automobile industry. For instance, carburetors
will have to be inspected and adjusted by advanced modern electronic
techniques before installation. In turn, macLined parts will have to be
made on machines capable of correcting any dimensional errors that might
develop.
Host automobile companies purchase many component parts from
vendors. The rapidly fluctuating thinking about design criteria for
items such ds catalytic converters so retards decision-making that vendors cannot commence the construction of production facilities and
assume amortization of their own investment until firm commitments are
made.
It has become apparent that if engines are designed and manufactured to close dimensional tolerances, the emission characteristics
of the vehicles will be much more consistent. It will be costly and
require much change in management techniques for the automobile industry to acquire expertise and equipment for adequate quality control. It
will also be difficult to arrange for similar control of vendors' products, although the techniques of quality control are well known in
other industries and can be acquired.
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Table 5.1
Scheduling and Lead Times for Mass Production
January 1, 1971

-

Accelerate design of heavy machine tools. Make
preliminary designs of emission-control systems.
Accelerate emission testing on vehicles. Make
preliminary designs for most tooling.

July 1, 1971

-

Approve design for large machines and make layouts
for new factories and major modifications. Select
tentative design for emission-control system.

January 1, 1972

- Prepare materials for requesting bids. Start final
phase of obtaining facilities approvals.

April 1, 1972

- Finalize design of emission-control system for
production.

July 1, 1972

- Make contracts for vendor-manufactured items. Make
contracts for equipment. Make contracts for production tooling. Start accelerated testing program of
handmade vehicles. I

January 1,'1973

- Order materials. Finish design of minor tooling and
factory rearrangements. Redesign to meet change
requirements.

July 1, 1973

- Start production tests from partial tooling. Start
certification runs. Accelerate production plus.
Start extensive field tests of vehicles.

January 1, 1974

- Complete component-production facilities and start
production. Start intensive preparation of equipment for making pilot production on mass-production
equipment.

July 1, 1974

- Start production of automobiles. For the entire
industry, this is at a rate of approximately 10
million vehicles per year.

January 1, 1975

- Evaluate field behavior of mass-produced vehicles and
introduce minor modifications.
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The emission values are critically associated with configuration
and dimension control. The closer the dimensions approach the values
specified for a particular configuration, the closer theemission values
will be to those required by the Act.
The Comittee was sympathetic -to all these difficulties. Nevertheless, based on information provided by a Committee Panel and based on
the evaluation of the Committee, it is the opinion of the Committee that
the automobile manufacturers have the experience and capability to arrange
to mast. produce the type of 'hardware indicated in Section 3 that would be
However, as was
necessary to meet the 1975 standards in sufficient time.
discussed in Section 3, data presented to the Committee (Appendixes F and
G) show that, at present, not even experimental vehicles are available
that can satisfy the complete requirements of the 1975 standards. Thus,
even though the hardware for the 1975 model year vehicle can be outlined,
improvement and optimization of the emission-control systems will be
necessary in order to provide the necessary reliability and durability
to achieve the 1975 requirements in service.
Likewise, as a result of panel visits to catalyst manufacturers,
the Committee has been informed that, within one year after receipt of a
firm purchase order, the catalyst manufacturers could install sufficient
capacity to supply the projected needs of the automobile manufacturers,
once an acceptable catalyst is developed or identified. The Comittee
emphasizes that according to the data provided to it by both the automobile manufacturers and the catalyst suppliers, as shown in Appendix G,
there has, as yet, been no demonstration of an adequate oxidation catalyst
of ifu-Mciente-drability to satisfy the 1975 requirements.
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6.

COSTS OF MEETING 1975 EMISSION REQUIREMENTS

The designs for the emission-control syri.ems for vehicles to
meet the 1975'requirements are now definite enough so that the initial
cost to the customer can be estimated. Estimates of the range of additional initial costs to the ultimate customer for meeting the 1975
requirements over the 1970 requirements were requested of foreign and
domestic automobile manufacturers in Question 17 of the questionnaire.
Replies were based on the assumption that only the average emissions of
vehicles need meet the standards, and that a 100-percent assembly-line
test will not be required; 50,000-mile warranty costs are not included.
Several of the foreign manufacturers indicated that the state of development of their 1975 emission-control systems was such that they could not
now give a realistic estimate of additional costs. Of the seven foreign
manufacturers that did reply positively to the question, estimates ranged
from $200 to $500.
Of the five American manufacturers, two submitted estimates of
about $250 while the others were of the order of $500. The higher estimates reflected the proposed use of a thermal reactor as well as a
catalyst in the emission-control system.
Panel on
of these
in light
mising.
hardware

To provide substantiation of the manufacturing estimates, the
Manufacturing and Producibility has made an independent study
costs. The system used for the Panel estimates was one that
of the results of Section 3 of the report, appeared most proThe cost effectiveness of the thermal reactor and associated
was so poor that this item was not included in the system.

Table 6.1 shows, on a year-by-year basis, the items that have been
added to current vehicles for emission-controt and also those that will
be added for a promising system for 1973, 1974, and 1975 model year vehicles. In estimating the cost of these items, the Panel assumed that all
vehicles in the certification fleet will perform within the 1975 standards
for 50,000 miles with no more than one catalyst change allowable, that
automobile manufacturers will substantially increase their in-house testing and quality control of major components so that no additional end-ofthe-line rework will be necessary, that a short end-of-the-line test will
be used to identify grossly malfunctioning vehicles with the full CVS-CH
test done only on a small statistical sample by engine family, and that

only the average emissions of customer vehicles must satisfy the federal
standards.
For the Panel estimates, the cost of a component was based on
such factors as the typical cost per pound of worked or machined metal
and the actual price charged by parts dealers in California for similar
components already used in California cars. Tooling and equipment were
amortized over three years, dealer margin was taken as 22 percent of the
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Table 6,1
Typical Pattern of Installation of
Autowtive Smission iauL4=e
Model Year
Add

Im

1966

PCV valve

1968

fuel-evaporation-control system

1970

a)
b)
c)
d)

1972

a) anti-dieseling solenoid valve
b) thermostatic air valve
c) choke-heat by-pass

1973*

a) exhaust-gas recirculation
b) air-injection reactor
c) induction hardened valve seats
d) spark-advance control
e) air pump

1974*

precision coms, bores, ani pistons

1975*

a) proportional exhaust-gas recirculation
b) carburetor with altitude compensation
c) advanced air-injection control
d) air/fuel preheater
e) electric choke
f) electronic distributor (ptintless)
g) improved timing control (z I )
h) catalytic (oxidizing) converter
i) catalyst pellet charge
J) cooling-system changes
k) improved underhood materials
1) body revisions

retarded ignition timing
decreased compression ratio.
change of fuel/air ratio
transmission control system

*Hardware listed for 1973, 1974, end 1975 model years is for a system
deemed by the Panel to be promising.
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sticker price, profit as 10 percent of the list price, and excise tax 5
percent of the sticker price. Excise tax vas included In both the Panel
and the manufacturers' estimates. Details of the Panel's estimates are
given in Appendix H and results shown in Table 6.2. The Panel estimate
shows an Increase of initial cost of $288 for the 1975 model year projected system over the 1970 model year system, and an increase of $214
for the 1975 system over the 197S system.
The increased dollar cost of a vehicle to the customer at the
time of purchase is only part of the true cost to the user. According
to the manufacturers' estimates the reduction in fuel economy to achieve
the 1975 values will increase fuel consumption by 3 to 12 percent. The
Committee anticipates that the cost of routine maintenance may increase
by several times present costs depending on inspection procedures that
are prescribed and enforced. There will be some deterioration in vehicle driveability.
Whether these costs are justified by the benefits to be gained
is outside the scope of this interim report. But it should be noted
that many who have concerned themselves with restoration of the quality
of the environment have indicated that this process must necessarily be
expensive and would probably include the necessity to forego certain
material advantages made possible by a less regulated industrial technology. The present instance would appear to be a significant case in
point.
Table 6.2
sumary of Cost for Likely Emission Hardware
Based on Panel Estimates
Tear

Yearly CWt

Accumulated Cost

1966

$

$

3.00

3.00

1968

15.00

18.00

1970

8.00

26.00

1971-1972

14.00

40.00

1973

60.00

100.00

1974

20,60

120.60

1975

193.40

314.00
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7.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF A ONE-YEAR SUSPENSION OF 1975 STAMWADS

The current state of the art of emission-control technology, as
presented in this report, strongly suggests the likelihood that some, if
not all, of the automobile manufacturers will request that the Administrator grant a one-year suspension of the emission standards applicable
to 1975 model year light-duty vehicles. At this point, it is useful to
discuss the possible consequences of the granting of such a suspension.
At present, not even experimental vehicles have been shown to
satisfy the 1975 emission standards for 50,000 miles. Certainly, developmental work is still required to further reduce emissions at low mileage
and to provide the required durability. Durability testing is expensive
and time-consuming; three to four months are required for a 50,000-mile
test. Each major change in the basic system configuration or operating
conditions will require new durability tests on components such as the
catalytic converter. Catalyst technology for automotive emission control
is relatively new, and some of the failure modi now being experienced are
not well understood.
One important advantage-of a one-year suspension, therefore, is
that it would allow an additional year's work on development of the complete emission-control system before major design details of components
must be "frozen" for production. Systems may need significant modifications
before they can achieve both emission levels close to their low-mileage
targets and improved catalyst life. The basic system conflguraton mist
shortly be fixed if the engine and control system are to be in mass production in 1974. Host manufacturers do not at this stage have adequate information to make many of the major engineering decisions that would be required
over the next six months.
Furthermore, uncertainties in the definition of compliance need
to be resolved by EPA before major comitments to production of the control systems ave made. If decisions made on the concept of averaging
emissions and on allowable maintenance during certification increase the
difficulties of meeting the requirements of the Act, then further improve-ments in emission reduction beyond the best results achieved to date will
be required.
As has been explained, many engine modifications are required in
these prototype 1975 vehicles. With such a large number of modifications,
there is considerable question of the overall system reliability in the
hands of customers. Approximately 10,000,000 new vehicles will be purchased in 1975 by customers with a wide variety of driving habits. Conditions to which an emission-€ontrol system would be exposed by the driving
public are more variable and extreme than those to which it would be exposed
during the emission test. Extensive road testing under the ambient conditions experienced throughout the United States is essential to give the
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manufacturer an understanding of problems and failure modes that will
occur in practice. For the 1975 model year, the time scale is so short
that many new production items will not be adequately proven. An example
of such a critical item is the new carburetor design many manufacturers
intend to use. Normal field testing and durability testing of production
samples of such components may not be completed before these components
are installed on assembly-line vehicles. Problems may therefore occur in
customer use that did not show up in the limited test period now available.
The public say be buying vehicles whose components are more likely to malfunction and whose driveability and reliability may not be satisfactory.
A year' s suspension would give more nearly adequate time for component
durability and system reliability testing and thus would give the customer
-- added assurance that the additional expenditure in emission control is
Indeed effective in improving air quality.
An essential requirement for effective emission control over
extended mileage for vehicles with catalytic converters is wide availability of fuel of sufficiently low lead, sulphur, and phosphorus content.
Not only must there be sufficient production of such fuel; there must
also be available pumps, storage tanks, and transfer equipment that are
free of contaminants. A year's delay in the imposition of the standards
would help to ensure the nationwide availability of such fuel and facilities.
The necessity for adequate maintenance of emission-control systems
has been discussed. Enforced inspection and maintenance procedures will be
required to assure that the owner will pay the cost involved in adequately
maintaining his vehicle's emission-control system. An extra year would
again help the development of inspection programs and ensure the availability of inspection facilities in areas in which they will be required.
One of the more important factors that needs to be considered in
the decision of whether or not to grant a suspension is the effect on total
automobile emissions nrtd
overall air quality. A simple way to estimate
the effect of the suspension is to calculate the change in total emissions
from all automobiles in the late 1970's and 1980's if meeting the 1975
standards is delayed for one year. The ratio of total emissions at some
future date to emissions now will be a measure of the improvement in air
quality likely to be achieved. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 have been prepared
for the purpose of evaluating these effects, and show the results of a
one-year delay in implementing the 1975 emission standards for hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide. These curves take into account such factors as the
vehicle-age distribution among all automobiles, the decrease in vehicle
miles driven per year per car as vehicle age increases, the predicted
nationwide growth in vehicle miles driven each year, the emission reduction
achieved through crankcase blowby and evaporative-loss control, the effect
of federal exhaust emission standards, and deterioration with mileage of
emission controls frop_1968 to 1974 model year cars. This deterioration
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is estimated from California Air Resources Board field surveillance data.
Deterioration is not allowed for in post-1974 model year vehicles since no
reliable estimate of its magnitude can now be made. Further details of
the calculations are given in Appendix 1.
For any given calendar year, the figures show total I and CO
emissions from (1) pre-1968 uncontrolled vehicles, (2) all vehicles, with
the 1975 standards for DC and CO met in 1975 and subsequent model year
vehicles, (3) all vehicles, with 1975 WC and CO standards met in 1976 and
subsequent model year vehicles - a one-year suspension with the 1973
standard maintained, and (4) all vehicles with present standards only.
It can be seen that the rate of decrease in emissions until about 1980
depends primarily on the retirement of pre-1968 uncontrolled vehicles
from use. Thus the effect on total emissions of a one-year suspension
with no additional interim standards appears to-be small. The effect is
not more significant because the emission reduction now required of model
year 1974 vehicles, as compared with uncontrolled vehicles (80 percent
for IC and 69 percent for CO), is already so substantial.
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8.

CONCLUDING'STUTEIN

'The Clean Air Amendments of 1970 have had the effect of accelerating progress by automobile manufacturers in.emission control. Experimental vehicles have been built and operated that, at low mileage, exhibit
levels of emissions less than those specified for 1975 model year vehicles.
However, information establishing the sustained effectiveness, durability,
and reliability of prot-type 1975 vehicle systems during typical consumer
mileage accumulation is not available. The ComLttee finds that the technology necessary to meet the requirements of the Clean Air Amendments for
1975 model year light-duty motor vehicles is not available at this time.
While there is no certainty today that any 1975 model year vehicles will meet the requirements of the Act, the status of development and
rate of progress make it possible that the larger manufacturers will be
able to produce vehicles that will qualify, provided that provisions are
made for catalyst replacement and other maintenance, for averaging emissions of production vehicles, and for the general availability of,fuel
containing suitably low levels of catalyst poisons. Conversely, if the
above provisions are not deemed acceptable by EPA, it appears most unlikely
that any manufacturer will be able to meet the requirements of the Act.
The Committee believes that the emission levels required in the Clean Air
Amendments will not be achieved in service, in any event, unless regular,
periodic maintenance of the emission-control system is required of the
owner.
The estimated costs to the consumer of meeting the requirements
of the Act for 1975 vehicles, in comparison with those for 1973 vehicles,
include an increase in sticker price of about $200, 3 to 12 percent increase in fuel consumption, an increase in maintenance cost, and a deterioration in driveability of the car.
If enforcement of the requirements of the Act for 1975 vehicles
were deferred for one year, the opportunity thus provIded for further
development and field testing would enable manufacturers to significantly
improve the performance and reliability of vehicles equipped to meet the
requirements in the hands of the customer.
The Committee finds that the technology necessary to meet 1976
standards in 1976 model year cars is not currently available. The tech--nology of catalysts suitable for NON reduction is not nearly as advanced
as that of oxidation catalysts. The level of current research and development on reduction catalysts for N0x control is not commensurate with theimportance of this problem.
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9.

FUTUE PLANS

The results of the investigations of the Committee to aate indicate several areas in which work should be continued or intensified and
several areas in which studies should be initiated.
The Committee will study in depth the technological feasibility
of meeting the standards of the Clean Air Amendments applicable to emissions of oxides of nitrogen from light-duty vehicles manufactured during
or after model year 1976. Investigation of the technological feasibility
of meeting the standards applicable to 1975 model year vehicles will continue, with monitoring of new developments in this regard.
As emission systems are designed and put into production, the
problems of inspection and maintenance will continue to be of interest
to the Comuittee.
Extensive investigations will be initiated into the state of
technology of alternate power systems and the potential they offer for
emissions reductions over that of conventional engines. This study will
consider cost, producibility, and maintainability of such alternate power
sources.
- Finally, an extensive study will be made of the consequences to
the nation of achieving or failing to achieve the emissions standards of
the 1970 Clean Air Amendments. This study will assist the Committee as
it attempts to determine suitable interim emission levels as called for
in the Work Statement of the Committee.
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APPENDIX B
Statement of -Wrk
The Contractor shall conduct
technological feasibility of meeting the
dards prescribed by the Administrator of
Agency, as required by Section 202(b) of

a many-faceted study of the
motor vehicle emission stanthe Euvironamntal Protection
the Clean Air Act, as amended.

For the purposes of this study the term "technological
feasibility" includes the ability within the automobile industry or
elsewhere to
1. Design an engine, control system or
device capable of meeting the statutory
emisoion standards using fuels which
are or could be available
2. Mass produce such an engine, control
system or device
3. Maintain such an engine, control system
or device so that it will continue to
meet the statutory emission standards
with safety for a period of five years
or 50,000 miles of operation, whichever
is shorter.
The study of technological feasibility as defined shall
include a study emphasizing the technical aspects of the reported
costs expected to be incurred in and the estimated time for the design,
development and mass production of an engine, control system or device
capable of meeting the statutory emission standards.
The study of technological feasibility shall include a
study emphasizing the technical aspects of the reported estimates of
extra cost incurred in maintaining such an engine, control system or
device so that it will meet the statutory emission standards for a,
period of five years or 50,000 miles, whichever is shorter.
Should the Contractor conclude that the attainment of
emission standards on the schedule provided by Section 202(b)(1)
of the Clean Air Act is not technologically feasible, the Contractor
shall specifically determine technologically feasible interim emission levels to assist the Adminis,ator in exercising his responsiAN
bilities under Section 202(b)(5) of the Act.
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APPENDIX C
Panels of Consultants
MSSIM CETROL SYSTEM
(for spark ignition internal
coWbustion mgines)

DIISSIO4 STAHDADS
Arthur C. Sten
Enviromntal Science and
Engineering
School of Public Health
University of North Carolina
Panel Chairm

John B. Heyuood
Department of Mechanical
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Panel Chairman

Leslie A. Chambers
School of Public Health
University of Texas at
Houston

J. A. Bolt
Department of Mechanical
Engineering
University of Michigan

James Fitzpatrick
Environmental Analysts, Inc.

Ernest Jost
Materials and Electronic
Controls Group
Texas Instruments, Inc.

John A. Maga
Air Resources--Board
State of California

Henry K. Newhall
Department of Mechanical
Engineering
University of Wisconsin

TESTING, INSPECTION AND
MANTNANCE OF VEHICLES
John N. Pattison
Civil Engineering Department
University of Cincinnati

William A. Sirignao
Guggenheim Laboratories
Department of Aerospace and
Mechanical Sciences
Princeton University

Marian Chew
Chagrin Falls, Ohio

Henry Wise
Stanford Research Institute

G. C. Hass
Air Resources Board
State of California
I
William Scott
Scott Research Laboratories

David Wulfhorst
Cuzas Engine Co.,
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Division
Southwest Research Institute
Charles Tobias
Department of'Chemical
Engineering
University of California
David G. Wilson
Department of Mechanical
Engineering
* Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
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University Professor
Carnegie-Mellon University

Maurice H11.
La Jolla, California
Donald Bartlett
A. T. Kearney & Company, Inc.
George D, Clayton
George D. Clayton and Associates
Merrill L. Ebner
College of Engineering
Boston University
Leroy H. Lindgren
Rath and Strong, Inc.

Edward Stephens
Statewide Air Pollution
Research Center
University of California
Lowell Wayne
Los Angeles, California

DRIVEABILITY
King D. Bird
Vehicle Research Department
Cornell Aeronautical Labs
Leonard Segel
AHehvay Safety Research
lustitute
University of Michigan
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APME1DX D
List of Questions Sent to Foreign and Domestic
Automobile Manufacturers; Recipients of
Questionnaire and List of Attendees at
CMI meeting on October 25-27, 1971
1. Do you expect to meet the federal and California emission standards
with 1975 model year vehicle-s? Explain any factors which qualify
your answers.
2. What emission controls, and engine modifications which reduce emissions, do you expect to be using in your 1975 model year automobiles?
3. What are the best emissions results you have obtained with these control systems to date? Explain any factors you feel qualify these
emissions measurements and their relation to the emission standards.
4. What are your engineering emissions goals for 1975 model experimental
vehicles so that the production vehicles will meet the requirements
of the 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments?
Explain how possible requirements that
(a) assembly line vehicles pass a short missions test,
(b) a certain fraction of assembly line vehicles pass
the full federal emissions test,
(c) a certain fraction of vehicles in customer use pass
the full federal emissions test,
affect these engineering emission goals and hence affect your ability
to meet the 1975 emissions standards.
5. What major development problems do you have to solve before you can
meet these experimental vehicle emission goals?
6. At what date do you expect to meet these experimental vehicle emission goals?
7. What changes in vehicle performance, driving characteristics, and
fuel consumption do you anticipate with these systems in your 1975
model year production vehicles?
8. If you do not expect.to meet the 1975 Federal Emission Standards with
1975 model year vehicles, what emission levels do you anticipate
achieving with production vehicles?
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9. Do your 1975 model year mission control systems have the potential
with further development of meeting the 1976 emission standards? If
not, what missions reduction from 1975 levels do you anticipate
achieving?
10.

What is the degree of statistical reproducibility of the test procedure results am applied to your 1975-type cars? Explain.
(a) What combination of '"intenance and inspection will be required for your 1975 vehicles in order to meet federal requirements for 1975 used vehicles? What inspection systems
will be needed. if any?
(b) What do you expect the average annual maintenance and inspection costs will be? If there are compensating savings in
fuel or other costs, show these. Explain your reply.

11.

Rave you the capability of producing automobiles to meet the federal
1075 model requirements? If not how must your capabilities be augmeuted?

12.

Are you executing plans to acquire capabilities and items from others
to enable you to produce vehicles to met the 1975 requirements?
What are the major items you mst acquire, including machinery?

13.

What is the maxLmm decrease In HC, CO and NOx exhaust content you
could achieve with the use of your normal production capabilities
during the next three years? Base decrease on 1960 emissions.

14.

Provide PERT, G&NTT or similar charts indicating plans for meeting
the 1975 emission standards. The end point may be the time you have
chosen to meet the 1975 standards. Events and times should be
labeled.

15.

What advantage would there be to you if the date 1975 standards would
be effective were delayed one year?

16. Approximately, what will the extra cost be to prepare to produce
medium weight vehicles to meet the 1975 standards? What are the
chief items of cost?
17.

What will the range of additional costs to the ultimate customer
be for meeting the 1975 requirements over the 1970 requirements,
if you find it necessary to meet the requirement for the 1975 model?
For the 1976 model?

18. Construct the following curves using your best available data and
judgment.
(a) Cost to customer $ vs % of CO eliminated (based on 1960
emissions including crank case and evaporation). --- -
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Cost to customer $ vs % of C eliminated (based on 1960
emissions including crank case and evaporation).
(c) Cost to customer $ vs % of NOx eliminated (based on 1960
emissions including crank case and evaporation).
(d)
Cost to customer $ vs equal % of KC and NO
x eliminated
(based on 1960 emissions including crank case and evaporation).
(e) Cost to customer $ vs equal % of HC, CO, NI0
x eliminated
(based on 1970 emissions).
(f) Any other similar type curve which Will show the cost to
the customer for various amounts of pollution eliminated.
(b)

19.

Will warranty costs be increased to cover the guarantees required
by the Amendment? If increased, how much?

20.

Do you expect to meet the Federal Emission Standards for 1976
model year vehicles? Explain any factors which qualify your
answer.

21.

What additional or alternative control systems are you investigating
for spark-ignition engines to meet the 1976 model year emission standards which promise greater NOx emission control?

22.

What are the best emissions results you have obtained with the different systems you are developing to meet the 1976 emission standards?
List any factors you feel qualify these emission measurements and
their relation to the emission standards.

23.

What are the major development problems to be solved for each of
these systems before you meet your 1976 emission goals with these
di ferent approaches?

24.

How much time do you anticipate you will require to resolve these
development problems for the 1976 Federal Emission Standards?

25.

What changes in vehicle performiwce penalties, driving characteristics, and fuel consumption do you anticipate for the different
1976 emission control approaches you are considering?

26.

If you do-met expect to meet the 1976 emission standards for 1976
model year vehicles, what emission levels do you anticipate achieving with- production vehicles?

27.

(a)
(b)

Do you anticipate using the Wankel rotating combustion engine
in any of your 1975 or 1976 production vehicles?
If you are evaluating Wankel engines for possible future production, what are the best emissions results you have achieved
to date, and with what additional emissions controls?
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Do you feel the Wankel engine has any special emissions advantages for achieving emissions levels that would satisfy the
1975 or 1976 emission standards?
(d) What is the magnitude of your research and development effort
to reduce emissions from Wankel engine?
(c)

28.

(a) Do you anticipate using the stratified charge engine in any
of your 1976 production vehicles?
(b) Do you feel the stratified charge engine (open chamber type,
or divided or precombustion chamber type) has any special
advantages for- achieving emissions levels that would satisfy
the 1975 or 1976 emission standards?
(c) What is your estimate of the potential for emissions reduction
with the stratified charge engine when used with other emission
controls?
(d) What are the major development problems to be overcome with
the stratified charge engine?
(e) What is the magnitude of your research and development effort
on stratified charge engines?
(f) What is your estimate of the earliest date at which the stratified charge engine could be used in a substantial fraction of
your production vehicles?

29.

(a) Do you feel that the gas turbine is a promising automotive
power plant? List its advantages and disadvantages in relation to current engines.
(b) What is your estimate of the low emissions potential of the
automotive gas turbine?
(c) What are the major development problems to be overcome before
the automotive gas turbine is a viable mass production engine?
(d) What is the magnitude of your research and development effort
on automotive gas turbines?
(e) What is your estimate of the earlie-st date at which the gas
turbine could be used in a substantial fraction of your production automobiles?

30. Which of all the emission control approaches you have instigated
(or other approaches) is most attractive with respect to vehicle
performance, fuel economy, and colt, and which with further development has the potential of meeting the 1976 emission standards with
production vehicles at som time during the period 1977-1982?
31.

If this approach is different from your basic 1975 or 1976 model
year control systems, what major development problems have to be
overcome to make these alternative approaches attractive for production vehicles, and what is your estimate of the time and effort
which would be required?
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Recipients of Questionnaire
Domestic Manufacturers
American Motors
14250 Plymouth Road
Detroit, Michigan
Attn: John F. Adanson
Vice President - Engineering
and Research
Chrysler Corporation
Materials Engineering
Engineering and Research Office
12800 Oakland Avenue
Detroit, Michigan
Attn: Charles M. Heinen
Executive Engineer
Ford Motor Company
Automotive Emissions Office
Engineering Staff
The American Road
Dearborn, Michigan
Attn: Donald A. Jensen
Director
General Motors Corporation
General Motors Technical Center
Warren, Michigan
Attn: Ernest S. Starlkan
Vice President
Environmental Activities
Staff

International Harvester Company
Motor Truck Engineering Department
P. 0. Box 1109
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Attn: Mark Sherbinski
Staff Engineer
Vehicle Emission
Jeep Corporation
940 North Cove Boulevard
Toledo, Ohio
Attn: Frederick A. Stewart
Vice President,
Engineering
U. S. Army Tank-Automotive Command
Headquarters
Warren, Michigan
Attn: Ernest Petrick
Chief Scientist
White Motor Corporation
Advanced Products Division
3201 Lomita Boulevard
Torrance, California
Attn: John McLean
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Mercedes Benz
815 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
Attn: Jerry Sanosky

Alfa Romeo - S.p.A.

Via Gattanelata 45
20149 Milano, Italy
Attn: 0. Satta
General Manager

FIAT S.p.A.
375 Park Avenue
New York, New York
Attn: Alberto Negro
Liaison Engineer
Technical Development

Alfa Romeo
215 Douglas Street
3l Segundo, California
Attn: Michael Pokorny
Service Manager
Audi
HSU Motorenwerke
General Series Design and
Development
Aktiengesselschaft
7107 Neckarsulm
Germany
Attn: P. A. Praxl

FIAT S.p.A.
Strada del Drosso 145
10135 Torino, Italy
Attn: Carlo Pollone
Direzione ricerca
Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd.
Sabaru Building
7-2, 1-chone, nishishinjuku
Tokyo, Japan
Attn: Nobuko Sakata
Managing Director

Bayerische Motoren Werke A.G.
8 Munchen 13
Lerchenauer Str. 76
W. Germany
Attn: W. Stork

Mitsubishi Company
33-8, 5-Chome, Siba, Minato-Ku
Tokyo, Japan
Attn: Yuji Satoh
President

British Leyland Motors, Inc
600 Willow Tree Road
Leonia, New Jersey
Attn: G. W. Gardner

Mitsubishi International Corporation
606 South Hill Street
Los Angeles, California
Attn: K. Hirota
Machinery Division

Daimler-Benz A.G.
Stuttgart-Underturkheim
Germany
Attn: The President
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Porsche Audi
600 Sylvan Avonue
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
Attn: Noruman Roethlein
Product Planning Deparment

Mitsubishi Motors
Trowell Building
Suite 410
24681 Northwestern Highway
Southfield, Michigan
Attn: Yasuta Kiso, General
Manager, Detroit Liaison
Office

Renault, Inc.
100 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
Attn: Frantois Louis
National Manager, Service

Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
1 Tatsumi-Cho, Uzumasa
Ukyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan
Attn: Yasuo Kaneko ,
Chief of Research Section

and Parts Division

Regie Nationale des Usines Renault
10, Avenue Smile Z01a92 Billancourt, France
Attn: Pierre Vernay
Engineer, Research for
Export Department

Nissan Motor Company, Ltd.
6-1, Daikokucho, Tsurmni-ku
Yokohama, Japan
Attn: Hiroshi Takahashi
Director and Manager.
Design Department
Nissan Motor Corporation in U.S.A.
137 East Alondra Boulevard
Gardena, California
Attn: Noboru Hayakawa
Factory Representative
Nissan Motor Corporation of the
U.S.A.
400 County Avenue
Secaucus, New Jersey
Attn: Tadaaki Yukawa
Chief Representative

--

SAAB U.S.A., Inc.
100 Waterfront Street
New Haven, Connecticut
Attn: Don Tayler
President
SAAB-Scania Automotive Group
S-461 01
Trollhattan, Sweden
Attn; Henrik Gustaveson
Technical Director
Toyo Kogyo Company, Ltd.
6047 Suchu-Machi, Aki-gun
Hiroshima, Japan
Attn: Eisuke Niguna
Manager, Export Vehicle
Engineering Department

_

Peugeot, Inc.
300 Kuller Road
Clifton,.New Jersey
Attn: Michael Rossman
Engineering Advisor
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Toyota Motor Company, Ltd.
I Toyota-Cho, Toyota-Shi
Aichi-Ken, Japan
Attn: Masaaki Noguchi
Executive Managing Director

Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A., Inc.
S2055 W. 190th Street
P. 0. Box 2991
Torrance, California
Attn: Dan N. Koda
Manager, Technical Services

VWiof America, Inc.
Product Development Engineering
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
Attn:
Bernard R. Patok

VW of America, Inc.
818 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
Attn: G. Stobeck
Product Planning Manager

AB Volvo
Car Engine Department
S-405 08
Gothenberg, Sweden
Attn: G. Zackrison
Chief Engineer

Volvo, Inc.
Rockleigh, New Jersey
Attn: Charles J. Simerlein
Special Assistant,
Federal Regulations

Responses were received from all recipients of questionnaires.
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Attendees at CM. Meeting. October 25-27. 1971
October 25
1:00

-

2:30

General Motors Corporation
F. W. Bowditch
Director of Automotive Emissions Control

WV C. Chapman
International Govervnent Relations Staff
David Milne
Manufacturing Development Staff
J. C. Salrin
Financial Staff"
Ernest S. Starkman

Vice President
2:30

-

4:00

Toyota Motor Company, Ltd.
Keitaro Nakajinma
Director, General Manager
Factory Representative Office
Kuniyasu Onoda
Staff Engineer
Factory Representative Office
Hidemasa Takagi
Staff Engineer
Factory Representative Office

8:00

-

9:00

Renault, Inc.
Fransois Louis
Manager

October 26
9:00

- 10:30

International Harvester Company
Rodger Ringham
Vice President of Engineering
Mark Sherbinsky
Staff Engineer, Vehicle Emissions
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10:30

- 12:00

Chrysler Corporation
Charles 4. Heinen
Executive Engineer, Materials Engineering
George Lacey
Chief* Emissions Control
S. L. Terry
Vice President for Environmental and Safety
Relations

1:00

-

2:30

American Motors
John F. Adamson
Vice President, Engineering and Research
Carl E. Burke
Assistant Chief Engineer of
Advanced Engineering and Research
Albert R. Ebi
Executive Director, Product Planning
Daniel L. Hittler
Manager, Development Department,
Engineering and Research
Robert A. Petersen
Chief Engineer of Advanced Engineering
and Research

2:30

-

4:00

U. S. Army Tank-Automotive Comand
Wayne Anderson
Chief, Propulsion Systems Division
Bruce Hildebrand
Chief, Environmental Control Office
U. S. Army Materiel Command
Ernest Patrick
Chief Scientist

4:00

-

5:30

Nissan Motor Company, Ltd.
L. Raymond
Engineering Consultant
Y. Tamuchi
Engineering Representative,
T. Tanuma
Senior Engineer
T.
Yukawa
Chief Representative
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8:00

9:00.

Mitsubishi Motors Corporatiou
Y. Kiso
General Manager
Detroit Liaison Office
Ilachiro Ursumi
Project Manager
Emissions Control Systems
K. Wads
Engineer

October 27
9:00

- 10:30

Volkswagen
Karl H. Neumann
Staff Engineer, Emissions Control
Volkawagenwerke, A. G.
Gerhard Reichel
Attorney, Legal Department
Hans Weisbarth
Technical Development Liaison Engineer
Volkswagen of America, Inc.

10:30

1:00

12:00

-

-

2:30

Ford Motor Company
G. C. Gagliardi
Principal, Research Engineering
Product Division Group
D. A. Jensen
Diector, Automotive Emissions OfficeJ. H. Mac ee
Office of the General Counsel
Herbert L. Hisch
Vice President, Engineering and
Manufacturing
H. A. Poling
Comptroller, Product Development
R. Ronzi
Emission Planning Association
R. E. Taylor
Chief EninYeer
Engineering and Foundry Division
Volvo, Inc.
Douglas Jarman
Vice President
National Sales, U. S.
Magnus Streakander
Engine Division
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APPENDIX 2
Letter Requesting Information from Public
The Clean Air Act Amendments otf1970 (PL 91-604) call for the
National Academy of Sciences to conduct "a comprehensive study and investigation of the technological feasibility of meeting" the auto-esission standard prescribed by the law. These standards, -ingeneral, are
designed to achieve a reduction compared with 1970 of 90 percent by
1975 in automobile emissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons and by
1976 in oxides of nitrogen.
In its study the Academy is concerned solely with the "technological feasibility" of meeting these standards by the specified model years.
-Intensive scientific and engineering work is being conducted by a special
Academy committee. The most immediate concern of the committee is with
the 1975 standards for carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons, since in these
respects the automobile manufacturers are entitled by law to seek a suspension in the effective date of one year on or after: January 1, 1972,
from the Environmental Protection Agency. In acting on such a request
the Administrator is obligated to consider the Academy's findings with
respect to technological feasibility.
In order to assist it in its work and to elicit as wide as possible
a range of technical opinion, the committee invites organizations and
others possessing technical competence to submit in writing any materials
or information directly relevant to the "technological feasibility" of
meeting the 1975 Clean Air Act Auto Emissions Standards. It should be
emphasized that the following matters are beyond the scope of the HASpresent undertaking: (1) public health consequences of air pollution,
(2) emissions other than carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons and, (3) new
power sources which cannot be mass produced by 1975.
All materials submitted in response to this invitation must be received by the Academy not later than October 20, 1971.
Submissions should be addressed to

A

National Academy of Sciences
.Comittee on Motor Vehicle Emissions
Attn: 'Public Coiments
Washington, D. C. 20418
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APPMIDIX F
mttes~on

Automobile

Lo

. It naiee from Each,

anufacturer _ Best Vehcle

Manufacturer

HCssiong. arms/ut.*

United States
0.21
0.15
0.13
0.31
0.24

3.5
2.4
1.9
2.3
3.7

1.2
2.1
1.3
1.7
4.5

0.11
0.3
0.26
0.4
0.25
0.26
0.6
0:0.

3.7
3.0
3.1
4.7
3.0
2.4
3.5
5.7

2.2
0.6
1.1
2.1
2.5
1.0
2.3
2.2

0.2

4.4

-

0.63
0.3
0.1
0.3

5.8
3.1
2.5
3.2

roreiftn**
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
N
0

P

-

1.9
- 1.0
1.5

As of October 15, 1971. Usually average of several tests. 1975
CVS-CH test procedure used except for manufacturers A, D, N, 0, R,
which employed the 1972 CVS-C test procedure.
**

+

Some of these results are with research systems at very low mileage
which do not have mass production potential in their current form.
Data obtained from visits of Emission Control Systems Panel to manufacturers and manufacturers' responses to Comittee questionnaire
dated September 27, 1971.
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AIPEt o

0

Eissices As junction of Hile" for pRVAlitv Tests an Different

Vehicle
Catalyst manufacturer
A, platinum on pellets

Catalypt manufacturer
a, platinum on nwolith

(I)

(ii)

(iII)

Catalyst manufacturer
C, base mtal on
pellets

MUtua

pmp. No SEC.

0
8.000
16,500
21,933

0.19
0.54
0.42
0.66

1.5
2.4
1.2
2.9

Currant production
vehicle. Lean carburetLon and air
pump. go EGR

50,000

0.7

3.8

Current production
vehicle. Lean carburetion and air
pump. No ECU

0
4,000
44,000

0.04
0.16
0.45

2.3
4.4
9.6

current production
vehicle. Ies
carburetion and air

(iv)

Prototype 1975 ayeten including rich
carburetion, air
pump end EU.

0
4.000
10,000
15.000
20,000

0.4
0.8
1.2
0.8
0.9

(v)

Prototype 1975
system.

0
4,000
8,000
12,000

0.32
0.36
0.26
0.26
0.35
0.39
0.35
0.50
0.34

16,000

20,000
24,000
28,000
32,000
*

1972, CVS-C test procedure used, except for

vehicle (v)where 1975 CYS-CUvas used.
Not"s
1.

Vehicles (i). (iv) and (v) show fluctuations in emissions
due to variation in emissions during engine start up at
the beginning of the test and changes in carburetor
setting, as well as catalyst deterioration.

2.

Vehicles (Hi), (iLI) and (iv) used similar catalysts.
Vehicles (ii) and (iLi)are carbureted lean and did
not use EGR to reduce NO, emissions below 1975 standards
cf 3 Stmile. Vehicle (iv) has ECR and richer carburetor
-setting so RC and CO emissions in exhaust gas entering
the converter are substantially higher. Emission at
converter exit are higher and deterioration in control
is greater.

3.

Tests on vehicles (1) and (ii) were run by catalyst,
manufacturers, tests on vehicles (iii), (iv) and (v)
were run by automobile manufacturers.

4.

Data received by Com

ttee up to December 3, 1971.

4.0
8.0
14.0
12.5
17.0

APPUDIX H
Panel Estimate of Sticker Prices of Likely Emissions Hardware
Value1
Added

3

Model
Year

Confixuration

1966

PCV-Crank Case

1.90

1968

Fuel Evaporation Control
System

9.07

.50

3.30

Ignition Timing

.61

.02

Carburetor A/F Ratio

.61

Compression Ratio
Transmission Control
System

1970

Dealer
Main

profit

.66

.29

Excis

5

Tax

Stickers
Price

2.85

. 15

3.00

1.43

14.30

.75

15.00

.22

.10

.95

.05

1.00

.02

.22

.10

.95

.05

1.00

1.24

.03

.44

.19

1.90

.10

2.00

2.49

.05

.88

.38

3.80

.20

4.00

Tooling2
Amortization

List

4
I

~(8.00)
1971
1972

Anti-DieselLng
Solenoid

3.07

.10

1.10

.48

4.75

.25

5.00

Thermostatic Air Valve

2.49

.05

.88

.38

3.80

,20

4.00

Choke Heat Bypass

2.74

.05

.97

.42

4.18

.22

4.40

.18

.20

.13

.06

.57

.03

Assembly Line Tests for
California (1/10 Volume)

.60
(14.00)

Model
Year

I
1971

Value

1

Tooli&

2

Dalr 3

List
Price

Tam

.95

9.45

.50

10.00

4.33

43.32

2.28

45.60

.19

1.90

.10

2.00

.22

.10

.95

.05

1.00

.22

.10

.95

.05

1.00

.09

.04

.38

.02

.40

Added
Added

Amortization
Amortization

5.48

.82

2.20

27.16

1.80

10.03

Induction Hardened Valve
Seats

.72

.55

.44

Spark Advance Control

.48

.15

Transmission Changes
(Some Models)

.63

Quality Audit Assembly
Line for California
(1/10 Volume)

.22

UiiL I UL kL U

IGR (11-14%)

profit

4

stiem

Air Pump - Air Injection

!System

.02

(60.00)
1974

Precision Cams --

Bores -

Pistons

2.44

.10

.88

.38

3.80

.20

4.00

.72

.55

.4

.19

1.90

.10

2.00

Some Proportional EGi
(l(Y. @ 52.00)

3.21

.10

1.14

.49

4.94

.26

5.20

Protest Engines -- Emissions

1.80

.10

.66

.29

2.85

.15

3.00

Catalytic Converter System
for California (1/10 Volume)

4.02

.06

1.40

.61

:6.09

.31

6.40

Induction Hardened Valve
Seat V-8

(20.60)

1

Mode!
Year

Configuration

Value
Added

1975

Proportional &R

29.71

New Design Carburetor
with Altitude Compensation

2

Deale

3

iUst

Excis

5

Sticker

Margin

L .. L4
rrozlt

Price

Tax

Price

10.30

4.45

44.46

2.34'

46.O

7.52

2.o0

3.30

1.43

14.25

.75

15.00

24 190

.50

8.80

3.80

38.00

2.00

40.00

Air/fuel Preheater

2.87

.30

1.10

.48

4.75

.25

5.00

Electric Choke (element)

2.67

.50

1.10

.48

4.75

.25

5.00

Electronic Distributor
(Pointless)

4.35

2.00

2.20

.95

9.50

.50

10.00

Improved Timing Control
+ 10

.66

.29

2.85

.5

3.00

Advanced Air Injection
Control

.1

Tooling

Amortization

1.40

.50

Catalytic (Oxidizing)
Converter

18.86

4.00

7 .92

3.42

34.20

1.80

36.00

Pellet Charge 6 lbs C
$2.00 lb.

12.00

1.70

4.75

2.05

20.50

1.10

21.60

Cooling System Changes

1.17

.10

.44

.19,

1.90

.10

2.00

.22

.95

.05

1.00

.44

1.90

.10

2.00

Improved Underhood
Materials

.63

Body Revisions

.67

.60

Model
Year
1975

Valuel
Added

Tooling 2
Amortization

Dealer3
Margin

.08

.50

.22

End of Line Test
Go - No Go

1.85

.05

Quality Emission Test

1.22

.05

Confisuration
Assembly Line Changes

List
4

Prfit

Exnis

5

Stieker

Price

Tax-

.10

.90

.05

1.00

.66

.29

2.85

.15

3.00

.44

.19

1.90

.10

2.00

Price

(193.40)

Notes to Appendix

-J

*

1.

Either value added or hardware cost, including material,
labor, overhead and general administrative costs.

2.

Tooling and equipment amortized over three years.

3.

As 227. of selling price.

4.

As 10% of list price.

5.

As 5% of sticker price.

-
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Data Used to Calculate msslons from Light
Duty motor Vehicles
Tables I1 to 14 sumtare the data used to calculate Oniusione
as a function of calendar year for Figures 7.1 and 7.2.
Table 1-1
Percent of Annual Vehicle. Mile.
Traveled by Different Age Grouns
Vehicle Age
(years)

Percent of total
annual vehicle miles
15.73
13.64
12.02
10.07
9.35
8.18
7.5
6.6
5.3
4.3
2.8
1.7
0.8
0.4
1.6

more than 14

Source:

United States Department of Commerce

-75-
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Table 1-2
Assumed New Car Emissions as
Function of Nodel Year
EKISSIOMS, G,AN/MIl*
Model Year

Hydrocarbons
Exhaust Bloby

Carbon monoxide

Evaporation

pre-1963 "

17

4.08

2.77

125

1963-1967

17

0.82

2.77

125

1968-1969

7.0

0

2.77

71

1970-1971

4.6

0

2.77

47

1972-1974

*3.4

0

0.14

39

1975-1990

0.45

0

0.14

4.7

*Corresponds to CVS-C (1972) test procedure.
Source for conversion factors:

Environmental Protection Agency.

Since test procedure corresponds to summer, annual emissions are
obtained by multiplying g/mile values in above table by 1.12 (urban)
and 1.0 (rural) for HC, and-by 1.085 (urba )and 0.92 (rural) for CO.

-76-

77-166 0 - 72 - 13

186Table 1-3
Examples of Average Vehicle Emissions
Deterioration Factors
Vehicle Age
(years)

Deterioration Factor*
HC
1.063

1.055

1.252

1.195

1.296

1.201

1.302

1.203

-

*Based on California Air Resources Board field surveillance data.
Deterioration above the standards in 1975 and liter model year
vehicles is not allowed for.

Table 1-4
Annual Total Light-Duty Vehicle-Miles
of Travel In United States
Total
Miles (109)

Source:

Percent
Urban
Rural*

1963

655.5

0.50

0.50

1970

898.5

0.53

0.47

1980

1208.0

0.57

0.43

1990

1437.0

0.61

0.39

United States Department of Transportation

allow for higher average speed in rural driving, emissions
grams/rural mile are values given in Table 1-2 multiplied
0.552 for HC and 0.466 for CO.
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Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much, Dr. Ginzton, for stating the
conclusions of the panel.
Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER.Mr. Chairman I want to compliment the gentleman on
his presentation here today. I have read in advance that itis practically
impossible for the automotive industry to meet the standards which are
set by the Clean Air Act for 1975.
I am pleased to see that he does in his statement mention the Possible use of an alternative engine. That is all I have to say, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. RoGFGs. Mr. Hastings?
Mr. HASTINGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I join my colleague in commending the National Academy for this
report. I am not satisfied with the results, either. I am sure 1975 is comptletely out as far as meeting the standards and 1976 is out, too, is that
correct?
Mr. GINZTON. I think that is an overstatement of our position, Mr.
Hastings. In the first place, with regard to 1976, we say almost nothing. We have not yet looked at what is involved. We have heard the
automobile people say they don't know how they can be met.
Mr. HASTINGS. The technology is not presently available for 1976
cars.
Mr. GINZTON. That is correct. As we try to say in our report, if EPA
is reasonably lenient in the interpretation of the ls w, then it is possible
that the larger manufacturers will be able to meet, at least in some cases,
the requirements of the law. It is possible.
Mr. HASTINGS. With the penalties such as lower mileage and so on.
-Mr. GINZTON. There are penalties almost certainly that will have to
be paid.
Mr. HffSTINGS. Are you satisfied that the manufacturers have spent
sufficient resources in their research to find solutions?
Mr. GINZTON. I do not know how to answer that. I believe the industry, both domestic and foreign, are diligently pursuing their
obligations.
In certain places, such as in Europe, there are only dozens of individuals involved in trying to solve these problems, whereas, there are
literally thousands in the United States.
They are working very hard indeed to meet the requirements of the
law. However, I believe your question goes beyond my personal
knowledge.
Mr. HASTINGS. My concern develops from an article in the Wall
Street Journal in which it is reported that General-Motors is asking
Standard Oil to be able to produce a fuel but they don't expect to be
able to meet the standards unless they lean on the oil industry to help
meet those standards.
I am sure you have seen this article.
Mr. GINZToN. Yes.
Mr. Hastings, this is an extremely complex technical matter. Certain
provisions for proper control of emissions are made easier with certain
types of fuel: but they may be more expensive to produce.
We have not had the time in our committee to examine details of the
engineering trade-offs which exist between the two sides of the question.
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For example, we do know that the fuels must be free of certain
pollutants which would spoil the catalyst. There are some uncertainties about numerical details, but aside from these, there can be no
significant amounts of lead in the fuels and so on.
Conversely, the automobile manufacturers believe certain of their
engineering problems would be eased if fuels were changed-made
more volatIe--and the fuel companies, in turn, believe that this would
be expensive to do. This is a complex trade-off question which I am
not prepared to discuss.
Mr. HAsTINGS. Do you anticipate you would take a look at this?
Mr. GINzToN. It is an important question and we intend to look
at it to the best of our ability.
Mr. HASTINGS. Without any technical knowledge, between the automobile manufacturers and the oil industry.
Mr. GINZTON. We shall do our best.
lMr. HASTINGS. High volatility gasoline may be a poorly written
testing procedure for the 1975 cars. Have you taken a look at those
testing procedures and can you comment on the validity of that statement?
Mr. GINZTON. We do know a large fraction of the pollutants emitted
from the car come from the cold start. The problem is eased considerably by making the fuels more volatile. The problems of meeting the
requirements of the law are based upon an assumed driving cycle
in Los Angeles and we accept for the moment EPA's promulgated
standards.
Some standards have to be established. At the moment, we have
no basis for questioning the EPA standards, although we intend to
look at some aspects of them in the future.
Mr. HASTINGS. I guess that is what I wanted to hear--that you
will take a look at those standards and hopefully, you will pass your
findings on to us.
Mr. GINZTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. HASTINGS. Thank you very much, I have no further questions.
Mr. RooERS. Mr. Sohmitz.
Mr. SCHMITZ. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to add my appreciation for the work of these
gentlemen.
Mr. RoGERs. I think if would be well to start out ky putting in the
record the standards which the industry must meet with which you
were concerned. There were two pollutants with which you were
particularly concerned. What are those standards?
Mr. G[NZTON. The 1975 standards-for-hydrocarbons are 0.41 gram
y-er mile emitted by the vehicle driven and for c.%rbon monoxide the
standard is 3.4 grams per mile.
Mr. ROGERS. What were the standards for 1970 when the law was
enactedI
Mr. GmrZToN. For 1970, the standards were 2.2 for hydrocarbons,
2.2 grams per mile, and 2.3 grams per mile for carbon monoxide.
I think 1 should mention that this is under the Federal test procedure which was the concentration measurement procedure applicable st this time. Discussion of exact testing prcedLures are beyond
the ability of the audience to comprehend at the moment'.
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If you wish for me to define this more clearly, we would be pleased
to submit a memorndum which would be comprehensive. It is in our
report which is in abbreviated form in table 2.1 on page 13 of the
report.
If further elaboration of this is required, as it may well be, we
would be glad to supply it.
Mr. ROGERS. It is my understanding that a new testing procedure
was put into effect which 'merely changed the 1970 requirement from
2.2 hydrocarbons to 4.6. Is that correct?
Mr. GINZTON. I think that is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Have you
the basis of the 2.2 or e4.6determined the 1975 requirements, then, on
Mr. GINZTON. Mr. Chairman, this is the area which, I think, is
so complex that it requires very careful discussion. The 4.6 is the
standard which is set 'in accordance with present measurements.
These 'are the numbers which ure reduced by a factor of 10 in accordance with the law.
Mr. RoGEas. In other words, at the time we passed the law, it was
our understanding that the requirement for the hydrocarbon was 2.A2 at the time we passed the law.
Now, I understand EPA came in and refined the testimony perhaps because of technology-I don't know-but nevertheless, if we
carried out the requirement of the law, it would even be less than what
we would require now because they are basing it on a 4.6, 1970 basis,
are they not, and requiring a 90-percent reduction from the 4.6 rather
than the 2.2; is that correct?
Mr. GixzToN. Mr. Chairman, the numbers are different. You are
quite right about this. The intent of EPA in changing the numbers
was not to change the standards which Congress heard of but to establish a test procedure which was equivalent but more meaningful in
practice.
For the purposes of this committee, I would say the two numbers
are in fact equivalent. It all depends upon 'how you measure and
which you measure. It is that kind of difference that is involved in the
measurements involved. It is a different way of measuring something.
-Mr. RoGERs. Except, you allow a greater capacity, so many grn s
per mile more under one testing procedure than you do under the
other; do you not?
Mr. GiNZTON. To the best of our knowledge, Mr. Chairman, the
two procedures in terms of what actually happens
I to a car on the
road, the two measurements are equivalent.
Mr. RoGlzs. How do we get a different result? I am not sure I follow
that. That would make a significant dii'erence in the requirement, I
would think, whether a car has to test out at 2.2 or at 4.6 grams per
mile.
Mr. GINZrON. Mr. Chairman, the problem arises out of the fact in
order to get a meaningful number, some number, the EPA had to
stipulate a typical driving procedure to which an average car would
be exposed.
The initial procedure that EPA promulgated, so-called CVS procedure, took into account that in many situations, a car starting early
in the morning under cold conditions would emit more hydrocarbons
than it would under some othir possible conditions that you could
imagine.
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This resulted in some criticism of the procedure and finally, a CVSCH test procedure was promulgated. It took into account more typical
conditions: a car started by a person in the morning when the engine
is cold and once again, perhaps for lunch, when the engine is not quite
so cold. Because of the way EPA interpreted typical use of the car in
the American environment, they promulgated certain standards which
resulted in a different test procedure.
Mr. Roocas. I understand that, but what, I am saying is that EPA
call actually vary the requirements by their testing procedure so they
can change it allno imatter what is in the law andin effect, there has
been some cleaning from what we started out with, what Congress
thought so there has already been a relaxation.
Mr. IIANDLER. I don't think that is quite the point. The point is that
the same-engine would have emitted this pair of values, depending on
which test procedure was used for examining that same engine.
Mr. Rotsmits. I understand, but what I am saying is that the Congress
thought we wele getting an emission of 2.2.
Mr. HANmna. Under certain test procedures.
Mr. lxooms. And a reduction of 90 percent of that.
Mr. GINZTON. Mr. Chairlman, you are certainly right in the line of
questioning you are following. ThIe question is very complicated. EPA
is trying to interpret the law and apply it in a way which they think
is most appropriate.
(See letter dated February 15, 1972, p. 193 this hearing.)
Mr. Roozits. We will take that, up with EPA.
I notice you do make this finding that experimental vehicles have
been built aid operated, that' at low mileage exhibit, levels of emission
less thith those specified for 1975 model year vehicles.
Have all of the companies done that or just some ?
Mr. GizToN. No, nottall; just some. There are examples of such

performance.
Mr. RoaoEs. You say next.:
However, Information establiling the austained effectiveness, durability, and

reliability of prototyle 1975 vehicle systems during typical consumer mileage
accumulation is not avalleble.

Does that mean the testing has not, been done sufficiently or the information was not given to you or they simply have not conducted the
necessary tests'?
Mr. GINZTON. At -the time our report was written, the information
simply was not available. Some cars had accumulated just a few miles,
31000, 4,000, and these are the best numbers that could be available to
Ils.
The other exlriments, however, with catalysts would indicate that
it is simply not reasonable to expect a catalyst to remain active for

50,000 miles, so it is a combination of tests performed on the low-mileage cars on the one hand and knowledge of how catalysts behave

generally.
Mr. Rook.'Rs. I would think, until we have this information and the
tests have actually been made, we will not really know, will we?
Mi.GINZTON. I think that is a correct statement, Mr. Chairman.
On the other hand, a lot of tests have been made in a catalyst.
One knows what to expect of them and it is simply not reasonable to
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expect the kind of performance that is essential in the duration of
catalysts.
Mr. Rooivis. I understand that, but what I am saying is, and I want
to be sure I am clear, we have not really completed-sufficient testing
of these vehicles that have gone below the 1975 standards to make a
judgment at the time the report was made.
Mr. GiNzToN. That is right.
Mr. RoGERs. So, it is possible that sonie testing could show up that
this is feasible?
Mr. GizTor. It is possible but under the present circumstances, it

is highly unlikely.
Mr. Roamts. Then we have not gotten the results yet, and I know
you will follow this and advise the committee as soon as we have this
information.
What period of time would you think it would be necessary before
sufficient testing has been done on some of these particular vehicles?
Mr. GiNZTON. Accumulation of 50,000 miles implies a duration of
about 4 months. So today if one had a system which is just about
what you want, it would take 4 months to ascertain that one car would
possess the characteristics required.
If the car did not quite work, it would take another 4 months.
Mr. ROGERS. Are you satisfied that you have been given all of these
test results and figures?
Mr. GINZTON. Yes, sir; we are satisfied.
Mr. ROGERS. I notice there is a feeling if they could put on a catalyst.,
say, for only 25,000 miles rather than the 50,000 Iquirement, this
possibly would solve basically the problem, is that correct?
Mr. GiNzToN. That is one of the tWree conditions, Mr. Chairman.
One is fuel, which we are taking for gifnted, which would be poisonfree fuel.
Mr. RoGERs. At a 91 octane rating?

---

Mr. GINZTON. Octane rating is one question but the absence of poisons in the fuel is an imperative. In addition then, you are quite right
now, if catalysts were replaced at 25,000 miles, something of that sort,
then it would make a major difference in the manufacturers being able
to make a car to meet the 1975 standards.
Mr. Roopts. Then I think this is fairly optimistic where we have
the possibility of 25,000 miles.
Mr. GI ZroN. That is the reason, Mr. Chairman, for our saying it is

quite possible.
Mr. UToEs. Did you have an opportunity to look at what the fuel
manufacturers were doing?
Mr. GiNz,wro. No, sir, we have not done enough to be of any help
to you at the moment.
Mr. RooERs. But it is my un(lerstanding that they are capable of
making this fuel. Is this your understanding?
Mr. GINZTOX. Yes.

Mr. RoGERs. And some in fact are (loing it now?
Mr. GiNZrTox. Yes, sir.

Mr. Roo s. As I understand it, you did make on-site inspections.
You had your committee go to the plants to see what was being done
and the techniques. You are not prepared to make a judgment nor will
we ask you whether they have exerted a sufficient effort.
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i resume you did not go into that question.
Mr. GINZTON. The question of effort we have not.
Mr. Roomas. I think that is a determination for the agency to make
whenever they submit a request for extension.
Mr. GINZTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. RoGEns. I notice you talked a little bit about cost. Does this
include a profit factor or iiot?
Mr. GINZTON. Yes, it does.
Mr. RoGERs. Any particular amount I
Mr. Gixz'ro. Yes, there is a 10 percent profit included in the estimates we have made.
Mr. RooERS. If you just put this item on the vehicle for costs, it
would reduce it about 10 percent?
Mr. GINZT0oN. Something of that, sort. Of course, 10 percent is small
compared to the uncertainty. Our concentration is that the system
which would work would cost about $200 more. There is a substantial disagreement within the industry of what it would be, so I think'
10 percent as a measure of meaningfulness is not large compared to
other uncertahities.
Mr. RooiRs. Although I believe everybody believes in the profit
system, I don't know whether you should produce a polluting car and
then charge a profit for correcting the pollution. That kind of gets
to a circle there. I think you make profit on the car but maybe it ought
to be corrected for costs. Inam not certain.
I don't think the committee got into that.
What about hot and cold starts in the testing procedure? As I understand it, you claim ii our report that the smog problem is worse
between 6 and 9 a.m. and I presume that is where most of the cold
starts occur, probably in that time.
Mr. GINZTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. RoERs. Should more weight be given to hot starts than cold
starts i Does the cold start weigh more heavily on the problem?
Mr. GINzTox. I cannot comment on this., This is a question we have
not looked at to (late. To (late, we have simply taken as the first responsibility to advise Congress and EPA with regard to the technological feasibility of the standards as promulgated. We find that
the standards are not certain to be met by any means, and it is now
the intent of our Committee to take-a good look at what reasonable
modifications to the standards one might conceive.
The questions you pose are good ones, but we would like to examine
them as far as overall review of what kind of interim standards are
most appropriate.
Mr. o0oias. Did you look at the cold start and hot start problem
and what the manufacturers would do in these areas and how their
cars polluted?
Mr. GiNzToN. Yes, we do know where the pollution comes from,
what period of driving cycle is most responsible for the pollution.
These matters we do understand.
\
Mr. RoomRS. What are those
Mr. GINZTON. About 40 percent of the pollution from a car comes
from the very short period when the emax is started when it is cold. That
is the most difficult period in a car's operation.
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Beyond that, as the control devices warm up, the pollution becomes
progressively less and less.
Mr. RoGzM. Could you let us have, and I don't care about manufac-

turers, for the record your finding on the hot and cold pollution starts?
I think you give us an average.
Mr. G Nz'roN. At the moment, we do not have information in that

particular form. We will try to obtain it and we would like to supply
Jt for the record, if it is possible.
Mr. Roozms. If it is not possible, is there any reason why this should
not be made available? Is it just a question of getting it from the automobile cOtmpanies?
Mr. Grzrkro. No; there is no problem, I don't believe.
Mr. Roocts. The companies did not furnish information as to cold

starts and hot starts.

Mr. GIxzToN. We did not ask for information in that form andthey
did not volunteer it.

Mr. Roamcs. Of course, the committee is very much concerned if

there would be any relaxation of a law passed by Congres. I think

your report is encouraging so it is certainly up to 25 0

miles and if

there is a change in the catalyst then this might be the solution.
_(The following letter was received from the record:)

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL,
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SoiwNCES, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING,
COMMr7
ON MOTOR VEnHILE EMISSIONS or Tnu DrvIsroN OF ENGINEERING,

Hon. PAUL G. ROGERS,

'Washington, D.C., February 16, 1972.

Chairman, Subcommittee on Publio Health and Environment, Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washing-

ton, D.C.

SIR: I would like to attempt to elaborate upon the responses to the questions
you posed to the Academy witnesses at the Hearings of the Subcommittee on
Public Health and Environment, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, with regard to the various motor vehicle emission testing procedures
and resultant standards.
These questions appear on pages 22-25 of the transcript of testimony of
January 26, 1972. The test procedure used for 1970 model year cars in 1970
involved a concentration measurement and was not a mass emission measurement. In this test, the vehicle was run through seven different driving modes,
with the concentration of pollutants in the exhaust flow multiplied by a weighting factor to get an estimate of mass emissions. This procedure was labeled the
Federal Test Procedure (FTP) and, using this procedure and the applicable drive.
ing cycle, the standard for hydrocarbon emissions was set at,2.2 grams per mile.
Since the standards are based on mass emissions, in grams per mile, it was felt
by the Environmental Protection Agency that it would be preferable to develop
a test that would directly measure mass emissions rather than having to apply
a calculated weighting factor to a concentration measurement. Also the importance of the cold start portion of the test was recognized, and it was thought
that more weight should be given to that portion of the test Thus, there evolved
the constant volume sampling procedure (CVS-C) to be used on 1972 and 1978
model year cars With this test, the vehicle is started cold and Is run through a
representative driving cycle of 23 minutes. A constant fraction of the exhaust
is collected in a bag, with the contents of the bag analyzed to give mass emissions
in grams per mile. The test procedure, Instrumentation and driving cycle of the
CVS-C procedure are different than those of the FTP. The change in test procedures was for the purpose of making test results more representative of emissions
from in-use vehicles. Naturally, these changes in test procedures had the effect of
changing the measured idass emissions from a vehicle. We are advised by EPA,
for example, that a typical 1978 vehicle with hydrocarbon emissions of 2.2 grams
per mile measured under the old FTP procedure would have hydrocarbon emissions of 4.6 #rams per mile with the CVS-C procedure (the same vehicle with
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the same emission control system). In other words, the 2.2 grams per mile of
the FTP are equivalent to the 4.0 grams per mile of the CVS-C procedure for
the 1970 vehicle.
A further refinement in the emission test was made for 1975 model year vehicles. It was felt that since the average car was started more than once per day,
and only the first start was a cold one, it would be more representative to have
a hot restart of the engine after the cold start portion of the test. For this reason,
we now have the CVS-CH test-to be used on 1975 model year vehicles, in which
the vehicle is started cold, run through a typical 28 minute driving cycle, shut
down, restarted in ten minutes, and run through another cycle. Emissions from
each portion of the test are collected in bags, with the contents of the bag analyzed
and weighted. With this test, EPA states that the hydrocarbon emissions for the
1970 vehicle would be 4.1 grams per mile, slightly less than the emissions meas.
ured using the CVS-C procedures. Since the Clean Air Amendments call for a
90% reduction of CO and hydrocarbons allowable under the 1970 standards, the
hydrocarbon standard for 1075 model year vehicles is 0.41 grams per mile.
The test procedure to be used for 1975 model year cars is the CVS-C1I procedure. In order to achieve compliance with the Clean Air Amendments, emissions
for 1975 vehicles measured in the CVS-CH procedure must be compared with
the 1970 standards. The 1970 standards are based on the FTP, and yielded 2.2
grams per mile; this number must be adjusted to 4.1 grams per mile so as to
compare 1970 standards and 1975 vehicle emissions on the basis of the same
test procedures.
In a letter la-year to Mr. Eric Stork, Director, Mobile Source Pollution Control, Office of Air Programs, Environmental Protection Agency, we requested information concerning the tests used to establish the standards.
Quoting from the reply of a letter to Dr. John, Executive Director, CMVE,
from Mr. Stork of August 5, 1971:
"You have also requested information on the tests conducted to establish the
numerical values of the 1975 emission standards. The final values of 0.41 gm/mi
hydrocarbons and 3.4 gm/mi carbon monoxide were arrived at in two steps.
"A fleet of approximately 180 1970 model year vehicles was tested using both
the 1970 Federal test procedure and the 1972 Federal test procedure. From these
test data, average conversion factors were calculated on a production weighted
basis and were applied to the 1970 Federal emission standards of 2.2 gm/mi
hydrocarbons and 28.0 gm/mi carbon monoxide. It was thus determined that the
1970 standards were equivalent to standards of 4.6 gm/mi hydrocarbons and
47.0 gm/mi carbon monoxide when referred to the :1072 test procedure. These
figures were the basis of the emission standards of 0.46 gm/mi hydrocarbons and
4.7 gm/mi carbon monoxide proposed in the February 26, 1971 Federal Register.
"When it was subsequently concluded that the test procedure would be revised
to reflect the 24-hour average weighting of vehicle cold and hot start operations,
two fleets containing a total of 90 1970 model vehicles were tested to determine
the conversion factors between the 1972 and 1975 test procedures. These conversion factors were applied to the previously proposed standards to arrive at the
final values promulgated in the July 2, 1971 FederalRegister."
Another point that I would like to clarify concerns the cold start problem
referred to on page 81 of the transcript of testimony. The actual percentage of
pollutants that are emitted by a vehicle during the cold start portion of the
emissions test Is dependent on the type of emission control system utilized on the
vehicle. For some vehicles with certain emission control systems this percentage
may be as high as 70%. Certainly, a large percentage of the carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbon emission occurs during the first two minutes of operation from a cold start.
I trust this has cleared up some of the points in our testimony. Please call on
us if any further questions arise.
Very truly yours,
1E. L. GINSTeN, O1arman.

Kyros.
Mr. RoGFRs. Mr.
Mr. Kymos. Has your group -sought the advice of environmental

scientists I
Mr. GINzToN;. We have written to many different organizations asking for any contribution they could make in examining the questions
before us at the time.
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The questions we asked were strictly dealing with 1975 standards.
Mr. KmRos. From which environmental groups, if any, did you
receive that information?
Mr. GiNzToN. To the best of my knowledge, none.
Mr. Kmos. Is this kind of information that you have developed
available to environmental Rientists for study and research?
Mr. GiNZTON. Mr. Kyros, would you mind repeating what kind of
basic information you have in mind?
Mr. KyRos. I meant general background information on the problem
as you developed it. Has it been maie available to environmental scientists for comment or evaluation?
Mr. GINZTON. Most of the information available to us is available
except under specific provisions of proprietary information, excePt
for those limitations, the information is available in the offices of the
committee.
Mr. KYiios. I understand that you have gotten information from
automobile manufacturers. Is that so?
Mr. GINZTON. Yes, sir.

Mr. Kymos. And from oil companies?
Mr. (INZTON. To some extent, as well.
Mr. Kynos. How about from catalyst manufacturers?
Mr. GINczroN. Yes.
Mr. Kynos. How about from fuel injection system manufacturers?
Mr. GINZTON. To some extent, yes, yes, sir.
Mr. Ky os. How about from suppliers to the automotive industry,
like people who make valves or pistons or spark plugs or carburetors?
Mr. GINZTON. We have a substantial amount of information not in
all of those fields, but in many.
Mr. KYRos. So, you are still in the process of trying to get it together?
-Mr. GINZTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. Kmnos. Thank you very much.
Mr. RoGERs. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. How many car manufacturers here in the United States
use the fuel injection system?
Mr. GXNZTOx. Do many use them?

Mr CARTMR. Yes, sir.
Mr. GINzZTON;. No, sir, they do-not.
Mr. CARTER. Which saves more gasoline, the fuel injection system or
the resent spark plug system of ignition that we have
9r. GINZTON. think, Dr. Carter, it is a question to which the coimittee has not paid a great deal of attention.
I can .vply casually that the fuel injection system at an added addi.
tional cost, can save on fuel.
Mr. CARTER. As less fuel is.consumed, there would be less emission.
Mr. GINzToc. I think, Dr. Carter, the main point of your question,
if I understand it correctly, is that the fuel injection engine with more
careful control of the fuel delivered to the cylinder is capable of deliverin lower levels of emissions. That would be correct.
er. CARTER. That is one angle that our motor industry might think
about. I woridered so many times why the industry continues to use
automobiles which use mo'e and more gas and for that very reason,
at least have more pollutants that they have to control or at least try
to control according to-the present legislation.,
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Mr. GizToN. There are important suggestions in that regard to
make use of fuel injection systems as soon as possible, but there is no
known way today for sure which would make fuel injection systems
good enough in every respect to provide the kind of performance that
is called for under the act.
Mr. CARTER. I have seen many of the oars which use this system and
actually, they are just as fine as any that are made in the United
States.
You have to admit the Mercedes is as well-engineered car in the
world as any that uses this fuel injection system.
Mr. GINzToN. Yes, sir, but it does not perform adequately to meet
the law.
Mr. CARTER. Neither do ours. They have less pollutants to control;
isn't that correct?
Mr. GINZTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARTER. I was pleased to see that part of the vehicles which had
passed the test, the 1975 vehicles.
However, it was stated that you did not know whether they could
maintain this efficiency of control of pollutants; is that tru I
Mr. GINZToN. Yes, ]Dr. Carter; that is correct.
Mr. CARTER. There was doubt as to the durability of the mechanism
and so on.
Thank you.
Mr. RooERs. Mr. Hastings?
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. Chairman, I have just one question.
On page 23 of this report, we find: "There is, therefore, need for
Federal action to insure wide variability of lead-free fuel ...
What type of Federal action is anticipated?
Mr. GiNzToi. I could give c- answer, but I think you would get a
more complete answer from representatives of EPA.
Mr. HASTINGS. You have no recommendation of your own?
Mr. GiNzToN. No, eir.
Mr. RooER. I get, from your report on page 10, that the committee's
feeling was that we would probably not be in this kind of situation on
1975 standards if the automobile industry had tackled this problem
faithfully in the last 10 years on an earnest basis.
Is that what I read from your page 10 statement?
Mr. GINZTON. I think that is perfectly correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RoomFS. Also I want to conclude with asking this: I notice
Mr. Kyros asked about information from the industry itself and
the fact that you also got information from other groups as well, the
catalyst makers and so forth.
Did the informadwi vary any? Was there much variance in information on claims
Mr. GINzToN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, there was a great deal of variation in attitudes towards these questions.
There are individuals who had virtually no experience in this field
who will tell you that the problems are easy. There are people such
as catalyst manufacturers who think that there is important business
to be developed, that things might not be all that bad to provide for
1975 vehicles in 1975, and there are other people who attempted to
test them.
Our judgment is that, overall, the performance of the catalysts is
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not yet good enough. This is our judgment, not the judgment of some
one segment of industry.
Mr. ROORs. At least your report says that if only 25,000 miles were
required, then it is quite possible to meet the standards?
Mr. GINzToN. It is quite possible. We stipulated three conditions
but just now you did refer to only one of them.
Mr. Rooias. The gas, the fuel and the averaging of the testing; is
that correct?
Mr. GINZTON. Yes.
Mr. RooPs. Thank you so much. Your testimony has been most
helpful.
The Congress and I am sure the American people are very grateful
to the Academy for the service you are rendering.
Thank you very much.
Mr. GINZTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It has been a
pleasure.
Mr. RoGERs. Our next witness will be Mr. Ernest S. Starkman, vice
president, Environmental Activities, General Motors Corporation.
Mr. Starkman, we welcome you to the committee.
STATEMENT OF
VIRONMENTAL
ACCOMPANIED
AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINEERING

ERNEST S. STARKMAN, VICE PRESIDENT, ENACTIVITIES STAFF, GENERAL MOTORS CORP.BY DR. FRED W. BOWDITCH, DIRECTOR OP
EMISSION CONTROL; AND GEORGE NIEPOTH,
OTAFF

Mr. STARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee on Public Health and Welfare, I am Ernest S. Starkman, vice
president of General Motors Corp., in charge of the environmental
activities staff. I have held this position since April of 1971, at which
time General Motors consolidated under one staff administration its
,totivities in vehicular emissions, safety, the experimental safety
vehicle and other environmental concerns.
You might be interested in knowing that prior to my joining General Motors I was a professor of mechanical engineering at the University of California in Berkeley. Just before leaving hat Position,
I was an assistant vice president of that institution. During the past
decade I have been active in many local, State and Federal automotive emission air pollution advisory groups. As an example, I was
chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee to the State of California's Air Resources Board.
The purpose of this hearing, as we understand it, is to consider the
Clean Air Act of 1963 and more particularly, the amendments to it
which were adopted in 1970. I am prepared today to discuss the consequences of those 1970 amendments as they he
affected General
Motors. I am accompanied by Dr. Fred W. Bowditch, director of automotive
emission
engineering
staff.control of my staff, and Mr. George Niepoth of the
To begin with, I wish to assure you that vehicular emissions control

continues to be one of the highest priority concerns within General
Motors. Our undiminished goal remains that of eliminating General Motors automobiles as significant contributors to the air pollu-
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tion problem of the Nation, and we are irrevocably committed to this
end. As an indication of the depth of our efforts, I think it would be
worthwhile to state that we have expended almost $300 million in
total in the past 2 years in this area and our present progr ins indicate that we will spend around $225 million in 1972 towardt even
further reductions in vehicular emissions. The equivalent of more than
3,000 scientists, engineers, technicians and supporting staff are presently working toward this objective at GeneralMotors.
Attaclunent I shows the emission control system components characteristic of present General Motors cars. This equipment was installed on 1972 GM models and control systems such as this--in the
hands of the public-will reduce total hydrocarbon emissions 80 percent, carbon monoxide 70 percent, and oxides of nitrogen 80 percent,
compared to nonequipped models prior to 1961.
The effect on atmospheric pollution of the 1972 automotive control systems and those on past model years has most recently been
examined by the Committee of the National Academy of Sciences in
its January 1, 1972, report to Congress. The curves in attachments
II and III show the calculated results of this examination.
The crosshatched areas in attachments II and III are what is contributed and will continue to be contributed by the automobile built
to date, and which vehicles will last until such time as they will be discarded. The uppermost curve relates to what is and will be the state of
the atmosphere if we retain the emission control systems we presently
are building until that time at which these cars are discarded-i
other words, if allcars from now on were controlled to the 1972 model
levels.
The intermediate dashed curves relate to 1975 standards to which
we are addressing ourselves today; the introduction of those cars that
would have levels of control by 1975 or, alternately, 1976.
I repeat, this is taken from the National Academy report.
We wish to call this to your attention so you would have some idea
of what we face in the future.
The following chart (attachment III) shows the situation with respect to carbon monoxide if we had discarded cars in the normal fashion; and if we replaced those vehicles on the other hand with those
having 1972 model control systems; or if we go to 1975 systems which
would accommodate the law as it is stated in the amendments of 1970.
I would particularly like to call your attention on these curves to
the fact that the atmospheric levels of automotive-related hydrocarbons
have decreased 28 percent since the peak in 1968 and carbon monoxide
has decreased 17 percent since a similar peak, also in 1968.
Once again, I will say this is for the whole Nation.
Since there are many- older cars still in use which have no controls,
the decrease in total atmospheric levels is still not as great as the emission reductions in current model cars. As the curves suggest, reductions
in automotive-related hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide will continue to occur in the future.
These data are confirmed by publicati ns of the Los Angeles County
Air Pollution Control District, which ftlvcst, for example, that ih
the Los Angeles basin present levels of hydrocarbons are down 86
percent from the 1966 peak, and carbon monoxide is down 25 percent
from its 1966 peak.
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I am sure you realize control systems were introduced in California
2 years prior to their going across the Nation.
Due to the fact that controls for oxides of nitrogen have only- recently been installed on new cars nationwide, a similar downward
trend in oxides of nitrogen has not taken place. However, the turning
point for atmospheric levels for this pollutant is expected to take place
this year. This results from the fact that controls for NO. installed on
recent models of motor cars have reduced this component of vehicle
exhaust. For GM cars, the reduction presently is about 80 percent.
The downtrend in air pollution alerts experienced by 1os Angeles
in 1971 is evidence that the situation there has been improved. It is
not unreasonable to expect that the same trend is being experienced
across the Nation. This is encouraging, but we do not wish to leave the
impression that the air pollution problem has been completely resolved--either in Los Angeles or in other cities of the Nation. We do,
however, wish to call your attention to the fact that significant progress is being made in cleaning up our air, even though more than half
of the cars on the road have no exhaust emission control systems
whatever.
Although the automobile is blamed for approximately 40 percent
of the Nation's air pollution problems, this is based on a total tonnage
basis. It is now recognized by experts that a more accurate measure
should'be based on relative effects on health and plant life. The most
recent information incorporating health and plant damage-together
with tonnage-would show that the automobile is more nearly 10 per-\
cent of the Nation's problem. This var es, of course, from one urban
area to another.
The atmospheric improvements resulting from the levels of control
already app lied to the automobile have not been without penalty.
Many who have purchased recent model cars have experienced a decrease in the driving response, and, sometimes, difficulty in starting
these cars. This adverse effect on driveability, as we call it, is an unfortunate consequence of modifications made in order to decrease the
concentration of pollutants which emit from the exhaust pipe.
While the individual vehicle owner usually does not measure pre6isely the fuel consumption of his vehicle, I can confirm what is perhaps your own experience that the public is paying a penalty in increased fuel usage for the same vehicle applications.
This result is not pleasing to any manufacturer-and certainly not
to the car buyer. Indeed General Motors has had to discontinue some
of its engine-vehicle combinations after making modifications to eMissions control systems. In our opinion, driveability alid fuel economy
of such engine-vehicle combinations would not have been acceptable
to the public.
Turning now to what is being done to meet the 1975 exhaust emission
requirements under the 1970 amendments to the Clean Air Act, I am
sure that you are all aware of the fact that General Motors has applied
for a 1-year suspension provided for in the act. We came to this conclusion with reluctance. Let me explain how we got there.
Since enactment of the 1970 amendments to the Clean Air Act, we
have been striving to meet the emission levels which are prescribed
for 1975 and subsequent model years. I am sure that you have heard
of various experimental controlsystems which have met the hydro-
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carbon, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen emission levels on a
laboratory basis. As you may know, some of these systems have been
developed by General Motors.
In our judgment, the better systems utilize a rather complex combination of components including particularly a catalytic converter
in the exhaust line. We are presently convinced that the catalytic converter method of treating hydrocarbons and-carbon monoxide is the
most effective means for controlling these two emittants. The Com.
mittee of the National Academy of Sciences in its report to Congress
came to the same conclusion.
Since there are, of course, many other components besides the cata-lytic converter in the total package of components necessary to control
emissions, we must be assured of the satisfactory performance of the
total system under the varied conditions of customer service before
systems can be released for the 1975 or subsequent model years.
We must solve two large technical problems before we can translate
the experimental systems into mass production hardware. These are
durability and reliability. By law, the systems will have to be sufficiently reliable and durable to last for 50,000 miles or 5 years. Involved in this is owner maintenance, which includes catalyst replacement schedules, and availability of appropriate fuel which will not
render the catalyst ineffective.
Testing has shown that such materials as lead, sulfur, and phosphorus can shorten catalyst life and effectiveness.
Some of these difficulties may be resolved by administrative determination. For example, in our request to Administrator Ruckelshaus for
a 1-year suspension of the 1975 standards for vehicular emission control, General Motors pointed out many definitions which will have to
be made by the Environmental Protection Agency before manufacturers can be certain of the reliability and durability requirements that
they must meet. These are items which the Committee of the National
Academy of Sciences also said must be satisfactorily resolved before
the 1976 model year prescribed levels of emissions could possibly be
attained.
There are major problems to the automobile manufacturer which
depend upon how the Environmental Protection Agency develops regulations which wodild affect catalyst replacement, owner maintenance
requirements, specification of fuels and whether averaging the emissions produced by our vehicles over total production wilIbe allowed.
Moreover, the Environmental Protection Agency must establish details of the assembly line test required by the lean Air Act before we
will know whether our systems will accommodate such requirements.
I would like to dwell for just a moment on this matter. Having been
deeply involved in-the promulgation of Calilornia's emission control
levels as chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee of the California Air Resources Board prior to joining General Motors, let me
assure this subcommittee that all present emission control standards for
automobiles are derived from the effect on the atmosphere of average
emissions. Atmospheric pollution consists of the output of so many individual vehicles that its total dimension can be determined only by
averaging emissions. Therefore, the scientific community uniformly has
recognized the averaging concept. Until now, regulations intended to
bring atmospheric pollutants down to the prescribed levels have been
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"

based on achieving an average rather than an absolute maximum level
for motor vehicles.
If the averaging concept for end-of-the-line assembly testing is accepted, then field surveillance standards and methods based on the,
same philosophy must be developed.
There is no teclical foundation related to either health or esthetics
that would prescribe vehicle emission control on an absolute basis for
an individual car. The validity of the averaging concept is now and always has been accepted by the technical an scientific community.
Unfortunately, all of the preceding matters must be resolved before
we could make an evaluation ot how close we could come to meeting
all of the 1975 requirements.
Surely, you can agree that for General Motors it Would be a most
foolhardy step to commit the tremendous sum of hundreds of millions
of dollars today without this kind of knowledge. Regrettably, we have
to make this decision promptly in order to meet the requirements for
tooling and commitments to outside suppliers for the necessary equipment and materials, including catalysts.-This ' decision is critical to our
ability to manufacture any 1975 model vehicles.
I want to emphasize that General Motors' efforts to control emissions from motor vehicles are not limited to development of systems
for the present kinds of gasoline engines. I believe it is generally
agreed-and has been confirmed in the report of the Committee of
the National Academy of Science&-that no alternative powerplant
can be developed in time to meet the 1975 and 1976 standards.
I will, therefore, not dwell at this time upon the subjects of alternative systems ot alternative powerplants other than to say that we continue to re.e.Lrch and investigate all potential promising vehicular
emission control systems and alternate powerplants and means for
transportation. However, I would like to note briefly our progress in
some of these areas.
I am sure that you are aware of our increased involvement in rotary
combustion engines and gas turbines and other alternate powerplants.
The rotary combustion engine is of interest to us because of the potential that this smaller size engine-together with its emission control
system-has for better packaging into future motor vehicles than
present engines. However, from our investigation we do not believe the
rotary combustion engine is inherently any less of a contributor of
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and oxides of nitrogen than is the
piston engine when both are developed to the same level of technology.
We are also continuing our development of the gas turbine as an
alternate powerplant, and have recently expanded our work in this
area. Additionally, we are supporting outside efforts to develop gas
turbines as well as steam engines. Among those with whom we are
associated are Bill Lear and Sam Williams, both of them well known
for their involvement in their respective areas.
We would like to close by addressing the matter of emission control levels prescribed for 1975 and 1976 in the 1970 amendments to
the Clean Air Act. Technical experts both outside and within the
automobile industry have questioned the extreme reductions prescribed
in the act. Specifically the act requires reductions in vehicular emissions of 90 percent below the low levels already achieved as of 1970
models, and in the case of oxides of nitrogen, 1971. The 1975 stand-
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ards, on which we are asking a 1-year suspension would require
hydrocarbons to be reduced 98 percent and carbon monoxide, 97.5
percent, compared to 1960 precontrol levels.
Technical experts do not believe that such stringency is necessary
to provide air quality levels which will adequatey protect health
through the 1980's and 1990's. This is evident from the reports of such
bodies as for example, the California State Air Resources Board.
Two other problems may be equally important as is the appropriate
level of air quality. One is the disproportionate economic burden which
these standards could place upon this country and its citizens. The
other is the trade-off between a specific air quality and what appeal
to be our Nation's dwindling petroleum reserves.
The question is not whether there should be controls. The real question is at what level controls should be established to achieve the best
balance between appropriate environmental protection and the resulting impact on our national economy. The price to achieve the last
several steps toward the required 1975 control level can be greater than
the combined price of ll previous steps. This was clear in the National
Academy of Sciences Committee report, where it was estimated that
the consumer price for hardware alone to achieve emission levels up
through 1974 would be $190.60; the additional consumer price to reach
1975 levels would be $193.40.
These important questions are of interest not only to the technical
community but also to the general public, which must pay the price.
These questions certainly appear to be worthy of congressional study,
and we would suggest your consideration of this matter.
Thank you.
We would be happy to answer any questions.
(The charts referred to follow:)
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ATTACHMENT II
UNITED STATES NATIONWIDE HYDROCARBON EMIM8IONS
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ATTACHMENT III
UNITED STATES NATIONWIDE CARBON MONOXIDE EMISSIONS
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Mr. RooRS. Thank you very much, Mr. Starkman, for your statement. We appreciate your being here.
Let me just ask this and then I will have others question you: It is
myunderstanding that General Motors has entered into discussion
with individual oil companies. I understand you can't get them together because of the antitrust situation but you have begun discussions with individual companies regarding a proposal that you have
which you feel would be helpful in cleaning up the air as far as the
automobile is concerned.
I wondered if you would comment on that.
Mr. STARKMAN. I would be happy to, yes, indeed. General Motors
has held and has programed to 1hold, meetings with individual oil company representatives for the purpose of describing to them our attempts at accommodating the 1975-76 standards, the approaches we
have made and some of the results we have obtained.
I have already mentioned in my statement to you that we believe that
lead and phosphorus and sulphur will have to be constrained in
motor fuels in order that the appropriate durability of the catalyst
systems is obtained.
In the course of our investigation we have been very much troubled by the extent to which the front end or first part of the emission test cycle has contributed to total emissions of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide. Most of the emissions come in the first couple of
minutes.
In looking for ways to decrease the proportion of total emissions
that these first few minutes would contribute, we have discovered it
is possible if we could get a fuel that would run satisfactorily once the
engine has fired up, we could then reduce that front end part of the
emissions.
One way to get to this is by changing compositions so that the hydrocarbons that are incorporated in he higher boiling fraction of that
fuel were reduced in concentration.
Another way to put it is, given a fuel with a lower than 90 percent distillation point, it would be easier to reduce the emissions of
particularly carbon monoxide from the tailpipe of our vehicles. We
have presented this information tothe oil companies in an effort to
show one of the possible trade-offs. There are also other w-ys we can
effect the hardware.
This is one way that there might be a contribution from the standpoint of the materials used in the vehicle, over which we have no control in designing the-vehicle, other than to accommodate what the fuel
and oil might be.
Mr. ROGERS. Could you tell us what a change in this fuel would
do as far as reducing the pollutants? Have you projected that?
Mr. STARKMAN. I do not have the precise figures with me, but this
change in the back-end volatility of the fuel, or back-end distillation
of the fuel would have a significant effect.
I can't give you the number.
Mr. ROGERS. Perhaps you could supply it for the record.
Mr. STARKMAN. Let me add this point: One of the things this
change in fuel would do if you were able to obtain it would be to
improve the driveability of the vehicle which is a problem to us. This
would also help-us to accommodate the first part of the cycle.
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Mr. ROGERS. Two answers?
Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. Would you let us know what the projection of reduction of pollutants would be?
Mr. STARKMAN. Yes, sir; we will supply ou with that information.
(See letter dated July 20, 1972, from 1r. Starkman to Chairman
Rogers, p. 216, this hearing.)
Mr. ROGERS. What about the standards?
Mr. STARKMAN. It would. make the job easier. But we have not said
we can meet the standards even with this modification.
Mr. ROGERS. Your figures will show us what could possibly happen.
Mr. Kyros?
Mr.Kymos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In looking at your statistics and your chart, I am wondering, if you
gain this 1-year suspension, what will be the change in actual figures?
For exampIe, the standard calls for a 90-percent reduction in hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide over the 1970 model to 1975.
If you gained the suspension, how far would you have gone to reach
the 95-percent figure?
Mr. STARKMAN. This additional year would give us a better opportunity to provide a system that will last for 50,000 miles or for 5 years.
Mr. KyRos. For model year 1975, instead of a 90-percent reduction
from 1970, whet percentage would you estimate that reduction would
Mr. STARKMIAN.

Mr. STARKMAN. This has been a matter to which we have given our
attention. For the reason that we think we will have to go to catalyst,
we would not wish to go part way and then have to make a subsequent
change. We have-requested no change be permitted, thatwe be allowed
to work toward a target in time rather than a number of targets in
time.
I think this would be an approach-that would be most economical
to us and to th person who buys the car.
Mr. KYmOS. Are you saying that you may not reach the 90-percent
figure which we recommended in the act, and that you would indeed
waifto-work toward the best possible figure you can?
Mr. STARKMAN. No, I would like to answer it this way, Mr. Kyros:
We have made the statement in our testimony here that we and others
question that the 90-percenff reduction is required for health and
esthetics.We believe these should be given attention to determining whether
or not indeed that 90-per~ent reduction is something we do need.
Mr. Kynos. I respect that viewpoint, but my question remains do
you mean then to suspend the 90 percent or your year to attain 90
percent?
Mr. STARKMAW. All we can do is ask for that 1-year suspension.
Mr. Kmos. But you don't know where you will he a year from now.
Mr. STARKMIAN. Mr. Kyros, if we were to express our opinion, which
I think I did, we would prefer to work toward a goal set for 1976 if
the 90-percent level is to be retained rather than something in between.
This is what we would prefer to do.
Mr. Kmos. If we follow your curves which you show on the board
and in your appendix, and wlich also appear in the NAS report, looking at the curves and a casual overview, there does not seem to be that
much difference between the dotted line and the broadly dotted spaced
line. Is thateo
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Mr. STARKMAN.

'That is correct. All of these curves are National

Academy Committee curves. They are not ours. They should be given
full credit.
Our conclusion is the same as theirs: That to specify an additional
year to this goal is not going to affect the atmosphere significantly.
Mr. Kmos. That is the point I wish to make. If you follow these
curves, it appears that you have practically reached the.90-percent line.
The two dotted curves appearing on that chart look like minimal
differences.
Mr. STARKMAY. That is correct.
Mr. Kmaos. So you are targeted in getting close to that goal.
Mr. STARKMAN. We continue-6 work toward that goal.
Mr. Kymos. Simply for the nitrogen oxide emissions?
Does the curve look the same for the nitrogen oxide emissions?
Mr. STARIMAN. We have not looked at the comparable curve, I am
sorry. We don't know what would be the effect of 1 year's postpone-

ment.

Mr. Kymos. How close to 90 percent would you judge the 1967 model
which calls for 90 percent.
Mr. STAiZMAN.-We don't believe that there would be any significant
differences in that set of curves from the sets that have already been
prepared for hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide.
Mr. Kymos. You talked about drivability. By that, do you mean that
when my car is going over a hill, and Ihave high-test gas, it still
knocks even when Ishift to second?
Mr.

STAnKMAN.

No.

Mr. Kmos. It is not a General Motors car, is that why?
Mr. STARKMAW. It may well be. We cannot deny some of our cars
knock regardless of the quality of the gas you receive from the station.
Some do.
This is a fact of manufacturing capabilities.
My point had to do with the extent to which the car responds to the
throttle. When you step on the'throttle, you may not obtain what you
expect. This can be even as severe an example as a stall. Perhaps I could
explain drivability a little better if I could call upon Mr. Niepoth to
show you a chart of our assessment of what constitutes points for Pr
against drivability. This matter of drivability is a little obscure until
you know more about it
Mr. RoGERs. Could we hold that for the moment?
Mr. Kymos. What should the Government require of the industry?
Mr. STAPxAw. We believe it will be necessary to do something about
constraint of lead and perhaps phosphorus and sulfur, too. We have
discovered that changes in volatility and distillation characteristics
could help.
As far as what the Government should require, I thihk I would
rather not state.
Mr. Kymos. Thank you very much for your very forthright answers
to my questions.
Mi. R4ADos. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Bowditch, are you related to the author of the 1 ok on navigationI
Dr. BOWDIToI. Yes, sir.
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Mr. STARKMAN. He steers me away from the shoals.
Mr. CART=. I agree pollution of our cities seems to be somewhat less.
I think I have noticed in visiting, particularly, some of the less modern
cities of the world, that there is more pollution there than there is
here at the present time, Being in Seoul, Korea, this past year and also
in Manila, I think we have made strides in diminishing the amount of
pollution and, of course, we will continue in that area.
I notice another statement in which you state automobiles contribute
only 10 percent now to the total pollution we have. Is that your
position?
Mr. STARKMAN. Yes, sir. When one assesses the total amount of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogens, sulphur oxides, and
particulates in the air, and then one asks what is the health concentration of each of those components and multiplies the health effect by
the number of tons of each, for the Whole Nation, the answer is that
the automobile, because of its contribution in carbon monoxide, oxides
and nitrogen, and hydrocarbons, contributes 10 percent.
In some cities it is 'larger because the automobile contributes a larger
fraction and in some cities it is smaller because the automobile contribute a smaller fraction.
Mr. CARTER. It is interesting to hear you make that statement but I
would like to see that backed up by the opinion of the National
Academy of Sciences. It is rather difficult for me to agree with that,
frankly.
Mr. STARKMAN. Dr. Carter, we would be most pleased if-the National
Academy would undertake such a study. We have not suggested it to
them.
Mr. CARTER. It is quite a diminution in level from the 40percent level
a year ago to a 10-percent contribution to the total pollution of our
atmosphere.
Why have you not ever used fuel-injection systems at General
Motors?
Mr. SrARKMAN. We have, sir. We made fuel-injection systems before
my time but for certain models of vehicles that were sold. I hope that
you have nototten the opinion that General Motors is not and has not
been working upon fuel-injection systems or has not kept abreast of
fuel-injection systems, because General Motors has done a considerable
amount of work in electrical and mechanical fuel-injection systems.
Mr. CARTER. Most European manufacturers outside the United States
hav3 them.
Mr. STARKMAN. I think the principal reason is we have been able
to develop appropriate carburetors to do the job.
Mr. CARTER. I have driven some of your General Motors cars and
they use a lot of gas. Some of them are called gas -hogs I regret to say.
I think it is an accepted fact with a fuel-injection system you do conserve gas.
If you conserve gas, you would have less pollution to control, isn't
that true?
Mr. STARXMAN. Not exactly.
Mr. CARTER. If you put less in you will certainly have less coming
out to control.
Mr. STAR MAN. May I try to explain.a bit?
Mr. CARTER. By all means.
-'
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Mr. STARXMAN. The larger difficulties in controlling emissions--and
this -is not data froff-General Motors, but rather California Air
Resources Board-are with the small cars, unfortunately, and cars
with fuel injection.
The smaller engine, the more economical engine, is working harder
and it is perhaps not a good simile to try to draw, but just like any
man or animal that works harder sweats more.
The vehicle getting more miles per gallon will pollute the atmosphere as much or at least as much as the big engine in the big
car. It evolves, and this seems- anomalous, that the lowest polluting
combination is a big engine in a small car, to go from point A to
point B, and to do the same job.
This is the consequence of the manner in which the unburned hydrocarbons are formed, the manner in which ili carbon monoxides
are formed, and the manner in which the oxides of nitrogen are
formed.
Mr. CARTER. I thought the emissions would be less.
Mr. STARKMAN. It is a small fraction of the fuel you put into the
engine that becomes pollutants. This is with respect to hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide, and more so in the engines that we were running
10 years ago.
It is not true with oxides of nitrogen. It is unfortunately true that
the more efficient the engine, the more oxides of oxygen one will produce. It is a principle of thermaldynamics.
Mr. CARTER. Unfortunately we have just tried recently to control
oxides of nitrogen.
Mr. STARKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. How long will our petroleum supplies last in the United
States f
Mr. STARKMAN. I know the American Petroleum Institute is due
to appear and I would like them to estimate rather than me. I am not
an expert in this area.
. Mr. CARTER. I believe it has been estimated at 10 years. Certainly
if we could eliminate the gas hogs which some of our automotive
industry have, and work diligently on that pollution problem, it wouldhep
hefank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Roy?
Mr. Roy. I have no questions.
Mr. RoGEws. Mr. Hastings?
Mr. HASTINGS. I know you will be delighted to know I drive one of
your competitor's oars andt do not get very good mileage either.
What is the current status of your request for a 1-year suspension ?
Mr. STARKMAN. We have had a response from Mr. Ruckelshaus that
we have to provide additional information and we are presently puting that information into a form to submit to him right at the
moment.
Mr HASTINGS. He has accepted your application?
Mr. STARKMAN. As far as I know he has not accepted our application. He has said in effect that the letter that we wrote was insufficient
to constitute a formal application.
Mr. HASTINGS. But you have had no indications of action from Mr.
Ruckelshaus?
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Mr. STARKMAN. So far as I know, there has been no action other
than response to us with respect to our original letter.
Mr. HASTINGS. Referring to the Wall Street Journal story, do you
feel that without a new hiel you would not be able to meet those
standards?

Mr. STARmAN. We arc not sure. We say we need all of the help

we cai get.

Dr. Bowditch reminds me that if we do not have fuels which have
reasonably low levels of lead, unleaded fuels, we will not be able to
use catalysts for any significant period of time between replacements;
so, at least as far as lead is concerned, it will have to be a must for low
levels.
Mr. HASTINGS. Yet, you state the most viable approach to meet the
standards is the catalyst converter?
Mr. STARKMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. HASTINGS. Therefore unless you have unleaded gasyou are
-

not going to be able to meet tfiese problems
u
Mr. STARKMAN. That is correct.
Mr. Rooms. Mr. Schmitz?
Mr. SCHMITZ. I have two or three questions and a comment.
As I summarize your comments on page 9 Where you agreed no
alternative powerplant would be develope to meet the 1975 and 1976
standards, could I paraphrase that by saying that it does not do any
good to have a crash proim until you have a breakthrough in technology¢ on which that crash program could be placed.
Is that basically what you are saying?
Mr. STARKMAN. That is -ne of the things I am saying. I believe
one of the other things I am saying is that we cannot program breakthroughs, if you will. A lot of what we are doing is development,
work which is justblood sweat, and tears.
Mr. S0HMITZ. I think it is interesting to this committee because
there is a point of similarity to a discussion this very subcommittee
had regarding the Cancer Act that the President signed just prior to
Christmas in which there was a disagreement between this committee
and the Senate bill, namely that the-Senate bill, in effect, ordered the
Government to "conquer cancer" and spend x number of dollars
to do so.
Whereas, the scientific community, in general, in testifying before
this subcommittee, said that that would aTl be well and god, but you
can't compare it to the flight to the moon or to the atom bomb because
we don't have the breakthrough on which to base that push.
I think it ought to be interesting to committee members that there
seems to be somewhat of an analogy here.
In both cases, the truth comes through that the Government may
feel that they can do all things and be almost godlike in their collective
orders, but you just can't pass a law saying certain things will be done
in the teohiological field such as curing cancer or developing a smogless engine until there are certain-breakthrou he.
It occurred to be during your testimony that there does seem to be
this similarity with our discussion on cancer, despite the fact that cars
and cancer are only indirectly related.
Now I have a couple of questions.
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One is on 'pagc 10 of your testimony---on page 10 where you mention
an association with Bill Lear and Sam Williams.
When I was in our State legislature, I voted for one of our pollution
bills setting 1975 as the target date, or was it earlier?
Mr. STARKMAX. We had a series of bills, Mr. Schmitz, which first set
levels for succeeding years to 1974 and a further bill setting a level for
1975.
Mr. SCHMITZ. It seems to me that I voted for this bill on the basis
of the testimony of Bill Lear at that time. He claimed it was technologically possible to come up with, shall we call it, a smog-free engine
by 1975.
Has Bill Lear changed his mind since his testimony was given quite
a while ago before the State legislature?
Mr. STARKMAN. Again, I prefer Bill Lear express his own opinions.
He is still working and working hard. He has not-given up yet.
Mr. SCHMITZ. Does he still feel 1975 is a reasonable target date?
Mr. STARKMAN. I don't know.
Mr. SCHMITZ. Somewhere I thought I had heard he revised his
thinking on the target date.
Mr. STARKMAN. I am not aware of it.
Mr. SCHMITZ. On page 4, as a point of clarification, I wish you would
elaborate, very quickly since we are running out of time, on this relationship of tonnage to pollution.
I dic~not follow that. You said automobiles get the blame for more
pollution than they really cause because the statistics do not take into
consideration the tonnage factors. I wish you would comment on that.
Mr. STARxMAN. Yes, sir.
I think, as an example, the concentration of oxides of sulfur that
are experieited in those cities which have oxides of sulfur in significant quantities-and I don't wish to name them, but they have been
established in publications of the Environmental Protection Agencymight have a worse problem from the sources of the oxides of sulfur
as far as health is concerned than from the automobiles in that city.
There are variations around the country. I will name Los Angeles
because we both know it will. The principal problem in Los Angeles
is the automobile whether it is on a tonnage basis or otherwise, and I
believe you will find the automobile industry will agree, but I think
the recent unfortunate circumstances in the South having to do with
an air pollution problem which was existent just before Christmas
was not contributed to by the automobile.
This, again, was particulates and oxides of sulfur. We don't quarrel
with the statement that the automobile on a total tonnage basis is putting something into the atmosphere on the order of what the EPA says
it is.
I think other people have already come forth to make these calculations and we will then have an assessment around the country that
the automobile is w percent in one city and y percent in another city
rather than as we have: a carte blanche assessment of so many tons
per year.
I can only say further that, as far as oxides of sulfur are concerned, in equal concentration, they are much more harmful to health
than carbon monoxide. Fortunately, the concentrations don't get up
as high for oxides of sulfur even in the cities plagued by it as carbon
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monoxide. But the medical people have told us it is worse than carbon
monoxide in some cities, at its maximum concentration.
Mr. SCHmITZ. In other words, the health hazard would only be 10
percent from automobiles. Is that what you are saying?
Mr. STARKMAN. Yes, sir; across the country, national average. If we
wish to talk national averages, we wish to get it into perspective.
Mr. RomF.ns. I understand there was a meeting held in California
to discuss the whole problem recently. I saw reports of it in the paper.
Did you have representatives there or were you present?
Mr. STARKMAN. I was not present. Dr. Bowditch attended the meeting, which was at the Western White House. Is this the one?
Dr. BOWDITCH. There was one held there recently.
Mr. RoGERs. Do you know who called the meeting?
Mr. STAMRKMAN. If I may answer that, Mr. Rogers, the original letter
to our organization, and if it is the meeting to which you make reference, was to Mr. Cole in our organization, and it was from Representative Voysey of the State of California.
Mr. ROGERS. Did Mr. Veysey invite you to meet at the White House?
Mr. SUHMITZ. Mr. Veysey was here earlier.
Mr. ROGERS. I think he is going to testify. I would like for him to.
Mr. SCHMITZ. It seems to me he called it in conjunction with the
University of California at Riverside which is his district. My invitation was from Mr. Veysey along with the University of California
Riverside campus.
Mr. RooFms. As I understand it, it was at the request of Representttive Veysey that this meeting was called?

Dr. BowITcH.That is our understanding.

Mr. ROGRs. And it was held at the Western White House?
Dr. BowmTcH. Yes, sir.
Mr. ROGms. Who conducted the meeting?
Dr. BOWDITCH. Representative Veysey was the prime coordinator,
certainly. There were various other Congressmen there as well as representatives of State legislatures.
Mr. Rooms. Did representatives of EPA attend?
Dr. BowDiTcH. Yes, sir.
Mr. RoGms. Were there any White House officials present?
Dr. BOWDITCH. White House officials beyond-EPA I Not to my recollection. I do not have the attendance sheet here with me. There were
40 people there.
Mr. RoGms. Was the President's science adviser there?

Dr. BOWDITCH. No, sir; he was not.

Mr. RoG s. Or Mr. Flanigan?
Dr. BowDrrCH. No, sir.
Mr. RoGms. If you have that list, could you let us have it of those
present for the record?
Mr. STARKxAN. I see no reason why not. I presume Representative
Veysey would have it.
Dr. BowmTCH.I have the list.
Mr. Rooms. I understood it was closed to the public and the press
was not allowed into the meetings.
Dr. BowDiTCu. That is right.
Mr. Roms. I wondered why. They called it a public meeting.
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Dr. BOWDITCH. I would prefer you ask this of the Congressman why
he did this, but it is true this is the way the meetings were conducted.
Mr. ROGERS. Were oil companies present?
Dr. BowDrrcH. There were some representatives of oil companies
present yes.
Mr. RoGERs. Were all of the major car manufacturers represented?
Dr. BOWDITCI. Yes
Mr. Rooms. Were there any representatives you know of from the
Department of Commerce?
Dr. BOWmTCH. GSA had 'a representative there. I am not quite certain of the organization.
Mr. ROG Rs. How much notification prior to the meeting was given?
Mr. STARKMAN. It was about 3 weeks.
Mr. Rooms. Was there any discussion of the antitrust divisions of
the law?
Dr. BOwDITCI. Yes, sir; there was a representative there from the
Justice Department to assure that this problem would not occur.
Air. RoomRs. Was there any general input from EPA at that time
given?
Dr. BOWDITC11. They were asked to comment on the various subjects
as they came along, as were the rest of us.
Mr. Rooms. What was the real point of the meeting?
Dr. BOWDITCH. To examine where we were today and what progress
was being made and what the future seemed to hold, what were some
of the problems, what was the progress that might be anticipated.
Mr. RoGERS. Of course, any Member of Congress has a right to look
into anything he wants. I just wondered why this was called-and given
the sanction of the meeting at the White House. I did not recall their
being on the Air Committee.
Dr. BOWITCH. I can't help you much with that.
Mr. ROGERS. We will go into that.
Were there any environmentalists present representing any environmental organization?
Dr. BowDricH. I think so. I wish I had the list here so I could be
more informative.
Mr. Rooms. Were you required to send any letters or any information as a result of these metingsI
Dr. BOWDITCH. No, we were there to provide what input we could
while we were there.
Mr. RooFmns. What was the conclusion of the meeting held at the
Western White House?
Dr. BOWDITCH. As I recall it, there were three in number and I am
afraid I will not remember all three, but one was certainly there should
be more work done on health-oriented problems. Another was the
recommendation that more work be spent on alternate powerplants. At
the moment the third one escapes me, I am sorry to say.
Mr. RoEs. Was it also the conclusion to seek amendments to the
Clean Air Act of 1970 so that instead of requiring the 90-percent
reduction it would require that automobile air emissions standards be
set to meet air quality standards?
Dr. BOWDITCH. This was certainly discussed. I was not at the final
news conference so I am not sure what the stated conclusions were.
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Mr. RoGERS. I see a paper here from the Western Oil and Gas Association that this was their understanding.
Dr. BOWDITCH. I do have this information but I do not have it with
me, and it is not that clear in my mind at the moment.
Mr. ROoERs. We will want to go into that further, but I will not pursue that further at this time.
I notice you said that you are spending now upward of-what?$300 million?
Mr. STARKMAN. Our combined expenditures for 1970 and 1971 were
$300 million. We project our expenditures for-1972 to be $325 million.
Mr. ROGERS. What is the total business done by General Motors?
Mr. STARKMAN. It is on the order of $20 billion for all of its products. I don't have the exact figures.
Mr. ROGERS. The profit is what-half -a billion six hundred million
dollars?
Dr. BOWmTCH. We call certainly get this for you.
Mr. ROmERS. Do your stockholders approve budget items like that or
do you take it up with stockholders? In other words, to get their feeling
as to what moneys should be spent or what emphasis should be given
to particular programs?
Mr. STARKMAN. There is, of course, the annual stockholders' meeting and some of the stockholders express themselves quite forcefully
at those meetings.
Mr. RoGERs. I wonder if you got into discussions of whether you are
spending enough or not enough, according to your stockholders.
Mr. STARKMAN. Aside from circularizing a questionnaire, I don't
think so, but we get letters continuously from our stockholders as to
their ideas.
Mr./RoGEs. But it is not addressed particularly to this particular
question?
Mr. STARKMAN. The manner in which the corporation is conducting
itself and how it is using its resources becomes, of course, a report each
year to stockholders, a very extensive report these past few years,
Mr. Rogers.
Mr. RooERS. Let me ask you this: What would you think if perhaps
we do this by law so everyone would be affected in a like manner, and
suppose we said there should be no style changes for a certain period of
time until pollution control is effected according to law so that the
funds that have to go into style changes, which are considerable, could
be devoted to this effort or else to keep the costs down to the consumer
and have a tradeoff there if everyone had to do it? I understand one
company could not do that, but what would be your feeling if everyone
would be required to do that?
" Mr. STARKMAN. I would wish to point out, Mr. Rogers, we think we
are putting as much effort as we can possibly put into this.
Mr. ROGERS. I understand this, but this would save the public, perhaps, the $200 that it might require to put on the device.
Mr. STARKMAN. Not all of the money that goes into styling is to
change the external form of the vehicle. The accommodation of the
emission control devices is part, of what styling is involved with. We
are worrying very much about how much we are going to put the
catalytic converter into the car. In the case of the engines we have
now, the only place where we see we can do it is underneath the floor
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an. This means another pan because there is not enough clearance
rom the ground to the bottom of the vehicle. This is an example: I
would say it would be unfortunate if such an approach were taken. If
you will allow me just a little philosophy,, I would say from an engineering standpoint styling and engineering advances can be made
compatible and normally are. Our styling stait has a very large fraction
of its professional people from engineering ranks.
Mr. RooFRS. Some manufacturers take pride in the fact that they
don't have any style changes. Maybe if we all did that there could be
some savings. I understand if you had to make a change because of the
function of the device, this, I would think, would be acceptable. For
instance, as I recall the Lincoln has not changed greatly.
Mr. STARKMAN. it is presumptuous but I would hope you have observed the styling change frequency has been reduced considerably
within our organization, and within others. We are not doing as much
changing of external appearance or internal appearance as we used
to. We have already gone in that direction because of the constraints
that have been placed upon us and because of economics.
Mr. ROFeRs. It might be helpful to ug if you could let us have a
breakdown of what you think your changes in styling cost. I realize
it would be somewhat difficult if it were just to accommodate a change
in a motor or something of that sort.
Mr. STARKMAN. Let me call to your attention, Mr. Rogers, among
the other things we have to face these days are accommodating the
safety requirements issued by the Department of Transportation. As
an example, devising bumper systems that will withstand the impacts
which have been prescribed is done within styling. They have to come
up with the design of bumper systems and accommodations to the
automobile.
Mr. RooRS. I am thinking about styling and comfort and this sort
of thing for esthetic reasons or sales reasons rather than for safety
requirements. I just wanted to get your reaction. I appreciate your
comment&
(See letter dated July 20, 1972, from Mr. Starkman to Mr. Rogers,
p. 216, this hearing.)
Mr. ROGEm. I notice you were talking about changing gasoline.
There was some complaint saying that lead-free gas, at least the story
in the Wall Street Journal or a spokesman from the oil industry said
that lead-free gas might result in vapor locks in hot weather and
difficult starts in winter weather, but I notice there is an ad from an
oil company presently marketing lead-free gas that has made the point
in North Dakota that a certain country singer had no trouble starting
up in - 350. What is the true situation that you found?
"
Mr. STARKMAN. Again, I think this is something that should be
addressed by the API.
*Mr. RoGms. It probably will, but I wondered haw it actually works
in your cars.
Mr. STARKMA N. I will give you an answer, which is to'say there is
no relationship between the amount of lead in the fuel and the capability for starting it up or for its drivability. Lead has to do with the
question asked by Mr. Kyros, which is whether the engine will knock
or not at a given compression ratio with a different mixture of the
hydrocarbons in that composition of oil that the oil company produces.
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Mr. RoGels. On your 14ardware that you give the costs for of $120.60
for 1974 and $193.40 for 1975, what is the profit figure involved there?
Mr. STARRxAz. As far' as the corporation is concerned, it does not
do any marking up of emission control or safety items. These are
marketed from the corporation at corporation costs.
Mr. RoGERs.That is very commendable.
Are these gotten from subcontractors?
Mr. STARKMAN. Many of the components are purchased from the
outside.
Mr. RoGERs.They would have a cost-and-profit factor?
Mr. STARKMAN. I would presume so.
Mr. RoE S.So you would not know what the other assembled device
would represent in the way of profits?
Mr. STARKmzA;. No, sir.
Mr. ROGERs. Could you give uai that figure?

-

Dr. BOWDrrcH. We can certainly try.
Mr. ROGERs. I would not think it would be too difficult. Just list the
parts and how much they cost.
Dr. BOWDITCH. We can list how much they cost us.
Mr. Ro R . If you can't get it, let me know and maybe we can.
Mr. STARKMAX. I thought you were asking for the total profit.
Mr. RoGERs. How many cars do you have in testing, could you estimate, say, during the past year if you want to give us a number?
Just furnish it for the record. I won't pursue it right now.
Mr. STARKMAN. We can do this.
Mr. RoGoERs. And how many different devices are you working"'withI
What combinations and what modifications, anything like that that.
I think would be helpful to know, and how many men do you assign
to this program? I noticed that you said an accumulation of 3,00.
Mr. STARKMAN. Some of them are part time so you take two people
and put them together and call them one.
Mr. RoGERS. Tell us how many engineers you have working and, for
instance, I would be interested to know how many you have working
on styling. I understand that your styling can go with requirements
for safety, too.
Mr. STARKMXAN.

And emissions, too.

Mr. ROGERS. I think you have given us the amount of the budget
for air pollution problems and you will let us have that for your style
changes.%
(Testimony resumes on p. 231.)
(The following letter and attachments were received for the record:)
GENERAL MOTORS Coae.,
GENERAL MOTORS TECHNICAL CENTER,
ENVIRONMENTAL AyrlvrrTEs STAFF,

Warren, Mioh., July 20, 1792.
Hon. PAUL G. Roums,

U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington,D.C.
DzAR MR. Roeas: Your staff has recently informed our Washington Office
that the record will shortly be printed covering hea-rings held earlier this year by
your Subcommittee on Public Health and the Environment.
During my testimony, January 26, I was asked to provide information in re-
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spouse to several questions, Some of the information requested was not readily
available and required some time to assemble. The questions posed by the Subcommittee and our responses follow, insofar as the information is available.
1. Request for the projected reduction of pollutants which might be expected from a modification of fuel distillation characteristics along the lines
which were the subject of discussions between General Motors and various
oil companies at the time of the hearing. (Transcript page 54.)
Reponse.-Figures 7, 8, and 12, attached with explanatory text, supply the
requested information. In my testimony, I indicated that there were some driveability advantages which might result from such a fuel modification. The attachments, from material presented to the oil companies, also provide information on this.
12, with explanation, indicates the fact that approximately a 50%
-Figure
reduction in carbon monoxide can be achieved under a cold start condition with a
quick release choke using more volatile fuel than with a standard choke arrangement and using commercial fuel.
Figure 7 and accompanying text indicate the manner in which drivability
characteristics were rated.
Figure 8 and text show, in the small box, how various fuels compared in
the rating systems, depending upon the temperatures at which given percentages
of the fuel had evaporated. The results show that experimental fuel GM-8
received the highest driveability rating in both temperature ranges plotted in
the Driveability Rating Chart (small box). Ninety per cent of this fuel evaporates at a lower temperature than any of the other fuels (shown in the larger
chart), a performance characteristic which the data suggests is more important
than other ranges from a driveability viewpoint.
2. Request for profit projections for 1974-75 systems. (Transcript page 78.)
Respome.-This question and the subsequent discussion appear to ask for the
costs to GM for parts purchased from outside suppliers for the 1974 and 1975
control systems. This information is not available because we have not established contracts with any outside suppliers to purchase parts for the 1974 and
1975 emissions control systems. The designs for these systems are not finalized
and indeed are still in research and development.
Unfortunately, Dr. Bowditch, who accompanied me, apparently misunderstood questions (transcript page 79) as to specific parts and prices of components for 1974/75 systems. He responded on the basis of attempting to provide information related to current model production systems rather than systems
being developed currently for 1974/75.
The price estimates cited by you on page 78 were made by the National Academy
of Sciences (NAS) and reported by the NAS in their report issued January 1,
1972. While General Motors has made general estimates for the NAB, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the study on Cumulative Regulatory
Effects on the Cost of Automotive Transportation (RECAT), we advised these
agencies that such estimates were only approximations because: (1) we were
still in the process of developing systems to meet the standards, (2) it would be
extremely difficult to ascribe with precision any segment of total vehicle price
to any individual component or system, and (3) it is not possible to specifically
Identify profit in connection with any single component of total vehicle. (The
statistical projections which were supplied included no element of profit for
General Motors.)
For whatever value these statistical projections may be in your Committee
deliberations, because the data apparently are relevant to the questions and discussions at this point In the hearing, the same information supplied earlier to
the previously named agencies and study groups and transmitted with our request to the EPA for suspension of 1975 federal standards, is provided in the
table on page four.
The statistioat price ranges for the 1975 system include some components which
were used in earlier systems as well as some parts designed for the 1974 system.
These statistical prices show increases in comparison to an uncontrolled car.
You should note that the estimates-including only major components and
modifications--cover a range of possibilities since, as we have indicated previously, the designs are not yet finalized.

77-166 0 - 72 - 15
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Major components and modifloations

IAmounts In dollars]

Statt ial
st oler
pricerange
3 to 4

Positive crankcase ventilation --------------------------------Changes for unleaded fuel: Valve rotators added, valve seats hardened, compression ratios altered -----------------------------4 to 6
Evaporative control system: Domed tank vapor separator, carbon
canister
----------------------------------------------18 to 15
Induction system: Electronic ignition, idle limiter, anti-dieseling,
modified spark timing, early fuel evaporation, exhaust gas recirculation, improved carburetion and choke with altitude and temperature compensations --------------------------------------135 to 155
Exhaust treatment: Air injection reactor, long-life exhaust, catalytic oxidizing converter
---------------------------------130 to 145
Total
-------------------------------------------285 to 325
NoTE.-The range etimated for the total sticker prices would permit an average figure
of about $800, which Is the figure that we have submitted for use in various reports and
reviews.
3. Request asking: "How many cars do you have in testing, could you estimate,
say, during the past year if you want to give us a number?" (Transcript page 79.)
Rcespose.-GM maintains emission test facilities at 40 different locations
throughout the United States not only to accommodate many engineering, design
and development groups, but also to encompass a wide range of ambient and
altitude conditions. Twenty-eight of these test locations have the capability to
measure mass emissions with the CVS sampler technique. Tneluded in these
locations are 48 individual test units which can perform the mass test. In addition,
another 42 test units are equipped to conduct concentration test measurements.
During 1971, the-engineering development laboratories, excluding any production
plant emission testing, conducted more than 46,000 emission tests oni more than
12,000 vehicles.
During the past year, there have been very extensive reliability and durability
test programs being developed for 1975 models. For example, more than two
million test miles were accumulated on a wide range of catalysts to evaluate
their durability and emission control potential.
4. Requr'st asking: "And how many different devices are you working with?
What combinations and what modifications, any thing like that that I think would
be helpful to know?" (Transcript page 80.)
Responte.-A complete description of otlr efforts on a project-by-project basis
was included as Section 3(a) of our application for suspension of the 1975 hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide standards. This section is attached for your
review on this question.
5. Request asking for the "...
amount of the budget for air pollution problems and you will let us have that for your style changes." (Transcript page 80.)
Response.-Dqring 1971, GM spent $182 million in the U.S. to make emission
controls more efficient and effective and to research and develop new emission
control systems. Expenditures for these activities are running at a substantially
higher level this year.
The design staff, contrary to popular concept, is involved in much more than
vehicle appearance change. For example, a designer who was working in 1971 on
bumper designs for future models had three design objectives: (1) safety requirements associated with the bumper, (2) repairability requirements which were
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separate from safety and (3) appearance, which customers demonstrate is an
important consideration in their buying decisions. Unfortunately, we do not
maintain our rceords in such a manner that we can identify-the total cost or the
number of personnel working exclusively on styling per se.
Style changes are made at the same time as, and are related to, changes in
functional aspects of the car--e.g., changes which relate to comfort, reliability,
safety, and operating characteristics. Thus, most of the GM Design Staff employes are occupied in activities that are in engineering, technical, structural,
clerical, and mechanical areas. Styling, in the conventional sense, is only a minor
-part of the total work activity of the Design Staff.
The bulk of style change costs is included in the cost of special tools. In 1971,
General Motors' Annual Report showed that the total tool amortization expense
was $918 million (page 32). This would amount to $118 per vehicle for the 7.8
million vehicles sold worldwide by General Motors in 1971. E;en this figure of
$118 overstates the cost of styling, since it includes a large amount for tool
amortization relating to functional changes, including vehicle emission control
equipment. It also includes tool amortization relating to non-automotive products.
lAny styling changes which are made clearly contribute to increased sales
volume and thereby reduce other costs on a per-unit basis. The manufacturer
also relies on new tooling, in large part, to contribute to productivity improvement, which is essential to remaining competitive in both domestic and world
markets.
In addition, of course, tooling costs would exist even in the absence of any
changes in the car at all, because of normal wear and tear to those tools and
because of changes in production techniques. Many of our production tools either
wear out physically or become technologically obsolete. In many instances, it
would be just as costly to replace the tools as it is to provide an improved product.
Although no question was posed on the subject, there was an exchange of esti-_
mates on the total amount of General Motors business and its profit. (Transcript
page 74.) For purposes of a correct record, we are attaching a copy of the Annual
Report for 1971 which, on page 4, indicates that-the total dollar sales of all products in that year was $28,263,918,000; the income was $1,935,709,000.
Sincerely,
ERNEST S.

STARKMAN,

Vice President.
Attachments:
Figure 7.-Driveability rating
Problem
Demerits
Cranking duration -------------------------------------1 per see.
Idle roughness
--------------------------------------------1 to 2
Stalls -------------------------------------------------------8
Backfires ----------------------------------------------------2
Hesitation, stumble, sag, surge --------------------------------2 to 4
Rating-= 100-total demerits.
A number of different driveability rating procedures are being used in the GM
studies, but the general kinds of driveability problems encountered are similar.
There are listed in Figure 7. Since even with a quick choke, the choke is still on
during crank and start, the first potential problem listed, "cranking duration,"
hasn't really been a problem with the fuels and temperatures currently used. All
of the other problems listed, however, have been encountered depending on the
volatility of the fuel used. This Figure also shows the demerits for particular
driveability problems, with stalls obviously the-most important problem because
of safety implications. The driveability ratings used are derived-as shown at the
bottom of the Figure-by subtracting the demerits obtained for a particular driving cycle from 100. Thus, the higher the driveability rating number, the better
the driveability.
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EFFECT OF FUEL VOLATILITY ON DRIVEABILITY
(AMBIENT-:STUDY)
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURE B
One of the studies underway is an ambient study using whatever ambient
temperature prevails. The results, to date, of this study are summarized in Figure 8. At the time this Figure was prepared, 150 F. was the lowest ambient experienced, although lower ambients have been encountered since then. For simplicity, the data have been divided into two ambient temperature ranges. These
data illustrate two points. First, no matter what fuel is used, cold-vehicle driveability increases with ambient temperature when a quick-choke is used.
The data also show the relative importance of the 50% and 90% evaporated
points of the fuel in determining driveability with a quick-choke. These fuels
are numbered in the order of their 50% evaporated temperature. Thus, fuel
GM-4 has a lower 50% temperature than fuel GM-S. The drivability results
indicate, however, that fuel GM-3 gave better driveability than fuel GM-4 for
both ranges of ambient temperatures. Fuel GM-8, however, had a 90% point
temperature lower than any of the other fuels, and gave the best driveability.
In fact, these appears to be a general correlation between the 90% point temperature and drivability.
FIGURE
12.-EMISSION REDUCTION WITH VOLATILE FUELS-EQUIVALENT DRIVEABILITY-70- F

Expanded control system
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This is confirmed by the data shown in Figure 12. The emissions from three
vehicles equipped with experimental control systems were measured by the 1975
test procedure. In one case, the vehicles had a standard choke and ran on commercial fuel, while in the other case a quick-choke and volatile fuel (as defined
at the bottom of the Figure) was used. In this way, vehicle driveability was
maintained equivalent.
For each of the experimental control systems, the quick-choke volatile fuel
combination gave much lower carbon monoxide emissions-about 50% lowerthan the standard choke commercial fuel combination, without any sacrifice in
driveability.
Thus, fuels with modified volatility-(low 50% and 90% point temperatures)
can be used together with quick-chokes to give appreciably lower cold-start carbon monoxide emissions.
SECTION 3A-PRoJECT DitscuPrIoNs
General Motors programs in automative emission control include a number of
projects as outlined in Section 2 of this document. These projects include activities in all areas of research, development and engineering. The contents of this
section are organized by project to describe the projects including the project
objectives, approach and status. Details of significant results of each project
are integrated into the discussion of potential overall system performance
(Section 4a).
L 'AIR INJECTION REACTOR AND OTHER AIR PUMPS

For some years prior to 19606, when exhaust controls were first introduced on
California cars, General Motors was actively involved in the development of air
pump systems for external oxidation of exhaust products. There were various
pump designs, ea&h an improvement over the other, leading up to the current
production semi-articulated unit. (Figure 1)'
I figures and table referred to not printed in thia hearing.
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The basic objectives of this project are twofold:
1. Develop an air supply system to provide necessary secondary oxidizing air.
2. Determine optimum air injection location in the exhaust system to maximize
manifold reactor oxidation process.
As emission control requirements change and technologies improve, the design
of the present semi-articulated vane pump must be continually re-examined.
At this point in time, however, our review of other design approaches continues
to show that this basic design concept for an air pump is preferred because it does
a better Job of meeting the basic objectives.
The 19 cubic inch per revolution semi-articulated pump and similar pumps have
been used extensively in production vehicles, and have demonstrated a record of
excellent performance and reliability. The current production version incorporates
a subbtantia-number of design reflements over original designs first used in 1966.
Replacement of the original three-vane rotor by a two-vane rotor has resulted in
improved noise frequency characteristics which allowed substitution of a maintenance-free centrifugal air filter for the original external filter. All current installations of this pump are driven directly from the engine through the conventional
V-belt arrangement with most of applications having a drive ratio of about 1.2.
Present experimental control system studies suggest that an increased air
requirement of about 80% may be required for some of the advanced control
systems with the catalytic converter for exhaust HC,00 control. (Figure 2). To
obtain these increased flow rates with the current pump would require a drive
ratio approaching 2: 1. Present design durability performance limits continuous
pump speeds to about 6,000 RPM which could be exceeded using a 2: 1 drive ratio.
Therefore, more than a simple drive ratio change may be required for some applications. Additionally, the higher pump speed introduces new noise problems which
-Would require the added cost and complexity of noise reduction material or devices and possibly a return to the external filter-muffler. The approach being considered for 1975 includes both a larger displacement pump and slightly higher
drive ratios, depending on the application requirements.
Air pump systems being designed for 1975 model vehicles continue to introduce
secondary air near the exhaust port. Prior experience with our Air Injection
Reactor (AIR) systems has shown this to be the optimum location for exhaust
cleanup. We have seen no reason to believe, in our experimental oxidation catalyst
work, that another location would be more desirable. However, if successful
reducing catalytic converters can be developed for NOx control, a secondary air
introduction point downstream from the reducing c4 nverter will be required. This
treatment could either replace or augment the exhaust port injection, depending
on the secondary air "programming" ultimately required for such. a dual catalytic
exhaust emission control system.
I.

CATALYTIC CONVERTERS

During the past two years, General Motors has greatly expanded its program
to develop and evaluate both oxidizing and reducing catalysts for automotive
exhaust emission control. This project Includes both research and development as
well as engineering. The basic objectives of this project are as follows:
1. Meet 1975-76 Federal standards
3. Provide long-life exhaust system
2. Provide minimum 25,000 mile catalyst durability
4. Use non-nickel steel
5. Use non-noble metal catalyst
We have met the objectives of long-life exhaust system and use of nonnickel steel. The Steel companes have done an excellent Job in working with
us to develop a new steel identified as GM-4125-M. It does not require any nickel
and our tests demonstrate it will give a long-life exhaust system.
The General Motors catalyst development program has been based solely on unleaded fuel because lead contaminates the catalyst, rendering it ineffective in a
very short time.
Our search has been for non-noble metal catalysts, also referred to as base metal
catalysts, for the obvious reasons of availability and lower cost. However, we also
have an active noble metal catalyst program to evaluate these if noble metal
catalysts are ultimately required.
In July 1970, it became apparent to us that the state of the art of bulk type
catalyst supports was well ahead of monolithic supports for automotive applications. Consequently, our program since that time has concentrated on bulk type
supports; however, we are still maintaining a very active research program in
monolithic.

General Motors has an open door policy to anyone and everyone who feels
he can contribute to our catalyst development program. To date, 42 different
companies have submitted a total of 612 different catalyst formulations. Thirtythree of these companies have actually submitted samples of 894 different oxidizing bulk catalyst formulations for performance and durability evaluation. (Fig.
ure 8). These do not include the many formulations which the catalyst companies made and tested before submitting samples. We require assurance through
bench testing that any new submission is an improvement over the previous one.
go far as monolithic supported oxidizing catalysts are concerned, to date, 16
different companies have supplied 102 different formulations. (Figure 4).
During the past six months there has been greatly increased activity in the
development of a satisfactory reducing catalyst for NOx control. So far, 20
potential suppliers have submitted 119 different reducing catalysts for evaluation
(Figure 5). These are split about equally between bulk and monolithic type
Supports.
When catalyst samples are received from suppliers, bench tests are conducted
to confirm the test results submitted by the supplier. The results of these tests
are then compared with base line requirements and with samples submitted by
other suppliers. If the sample measures up, it is then tested in a catalyst evaluation car according to the 1975 EPA test procedure.
Each catalyst supplier receives the results nf the tests we run on his catalyst
formulations so that he can use them to improve performance.
By written agreement with each catalyst supplier, General Motors is not
permitted to analyze any of the catalyst formulations submitted. We are only
allowed to test them and submit the results to the supplier.
Once it is determined that a catalyst has potential for adequate emission
reduction efficiency, it receives further evaluation and testing to determine its
performance, including its interactions with other components in the total system.
The status of this catalytic converter project is now in the reiterative process
of catalyst selection and evaluation of experimental total system performance.
During the past two years, we have built 788 experimental catalytic converters
to permit more rapid evaluations of catalysts in the total control system. However, studies on catalyst life cannot be initiated until this reiterative process
defines the optimum basic system components. Results of these system studies
are discussed at some length in Section 4a of this application.
11. MANIFOLD REZACTORS

General Motors has conducted studies of manifold reactor concepts for exhaust
emission control continuously for more than ten years. During the past two years,
these studies have been accelerated to evaluate manifold reactor performance
relative to meeting the emission levels required for 1975 and later. The primary
objectives of this project are:
1. Determine emission-reduction potential for both lean and rich reactors.
2. Define engine and reactor operating parameters to achieve maximum emission reduction.
8. Integrate system concepts into expermiental vehicle configurations for performance and service life evaluations.
4. Develop system designs which can be mass produced with exis-ting technology.
5. Define areas where there are deficiencies in technology and institute research
studies to fill those technological gaps.
Manifold reactor studies to date have concentrated on defining operating parameters and determining major problem areas which must be resolved, such as
material requirements. Although a large portion of this project is in the research
phase to find solutions to major problems, some relatively efficient experimental
manifold reactors have been built. Results of past research studies are summarized in publications referenced in Section 2c. Recent results of efforts to adapt
manifold reactors to production engine configurations is included in Section 4a.
IV. EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION

Research studies of exhaust gas recirculation for the control of NOx emissions
bave been under way as far back as 1967. The objective was to design an EGR
system which could be mass produced and which would meet the following design
considerations:
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1. Programming for proper flow rate control to provide optimum NOx control
while maintaining satisfactory driveability (12 to 15% recirculation appears
to be the optimum rate).
2. Providing on-off control. EGR must be shut off at idle, for example, to
provide a stable idle quality. There is only a small amount of NOx formed during
this operating mode.
8. Providing good exhaust gas distribution to maximize NOx reduction and
minimize the loss in driveability._
4. Maintaining high EGR gas temperatures. Our studies show that leaded fuel
and cool exhaust ga cause lead salt deposits to s.ccumulate and eventually
deteriorate the NO: control; hot EGR gas redu'"s this effect. We have also
found that a constant mass rate of recirculated exhaust gases within the temperature range of 200"F to 800°F did not have a significant effect on the
total NOx reduction.
5. Designing to withstand high temperatures, the corrosiveness of exhaust
gas, and with a tolerance for particle accumulation.
6. Tailoring Jhe spark iLdvance to achieve the best combination of NOX control
and driveability. Our experience indicates that spark retard should be minimized
to reduce engine exhaust flow rate and improve driveability.
In the current GM design for recirculating exhaust gas, the gas is drawn
from-the exhaust crossover, through a control valve which regulates the amount
of exhaust gas flow and then introduced into the intake manifold (Figure 6).
These passages are cast into the manifold resulting in a neat, compact package.
The ported slot type EGR control valve (Figure 7) used on 1972 model Buicks
manufactured for sale In OClifornia, was selected after investigating various
other designs, including-Mechanical linkage control, simple on-off and two-stage
designs controlled by manifold vacuum, carburetor venturi vacuum control, and
back-pressure signal control. In the ported-slot design, an actuating vacuum
signal is produced by a vertical slot In the throttle body which blends atmospheric
pressure above the throttle blade with a manifold vacuum signal below the blade.
As the blade opens, the vacuum signal to the valve diaphragm increases as engine
air flow rate increases, and when the slot is fully uncovered the diaphragm is
fully exposed to intake vacuum. The EGR flow rate decrea%;A from this point
as manifold vacuum decreases. The valve is fully closed at 8-5" Hg intake
vacuum. The original NOx control potential for this valve was thought to be
about 8 grams/mile (1972 Federal Test Procedure), but some GM car divisions
are now reporting levels on experimental vehicles of under 2 grams/mile with
this design, and are considering using it on 1978 models nationwide.
GM studies have indicated that the optimum NOx control using EGR is achieved
if the recirculation rate is approximately proportional to engine air flow. However, ported-slot design does not provide this proportional flow. Consequently, a
different valve design concept Is needed to reach lower levels of NO, control.
Another valve was designed which has this proportional flow characteristic. EGR
flow is controlled by an orifice between the exhaust back-pressure and a regulated
This design worked well in the experimental stage,
control pressure (8" H;).
achieving NOx emissions control as low as 1 gram/mile (1972 FTP). However,
production prototypes were unacceptable because the valve failed to seal properly at idle conditions, resulting in rough idle, engine stall or both. Failure
to seal was caused by the dual seat construction required to balance the valve
and the low closing force. This dual seat design has been dropped. A single-seat
design using exhaust back-pressure for the signal is undergoing development.
This project remains very active with the aims of adapting current designs
to future control systems and designing and developing flow control systems
which are nearer the optimum required for maximum NO1 control.
v. EVAPORATWE MISSION CONTROL
Development efforts on evaporative emission control have concentrated on
the charcoal canister system currently used by General Motors. This system was
first installed on 1970 model light-duty vehicles in California, and on all 1971
models nationwide. The emission control performance of this system has been
demonstrated in all certification test programs to date to be more than adequate to satisfy requirements of the present (and 1975) Federal regulatory test
procedure. The 1972 certification tests showed that all GM cars have projected
50,000-mile evaporative emission levels less than 1 gram/test based on the Federal regulatory test procedure. This level is half the 2 gram/test standard
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specified for 1975. In addition, the certification testing has shown that deterioration of this system, when properly maintained, is essentially nonexistent.
Deterioration factors from the certification test program are all near 1.0. Based
on this performance, we plan to continue using charcoal vapor storage systexas for evaporative emission control through the 1975-76 model years.
Meanwhile, this system is being refined to improve its simplicity, reliability
and producibillty, while maintaining its good emission control performance.
One such refinemnet is a domed tank configuration which will allow increased
reliability and product quality through easier producibility because of the
smaller number of components required for the new system (Figure 8). We
plan to install these kinds of refinements in production vehicles as soon as possible, not waiting for the 1975 model introduction. For example, the domed tank
configuration is planned for installation on some 1978 model GM passenger cars.
Evaporative control systems other than this basic charcoal canister system
have been studied extensively, and these studies are continuing at the present
time. Those being considered seriously include various combinations of sealed and
insulated fuel tanks. Sealed tanks with high level pressure relief have the
potential not only of good evaporative emission control, but also for substantially simplified fuel system plumbing. However, tests to date show that cars
equipped with this system can experience pressure levels as high as 5 psi. Such
pressure levels, in addition to requiring greater structural capability of the tank,
also involve potential user hazards such as fuel cap removal, and these must be
very carefully considered before such a system could be used in production
vehicles.
Reduction in these maximum pressure excursions through use of thermal insulation of the tank has some promise, although the pressure still would be substantial, probably in excess of 2 psi. Studies of this sealed tank system as a means
of controlling evaporative emissions are continuing, primarily to develop structural capability of the tank, further reduce the pressure excursions that might
occur in customer service, and develop techniques for consuming in the engine,
fuel tank vapors generated in the tank. Since we are not optimistic that these
developments can be completed in time for 1975 model introduction, we plan to
continue use of the basic canister storage system.
VI. SPARK CONTROL AND ELMOTRONI0 IGNITION SYSTEMS

The objectives of this project are twofold. First, we are continuing to develop
optimum centrifugal and vacuum spark calibration and on-off spark timing controls such as those currently used in production vehicles. The second objective
is to develop a reliable electronic ignition system. Not only does electronic ignition
eliminate ignition breaker points, but it also has the potential for more dependable ignition for a longer period of time.
The basic electronic ignition system being developed for 1975 models is similar
to the ones being used in some 1972 model Pontiacs, except that the system being
developed for 1975 models will have higher capacity, allowing a wider spark plug
gap and long-duration spark for improved ignition of lean mixtures. Currently,
this system is in the experimental design stage.
If adequate design life can be attained, proper firing of the spark plugs (including even degraded plugs) will be achieved with greater reliability over the
life of the vehicle, thus retaining good emission performance.
In general, use of electronic ignition systems has not shown any major emission performance improvement compared with the performance of the standard
breaker point systems when they are operating properly. However, the wider
plug gap and longer duration spark have the potential to allow operation at
leaner air/fuel mixture ratios with acceptable driveability. This potential and
the greater reliability over the life of the vehicle comprise the main reasons -for
wanting to incorporate electronic ignition in our 1975 control systems. However,
if its potential advantages cannot be realized in a system that can be mass produced, the added expense of the system would not be Justified.' Extensive design
evaluation programs are under way, however, to develop this system to its ultimate potential.
viZ. CaANKCASE BLOWSY (POV)
A crankcase emission control system (PCV) was first installed in 1961 model
passenger cars sold in California, and 1968 models nationwide. Since that time,
significant advances in PCV control system effectiveness have been made which
essentially eliminate crankcase emissions by recirculating them to the engine
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intake. Adaptation of this technology to future engines and further refinements
based on field experience, will continue.
VIi. FUEL INJEOTION

Fuel injection studies at General Motors encompass mechanical fuel injection
and electronic fuel injection. The objective of these studies is to assess the emission advantages a precision fuel injection system may have over carburetor fuel
metering.
A. Meohanical fuel injection
While mechanical fuel injection has been highly developed for diesel engines,
it has shown no promise as a means of reaching the required emission levels for
1975 with gasoline engines. Despite refinements developed by GM, mechanicalinjection still suffers from too much variation in fuel metering at low engine
speeds and loads which are a predominate part of light-duty vehicle operation.
Development work on this type fuel injection for light-duty vehicles is now inactive, having been superseded by work on electronic fuel injection.
At this time we have no plans to use conventional mechanical fuel injection as a
part of our 19Mh light-duty vehicle emission control systems. However, further
development of the mechanical injection approach is continuing for application
to heavy-duty engines, particularly the diesel.
B. Electronic fuel Injection
Two electronic fuel injection systems are under development. The first is a
high-pressure "direct cylinder" injection system; the second, a low-pressure
"port" or manifold injection system. For purposes of clarity, the two systems will
be discussed separately.
1. High-pressure direct oylinder Injection
The program to use high pressure, direct cylinder injection as a means of
reducing emissions from present production gasoline internal combustion engines produced so little advantage that it has been abandoned for this application.
However, because of the renewed interest in stratified charge engines, its development for possible use on these engines has been resumed.
This injection system exists in a "breadboard" or laboratory experimental form
only. No attempt has been made to produce a production prototype. Although
-injection characteristics such as injection pressure, duration, spray geometry and
quantity can be varied as required with these systems, a number of major obstacles must be overcome before they could be considered for production vehicles.
Such obstacles include:
Supply pump reliability.
Supply pressure regulation.
Injector reliability.
Electronic'circuit and transducer stability.
Service complexity.
Hydrocarbon and smoke emission levels.
Because the new engines on which this system is being applied are in the very
early. research-development stages, little meaningful data on either emissions or
long-range durability performance have been obtained.
Development work will continue, but there are no plans at present for applying
this work to engines currently in production.
S. Low-pressure "port" fuel Injection
General Motors has maintained an extensive program to develop a low pressure
"port" injection system. Serious work started with several test installations in
1987. In 1970, 22 units were built and tested. In 1971, 88 units were built and 82
of these were installed for tests. This experimental program has reached the stage
of production prototype designs. During this development period, progress has
been made in a number of areas with the following results:
Limited success was achieved in both hot and cold lean engine operation.
System development has precluded the need for an enrichment device.
Fuel cutoff on decelerations was found to be ineffective in reducing emissions.
Altitude compensation was found to be automatic, since it is responsive to
absolute pressure.
Success in meeting the 1975 standards has been very limited with these experimental systems. Following are some typical data using the electronic fuel injec-
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tion in combination with some other control system components,-In general, we
find that electronic fuel injection emission performance potential approaches, but
does not exceed, that of a "good" carburetor system as shown in the following
tabulation:
(1975
test, slm./mi.)
NOS
HC
CO
1971
carburetor ...................................................
0.9
18.3
Electronic fuel Injection (E.F.I.) .....................................
1.2
9.1
E.F.I.plus catalytic converter.......................................
.5
7.3
E.F.I.
plus exhaust pss recirculation .................................
1.7
2.5

5.1
4.9
5.0
.6

Significant improvement in emission performance must be achieved before
this system could be released for production. High priority development work on
this approach has been reduced, therefore, to allow greater concentration on the
carburetion system. Some of the problems which must be resolved to improve
the performance of electronic fuel injection are as follows:
Adaptation of lOGR system-the speed density system does not compensate for
variations in percent exhaust gas recirculation from design conditions.
Injector tolerance--driveability and emissions are very sensitive to variations in the system, particularly very slight injector pulse length variations from
nominal.
System complexity-high cost of service problems are anticipated due to
complexity of injector control system.
Component durability and remability of fuel handling is unsatisfactory, and
durability of some parts is highly questionable.
Pulse length and circuit stability improvements in injector pulse length
control and stability of several electronic control circuits (sensitive to temperature change and outside interference) are required.
Altitude compensation-a sensing element is required.
The following will be emphasized in plans for future development:
Evaluation of alternate injector sequencing patterns, such as "two at a
time" operation.
Improvement in enrichment system.
IX. LOW-LEAD FUELS-FUEL SPECIFICATIONS
The scope of this project area includes investigation of 'low lead fuel effects
on engine performance, development of technology in both engine design and
materials to allow reliable engine operation on low lead fuels, and development
of fuel specifications that appear to be required for advanced emission control
systems. We stated publicly in 1970 that our future engines will be capable of
operating reliably on unleaded or low lead fuels with a Research octane level
of at least 91, and a Motor octane of at least 88. This has been accomplished with
our current design engines. However, continuing research and engineering development are required to maintain this capability as the engine operating conditions are modified to approach the emission levels required for 1975 and 1976
models. This will involve significant changes in the combustion process such
as air/fuel ratio, spark timing and exhaust gas recirculation.
Optimum performance of advanced emission control systems depends on a
number of fuel characteristics. These include mainly the level of catalyst poisoning, constituents in the fuel and volatility. The effect of fuel composition is
discussed in detail in Section 5b.
X. CONTROLLED COMBUSTION SYSTEM
The basic objective in the controlled combustion system (CCS) is to combine advances in both engine design and fuel system design so as to maximize
emission reductions without using any external emission control systems.
Development work in this area has included major refinements in carburetion
fuel controls, spark controls, valve timing and modification of the induction system, as well as the combustion chamber. This controlled combustion system approach was first used on 1967 model passenger cars in California, and has been
very successful in meeting the Federal emission requirements since that time.
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Continued development of the CC8 is essential for future control systems in
order to reduce the requirements on external control systems. One major area ofdevelopment is the quick heat early fuel evaporation (lIFE) manifold (Figure
9). The BFE system was described in the March 12, 1971, advance emission system development progress report submitted to Mr. Ruckelshaus. The need for a
positive acting heat crossover control is critical with the lIFE system, and such
controls also are under development. One design possibility is a vacuum powered control valve (Figure 10). In this design, water temperature controls the
vacuum signal to the unit to provide positive control of the valve position. This
assures a good seal in the cold position for quick lIFE warmup, and proper
opening during engine warmup to prevent overheating. Cycling durability tests
are under way by the valve supplier.
XI.

LPG AND OTHER ALTERNATE (GASEOUS)

FUELS

Complete systems for burning liquid petroleum gas (LPG) or compressed
natural gas (CNG) in automobiles have been marketed for a number of years by
various suppliers. Gaseous fuels do produce lower emissions than gasoline. However, gas systems do not by themselves meet the 1075 standards. Gas-fueled engines require supplementary emission control systems, such as EGR and catalytic converters, as do gasoline fueled engines.
Our project work on gaseous fuels has concentrated on an extensive study to
determine the capability of gaseous fuels (both LPG and CNG) in reducing
emissions from automobiles. Economy, performance and driveability were also
studied. Results of the study were presented at the January, 1972, SAB Congress. During this study, neither the LPG nor the CNG car could be adjusted to
meet the 1975 emissions standards.
General Motors does not plan to use a gaseous fuel system as a part of its 1975
emission control systems. Oil company contacts have indicated there is an insufficient supply of LPG to fuel a significant portion of the vehicle population.
In addition, very major changes in current fuel distribution systems would be
required to provide this fuel at locations easily accessible to the vehicle owner.
Other disadvantages include safety and added vehicle weight.
Project work on gaseous fuels will be continued on a research basis to keep
abreast of gaseous fuel technology and to assemble information which might be
adaptable to emission control systems used on gasoline-fueled engines.
XI.

SMOKE AND ODOR

The basic objective of investigations into smoke and odor is to develop precision
fuel supply systems and controls along with design and development studies of
the combustion processto reduce smoke and odor formation. Most of the activities
In this project area have been directed toward the reduction of smoke and odor
from diesel engines. While this engineering effort has concentrated on heavy duty
diesel engines, the technology developed certainly will apply to projects now
under way to develop diesel engines which might be used in passenger cars.
Significant progress already has been made in reducing smoke and odor from
diesel engines. We are optimistic that further reductions can be achieved by
continuing these research and engineering development studies. In particular,
odor reduction activities are now concentrated on determining those constituents
of the exhaust that actually contribute to the odor. Beter definition of these
constituents will lead to progress in developing more effective control techniques.
XI..

CARRURZTION

Improvements in fuel carburetion are a very important part of efforts to
develop control systems which will meet the 1975 emission standards. Very
precise fuel metering control must be provided for maximum emissions reduction
in the basic engine emission level. The following summarizes recent activities to
achieve this objective.
Three major carburetor types are planned as a part of our basic 1975 control
system: a modified one-barrel, a new plain tube two-stage progressive two-barrel,
and a modified four-barrel. A fourth design, which may be possible and preferred,
is an air valve carburetor in place of the new 2-barrel carburetor. The modified
one-barrel includes added control features, such as altitude compensation and a
new choke. The new twv-barrel carburetor is being designed with primary and
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secondary venturi systems having progressive action similar to the present fourbarrel carburetor. Current plans are to continue the present basic four-barrel
carburetor with improvements to achieve optimum overall emissions control
system performance. Modifications include altitude compensation, improved
choke operation, improved metering accuracy, and revised evaporation control
provisions.
An experimental altitude compensation system has been built into several
carburetor models and tested for retention of corret air/fuel ratio at various
altitudes. Metering control with this altitude compensator appears satisfactory up
to 7,000 feet. Additional improvements above 7,000 feet are being pursued through
refinements in the design. Metering control in this area is necessary to provide
control of emissions as well as to avoid potential damage to the catalyst and
catalytic converter canister from overheating with high emission exhaust.
Experimental hot air choke systems, integral with the carburetor, are showing
promise of more consistent operation. The choke systems on 1972 model GM
production cars are refined to provide positive closing for cold starting, and
rapid opening during initial warmup to reduce cold start emissions. This choke
mechanism is marginal for acceptable start and driveaway, and does not appear
to have potential for further emission improvement during cold start without
seriously deteriorating vehicle driveability. This new system, combined with
higher temperature intake air and the Early Fuel Evaporation (EW'E) intake
manifold design to provide additional heating of the mixture, is providing lower
CO emissions with acceptable driveability than would be possible with current
emissions control systems.
The precision control of air/fuel mixture ratios with current two-barrel designs
is near the limit of production capability. An experimental progressive two-barrel
carburetor is being developed to achieve higher venturi velocity and, therefore,
a better signal to control metering during operation modes critical for emissions.
A carburetor bowl vent valve has been designed for more effective control of
evaporative losses from the carburetor. This valve arrangement is planned to
provide venting of the carburetor bowl to atmosphere when the engine is running
and to the evaporative control system canister to trap evaporative emissions
during hot-soak periods.
--Many major areas of the carburetor are currently undergoing design improvements. These carburetor improvements, in conjunction with other system developments, have shown some potential of achieving 1975 emission levels on experimental vehicles. These new carburetors are being developed to optimize overall
system performance, but because of the interaction of carburetion with the other
parts of the system, emission improvements as a direct result of the carburetor
alone cannot be reliably documented.. In addition, these carburetion developments
are still in the experimental stage. Although they show some potential for allowing development of an overall control system to meet the 1975 levels, insufficient
durability experience has been obtained to determine if a reliable carburetor
could be mass produced. This determination cannot be effectively made until pilot
production units have been tested. A listing of the major carburetor areas being
redesigned follows:
CARBURETOR FOB 1975-76
Improvements being evaluated:
New choke mechanism:
Quick pull-off (quick heat intake).
Separate fast-idle cam operation.
Velocity pull-over enrichment.
Improved primary main metering system:
Better modulation of nozzle.
"Cut in" and transient flow.
Improved secondary metering:
Accuracy of control.
Reduced hysteresis.
Altitude compensation.
Improved off-idle flow control:
Adjust in production.
Deceleration mixture control (converter protection)
Shaft seals, external.
Evaporative loss control valve.
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XIV. EMISSION ANALYSIS, AUDIT, TESTING AND RELATED FACILITIES

The primary objectives of this project area are to provide facilities for emission
performance testing, reliability evaluations and durability test programs, and
assemble-the manpower necessary to conduct these evaluations. Efforts in this
project area not only include facilities at individual GM divisions and system
evaluation programs, but also include Central Office activities to provide centralized facilities and manpower for certain aspects of overall system evaluation. For example, we maintain emission test facilities at 40 different locations
throughout the United States not only to accommodate many engineering, design
and development groups, but also to encompass a wide range of ambient and altitude conditions. Twenty-eight of these test locations have the capability to
measure mass emissions with the CVS sampler technique. Included in these locations are 43 individual test units which can perform the mass test. In addition,
another 42 test units are equipped to conduct concentration test measurements.
During 1971, the engineering development laboratories, excluding any produc.
tion plant emission testing, conducted more than 46,000 emission tests on more
than 12,000 vehicles.
During the past year, there have been very extensive reliability and durability
test programs being developed for 1975 models. For example, more than two
million test miles were accumulated on a wide range of catalysts to evaluate
their durability and emission control potential.
XV. ALTERNATE ENGINES

Extensive project activities on a number of different power systems are being
pursued within General Motors. The discussion of these projects is included In
Section 4g of this application.
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[Excerpt from General Motore Corp. Annual Report, 1971

GENERAL MOTORS HIGHLIGHTS
1971
DOLLAR SALESOf ALL PRODUCTS
United StatesOperations
Automotive products
Nonautoinotive products
i0clersc alt sprce
TotralUnited StalesOperations
Canaian Operations
Operations
Ovvr.,,wat
Elrminatln of Intercompany Sales
Total

$22,619,113,000
1,560*84,000
414,617,000
24,594,614,000
2,470,39S,000
4,112,314,000
( 2,913,405,000)
$26,263,918,000

FACTORYSALESOF CARSAND TRUCKS
Manufactured In U.S. plants
Manufactured in Crnadian plants
ManufacuredonOverseas plants
Total

1969

1970
513,420,833,000
1,523,190,000
S14,(84.000
15,478,X)7,0O
1,309,9,000
3,652,151,00
1 1,Wt8.213,000)
SlflS,54,000

5,767,000
509,000
1,503,000
7,779,000

$1$'895,778,000
1,622,732,U0
,019,O11n0
21,1i16,S9,tO
1,985,4S5,000
3,378,45,000
8
0
I 2,2 5,296,0 0
$24,Z,)5,141,(O

3,591,000
291,000
1,4,6,000
5,300,o0

5,260,000
501.000
1,i.,1,0U0
7,160,000

NET INCOME
As a percent of sales
Earned per share of common stock
Dividends
per share of common stock

$ 1,935,709,000
6.8%s
$6.72
$3.40

S

(09,7,000
3 2%
$2.09
$1.40

S 1,7 10,65,000
7.0%
$5.95
$4.30

TAXES
UnitedStares,foreign and other Income
taxes
provided
Other taxesprovided
Total

$ 1,764,100,000
775,900,000
$ 2,560,000,000

$

185,100,000
679,800.000
864,900,000

$ 1,866,100,000
670,409,000
$ 2,5t6,700,000

$8.95
$1.3A
$2.60

Total taxes
per share ot common stock
Total
rasesper dollar of ret income
Total
taxesrerdollar of dividends
REALESTATE,PLANTS,AND
EQUIPMENT(Excluding
SpecialTools)
Plant expenditure%foryear
talance
at Decemler 31

$ 1,012,968,000

$

$809
$1.48
$205

$3.03
$1.42
$0.88

3,507,392,000

$ 1,134,165,000
5,413,457,000

$ 1,043,842,000
5,131,691,000

INVESTMENTAS OF DECEMBER31
Net workingcapital
Stockholders' equity

$ 4,530,387,000
10,0S0,23740

$ 3,267,591,000
9,853,771,000

S 4,548,891,000
10,227,904,00

WORLDWIDE EMPLOYMENT
Averagenumberof employes
Total payrolls

773,000
$ 6,01S,072,000

696,000
$ 6,259,841,000

794,000
$ 6,928,279,000

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE REVENUE GM RECEIVED DURING 1971
millions
1006/
productsand other Income.........
$28,)28...
GM RECEIVEDfrom sale ofits

T.IS REVENUE
WENT
.$13,512...
To ,uppliers for materials, services, etc..

Whle_

$9,448....331t
.
benefit plans, etc...................
To employes for payrolls, employee
$2,560... 9.a..............
ForFederal,state and local taxes........................................................
$873...3% ...........
To provide fordepreciation and obsolescenceof real estate,plants, and equipment .........
$985...3rlaO.......
%
.............................
To GM stockholders.....................................
rorusein thebusiness to provide (orexpansion andmodrrnzaon of facrlrtiesand for working capital ........$90... 3V..

Mr. RoonEw. Are there any other questions?
Thank you very much for you and your colleagues being here.
The committee may have further hearings later on; but I think this
will get us started in what needs to be done.
We have additional witnesses but it is now 12:30. We will now adjourn until 1:30 this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 1:30 p.m., the same day.)
AFFERY~ RJEES

-

(The subcommittee reconvened at 1:30 p.m., Hon. Paul G. Rogers,

chairman, presiding.)
Mr. RoGnsS. The subcommittee will be in order, please.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

We will continue our hearings on the Oversight Clean Air Act.
Our next witness is Mr. P. -N.Gainmelgard, senior vice president
for public and environmental affairs, American Petroleum Institute,
Washington, D.C.
We welcome you back to the subcommittee.
STATEMENT OF P. N. GAMMELGARD, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT FOR
PUBLIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS, AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE
Mr. GAMMELOARD. I 'would like to point out that there are a few
changes in my statement as I will deliver it. They are minor, yet they
are rather significafnit in meanin:
I would like to thank the committee for this opportunity to present
the views of the petroleum industry on the national program to control automobile emissions.
In the late 1960's, the petroleum industry sponsored research into
the effects of lead on the environment and an economic study of producing lead-free fuels. Our economic study was based on the assumption that all gasoline would be lead-free and that the then current
octane levels of "regular" and "premium" gasoline would -not be
changed.
Then, in 1970, several important things happened which made this
economic study obsolete. In January of that year, Ford and General
Motors claimed-that the advanced emission control devices required
to meet the administration's proposed tailpipe emission standards for
the mid-1970's would operate properly only on an unleaded grade of
gasoline. Within a matter of weeks, the individual oil companies,
one by one, stated publicly tha they were prepared to make no-lead
gasoline available when Detroit produced cars thatxequired it.
Later in the year, General Motors announced that all of its 1971
model cars would operate satisfactorily on 91 research octane fuel,
leaded or unleaded, and the other car manufacturers announced that
most of their 1971 models would do the same. Following these announcements, new low-lead and no-lead, low-octane gasolines began to
appear on the market. All this took place without any Government
regulation.
might add for the sake of the record there were several no-lead
grades of gasoline which had been on the market for some years.
Then, in December 1970, the Congress adopted Clean Air Act
amendments which granted to the Federal Government the power to
regulate fuel composition and fuel additives, including lead. Congress
also ado pted an amendment requiring, by 1975, a 90-percent reduction
from 1970 levels of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide exhaust emissions and, by 1976, a 90-percent reduction from 1971 levelsof nitrogen
oxides. Passage of these amendments meant that the 6il companies had
to expect that one grade of lead-free fuel would be required by laid1974.
In view of uncertainties over what actions Detroit may take, and
what form Federal regulations also maytake, the oil industry has not
initiated any new economic studies.
The Environmental Protection Agency, however, did commission a
consulting engineering firm to make an economic analysis of 12 possi-
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ble schedules for phasing out lead. Fiom that study, published in
.June 1971, it could be concluded that the increased cost of unleaded
fuel alone to the motorist whose car is equipped with advanced emission control systems would range from about e2 cents to 7 cents per
gallon. This is taking into account the reduction in engine efficiency
necessary to achieve proposed 1975 emission standards.
An oil industry task force that analyzed the report concluded that
it tended to understate the true cost of phasing out lead. The critique
prepared by.the task force was forwarded to EPA-in October 1971.
One of the key criticisms of the report was that it was based on a
mathematical model of a single, large
odem refinery, including petrochemicals which, of course, is not typical of the majority of existing
refineries.
A single refinery case obviously cannot be representative of the entire refining segment of the industry with some 260 or so operating
refineries.
Very recently, further uncertainties have been introduced by General Motors, which has inquired of some of the oil companies what
would be involved in producing a special type of unleaded gasoline.
Understandably, the API itself, as a trade association, has not been
consulted on this matter by General Motors.
Talks between individual companies and General Motors are taking
place as you heard this morning from Dr. Starkman. It is obvious
that any major change in fuel specifications that narrowed the traditional boiling range of gasolines could substantially increase manufacturing costs ana consumption of rude oil resources. Moreover, it
would substantially reduce gasoline mileage and vehicle performance.
In other words, the motorist would have to pay more per gallon and
get less in return.
I might say at-this point, Mr. Chairman, I make these remarks because my background, before I came with API some 6 years ago, was
entirely in the manufacturing end of running refineries and I do know
something about making gasoline.
There are other things that make forward planning difficult for
the oiL industry. The Clean Air Act amendments, for example, provide for Federal preemption of regulation over fuel composition and
fuel additives. But until such preemption is exercised, any State or anymunicipality can adopt-and some have adopted--regulations of their
own. It is still not clear whether the impending Federal regulations
on lead will be comprehensive enough to provide the nationwide uniformity and stability which are generally, though not always desirable.
At this point in time, the cost of meeting the automobile exhaust
emission goals in the clean air amendments cannot be known precisely,
but certaily the economic impact is going to be great. The recent study
of the National Academy of Sciences indicates that for the motorist
there will be a substantial increase in the initial cost of the new automobile, a reduction of mileage-per gallon of fuel, and an increase in
maintenance costs.
The NAS study is an excellent analysis of the technological feasibility of meeting the exhaust emission goals set forth in the clean air
amendments. The study, however, does not, and was not intended to
explore the merits of the goals themselves-that is, whether the-sociai
and economic costs to the public will bring -commensurate benefits.
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In other words, there has been no study to determine whether this
step-this drastic step-is really necessary. I would respectfully suggest that Congress give serious consideration to making such a study,
with a view toward reexamining the exhaust emission goals of the clean
air amendments.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee earlier I mentioned
the importance of Federal preemption in the fiela of fuel-composition
regulations. I would likto turn now to a different but related problem, because it deals with hydrocarbons going into the atmosphere.
By the end of the current month, each of the
States must
submit
to EPA an acceptable plan for implementing 50national
air quality
standards.-Although not required to do so by the statute, EPA issued,
last August, guidelines to the States on the preparation of these plans.
Although theguidelines properly give the States considerable flexibility in determining how to meet the national standards, they do
contain model regulations which have been interpreted by some as
minimum requirements for an approvable plan. Among these are requirements for severe controls on hydrocarbon emissions from storage
facilities.
On December 30, however just 1 month to the day before the State
plans were due--and long after deliberations on many plans had been
completed-EPA published an important amendment to the guide-,
linesin the Federal Register. This amendment stated, in effect, that
the model requirements for hydrocarbon storage are needed only in
the areas where a photochemical smog problem exists. As late as last week, word of this amendment had not reached
some States and at least one EPA regional office that I know of.
On the strength of this amendment, which our industry brought to
its attention, South Dakota deleted an unnecessary section from its
implementation-plan. This change means a saving of literally millions of dollars in that one State.
The point I am making is that there is an obligation, I feel, for
EPA to provide clearer guidance to the States, and, in this particular
case, to advisetlte States when they go too far-because they have misinterpreted EPA guidelines-as well as when they don't go far enough.
This concludes my prepared remarks. I will be glad to answer any
questions you may have.
Mr. RoGERs. Thank you very much, Mr. Gammelgard.
Mr. Carter?
Mr. CARTRm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
noticed in your presentation, Mr. Gammelard, that this question-in what ways would it not be desirable to have uniform Federal
and State regulations on gasoline?
Mr. GAxxLARD. The problem is of a different magnitude in different parts of the country.
I can foresee the dy
en writer requirements on emissions might
be required in a particular part of-the country than in others.
At that time, I think you might have to
rave
different regulations
on the amount of lead or in the composition of fuels for those particular regions.
Mr. CARIT You would regard Los Angeles to be such an area in
which stricter regulations might have to be issued I
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Mr. GAMEwARtn. I think the Los Angeles Basin is unquestionably
the one area of the country that has the worst photochemical smog
condition, yes, sir.
Mr. CArR. You say that this will result in a substantial increase
in auto costs and a reduction in gas mileage per gallon also--I mean
trying to reach the goals we mean to reach in 1975?

Mr.

GAMMELOARD.

Yes, sir, there will be a reduction in gasoline

mileage from several aspeots. One is the reduced compression ratio
of the car results in a slightly lower engine efficiency. That is minor
compared to the effect the emission controls will have on gas mileage.
-This penalty would be greatly increased by this very low end-p.int
special fuel that General Motors talked about this morning as being
an assist to them in reaching the 1975 standards where they have the
problem of the warmup period the first 2 minutes of the test cycle.
Mr. CAirrm. You state that it would cost 5 to 7 cents per gallon
to manufacture a lead-free gasoline or is it that high-volatile gasoline
that you are referring to there I

Mr.

GAMMKIOARD.-That

is the first case I referred to. I do not know

what the cost would be to make this low end-point, low-volatility, 9pound Reid vapor pressure fuel. It has been said this is the type of
fuel that General Motors would like to see.
Gasoline is a mixture of hydrocarbons that normally start 'to boil
in the vicinity of 1000 F. and it is all boiled off at approximately
400o F.
Now, if there is a 90-percent point at 2500 F., this would probably
lead to an end-point of around 2900 or 3000 F. so you would be
chopping off the tail end of the gasoline, or that portion between
2900 and 4000 F.
This is the heavy portion of the gasoline that boils off last. This
also has the highest B.t.u. content.
If you take that out, something has to be done with that fraction.
It would call for additional processing to break it up into lighter
molecules that could be blended back into the gasoline pool of the
lighter product.
That would mean an additional refining cost, it would mean a
lighter gasoline with less B.t.u.'s per gallon and all an internal combustion engine does is convert the B.t.u.'s in the fuel into power, so a
car would require more gasoline to drive at the same number of miles.If the gasoline would cost more to make and each gallon would
drive the car fewer miles, there would be a double penalty. I don't
know the magnitude of that, but it would be very substantial.
Mr. CAwrii. In addition to that, you might have vapor lock with

this high-volatile gas.

Mr. G~x=Amw. In spite-of the fuel being lighter, General Motors
would also like to have a 9-pound Reid vapor pressure limit-which
should prevent any vapor lock problems.
The problem it would cause, I am quite certain, is starting in midwinter. If you have a 9-pound Reid vapor pressure gasoline where the
temperature--say, in Minnesota-reaches 400 below zero, trying to
start a car that has not been in a garage overnight, you would have
difficulty.
Currently, it is 9 pounds for summertime, 11 pounds in the fall
and spring, and 18 pounds in wintertime.
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Now, if it is made 9 pounds year-round, I think you would have
real starting problems in the colder-climes.
Mr. CAR.
I thought the more volatile a gas, the easier it was to
ignite
Mr. GAMMELOARD. It is the lighter fractions of the gasline that
GM is proposing to retain with a limit of 9 pounds Reid vapor presure-a combination of the two. You would have a light gasoline
with the tail, the heavier p art, out. In the cold part of the driving cycle,
in the warmup period) the heavier fractions have a tendency to go
through partially unburned, and if the catalyst system is not warmed
up at that point, which it would not be for the first minute or two,
then they would go into the atmosphere. This is one of the automobile
industry's problems, what to do with the emissions in the warmup period of the car when you first start your car on any day.
I don't mean each time you start it in 1 day, but the first start after
being parked overnight.
If your car has been parked 4, 5, 6, or 7, or even 8 hours, you do not
have an equivalent problem with warmup.
Mr. CARTER. I believe that was the reason for using high-volatile
gasoline to begin with, wasn't it, that there would be fewer emissions
when the car was started? That is where, with regular gasoline, we
get this increase in emissions.
Mr. GAMzLGRD. Yes during the first couple of minutes.
Mr. CARTER. I have difficulty in seeing how you resolve this problem.
What about our essential supply of gasoline in the United States?
Mr. GAMMEAARD. I think you mentioned a figure of 8 years-Mr. CARTER. Ten years.

Mr. GAMMELOARD. The ratio of proved reserves to demand at cur-

rent levels show about a 9-year crude supply in the United States.
This ratio has dropped down rather consistently over the last 20 years,
due partly to not finding enough new reserves of crude oil and partly
to the 4- or 5-percent increase in consumption per year.
Even if your reserves stayed the same and if your consumption
doubled, your reserve-to-demand ratio would decrease.
Mr. CARTER I believe in your presentation you speak of the advisability of perhaps using the fuel-injection system, the automotive
industry using that.
Why did you do that?
-I
Mr. GAMxzmE
w. Fuel injection has been around for a good, long
time. It is used on some of the higher priced European cars. It, was
tried out about 15 years ago on one line of Chevrolet cars which were
available with a fuel-injection system at additional cost of several
hundred dollars per car.
Mr. CARru What method is used on the Volkswagen? That is one
of the cheaper cars
Mr. GAMMEWARD. I am not sure of what their so-called metered
injection is. I am not familiar with the details of it.
Mr. CAmE I believe I am correct in stating that the fuel-injection
system is used on a Volkswagen. I think at this point it should certainly be considered from the point of conserving-our gasoline supply
as well as more efficiently burning the gasoline that s put into thit
t
car.

Mr. GAMMeARD. Texaco has been working for many years on the
so-called Texaco stratified charge engine which, as I understand it,
in its current state of development does employ the fuel-injection
- i
principle.
. Mr. CARTSR Do you think it would result in decreased
consumption
of gasoline and we could conserve our gasoline in this way?
Mr. GAmmaOARD. It would have that tendency.
Mr. CAmrs. We certainly ased to look to this closely. It is important
to the needs of our country that we do consider our supply of gasoSline and that we use it wisely. I have seen very little intent or purpose
upon the part of the automotive industry to reduce the amount of
gasoline that is consumed by automobiles in our country. I know it is
possible, we know that it is possible, because we see that every producer
of foreign makes of automobiles produces cars which use less gasoline than ours do. In a sense, it makes it almost impossible for the
people of this country to buy anything but gasoline hogs and that is
what some of these cars actually are. There have bein charges of
collusion, I regret to say, between the automotive industry and the
gasoline-ndustryoil industry, and I regret these things because it just
should
not be. We have to adopt a different attitude and way of looking at things.
I notice on the last pag you say that we should take a new look at
this and we have to weigthe social advantages, or something to that
effect, and the economic advantages or disadvantages is that correct?

Mr.

GAMMELOARD.

I think we should take a good hard look at the

cost to the public, because I think eventually the public will bear the
cost of these improved-emission vehicles and see whether that last
5- or 10-percent reduction in emissions really comes through with a
commensurate benefit to the quality of the air of the country. I really
believe that, Dr. Carter. You get to the point of the law of diminishing return on anything you are trying to remove from any kind of
an engineering system, and that last few percent, unless it is necessary
for the protection of public health or welfare, I think we can overkill
or overexpand to get it.
I think it should be examined to see whether it is really justified.
I would like to call your attention to figure 3.1 in the National
Academy report. I think it is a rather interesting figure. It shows for
three different pollutants in exhaust emissions-hydrocarbons, carbon
monoxide, and nitrogen oxides-what the 90-percent reductions from
the 1970 levels really mean because they are superimposed on 59-percent and 62-percent reductions already achieved in the 1970 model year
cars. The additional 90 percent of the balance results in a 97-percent
reduction in hydrocarbons-and a 96-percent reduction in carbon monoxide, compared to an uncontrolled car.
I am just saying possibly it would be better economics for the country and for the people of the country to look at what an 85-percent reduction from an uncontrolled car would cost, what would a 90-percent reduction vost, and what would be the corresponding benefits to
the atmosphere, to the air.
Mr. CAkrR. Certainly I realize there is an economic factor here
and perhaps we should weigh it, as you say, and we should also consider these things, but then we know that the emissions from automobiles do cause much trouble, much disease, much sickness. It has
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been proven over and over again, and in fact, at tests run out at the
National lntitutes of Health, it is my understanding that inhalation
of hydrocarbons with a-virus has produced cancer. It is absolutely
necessary for us to reduce the amount of hydrocarbons and/or other
noxious emissions to the point Where they won't adversely affect the
health of our country.

Mr. GAMMELGARD. API has long taken the stand that anything that

needs to be done to protect the health of the people of the United
States from air or water pollution should be done irrespective of the
costs of doing it.
Mr. CARTE. You have made that statement, but here you bring it
up again and say we should reconsider or think again about the social
versus the economic effect. That is a little doubling up.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GAMMELGARD. Could I respond to one statement Dr. Carter
made I It was not in the form of a question, but you referred to possible collusion between the oil and the automobile industries. If I could
have a minute, I would like to respond to that.
Mr. CArTR. I would like to hear you.
Mr. GAM-MELGARD. I have been in the oil business since 1934. I have
seen over those years no sign whatever, and I was in the top management of a major company, of any collusion between the two industries
in trying to drive up the gallons used in a car or to-lower mileage. I
really don't believe it has existed. I think that, whenever some oil
company comes out and offers a slightly improved gasoline that will
permit a higher compression ratio, Detroit will jump on it and the
others will havi to come up to it. And in some instances Detroit will
lead and the oil companies will have to provide the fuel to satisfy their
customers.
Mr. CAKrER. With all due respect for you, Mr. Gammelgard, and
my kind feelings and everything, I hope you are not telling me that
our industry could not have built cars which will use less gasoline than
they do today. There is no question in my mind as a car owner of many
years but that they do produce cars that as we go on use more and more
gas when they could have done better in this field. Whether that is the
result of your friendship with them, I would not say, and I don't say
that at all, but I know that they could have done better and they
should do better now.
Why in the face of a gasoline shortage in this country they have
not done something about it, I don't know the reason, but it has a lot
to do with the future defense of this country of ours. I think the automotive industry certainly should be condemned in this area.
Mr. GAMMELARM. I think we do have to conserve our energy resources in this country better than we have in the past. I will age
with you. I personally feel, and I have felt this for many years, rightly
or wrongly, the American public has been responsible largely for the
larger cars because of our relatively high standard of living and our
low cost of gasoline.
Mr. CARTM. If that is true, why are so many of these small cars
being sold today? The motor industry in our country today has provoked that. They are actually forcing our people to buy foreign-made
cars.
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Mr. GAMMELGARD. I think we went through that about 15 or 18 years
ano when th6re was quite a trend toward compact cars in this country.
We made predictions that they were going to take over 30 percent of
the-market in a few years; but, as I saw the picture unfold, the public
wanted air conditioning, power brakes, and so on. Now, perhaps the
increasing cost of cars and fuel is going to make the public relook at
this, which is indicated by what you said that they are buying more of
these small cars that can get 25 miles to the gallon.
Mr. CAiRrm. You are a very able witness.Thank you.
Mr. GAMMU
wAm.
Thank you, Dr. Carter.
Mr. RooFs. Mr. Hastings?
Mr. HASTINGs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman; and, thank you, Mr.
Gammelgard.
If I understand what has happened so far today with the automobile people testifying that they cannot meet the 1975 standards and
requesting a suspension of a year, and indicating that the most viable
hope they have of meeting those standards at any time is by the use of
the catalytic converter, and the oil industry apparently through your
able spokesmanship indicating that the social and economic factor is
to create the lead-free fuel which if totally necessary might be prohibitive, and then seeminglyto suggest that what we really ought to do
is reanalyze the goals that were set in the Clean Air Act and then perhaps change those goals--is that what you are saying I
Mr.

GAxxELOAiD.

Essentially, yes. Air quality is the name of the

game. Air quality should be the pivot around which the other actions
take place. If it takes a $400, $500, or $600 additional cost for the car
and if it takes 5 or 10 cents additional cost per gallon of fuel to get
acceptable standards of air quality, I think we should do that.
I think, however, we should be scientific about this, and with the
economy struggling with a $25-billion deficit in 1 year, we should not
spend money needlessly. If we can get to these air quality standards
in a cheaper manner on the first cost of the car, the operating cost of
the car, the maintenance cost of it and the fuel costs, and the economy
of mileage and so forth, then we should take a look at that rather than
accepting absolute goals of 97-, 95-, and 93-percent reductions from an
uncontrolled car asbeing an absolute bible that we must go by regardless of what it costs.
Mr. HASTINGs. Do you think those goals are realistic?
Mr. GAMMELoARD. I think they are too tight. This is my personal
feeling. I am expressing a personal opinion here. I don't believe with
the mass-produced automobile and the advantages you get from mass
production, you can get the 97-, 96-, and 93-percent reductions over a
50,000-mile life of a car.
I don't believe it is within reason.
Mr. HAsMNOS. What is your reaction to the National Academy's
recommendation which seems to indicate as I read it that there should
be Federal action to assure wide variability, and so forth I I assume
you have read the report.
Mr. GAMXEJGARtD.

Yes, sir.

Mr. HASTINS. They seem to concur with the manufacturers on this
fuel. Is that your interpretation of what they say?
Mr. GAMMELARD. What I got out of reading the report, it essentially said they thought there was a possibiity--hey didn't say
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probability-a possibility that the 1975 emission standards for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxides had a chance of being attained.
I believe they also said that the other part of this-the NOx-that
they did not know of any technology to reach the 93-percent reduction
in nitrogen oxides, that there was no technology today to do that. I
look at this as part of a package and not just two sitting off here and
I
one here-these three are all legal requirements.
From an engineering viewpoint, when you are trying to reduce
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide you are essentially doing the same
thing and you will come down on both simultaneously. But you are,
working against the reduction of nitrogen oxides. They tend to increase as you tend to drive down the hydrocarbons and the carbon
monoxide. You are working at cross purposes. This is why the systems
Detroit thinks have a chance of success call for an oxidizing catalyst
to oxidize the CO into CO, and oxidize the hydrocarbons into water
vapor and CO., and a reducing catalyst to convert the oxides of nitrogen into oxygen and nitrogen.
The other is a reducing catalyst. You oxidize in one chamber and
you-reduce in another chamber.
Mr. HAsTNGS. You say this is the Detroit point of viewI
Mr. GAMMELGARD. It is my view from an engineering point of view.
I think Detroit would agree. I don't see-and maybe tomorrow some
catalyst manufacturer will come out with a catalyst that does bothbut from a chemical-reactions viewpoint I don't see how you can conduct a reducing and an oxidizing reaction in the same chamber with
the same catalyst.
Mr. HAsTirNGs. You accept the recommendations of the National
Academy in relation to the necessity for Federal action to assure wide
availability of lead-free fuel?
Mr. GAMMELOARD. Yes.

Mr. HASTINOS. You do accept that?
Mr. GAMMEWAP. Yes, sir.

Mr. HASTiNGS. What action should we take, then?
Mr. GAMMELOAPD. I think Detroit should continue, as I believe they
are doing now, in an all-out effort to try to attain the goals. I don't think
they should be let off the hook as far as trying to attain them. While
this is being done it seems to me that reason Iictates that we should
be taking another look at the proposition-are these extreme, drastic
reductions feasible and are they necessary?
Mr. HAsBiwus. That is my question. What Federal action should we
take to assure the wide availability of lead-free fuel VThat is my question. You said you agreed with that concept recommended by the National Academy.
Mr. GAMMEOARTD. I really don't think you have to take any action to
assure that there will be a lead-free fuel available. There are a number
of them on the market ri ht now.
Mr. HASTINGS. Why (id the National Academy make that recommendation?
Mr. GAMMEWOARD. I think they feel it will require lead-free fuel to
operate these advanced-concept systems satisfactorily. Therefore, the
Government must assure that they will be available. I believe, Mr.
Hastings, EPA right now is just about ready to come out with some
regulations which will call for a lead-free grade of gasoline being
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available by the sumer of 1974. Then I think there will be some kind of
a schedule for the other grades like the 94- and the 100-octane grade
with a lead stepdown. That is the action the Government is taking. I
think it follows the Ragonne panel's report of about 2 or 3 years ago
to the Commerce Departments Technical Advisory Board. The panel
recommended one grade of lead-free gasoline be available by the summer of 1974.
Mr. HAsTwnos. Are those goals possible by 1974?

Mr. GAMMELOARD. Yes, sir.
Mr. HASTINGS. Also mentioned is controlling the amount of catalyst
deactivators. That leads you to where?
Mr. GAMMELOARD. It leads us to a problem of some of the additives
put in gasoline. We have some phosphorus-containing additives now
which control spark plug misfiring and hot spots on the side of the
cylinders, and we also have some detergent-type additives to keep the
induction system clean that contain phosphorus.
If phosphorus is a problem in catalyst poisoning, there will have to
be a limit established on the amount of phosphorus that is permissible
in fuel and the industry will have to devise other means of doing these
jobs with other noncatalyst deactivating or poisoning means.
Mr. HAsTnNG. These goals are not that easily attainable as I understand from your suggestion.
Mr. GAMMFL0ARD. hey are not easily attainable, but they are attainable.
Mr. HASTINGS. Since we are certainly going to have to take some
action, we should certainly seek your advice, not necessarily your
concurrence.
Mr. GAMMEWARD. I believe the proposed regulations that EPA is
just-about to put out will call for limits on phosphorus and will
probably deal with the problem of sulphur, and so forth.
Mr. HASTINGS. I might say as a final comment I wonder how you
are going to devise a vehicle to meet some of these requirements I
understand it is, of course, easier to solve some of the various problems
involving the fuels.
Mr. GAMMELOARD. I believe if you have a lead-free system you can
change the configuration of the fuel nozzle at the service station to,
say, a triangular shape and then put a triangular shape fill pipe on
the cars that require the nonleaded fuel. The only way you would get
around that at the service station would be for the deliberate use of a
gadget like a funnel where the attendant is deliberately voiding safeguards against getting the wrong gasoline in the right tank.
Mr. HAsTiNGs. Thank you very much.
Mr. ROGmRS. As I understand it, you are saying the oil industry can
take the lead out or whatever is necessary within the time element.
Mr. GAm mamw. There is no question about it.
Mr. Romms. So far as the oil industry is concerned, the requirements
that might be set upon them by the 1970 Clean Air Act basically causes
no problem I
Mr. GAxxzmiw.
I think that is a fair statement.
Mr. RoGRS. So the bill, as far as the oil industry is concerned, needs
no chanRg.ngI
Mr. GAmMWRADD. It means changes, Mr. Chairman, in that we will
have to revise our processing in our plants to accomplish this which we
are now in the process of doing.
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Mr. Roems. I understand that, but no change in the law so far as the
oil industry is concerned, so it involves whether the automobile industry can meet the requirements of the law. Of course, they have tied you
in by saying they cannot do it unless you do something.
Now, has the oil industry ever tried to encourage the automobile
industry to put in smaller engines to use, as Dr. Carter said, the fuelinjection system I
Mr. GAMXELGARD. Not that I know of.
Mr. Rooms. They put some pressure on you to take the lead outof
gasoline. Why doesn't the oil industry make some suggestions and go
out and do a little research? Do you not think that is a good idea to
conserve our resources our fast-dropping reserves?
Mr. GAxreAA=. i think this is one of the most serious problems
facing our Nation right now--our energy resources--and I think
something has to give.
Mr. Rooi.Ps. You might do a little research on how the injection-fuel
system would work to conserve gas. It might be a little detrimental to
you, but I imagine there is plenty to sell anyhow, and you have plenty
of markets there.

Mr. GAMEIOARD. We have problems with supplying it,

Mr. Rooms. Just spread out your market, as Dr. Carter says, a little
Ionizer.
Mr. GAMMELFARD. Texaco has developed a stratified charge fuelinjection system. They are working with at least one automaker to see
what this system can do.
Mr. RoGms. You bring in the cost factor of taking lead out. Would
it require charging just 1 cent more ?
Mr. GAMmmoAmw. Typically, I think that is about it. I stopped the
other night to check and I think there was a 1-cent or 2-cent difference.
Mr. HxGvms. If they take the lead out, it increases the life of the
muffler, almost double they tell us, spark plugs, and the engie itself
is cleaner so maybe it is a savings rather than a cost.
What is our status? I[ow much nonleaded gas are we producing
now-what percentage of our production ?
Mr. GAMmmaMm."I would -hesitate to give a figure. I would rather
deal in word terms. I think the amount of no-lead gasoline being sold
is very hurd to determine. I know of one company on the west coast
whose regular grade is low-lead, half a gram or less, and they are selling roughly 40 percent of their total volume that way. There are other
companies elsewhere in the country that are selling low-lead fuel,
major companies, and then there are some selling a no-lead fuel.
I think in the no-lead fuel grade for the lower octane regulars that
the percentage sold is pretty small. I think there is one outstanding
example, however, of a large company that has been selling 100-octane
premium no-lead fuel and have been very successful in selling it to the
public in part of their market.
Mr. Romas. Any figures you are to submit for the subcommittee
would be helpful to give us a breakdown on that.
.
..
Mr. GAMMELOARD. I will try to get something for the subcommittee
.onthat.It will be difficult.
_(Mr. Gammelgard subsequently informed the committee that the
specific information was not available.)
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Mr. RoGEs. I know New York has put out a bid and they have gotten a contract for more than $12 million for experimental cars; they
have had no difficulty with their vehicles and they have had no basic
problems in their vehicles.
Suppose we simply reguire a 25,000-mile performance instead of a:
50,000-mile performance and if you average and if we get the nonleaded fuel, it is my understanding from the National A cademy of
Sciences that we could be expected to meet the standards in 1975.
Mr. GAMM FLARD. I would think cutting the 50,000 'requirement to
25,000 might quadruple your chances of success. It is not just a 2-to-1
ratio at all. Reaching a 25,000-mile life might be attainoible with a
number of cataly ts. Reaching a 50,000-mile life might not be attainable by any of them. If this can be done-at a reasonable cost, it seems
to me 25,000 or even 20,000 is far more in the ball park than 50,000. I
do not expect my spark plugs to last 50,000 miles.
Mr. RooRs. It seems to me, if we could get anarrangement whereby
they could aave a good bit of money on a change of styling, that savings
could be passed on and allocated to mufflers. Maybe you might be entitled to the second one to make sure you get the 50,000-mile clean car
and have the right to go in and have that changed as a. part of the
buying of the car. I do not know why that could not -bedone, and we
reach our standards. This is not very difficult. So, there are a lot of op portunities here to meet the standard and to meet the law. I think the
oil industry is responding, and I am glad to hear you say you can take
out the lead.
We appreciate your being here. Are there any other questions? We
are grateful to you and we may be back to you for additional information or we might want some of your member companies to come in
so we can discuss some of the measures that you cannot.
Thank you so much.
This concludes our hearings this afternoon, and we will hold our
hearings tomorrow ii this room at 10 o'clock.
The subcommittee is adjourned.
(The subcommittee adjourned at 2:45 p.m., to reconvene at 10 a.m.,
Thursday, January 27,1972.)

CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT
THURSDAY,

JANUARY 27, 1972

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTE ON PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT,
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN-{COMMEROE,
Wa8hington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10,a.m., pursuant to notice, i -room 2141,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul G. Rogers (chairman)
presiding.
Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order, please.
We are continuing hearings on oversight of the Clean Air Act,
Environmental Protection Agency.
The National Academy of Sciences testified yesterday and the Environmental Protection Agency will testify tomorrow.
Our first witness this morning is our distinguished colleague, the
Honorable Victor V. Veysey from California. We are happy to have
you with us.
STATEMENT OF HON. VICTOR V. VEYSEY,-A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA; ACCOMPANIED BY
HON. JOHN H. ROUSSELOT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Mr. VEYsEY..Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members
of the committee. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the
committee.
I want to point out that, when I first learned that this subcommittee
was going to undertake hearings on the matter before us today, I immediately presented a request to be able to appear before the committee.
Mr. RoGFms. That is correct.

Mr. VEYSEY. I appreciate the opportunity to do it.

My plan was to have here with me at this time Congressman Richard
Hanna and Congressman John Rousselot of California, who were participants in our air pollution conference recently held at the Western
White House at San Clemente.
Unfortunately, due to the circumstances of scheduling, they happen
to have important committee matters before them at this time and
may or may not be here today, but they would like to join, I think, in
a later appearance before the committee.
Mr. Rooris. That will certainly be acceptable, or if they desire to
submit a statement, that will be acceptable as well.
Mr. VEYsEY. I have a short statement which I would like to give
you at this time.
(245)

No single problem today is more critical to the health and wellbeing of all of us than is air pollution, especially when we consider
the impact on future generations. The significance of air pollution is
magnified many times over in my home district. In Riverside, Calif.,
in the last 2 years we have suffered from 410 smog-saturated days410 days when the air pollution level was above that point which
ofir air pollution control district has determined is injurious to human health. We have. a severe shortage of doctors in Riverside today,
yet because of the pollution level we have been totally unsuccessful
in attracting new ones. They just won't live there. Indeed, they recommend to many of their patients with respiratory problems that they
move elsewhere. This situation gives Riverside the dubious distinction
of having the most serious smog problem in California and in the
Nation. It also designates me as the Congressman with the most serious smog problem in the Nation, and that is precisely why I am here
today.
Riverside is not a highly industrialized city. Much of our air pollution-and experts say as much as 80 to 85 percent-comes from the
many motor vehicles operated many miles away in Los Angeles and
Orange Counties.
California has had the earliest, and perhaps the worst, experiencewith automotive-created air pollution. It has been a matter of concern, of research, of regulatory activity by local and State government in California. Indeed, the record should show that California
led the way to the understanding of photochemical air pollution and
bravely pushed forward for control of mobile emitters long before
there was much concern in Washington about the problem.
Mr. Chairman, we in southern California cannot wait for automakers and Federal regulatory agencies to move on a collision course
toward arbitrary standards and emission levels. We cannot sit back
while legislators and Government executives argue over statistics and
standards which scientistscannot agree upon.
Quite clearly, our lives and the lives of our children depend on
our finding the shortest possible route to effective control of air pollution. And that route, I have become convinced, may require reexamination of the legislation we have on the books today.
Two weeks ago, with the technical and logistical assistance of the
University of California and the Statewide Air Pollution Research
Center located in Riverside, I sponsored a first-of-its-kind conference
at the Western White House in San Clemente. Our intention was to
bring together from across the Nation those individuals most directly
involved in, and concerned with, overcoming the technical roadblocks
to solving our air pollution problem.
Our first goal was to provide a forum for frank aad candid discussions between scientists, Government executives, industrialists, technicians, and elected officials--specifically, elected officials, both State
and Federal, in the southern California smog bowl. Our second goal
was to determine, for the first time ever, exactly where all parties
could agree, where and why they disagree, and how we can resolve
those disagreements. And our third goal was and is to chart the shortest and most efficient course to effective -airpollution control.
In sponsoring the conference, I wanted facts-not publicity; candor-not glamour; consensus--not confusion; and results--not newspaper headlines.
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We in Southern California must solve the politics of pollution or
frankly, we will have to move out. That, in-short, is what the National
Motor Vehicle Air Pollution Conference was all about.
Though detailed reports on the conference are still being developed
and refined today, I can report to this committee some of our initial
impressions.
First, our Federal clean air laws are seriously in need of reevaluation; specifically, the Federal Air Quality Standards and the Federal
Emission Standards for motor vehicles. As an example, one of the
most glaring questions concerns the prescribed 90-percent, across-theboard reduction by 1975 and 1976 in all auto emissions-nitrous oxides,
carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbons. Ninety percent is a good round
number, but is a purely arbitrary figure not necessarily related to the
health of people.
Recent research tells us that NO. is a far more serious danger to
health than CO. Furthermore, there is strong evidence that industry
could reduce NO. emissions by 90 percent or even more by 1975
if we give a little on the CO standards. The independently derived
California standards incorporate this important health concept.
On a related front, there is a real danger that 1975-76 automobiles,
designed to meet the 90-percent, across-the-board reduction may be
seriously unsafe. I don't mean that they wouldn't go fast enough. I
mean their performance may be cut back so stringently that they
are severe hazards to the safety of the occupants. I would recall most graphically the statement of one of the representatives of a motor car company who said he has been driving one
of the pilot models designed to the new standards. Because of problems with its performance he regarded it as too unsafe to permit his
wife to drive that car.
Secondly, for the first time, all interests involved in the conference
agreed that health should be the overriding consideration in the establishment of air pollution standards and emission controls.
Previously, much publicity has been generated on behalf of so-called
technically feasible standards-standards which completely ignore
the relative effects of various air pollutants on health. This basic
agreement among the leaders of science, industry, and government,
that health is paramount, is a real breakthrough, in my judgment.
Thirdly, a massive effot must be undertaken to step up development of alternatives to the gasoline internal combustion engine. Automakers today are pouring every research resource they have into bolton accessories, in a crash attempt to meet 1975-76 standards, with
doubtful chance that those standards can be met. Meanwhile, there is
evidence that Detroit has the capability to develop a gas turbine engiie
which would meet in the near future all of the necessary standards.
The problem is one of manpower and money for development. And at
the current level of research, there won't be a marketable gas turbine
engine until 1980 or later.
Fourth, and the most relevant immediate answer to cutting back on
air pollution is our consensus that a full-scale effort to encourage fleet
vehicles to use gaseous fuels would cut air pollution by 10 percent
in the Los Angeles basic. Natural gas and propane have already been
used successfully by the General Services Administration as well as
in various tests by the State of California.
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A 10-percent reduction in pollutants, while certainly not a complete
solution, would have a profound effect. And I know of no other possible way to lop off that much dirty air with one simple effort.
I would urge consideration of incentives to encourage fleet owners
to make the changeover. Factory options of gaseous fuel systems would
greatly decrease the cost. I am talking about taxicabs, delivery trucks,
business fleets, to name a few, as well as all Government agency fleets.
Here is a real chance to make progress.
Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like to have recorded in this
hearing record a copy of the agenda of the-National Motor Vehicle
Aiollution Conference. I feel it will shed additional light on the
nature and significance of our conference.
Mr. RooERs. Certainly that will be made part of the record followmgyour statement.
Mr. VEYspY. I would also like to call the attention of the committee to the need for a different kind of adjustment to the Clean Air
Act.
In 1967 this committee passed the Air Quality Act, which was the
most significant piece of air pollution legislation on the books up to
that time. Many of -thespecific provisions of the 1967 act were based
on emission standards that had been enforced in California years
before. This committee recognized Califoi nias contribution andalso
saw the value of testing new emission standards in a State large
enough to make special modifications economically feasible. Through
the efforts of Congressman John Moss and the then Senator George
Murphy, -the committee gave California the right to set its own auto
emission standards as long as they were more stringent than applicable
Federal standards and consistent with them. This provision was expressly continued in the Clean Air Act of 1970.
California has taken advantage of the act to enact the strongest auto
emission standards in the Nation. Recently, however, with the preemption- of the -Clean Air Act of 1970, the Environmental Protection
Agency has been inclined to ignore the intent of Congress and to challenge California's right to set its own emission standards and methods
of testing. When confronted with the language of the statute and the
committee report, EPA back down, but the threat of further obstruc--.
tion remains.
Before the EPA relented, I introduced H.R. 9884 to clarify California's right to set its own standards. This bill has the active support
of the California Air Resources Board, the Governor's office, the California attorney general, the assembly transportation committee, the
Los Angeles County air pollution district, the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors, and 17 of my colleagues in the House from California. I urge this committee to take this opportunity to settle this
important question once and for all by approving H.R. 9884 as soon as
possible.
Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to testify. I
will be happy to answer any questions. Copies of my statement'are
available along with copies of the conference agenda.
(The conference agenda referred to follows :)
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AGENDA-NATxONAL Moron VnzFoxz An POLLUTION CoNrmuNcz
WESTERN WIHYE-ROUSAj-- AN CLEMENTE, JANUARY 18-14, 1972

Thursday,January 13-Techn4ial Sessions
9:06-9:30 a.m. Press Availability-Western White House
9:00-9:80 a.m. Registration and coffee--Western White House
9:80-9:45 a.m. Introductory Remarks--Congressman Victor V. Veysey and Dr.
James N. Pitt%Jr.
9:45-12:00 noon Moderator.-Assemblyman Craig Biddle--"Discussion of the air
quality standards"
12:00-12:46 p.m. Lunch--Catered at the Western White House
12:45-1:15 p.m. Conducted Tour of the Western White House
1:15-:00 p.m. Moderator.-Assemblyman Pete Sehabarum-"Dscussion of exhaust emission standards, their enforcement, and alternate fuel systems"
3:00-8:15 p.m. Coffee break
3:15-5:00 pm. Continuation of afternoon session
5:00-6:00 p.m. Press Conference-San Clemente Inn (Aquamarine Room)
6:00-6:45 p.m. "Attitude Adjustment" Hour-San Clemente Inn
7:00-8:80 p.m. Dinner-San Clemente Inn
8:30 p.m. Keynote Address--Lieutenant-Governor Ed Reinecke
Friday,Januaryt47:eg:Z_& tive and Society Options
8:30-9:00 a.m. Registration and coffee-Western White House
8:30-9:00 a.m. Press Availability-Western White House
9:00-9:10 a.m. Introductory Remarks--Congressman Victor V. Veysey
9:10-9:40 a.m. Summary and Conclusions from Thursday's Technical Sessions-Assemblymen Craig Biddle and Pete Schaberum
9:40-10:40 a.m. Moderator.-Congressman Richard Hanna-"Discusston of air
quality standards and exhaust emission standards for existing and future
motor vehicles"
10:40-10:50 a.m. Coffee break
10:50-12:00 noon Continuation of morning session
12:00-12:45 p.m. Lunch--Catered at the Western White House
12:45-1:15 pm. Conducted Tour of the Western White House
1:15-4:00 n.m. Moderator.--Congressman Victor V. Veysey.-"Consideration of
scientific, techniea and-legislative options for further coordinated efforts in air
pollution control"
4:00-5:00 p.m. Press Conference--San Clemente Inn (Aquamarine Room)
4:00 Adjourn
AGENDA FOR DIscussIoNs

Thursday,January 13-Teohnical sessions
9:45 a.m.-12:00 noon. Moderator.-Assemblyman Craig Biddle--"Discussion
of the air quality standards".
1:15 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Moderator.-Assemblyman Peter Schabarum-"Discussion
of exhaust emission standards, their enforcement, and alternate fuel systems".
Friday, January 14-Legyllative and societal options
9:40 a.m.-12:00 noon. Moderator.-Congressman Richard Hanna-"Discussion
of air quality standards and exhaust emission standards for existing and future
motor vehicles".
1:15 p.m.-4:00 p.m. Moderator.-CongressmanVictor V. Veysey--"Considera.
tion of scientific, technical, and legislative options for further coordinated efforts
in air pollution control".
THURSDAY MORNING-ASSEMBLYMAN

ORAIO BIDDLE-DISVUSSION

OF THE AIR

QUALITY STANDARDS
Air quality standardsand health-effeots criteria
Should our air quality standards be related to health-effects criteria?
Should they be tempered by technology and feasibility ?
Improved epidemiologioal studies
How can better epidemiological studies be designed?
Who should perform these?
Who will provide the necessary funding?

77-168 0 - 72 - 17
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Implicationfor air quality standards,Clai Air Amendments of 1970
How best do we approach the problem Of-obtaining more definitive date to
meet the provision for reevaluation of air quality standards in the Clean Air
Amendiients of 1970?
Do we currently have adequate instrumentation to meet these requirements?
If not, what can be done to remedy the situation?
Aldehydes and other oxygenated hydrocarbons
At present, are levels of aldehydes and other oxygenated hydrocarbons sufficiently significant as primary and secondary pollutants to be measured?
Should some standard be set for them? In the future, Is the concentration of
aldehydes and other oxygenated hydrocarbons likely to increase as a result of the
controls applied to automobiles?
What methods are available for measurements of aldehydes and other oxygenated hydrocarbons--(a) at ambient concentrations, and (b) as they are emitted
by the automobile? Are these methods adequate? If not, should a special program
be funded to generate new methods and the required instrumentation?
Measurement of Not, CO, and hydrocarbons
What methods are available for measurement of ambient NOs, CO, and hydrocarbons?
Is the instrumentation adequate for all of them? If not, are present efforts sufficient, or is a new impetus in terms of time and funding necessary?
THURSDAY AFTERNOON-ASSEMBLYMAN
EMISSION

STANDARDS,

THEIR

PETE SOHABARUM-DISCUSSION

ENFORCEMENT,

AND

ALTERNATE FUEL

OF EXHAUST
SYSTEMS

Relationship between air quality standards and emission standards
Should there be a relationship between air quality standards and emission
standards?
Is the emission standard formula enacted by the Clean Air Amendments of
1970 meaningful? [The 1975 emission standards represent a 90% reduction in
the 1971-72 emissions.]
Automobile emission testing
What is the relationship among assembly line, mandatory, and random testing?
Is the necessary technology available for effective assembly line testing.
Is the test cycle currently used to measure emissions a realistic representation
of driving habits?
Do we have sufficient trained personnel to implement an effective mandatory
testing program?
What approach should be used in training personnel to make both the emission
controls and vehicle performance cceptable?
Alternative fuel sources
Considering that large portions of natural gas resources now available are used
for space heating, do we have enough natural gas and liquified petroleum gas
(LPG) available for use in both power plants and automobiles in high pollution
areas, such -as the Los Angeles Basin? (The Federal Power Commission has
for space heating, do we have enough natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas

reserves.]

If not, is the manufacture of the synthetic equivalent of natural gas a feasible
supplementary source?
If the use of LPG and natural gas effective in reducing emissions? What are
the trade-offs (if any), modifications, or costs involved in converting automobiles
to use these fuels? Is national redistribution of natural gas feasible and/or
desirable?
Lea "n!' gao/ e--Lead "out" of j-asolne
Does lead from automobile exhaust pose a serious health hazard?
Is the information sufficient to give a definitive answer to this question?
If not, what programs should be initiated to resolve this situation?
Does the removal of lead from gasoline necessitate a higher aromatic content
to maintain the octane rating?
Is a high-octane gasoline necessary?
Using present knowledge, what effect doesin increased aromatic content have
on photochemical reactivity?
Are there health implications associated with increased aromatic contente.g., production of carcinogenic species?
Is further research required to clarify these areas?
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FRIDAY MORNING---CONGBZSSMAN
RICHARD HANNA-DISOUSSION OF 'FAIR QUALITY
STANDARDS AND EXHAUST EMISSIONS STANDARDS FOR EXISTING AND FUTURE MOTOR
VEHICLES

Relationeip of Air Quality Standards and Emissions Standards
Does the current Federal formula for determining the 1975 emissions standards
represent a meaningful relationship between air quality standards and emissions
standards (90% reduction of the 1971-72 emissions)?
If not, what are the alternative approaches?
Emieeions Controls and Vehicle Performance: Alternative Power Sources for
Automobiles
In designing the reciprocating internal combustion engine to meet the 1975-76
emissions standards, what sacrifice in performance is incurred?
Are sufficient time and money being spent on alternatives to the internal combustion engine?
Are the gas turbine and electric-powered vehicles feasible alternatives?
Is further legislation desirable to promote their employment for currently
feasible uses?
.-Reevaluationof Air Quality Standards
In the reevaluation of air quality standards provided by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, should changes be made which affect such Items as the relative
emphasis given to the stringent reduction of CO, which may make the control of
NOx more difficulty?
Attainment of the 1975-76 Air Quality Standards
Is further legislation required to meet the 1975-76 air quality standards?
If so, what areas require attention?
What Is the role of the Federal Government In helping the state meet these
standards?
FRIDAY AFTERNOON-)oNORsSMAN VICTOR V. VEYSZY-DISCUSSION AND CONSIDERATION OF SCIENTIFIC, TECHNICAl, AND LEGISLATIy OPTIONS FOR FUTHER COORDINATED
EFFORTS IN AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

Progree in Air Quality Improvement
Are measures whick effect small increments in air quality improvement worthwhile? Should the public be Informed that the effects of such single measures are unlikely to be visible?
Societal Options
Assuming the air quality standards are not going to be met by existing teeh.
nology, what societal options should be pursued to alter life-style patterns to reduce air pollution?
Is a reduction in the dependence of the individual on the automobile desirable?
If so, how best can it be effected? Should there be a limit on both the population
and Its distribution in areas of high air pollution potential? If so, how can it be
carried out?
Implementing Societal Options
Should societal options such as car pooling and gas rationing be implemented
in an effort to come as close as possible to meeting the air quality standards?
If so, by whom--the State and/or the Federal Government? What time schedule
is involved?
Long-Term Approachesto Air PollutionReduction
What steps should be taken to Insure a cleaner mode of individual transportation for the long term? Is a mass transit system, which is both cost-effective and
time-effective, feasible and desirable? How can such a system be implemented?
Provisionof sufolent Alternative Puel source.
Is the Federal Government willing to launch a stepped-up campaign to provide
severely polluted areas of the country with sufficient alternative fuel supplieseg., natural gas and LPG? This may Involve such measures as national redistribution of available supplies and/or manufacture of the synthetic equivalent ofnatural gas. Are further data needed to clarify the latter statement?
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Communication Among Legislator, Industry, and the Sotentilf OommunU
Are sufficient channels regarding air pollution available to insure adequate
communication and information exchange among legislators, indtlry, governmeat, and the universities? How are highly controversial issues, such as lead
pollution, beat resolved?

Mr. RooGa. Thank you very much for your statement. We appreciate your being here to give the committee the benefit of your thinking.
Congressman Carter?
Mr. CAR m. Certainly, I want to thank the distinguished gentleman
for his presentation.
Did you state that 80 to 85 percent of the pollution in your.area was
caused by automobiles; is that correct?
Mr. VEYsEY. That is correct. That is the figure that is commonly accepted in that region of California because of the geographical situation, and the high use of motor vehicles. Most of our air pollution is
from motor vehicle exhaust.
Mr. CARTER. You stated, also, that there were 410 days of high pollution. In what period of time?
Mr. VEYsEY. In the past 2 years.
Mr. CA Ern.And 1 year as much as 200 days?
Mr. VEYsEY. In excess of 200 days. I think it may be close to 250 days
in lyear.
Mr. CARTER. People with chest diseases are having to leave your area
or are advised to do so?
Mr. VzYsEY. Yes; in the case of a very close friend of mine, who
has a young son with an asthmatic condition, his doctor advised him to
move away. He just couldn't make it under those air conditions so-they
moved to northern California.
Mr. CARTER. I agree with your statement and I certainly want to cooperate with you to develop legislation which will make your area more
comfortable.
Thank you.
Mr. VEYsEY. It needs Wobe. It is most- important that out of this
conference came the agreement by all those participating that health
considerations are paramount and they must be underlying any emission standards that we set.
Mr. CAirER. Yesterday I had a man who testified that we should
take another look at this and weigh the economic factors with the social
values or health values again, but actually such a danger to health
might not continue to exist.
Mr. VEYSEY. I think we moved on the right track in setting healthrelated standards of air quality. I think that is pretty clear. We could
argue over whether the evidence hould be improved and whether further research would show something new. I know EPA intends to revise those standards as new information becomes available.
But there is only a most tenuous relationship between those air
quality standards and the motor vehicle emission standards which we
are going to apply in 1975 and 1976. That relationship is simply to
make an across-the-board, 90-percent reduction in al of the components of vehicular smo.
I don't think that is based on scientific or health-related information.
Mr. CART=-. The legislation we passed in 1968 has not helped your
area too much.
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Mr. VYBEY. The California standards are more strict than any the
Federal Government has been attempting to enforce. In 1975 and
1976, we have a new situation because of the 90-percent reduction of
emissions. It just seems to me that 90-percent across the board does
not fit the physical facts of life.
Maybe it should be 95 percent on one component and 83 on another.
This I could believe, but 90 percent across the board does not seem to
me to be consistent with the physical facts.
Mr. CARTER. I certainly thank you for what you said.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RooEs. Mr. Hastings.
Mr. HA sTNOs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I commend the gentleman from California for his testimony on this most serious problem.
I would like to direct a little bit of attention to that meeting that
you had at San Clemente mainly because of a newspaper story this
morning in the Washington Post indicated that there was possibly
collusion with the White House in calling the automobile manufacturers to that meeting, and I think the record should be wholly clarified.
Would you tell us who actually scheduled the meeting at San
Clemente I
Mr. VEYsEY. I appreciate the opportunity to do that.
While I read the Washington Post, I don't always agree that their
statements are totally correct.

Mr. HAMsTINS. You are not alone.

Mr. VE.YSzY. This meeting came about due to the circumstance which
I related today: that Riverside is perhaps the most smoggy city due
to automotive emissions of any-in the Nation, and, that California has
been a leader in trying to do something about-this and that California
has centered its research activity-all of the scientists who are working on this problem-at the air pollution research center at the University of California at Riverside.
Six months ago we held a preliminary, very small conference on the
campus of the university between some of the scientists working in the
fieldand some of the State and Federal legislators also working in
the field to try to get some communication.
While that was successful in a modest way, it was evident that there
are many other elements in our society that must be involved.
It was clear that the manufacturers of the hardware the motor
vehicles and of the fuel that is burned in those motor vehicles, must be
involved as well as Federal regulatory agencies.
So at that time we decided to put together a conference. I guess our
timing was significant because it just happened to coincide with a
period in time when there is a good deal of discussion about what motor
manufacturers are going to do or not going to do by 1975 and what
they may request of the EPA.
I organized the conference with the technical advice and assistance
of the -University of California and the air pollution researh center
there.
They provided the scientific backup for what we were trying to do
and much technical assistance.
Now let me explain the circumstance of it being held in the Western
White House. The Western White House is made available for con-
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ference purposes for all sorts of groups during those periods of time
when it is not in use by the President or some of his top people.
It is operated by the General Services Administration and there have
been thousands of people there in hundreds of different groups holding conferences.
Any conference given there does not have the endorsement of the
White House or any participation from them at all in its composition
or its determinations.
Mr. HAsTIxos. On that point, the Post said "sanctioned by the
White House."
Mr. VEYSEY. There is no sanction of the White House other than
they gave us permission to use that fa ity-which would otherwise
be vacant-to hold such a meeting.
They neither endorsed nor criticized what we were doing.
Mr. HASNGOS. Would that be the say e as holding it at the Eastern
White House I
Mr. VzYSEY. I don't think it would be uite the same.
Mr. HAnNos. It is important. This.is a serious problem, and perhaps any suggestion in the papers th; the White House endorses certain automotive standards would shed light on anything.
Mr. Vvyszy. I would say that is not correct, not in this case, at all.
Mr. HASNGS. Our colleague and our distinguished chairman said
we have the right to know what can be done to attain goals and certainly we all share that view.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RooFmS. We appreciate your'being here to give us this background.
Who determined who would come to the meeting?
Mr. VsYsEy. I made the final decisions on who would be invited. Of
course, individuals invited did not necessarily respond affirmatively,
but we were limited in the number that could participate, due to the
physical circumstances, to an outside of 45 or perhaps 50 people.
There is included in the materials which have been submitted to the
committee a list of those participants in the conference.
We included the major motor car manufacturers, the major oil
producers, those who are doing research on fuels and oils. We included
a group of State legislators who have been most active in California in
moving to better standards for vehicular emissions and a group of
California Congressmen in the area immediately affected and immediately surrounding that district.
Mr. RoGRSs. Did you discuss with administration officials this
conference?
Mr. VEYSEY. We wrote a letter to them asking for permission to
use the Western White House jointly with the university. This permission was granted and-that was the extent of the exchange.
Of course, the EPA was there, the General Services Administration was there. We had a representative from the Justice Department to be sure there was no charge of collusion or anything like that.
Mr. Rouns. Was this made clear in your invitation to the oil companies that Justice would participate?
Mr. VaysFY. Yes.
Mr. Rooims. And that the meeting would be held at the Western
White House when the invitations went out?
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Mr. VEYsEY. Yes; I think I have a packet here which includes the
invitations.
Mr. RoGoss. You might like to submit it for the record.
Mr. Vis sy. Yes, that information is in the first sentence of the
invitation.
(Testimony resumes on p. 260.)
(The following material consisting of (a) copy of Mr. Veysey's
letter to the President's Marine Corps Aide requesting permission to
conduct the conference in the Western White House; (b) sample
letter inviting attendance to the conference, plus list of invitees; (o)
sample confirmation letter to those accepting; (d) list of those who
actually attended; (e) copy of Mr. Veysey's opening remarks to the
conferees, was submitted for the record:)
CONGRESS Or THE UNITED STATES,
Housm or RrJR GENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., November 6, 1911.
MaJ. JOHN V. BRENNAN, USMO,
Marine Corps Aide to the President, The White House,
Washington, D.C.
DL&R MAJOR BRENNAN: Would it be possible to obtain the Western White
House in January 1972 for the purpose of conducting an Air Pollution Oon.
ference to be sponsored jointly by me and the University of California at
Riverside?
The Conference would be one of national importance, with offelals from the
Environmental Protection Agency and the presidents of major auto and oil
companies in attendance.
We would prefer to hold it either on a Monday or a Friday. Our first preference
would be Friday, January 14, but-we would be happy to have it on January 10,
24, or 2.
If any of these dates can be approved, would you please notify us by telephone
as early as possible to facilitate our planning.
Sincerely,
VoM V. Vzyswr,
Member of Congress.

0OX

Ou5
THE
OF I)nVn)
0TAT ,
UAISxMTATvUS,
Washingto*, D.C., December 18, 171.

Hous. Of

Project: Pollution Conference.
Mr. H. ROBEMR SUHAWnAu9,
President, son 01,
Phikdelphia. Pa.
Drat MR. SoHAZDuoa: On Janury 18-14, 197, a National Motor Vehicle
Air Pollution Conference will be held at the Western W.ite House, San Clenente,
California, under the co-sponsorship of myself an" the UJnitersity of Oaforn*a
(Rfterside).
The pr pose will be to assemble the chief administrative officers and their key

technical advisors from 30PA, the automotive and petroleum industries, state
and loral control agencies, and researchers from the University of California
g air pollution from eats
to derAase a m$t*Wlj acceptable strategy for re"
automobMles.
I list of the invitee is attached. The technical advisors will meet the first
dAy, and under the leadership of the scientific team from the nine-campus Statewide Air Pollution Research Center, sort out those areas upon which there is
and ascertain where further research and experimentation
geneml
are
On the second day, administrators and policy makers from Indtlstry, government, and control agencies (plus a few technical advisors) will confer to formulate a political strategy for most effectively reducing motor vehicle pollution.
After each meeting press conferences will be held, but the press will not be
permitted to attend the working sessions ad all, dicuesions 'will be off the
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record. Attendance in the Western White House Conference Room is physically
limited to forty people at any one time.
Although the C7oquerenoe "Ill be CTaUfornia-oriented, it will have national
slgnifloanoe because of the sheer size of the Golden State and its air pollution
problem-particularly in the Los Angeles basin. The Conference will doubtless
be the most important such one held next year, and your contribution to the
discussions as President of Sun Oil would be invaluable.
Accordingly, we respectfully invite you to attend the all-day session on January
14, or if you are unable, your top administrative policy-making officer. In
addition, we would like your key technical advisor to attend the January 18
session at the Western White House and to be available on January 14 for consultation and/or further seminar discussion in the nearby San Clemente Inn.
Further details on the Conference agenda, site, and participants will be-sent at
a later date.
May we have the favor of an early reply?
Sincerely yours,
VIOT03 V. VEYSEY,
Member of Congress.
INVITEES TO THE NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE AIR POLLUTION CONFERENCE, WESTERN

WHrrE HousE, SAN CLEM NTE, CALxF., JANUARY 18-14, 1972
Industry (President and Technical Advisor) :
General Motors
Ford Motor Company
Chrysler Corporation
American Motors
Esso Research
Chevron Research
DuPont Chemical
Union Oil Company
American Automobile Assoc.
Western Oil & Gas Assoc.
Sun Oil Company
Auto Manufacturers Assoc.
Pacific Lighting Service Co.
Petrolane, Inc.
Auto Club of Southern Calif.
Government:
Lt. Gov.Ed Relnecke
Congressman Victor V. Veysey
Congressman Chet Holifield
Congressman Jerry Pettis
Congressman John Schmitz
Congressman Richard Hanna
Congressman Bob Mathias
State Senator Gordon Cologne
State Senator William Coombs
-"Assemblyman Jerry Lewis
Assemblyman Pete Schabarum
Assemblyman John Quimby
EPA
Mr. William Ruckelshaus, Administrator

EPA--Contnued
Mr. Stanley Greenfield
Mr. Harry Kramer
Mr. Debart Barth
General Services Administration: Mr.
Robert E. White, Motor Equipment Research & Tech Div.
Control Agencies:
Mr. Milton Feldstein, Bay Area
Pollution Control Dist.
Mr. Robert L. Chass, Los Angeles
County Air Pollution Dist.
Air Resources..Board:
Dr. Arie Haagen-Smlt
Dr. John Maga
Mr. Frank Bonamassa
University of California:
Dr. Ivan Hinderacker---Chancellor
UOR
Prof. James N. Pitts, Jr.
0. Clifton Taylor
John Behar
E. R. Stephens
E. A. Schuck
Alan Lloyd
R. L. Perrine
0. Scott Samuelson
Rovert Sawyer
T. Timothy Crocker
Justice Department: Mr. Bruce Wilson,
Dep. Asst. Atty. Genl.
National Science Foundation : William
D. McElroy, Director

)NGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., December 29, 1971.
Re air pollution conference.
Mr. H. RowT SOHANDAUOH,
President,Hats OM,
Philadelphia,Pa.
DEAx MR. SoVAUDAUON: We are delighted that you will attend the National
Motor Vehicle Air Pollution Conference at. the Western White House in San
Clemente on January 18-14,1972.
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To clarify the purpose of this unique conference, it is to bring together key
people in the industry and government with concerned legislators to explore the
possibility of further coordinating and implementing current control strategies
in public and private enterprise so that air pollution from motor vehicles can be
more rapidly reduced in the short term and the delivery of the "clean car" more
readily attained-In the mid-1970's.
The function of the University of California faculty in attendance will be to
provide a: neutral, technical resource for all participants of the conference. Naturally, the University and its faculty cannot be involved with political strategy
or policy decisions arising from the talks.
As you will note from the enclosed agenda, the conference is divided into two
sessions: Thursday, Technical Discussions; and Friday, Legislative and-Societal Options. Since the Western White House will accommodate but forty people
at a time, we invite you as primarily a policy making representative to participate on Friday, January 14.
However, a keynote address will be given the night before by Lt. Governor Ed
Reinecke in the Ban Clemente Inn. His address will be preceded by cocktails and
dinner beginning at 6:80 p.m., Thursday, January 18. We would very much like
to have you attend this function if at all possible.
Individual attendees will be expected to bear all costs (transportation, housIng, car rentals, etc.) other than the luncheons at the Western White House and
dinner Thursday evening at the Inn.
Please complete and return the enclosed Registration Form as soon as possible.
We look forward to seeing you at the Western White House.
Sincerely yours,
VIc oR V. VEYRsy,
Member of Oongreas.
TECHNICAL AND POLICYMAKINo ATTENDEES AT THE NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE An
POLLUTzON ColnsmENCE, WESTERN Wurm HousE, SAN CLEMENTE, CALI.,
JANUARY

13-14, 19721
-

(Name, ftle, affiliation, and address)

Adamson, Mr. John F., Vice President-Flngineering, American Motors Corporation, 14250 Plymouth Road, Detroit, Michigan 48282.
Bachman, Mr. William B., president, American Automobile Association, 1712 G
Street, N.W.; Washington, DC 20006.
Behar, Dr. Joseph V., Assistant Research Chemist, Statewide Air Pollution Research Center, University of California, Riverside, CA 92502.
Biddle, Mr. W. Craig, Assemblyman, 74th District, California State Assembly,
State Capitol, Sacramento, CA 95814.
Bintz, Mr. Louis J. Manager, Automobile Engineering Dept., Automobile Club of
Southern California, 2601 South FigueroaStreet, Los Angeles, CA 90007.
Bonamassa, Mr. Frank, Supervising Engineer, California Air Resources Board,
434 South San Pedro Street, Los Angeles, CA 90013.
Bowditch, Dr. F. W., Director, Automotive Emission Control, General Motors
Corporation, Environmental Activities Staff, General Motors Wlechnical Center,
Warren, Michigan.
Bradley, Dr. William U., Vice President of Research, Union Oil Company of California, P.O. Box 76, Brea, CA 92621.
Brooks, Dr. Douglas L., Special Assistant to the Director, National Science Foundation, Room 549,1800 G Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20550.
Burton, Dr. George, Chief; Pulmonary Division, Loma Linda University, School
of Medicine, Loma Linda, CA 92354.
Campion, Dr. Raymond J., Products Research Division, Esso Researeh and Engineering Co., P.O. Box 51, Linden, NJ 07086.
Chas, Mr. Robert L., Air Pollution Control Officer, Air Pollution Control District,
County of Los Angeles, 434 South San Pedro Street, Los Angeles, CA 90018.
Cleghorn, Mr. Robert B., Technical Advisor, Western Oil and Gas Association,
Standard Oil Co. of California, 605 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90015.
Cologne, Mr. Gordon, Senator, California State Senate, State Capitol, Sacramento,
CA 95814.
I This conference-was requested and sponsored by Congressman Victor V. Veysy, in
cooperation with the Statewide Air Pollution Research Center, University of California,
Riverside.
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Corbell, Mr. Reine J., Manager of Dual Fuel Systems, Inc. R&D, Pacific Lighting
Service Company, 720 West Eighth Street, Los Angeles, CA 90017.
Crocker, Dr. T. Timothy, Professor and Chairman, Dept. of Community & Environmental Medicine, University of California, Irvine, CA 92664.
Currie, Mr. Malcolm R., Vice President for Research, Beckman Instruments, Inc.,
2500 Harboe Blvd., Fullerton, CA 92632.
Davidson, Mr. David G., President, Kern Co. Refinery, Independent Refiners' Association, Kern County Refinery, Inc., 612 South Flower Street, Suite 421, Los
Angeles, CA 90017.
Deeter, Mr. Wendell F., Fuels Specialist, Atlantic Richfield Company, 515 South
Flower StreeL Los Angeles, CA 90071.
Diggs, Dr. Donald R., Marketing Manager, Petroleum Chemicals Division, E. I.
Du Pont De Nemours & Company, 1007 Market Street, Wilmington, Delaware
19898.
Eastin, Mr. Maurice R., Special Consultant to the Administrator, Environmental
Protection Agency, Waterside Mall, 401 M Street,.-S.W., Room 3910-G, Washington, DC 20460.
Fuller, Mr. Jack D., Air Conservation Group, Ethyl Corporation, Russ Bldg., 235
Montgomery Street. San Francisco, CA 94104.
Galler, Mr. Sidney, Deputy Assistant for Environmental Affairs, U.S. Department
of Commerce, Main Commerce Building, 14th & Constitution, Washington, DC
20330.
Gardner, Dr. David P., Vice President, Public Service, Programs & University
Dean of University Extension, University of California, 650 University Hall,
Berkeley, CA 94720.
Goldschmidt, Mr. Peter, Special Assistant for Governmental Relations, University of California, Washington Office, 1310 19th Street, N.W., Washington, DC
20036.
Hanna, Mr. Richard, Member of Congress, U.S. House of Representatives, 213
Cannon Building, Washington, DC.
Hartley, Mr. led, President, Union Oil Company of California, P.O. Box 7600,
Los Angeles, CA 90051.
Havenner, Mr. Joseph E., Executive Vice President, Automobile- Club of Southern California, 2601 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, CA 90007.
Hernacki, Mr. Raymond P., Assistant Chief, Los Angeles Office, Antitrust Division, U.S. Department of Justice, 6241 Glade, L-318, Woodland Hills, CA 91364.
Hesselberg, Mr. H. E., Vice President for Air Conservation, Ethyl Corporation,
1600 West Eight Mile Road, Ferndale, Michigan 48220.
Hinderaker, Dr. Ivan, Chancellor, University of California, Riverside, CA 92502.
Hoagland, Mr. Charles E., Western Representative, Automobile Manufacturers
Association, Inc., 927 Tenth Street, Suite 302, Sacramento, CA 95814.
Hoffmafi, Dr. William D., Technical Director, Products Division, Atlantic Richfield Company, 600 Fifth Avenue, New York. NY 10020.
Hutchison, Mr. Dale, Chief, Research Section, California Air Resources Board,
1025 P Street, Sacramento, CA 95814.
Jensen, Mr. Donald A., Director, Automotive Emissions Office, Ford Motor Company, American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 48121.
Lacy, Mr. George A., Chief Engineer, Vehicle Emissions Control,--Chrysler Corporation, P.O. Box 1118, Detroit, Michigan 48231.
Lasage, Mr. James, Vice President in Charge of Government Relations, Gulf Oil
Company, P.O. Box 54064, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, CA 90054.
Laubach, Mr. Thomas, Director, Engine Fuel Services, Petrolane, Incorporated,
'1600 East Hill Street, Long Beach, CA 90806.
Leffiand, Dr. K. William, Associate Director, University of Southern California,
School of Public Administration, University Park, Los Angeles, CA 90007.
Lewis, Mr. Ben H., Mayor of Riverside, City Hall, 7th and Orange Streets, Riverside, CA 92501.
Lewis, Mr. Jerry, Assemblyman, California State'Assembly, State Capitol, Sacramento, CA 95814.
Lloyd, Dr. Alan C., Assistant Research Chemist, Statewide Air Pollution Research
Center, University of California, Riverside, CA 92502.
Maga, Mr. John, Executive Officer, California Air Resources Board, 1025 P
Street, Sacramento, CA 95814.
McCandless, Mr. Al, Chairman, Riverside County Board of Supervisors, Courthouse, 4080 Main Street, Riverside, CA 92501.
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McDuffle, Mr. Malcolm, President, Mohawk Petroleum, Independent Refiners'
Association, Mohawk Petroleum Corporation, 550 South Flower Street, Los
Angeles, CA 90017.
Morrison, Mr. Harry, Vice President and General Manager, Western Oil and Gas
Association, 609 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90017.
Oberdorfer, Dr. Paul E., Research Scientist, Automotive Laboratory, Sun Oil
Research & Development Co., P.O. Box 426, Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania 19061.
Olson, Mr. Herb, Assistant Chief, Motor Equipment Division, Transportation and
Communications Services, U.S. General Services Administration, 49 Fourth
Street, SanFrancisco, CA94103.
O'Mahoney, Mr. Robert M., Commissioner, Transportation and Communications
Services, U.S. General Services Administration, Washington, DC 20405.
Ottoboni, Dr. Fred, Acting Chief and Coordinating Engineer of Air Sanitation,
California State Department of Public Health, 2151 Berkeley Way, Berkeley,
CA 94704.
Perrine, Dr. Richard L., Professor of Engineering, School of Engineering &
Applied Science, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 00024.
Pitts, Dr. James N., Jr., Director and Professor of Chemistry, Statewide Air
Pollution Research Center, University of California, Riverside, CA 96502.
Reinecke, Mr. Ed, Lieutenant Governor, State Capitol, Sacramento, CA 96814.
Romanovsky, Dr. Jerry, Technical Advisor to the Director. National Environmental Research Center, Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711.
Rousselot, Mr. John H., Member of Congress, U.S. House of Representatives,
785 W. Duarte Road, Arcadia, CA 91006.
Samuelsen, Dr. G. Scott, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of California, Irvine, CA 92664.
Swayer, Dr. Robert F., Associate Professor, Department if Mechanical Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.
Schabarum, Mr. Peter F., Assemblyman, 49th District, California State Assembly,
State Capitol, Sacramento, CA 95814.
Schaefer, Dr. Gerschen L., Chairman, Environmental Health Committee, Riverside County Medical Association, 4175 Brockton Avenue, Riverside, CA 92506.
Schuck, Mr. Edward A., Research Chemist, Statewide Air Pollution Research
Center, University of California, Riverside, CA 92502.
Sharbaugh, Mr. H. Robert, President, Sun Oil Company, 240 Radnor-Chester
Road, St. Davids, PA 19087.
Shonnard, Mr. Ludlow, Executive in Charge of Dual Fuel Systems, Pacific
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BY CONGRESSMAN VICTOR V. VErSEY, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL MOTOR
VEHICLE Aim POLLUTION CONFERENCE, WESTERN WHITE HousE, SAN CLEMENTE,

STATEMENT

CALIFORNIA-JANUARY 18, 1972
The problem of air pollution today touches the life and physical well being
of virtually every American. Few of us can escape the effects of smog, in one
form or another, on our lives. The Los Angeles Basin, for technological, geographical, and meteorological reasons, is particularly subject to the devastation
of smog. For this reason, this site was selected for this initial conference. I am
hopeful that this may be the first of a series of National Air Pollution Conferences focusing on the problem of the motor vehicle and its fuel.
This conference, bringing together representatives of industry, science, Federal
and State agencies, and members of the State Legislature and the Congress, is
an effort to spur us along a little faster toward a national strategy that will
reduce the crisis we now face from air pollution and its effects on our society. I
appreciate the technical-and scientific assistance of the University of California
and its Statewide Air Pollution Research Center in working with us on this
event.
It is a closed conference, In part because of limited space and in part because
communication is encouraged when honest differences of opinion can be aired
in such an environment. We will expect to summarize the discussions each day
for the news media. It is my hope that from these discussions a climate of good
will can be fostered among the participants, leading to some direct, coordinated
attack on this problem that so crucially affects us all. We will be working within
the context of existing State and Federal laws, searching for real improvement prior to 1976, and looking on to 1980 after that.
I think the major story here today is the willingness of individuals, representing a wide diversity of economic and political Interests, to come together
to work for the common good. This is a most encouraging sign. I am pleased to
have had a small part in making it possible.
Mr. ROGERS. I think all of us commend any member of Congress who

has anything to do with doing something about clean air. Certainly we
are not wanting to get into that at all.
Certainly you are right and we commend you for your effort.
The only thing I am conceriwd about is this was given the impression
that this was closely connected with the White House with an invitation going out to the Western White House. Many in the east don't
know they use that Western White House as Mr. Hastings said because we don't use the Eastern White House quite that way.
This was one of my concerns that this was given a sanction where
people may not have understood just how that operates.
Mr. VEYSEY. I think we made that pretty clear in the invitation.
Also, whenever inquiries were directed we made that entirely clear.
I don't think anyone was there under a misapprehension at all.

Mr. RooEs. Were there any costs involved and who paid for the
costs?

Mr. Vnyssy. They did not charge us any rent for the facilities. The
only costs involved were for two lunches and one dinner and a reception which was served there I, out of funds available to me, bore
the costs,
Mr. Roorns. They were your own funds?

Mr. VEYsEY. Yes, and the university helped share in the dinner
expenses.
Mr. & =a. And everybody paid their own transportation.

Mr. VEyspoy. Everybody -was on -his own time, his own transportation, and his own lodging.
Mr. Roomis. I understood from General Motors yesterday there
were recommendations. What they were referring to as reconmienda-

tions--
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Mr. VEYsEY. I don't know what was said yesterday, but there were
no resolutions proposed, voted on, or adopted or even considered by

the group.
It was u frank and open discussion wihioh we are still in the process
of attempting to summarize. That summary is now in the process of
being circulted to the participants for their suggestions and corrections as to whether we stated the situation correctly.
Then that will,'be revised and I will certainly be glad to make that
available to the committee. I think it is important information for

you.

Mr. Rooas. We would welcome any suggestions you have.
(Testimony resumes on p. 265.)
(The following summary of discussions was received for the

record:)

SUMMARY

OF DISCUSSIONS AT THE NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE AIR POLLUTION

CONFERENCE, WESTERN WHITE HTIOSE, SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF.-JANUARY

13-14,

1972
AIR QUALITY

STANDARDS

General agreement was reached that air quality standards should continue
to be related to health effects, although some participants viewed aesthetic effects
as having a greater impact on the public. Programs designed to satisfy the healthrelated standards may or may not contribute rapidly and substantially to the improvement of certain aesthetic effects, such as visibility. Participants concurred
that the present standards are based upon data over which various experts disagree, and further short- and long-term epidemiological studies are urgently required. In the interim, it is acceptable to follow the example of the Federal Drug
Administration and use the results from experiments with animals to aid in the
formulation of aid quality standards.
Representatives of the automotive industry, the Los Angeles Air Pollution
Control District, and the California Air Resources Board favored the California
Air Quality Standards, but the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) representatives disputed that the California standards are more realistic and technologically feasible than the federal standards. However, most participants agreed
that the California standards were satisfactory, both on medical grounds and on
the time periods over which the pollutant concentrations were average.
EMISSION STANDARDS

General consensus was reached among the representatives of the automobile
manufacturers that it would be virtually impossible for them to reach the
1975-76 Federal Emission Standards, operating on current ground rules. They
felt that the following provisions would facilitate the meeting of the federal

standards:
1. A reasonable maintenance requirement for control deviceigwould have to be
enacted to ensure that, for example, catalysts are working.
2. Unleaded gasoline would be available in sufficient quantities.
8. The averaging concept for vehicle emission certification would be necessary
rather than the requirement that every car be tested-and required to pass the
emission standards
The automobile industry representatives stated that attainment of the California Emission Standards is more reasible, provided the industry is allowed to
make this its goal. All changes which require major tooling-up operations must
be recognized by April-June, 1972.
Most of the participants felt that too much emphasis had been placed on the
validity of a preodae number for the emission standard of a particular pollutant,
in view of the uncertainties involved in the derivation of emission standards
from air quality standards. They suggested that the currently available data
were adequate to support values somewhere between-the California and federal
emission standards.
The necessity of requiring a 90% reduction from the 1970-71 levels of all three
pollutants--NO, 00, and HC-In exhaust emissions by 1975 was open to serious
question. The majority opinion supported the possible adoption of a CO standard
somewhere between the California value of 24 gm/mi and the federal standard of
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3.4 gm/mi: perhaps ~.17gm/mi. They felt that the California standard for CO
was adequate to protect the health and welfare of the people. Such a move would
have significant benefits for both the public and the automobile manufacturers.
It would facilitate the attainment of the NO, emission standard; this, in turn,
would lead to an improvement In air quality sooner, since according to current
knowledge, NOx plays a far greater role in photochemical smog formation than
does CO. (Little or no evidence was presented to support a relaxation in the
federal standards for H and NO,.)
LEAD IN

GASOLINE

Possible adverse health effects and the poisoning of catalysts used in certain
emission control devices constitute the two major reasons for eliminating lead
from gasoline.
Agreement was reached that- a grade of unleaded gasoline should be made
generally available to insure the effectiveness of catalytic devices which would
probably be employed to meet future emission standards.
A number of areas of disagreement emerge.d. Of these, the most significant are
the possible health effects of atmospheric lead and the result of lead removal on
exhaust particulates, aldehydes, and aromatic hydrocarbons. The problem of lead
from leaded gasoline as a health hazard is not that clinical poisoning can be ab
tributed to lead from this source; rather, it is a dearth of knowledge of the long
term effcds of exposure to low levels of tetraethyl lead, absorbed by inhalation.
It was pointed out that the EPA will soon be publishing regulations on lead in
gasoline; these will include a provision for general availability of unleaded
gasoline.
AUTOMOBILE EM138ION TESTING

Whereas the automobile manufacturers have accommodated reasonably well
to the new federal constant volume sampling (CVS) of measuring emissions, the
control officers are faced with a dilemma in correlating the data-obtained when
using the old and new test procedures. The new federally adopted test cycle was
based, in part, on the previous experience of the Air Resources Board. It was
noted, however, that the last one-third of the California test cycle (which represents the high-speed portion of the cycle) was omitted. This omission could be
critical in relating test cycles to real driving habits in the Los Angeles basin.
Comments from both the automobile industry and the EPA indicated that the
original intent of AB 1,1 i.e., 100% assembly line testing of HC, 00, and NOx
emissions from all new automobiles sold in California-as passed in the legislature, would probably not be satisfied. This has several implications, including the
fact 'that it would preclude a surveillance program involving mandatory and
random testing of emissions from each individual car, since it would be impossible to know the emission levels of each automobile when it left the factory. The
conceptof "averaging" and the "functional" testing of key components involved
in the control systems for reducing pollution were suggested, primarily by the
auto industry, as being more realistic. The EPA is preparing Its own guidelines
with respect to assembly line testing, and these are to be available shortly.
ALTERNATIVE FUEL SOURCES

Natural gas (primarily ONG) and propane (LPG) have been used successfully
by the General Services Administration (GSA) in fleets of automobiles used for
rental purposes, The GSA reports both operational cost savings in this fleet, as
compared to gasoline-fueled cars, as well as a significant reduction In exhaust
emissions.
However, several problems associated with the use- of ONG or LPG fuel were
discussed. First, present supplies would not allow the immediate conversion of,
every car; however, by about 1974, other sources of natural gas are expected to
become available. Second, the manufacturing cost of natural gas may be significantly higher than that required to produce the necessary equivalent gasoline.
Also, the advantage that natural gas and LPG are not taxed will expire In 1975.
Third, some loss in power when using natural gas fuel has been noted; in addition, no complete product analysis of the exhaust emissions has been performed.
Fourth, storage tanks take considerable space, particularly for ONG.
11970 California bill authorlsed by Assemblyman Craig Biddle.
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MODIMVATONB AND ALT

NATIVES TO TH3 INSNAL COMBUSTXON

NGnMN

It was generally agreed that the modifications to the internal combustion engine
and its exhaust system required to meet the 1975-76 Federal Emission Standards
would have a significant detrimental effect on the durability and performance of
the automobile. However, 'the possibility of a feasible alternative to the internal
combustion engine being available to meet the 1975 emission standards was considered extremely remote. Looking at the long term, most participants who were
qualified to pass Judgment thought the gas turbine engine was the most attractive
alternative to the internal combustion engine.
In the meantime, It was generally felt that careful consideration should be
given to the possibility of conversion to dual fuel systems, even though retrofit
conversion to natural gas or LPG costs over $400 on an individual basis. However,
mass production and factory installation on new cars would reduce cost substantially and provide other benefits.
-

5OICTAL OPTIONS
The following suggestions were raised as possible societal options:
L Retrofit emission controls for all used carm
2. Conversion of all pre-1966 cars to gaseous fuels.
. Car pooling.
4. Gas rationing.
5. Mandatory Inspection.
6. Four-day workweek and staggered working hours.
7. Public transportation and restricted travel in congested areas.
It was the consensus of all concerned that the Impact of such societal options
upon the public, as well as their effectiveness in-improving the atmosphere,
should be carefully considered. It was felt to be particularly important that the
public be well informed of the technological, social and economic trade-offs and
personal sacrifices involved in implementing these options.
AREAS FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION

The following, either directly or Indirectly, emerged as areas upon which initial or additional work should be urgently focused. (No significance should be
attached to the order in which these are presented.)
UZALTIK

A critical reevaluation should be undertaken of the medical, epidemiological,
and technical data upon which the present air ,quality standards are based.
Further research should be initiated Into health effects, with particular emphasis on, the health Implications of chronic exposure to prevailing levels of
pollutants in ambient air.
There Is a critical need to elucidate the relationship between Instantaneous
maxima of pollutants and the longer-term averages used to define "health warning" or "emergencylLuItuations. Control officers need to be able to predict the
likely concentratiou-ot -pozutant and the time period for which this concentration exists to protect the "health risk" segments of the public; currently, no good
correlation exists between such values and the peak maxima normally recorded.
AIR QUALITY STANDARDS AND EMISSZONS STANDARDS

The technical data from which emission standards were derived from the air
quaHty standards should be carefully reexamined and reevaluated.
There is an urgent need for both shert-term and long-term research into the
atmospheric chemistry and physics of polluted atmospheres, which should be
specifically designed to further elucidate the complex relationship existing between emisions and the quality of ambient air.
A definitive look hould be taken at the effects of aldehydes and other oxygenated hydrocarbons on emission levels as a result of controls applied to automobiles. Based on this study, the possibility of a standard for aldehydes and
other,oxygenated hydrocarbon 6bould be considered.
The role of aldehydes (particularly formaldehyde) and other oxygenated hydrocarbons in photochemical smog-both its generation and effects-should be

fully explored.
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The exact relationship between the emission data obtaind by using the old
test cycle, as compared to that by using the current test cycle, needs urgent evaluation. The whole concept of a realistic test-driving cycle should be examined.
INSTRUMINTATION

More reliable and convenient instrumentation for determining NO and NO,
in ambient air should be developed. Particularly ii the case of NOhere Is no
simple, reliable instrument available to measure the concentration of this species
in photohem l smog.
A convenient, reliable, and accurate method for the measurement of aldehydes
and other oxygenated hydrocarbons In ambient air requires development.
EDUCATION

It is imperative that students, legislators and the public be educated in all
aspects of the air pollution problem and the measures suggested for Its alleviation.
The public should be made aware of the total impact of control measures and
of the exact cost to them-both financially and otherwise--of possible societal
and technical options.
T CYNICAL OPTIONS

The possibility of using gaseous fuels, especially for older cars and fleet vehicles, should receive immediate attention. Testimony indicated that converson
of fleets to gaseous fuels Is one of the few immediate changes which would improve
air quality by as much as 10 percent in the Los Angeles basin. Vehicle manufacturers should be encouraged to provide factory options for use of gaseous fuels.
A comprehensive evaluation of the possible long-term alternatives to the
Internal combustion engine should be undertaken. The status and poesiblities
of the gas turbine in particular should be aseertainedL
Technical information should be compiled and criteria developed to serve as
a basis for minimuni performance standards to accompany minimum emission
standards for pollutants.
LEGISLATION

The members of the California Legislature and the California Delegation to
Congress should:
1. Explore the possibility of requesting a critical valuation of the -Federal
Air Quality Standards and the Federal Emission Standards for motor vehicles
2. Explore the trade-offs in the use of gaseous fuels-e.g., ONG, LNG, and
LPG-in critical air pollution areas, particularly for fleet vehicles and possibly
for private cars.
8. Explore the possibility of legislation specifying minimum performance
standards to accompany minimum emission standards of pollutants, the objective being to insure a "safe," drivable, useful car which Is a low emitter.
4. Explore the possibility of legislation which would insure critical evaluation
of gas -turbine engines as power sources for motor vehicles by the late 1970'1s
They would be evaluated In terms of performance characteristics, as well as
low-pollution capabilities.
COMPARISON OF NEWFEDERAL CALIFORNIA AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

Substance--

Primary

Federal standard
SoUondary

0.03 annual .................
0,14 p.p.m./24 hrs ...........
Part .--------------- 75 u4./.m, annual; 260
u4.Im.8 24 hrs.
9.0 p.p.m004
ha. 35p.p.m.I
1hr.
Oxidant .............
0.08 p.p.m.l hr..... ......NO, ................... OA p.p.m.-annual) .........
PC (less methne) ...... 024 P.p.m., -9 a.m .........
Sot0..................

Calfornia standards

0.02 annual .................
0.10 p.p.m.424 hrs.;0.5
0.04 p.p.m424 bra.; 0.5
p.p.M.I1
hr.
p.p.m.P 1ra
60 U soIm.
annual;
100
4u.m. 24 hr.
u.5./m.8 24 hrs.
9.0 p.p.m. hra; 35 pp.m. 10 pm./12 bra.; 40 p.m.
Ihr.
iso.
008 p.p.mA hr-.....
0.10 p.p.mji hr.
. P.m. ( nua).-.2.. 0.2 p.p.mJI hr.
024 p.p.m.,
a .........
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AIR POLLUTION EMISSION STANDARDS FORLIOH.T-DUTY VEHICLES
Ingrams permile

Federal
'1973:
3.4
HC ..................
39.0
Co ................
NO ................3.0
1974:
HC ..................4
CO.................
A.0
NOS
.................
3.0

Federal

California

California

1975:
HC ..................
4.1
3.2
3.4
31.
CO ..................
3.0
NOX
................
3.1
1976:
3.2
HC.................
..4
3.4
39.0 CO................ .
..4
..
2.0
NO ................

1.0
24.0
1.5
0
24.0
5

Mr. VYysey. I assure you there were never any resolutions and it
was not our intent to take votes or come to agreements on resolutions.
Mr. Rooms. Just so the record is clear, it might be well for you
to put for us in the record the expense and whether any of this was
paid for by the Government.
Mr. Vmsr,. None whatsoever, except for the expense of the Western White House which would 'be ongoing whether it would be used
or not. The meals were catered and brought in.
(The following expenses of conference were received for the record:)
EXPENSES OF MOTOR VEHICLE AIR POLLUTION CONFERENCE, SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF., JAN. 13-14, 1972
University of California
(Ritverside)
Item.

Cost

Congressman
Veysey

Public
affairs

Reeach
center

Western White House
................................
None
Lunches Jan. 13,14 ...............................
$74.75 .-.
.
7U
Dinner, Jan. 13 ..................................
.80 75
402.37 ..............402.38
Coffee and doughnuts ...............................
33600
-0
Name Ip
................................
12.63
12.63..................
Brekfat meei
..............................
24.38
24.38 ..................
Coffee and eils
for press
room .....................
4.
Rental for press room, Sn Clements Inn
..............
8 1
33.S
Hos~itality
hour,
Jan.
13.14..................
ng-dliStAne
pho
..........
...............- 43.0
23.0200.........
170
..... ..............
......
bil
or a:432-00M.0
200.00
Ty
Ieritels,
pre room ........................
44.00 ..............44.00 ..............
Telehon, press room.........................
00..............- -6.00........
TOtal .......................................
2,205.53
1,153.78

312.00

739.75

Note: All transportation coast
to and from the conference, lodging, and other expenses were borne by the individual
participants.

Mr. Rooss. I understood from a letter which I will make part of
the recordthis morning, written by a Mr. Harry Morrison, vice president and general manager of the Western Oil and Gas Assocition,
that the general feeling of the meeting he said was unquestionably the
consensus that no constructive progress in solving the automobile
exhaust emission problem could be made so long as arbitrary reduction in auto emission standards continue in the present statute and
unless recognition of the necesity for-normal maintenance is included
in the 50,001) mile maintenance.
I got the impression from your statement that you shared that

f eeling.

Mr. Yzyuy. The letter you referred to reached my office this moring. I don't know what quirk that is of the U.S. mail but it was dated
January 25, mailed airmail, but reached me only this morning.
77-l10 O--72-18
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However, it was in the hands of a reporter by noon yesterday, I
guess, from this committee-I don't know where else.
Mr. RoGPRs. I don't mind telling you where I got it: I had a visit
by Mr. Fred L.Martley, head of lUion Oil Co., who said he had this,
shared its opinion and had no objection to its being made part of the
record.
Mr. VEYsEY. That is fine. I was a little in the dark when the letter
was addressed to me and I heard about it through other circum-

stanc.

Mr. RoGsa. This was handed to me personally by the party who was
there, as I understood.
Mr. VE.YsSY. I see his name listed as one of the recipients of a copy

of it.

Mr. Roomzs. I don't think there is any secret about how it got here.
I just wondered if that was your feeling from the testimony you gave.
Did you share that I
Mr. VEYsEY. The letter represents, if you read it carefully, Mr.
Chairman, and I am sure you will, it represents his suggestion to me
and to others as to what he thinks ought to happen.
Mr. Morrison is the writer of this letter. These are his conclusions
and suggestions and not necessarily mine.
Mr. RoGERS. He said it was unquestionably the consensus of the meeting there were no contrary views as to standards.
Mr. VzYsRY. I would disagree.
Mr. Rooriis. I thought you felt in your statement you also felt there
should be a modification of what you call arbitrary standards.
Mr. VEYsuy. I think what I called for is a reexamination of the basis
of those standards. It seems to me that they are arbitrary right across
the board. They might well be toughened in some-directions and backed
off in other directions to match the physical facts that we are working
with rather than the arbitrary 80 percent across the board.
Mr. Roosn. I am not trying to pin you down. I just wondered if you
shared that general feeling.
Mr. Vzrs.Y. I do not share the statement that no progress can be
made. That is his statement, not mine.
Mr. RooFs. But you do feelMr. VzYSEYs
I do feelMr. Roorns. Reexamination of the 1967 law.
Mr. Vysty. That is right, reexamination of the health-related basis
of those emission standards is what I am calling for. Mr. Rooues. Also, he makes the statement and I presume you were
-

the chairman-

Mr. VFwsEY. I chaired portions of it, Congressman Hanna shared
a portion.
Mr. Roozas. I was wondering if he was referring to you when he
said:
In fact, at one point In the meeting, the chairman deserlbed the situation of
the 90-percent reduction most clearly when he said the arbitrary aspects of the
bill had resulted in "overkill."

Was that your statement?
Mr. VEYSzY. That might well be my reaction to the carbon monoxide
standards.

Mr. Roozas. This svys the 90-percent reduction which is what, you
are talking about as being arbitrary.
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Mr. Vzysm. Across the board, that is correct.

Mr. Rooms. Let me just ask this: I notice in your statement today
you say:
We-in Southern California cannot wait for automakers and Federal regulation agencies to move on a collision course toward arbitrary standards and
emission levels. We cannot sit back while legislators and Government executives

argue over statistics and standards which scientists cannot agree upon.
I am not sure exactly what that means. I wonder if you might just
comment on it and what action should be taken.
Mr. Vzyssy. I am referring really, Mr. Chairman, to the difference
between the CaliforniAi emission standards and the Federal emission
standards. There are some significant differences.
Mr. Rooms. In fact, I think the Federal standards get rougher in
the latter part, California led the way for the rougher one first.
Mr. VEYsEY. We Lad been earlier in our impact.
Mr. Rooms. That is why we gave you an exemption and let you
continue to still lead.
Mr. VzyszY. We want to protect that opportunity to do so because
we have had some experience and we have a unique problem.
Mr. RooEss. A great experience.
Mr. Vxyszy. We have pushed for earlier achievement of some of
these standards and it seems to me 'that the differences between- the
California and the Federal emission standards should be carefully
examined.
I think, as I described to Congressman Carter, that there is onlIy a
most tenuous relationship between the air quality standards which
are health-related clearly and the auto emission standards by this 90
percent lop-off measure. I think we may be depriving ourselves of an
opportunity to get to clean air at the earliest possible chance by going
that route, so I want to have a reexamination of the basis for it.
Mr. ROGERs. I am not sure, however, how I relate that to the fact that
if we don't press for standards to'be met, we therefore can reach better
results. I am not sure I follow that exactly.
Mr. VEYsEY. What we want is clean air. We all agree on that. We
want a healthful situation.
Now, the most damaging of these pollutants is the oxides of nitrogen,
in my judgment.
Mr. Rooms. I think health authorities would also say carbon monoxide is very harmful.
Mr. VaYssY. Carbon monoxide is a poisonous gas and it could kill
you, but it does not have the photochemical reativity that really is
at the heart of the problem that comes from our vehicular emissions
in California.
I think we need to direct our attention very strongly to the oxides

of nitrogen and perhaps we are counterproductive in going at the

same time as strongly.in the control of carbon monoxide.
Mr. Rooms. I was interested in your statement. You didnot feel these
were health related, the reduction.
Mr. VzysF.Y. Yes
Mr. RooRs. Have you had an opportunity to review the Senate report on page 25 where it gives an explanation of the health relation to
the standards?
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Mr. Vzyszy. I don't know what is on page-25 of the report, Mr.
Chairman but I understand the relationsp i's drawn through a paper
or a calculation which is known as Barth et al., and is an attempt to
make a relationship between the auto emission standards and the air
quality standards.
I think even the Barth et al., report does not say 90 percent across
the board. I am not at all sure that there aren't some assumptions made
in that derivation that would stand some very critical examination.
It was done with very sketchy information, probably.
Mr. RoFms. I think it is pretty well stated here. They state what
the ambient standard is necessary to protect public health in parts per
million the photochemical oxides in parts per million.
Mr. Vsys!Y. You are talking about air quality standards.
Mr. Rooas. Ambient air standards.
Mr. V yszy. I agree there.
Mr. RooRs. Then they relate that to the actual standard, and it is
also what the administration has set as its goal for 1980 for those
standards.
Mr. Vzyszy. I think that is a tenuous relationship that needs to be
examined.
Mr. Rooms. What information do you have, aside from this study,
showing this is not correct?
Mr. VElyszY. I think the scientists have differed pretty widely on
this.
Mr. Rooms. We are delighted to have our colleague, Congressman
Rousselot join us at the table. We are just going into some of the
problems on air pollution.
Mr. VEYSEY. I feel that the scientists at the air pollution research
center at Riverside do not necessarily agree that is the relationship.
I think they are saying to us it ought to be examined in more depth
and detail.
Mr. Rooms. Did they present any scientific paper on that?
Mr. VPYSF.Y. No, I think it should be looked into by this committee.
Mr. RooEs. We will look into it. To say on the record there is no
basis for health standards and ambient standards because this is
clearly set forth by the efforts of Congress.
We appreciate your appearance here and we would be pleased to
have whatever recommendations your group would have.
Would you like to say anything Mr. Rousselot?
Mr. Rouss~nr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't think I can contribute any more than Congressman Veysey has already done. The
point he makes does need emphasis. The Uiversity of California at
Riverside has a very extensive research facility and had been gping
with this problem for a long time. They feel this relationship between
the two areas needs to be reexamined and this was discussed, Iam sure,
as was pointed out at the recent conference we had at the Western
White House on this particular issue.
If this committee could consider a reevaluation of the relationship,
I think it is important.
-Now, nobody in California or on our California congressional delegation is more conscious of this problem. We want a real solution and
we want results especially the members in southern California. We
want to do it in a way that produces results and not just a lot of theory.
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Mr. Roorzs. I commend you. The reports came out from this meeting
asking for relaxation of the 1970 law. I thought we ought to have this
very clear.
Mr. VEyq Y. Mr. Chairman, I don't know what reports you are
referring toMr. RoaERs. In the New York Times.
Mr. VEYsY.

Different individuals participating in the meeti

were

interviewed by the press on various occasions and reacted probably
differently than Congressman Rousselot and I might have as to what
the consensus was. I think what we really called for was a real new look
at this question by Congress.
Mr. RoGERs. For instance, here is one of your agenda items, "How
are hi hl controversial issues such as lead pollution best resolved?"
Well, the Congress has made that determination basically-take the
lead out-and I think the agency has made that determination. What
concerns me is some underlying feeling here that maybe we ought
not to do this sort of thing. I know it is controversial to oil companies,
but I think to most poe
they feel there is a health basis there. For
the prevention of pollution from any catalyst the lead has to come out
and there was the testimony and the oil people are willing to do it.
The oil people testified yesterday they can meet the requirement and
they will meet it and they do not need any change in the law.
Mr. VEysFy. We had some discussion on the question of lead. There
are still two sides to the argument as to whether lead in gasoline coming out of motor vehicle exhausts is going to kill anybody. It hasn't
apparently but maybe it will some time.
Mr. Roe
G
. I am sure you know of the studies in New York, in
the tunnels and with the lead that was found in their bodies.
Mr. VEYsEY. Those studies have been duplicated in many places and
we find there is a buildup in the environment of lead but as far as I
know, no clinical studies of physical damage to health resulting from
that.
Mr. RoGERS. I think we know the obvious danger in lead poisoning.
Mr. VEYSEY. We know lead will kill people. There is no question
about that. I relate the lead question much more to the importance of
getting all of the lead out of the gasoline so that catalytic purifiers can
be used in achieving these standards in 1975 or 1976 or whenever because I think that is maybe one of the real ways of getting to clean

air.

As. long as there is lead in gasoline, soinebody is going to put leaded
gasoline through that engine and catalysts simply will not be worki,
Mr. RousSaw. It does not have a' long-range ability to cope wit
that.
Mr. Roomns. I think the automobile companies now are projecting
that we move into this entire area.
Mr. ROUSSEwT. We should.
Mr. RoGES. We have the problem of old cars that need some for
awhile.
Mr. VEYsEI. One of the problems of achieving the standards in 1975
and 1976 is the fact that we won't be that far along in getting all of
the lead out of gasoline so that no one has confidence to move to catslytic purifiers.
Mr. Rooms. The oil industry testified they could do it by 1974 so
that would answer it.
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Mr. ViYsr. I have a personal feeling that maybe it does not I think
as long as there is leaded gasoline around, somebody is going to put it
through that engine and that catalyst is killed.
Mr. RocGEs. Maybe they are just talking about changing the nozzle
and the entrance to the cars.
Mr. VEYsry. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, it-is my judgment that
people are pretty ingenious in doing things on their own.
Mr. Roonas. Think for the most part they are not going to want to
go out and buy another catalyst.
Mr. VEYSEY. They won't even be aware-it is nonfunctional. The car
runs fine.
Mr. RooErs. The EP~k is now looking at the inspection plans of the
State. This would be one way of doing it; 1975 and 1976 are a little
ways away.
I am sure you are, too, aware that the National Academy of Sciences
has said if EPA allows averaging, testing with gasolines with the lead
pollutants out and if we have a catalyst change every 25,000 miles,
manufacturers can meet the standards. You don't need any changes in
the law. We can clear it up. I am just concerned that there was a
movement getting started to try to weaken what we are doing on a
national scale here.
I was particularly concerned not knowing what you said that the
White House really did not have any input in it when it was held at
the Western White House, particularly.
Mr. VEYSEY. Let me assure you again, if there is a movement started,
and I don't know if there is or is not, the White House had no input
into the conference.
Mr. Roowsi. Although members of the administration agencies were
there and-this was given approval by the Justice Department
Mr. VEysEY. They laid down the guidelines as to what the manufacturers could and could not do. They did not approve the conference
or anything of that sort.
Let me say that the only movement that I can see is an effort to try
to get to clean air faster.
Mr. ROGERS. I don't know how you can do that if you don't say you
don't have to get lead out if it is too much of a problem.
Mr. Roussri'T. I think you misinterpreted.
Mr. VrsEry. When I was in the State legislature in California I
supported and worked for legislation to get aI of the lead out of gasoline in California by 1974 and I think that is what we ought to be
doing so that leaded gasoline won't be destroying the catalyst That
paves the way to get something done.
Mr. Roussmur. I think another-thing should be corrected, Mr.
Chairman. There is no attempt on our part to weaken anything. We
are tired of a lot of conversation and rhetoric end not getting results.
It was clearly discussed at this conference what the results would be.
Will we be producing the kind of emissions we are talking about,
or is it guesswork? What are the medical values-that need to be
evaluated'? What is the true medical evaluation of work at the danger
point? The medical people say that is not totally known yet.
They have it in some areas. In the Lincoln Tunnel obviously, because
it is a controlled atmosphere to a great degree, but we are not talking
about the Lincoln Tunnel in southern California.
. I don't care what the New York Times said because I don't think
they get a lot of things accurate, so let's make that clear, too.
-
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What you saw in the New York Times does not necessarily represent
what happened at the conference, so I think that should be made clear.
We did have quite an argument with the man there from the New
York Times. He could not get a lot of things straight, in my opinion,
soplease don't bVase your ju gments on that article.
Mr. RoGRSs. I won't, of course, and you have given us these assurances. Although the press was not at the meetings they were briefed.
Mr. RoussELoT. They had three press conferences a day
Mr. Rooms. I said I understood they were briefed but did not attend
the conference.
Mr. VEYsEY. I made that decision myself so there could be a free
exchange.
Mr. RoeFos. I understand. I was concerned about a statement in a
letter from a man who was there, at least this was his impression. You
may not agree with it. He said:
It was unquestionably the consensus that no constructive progress in solving
the automotive exhaust emission problem could be made, one, so long as
arbitrary reduction in auto emission standards continue in the present statute.

Mr. RoussmLor. That was at the 90-percent figure-in certain instances but not all.
In other words, the 90-percent concept should not be automatically
applied across the board in all items.
Mr. RoomEs. In order to meet the goal-it does not meet the goalMr. RouSSwOT. To get the result.
Mr. RoGms. Even 90 percent does not get the result because we are
trying to get 100 percent if possible and it may not be possible. I don't
know.
I think this spreads on the record things we were concerned with
and we appreciate your taking time to come to the committee.
We would be pleased to receive your final determinations after you
get them together.
Mr. VEYsEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will do that as soon
as they have been examined by the participants and corrected in whatever way they desire.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Rooms. Thank you very much.
I might also put in the record at this point a resolution the board
of supervisors, county of Los Angeles, have sent to Members of Congress saying in effect that they do not want any delay in implementation of the ehaust emission control standards and do not endorse a
change in the present law.
(The resolution referred to follows:)
BOARD OF SurPVISOS,
CouNTY
or Los
ANaE,
Los
Angeles,
Januarij
#4, 197#.

To each Member, U.S. oftgress:
Ds.& Sr: At its meeting held January 20, 1972, on motion of Suporvisor Kenneth Hahn, the Board of Supervisors of the County of Los Angeles, sitting as
the Air Pollution Control Board, adopted the attached resolution.
Very truly yours,
-S
RESOLUTION

wxeoutive Direotor.

On motion of Supervisor Hahn, unanimously carried, the following resolution
was adopted:
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Whereas, air pollution has been defiling the environment of Los Angeles County
for more than 25 years and still lingers as a most urgent and sensitive problem;
and
Whereas, the Board of Supervisors is responsible for the health and welfare of
over seven million residents of Los Angeles County; and
Whereas, medical science has accumulated epidemiological, experimental, and
clinical evidence that levels of air pollution in Los Angeles County affect sig.
nificantly the breathing of normal subjects during high exposure periods and
constitute a hazard to the health and welfare of the people in the County; and
Whereas, the Los Angeles County Medical Association has affirmed repeatedly
that -air pollution constitutes a hazard to the health of- persons living in this
County and, because of air pollution, a comprehensive School and Health Smog
Warning System has been implemented by this Board of Supervisors, in accordance with the county medical association's recommendations, to protect the health
of the students and people of this County; and
Whereas, the Federal air quality standards are exceeded for nitrogen dioxide
and hydrocarbons in Los Angeles County, and the standard for photochemical
oxidant is exceeded on 250 days per year (and every day in the summertime), and
in addition the standards for carbon monoxide are exceeded on 200 days per year;
and
Whereas, 'virtually the only contaminants for which air quality standards are
often exceeded are those emitted by motor vehicles, or created by photochemical
reactions of contaminants emitted by motor vehicles; and
Whereas, these motor vehicle emissions will prevent Los Angeles County from
complying with the Federal air quality standards by 1975, as required by the
Clean Air Act; and
-- Whereas, further delays in compliance with 1975 vehicular emission standards
- will delay still further the date when compliance with the air quality standards.
can be attained_; and
Whereas, sumh further delay will subject the residents of Los Angeles County to
additional exposure to these harmful contaminants; and
Whereas, this Board of Supervisors as the Air Pollution Control Board of the
Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control District has enacted and enforced the
most stringent Rules and Regulations for stationary sources in effect anywhere
in the world; and
Whereas, local agencies have no jurisdiction over control of vehicular emissions and are restricted to control of stationary sources; and
Whereas, emissions from stationary sources under this program are now more
than 80% controlled; and
Whereas, emissions from motor vehicles contribute more than 90% of the total
pollution in this county and constitute its only inadequately controlled source
of emissions; and
Whereas, this Board of Supervisors has, since 1953, by repeated communications, strongly informed and constantly reminded the automobile manufacturers
of the urgent need to control motor vehicle emissions at the earliest possible
date; and
Whereas, the automobile manufacturers, through procrastination, agreement,
and other dilatory tactics, have failed and refused to comply with emission standards except when they were forced to do so; and
Whereas, the Committee on Motor Vehicle Emissions of the National Academy
of Sciences has recommended to the Environmental Protection Agency that enforcement of the requirements of the Clean Air Act for 1975 vehicles be deferred
-until 1976,
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved that the recommendation of the Committee on
Motor Vehicle Emissions of the National Academy of Sciences should be rejected,
and that any request by any automobile manufacturer for a one-year suspension
of the 1975 Vehicle Emission Standards under the Clean Air Act be denied by the
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency; and
Be It Further Resolved that any program, procedure, or attempt to delay effective control of exhaust emissions from motor vehicles is unacceptable to the
County of Los Angeles; and
Be It Further Resolved that copies of this resolution shall be sent to the President, each member of Congress from California, and to the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency.
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STATE OF CALMMRIA

County of Los Angeles, as:
1, James K. Mize, Executive Officer-Clerk of the Board of Supervisors of the
County of Los Angeles, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true and
correct copy of the original Minute Entry (No. 4) of an action taken January 20,
1972, by the Board of Supervisors of the County of Los Angeles, and ex officio the
governing body of all other special assessment and taxing districts, agencies,
and authorities, for which said Board so acts, by the following vote:
Ayes: Supervisors Hahn, Debs, Chace, Dorn
'Noes: None
Absent: Supervisor Bonelli
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the
County of Los Angeles this 20th day of January, 1972
JAMES S. MIZE,

Eaeouttve Officer-Clerk of the Board of Supervisors of the County of Los
Angeles.

Mr. Rooxem Our next witness is Mr. D. A. Jensen, director, Automotive Emissions Office, Ford Motor Co., the American Road, Dear-

born, Mich.

Mr. Jensen, we are very pleased to welcome you back again, We
remember before when we went into writing the Clean Air Act of 1970
and you were very helpful then.
We welcome you and we will be pleased to receive your statement.
STATEMENT OF DONALD A. JENSEN, DIRECTOR, AUTOMOTIVE
EMISSIONS OFFICE, FORD MOTOR CO.; ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES
K. MacNEE, OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL
Mr. JENszEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen.
I am Donald A. Jensen, director, Automotive Emissions Office, Ford
Motor Co.
In response to your request, I would like to offer comments with re
gard to implementation of those provisions of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 which deal with motor vehicles. I will discuss primarily
what we have done in carrying out the provisions of the act, and where
we stand with regard to meeting the 1975 and 1976 vehicle emission
standards as reported periodically to EPA. Through these comments, I
believe your subcommittee will be able to gain insight on the manner
in which we have attempted to carry out the provisions of the act to
date.
By way of background, and to establish our historical position on
the subjct - I would first like to review briefly the previous testimony
which Ford has gven on the clean air amendments. On December 9.
1969 and on April 14,1970 we testified before this subcommittee, then
headed by Mr. arman, and on March 25,1970, and on August 26,1970,
we were represented in discussions with the U.S. Senate. Throughout
these hearings we consistently supported extension of the Clean Air
Act; however, we also expressed concern or objection to several points.
For example, we thought it was inappropriate to set specific emission
reduction figures in the law, we felt there was insufficient technical evi-

dence to support the stringency which was called for, and we believed
that inadequate recognition had been given for lead time requirements.
I might add that we still feel this way.
On December 31, 1970, the President signed the proposed amendments and they became law. They became law for us at Ford Motor
Co. not only in a legal sense, but also from the standpoint of company
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policy and dedication. Mr. Henry Ford II has stated this policy, along
with his commitment for an all out program to meet the law, if at all
possible, on a number of occasions.
To indicate to you that Mr. Ford's words were not empty, I would
like to mention, as we have stated in earlier testimony to the EPA, that
during calendar 1971-the first year under the Clean Air Amendments of 1970-Ford Motor Co., anticipating spending $132 million
in the pursuit of controlling motor vehicle emissions, involving some
3,000 engineers, scientists, and technicians. And this does not include
the additional millions of dollars spent last year in the continuing pollution control programs at our manufacturing plants.
Out of this effort has come a great deal of progress directed toward
meeting the standards which EPA has set for 1975 and 1976 model
vehicles. We have reported regularly to EPA, as well as appraising
other organizations such as the National Academy of Sciences, of our
cofitinuing progress. To indicate the degree of detail in which we have
reported, I have here copies of the material which we have submitted
to EPA which we are making available to the committee. On April 5,
1971, we informed Mr. Ruckeishaus that Ford was proceeding with a
major research and development effort to meet the 1975-76 emission
requirements of the Act and described in detail our various programs.
Then testimony was given before Mr. Ruckelshaus on May 6, 1971,
and was supplemented with explanatory letters on May 13, 1971 and
May 20, 1971. In another submission to EPA on October 18, 1971, we
provided further detail on our progress. The extent of this work, and
the significant results obtained, Isubmit, is testimony to our good faith
efforts to meet the requirements of the statute. You may wish to have
have these documents entered into the record of this hearing.
Mr. ROGERs. I think we will accept them for the files of the subcommittee.
Mr. JENsEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. JENsEN. Let me summarize the more significant accomplishments of our emissions control research so far, to give you a better idea
of the type and amount of work which has been done. A great deal has
already been achieved, and some very encouraging developments have
been made, however a great deal remains to be done.
We have identified four separate emission control systems which
appear to be viable and are potential candidates for meeting 1975
and/or-1976 standards. Actually a few experimental installations al.
ready have met the emission standard values at low mileage-I repeat,
at low mileage-but none have achieved the 50,000-mile requirements
of the law. As I will explain, however, they are -stilla long way from
the point where we could put any of them into production. Let me describe each of four candidate systems, and tell you just where we stand
on each of them. Drawings of each system are attached at the end of
this statement.
Our first system is a combination of all of the advanced emission
control components which we have been developing, both through
our cooperative Inter-Industry Emission Control-IIEC-program
and through our own research programs, over the past several years.
This package, which is shown in Figure 1, has been dubbed the "kit.
chen sink" system by our engineers since it incorporates almost everything we fee will assist in reducing emissions.
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1975 EMISSION SYSTEM
LEAD FREE FUEL
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GAS
RECIRCULATION
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SYSTEM
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TRANSMISSION
CONTROLS
CATALYTIC
CONVERTER

'

-SECONDARY

\AIR PUMP

INDUCTION HARDENED
VALVE SEATS
NOTE: THE 1976 (76-1) EMISSION SYSTEM WILL USE
1975 SYSTEM COMPONENTS BUT WILL BE
TOTALLY RECALIBRATED FOR NOx REDUCTIONS.
REACTOR MANIFOLD
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It uses a combination of manifold thermal reactors for fast warmup efficiency and noble metal catalytic converters for supplemental
control during warmed up operation, plus exhaust gas recirculationEGR-for reduction of oxides of nitrogen.
These three major devices-reactors, catalysts and EGR-are the
new emission control devices on this system. Besides these items, this
system also iwnludes the following:
1. Secondary air supply pump, tubes and valves.
2. Improved carburetion or fuel injection.
3. Improved spark timing control.
4. Re calibrated distributor.
5. Insulated exhaust system.
6. Internal engine design modications:
(a) Induction hardened valve seats
(b) Modified compression ratio and surface-volume ratio
(o) Modified valve timing.
7. Evaporative emission controls.
8. Revised transmission shift controls.
9. Overtemperature protection (for catalyst)
10. Vehicle insulation and heat shielding.
11. Vehicle component changes to package emission controls.
12. Closed crankcase ventilation system.
18. Lead-free fuel.
In spite of our best efforts, and the amount 'and complexity of the
control hardware-which has been added, we have not yetmet the 1975
required emission levels with this system with the specified durability.
At low mileages, we are able to meet the 1975 emission standard values,
but only on certain engines.
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Major problems with this system, in addition to unsatisfactory low

mileage emissions on certain engines, are excessive deterioration of
system efficiency, high exhaust syste-ro temperature, and protection of
the vehicle interior and chassis components from the high temperature
of reactors and catalysts. Ii addition, there are problems of high
system cost, degraded vehicle performance, proof fuel economy, and
poor vehicle driveability.
As you know, the National Academy of Sciences issued a significant
report to the Cogress and to EPA on January 1,1972, dealing with
motor vehicle emissions. The findings of the eminent engineers, scientists, and educators who prepared this report are in basic agreement
with our above findings relative to meeting 1975 requirements They
reported that no manufacturer has the technology necessary to meet
1975 emission standards for light duty vehicles, although they might
be able to if certain allowances and provisions were made. The Academy also confirmed the vehicle operating penalties of performance,
fuel economy, and driveability that will accompany the proposed 1975
control
systems.
Regarding
system cost, the Academy estimated that the 1976 requirements would increase the sticker price by about $288 over 1970 vehicles,
or about $214 over 1973 vehicles. Also, they reported that a 3- to 12percent increase in fuel consumption and increased maintenance
costs could be expected.
•
Now let me review the various alternate control systems we are investigating in an effort to meet 1976 emission requirements. Our first
alternate approach for 1976--system 76-1-is actually the above 1975
system, but with more of the same. In other words the EGR rates are
increased significantly, to obtain needed NO. reduction, and 'higher
catalyst efficiency is needed. Problems with this system are also similar
to those I mentioned earlier, only they are somewhat more severe.
The second aproach directed toward meeting 1976 requirements-76-2--is essentially a dual-bed catalyst system which features an oxides
#0f nitrogen NO. catalyst. We are working on two versions of this
concept. One of these-figure 2--includes the use of thermal reactors,
for fast warmup pelleted dual-catalysts, and EGR. The second *ersion-figure 3 includes monolithic dual catalysts, EGR, and lowthermal inertial exhaust manifolds. The major problems which we have
at this time with our 76-2 systems are:
1. Exessive deterioration of HC,CO,and NO. catalyst activity.
2. Failure to meet our low-mileage emission objectives. These qbj*tives are more stringent than the'standards in order to allow for expected deterioration of the system with mileage.
3. Catalyst overtemperature protection.

--
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1976-2A CONCEPT EMISSION PACKAGE
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SYSTEM 76.3 STRATIFIED CHARGE
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE-PROCO
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Our third approach-76-3--is most often referred to as the Ford
Proco engine. The name "Proco" comes from programed combustion.
The engine is essentially a stratified-charge, fuel-injection, internalcombustion, spark-ignited piston engine. It features a high-pressure
mechanical fuel injection system with special injectors, a bowl-in-piston combustion chamber, long-reach spark plugs, plus EGR, a large
volume, low-thermal inertia insulated exhaust manifold, and a noble
metal catalyst.
Ford actually has been working on stratified-charge engines for over
15 years, with the original objective of improved fuel economy. Over
the last 2 years we have been working with the U.S. Army in an effort
to use this principle to reduce emissions. These efforts led to the development of a small, four-cylinder engine for the Army military utility
transport truck, MUTT, which has shown very encouraging preliminary, low-mileage results. Our work on the Proco engine received wide
and unexpected attentionas the result of a September 24, 1971, news
release by the Environmental Protection Agency stating that the
engine had potential for meeting the 1975-76 clean air standards and
was "the cleanest engine we have ever tested." EPA's release followed a
statement by President Nixon, in his Economic Club of Detroit appearance on September 23, that EPA Chief, William Ruckelshaus-Working with industry in the Detroit area, will have an announcement in the

next few days with regard to a new engine that in preliminary tests meets the
very strict standards bf the Clean Air Act.

The majority of our test data has been obtained with the 141-cubicinch displacement, four-cylinder Proco engine in an Army M-151-
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MUTT-vehicle. Although our engineering objectives have not been
met, the emission results are encouraging. In order to verify the potential of this system and to prepare more typical vehicles for further
development work a 141-cubic-inch displacement Proco engine has
been installed in a Capri vehicle and a 351-cubic-inch displacement V-8
engine has been converted to the Proco principle -for installation and
test in a Torino vehicle. These installations are currently being
evaluated.
Current engineering research and development efforts on Proco are
aimed at identifying and resolving durability problems, in addition to
evaluation of the Torino and Capri vehicles mentioned above. It should
be noted that even though the MUTT vehicle is a hand-built prototype
and it Was retuned by these engineers during the 14 EPA tests, our
engineering objectives--these low-mileage objectives--have not been
met. In addition, this engine is very dependent on HC/CO catalyst efficiency in order to obtain required low HC and CO emission 'levels for
50,000 miles. The number and complexity of the remaining unresolved
items of the Proco, not to mention the special manufacturing problems
involved, make it clear that this engine cannot -beconsidered for 1975,
and 1976 also appears very unlikely. Also, our catalyst system development program results will obviously determine, to a great extent, Proco
engine emission potential.
We presented a technical paper on this engine and to the Society of
Automotive Engineers at their Engineering Congress earlier this
month in Detroit and you may wish to have this paper incorporated
in the records of this hearing.
Mr. RoGeRs. Yes, we would like'very much to have this paper incorporated in the records of this hearing.
It will be inserted into the record following your statement.
Mr. JNsEN. Our- fourth 1976 candidate systern-76-4--is shown
in figure 5 and is referred to as "Lean Burn." This concept is essentially a relatively conventional spark ignition, mixture cycle engine
that is designated to operate with the high EGR rates plus lean fue-air
ratios. The objective is to maximize NO control with minimal fuel
economy loss and acceptable driveability.
A low thermal inertia exhaust manifold and a great deal of HC/
CO catalytic conversion are required with this system to control these
pollutants, especially HC. Currently, a number of 351-cubic-inch displacement V-8 engines have been built to "Lean Burn" design specifications, and test results are somewhat encouraging, although engineering objectives have not been met. These results, much like the
Proco engine results, have been obtained with hand-built precision
hardware and they incorporate features, such as a manually controlled
EGR system, which are not suitable for production or for customer
use.
We are continuing a very active program on the 76-4 system aimed
at reduction of the HC emission levels. In addition, automatic EGR
and choke systems are being developed, thermal reactor effectiveness
is being investigated, and octane requirements are being lowered. Basic system features can be applied to 1976 production vehicles if future comparative tests indicate they will get us closer to the 1976
regulations.

SYSTEM 76-4 (LEAN BURN)
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Our four 1976 potential systems, in summary, have shown encouraging progress as a result of our continuing research; however, none has
shown the-fequired degree of emission control after any extended
durability running,even with the most carefully adjusted exRerimental installations. The very low. standard for NO. in 1976, in combination with the stringent 1975 carryover standards for HC and CO,
present a formidable technological challenge which we have not yet
been- able to solve. The Naiional Academy of Sciences, in their recent report, also concluded that the technology was not currently available to meet the 1976 standards.
I would also like to mention that our advanced emissions research
is definitely not limited to the internal combustion engine. We have
very active research and development programs underway on gas turbiue engines, RankineT-vapor--cycle engines, and on high efficiency
batteries and electric vehicle components. Lower priority studies have
,also been made on other alternate power sources. Although these various alternates each, have certain desirable features which appear to
have very interesting long-range potential, we have concluded unequivocally that none has the potential of being available for use in
1975 or 1976 production vehicles.
Incidentally, the National Academy of Sciences came to the same
general conclusion regarding alternate power sources.
I hopethis brief summary of our advanced emission control systems
has given you an insight into the difficulty of the task which we face.
More importantly, however, I hope I have conveyed to you two impressions. First, that we have made an all-out effort to meet the goals
set in the siatute, and, second, that these goals 'have been met only
by a very few, highly experimental vehicles, at low mileages. As you
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know, we are required to meet the emission standards for 50,000 miles
of operation.
The net result of our efforts to date ha-made it abundantly clear
that we will not be able to meet the specified requirements for 1975

iC~

models. The chairman of our board of directors indicated at a press
conference on January 6 1972, that we 'had no choice but to ask for
-an extension of time and on January 24, 1972, we formally notified
EPA of our intention to file such a request.
Because of our production lead time, we must have our engineering
work wrapped up sufficiently to allow us to make firm financial
commitments for manufacturing facilities, tooling, and manpower no
later than July 1, 1972. This decision date is necessary to ifisure our
1975 model car assembly linq production date of August 1, 1974.
There is no feasible way of completing the necessary engieering and
durability verification Work in time to meet the July 1, 172,deadline.
We are now in'the process of preparing our req-est for a 1-year
delay in the 1975 model year standards. Actually, bosed on the time
whih the statute allows for review of the administrtor's decision,
we may already be late in making our reqeust for delay of 1975 standards inrderto meet our July 1, 1972, deadline.
We hope that the added year provided by the statute, if it Js granted,
will be sufficient to enable us -tomeet the requirement of a 90-Percent
reduction from 1970-71 emission levels If it does, we think it will
have'been well worth the delay since the added research and development time would hopefully ailow us to do a better jot, not only of
meeting the emission target, but of producing a better car in terms
of improved driveability, reliability, and perhaps lower cost. Further,
the effect on the atmosphere from such a delay would be only very
slight, as verified by the National Academy of Sciences.
A
inin line vith our earlier pledge, if the administrator does
see fit to grant us the extra year that the law permits him to give,
we pledge that we will continue to do our utmost to try to meet the
requirements contained in the statute.

Thank you for this opportunity to express our views on this impor-

tant matter.
(Testimony resumes on p. 305.)
(The Pioco SAE paper referred to follows:)
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Exhaust Emission Control
by the Ford Programmed
Combustion Process-PROCO
by
A. UM[, M.A.Chom. and L L Repto
POWERTRAIN RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
FORD MOTOR COMPANY

INTRODUCTION
Today there is little argument about the need for
low-pollution powerplant systems for cars and trucks,
There is a wide range of opinion, however,'as to what
a low-pollution powerplant system should be like.
There are those who condemn the reelprocating piston
engine outright and contend that cyclic combustion
will never attain good combustion control and produce
sufficiently pollution-free power. Instead, they demand
development of continuous combustion powerplants
such as gas turbines and steam engines. Another school
of thought contends that the present engine does an
excellent job of providing for flexible vehicle propulsion and that pollution cleanup must be done in the
exhaust system. The Programmed Combustion
(PROCO) concept represents a middle ground approach to the pollution cleanup problem. It is based
on the present reciprocating piston engine, which has
been established as a very -durable mechanism, excellently suited for the high efficiency conversion of
thermal-to-mechanical energy in conventionally 'lubricated cast iron and aluminum machinery.
In essence the PROCO- engine is the second generation Ford Combustion Process (FCP) engine. The
first generation (I) was developed to give significant
fuel economy improvement with maximum power
equal to that of a carbureted engine. Emission characteristics of the first generation engine, although quite

good, were far short of long range objectives. Subsequent development has been aimed at minimizing
exhaust emissions with minimum fuel economy loss.

Exhaust emission reduction has been achieved basically by the introduction of airthroting and exhaust
gas recirculation and by slight modification of other
combustion control parameters. The resultant ompbustion process, although stratified In the strict sense
of the word, Is quite different from what is commonly
known as "stratified charge combustion." The name
"Programmed Combustion" is intended to convey this
difference.
Research and development of this process has been
carried out since 1956 with Ford Motor Company
funds. During 1968, under the sponsorship of U.S.
Army Tank-Automotive Command (USTACOM) the
Ford Combustion Process was applied to the L-141
engine of the 114ton military truck with the objective
of significantly improving the fuel economy of the
vehicle. Deveiopomnt of the L-141 engine for low
emissions was jointly sponsored from 1969 by
USTACOM and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and its predecessor the Health, Education and
Welfare Department of the United States. Process de.
velopment and its application to passenger can continues under Ford Motor Company sponsorship.
In order to convey basic information about the
process as well as to document its present status, data
for this paper were selected from different engines
and from different stages of development. For this
reason, complete data correlations between singlecylinder engines, multi-cylinder engines, and vehicles
are lacking. It is hoped that, in the not too distant
future, the process development will reach a level
where full'and thorough dpcumentation will be practical and possible.

f!) Numbers in parenthesis Indicate reference material listed at the end of thepape

ABSTRACT
The Ford Stratified Charge Combustion Process (FCP) which utilizes direct fuel injection has been further
developed for reduced exhaust emissions. With air throttling, exhaust gas recirculation, low thermal Inertia exhaust manifold and a noble metal catalyst, low gaseous emissions have been achieved at low mileage on a 1/4 ton
military utility truci with acceptable fuel economy and driveability. Dynamometer and vehicle emission data and
details of the fuel injection and air-fuel ratio control system are described.
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In this paper single cylinder emission data am shown
to Indicate the relationships between PROCO engine
variables nd emissions; the fuel injection and control
systems necesry for fully automatic multicylinder
operation Is described; and multicylinder dynmnometer
and vehicle emission data and operating experiences
are presented. .
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COMBUSTION SYSTEM LAYOUT AND
OPERATION
Figues I and 2 show cross sections of two experimental PROCO engines, one with a flat and the other
with a dished combustion chamber surface on the
cylinder head.
The first "juportant element in the combustion control system is the ,intake port, which is shaped to impart a swirl around the cylinder bore axis. Benchmeasured air flow and swirl rpm data of a typical

-.
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Figure 2-

351-CID PROCO Engine Cross Seetion

PROCO port are shown on Figure 3. The swirl rpm
in the engine is about 3-5 times the crankshaft speed.
This swirl rate is significantly higher than found in
conventional engines.
At part4oad the intake air is throttled to maintain
about 15.5:1 air-fuel ratio and 12-18% of the exhaust
gas is recirculated into the intake system. The swirling
charge is compressed at 11:1 compression ratio into a
cup-shaped combustion chamber situated concentrically in the pistn with about 65% squash area. Fuel is

injected during the compression stroke. The injector,
located near the center of the cylinder bore, provides
a soft, low-penetrating, wide-angle, conical spray
which results in a rich mixture at the center, surrounded
by a leaner mixture and excess air. The spark plug,
with its gap located either near the bore centerline or
just above the spray, ignites the charge near top dead
center. Combustion progresses rapidly in the rich

mixture, then sprea& out into the leaner regions.
Figure 1 - L-141 PROCO Engine Crts Seetien

Flame travel is promoted by-the intake swirl and the
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This bell-shaped curve also indicates a sharp drop of
NO concentration on the rich side.which is due to the
combined effects of lack of oxygen behind the flame
front and to internal cooling by the excess
. iuel.
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PPM4000
* Figure 3 - Airflow and Swlrl Data of aTypical PROCO
Intake Port
toroidal mixture movement imparted by the squish
action. As the piston travels down and the swirling
charge expands from the piston cup into the cylinder
space, air motion tends to homogenize the mixture and
promote nearly complete combustion during the expansion stroke,
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Figure 4.-- NO at Equilibrium Vs. Temperature In
Homogenous Combustion Products FROM
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EMISSION CONTROL IN THE
PROGRAMMED COMBUSTION ENGINE
Nitric oxide (NO) formation in the PROCO engine
is controlled entirely inside the engine, whereas hydrocarbon (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) control
is accomplished in the engine as well as in Theexhaust
system.
Three factors play important roles in controlling
NO formation in, piston engines: peak cycle temperature, exposure time at high temperature, and oxygen
availability. Theoretical NO formation as a function
of temperature in perfectly mixed combustion products
is shown In Figure 4. (2) The curve suggests
that a very
significant reduction in NO formation can be obtained
by a relatively modest reduction in temperature. The
effect of exposure time to high temperature is shown
on Figure S. (3) The curves indicate that, in terms of
crank rotation, substantial time ,is necessary for NO
to reach equilibrium, particularly at lower temperatures. Thus, shortened exposure time at high temperature can reduce NO tmisi6ns by stopping the NO
formation reaction at a concentration level much below the theoretical equilibrium concentration. Oxygen
availability also affects NO formation. FIgur 6 (4)
showstheoretical equilibrium NO concentration as a
function of equivalence ratio. The constant tempera-.
ture curves reflect oxygen concentration effect; whereas, the curve of adiabatic flame temperature on the
lean side shows the combined effect of changing
flame temperature due to dilution with air and the Inceased oxygen availability with increased dilution.
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In the PROCO engine, combustion is initiated in a
central rich mixture zone. This mixture fraction plays
a dominant role in NO formation because it is subJected to the highest temperature fora relatively long
,period. The excess fuel in this zone reduces the peak
temperature and assures an oxygen-free environment
behind the flame front. These factors result in signifcandy reduced NO formation.
Exhaust gasrecirculation (EOR) is also applied in
the PROCO engine for NO reduction. Its beneficial
effect is due to the lowering of flame temperature in
the presence of additional inert gas in the combustion
chamber. The rich mixture in the vicinity of the spark
gap at the time of flame initiation enables the PROCO
engine to fire overall lean mixtures with high EOR
rates. After flame initiation, fast and near-complete
combustion is maintained even with high EOR rates
by virtue of the high swirl rate and the high squish
action, The fast combustion rate also allows the use
of late ignition' timing without its maociated phenomena of heavy loss of efficiency and poor driveability
due to excessive cylinder pressure variations. Delaying
most of the combustion until the early pan of the expansion stroke extracts work from the gas while heat
is being released, resulting in lower peak temperature
and substantially shorter exposure time at high temperatures. Late ignition timing. of course, represents
a shift from constant volume combustion towards constant pressure combustion. The lower efficiency of
constant pressure combustion is compensated by the
higher compression ratio of the PROCO engine.
Hydrocarbon emission control in the PROCO engine is effected -primarily by injecting the fuel late in
the compression stroke in the form of a low-penetrating spray and with an overall air-fuel ratio of about
15.5:1. Ibe late timing of the fuel injection and the
low penetration of the spray prevents filling the crevices of the combustion chamber with fuel air mixtures;
instead, there is a fuel-free air "lining" in the chamber
during the early part of the combustion. The result Is
reduced wall quenching of the mixture, which is one
of the major factors of HC emission from carbureted
engines.

the chamber. The second, lean-phase burning, however, significantly reduces the originally very high CO
concentration but not to the low level obtained with
leaner than stoichiometric pretnixed-charge combustion.

EXHAUST EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
OF A SINGLE-CYLINDER PROCO
ENGINE
Exhaust emission characteristics of the PROCO
process can beconveniently studied and at least partially developed on a single-cylinder engine. Table I
shows the specifications and Figure 2 shows a cross
section of the 44-CID single-cylinder engine used in
these test&
Emission data from the engine are presented as
specific mass emissions (GMIOIHP-HR) because,
unlike concentrations (PPM or mole percent) a minimum value in this unit truly signifies lowest emissions.
To aia in placing GM/OIHP-HR emission values in
proper perspective for those who are accustomed to
the concentration values, Figure 7 was prepared. It
shows the conversion of GMIOIHP-HR to PPM or
mole percent for IS:l air-fuel ratio and .400 LETS/
OIHP-HR indicated specific fuel consumption
(ISFC).
One of the key features of the PROCO concept is
that the mixture is highly stratified at the beginning
of combustion. The effect of this charge stratification
from Figure 8. The data
on emissions can be assessed
shown were obtained by operating the PROCO engine with fuel injection and, for comparison, with a
carbureted mixture. In both cases, the overall air-fuel
ratio was 18:1 and EUR was not used. The curves
show that in this engine the stratified fuel introduction
results in a significant decrease in both NOx and HC
emissions and aslight increase in CO emissions.

TABLE I

The significance of the 15.5:1 overall air-fuel ratio

SINGLE CYLINDER TECHNICAL DATA

lies in the fact that it assures sufficient oxygen for
secondary oxidation without providing additional
oxygen for NO formation.

WAIUKESHA
CFR48 CRANKCASE

Carbon monoxide concentration at 15.5:1 --air-fuel
ratio in a premixed-charge engine is .10 mole percent.
In a PROCO engine with 15.5:1 irw-ful ratio the CO
concentration is between .15 and 1.5 mole percent,
depending on a number of variables. The higher CO
concentration indicates the existence of rich initial
combustion. Although unsubstantiated, it seems quite
certain that during the early part of combustion much
higher CO concentrations exist in the center region of
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menu causing richer first-phase combustion such as
injection timing retard (Figure 9) and richer, or more
correctly, les-lean overall air-fuel ratio (Figure II)
tend to reduce NO formation. The effect of ignition
timing oLJ0 emissions (Figure 10) is similar to that
in mixture-cycle engines. Retarded timing is beneficial,
btit beyond-poInLthe deterioration in engine efficiency limits the amount of NO emission Improvement achievable with Ignition timing retard. Figure 14
indicates that ignition timing retard from 5.5 BTDC
to TDC is effective at the higher loads but ineffective
at the light load point.
Exhaust recirculation has a very strong influence
on NO emissions (Figure 12) because the extra inert
diluent gas reduces flame temperature without increasing oxygen availability. It is interesting to note that
when EUR is added at 18:1 ovqalir-fuel ratio, the
NO formation significantly decreases with both mixture-cycle and PROCO engines. However, when air is
used as the diluent, the NO decreases with mixturecycle combustion but slowly increases with PROCO
ISO
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Figure 8 - Comparison OfStratified Vs. PromiXed
Combustion in PROCO Engine
Exhaust emissions of the PROCO engine can be
influenced by a number of combustion control variablesaffecfting emission control mechanisms, both
inside the engine and in the exhaust system. Figures
9-12 show bow exhaust emissions at 1500 rpm 70 psi
IMEP are affected by injection and Ignition timing.
overall air-fuel ratio, and exhaust gas recirculation. At
this load with 15% EGR the exhaust temperature in
the single cylinder engine is low enough to eliminate
significant thermal oxidation in the exhaust system.
Therefore, the effects of the variables on emissions
mostly reflect events taking place inside the cylinder.
The effect of load, piston squish area qnd spark retard
on emissions across the load range is shown in Figures
13 and 14. The effect of variables on emission concentration affords an insight into the emission formation mechanism of the PROCO engine.
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(Figure II). the reason for this latter result is the fact
that the first phasecombustion zone, where most of
the NO formation occurs, is much richer than 16:1
air-fuel ratio. An overall leaning out of the charge with
air will, in reality, reduce the richness of the first
phase combustion, thereby increasing the NO formation.
As Figure 13 shows, increased squish area under
identical injection and ignition timings result in
higher NO emissions and better fuel economy. This is
due to faster and more thorough mixing nd faster
combustion. However, With a 5.5 ignition timing retard, the NO emission decreases and the fuel economy
increases to the level measured with the lower squish
area piston (Figure 14). This indicates that when compensated by ignition timing adjustment, squish area
changesin this range do not change the NO emissionfuel economy relationship.

The effect of combustion control variabW on HC
emissions appears to indicate tha the significant feetore in HC emission formation are mid-alt quenching
of the flame, incomplete combustion in the bulk gas.
and wall quenching
Injection timing (FiguAre
9) influences HC Imisslons
through its effect on fuel residence time between in.
section and igaiton. Long residence time allows mote
fuel dispersio, leading to higher HC emissions. Very
short residence time (late injection), however, increases unbumt HCs because insufficient mixing and
evaporation within the mixture cloud occurs, resulting
in incomplete combustion. This condition is not shown
with late injection timing, the enon Figure 9 because
gine does not tolerate 1% EGR.
The effect of ignition timing on HC emissions
shows an interesting diversity from the premixed.
combustion process. As Figure 10 shows,retarded
ignition timing increases HC emissions, due to the
longer fuel residence time. Beyond a cetain ignition
timing retard, however, HC emission doesnot increase, probably due to the higher temperature in the
expansion and exhaust strokes which pomotes in.
ternal oxidation. Ignition timing effect on HC emissions can also beseen in Figure 14, where 3.5' retard
(from 5,50 BTC to TDC) was applied across the load
range with a 75% squish piston. At light load, the ignition retard increases HC emissions, whereas at higher
loads it decreases HC emissions. The likely explanation is that, at light load, the dominating HC emission
control factor is the residence time between injection
and ignition, whereas at heavier loads, the increase in
temperature due to later ignition timing hasthe pre.
veiling Influence.
The overall air-fuel ratio also very strongly influences HC emissions (Figure II). As the excess
sr in
the cylinder increases, fractions of the mixture become excessively lean for sustaining flame propaption, resulting in increased mid-air quenching.
The squish area change, shown in Figure 12, shows
unique effects on HC emissions. At ligt load, Increasedsquish reduces NC emissions, whereas at
heavier load, increased quish increases HC emissions. This correlation usu
that at light load the
higher squish area causes more thorough combustion,
resulting in reduced HC and CO emissions. At heavier
loads, nearly complete combustion is achieved even
with the lower aquish ares piston. The increased turbulence of the higher squish action probably results
in Increased wall quenching, which freczes the oxidation reactions andleadsto higher HC and CO emission. 1he trends suges that, at light load, unique
stratified charg conditions prevail, whereas at heavier
loads, the trends become more similar to those observed in premixed-charge engines,
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Coitin Monoxide Emissions
CO emissions ar also influenced by fuel resice
time, as a the HC emisni
but the trend is re.
versed. Injeion timing retard (Figure 9) and ignition
timing advance (Figure 10) Increm CO emIssio be.
cause the shooter fesl res4nce time results in richer
oonditiom in the primary combustion aie. Iceased
overall ak-fuel ratio (Flgure II), on the other had,
reduces CO emissions, primarily by W
,ningout ft
rich phaseof the combustion. Bxhmust gasrecirculs.

tion (Figure 12) retu the reaction fate by its ooling
(ballast 8s) effect. Thus CO oxidatio will be ie
coplat during the second, or ean-combustion pha.
Increse squiss rea reduces CO emissions at light
load and increase it at heavier lod (Figure 13).

Exhaust Smge.
During the single cylinderexperiments, exhaust
smokewas measured with a Hartridge type diesel
smoke meter. In general, the smoko numbers are low,
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0.5 - 3.0% opacity as compared to 5-50% in the exhaust of a diesel engine. Conditions which Increase
the richness of the first phase combustion tend to increase burning from a droplet rather than a prenaixed
phase and hence increase smoke. Higher smoke con.
centration also results from higher EOR rate, higher
load, and reduced fuel residence time prior to Ignition.
Higher squish action was found to give significant Im.
provement In smoke at Identical NO level. The higher
squish area piston promotes fuel mixing and evaporation, resulting in less fuel burning from droplet phase.
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Figure 15- Two Different Spark Gap Locations

Exhaust Recirculation Tolerance
A very significant aspectin the adjustment of combustion control parameters is their effect on WiR
tolerance and, in a broader sense, their effect on the
safety margin to misfire. Of all the variables tested,
EUR was found to be the most effective means for
NO emission reduction. Therefore, combustion control adjustments must be selected to provide for misfire-free operation at high EGR rates. Unfortunately,
the three moat effective measures which Increase
EOR tolerance, I.e. Injection timing advance, Increased squish action, and leaner air-fuel ratio (Figures 9, 13 and II) also Increase NO emissions. Because of this, higher EOR rates are required for the
same NO emission control. In addition, these measures also increase HC emissions. These conflicting
requirements complicate the optimization of adjustments necessary for minimum overall emissions,
particularly when cold starts, transient conditions,
and catalytic oxidation are also considered. However,
experiments conducted with different spark gap locations indicated that EOR tolerance can-be signihcantly Improved by optimizing the spark gaplocation.
During the earlier stratified charge experiments, a
variety of spark plug gap locations were evaluated.
For good overall operation, particularly under light
loads and very lean operation, a Iong electrode spark
plus with a "center of the spray" gaplocation was
found to be best (see Figure 15). With air throttling
and exhaust gasrecirculation In the PROCO engine,
it appeared that the mixture at the center of the spray
is richer than desirable for flame Initiation. After a
number of tests, a new, short-clectrode spark plug
evolved with a gap location shown In Figure 15,Figure
16 shows the comparison of engine operating characteristics with the two different spark plugs at one load
point. Under high EGR conditions, the cyclic cylinder
pressure variations of the engine are significantly less
with the short-electrode spark plug, the EGR tolerance
is better, the HC and CO emissions and the ISFC are
lower. On the negative side, there Is a slight increase
In NO emission, but this can be compensated by a
slightly higher EGR rate and/or by ignition timing

retard. Similar trends were observed between the
two spark gap locations at other loads and speeds
except at idle where cyclic pressure variation and misfire tendency increased. Itappears that In the power
producing operating range the short-electrode spark
plug ignites the charge at a location more favorable for
flame initiation and consistent fast combustion, which,
in turn, leads to lower HC and higher NO emissions.
CO emission redux
ction with the short-eletrode spark
plug might be due to the richest portion of the charge
burning just a little later in the cycle when slightly
more dispersion and evaporation have tak'n place. HC
and CO emission reduction with the short-electrode
plug might also be due to elimination of electrode
interference with the spray.
An overall evaluation of the exhaust emission characteristics of the sin.ile-cylnder PROCO engine Indicates that NO emissions can ',e lowered to a level
approaching long range emissio.i"'objectlves. These
very low NO emission levels are ,chlved at the expense of significant HC and CO mission penalties
and with adjustments near the misfite limit of the engine. The HC and CO emissions, paruult'ly with
adjustments conducive to low NO emissions, are much
higher than required of a "clean" engine; hence, there
Is a need for external oxidation in the exhaust. Related
experiments were conducted on automaticalt, con.
trolled multicylinder engines in vehicles. Before discussing multicylnder results, a review of the major
design features of the PROCO fuel Injection and control system utilized on multicylinder engines is presented.

FUEL INJECTOR AND CONTROL
SYSTEM
Injection Pump - Ignition Ditributor

Unit
The most significant consideration in the design of
the PROCO fuel Injection system is the injection
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timing requirement. In order to provide for good
operation in the broad speed and load range of an
automotive engine, the injection timing must be ad.
vanced by about S0 crank degrees asa function of load
and about 40 crank degrees as a function of engine
speed. Conventionally, injection timing advance is aw.
compliahed by phase-shifting the main shaft of the fuel
injection pump. For large phase-shift angles, this
method would require bulky servo-operated mechan.
isms. The solution chosen here is based on providing
for a very long duration upstroke for the individual
plungers and, by spill control, utilizing a later or
earlier portion of the plunger stroke. A fuel injection
pump based on this concept was designed in the early
1960's for the Ford Stratlfied Charge Procesr-(FTP)
and described in reference (I). Several refinements
have been developed over the years and, for Improved
control, the Ignition distributor has been combined
with the pump. In 1968, American Bosch of ARMA
Corporation was requested to redesign the Ford experimental prototype unit as a first step towards de.
veloping a production prototype. Figure 17 shows the
cross section of the redesigned unit. In this design Individual plungers, one for each cylinder, are actuated
by a face cam. Downward movement of the plungers
is effected by the supply pressure communicating to
I-iju'ir
top through radial fill-spill holes. During
upstroke the fuel displaced by the plunger spills back
to the fill chamber until the metering helix, rotating
in the central bore, closes the fill-spill hole. At this
point, the fuel begins to fiow through a retractiontype delivery valve towards the Injectors. The end of
Injection Is effected by the metering helix reopening
the fill-spill hole. Vertical displacement of the meterIng seeve chang the duration of the spill port closure
and*injectN".

5INP 25
RON

A multipurpose centrifugal governor and the Ignition distributor arc Integrally incorporated above the
injection pump. The air-fuel ratio control mechanism,
which correlates fuel delivery to the manifold pressure is mounted on the side of the governor housing.
Fuel to the injection pump Is supplied at 28 psiby
an electrically driven pump.

Figure 17 - PROCO Injection Pump Ignition
Distributor Unit
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Injection and Ignition Timing Mechanism
Figure 18 shows a set of typical injection and igni.
lion timing schedules derived from multicylinder tests.
Internal components of the injection pump-ignition
distributor unit can be designed to provide for this
type of timing schedule,
Injection timing asa function of injected fuel quantity is controlled by the shape of the metering helix
formed on the metering sleeve. During part-load op.
eration, a moderate rate of timing advance is provided,
with increasing fuel quantity. For maximum engine
output, optimum air utilization Is needed and is
achieved by early injection of the fuel. Injection timing
as a function of engine speed is provided by the cen.
trifugl governor causing a phase shift of the meLering
sleeve.
Ignition timing speed advance is also provided by
the centrifugal governor inducing a phase shift of the
distributor drive shaft. Ignition timing change as a
function of fuel delivery is effected by the vertical
movement of the distributor drive shaft. This vertical
movement is correlated to the vertical movement of
the fuel metering sleeve.

Air-ful Ratio Control Systsm
The PROCO injection system utilizes a compound
control system consisting of a speed-density air-fuel
ratio control mechanism for part-load operation and
a mechanical enrichment system for maximum power.
A speed-density-controlled mechanical fuel injection
system requires that the fuel dellvery.yvtsus speed

characteristics of the injection pump match the air
flow versus speedcharacteristics of the engine, and
that the fuel control shaft be positioned at various
loads as a function of the absolute intake manifold
pressures. Temperature compensation would also be
required for theoretically correct control, but it is
not applied on the PROCO system at this time.
T'he ait flow characteristics of the 141-CID fourcylindepr PROCO engine are shown in Figure 19. The
injected fuel quantity requirements on the basis of
15.5:1 AIF ratio are shown in Figure 20. These curves
indicate that, at light loads, constant fuel delivery
versus speed is required; whereas, at heavier load,
the fuel delivery must be slightly lower with increasing speed. Fuel delivery with a constant-velocity, plun.
ger actuating face cam rises slightly with speed, bai.
ally due to two major factors:
* Plunger and metering sleeve leakage,which are lees
dominant as speed increases.
* Advanced pressure build-up and delayed pressure
blowdown at the fll-spill port, which are more
dominant as speedincreases.
To counteract these effects and to achieve the de.
sited Ael delivery characteristics, shown on Figure
20, a fuel delivery tailoring technique is applied, based
on the three.way Interaction of the Injection timing
speed and load advance and a speciallydesigned, non.
constant velocity, face cam.
The control shaft of the fuel injection pump Is posltioned as a function of the absolute manifold pressure
by an aneroid capsule actuated mechanism, which
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failitates selection of any desired fuel delivery versus
absolute manifold pressure characteristic. ..t" obtain
maximum power output, the EOR must be closed to
allow maximum air flow to enter the engine and the
fuel delivery must be increased. These functions are
accomplished mechanically by the accelerator linkage.
This air-fuel ratio control system is altitude-compensated in the entire speed and load range.
The PROCO control mechanism also provides for
independent idle air-fuel ratio adjustment and for
complete fuel cutoff during deceleration. These fune.
tions are performed by the mechanical idle governor
and a vacuum-actuated diaphragm system.

Air Throttle and EGR Control System
Air throttling and exhaust gas recirculation control
are provided bythe intake chargecontrol mechanism,
which is actuated by the accelerator pedal.For twothirds of the accelerator pedal movement the air

throttle valve isgradually opened to WOT position
and theEOR valve is kept in the open position. During
the last one-third travel the mechanism closes the
EOR shut-off valve and increases the fuel delivery.
Exhaust gasforrecirculation is taken from the exhaust manifold and routed through an engine coolant
heat exchanger to the intake charge control mechanism. The recirculated exhaust gas enters the intake
system through a large orifice at a point above the air
throttle valve and also through a smaller orifice below
an
the air throttle valve. The large orifice provides for
EOR rate slightly increasing with mass flow rate,
delivers an EOR rate sharp.
whereas the small orifice
ly decreasing with increased manifold pressure. The
required EGR rate over the load and speed range is
adjusted by proper selection of the two orifices,

Fuel Injectors
The experimental fuel injector used in the PROCO
-engine, shown in Figure 21, is Identical to theone de.
veloped for the Ford Stratified Charge Process eng.
ines. The basic element of theinjector is an outwardly opening poppet valve suspended on a concentrically p"itioned double-hook coil spring. This
frictionless guidance coupled with the oscillatory
nature of thepoppet valve results in a constant vibration of about 2000 - 4000 cps during injection. The
vibration plays a very important role In reducing the
spray penetration and improving fuel atomization. Because of the valve vibration, sufficient atomization can
beachieved With only 250 - 350 psi opening pressure.

MULTICYLINDER DYNAMOMETER
TEST RESULTS
Most of the multicylinder PROCO engine experiments todate were carried out on the 141-CID engine
of the M-151, V4aton military utility truck. This engine
was convened to stratified charge operation during
1968 under a contract from the U.S. Army TankAutomotive Command. In 1969 theemphasis of de.
velopment in this program shifted from fuel economy
improvement to emission reduction. Consequently,
thesecond engine built in this program and partially
funded by theEnvironmental Protection Agency underwent dynamometer tests to reduce emissions with
air throttling, EGR, injection, and Ignition timing
changes. Exhaust emissions of this engine are shown
in Figures 22, 23 and 24. These data were obtained
with automatic Injection and ignition timing but with
manual air-fuel ratio and EOR rate adjustment. The
adjustments were selected to minimize the NO emissions with as little HC and CO emission and fuel
economy penalty as possible. No catalyst was used in
the dynamometer tests.
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The ful economy of the L-141 PROCO engine
with. the above described adjustments is shown in
Figures 23. 26, and 27. These data indicate that the
change from the "best economy" stratified charge
mode of operation to the PROCO mode of operation
entails significant loss in fuel economy. On the other
hand, fuel economy of the PROCO engine on the
average is about the same as that of the standard carburted engine. The maximum torque is obtained from
the PROCO engine by closing the EGR valve and increasing the fuel flow to about 13:1 air.fuel ratio. Fuel
economy curves shown in Figures 25, 26, and 27 include these maximum torque points. Maximum torque
and power of the PROCO engine and of the standard
carbureted engines are shown in Figure 28. As the
data indicate, the peak torque of the PROCO engine
is 3 percent higher and the horsepower at 4000 RPM
is 23 percent higher than that measured on the refer.
core standard carbureted engine. This torque and
BHP improvement is due parially to the higher com.
pression ratio of the PROCO engine and partially to
the design of the intake system of the carbureted engine, which is tailored for steep torque rise and stable
low speed operation; hence its high speed output is
modest.

O OAS

VEHICLE EMISSION TEST RESULTS

N
RPM

n tth"-4 RC
F r 3-EhutEms0
Eniea atLod,20 P

Emission testswere run on an M. II V ton military
utility truck equipped with the 141-CID PROCO engine. Table 2 shows engine and vehicle specification
data. The fuel injection pump on this vehicle was an
earlier model with a vacuum sensing air-fuel ratio
control mechanism instead of the absolute pressure
sensing system described earlier. The accelerator
linkage of this vehicle was set up In such a manner as
to prevent EOR shut off and fuel enrichment. Without
this curtailment, the driver would depress the pedal
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far enough to close the EOR system several times
during the LA-4 S-3 emission testin order to keep up
with the required acceleration rates. With consm dy
open EOR system the vehicle operates with a dersted
wtting. This power limitation results in a maximum
of 7 MPH Is&during the 192 to 215 sec.portion of the
emision testand a laser lag during the 452 to 470
ec. portion of the emission test. The derated setting
Is utilized temporarily to facilItate an asessment of
the NOx emission potential of the engine with a constantly open ER system. It Is estimated that a 2025 percent larger engine would provide enough power
for the required accelerations with full EaR. Thus,
with a larger engine, It Is believed that EOR system
closing and fuel entichment could be slowed without
influencing the emission test results significatUy.
Emission data from this vehicle are shown in Table
3. For comparison, vehicle emission data are also
shown with a "besteconomy" stratified charge engine
and with a stadard carbureed engine. The data indicate that with tbe
1111ddeored a4dsmnsi
this PROCO enjine.vehicle system of ure miasma
produces gaseous emissions that are comparable to
the 1976 Federal standards, and the fuel economy of
the vehicle during the emission test Is about 20 perfent bettor than that of the standard crbureted, nonemission controlled, vehicle. This "zero mile" emission level was achieved with carefully controlled

atustments derived from a longseres of optimization

tots. Because of the high EOR rtate(14-16%) the engin operates cloe to its misfire limit with occasional
misfires noticeable at idle and sometimes
at high

speedfltighl load.
Figure 27 - Fel Eenmy of L-141 Ess at Paon
Leads, 3500 RPM

The uel economy pin of the PROCO engine over
the carbureted L.141 engine may not be considered

typical for passenger
car applications because, for the
sake of good "off4he-rosd" driveabiluty with a manual

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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TABLE 2
VEHICLE SPECIFICATIONS

M-151

Y4

TON UTILITY TRUCK

CURB WEIGHT
WHEELBASE
TRANSMISSION
SPEEDS
REAR AXLE
ENGINE
DISPLACEMENT
COMP. RATIO
FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM
AIR I FUEL RATIO CONTROL
IGNITION SYSTEM
SPARK PLUGS
EGR SYSTEM
EXHAUST MANIFOLD
CATALYST
FUEL

2713 LBS.
85.0 IN.
STANDARD
4
4.86:1
L-141, 4 CYL. PROCO
141 C.h1D.
11:1
FORD-PROCO EXPERIMENTAL
SPEED.VACUUM SYSTEM
FORD TRANSISTORIZED
EXPERIMENTAL SHORT ELECTRODE
FIXED ORIFICE (WATER COOLED)
LOW INERTIA, INSULATED
ENGLEHART PTX4 NOBLE METAL
LEAD STERILE TEST FUEL 31 RON

TABLE 3
VEHICLE EMISSION DATA

VEHICLE

CVSICH TEST PROCEDURE
GR/MI
MPG (1) NO.OFTESTS
TEST
HC CO- NO ECONOMY AVERAGED FACIUTY

CARSURETED
4.55 41.80 4.40
172
PROCO
- WI 0 CATALYST 2.60 1345 .32
21.7
PROCO
- WITHCATALYST .35 1.01 .35
21.3 (2)
PROCO
- WITH
CATALYST .37L-I I.93 .33 IMEASURED
NOT

3

FORD

1

FORD

4
14

FORD
EPA

3
2

FORD
FORD

212

1

FORD

19.6

4

FORD

1972 CVS TEST PROCEDURE
CAIeUR. - W10 EM CONT. 5.65 46.24 4.47
STRATIFIED-BEST ECONOMY
4.96 7.75 3.85
PROCO
- WI 0 CATALYST 3.10 113.75 .33
PROCO
- ITH CATALYST .54j 1.18 .37

16.6
23.8

(1) FUELECONOMY
COMPUTED FROM THEMASSEMISSION DATA
(2) 20.4 MPGMEASURED
WITH A BURETTE
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TABLE 4
CVSIC-H TEST INDIVIDUAL SAMPLE SAG DATA

BAG

BAG
2

HC-GRAMS
3.489
HC-GRAMS
.603

HC-GRAMS
.92

TRANSIENT PHASECO-GRAMS
3.482

COLD START
NOx-GRAMS
1.45

STABILIZED PHASE
CO-GRAMS
NOx-GRAMS
.036
1.246
TRANSIENT PHASE-

HOT START

CO-GRAMS
.037

NOx-GRAMS
1.336

trmnsmission, the carbureted L-141 engine is adjusted
with richer carburetion then is customary for passengercars.
To pin insight into emission formation during the
emission teat, the quantity of pollutants in each of the
three phases of the emission test procedure was computed andlisted on Table 4. It is readily apparent that
the HC and CO emissions in the cold start, transient
phaseare several times higher than [Inthe hot start,
transient phase. The reason for this, of course, is that
HC emissions are inherently higher from a cold engine, and,even more important, the catalyst doesnot
oxidize the HC and CO emissions very efficiently
during the first minute of the cold start test. However.
during the hot start portion of the test the catalyst
works weUright from the start because it is still quite
warm. The NOx emissions are hardly influenced by
cold or hot starting of the engine because engine temperature has only a minor effc.-t on NO formation.
andthe EOR system is constandy open.

MILES
3.6
MILES
3.9

MILES
3.6

holds this air-fuel ratio throughout the entire transient
phase of the teat and also during the stabilized phase
not shown here.
The pre-catalyst CO concentration range is .5-1.5
percent. with the heavier concentration occurring at
higher Ioad. The catalyst begins CO oxidation after
20-30 seconds of operation. From sbout 50 seconds
on, the post-catalyst CO concentration level is negligibe. It is significant to observethat during longer
cruises, the pre-catalyst CO concentration becomes
gradually lower. This phenomenon indicates an increasing amount of thermal oxidation in the insulated
exhaust manifold upstream of the catalyst.
The pre-catalyst HC concentration is quite high at
start-up: $00-2000 ppm. During the first cruise, the
level is down to about 300 ppm and during the high
speedcruise it becomes as low as 30 ppm. This low
HC emission level also indicates thermal oxidation in
the exhaust manifold. At low engine speeds
and loads,
however, the exhaust temperature becomes too low to
effect large scale thermal oxidation, even with a fully
warmed-up engine.

More emission formation and emission control
details are revealed by the continuous C02. HC. CO.
NO and 02 concentration trwes recorded during the
emission test. To obtain these traces, the exhaust gas
was sampled before the catalyst, and in another test it
wa sampled after the catalyst, and from the dUuted
CVS gasstream. The concentration traces of the cold
and hot start transient phaseof the test are reproduced in Figures 29 to 33. Hot start trace were
plotted over the cold stan traces to facilitate the evaluation of the effect of cold star.
The emission traces indicate that the engine starts
up with leaner dUn stoihioeeric air-fuel ratio and

The post-catalyst HC concentration becomes very
low after about 60-80 seconds, However, thereare a
number of sharp HC emission spikes even after full
warm-up. These spikes occur at gear shift points and
occasionally also at decelerations,. indicating that this
HCronentration increase is associated with the fuel
cut-off
=
with the onset of fuel injection after the cutoff. in tena of mass emissions, the significance of
theseHC concentration spikes Is minor.
Is

EST AVAILABLE COPY
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CONTINUOUS CO CONCENTRATION
IN-THE TRANSIENT PHASE OF THE CVS
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CONTINUOUS NO CONCENTRATION
IN THE TRANSIENT PHASE OF THE CVS
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The NO emission concentrations vary from 50 to
150 ppm throughout the tes and are influenced mostly
by engine loadil. A sharp rise in NO concentration
occurs at the onset of injection after fuel cutoff. This
can be attributed to the fact hat, during fuel cutoff
operation, the BOR system delivers clean air to the
engine andthus, at the onsetof injection, the engine
operates with undiluted air for a few cycles. The poet.
catalyst NO emission level appears to be nearly the
same as the pre-catalyst level. The diluted, mass, NO
emission trace indicates that NO emission accumu-

late roughly porportional with the CO2 mas emits.
sion, which is a measure
of the mas fuel flow rate.
The 02 concentration trace indicates a minimum of
1.0.2.0 mole percent after the catalyst. Sharp 02 con.
centration increase indicates fuel cutoff.

OVERALL VEHICLE OPERATION
For full evaluation of a new type of enine It is
necessary to run a large number of evaluation teas
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such as road fuel economy under various driving conditions, acceleration, driveability, cold and hot weather starting, high altitude performance, durability
testing and others. From the emissions point ot view,
emission deterioration testing is of great importance.
So far none of these tests have been run at low emission calibration. During the emission development
tests, however, some operating experience was gained
with the engine and this experience is summarized
below.
Under moderate and warm ambient temperatures
the engine starts in 1-4 seconds. Cold start tests were
conducted only on an
earlier model L-141 FCP en°
gine and only to 10 below zero. In these tests successful starts were achieved repeatedly, both with and
without auxiliary manifold fuel spray.
Informal evaluation of the low emission vehicle indicates good driveability right after startup. There is
no engine stumbling, even at very low speedswith zero
manifold vacuum and full EaR. However, the acceleration performance of the vehicle is impaired by
the derated adjustment, and the idle quality is not quite
satisfactory with the short-electrode spark plugs.
Saa engine (pistons, valves, bearings, etc.) durability problem were not encountered during 600
dynamometer test hours and 4000 vehicle test miles.
In the fuel injection pump, however, the top of the
face cam and the bottom of the plunger showed signs
of wear when spherical plunger bottoms were used,
which-ide on the face cam with point contact. Recently, the plunger bottom geometry was changed to a
cylindrical surface, which provides for _ line contact
and much lower streses.
The fuel injectors require good durability because
both engine operation and emission control depend
on good injector performance. All the injectors in the
program were carefully built by highly skilled tool
makers and technicians. The assembled Injectors were
subjected to a few hours of laboratory break-in before
they were tested for spray quality. Out of twenty injectors, about 14-18 would pass the final test. With a
few exceptions these injectors performed satisfactorily
in the development work without requiring maintenance. A satisfactory answer to the injector durability
question can be derived only on the basis of actual
customer-type durability testing.
The durability of one key component, the spark
plug, is known to be relatively short. The erosion rate
of the gap is faster than normal due to the high ignition
energy supplied by the transistorized ignition system
and due to the relatively high electrode temperature.
Measures are available to reduce electrode temnra.
Sure by design and material changes in the spark plug
but these measres have not been tested in PROCO
engines, (iduction of ignition energy requirement

would also be helpful. However, lower ignition energy
requires lower EGR rates to avoid misfire, and of
course, reduce -EGR rates result in higher NOx
emissions.
The durability of the catalyst is also unknown. One

co.aiytst performed satisfactorily during the developr,,.nt work, but after 1500 miles it failed mechanically
due to inadequate mechanical support of the honeycomb structure. In later designs, more substantial support was provided but adequate test time has not been
accumulated on these models. The deterioration of
catalytic efficiency with extended mileage should also
be determined under the specific operating environment of the engine-vehicle system.
In addition to the durability of individual components, the functional performance of the entire system
must be carefully evaluated over a long period of customer type operation.

SUMMARY
Test data and experience with the 141-CID PROCO
experimental engine indicate:
a The PROCO system affords some unique methods

of emission control on piston engines.
" On the 141-CID experimental engine very low NOx
emission levels have been achieved at low mileage,
but when adjustments are set for very low NOx
emissions the engine becomes prcr c to occasional
misfire.
" HC and CO emission control to very low test levels
requires combustion control optimization, plus an
oxidizing catalyst, and possibly a low thermal Inertia
exhaust manifold.
" Emission control measures incorporated on the engine significantdy reduce the fuel economy from
that potentially obtainable with stratification, but the
fuel economy of the low emission L-141 PROCO
engine still compares favorably with that of the
L- 141 standard, carbureted engine.
" Vehicle drivability is good with low emission type
adjustments.
" Hardware durability and emission deterioration
characteristics of the PROCO engine system are
yet to be proven.
* A number of design features of the experimental
hardware are considered not feasible for volume
production. Development of production-feasible
design solutions has begun.
* Manufacturing and adjustment tolerances of the engine and its components have not been established,
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Present efforts are directed towards the following
objectives:

but appear to be sufficiently different from current
practice to require development before production
feaibility can beestablished.

" Further refinement of the combustion process.

" Emission control technology for large engines in
"ful-l4ze" vehicles is presently being developed but
the emission-control potential in such applications
has not been established yet.

" Development of PROCO system technology for V-8
engines and full size vehicles.
" Durability tests and development.

" Based on the evaluation of results described above,
Ford Motor Company selected the PROCO process
as one of four possible alternatives to develop in its
efforts to meet the stringent emission standards
promulgated in the 1970 December amendments to
the Clean Air Act.

" Tolerance requirement studies.
* Development of production-fe"ible solutions for all
components and for the overall concept.
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Mr. Rooums. Thank you very much for your statement. It has been
mostlelpul-and we-appreciate-what Ford Motor Co. has been doing
to date.
Mr. Kmos. If I understand correctly from the testimony yesterday
and today, sir, these four facts seem to come out: First, you don't think
you can complete the reduction to 90 percent by 1975 with the CO and
hydrocrbons.
Mr. JENSFN. I agree.
Mr. Kmos. Second, to even try to meet the costs, car prices would
group roughly $200 to $300.
Mr. JEisEN. I have quoted National Academy figures.
Mr. KyRos. Third, there may be 3 to 12 percent increased gas consum option.
Mr. JENSEN. Yes; if I may, I would like to comment on that for just
a second.
The National Academy figures were 3 to 12 percent. At Ford Motor
Co. our direction has been, by management policy, to achieve the standards specified in the law, and then try to gain back any loss in fuel
economy or driveability.
For example, we reported in January of last year our best emission
control system had a 27-percent loss in fuel economy. This year we have
reduced that loss to 10 percent on the same system. Our goal, obviously,
is, by the time any of these systems get into production, to make the fuel

penalty go away
Mr. Kmos. The first problem is not being able to meet the situation
economically; secondthe costs of autos; third, gasoline consumption,
and the fourth point-you made is, given the added year you have some
reasonable belief that you will come out with a device.
Mr. JENSEN. Yes, sir. Mr. Kmos. On what do you base your belief that ultimately in 1976
the added year will permit you to develop a better device?
Mr. JNSEN. There are two basic problems and I probably will be
oversimplifying. First, we have to have better durability so the customer won't have to continually maintain these control systems. This
is a goal we have to achieve.
Second, we have to get better mass production experience on some
of the components. Right today, for example, there is not a single catalyst manufacturer who is mas producing a catalyst unit.
The idea of installing catalysts within 1 year on the assembly line
when vehicles are coming off that line at the rate of one per minute

just terrifies us.
You would recognize that usually we put an innovation on-only one
of our product lines in Qrder to gain experience.
On this type of installation we would ordinarily like to work into
some mass production and get some experimental fleets going. At Ford
we had wanted to put catalysts in California on 1974 models. This is
no longer possible based on the present legal interpretations given by
EPA. The desirable practice of which I am talking would provide
data on durability and experience.
Mr. Kmos. In an attempt to get the device in the last year, if you
get the suspension of the requirements for a year, you have talked
about the difficulties in having a decision by July 1, 1972, because your
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assembly lines and subcontractors must be set up 2 or 3 years ahead.
Is that another parameter I
Mr. JsEN. No, I have to back up again.
At the present time we are running 52 cars at Ford Motor Co. for
50 000 miles for 1973 models and we started these last fall, the fall of
19h1. We have to start testing in the fall of 1973 for our 1975 models.
So, we really have 1 year-actually a year and 3 months-starting in
the fall of 1973 to get production samples available to put on those cars
to start Government testing.
We must run these 50,00 miles, Congressman Kyros, at low-speed
urban driving rates because the urban areas are where the air pollution is located. It takes a long time to run 50,000 miles.
So, the testing plus the production lead time results in the necessity
for a July 1, 1972, date for Government discussion.
Mr. Kimos. When you make all of these judgments you have talked
about this morning, do you consider at all the effects of any research by
the oil industry on your own planning?
What about their research in terms of gasoline?
Mr. JzNsEN. In 1967, Congressman, Ford Motor Co., first with Mobil
and then later with five other oil companies, joined together in emission research. Later four foreign automobile manufacturers joined us
in the interindustry emission control program to try to match up the
best hardware from the automobile companies with the best fuel from
the oil companies so we could build what we defined as a "smog-free"
car.
For this reason, I think, that perhaps, more than our competitors, we
have worked very closely with the oil companies to try to achieve a
mating of the fuel and hardware which we think is essential to reaching
the goals specified by Congress.
Mr. Kmos. In other words, you considered what they are going to
be doing at the same time?
Mr. JNsEN. In fact, we are working with them today. We started
with a 3-year program, it has been extended twice and we are still working with the hardware and the fuel in combination to assure that we
all come out at the same goal of a clean car.
Mr. Kyos. If you are able to state you cannot reach a 90 percent of
HO and CO in 1975, what figure will you have reached from 1970?
Will it be 85 percent, 80 percent, 88 percent?
Mr. JEzsEN. It will depend in part, as you might suspect fronr
testimony that was given yesterday and the National Academy report
with which you are familiar, on the kind of ground rules which are
spelled out by EPA.
Under the present interpretation of the law, I would assume we
could come very close, perhaps to 85 percent control from an uncontrolled vehicle or at least in that general range.
What we have not done, and this perhaps is an omission on our partwe do not have a fleet running to meet an intermediate goal. We have
gone "all out" to-meet requirements specified in the law for 1975.
We eventually will have to back off from our goal to the best achievable system. We don't know what that is and that is why I am being
vague
mn my response.
Mr.Kros.
What in particular was in the report by the National
Academy of Sciences to the Environmental Protection Agency?
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On page 47, figure 7-2, they show curves plotting the CO emissions
against the years. They showed both by the 1975 standard and the 1year suspension, the incremental difference at a superficial glance looks
very, very tiny, and the difference between what present controls are
and what you would achieve, is significant.
If they can plot curves like these and say you can reach the 90-percent figure, it seems to me you should be prepared to tell us how closely
you can come to the 90 percent.
Mr. JENsEN. I agree with you, Congressman, and certainly when
the EPA has publichearings this will have to come out.
As you- are probably aware, on January 7 we received some guidelines from the EPA which are complex and lengthy. We are assembling the data on that now. We are planning to start fleets of cars in
early February at Ford to try to get some feel for this because obviously it has to be made part of the public record in that proceeding.
Mr. Kymos. Thank you very much.
Mr. Roo as. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARrs. Mr. Jensen, have you experimented with different types
of engines other than your Proco engine?
Mr. JFmSos . Yes, sir; we are in mass production now on turbine
engines. I think we are the first automobile manufacturer to go into
mass production. We opened an engine plant in Toledo last August
and are producing turbine engines for industrial uses and will perhaps put these into heavy trucks or buses in the next few years as we
get all of the problems resolved.
We also have some other enterprises in different types of engine
propulsion.
If you are interested in specific questions, Dr. Carter, I will be glad
to answer them.
Mr. CArmTE Do you think the emissions from a turbine engine will
be more easily controlled ?
Mr. JENSpN. We are seeking to control three contaminants: Carbon
monoxide, hydrocarbons, anil oxides of nitrogen. We have to work
toward goals on all three emissions which would be acceptable for a
passenger vehicle. For example, we must control the oxides of nitrogen.
We must get that down to the levels specified in the law for 1976 and
certainly to those levels specified in the present regulations which are
effective for 1973 models. Second, we are attempting to find ceramic
material which can withstand hi h temperature
Both of these problems will have to be resolved. Yes, the oxides
of nitrogen contaminants are excessive since this contaminant is formed
because of high temperatures. We have yet to control oxides of nitrogen in the turbine. We have not yet done this, and I don't think anyone has. There is however an awful lot of work going into this effort
because we think it is of great importance.
Mr.- CARTEn. What about the Rankine vapor-cycle engine?
Mr. JmszN. I assume you are referring to a steam engine. Let me
give you some background. If you-put engineers on a project. you have
to get a group that is reall fie up to believe that their engine is
going to replace the internal combustion engine and every other automobile power system that we now see on the roads.
We have that type of a group of dedicated people on turbines. We
have that type of a group of dedicated people on electric cars. We
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did not happen to have that same dedication in-house at Ford in

respect to the steam car.

T therefore, we have made an arrangement with Thermal Electron
Corp. of Waltham, Mass., which makes smaller steam engines commercially. We have given them several million dollars for research and
development.
That company is convinced that steam is going to be the car of
the future. Our cooperative project is well underway and we are
working with them now to develop a workable steam car so we can
take a look at it.
Mr. CARTER. What about the Lear steam turbine?
Mr. JENSFw.We have no formal relationship with Mr. Lear. We
do keep in touch with him as well as the Paxby Corp. in southern California. They also work with steam cars. We thought Thermal Electron
had the most know-how because they were in the commercial business
of building steam engines. Certainly they had the most enthusiasm for
success as far as we could see. We are now tied up with them for this
ongoing program.
Mr. CARTER. You don't have too many pollution problems with the
steam turbine cars, do you?
Mr. JEzms.
It is awfully hard to measure comparable emission
levels because the only tests have been on warmed-up automobiles. If
you have a warmed-up internal combustion engine, the levels are
very low, too.
We do think the steam car has very low emission potential.
Mr. CArrm Are you familiar with the Wankel?
Mr. JLNsrN. Yes; Ford of Germany signed a-contract about 2
months ago with NSU so we could work on the Wankel. We think it
has potential for smaller vehicles but not necessarily for emission

Teau4pDresnt Japanese models have thermal reactors on them. We
feel from what we have seen that Wankel engines require the same
kind of control devices that we are now contemplating for the internal

combustion engines.
Mr. CARma. I notice that your Proco car has a fuel injection system. Do you have that on your other cars?
Mr. JENSzN. Yes, sir; we feel for 1975 we have to have either vastly
improved and different kinds of carburetion or fuel injection. We are
working on both systems.
On the Proco system, we are working with American Bosch to
obtain production samples to see if there is a potential for suitable
mass production.
As recall, the last time American Bosch delivered 20 samples, we
checked and found that 16 would give us the tolerances we needed in
Proco. We are of course very intereted however in working with fuel
injection very closely. Mr. CAwri- What cars that you produce now have the fuel iniection system?
Mr. JujszN. We have none in production -at the present time with
fuel injection.
Mr. CArlmI. Is this more economical of gasoline, the fuel injection
system ?

w09
Mr. JESE. You can apply it in various ways. Up until the present,
fuel injection has been mostly used for racing and high-performance
now researching fuel injection systems which control to a
ere
smaller tolerance level which will enable us to work for favorable
emission levels.
Mr. CAwrm. What about the fuel injection on the Mercedes?
Mr. JENSEN. I understand they have a fuel injection model. I
understand Volkswagen has it in one of their models.
Mr. CAr=. Don't all of those models use fuel injection
Mr. JENSEN. No; as far as I know, they have a combination of
carburetion and fuel injection depending on the models. You would
almost have to ask them.
Mr. CArmz. Isn't fuel injection standard on most foreign-made
cars and at a great saving of gasoline to the customerI
Mr. JENSEN. Dr. Carter, let's check and find out. We are in the
import car business, too, at Ford Motor Co. and we are using carburetion on our imports
(Testimony resumes on p. 316.)
(The following information was received for the record:)
Fmm INjznrxox Sysrms AvJ
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We at Ford have never found that the use of fuel Injection provided a great
saving of gasoline. We have found that with the exception of fuel injection being
offered on some Volkswagen models it is only available on a few foreign Import
vehicles all of which are the more expensive, high performance sport models. Attached Isa list of 1971 foreign import vehicle specifications which show the
vehicles using fuel Injection (see column heading "(arburetion"-FI denotes
fuel Injection.)
1 1971 Import Buyer's Guide.
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SPECIFICATIONS

-ENGINE-

Ln ne
Model
ALFA ROMEO
1750 Berlina
1750 Spider Veloce
1750 GTV
ASTON MARTIN
DOS V-8

Type

Bore
Location Strobe

114. dohc
114 dohc
114. dohc

Front
Front
Front

8Ox88 5
8OR8 5
80488 5

V-8, doht

Front

100R85

8lP
HDiplacement
Torque
0 RPM
• RPM

cu. i.

cc

106
106
108-

1779
1779
1779

135 0 5500
1350 5500
135 0 SS0

326

5340

Not Spec.

Comp.
Ratio

Carburton

Traft

137 f* 2900
1370 2900
137 0 2900

9 0:1
901
9.0:1

S ,ca FI
Speca rl
Spica F

5-t-"
5-sw.j
5-Spit

Not Spec.

901

Bosch FI

5-

AUDI
Super 90
100-LS

1L4,ohv
114. 01y

Front
Front

8 5x&4.4
8 5x84.4

107
107

1760
1760

10005200
1150 5500

1160 3000
1209 3200

V-8, •of

Front

104.1o99.1

412

6740

Not Spec.

Not Spec.

1600

1L-4,tonc

Front

84.071.0

96

1600

2002

14, sohc

Front

890%80.0

1213

2000

2500

IL-4. sohe

Front

86.072.0

152.2

2500

2800

IL-6, sohc

Front

80SO 0

170.1

2788

2800-CS

114, sohc

Front

860x80 0

170.1

2788

"-

4

10-2:1 1 Solex32TDIT slp
10.2:1 1 Sotex32TMIT 4-spd

BENTLEY
T Series

9.01

2 SU HR6

Ato

BMW
5800

1 Solex 38
4-Sod
POS
1 Solex 40
4-Sod.
PDISI
17006000 115.403700 9.01 2 Zenth 35140 4-Sod.
INAT
19206000 173.6 0 3700 9.0.1 2 Zenith 35/40 4-S0d
INAT
19206000 17360 3700 90.1 2 Zenith 35140 4-Sod1
INAT
969

113 0 580

910 3000 8.6:1

115.703000 8-5:1

CITROEN
D-Speial

IL-4. ob

Front

86085o.5

121.1

1985

0-21 Wagon

IL-4, ohv

Front

90.0x85.5

132.7

2175

117

11-4.ohy
1402

Front

90.0x85.5

132.7

217S

117 0 5750

1280 3000

8.81

Front

70X70

36.7

0-2

330 7000

310 4000

8.5:1

11.4.ohv
IL4. sohe
IL-6. sthe

Front
Front
Front

73.0x70.0
83.073.3
83.0073.3

71.5
97.3
146

1171
1595
2393

6906000
7003600
96 0 5600 1000 3600
150 0 6000 148 0 4400

9.01
8.5:1
9.0.1

V8. o1w

Mid

102.0a89.0

351

5763

2850 5400

370 413400 10.7:1

1 Autolte
DIOF.(A

4-Spd.

V-6 dohe

Mod

92.5x60.0

3 Weber
OCNF-6
6 Weber
40 DCN
3Weber
40 DFt

5-Spi.

DS-21 (and Psite)
Mehar

91 0 5750

106 0 3000

80:1

05750 1280 3000 8.75.1

1 Solex 34

4.Spd

1 Weber
DOE
I Weer
DOE
1 Soles

4-Sod.
4-Sod.
4-Spd.

DATSUN
1200
510
2406Z

1 Hitachli
4-Sl.
ljjtach
4-Sd.
2 H hitact 4-Sd.

DE TOMASO
Pentera

FERRARI
Dno 246-0T

148

2418

25 0 7600

192 0 5500

9.01

365 GT5I4

V-12. dohe Front

81x71

267.8

4390

39007500

365 # 550

93:1

365GT2+2

V-12 soh

Front

8171

267.8

4390

32006600

26705000

8.81

11-4. o1y

5-Sod.

S-Sod.

FIAT
850 $*den

Rear

6,0tx64.0

49.8

817

406530

43 * 3400

&881

850 Coupe

4

R.ar

65.06&.0

55.1

903

5506500

5104000

9.5:

850 S4fte

IL4. o

Rear

65 0x68.0

55.1

903

580 6500

51 0 4000

9.5:1

8s Racer

IL-4. ohv

Rear

65.0x68.0

903

58

6500

510 4000

91:1

124 Sports 1438

IL-4. dohe Front

80.0071.5

1438

96 0 6500

8204000

8.5:1

124 Sport

114, dohc Front

90.OxSO.0

1608

104 0 6000

9404200

8.5.1

.750 5000
1000 5600

960 3000
120 00

8.4:1

1M600

55.1
87.9

FORD
Calrm1600
Caeel 2000

18

IL-4, ott
IL.4. soh

Front
Front

81.077.6
91.0077.0

97.5
122

IS99
1993

/ "APO UYEWSOm
Gum71
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8.6 1

1 Weber
30 ICF
1 Weber
30 DCT 1
1 Weber
30 OCT 1
1 Weler
30 OCT 1
1 Weber
26134 DCF
1 Weber
26139 DCT

4-Sod

1 Auttole
1 Weber
32136 DFAV

4-Sod
4-wd,

4-Sod.
4-Spd
4-%d.
5110.
-SPS
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-DIMENSIONS-

--- HASSISSumpenlon

Front
Inn. Col
ind.Coil
Ind.
Col

Brakel

Rear

Front Rer

Live
Coil
LiveCoil
UveCoil

Ind.
Coil DeDion
Coil

Steering

Disc Disc
DiSC
Isc
Disc Disc
Disc

Wheel-

Trck ins.

base FrontRo

Recirc.Ball 101.2 52 1 50.2
Recirc.Ball 886 52.1 50.1
Recirc.Ball 92.5 51.6 500

Disc Rack& Pinion 1028

59.0 59.0

Length

OA(Ine.)

Width

Height

OA(I".)

(ins.)

172.8
161.1
1606

61.6
64.4
62.2

56.3
508
51.8

2440
2290
2290

180.5

72.0

52.2

3800

Weglht(ie.)

Ind.Coil BeamTors Disc Drum Rack& Pinion
980 52.8
Ind.
Coil BeamTores Disc Drum Rack& Pinion 105.3 560

520
56.1

173.8
182.6

64.0
68.1

572
56.2

2235
2435

Ind. Coil Ind.
Coil Disc

57.5

203.5

71.0

59.8

4900 (sedan)
4760 (coupe)
4700 (conv.)
2028

Disc

Ind.

Ind.

Disc

Drum

Ind.

Ind.

Disc

Drum

Ind.

Ind. Disc

DiSc

Ind.

Ind.

Ind,

Ind. Disc

DIsc

Disc
Drum

Recire.Ball 119.5 57.5

ZFworm
& roller
ZFworm
& roller
ZFworm
& roller
ZFworm
& roller
ZFworm
& roller

985

52.3 52.3

- 166.5

62.0

555

98.5

52.3 52.3

166.5

62.0

55.5

2080

1060

56.9 57.6

185.0

68.9

57.1

2866

1060

56.9 57.6

185.0

689

57.1

2954

103.3 56.9 55.2

183.0

65.6

53.8

2811

123.0

1905

705

58.0

196.5

705

58.0

2950

190.5

70.5

58.0

2855

138.9

602

60.0

1177

Ind.

Ind. Disc Drum Rack& Piion

Ind.

Ind.

Disc

Ind.

Ind.

Disc Drum Rack& Pinion

123.0

laid,Drum Drum Rack& Pinion

106.0

ind.

39.1 51.2

Drum RackI Pinion 123.0 59.0

Ind.
Col LiveL af Disc Drum Redrc.Ball
Ind.
ind. Disc Drum Recite.
Bel
Ind.
Ind.
Disc Drum Rack& Pinion

51.0

59.0 51.0

28-r4

90.6
95.3
89.9

488 490
50.4 50.4
53.3 53.0

152.0
162.2
161.3

59.6
61.4
63.6

53.1
55.1
49.1

1609
2130
2238

Ind.

Ind.

Disc Disc Rack4 Pinion 96.4

57.0 58.0

167.0

67.0

43.4

2860

Ind.

Ind.

Disc

Ind.

Ind. Disc

Ind,

Ind.

Disc

Disc Rack& Pinion

88.2

56.1 55.1

163.4

66.9

43.9

2500

Disc

94.6

56.7 56.0

170

69.4

47.0

2425

56.6 57.8

196.2

70.5

53.0

3570

Worm& Gear

Disc Worm& Gear 104.0

Ind.

Ind.

Drum Drum Screw& Sector 79.8

45.0 47.7

140.0

57.0

54.0

1475

Ind.

Ind.

Disc Drum Screw&Sector 798

45.6 47.7

143.7

59.0

51.2

1580

Ind.

ind. Disc Drum Screw& Sector 79.8

45.6 47.7

148.9

59.0

48.0

1640

Ind.

Ind. Disc

Drum Sc.irw& Sector 79.8

456 97.7

148.9

59.0

48.0

1640

Ini. Coil Ue Codi Di

Disc Worm& roller

89.8

53.0 51.8

162.3

63.0

49.0

2100

ind.
Coil U. Coil Disc

Disc Worm& roller 89.8

53.0 51.8

158.3

63.0

49.0

2100

Ind.
Coll Lv Leaf Disc DOm Rck & Pinion 100.8 53.0 52.0

1678

64.8

52.0

2135

Ind.
Cog LiveLeaf Disc Dnm Rack& Pinion 100.8

167.8

64.8

52.0

2185

53.0 52.0
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-ENGINEModel
HONDA
600

Engin
Type
IL-2. sobc

ore &
Location Sbraem
me"
Front

74.Ox69.6

c.

aispaceawt
n
cc

36.5

58

SIP
0 RPM

Tomue
0 RPM

360 6000

3204000

263 0 3000

Comp.
Ratio
8.6:1

Cauuretton

Traf

1 KeihGn

4--s'-&

JAGUAR
IL-A.dohc

Front

92.1x106.0

258

4235

245 0 5500

E Type 2+2

E Type

ILA,doh

Front

92.1106.0

258

4235

245 9 5500 263 0 3000

9.0:1 2 Stromberg
175 CO 2SE

4.Spd.

XJ6

IL-6, dohc

Front

92.1x106.0
--

258

4235

245 0 5500

2630 3000

9.0:1 2 Stromberl
175 CD 2SE

Auto.

VA.oi

Front

106.0s86.0

383

6276

330 0 4600

425 0 2900

10.0:1

1 Carter AVS
47325

370 DIN
0 7000
350 DIN
0 7000
350 DIN
0 7000
220 DIN
07800

30

275 04500

10.0:1
10.7:1

27504500

10.7:1

1660 5700

10.5:1

4 Weber
40IOA.3C
6 Weber
40ODCOE
6 Weber
4ODCOE
4 Weber
401DF-I

9.0:.1

2 Stromberg

4-Spd.J

175CD2SE

JENSEN
Interceptor

Auto. -

LAMOOMH4$
Miura $

V.12. dohe Central,
Trmns.
V-12, dohc Front

82x62

240

3929

Espada

82462

240

3929

Jbams

V.12. dohc

8262
-86x53

240

3929

150

2462

Urraco

Front

V8, sohe Central,
Trans.

0 5000

5-Spd.
5-Spd.
5-SPd.
5.Spd.

LOTUS
IL4, aty

Mad

77.0x4.0

96.5

1565

87 0 5750

870 4000

8.6:1

IL4, dohc

Front

82.5x72.7

95.1

1586

1100 6000

104 0 4500

9.5:1

GhbdM

V.8 dohc

Front

94.045.0

288

4719

330

5500

32504000

8.6A1

Indy

V-8 dohe

Front

94.Qa85.0

288

4719

330 0 5500

325 04000

8.8:1

220

IL4, olhc

Front

87.0x92.4

134

2197

1160 5200

142 03000

9.0:1

220 Diesel
250

ILA,
4.he
IL-A solv

Front
Front

87.092.4
85x.78.8

134
170

2197
2778

6504200
157 0 5400

960 2400 21.0:1
181 0 3800 9.0:1

2808

IL-A socl

Front

86.578.8

170

2778

1570 5400

181 0 3800

9.0:1

280 SE & SEL
280 SL
280 SE Coupe & Conv.
300 SEL 3.5
300 SEL 6.3
600

IL-6. sohc
IL-6. sohe
V-8, sohc
V-8. sohc
V-8. ufoh
V-8. sohc

Front
Front
Front
Front
Front
Front

86.5S78.8
86.5U78.8
92.05.8
92.Ox65.8
103.005.0
103.095.0

170
170
214
214
386
386

2778
2778
3499
3499
6329
6329

1800 5750
1800 5750
2300 6050
2300 6060
300 0 4100
30004100

193 0 4500
193 0 4500
23104200
231 04200
434 0 3000
434 3000

iL4, aim
IL4. ohv
114,•by

Front
Front
Front

71.041.0
80.3x89.0
80-3x49.0

77.8
110
110

1278
1789
1789

6206000
9205400
920 5400

VA8 ohv

Front

88.9x71.1

215

3628

1840 5200

Europa 82
El'

4

1 Weber
4-Spd.
32 DAR
2 Stromberg 4.Spd.
175 CO 2SE

MASERATI
4 Weber
40 DCNLS
4 Weber
40 rCNL

5-Spd.
S-Spd.

MERCEDES-BENZ

Midget Mk III
MGB
MoB 0T

4-Spd.

9.5:1
9.5:1
9.5:1
9.5:1
8.1:1
8.1:1

2 Solex
36140 P6I1
Bosch F.I.
2 Zenith
35140 INAT
2 Zenith
35,40 INAT
Bosch F.I
Bosch F.I.
Boscl F.I.
Bosch F.I.
Bosch F.I.
Bosch F.I.

72 3000
11003000
110 0 3000

8.6.1
8.6.1
8.81

2 SU HS 2
2 U HS 4
2 64 HS 4

4-spd.
4-stx.
4,sltd.

2260)3000

10.5:1

2543HS86

4-sd.

4-Spd.
Auto.
Auto.
Auto.
4-W8.
Auto.
Auto.
Auto.
Auto.

UORGAN
PlusS

OPEL
KMan

14. oh

5800

55 a440D
e

&0;1

1900

IL4,.ohc

' Front 75.o06.O
Front

93.0m:69

116

1897

900 5200

1110 3400

8.0:1

1900 Raly

1L4.sohe

Front

93.09.8" 116

1897

900 5200

111 0 3400

8.0:1

QT

IL4. sohe

Front

93.069.8

1897

90

6200

111 0 3400

8.0:1

304

IL4. soft

Front

76A.1710

74 03750

8.6.1

I Solex
PSI8A4

4-0 8.

504

I14, ot

Front

89041.0

1240 3000

8.4:1

1 Solx
32135 UIEA

4.epd.
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8.8

116

5
120

1
178'

6

1288

70 96100

1971

60

* 58M

1 solex

30 POS
1 Sol.x
32 DIDTA-4
1 Solex
32 DIDTA-4
1 Solex
32 DIDTA-4

4.spd_
440d.
4-spd.
44d.

-
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front
Rar

-DIMENSIONS--

Bre$
Front Rear

Steerig

Wheel- Track Ins.
base Front Rear

im
OA
(in.)

GA(ins.)

(Ifs.)

Wegt4(M1.)

125.0

525

52.4

1355

lad. Coal Beam Leaf Disc

Drum

Ind.Tors. Ind. Coil

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

98.0

500

50.0

175.3

65.2

48.1

3020

Ind.CoilInd.Coil

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

104.7

50.0

50.0

188.1

65.2

50.1

3320

lnd. Tors. Ind.Coil

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

1088

580

58.6

189.5

69.6

52.8

3720

Ind.Coil Uve Leaf

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

103.0

55.8

565

188.0

69.9

530

3695

984

55.5

555

171.6

69.2

41.5

3000

104.3 586

58.6

185.0

71.6

468

3262

Rack & Pinion

78.7

46 1 44.3

Ind.

Ind.

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

Ind.

Ind.

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

Ind.

lpd.

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

93.6

586

58.6

176.5

73 2

468

2821

Ind.

Ind.

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

96.5

57.5

57.5

167.3

69.2

43.9

2600

Ind.Coil Ind.Coil

Disc

Drum

Rack & Pinion

91.0

53.0

53.0

157

64

42.5

1460

Ind. Coil Ind.Coil

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

84.0

47.1

48.4

145

56

45.2

1630

Uve Leaf Ind.Coil

Disc

Disc

Recirc. Small 100.4

56.7

55.4

180.7

70.9

45.7

3365

Live Leaf Ind.Coil

Disc

Disc

Recirc. Ball

58.2

53.5

186.6

69.2

48.0

3465

Ind.Coil Ind.Coil

Disc

Disc

Recirc. Small 106.3

86.8

56.7

184.5

69.7

56.7

3070

Ind. Coil Ind.Coil
Ind.Coil Ind.Coil

Disc
Disc

Disc
Disc

Recirc. Ball
108.3
Recirc. Small 108.3

56.8
56.8

56.7
56.7

184.5
184.5

69.7
70.5

56.7
54.9

3150
3180

Ind.Coil Ind.Coil

Disc

Disc

Recirc. Ball

106.3

58.4

58.5

192.9

71.3

56.7

3370

Ind.Coil
Ind.
Coil
Ind.Coil
Ind.Coil
Ind.Coil
Ind.Coil

Disc
Disc
Disc
Disc
Dis.
Disc

Disc
Disc
Disc
Disc
Disc
Disc

Reclrc. Ball
Recirc. Ball
Recirc. Ball
Recirc. Small
Racirc. Ball
Racirc. Bell

112.2
94.5
108.3
112.2
112.2
153.5

58.4
58.4
58.4
58.4
58.7
62.5

58.5
58.5
58.7
58.5
58.5
62.2

196.8
168.7
193.1
1968
196.8
246.0

71.3
69.3
72.6
71.3
71.3
76.8

56.7
52.0
55.3
56.7
56.7
5.9

3425
3110
3700
3840
4070
6030

Ind. Coil Lie Leaf Disc
Ind.Coil Le Leaf Disc
Ind.
Coil Live Leaf Disc

Drum
Drum
Drum

Rack & Pnion
Rack & Pinion
Rack& Pinion

1560
2220
2220

Ind.
Coil LiveLeaf Disc

Drum

Cam & Peg

[ld. Coil Ind.Laal Drum

Drum

Ind.
Coll Ind.Coil

Disc

Drum

Ind. Coil
Ind. Coll
Ind.Coil
Ind.Coil
Ind. Coil
Ind.Coll

102.3

80.0 46.3 44.8
91.0 49.3 49.3
91.0 49.3 49.3

137.6
152.7
152.7

54.9
59.9
59.9

49.8
49.4
49.4

9e.0

49.0 51.0

152.0

58.0

49.0

Rack& Pinion

95.1

49.3 50.2

1616

63.5

54.4

1755

Rack &lion

95.7

52.4

52.0

164.6

64.3

54.5

2125

2005

Ind.
Coil Ind.Coil

Disc

Drum

Rack & Pinion

95.7

52.4 52.0

171.0

64.3

53.3

2175

WveLeaf nd.Leaf

Disc

Drum

Rack& Pinion

95.7

49A

50.6

161.9

62.2

48.2

2110

"id.LCoil Ind.
Coil

Disc

Drum

Rack & Plinio

101.9

52.0

4.6"

163.0

61.8

55.4

1920

177.0

66.5

57.5

2695

id.Co Ind.
Coil Dis

Drum Rak& Pinion 16.0 S6.S 53.5
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Model

-ENGINEBor & Deptafent
Engine
Type LocationStrokemm cu.In. cc

;CHE

BNP
0 RPM

-"'-,-~

Torque
0 RPM

PORS
914 HE
91416
911.T
911E
911-Slilyt-"

H 4, ohv
H6soh¢
H 6 shc
H 6 sohc
H 6 sohc

Mid
Mid
Rear
Rear
Rear

10
10

In 4, ohv

Rear

73.Ox77.0

78.6

1289

56 0 4600 - 70

In 4. ohv

Rear

70.0x72.0

67.6

1108

4804600

57 0 3000

16

In 4. ohv

Front

77.0x84.0

95.5

1565

700 5200

86 0 2500

161Automatic

In 4. ohv

Front

77.0ox89.0

95.5

1565

70 0 5200

86 0 2500

V-8, ohv

Front

104.1x99.1

6740

N.A,

Front
Front
Front
Front
Front

3.37x3 37

120.8

IL4,sohc
V-8,ohv
IL4,ohv
V-8.ohv

96 Sedan
96 Wagon
9t Sedan
Sonta

V-4,ohv
V.4,ohv
IL4, sohc
V-4,ohv

Front 90.058.9
Front 90.058.9
Front 83.5078.0
Front 90.0x58.9

104
104
104
104

1698
1698
1709
1698

73 9 5500
73 0 500
950 5500
730 5500

1204

IL4.ohv

Front

74.0x70.0

73.4

1204

620 5800

90.0x60.0
80.0x66,0
84.0x66.0
84.066.0
84.0x66.0

102
122
134
134
134

1679
1991
2195
2195
2195

85 0 4900 103 0 2800
12505800 131 04200
14205800 1480 4200
17506200 16004500
2000 6500 1640 5200

Comp.
Ratio Cadiuretlon Trh4.
-

8 2:1
Bosch F.I.
5spi-I
I
86:1 2Weber4O IDT 55tp
86:1 2 Zenith 40 TIN -sd i
5 sPd !
Bosch F.I.
9.1:1
5 si
I
Bosch F.I.
9 8:1

DIMA

AutomaUc

2300

4TiW "
1 So/ex
26132 DIDSA-10
Auto
1 Solex
26132 DIDSA-1O
4-spa 1 Solex
8.6:1
26132 DIDSA-8
EIc. Auto
1 Solax
8.6:1
26/32 DIOSA.8
8.5:1

8.5:1

ROLLS ROYCE
Silver Shadow

412

NA.

90:1

2SUHD8 .......

9.0:1

1 $U. HS-

8.0:1
8.0:1
9.0:1
8.0:1

IV Autolite
IV Autoltte
F.I.
IV Autolhte

4-sp.
4-19.
4-spd.
4-spd.

8.8:1

1 Solex
32 8tSA

4.s .

ROVER
"L4, sohc

2M Auto

2000 TC
3500S
Land.Rover
RangeRover

OYOTA

1978

99-0 5O0121 0 3600

3.37x3.37 120.8 1978 124 0 5500
3.50%2.80 215.0 3528 184 0 5200
77 0 4250
3.56x3.50 139.5
3.50x2.80 215.0 3528 156 0 5000

132
226
124
205

0
0
0
0

4000 10.0:1 2 SU HS8
3000 10.5:1 2 SUHS6
2500 7.0:1 1 Zenith tE
2 Zenith3000 8.0,1
Stromberg
CD25

87 02700
87 0 2700
98-3 3000
87 0 2700
65

3400

.s

4-spd
3-spit.
4-we.
4-spd.

--

71.1 1858 73 6000' 74.29 3800 9.0:1
75x66
1858 1080 5500 1170 3600 9.0:.1
S6x80 113
2253 1150 5200 1270 3000 8.8:1
138
75x85

Corolla1200
CoronaMKIt
Crown

1L4,sohv Front
tL4,ohv Front
IL6,sohc Front

TRIUMPH
SpitfireMK lIII
OT6+

IL4.ohv
1tL6,
ohv

Front 73.7x76
Front 74.776

79.1 1296
1998
122

TR-6

116.ohv

Front 74.7x95

152

VOLKSWAGEN
Beetle

2498

68 4P5500
9504700

720 3000
11703400

1040 4500

1420 3000

1-2V "
4.spd.
1 ASAN
1 AISAN 4 spd.

4-s.
2 SU AS 2
2 Stromberg 4-sod.
150 CP
8.5:1 2 Stromberg 4-slid.
175COSE
9.0:1
9.2:1

1 Solex

4-spd.

NO-4.ohv

Rear

85.5x69

96.66

1584

600 4400 81.7 0 3000 7.5:1

HO4, ohv

Rear

85.569

96.66

1584

600 4400 81.7 0 3000 7.5:1

-1 Solex

KarmannGhilaCoupeHO-4,ohv

Rear

B5.5?6

96.66 1584

6004400 81.703000

7.5:1

1 Solex

4-.pd

O-4,ohv

Rear

85.569

96.66

1584

6004400 81.703000

7.5:1

1 Solex

4-spd.

85.5x69

96.66 1584

1 Solex

4-spd.

1 $olex

4.tpd.

-. Super Beetle

VWConretlble

9-4eat Station Wgn. HO-4.ohv Rear

1584

600 4400 81.7 0 3000 7,5:1
6004400 81.7 0 3000

7.5:1

DeliveryVan

ohv
N-O4.

Rear

85.5x69

96.66

Typett1

ohv Rear
NO14.

85.5x69

96.66 1584

Sedan
Squareback

HO-4.ohv

Rear

85.5x69

96.66

411 FourDoor
411ThreeDoor

NO,4,ohv
O-4ohv

Rear
Rear

90x66
90x66

VOLVO
142,144,145
164

IL4,ohv
ohv
1L6.

Front
Front

88.9x0.0
88.9x800

121
182

1986 118 0 5800 123 0 3500 9.3:1
2982 145 0 5500 163 0 3000 9.3:1

1800 --

IL4.otv

Front 88.980.0

121

1966 130 0 6000 133 0 3500 10,51

GUIDE'71
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1564

102.5 1679
102.5 1679

4.spd,

65 0 4600 86.8 0 2800 7.7:1

BoschF.I.

4.spd.

7.7:1

BoschF.I.

4-spd.

85 5000 99.4 0 3500 8.2:1
850 5000 99.4 03500 8.2:1

BoschF.I.
BoschF.I.

4-spd
4.5spd

650 4600 86.8 0 2800

4.spd.
2 SUHIF
2 Zenith- 4.s-d
Stromberg
175CD2 SE
Bosch
F.I. 4-$-Pd,
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I
Suepeosn
Fren
Ind. Tots
Ind. Tots
Ind. Tos
Ind. Tots
Ind. Ton

-DIMENSIONS-

I.S g

Rea

Feast

Rear

Wheel. Trac in
basi
Front
r

Steerng

Lenth
OA (0M.)

Wth
0A (a)
65.0
65.0
63.4
63.4
63.4

48.0
48.0
52.0
52.0
52.0

He@ht
(is)

We*

()

Ind. Coll
Ind. Coil
Ird. Tors
Ind. Tots
Ind. Tots

Disc
Disc
Disc
Disc
Disc

Disc
Disc
Disc
Disc
Disc

Rack
Rack
Rock
Rock
Reck

& Pinion
& Pinion
& Pinion
& Pinion
& Pinion

96.4
96.4
89.2
89.2
89.2

52.6
53.6
53.6
53.6
53.8

54.1
54.4
52.8
52.8
53.0

156.9
156.9
163.9
163.9
163.9

Ind. Coil Ind. Coi

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

89.0

49.0

48.0

167.0

6.0

55.0

Ind. Coil Ind. Coil

Disc

Disc

Rack & Pinion

89.0

49.0 48.0

167.0

60.0

55.0

1840

Ind. Tots Ind. Ton

Disc

Drum

Rack & Pinion 105.6

52.8

50.9

168.4

64.9

57.3

2?70

Ind. Tontslid. Tots

Disc

Drum

Rack & Pinion 105.6

52.8

50.9

168.4

64.9

57.3

2365

|od. Coil lad. Coil

Disc

Disc

Recite. Ball

119.5

57.5

57.5

203.5

71.0

59.0

4690

Disc
Disc
Disc
Drum
Disc

Disc
Disc
Disc
Drum
Disc

Worm & Roller
Worm & Roller
Cam&Roller
Worm & Nut
Recirc. Ball

103.
103.0
103.37
88.0
100.0

53.37
53.37
53.37
51.5
N.A.

52.5
52.5
51.75
51.5
NA.

o00
60.0
660
64.0
N.A.

54,75
54.75
56.25
77.5
NA.

2793
2827
3184
2900
3800

4

1nd.
M Dion
Ind.
Do Dion
Ind.
De Dion
Live Axle lve Axle
, Live AxleLive Aide

Ind. Coil leamCoil
Ind. Coll BeamColl
Ind. Coil BeamColl
IndCollBem Coil
* Ind. Tonsind. TOn

Disc
Disc
Disc
Disc
Disc

Drum
Drum
Disc
Drum

Back& Pinion
Rtack & Pinion
Rack & Pinion
Rack & Pinion

Drum Rack & Pinion

98.3
98.3
97.4
64.6
99.2

480
48.0
54.7
48.5
53.8

178.5
178.5
181.0
142.3
176.0

48.0
48.0
54.7
48.5

165.4
169.3
171.4
154.0

51.6

155.3

62.2
62.2
66.0
590

58.0
58.0
57.0
47.0

62.0

57.4

2085
2195
2395
2395
2390
1905

20D
2100
2360
1765
2090-

Ind. Coil Ind. Coil Disc Drum
Ind. Coil Live Lea Ds Drum

Racirc. Ball
Recir. Ball

91.9
98.8

49.4
52.2

49.0
52.0

161.4
170.5

59.3
63A

54.1
55.3

1725.1805
2410

Ind. Coil Live Leaf Disc Drum

Recirc. Ball

105.9

53.9

53.9

184.6

66.5

57.7

2930

Ind. Coll Ind. Leaf Disc Drum Rack & Pinion
Ind. Coi Ind. Leaf Disc Drum Rack & Pinion

83.0
83.0

49.0
49.0

48.0
49.0

147.0
147.0

57.0
57,0

47.0
47.0

1680
1975

Ind. Coil Ind. Leaf Disc Drum Rack & Pinion

88.0

50.2

49.8

156.0

58.0

50.0

2360

Ind. Tots Ind. Ton Drum Drum

94.5

51.6

53.3

158.6

61.0

59.1

1807

95.3

54.3

53.3

161.8

62A

59.1

94.5

51.6

63.3

163.0

64.3

'."

94.5

51.6

53.3

15.6

61.0

59.1

1807

94.5

54.6

56.6

174.0

69.5

76.4

2888

94.5

54.6

56.6

174.0

69.5

76A

2567

94.5

51.6

53.0

170.9

63.2

57.9

2226

94.5

51.6

53.0

170.9

63.2

57.9

2282

98A
984

54.7

179.2
179.2

64.9

54.7

52.8
52.8

64.9

58.5
58.5

2425
2469

53.1
53.1

53.1
53.1

182.7
185.6

68.3
66.3

5M.7
5M.7

2515
2940

51.6

61.6

171.3

66.9

50.4

2535

Ind. Coil Ind. Tots Drum Drum
Ind. Tots Ind. Tors Disc Drum
Ind. Tos Ind. Tots

Disc Drum

Ind. Tots Ind. Tots

Disc Drum

Ind. Tots Ind. Tor

Disc Drum

Ind. Tors Ind. Ton Disc Drum

Worm &
Roller
Worm &
Roller
Worm &
Roller
Worm &
Roller
Worm &
Roller
Worm &
Roller
Worm &

Ind. Tors Ind. Tots

Disc Drum

Ind. Coil Ind. Coil
Ind. Coil Ind. Coil

Disc Drum
Disc Drum

Worm &
Roller
Recitc. Ball
Recite. Ball

Ind. Coil Lie Coil
Ind. Col LiveCoil

Dic
Disc

Ind. Coll Live Coil

Disc Disc Worm & Roller

Disc Worm & Roller 103.1
Dis Worm & Roller 106.3
96.5

_

1918
----

18
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Mr. CARTER. I know that some of those cars you stated do have
fuel injection systems. It is my understanding they are much more
economical users of gasoline, and I am one who believe very much

that we should certainly produce care of that nature.

B producing cars which use gasoline so heavily, we have absolute, i
e, forced our people to buy foreign-made cars.
Of course, lately, we are entering that field and we are competing
now and I am glad to see that. Of course, we have to think of the
future, too, in the use of gasoline continuously.
Mr. JExsEN. I am not an expert on the extent of natural resources
that are available. We have people in our company who are looking
down the road to the future. I am in the emission field. It will be
delegated talk to the people involved in our company in that work
and submit information for the record.
Mr. CARTER. I would- certainly like to see an evaluation of that
since large motor companies, such as Ford, should b3 forward-looking. It we become dependent on foreign nations for petroleum we
be in a very, very sad position.
Mr. JEnsEN. We will be glad to try to supply you with some
information on that subject.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you.
Testimony resumes on p. 320.)
he following information was received for the record:)
STATEMENT iN Rs
srur

To Womw PTnOLEtUm Rzssvrs

"Future Petroleum Provinces of the United States," by the National Petroleum Council, Washington, D.C., July 1970, may be the source of the statement
in the hearing-in respect to very limited future supplies of petroleum. This is
only indirectly relevant to the question of the world supply, since it addresses
specifically the reserves In the United States and it does not consider other
sources of hydrocarbons such as oil shale, tar sands, solid hydrocarbons, and
coal. Some of the people familiar with this study, such as Mr. L. A. McReynolds,
Director, Petroleum Products and Environmental Conservation, Phillips Petroleum Company, and Dr. C. E. Moser, Director of Research Planning, Fuels,
Texaco, Inc., have indicated that these other resources are probably huge compared to those of liquid crude petroleum; but the National Petroleum Council
did not include them since the practicality of their future recovery depended
on Government policies and environmental considerations which cannot be
assessed at the present time.
Moreover, it is generally accepted that the petroleum resources in the United
States are only a small fraction of the total world reserves. For Instance, of
the known recoverable petroleum reserves only approximately sixteen percent
are in the United States (U.S. Office of Science and Technology, 1965, "Energy
R&D and National Progress," Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office). It appears that the United States' fraction may be even lower if one
included also the probable but as yet undiscovered reserves and also petroleum which may lie-beneath the ocean floor beyond the continental shelves.
Therefore, It Is clear that the ultimate petroleum potential of the world, including alternate sources of hydrocarbons, must be at least one order of magnitude greater than the estimate of the National Petroleum Council for the
United States of 432 billion barrels (see attachment). On the basis of most
estimates of future energy consumption (see, for Instance, "Energy R&D and
National Progress," loo. oit.), on a worldwide basis, the petroleum resources
together with resources of other fossil fuels easily convertible Into liquid bydrocarbons should suffice at least until the middle of the next century.
This view represents the consensus of numerous studies which have been summarized recently by V. E. McKelvey ("Mineral Resource Estimates and Public
Policy," AmerIoan Soentist, vol. 60, no. 1, pp. "2-40,January-February 1972).
A much more pessimistic outlook may be gained on careless reading of another
recent study by the National Petroleum Council ("U.S. Energy Outlook, An
Initial Appraisal, 1971-1985," Washington, D.C., July 1971). This Is due in
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part to a consideration of the resources and needs of the United States alone,
rather than of the total world. Secondly, this study assumes no changes in Government economic and environmental policies. It is claimed that changes in
these policies woUld be required to make it economically feasible to utilize a
good fraction of the United States resources. Mr. L. A. McReynolds, (see above)
indicates that a second study by the National Petroleum Council, to be published in July 1972, will show that with some modest modifications in Government
policies the prospects for availability of petroleum in the U-nited States would
remain quite favorable for a relatively long time, probably in-to the next century. Probably the statement at the Congressional "Oversight Hearings" was
misinterpreted. Various studies have indicated not that the world has only
a ten-year supply of petroleum, but rather that with present economic and
political conditions the United States will be subjected to a severe petroleum
shortage within ten years.
SUMMARY OFFORECAST PETROLEUM AVAILABILITY IN THE UNITED STATES ,
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study the entire United States, including the continental shelf and
slope, was examined by experienced petroleum geologists in the search for areas
with petroleum potential, however remote. The petroleum geology of the chosen
areas was described in the detail considered adequate, or in the detail permitted by available data.
One hundred and forty-one geologists participated in the project, 11 of whom
coordinated the study in the 11 regions (Figure 1). The report contains an enormous amount of unpublished pertinent data, all directed to appraisal of the
Nation's petroleum resources. The potential of each region was assessed qualitatively, and in part quantitatively. The completeness of thie report and the
ideas and opinions expressed should provoke alternate ideas and opinions leading
to more exploratory activity and more discoveries.
The more important observations are as follow.
The prospective basinal area of the United States covers approximately 8.2
million square miles; 1.8 million onshore, 0.9 million continental shelf, and 0.5
million continental slope. Alaska alone covers 940 thousand square miles; &5
thousand onshore, 580 thousand continental Shelf, and 275 thousand continental
slope.
Mistimated cubic miles of sedimentary rock above basement 1 or 80.000 feet
total 6.0 million; 8.4 million onshore, 1.6 million continental shelf, and 1.0 million
continental slope. The totals for Alaska alone are 1.4 million cubic miles; 0.2
million onshore, 0.8 million continental shelf, and 0.4 million continental slope.
In addition, large structurally complex areas of thick sedimentary rocks bor-
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dering parts of the basinal areas, and some scattered smaller hias, are considered to be prospective but of secondary importance.
None of the 11 regions has been adequately explored. Extensions to old fields
and discovery of new fields at conventional depths and deeper are forecast for all
regions. The Atlantic, Florida, and Alaska continental shelves, and the entire
continental slope, barely have been touched by drilling, and other prospective
areas and depths on land and the continental shelf remain largely unexplored.
Many high-potential areas are indicated by the geology and extent of exploration,
particularly in part. 'f Alaska, California, Oof6rado, Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, and Wyoming. The
future of the area east of the Mississippi River and north of the -Gulf Coast
province is particularly dependent on deeper discoveries in the older Paleozoic
rocks, prospects of which are considered to be favorable. A high percentage of the
new petroleum confidently foresmen on land will be found in stratigraphic, combination stratigraphic and structural, and complex sLructural traps.
Estimates of potential crude oil reserves of the basinal area only, and-exclusive
of known reserves, range from 227 ("probable" and "possible") to 486 (including
"speculative") billion barrels of oil-in-place or from 59 to 112 percent of end of
1968 estimates of proved oil-in-place. The potential probably exceeds the medium
estimate of 332 billion barrels of oil-In-place.
Estimates of potential recovery of crude oil range from 74 to 141 billion barrels,
averaging 107 billion barrels at known rates of recovery of the oil-in-place; from
96 to 185 billion barrels, averaging 140 billion barrels at a recovery rate of 42
percent; and from 186 to 262 billion barrels, averaging 199 billion barrels at a
recovery rat eof 60 percent.
Estimates of potential natural gas reserves of the entire country furnished by
the Potential Gas -Committee range from 595 ("probable" and "possible") to
1,227 trillion cubic feet (including 'speculative") or from 94 to 194 percent of
end of 1968 estimates of ultimate recovery of known fields. The potential probability exceeds the median estimate of 911 trillion cubic feet.
The ultimate petroleum potential of the United States including known reserves and past production, and assuming median estimates of potential and 60
percent recovery of 720 billion barrels of oil-in-place, may exceed 432 billion
barrels of crude oil, 1,548 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and 49 billion barrels
of natural gas liquids. The amounts that will be discovered are not ventured, but
if discovered and produced, future production of crude oil would be 846 billion
barrels (4.0 times past production) ; future production of natural gas would be
1,195 trillion cubic feet (8.6 times past production) ; and future production of
natural gas liquids would be 38 billion barrels (8.5 times past production).
1 Basement is defined as an underlying complex of unattractive rocks beneath the sedimentary sequence.
The trend in the last decade of devoting a declining percentage of producing
revenue to finding and developing production of crude oil and natural gas has
resulted in a drastic decline in exploratory and development drilling which
together with deemphasis of the onshore of the conterminous United States is
inimical to the development of the country's enormous petroleum resources.
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IGUcfl .- Regional Boundaries (Reg. I-Alaska and Hawaii; Beg. 2-Pacific
Coast States; Reg. 3--Western Rocky Mountains; Reg. 4-Eastern Rocky
Mountains; Reg. 5-West Texas and Eastern New Mexico; Reg. 6-Western
Gulf Basin; eg. 7-Mideontinent; Reg. 8-Michigan Basin; eg. u-Eastern
Interior; Reg. 10-Appalachians; Reg. 11 -Eastern Gulf and Atlantic Coast)

FIGU

2.-Prospective Areas of Conterminous United States
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Mr. Roo ms. Mr. HstingsI

Mr. HASTINGS. Does each of those vehicles depend upon catalytic
fuel?
Mr. JENSN. Yes sir.
Mr. HASTINGS. Ahat is the most promising of the four approaches
that Ford Motor Co. has taken, in your judgment?
Mr. JENs N. The lowest emission levels that we have achieved are
on the last two I mentioned-the program combustion engine and
the lean-burn. Both of these at low mileage meet the 1976 requirements.
Mr. HASTINGS. Could they be attained by 1975 or 1976? Would
that also be true?
Mr. JENSEN. -We have more production problems to work out on
those two than we do on the first two.
Mr. HASTINGS. Although thdy may be the most promising, they may
be further down the line in meeting the required dates for emission
control?
Mr. JENSEN. Exactly.
Mr. HASTINGS. I am not sure I know where thnt leads us.
Mr. JENSEN. We are faced with the same quandary.
Mr. HASTINGS. Does Ford Motor Co. share with General Motors
the opinion that the fuel companies will have to make some drastic
revisions in fuel to meet these standards? General Motors has so testified that high volatility of fuel will be required to meet a standard
by 1975 if they get the 1-year suspension.
Do you join in that?
Mr. JENspN. No, sir, it must be tied into some special General Motors
hardware. We are running all of our test cars on commonly available
lead-free fuel, not any special type of fuel with special volatility.
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Mr. HASTnos. Ford Motor Co. is saying they will hopefully improve
their standard to meet the standard by 1976 but not 1975.
Mr. JENSEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAmsINos. On this question of Proco, do you share the feelings
that Congress should reevaluate that across-the-board?
Mr. JNsEN. Yes, sir, I think, as you know, there is a tremendous
amount of research going into health effects of air pollution because of
the general public concern.
Congress has appropriated money to obtain facts in this field and so
have many State governments. I think there is an obligation for a1 of
us whether its the legislature, industry, or the administration, to continually reevaluate new research information as it becomes available to
see if we are doing the proper thing for the public welfare and the
public health.
Incidentally I attended the meeting which Congressman Veysey discussed, and I did not think that there was a general consensus that
present standards were completely arbitrary.
At least, as one participant, I did not gain that impression.
Mr. HASTInO. Have not read this letter from the oil company, but
you do not join the writer in indicating that there was a consensus?
Mr. JENsE.N. No, sir, as I just indicated, I think there should be a
continuing reevaluation. As new research becomes available, we should
continue to look at it but that does not mean that we should say no
progress is being made. By the way, I have not seen the letter either.
Mr. HASTINGS. In line with the San Clemente conference, since you
were there in attendance, was there any misapprehension on your part
that it was called by the University of California and Mr. Veysey and
not in fact the White House and the administration?
Mr. JENsEN. I checked and found there was no connection. I talked
with Dr. Jim Pitts who is head of the Air Pollution Research Center at
the University of CAlifornia at Riverside. If there were problems he
clarified the matter for me.
We are professional colleagues and we are in periodic conversation.
I cannot speak for the others in attendance, but certainly I was not
confused because of the place where the meeting was held.
Mr. HAsTINos. Thank you very much, Mr. Jensen.
I have no further questions.
Mr. Roosms. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CArrzL I just want to compliment the gentleman on his presentation. I think it was quite scholarly.
•
I know Ford picks 'highly intelligent people to appear here and I
congratulate him again on his statement.
Mr. Roozns. Do you know if any recommendations came out of the
meeting in California that you attended Mr. JENSzN. No, sir.
Mr. Rooims. Were there any determinations of basic finish
Mr. JxszN. The University of California, Mr. Chairman, had about
10 or 12 young staff people and I presumed they were graduate student& They wrote down what they thought either was a consensus
or the pros and cons. There are controversial issues as you pointed out.
That text in rough draft form was circularized. I sent my copy back,
I think, thealay before yesterday. I did not agree with some of the
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items that they summarized as being a consensus. As I recall, however,
there were no specific recommendations.
Mr. Rooms. Do you have a copy of that?
Mr. JENSEN. I can certainly make one available.
Mr. ROGERS. That would be helpful for the record.
(See "Summary of discussions at the Motor Vehicle Air Pollution
Conference, Western White House, San Clemente, Calif.--January
13-14, 1972," p. 261, this hearing.
Mr. RooEss. I also presume you were there when the chairman was
talking about the Clean Air Act and categorized it as resulting in
"overkill".
Mr. JENSEN. There was a discussion on the part of the California
technical people who were there-the air pollution control official
from Los Angeles-the Southern Automobile Club executive vice
president and general manager-about the "over-kill" on carbon
monoxide.
I don't know if it was Mr. Veysey or one of the State legislators
that talked about the "over-kill," but my recollection of that type of
phraseology was specifically addried to carbon monoxide.
The Caifornia standards for carbon monoxide for 1975 which they
adopted September 15 of 1971 called for 24 grams per mile as the
standard for carbon monoxide in California. The 90 percent reduction
specified in the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 call for 3.4 grams
per r.ile, so you can see there is a wide difference.
The Los Angeles air pollution control officer stated to this group
that he felt they could get clean air -with no health problems in California with the California standards rather than the Federal standards. This "over-kill" phrase grew out of that kind of statement with
respect to carbon monoxide.
Mr. RoGErs. Were you advised that the Justice Department would
permit such a meeting before you attended?
Mr. JENSEN. We were very much concerned about this, so our office of
general counsel contacted the Justice Department to assure that they
would be represented.
I have J. M. MacNee III, from our office of general counsel who, I
think, contacted the Justice Department.
Mr. RoozS. Tell us quickly on that. Identify yourself, please.
Mr. MAcNEE. My name is James MacNee, Mr. Chairman, of Ford's
office of general counsel. Actually, I called a lawyer in Chicago and
asked him to call Mr. Hernacke, the individual who Mr. Veysey indicated would represent the Antitrust Division.
I did so because Mr. Hernacke formerly served with the Chicago
office of the Antitrust Division.
We wanted to be sure the Antitrust Division would be there in
something more than an observer capacity. The phone call was made
to assure ourselves that Mr. Hernacke would in fact intervene if any
thing appeared to him to be amiss:. We received such an assurance.
Mr. JxN5FNS.
He made an opening statement. He never intervened
while I was there, but he made a very cogent opening statement about
the ground rules in respect to exchange of technical information.
Mr. Roomrs. Did they discuss anything about getting the lead out
or the oil companies entering that discussion?

-
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Mr. JzNsm. Yes, sir, the item you mentioned was on the agenda.
Du Pont and Ethyl were there and they engaged in a discussion about
what available data would show.
I don't think there was any conclusion on that part of the discussion.
Mr. Rooms. So far as you know, there are no basic conclusions from
the meeting at all?
Mr. JzNszN. That is correct.
Mr. Rooms. It was just a get-together.
Mr. JENsi. There was a great deal of public technical information discussed. The conflicting points of view were brought out during' the exchanges but certainly there were no conclusions reached.
The summaries would indicate two sides to many of the questions as
I just pointed out.
Mr. Rooms. Was there any discussion as to how you can actually
meet the 1975 standards or just ways why you could not?
Mr. Jzxsrx. There is a certain prejudice in favor of its own standards in any State government as you recognize, Mr. Chairman. The
State officials asked the car companies, "Do you think the California
standards are more attainable than the Federal standards ?"
Mr. Rooms. They are weaker.
Mr. JExsi&N. The obvious answer I would have to give, or anyone
from the automobile companies would have to submit would be in

the affirmative.

Mr. Room. This is what I thought was the intent of the meeting not
togo with the roughest standards and I can understand that.
I notice you say you spent about $130 million in this past year on
air pollu t ion
mr. JrZNsrN. Yes, sSir.
Mr. Rooms. What is your budgeted item for this year?
Mr. Jzmszx. If I could, I would prefer to submit that for the record
primrily because we are pulling it together now for the suspension
hearing at EPA.
(The following statement was received for the record:)
This information Is now being developed and audited for presentation to EPA
at-their request. When it is forwarded to them we will forward the correct infor-

mation to this committee.

Mr. Rooms. It would be more or lesq, basically.
Mr. JzsEN. It is bound to be more. We testified before this committee in 1969 that our research and development effort on emissions
was approximately $88 million. In 1970 we told you it was approximately $68 million. Today I mentioned $132 million for 1971. Every
year tie amount increases.
Mr. Rooms. That is interesting because General Motors is going
down. They had $300 million and went down to $225 million this year.
I wondered if that was the pattern in the industry.
Mr. J.Ns.N. It certainly has never happened at Ford.
Mr. Rooms. I understood you to say you have 3,000 people working
on it. Is that the equivalent or actually 3,000 people?
Mr. JzNsrN. I think it is the equivant. I had better answer that
one later for the record. As you can tell, I am more of an emission
expert than a finance expert.
Mr. Rooms. I do not mean to pin you down. We would just like to
have that information for the record.
(The following statement was received for the record:)
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This information is also being developed and audited for presentation to EPA
at their request. When it is forwarded to them we will forward the correct
Information to this committee.

Mr. RoGss. Do you know the overall amount of business Ford does,
about the range of it ? You don't have to be exact.
Mr. JENSEN. Let me ask our lawyer.
Mr. MACNEE. Sales are approximately $14 billion.
Mr. RoGERS. What were profits?
Mr. MAcNEP. I am sorry, I should know the answer, but I don't.
Mr. RoGrs. Would you let us have that, please?
(The following information was received for the record:)
FosD MoTon COMPANY PROFITS Fos

1971

Profits for 1971 were $657 million.

Mr. RooRts. What did you spend annually on style changes, would
you say ? Can you give us an estimate of that?
Mr. JNSEN. I can't now. I can see if the information is available.
Mr. RoGERs. Would you, please?
(The following statement was received for the record:)
I regret that the information requested is not available.

And how many men are assigned to this phase of the work.
I just read this past week the auto industry spends $1.7 billion on
style changes. Would you think this is possible That is all of the industry.
Mr. JRNsrx. You are talking to someone who is completely ignorant
on the subject.
Mr. MACNF& I might add, Mr. Chairman, the so-called annual style
chanA are becoming less and less frequent, certainly at Ford Motor
Co. To try to give you a figure on style changes would be most difficult.
Mr. Rooram. 1 think your accountants can break that down very
quickly for your stockholders.
Mr. McNx We have to factor in the tyle changes and some of
the style changes are necessitated and occasioned by such tbings w
safety and damageability.
Mr. RooFs. I realize safety might require it, and comfort, but if
you could give us a figure, I would appreciate it. I think it wao Life
magazine that got that information somewhere. If Life can get it,
maybe you can let the Congress have it.
There is a reason for this. It seems to me if we can get the industry to come to some agreement, perhaps we could pass a law to protect you so that no one would have to make a style change. I think the
public would accept it if we could keep costs down.
If we could save $1 billion $700 million, all of that could be spent
on emission control and safety standards.
We would appreciate a figure on that for the record.
Mr. RooERs. What do you think is the most difficult problemdurability?
Mr. JENszN. Durability has proven most difficult.
Mr. RoGmrs. You have accomplished the 1975 goals in some of your
testing vehicles?
Mr. J s .N. 1975 and 1976, yes, sir; at low mileage points.
-
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Mr. Roorm. You have shown it can be done. It is a question now of
how long you can maintain that; for instance, with your catalytic
converter.
Mr. JpNszi. Yes, sir.
Mr. Roorms. The Academy of Sciences says there is no problem up
to 25,000 miles. One of the manufacturers of the catalytic converters
said they could really make them last longer than that but they didn't
want to warrant them longer than 25,000 miles.
Mr. JENsEN. That particular catalyst manufacturer, I assume it was
Universal Oil Products, has given us new units. In fact, I called today
to check on the current status.
They gave us four units yesterday afternoon. We will put -them on
test and take a look at them.
Mr. RoGES. The Academy of Sciences says it is not that it cannot
be met-it can be met if we average emissions of the polluting vehicle,
if we do require the availability of fuel which would be lead-free and
mayb a couple of other items which the oil industry says it can do in
14 and if you would provide that the catalyst only has to have a life
of 25,000 miles.
Now, under those conditions they have said this has been proved out.
This is the National Academy of Science Report.
Mr. JzszN. I recognize that They said it is possible if these conditions were put into effect. You have indicated an accurate reflection of
their statement.
We have not had that kind of success on all engines at 25,000 mile
durability.Obviously, the National Academy of Sciences would not misrepresent the case. From ourexperien-ce I find their optimism hard to believe
but maybe some of our competitors have had more success.
We are testing some 43 different catalysts at the present time and
hopefully we will arrive at the same kind of conclusion which they
did in the scientific report.
Mr. RoGmss. Let me ask you this: Do you guarantee any car that you
make for 5 years or 50,000 miles?
Mr. JEiNsEiN. No, sir.
Mr. Rooms. Do you guarantee any parts to last 50,000 miles or 5
years?
Mr. JzSzN. May I refer to my attorney?
He writes those warranties.
Mr. MAcNzz. No, sir; we do not.
Mr. Rooxs. Then I am wondering why we should require you to
guarantee 50,000 miles on this.
Mr. MAcNEE. We have asked the same question.
Mr. RoGss. I think we can solve it by allowing you to provide two
converters at the sale of the car, they get one in place and they get a
certificate and they can go to any dealer at the end of 25,000 miles and!
so forth and imake a requirement to have your dealer send them a little
tag, come in and change it and we have solved the whole problem and
can meet the standards.
Do you understand that?
Mr. MAcNEE. I understand Mr. Jensen to say that our data does not
support that assumption; the existence of an effective catalyst for 25,000 miles.
Mr. Roomzs. The National Academy of Sciences says that. If you
don't have the data maybe we can talk to General Motors about that.
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Maybe Justice will agre to let everybody send out a man to talk and
send everybody around and let everybody have access.
You would not object. to that type of approach, would you?
Mr. MACNEE. No, sir.
Mr. Roo.as. I think we ae.making progress.
I realize there are problems but Ido think it is very encouraging
and I think the National Academy of Sciences report is most encouraging where they say it can be done but the only problem is the durability item.
As long as we average the emissions and as long as we have the fuel
and the fuel people told us yesterday they will produce whatever we
need by 1974 and they don't need any change in law.
Now, we are going to have to get EPA up here and ask them to let
you give two converters. If you cut down styling costs it won't cost
the public anything so we may have the whole solution that you have
brought to us right here.
I know you have been working and I think the auto industry should
be commended for what they are doingnow.
I am hopeful that something can be worked out so that we can go
ahead and meet these standards. I know you would want to, too, and
you would want to produce a product that you can stand by.
I stand on that position. I do think your testimony has been most
helpful. I-think you are really trying, and I think if we can get a
coul)le of these small points resolved on durability we can move right
ahead, and move into production soon-I would hope so.
But if you will furnish the necessary items for the record, it would
be very helpful.
Thank you very much for your presence here today.
Would it be convenient for the other witnesses to come back at
2p.m.?
Under those circumstances, since it is noon, the committee will stand
recessed until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the hearing was recessed to reconvene
at 2 p.m. the same day.)
AFTER RECESS

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., Hon. Peter N. Kyros
presiding.)
Mr. Kyios. The Subcommittee on Public Health and Environment
will come to order to continue our hearings on the oversight of the
1970 Clean Air Act.
Our next witness is Mr. Sydney L. Terry, vice president-safety and
environmental relations, Chrysler Corp.
The committee welcomes you and we are pleased to have you before us.
STATEMENT OF SYDNEY L. TERRY, VICE PRESIDENT, SAFETY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL RELATIONS, CHRYSLER CORP.; ACCOMPANIED
BY CHARLES K. HEINEN, EXECUTIVE ENGINEER OF MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
Mr. TERRY. We are delighted to be here today and to have the opportunity to discuss the Clean Air Act of 1970 with you. We believe
an oversight hearing at this time is particularly appropriate.
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The past year has been one of feverish activity in all fields of air
pollution research and control. Government, industry and the academic
community have contributed a great deal of new information which
was not available at the time the act was drafted. All this new data
must now be considered if jointly we are to make the best possible
recommendations to the American public for maintaining and improving the quality of our air.
As ;you may know, some of the most intensive work in the air pollution field has been in those areas which apply to the automobile and
its control. Although it is impossible in a"rief presentation-to cover
all of the data that have been developed by workers in the field, we
would like to indicate a few of the more substantive findings that may
apply to possible changes in the Clean Air Act. If you wish, we will
answer questions on the facts or on our interpretations. We are, of
course, as we alwovs have been, very happy to work with specific technical arms of your committee and explore and discuss the details of
-those things which we will mention today.
There are four general areas that we feel need particular comment:
1. The new findings concerning atmospheric measurements and
their correlation with the new information on health effects;
2. The results of our extensive experiments using available technology to meet the 197M-76 automobile emission standards;
3. The problems that we will face in implementing the durability
-and warranty provisions of the act and, importantly, the growing
awareness of what the various approaches w1l mean to the average
citizen; and
4. The general findings that the standards will have multibillion
dollar effect on the economy.
Let us begin with the first point-the new findings on atmospheric
measurements and the new data on health effects. As you know we
have made substantial progress in learning what is in the atmosphere
in the past year. As recently as a year ago there were very few atmospheric measurement stations for the types of gaseous emissions that
come from the automobile. During the past year a lot of stations then
under construction have been made operational bY the various States
and municipalities. As a result, we know more than when the act was
orignally drafted.
ame
of the results which seem to be emeri universally are best
summarizd by the November 1971 report o the California Air Resources Board entitled Air Quality and Emissions, 196&-70. The
Board states in the summary that air quality data from any one station
in an air basin are not adequate to represent the basin as a whole.
Similar results can be detected from observing the two- or threefold
variations in data taken simultaneously at various stations in the New
York City area.
The Coordinating Research Council report, CAPA 3-8 showed
how very difficult it can be to determine ambient levels when it
demonstrated that concentrations can vary by nearly 100 percent from
one side of the street to another; and even at the same spot, recorded
concentrations can vary substantially in a matter of minutes. This
has very important implications to some of the assumptions that we
have made in establishing emission values. What this means simply
is that the recorded concentrations do not necessarily tell us the actual
ambient-levels.
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To establish standards that protect the health and welfare, we have
to know what effect present levels--whatever they might be-have on
the general population- For example, as you may know, the primary
effect of one pollutant, carbon monoxide, is to react with the blood to
form carboxyhemoglobin, and reduce the body's oxygen supply. If
the carboxyhemoglobin reaches too high a level, it obviously impairs
a person's abilities and even threatens his life. Everyone has at least
a carboxyhemoglobin level of about 0.7 percent-the result of the
breakdown of the tissues in the body. Smokers have carboxyhemoglobin levels of 5 percent, which, of course, is over seven times the
minimum or even more, because of the high concentration of carbon
monoxide in cigar and cigarette smoke. Yet, as Dr. John Schulte of
Ohio State once observed, they move about in the world without any
visible impairment. It is interesting to note that the CO blood level of
smokers goes-down if they stop smoking even though they are in
crowded downtown areas.
Right now, in another research study, which is also a CRC project,
researchers are analyzing the carbon monoxide concentrations in the
blood of 47,000 people to identify effects of exposure to ambient
carbon monoxide. The readings are, of course, in terms of carboxyhemoglobin. Although all 47,000 have not yet been analyzed, Dr.
Richard Stewart, the director of the project, reported in a speech in
Miami on November 13, 1971, on over 21,000 results. The findings are
shown on chart I, to which I invite your attention.
CHART I
NONSMOKERS-CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR14CITIES

Number of samples .....
Mean
..................
Standard deviation ......

Number of samples....
Mean
..................
Standard deviation ......

Milwaukee
No. 1

Detroit
No. 2

Miami

603
1.30
.60

596
1.34
.52

282
1.38
.69

Milwaukee
No. 2

Seattle

Detroit
No. I

225
1.51
.80

600
1.56
.58

615
1.58
.69

District of
Columbia

St. Louis

New York

675
1.40
.45

931
1.43
.61

San
Francisco New Orleans

Alaska

839
1.3
.61

664
1.65
.57

161
1.72
.59

105
1.75
.68

Hawaii
517
1.45
.56
Chicago
417
1.88
.61,-

As you can see, the findings are that people exposed to actual carbon monoxide in the atmospere, as we find it today, do not accumulate more than 2 percent carboxyhemoglobin in their blood and that, of
course, is well below the level of millions of smokers. It is also well
below the level of any effect of any kind that any laboratory study
has shown.
What this study tells us once again isthat the person is exposed to
a wide number of concentrations. Since readings vary greatly from
station to station, there is no way of accurately measuring the true
exposure by a single station. All this strongly supports the thought
voiced by the California people that a characteristic of an atmosphere
in a city has to be based- on a number of measurements in that city.
Unfortunately, at the time the ambient air quality standards were
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proposed and the Clean Air Act was written, this information was
not available.
As a result, the most conservative approach was to take the highest
readings available at any single station, translate these into probable
carboxyhemoglobin readings, and set the standard on this basis. It was
the only gage we had. It now appears that this approach overstates the
actual exposure risk-and by a considerable margin.
The information being developed by Dr. Stewart is very hearteningin that it indicates that at the present time we have not raised the
carbon monoxide level in the environment of our cities to the point
at which any physical effect has been shown.
In light of this new data, perhaps we should look again at the
earlier conclusion, based on spot experiments, that pollution levels in
our cities were well in excess of levels that have an effect on human
health.
In this connection, one of the very interesting results of the California report mentioned above and one which as you can tell imagine
is very gratifying to us in the automobile industry, is that from 1965
there has been a continuing drop in carbon monoxide in both San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
We predicted this. Because of our continuing improvement in new
cars, the carbon monoxide level coming out of the new cars has substantially decreased. Also as new cars replace older cars the CO level
decreases. So this was the prediction hoped for.
I am sure you have seen chart II but- I invite you to look at it
nevertheless. Chart II shows that emissions from automobiles are now
decreasing at an increasing rate and even though further standards are
not implemented which is an assumption made when this chart was
drawn would continue to decrease until at least 1980.
Our analysis of these facts indicates that there is an adequate factor
of safety as far as CO is concerned and that the factor is increasing
steadily,
How these findings on the relationships between single station
measurements and human effects are to be interpreted in connection
with the other vehicle emissions is not yet clear. hey are more complex because they react with each other to form secondary products,
whereas CO does not. Studies are underway, and certainly some of the
information on CO will apply. I am sure this is a subject you will
want to carefully consider as you discuss any possible improvements
in the Clean Air Act.
The second major area I would like to comment on concerns the
results of experiments to meet the 1975-76 standards. As you know,
this has been a year of great progress, but nevertheless disappointing
in the field of control devices. Perhaps the best summary of the situation is found in the report of the National Academy of Sciences which
was discussed with you yesterday. The Academy concluded that the
technology necessary to meet the requirements of the clean air
amendments for the 197 model year light-duty motor vehicles is not
available at this time. It went on to point out that if several major
modifications in requirements were made, it might be possible or
some of the larger man' facturers to meet the numbers.
77-18 o-72-2---22
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We will address ourselves to these modifications a little bit further
in the statement, but first let us review Chrysler's experience with
the- various systems. Because of the leadtime requirements, it was
impossible within the framework of 1975-76 to pursue any other powerplant than the piston-type internal combustion engine, even if there
were one that showed better promise of meeting the standards. This
meant that our options were restricted to those things that could be
done with that engine. I will not go into the timing charts but the basis
for our conclusions will be submitted to your committee for the record
if you feel it is desirable.
Mr. KYRos. Without objection, you may do so.
(See "Timing of Technical Product Development Cycle," p. 840,
this hearing.)
Mr. TmRRY. The first approach and the one that we have been following up to this time, is that of engine modifications.
Mr. KyRos. In the 1972 vehicles I
Mr. Try. We are talking about 1972 vehicles. Using engine modification approaches we have been able to reduce emissions of hydrocarbons by 80 percent, carbon monoxide by 70 percent, and oxides of
nitrogen by 50 percent compared to an uncontrolled vehicle. We intensively examined what could be done by continuing to follow
this approach. Our conclusion, after very considerable experimentation, was that we could not meet the standards for 1976-76 by this
procedure. As you may recall, they require 97 percent reduction in
hydrocabons, 96 percent in carbon monoxide, and 90 percent in oxides
of nitrogen compared with. uncontrolled vehicles. Our best efforts
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resulted in reductions of 88 percent, 83 percent, and 58 percent,
respectively.
We next explored the possibilities of using a combination of catalyst
and exhaust reactors in our laboratories. We found we could achieve
the 92-percent reduction of hydrocarbons and 96 percent carbon monoxide with a fresh catalyst. Unfortunately, we have not found a
catalyst which could maintain this performance for anywhere near
the required period of time.
The problem became even more difficult when we tried to add the
control of oxides of nitrogen. The reason was simply that the oxidation
catalyst would be overheated as a result of the extra fuel which it had
to handle.
In effect, the catalyst simply falls apart after a few thousand miles.
Perhaps this statement requires some clarification.
On page 814 of a very excellent report prepared for the Environmental Protection Agency by the Aerospace Corp.-Aerospace Report
No. TOR-0172(2781)-2-there is a figure which is reproduced on
our chart III-which explains the relationsUip of extra fuel to oxides
of nitrogen control.
As you can see, increased control of oxides of nitrogen means increased fuel consumption.
The solid line on the chart shows that control of oxides of nitrogen
at the level of 3 grams per mile involves- only a low fuel economy
penalty. As you increase the degree of control of oxides of nitrogen
to get down to I gram of oxides of nitrogen per mile or less, the fuel
economy penalty goes up to between 30 and 35 percent. In other words
when you control oxides of nitrogen below 3 grams per mile, fuel
consumption goes up very rapidly.
The dotted line on the chart starts at a much lower oxides of nitrogen value since it assumes the use of an oxides of nitrogen catalyst.
In that case we start with less than 1 gram per mile of oxides of nitrogen. -But again as we reduce the oxides of nitrogen emissions we
sacrifice fuel economy. To get down to the level of 0.4 of a gram per
mile required by the 1976 standard involves a fuel penalty of about
10 percent. So, using a NO, catalyst we might get down to 0.4 gram
per mile of NO. at a penalty of 10 percent fuel economy. The problem
with the method indicated by- the dotted line is that we do not have
a NO. catalyst that works.
Mr. Kmos. Ten percent fuel economy means more fuel, does it?
Mr. Tomy. That is penalty compared to an uncontrolled vehicle.
Mr. Kmos. It will be necessary for us to take a short recess so we
may answer a rolleall.
(Brief recess.)
Mr. Kmos. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Terry, would you please continue vith your testimony.
Mr. Tmmy. We were discussing chart III and pointing out that
fuel penalties are very substantial as we increase the control of oxides
of nitrogen.
The EGR stands for exhaust gas recirculation and AFR stands for
air fuel ratio.
-
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As the chart shows, fuel penalties can go up as high as 30 percent
to control NOx to an emission level of half a gram per mile NOx. The
standard calls for oxides of nitrogen control of 0.4 gram/mile in 1976.
The reason the line is dotted is that we don't have a NOx catalyst yet.
To go on with the prepared statement, you will notice at the bottom
of the chart that a much more optimistic picture is painted for an oxide of nitrogen catalyst.
We, too, realized this from the output of a computerized engine
model, and as a result we greatly increased our attempts to develop
a catalyst.
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To date we cannot report any spectacular success nor any great

promise for this approach. However, because* of its great potential
for saving the customer large amounts on his fuel bill, it continues
to be a very active project.
We also reexamined another approach which was orginally explored intensively by Chrysler over 10 years ago. In this approach
we run the engine rich for oxides of nitrogen reductions, and then
burn all of the extra fuel in what amounts to a furnace where the exhhust manifold is located. Here again we achieved numbers which
would approach the standards. Un fortunately, it was impractical because the temperatures were so high. Even by using the most exotic
materials, we could not provide adequate safeguards. However, we
are also continuing to work on this approach.
Finally, -thereis a system which has a great deal of promise for very
substantial reductions. This involves running the engine on a very lean
mix. To be effective we need to be very precise in controlling engine
timing, fuel handling, und distribution of the fuel mixture. We also
need a f
ioreadvanced-control of exhaust gas recirculation in order
to reduce oxides of nitrogen.
To achieve these objectives-this much finer control-we are investtigating electronic controls where possible. You may perhaps have
read of our electronic spark ignition which is the first production application of this work. This total electronics approach may be capable
of major reductions with only moderate fuel penalties. But even here,
we still need a great deal of work to make such a system a reality. Even
though we feel that it cannot completely meet the 1975-76 standards,
we are pursuing this approach because we believe it is the most practical system for achieving very good low control levels.
While we cannot meet 1975-46 Federal standards, we do feel there
is a chance we can meet the California standards on the average, by
1976 using this approach. As you know, California presently requires
for 1975-76 a 95 percent reduction in hydrocarbons, an 80 percent reduction in carbon monoxide and a 75 percent reduction in oxides of
nitrogen. This is all compared to an uncontrolled vehicle. While we
do not now have this attainment in hand, we feel there is a reasonable
chance of accomplishment after extensive development work.
I could gwo on to discuss in detail these and other systems we have
considered, but I think that what I have said Will illustrate the point
that we have explored all available avenues. Each of the approaches
has problems of control reliability, endurance, materials, or safety,
or a combination of these. We are continuing to explore them all in an
attempt to overcome these problems. We are leaving with your committee details of some of the other avenues we have explored and we
will be glad to discuss at length with the staff members any of our
findings.
Unfortunately, we just have not come up with an answer. We do not
forese&tihssibility -f coming up -with a completely satisfactory
answer for 1975 for the Federal standards of that year and even less
forthe standards applicable to 1976.
The third major area I would like to comment on concerns the problems involved with the maintenance and warranty aspects of the
1975-76 requirements. As we understand it, our vehicles will be expected to operate at the levels specified in the act for a period of 50,000
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miles. Presumably, the customer will have to provide normal maintenance. This is important not only for us as manufacturers, but also
for Government and for the customer.
Our experience to date with the present catalysts will illustrate
what I mean. Our studies indicate that they will have to be changed
a minimum of two to three times over the 50,000 miles. The-frequency
of these changes will be affected by the type of driving and by the condition of the vehicle. In order to guarantee that the levels are being
met, there will have to be mandatory vehicle inspection from time to
time.
We are all becoming aware of what that involves.
First, we need the instruments and techniques to determine the condition of the vehicle in the field. Obviously, the techniques that we use
in the laboratories at the present time, which involves a 13-hour procedure and about $150,000 for test stands, cannot be applied on a
wholesale basis. We have already made some good progress in developing the instruments, but we have yet to establish an accurate test that
lasts only a few minutes. The most promising development in this
regard is the New Jersey test station which has just opened. Unfortunately, it has not been running long enough to find out whether it
will be adequate for the purposes required.
Second, if the vehicle fails for some reason, it will have to-go to a
service station for repair or for catalyst replacement. Garages will
need the same kind of instruments as the test stations.
What this means is that we will not simply need several thousand
measurement units for inspection stations, we will need several hundred thousand for garages and repair stations. No one has yet started
produoing these instruments in anything near the required quantities.
If there were universal agreement that a particular catalyst could
be used to meet the standards, perhaps a crash program could develop
such outlets to handle such catalysts by the latter part of 1976. Unfortunately, there is no such agreement, because, as far as we know at the
moment, there is no such catalyst.
We could go on detailing problems which might arise in the event
that it is established that nothing less than a 20-minute cycle is ade-quate for establishing conformity of a given vehicle. That-just piles
additional complications on top of the inspection problem. The problem of building sufficient inspection stations in the iequired time is
again a monumental task.
While no one of these problems may be insurmountable, given the
time restrictions of the 1975-76 Clean Air Act the total combination
comes close to being virtually unsolvable. I am hopeful the committee
will explore the full implications of all this.
Now the Academy of Sciences states as a qualification:
While there is no certainty that the new 1975 model year vehicle will meet the
requirements of the act, the status of development and rate of progress make It
possible that the larger manufacturers will be able to produce vehicles that
will qualify provided that provisions are made for catalyst replacement and
other maintenance, for averaging emissions of production vehicles, and for the
general availability of fuel containing suitable low levels of catalysts poisons.

Let us address ourselves for the moment to what is meant by averaging production vehicles. In an average sample, emissions from some
vehicles will be higher than the standards and some lower. If there -
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is to be universal enforcement, 4 level somewhat higher than that of
the standards would have to be allowed for individual cars in the
field. But this level cannot be established until we have some experience with a cross section of vehicles in general use. This has obvious
implications for the whole question of warranty. You may wish to explore this subject.
Finally, the provision about the catalyst poison presumably refers
to lead. However, some catalysts are poisoned by other materials in
either the fuel or lubricants. Once the catalyst *is established, the
petroleum companies will have a massive task of reformulation of
both fuels and lubricants and establishing an uncontaminated distribution network. The integration of this process with the requirements
of the catalyst is not likely to be accomplished by 1975-76. So what I
am saying is that in the past year we have come to understand more
completely the complicated problems involved in meeting the 1975-76
standards.
The fourth piece of new information that has been brought to
light since the act was passed is an accurate evaluati6it of the costs
of controls and the degree to which these can be affected by even minor
changes in the standards. Now I amiot even going to comment on
the enormous costs the manufacturers would have to bear in issuing
and administering the warranty provisions of the act. Let us look
just at the hardware and the cost, to the consumer. The most recent
evaluation of these costs can be found in the aerospace report cited
above and in the Academy of Sciences' report. These estimates represent neither the highest nor the lowest. In fact, some of our own estimates run higher. But the estimates from these two independent
agencies are similar and are very useful in our discussion today.
Assuming that any of the systems currently being proposed would
work adequately, these sources indicate the 1975 requirements would
result in a total additional cost of more than $3(X) over the base price
of an uncontrolled vehicle. The 1976 requirements would probably add
at least another $100 to this number. That amounts to a total increase
of more than $400.
One of the most interesting and important aspects of this situation
is that minor modifications in terms of percentage reductions, such as
are proposed by California for 1975-76 would cut these costs in half.
Of even greater interest to the consumer is the fuel penalty from
various levels of oxides of nitrogen control. In chart IV, taken from
age 8-22 of the Aerospace report, we see this graphically. The difference in lifetime penalties, depending on the system used and the
oxides of nitrogen level required, will vary from $200 for the California 1975-76 standard to upwards of $800 for the Clean Air Act
standard. So that is over four times as much of the total cost in the
life of the vehicle to the customer. When these costs are equated in
terms of total population, it can be seen, as pointed out by the Aerospace report, that we are dealing with costs to the country on the order
of $10 billion per year. As you gentlemen have apparently concluded, this requires most careful consideration.
In light of all the new data it is natural to ask if we should
defer implementing some of the automotive provisions of the Clean
Air Act. One of the important observations in the National Academy
of Sciences report is that deferment of the date of compliance with
the standards for a short period will have no substantial effect on
air quality.
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(Charts V and VI from their report show this effect.)
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We wish that we had been able to come to this committee and
say that that which was proposed a year ago has been accomplished
and there are no problems. As you have heard, there are problemsserious problems that we have not solved yet. There is much new
information that clearly indicates the necessity for evaluation of the
present and future role of the automobile in the environment.
Specifically, we have learned more about the environment, the
ambient levels of pollutants, and their effect on human health. We are
discovering the effect may be less than originally feared, primarily
because air measurements tend to overstate exposure.
We have no solution yet to the difficult control problems, though we
have made considerable progress. We can substantially and economically reduce the already low emission levels.
We have come to recognize the enormously complicated problems
involved in meeting the warranty provisions of the act.
And finally, several sources outside the industry have adequately
identified the costs involved in meeting thstandards. This information gives all of us a more accurate guide to use in deciding the best
ways of allocating our national resources. Independent studies have
also shown that even a small modification of the 1975-76 act could
prodifice enormous savings for the Nation with no significant adverse
effect on air quality.
I know that when we originally considered the Clean Air Act, there
was a general feeling in many quarters that we were very close to
achieving and even guaranteeing the large emission reductions the
act required. Perhaps for this reason, the automobile was treated
differently than any other source of pollution.
The act required specific reductions in automative emissions on a
timetable. Unlike other sources, there was no requirement that the
administrator consider technological feasibility or impact on the
economy.
In the light of the new data developed not just by the industry, but
by independent agencies, we think the time has come to reexamine this
basic approach. In other words, since we are not as close to achieving
our original objective as some were led to believe, we need to treat
the automobile as we would any other source.
We must look at the total problem: the degree of control needed, the
feasibility of control, the cost of control, and the overall impact on the
American public. To assist in this kind of complete evaluation, we
would suggest that the committee carefully consider asking an independent agency such as the National Academy of Sciences to evaluate
all that is involved in controlling automotive emissions.
Such a study would include not only current information on the
health hazards of automotive emissions but also current information
on the effects ambient levels have on the general community.
It would consider not only the various means of controlling emissions, but also the effect the controls would have oni ambient levels and
general health. It really is a big systems problem.
Finally, the study would not only consider the technical feasibility
of controls, but also the impact the controls would have on the Nation's
limited national resources.
Authorizing a major evaluation of this kind is not postponing
action-it is actually taking the kind of firm action needed to assure
that the country will correctly control its air quality problems.
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In review of public concern, the easy course might be to ignore the
signals the new information raises, and insist on the 1975-76 standards
no matter what the cost, no matter how impossible they might seem
to be. But the easy course is not always the right course.
You may be sure that we at Chrysler Corp. will continue our intensive efforts to meet either the present stand ds or any modified standards that might be developed.
Beyond this, we assure you of the most wholehearted cooperation of
the Chrysler Corp. should you authorize the type of comprehensive
studies the Nation needs. We believe that a reevaluation of automobile
emissions will give us what we all want: namely, good clean air with a
minimum application of national resources. Even if this requires some
additional time with intermediate levels of control, we believe the time
will be well spent.
This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Testimony resumes on p. 346.)
The timing information referred to follows:)
TIMINo OF TECHNICAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CYCLE 1

General industry history on technical projects of this magnitude, plus the total
of Chrysler's research and engineering experience indicates strongly that the
necessary work cannot be accomplished for full compliance with the 1970
Amended Clean Air Act, in volume production, in time for the 1975 model cars.
THE "FIXED-GoAL, FIXED-TiME" PROBLEM
The timing of stringent new standards is as critical as their level in determining practicality and cost to the public. Automobiles are highly complex, massproduced vehicles. They are operated under widely varying conditions. An unsound design causes both higher cost and reduced reliability.
Chrysler's normal schedule for new product feature introduction provides 42
to 48 months from concept to production depending on the degree of complexity
or uniqueness of the feature. This assumes, of course, that a feasible technology
already exists, but where this is lacking, the program will be increased by whatever time it takes to develop that technology. Production lead time can he
compressed but only to a certain extent, and even then, usually at a dispropor-

tionate cost.

For general descriptive purposes, large, complex, long-duration R&D programs
sometimes are categorized as either the "fixed-resources/vnrlable goals" type
or the "variable-resources/fixed-gonls" type. Yet, in this instance, neither classification fits the sizable R&D task faced by Chrysler Corporation in its effort to
fulfill requirements of the 1970 Amended Clean Air Act
Hence, with a fixed-goal, a fixed-time, and some finite upper limit of fixed
resources, the outcome clearly is in doubt.
To single-out one over-riding factor: at this point, it appears that lack of
sufficient time for a minimally adequate R&D program weighs heavily against

success

GENERAL PRACTICE

The stages through which scientific discoveries must pass in progressing to
mass produced hardware applications are well-known to those who are closely
familiar with the process of technological development. The sequential steps
include:
IFrom "Progress Report: Technical Effort Aimed at Compliance With 1975-76 Emission Standards Established by December 1970 Clean Air Act"--Chrysler Corporation
Response to Feb. 26, 1971, lettOr from W. D. Ruckelshaus, Administrator, Environmental
Protection Agency.
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Time required for each of the successive phases Is, of course, influenced by
the amount and competence of resources applied. In addition to the scale of
effort directed to th' task, it is apparent that total time required from concept to volume production alsa Is affected by magnitude and complexity of
the development undertaken, as well as by the extent to which it attempts to
go beyond the state-of-the-art In a given technology. The "size of the step'
determines the effort an dtime required-as well as the likelihood of success.
The decision on when a technical development is "ready" for production is a
Judgment that assesses a blend of factors such as: functional performance,
productibility, reliability, and cost. In making this Judgment, heavy weight Is given to the need for the particular
item. In the past, in the automobile industry, the "need" has been generated
by customer preference and competitive marketing considerations. Currently,
the need often is related to a requirement of compliance with a particular new
Federal regulation.
But, whatever the source of pressure for creating a new technical development and bringing it into production-and even allowing for a sense of urgency
that gains top priority for the project and makes it a so-called "crash program"-there still is a limit on the extent the development cycle can be telescoped. Beyond that point, further schedule compression, or omission of certain essential developmental steps does not succeed; but, instead, simply causes
a pre-mature production commitment. The result is failure of hardward to perform its function . . . problems that show-up as operating malfunctions, unreliable devices, insufficient durability, and other kinds of difficulties in the
field.
TIMING INFORMATION

REPORTED BY

NON-INDUSTRY

SOURCES

"Morse Electric Car Pancl".-As reported by the Secretary of Commerce, in
"The Automobile and Air Pollution": "The Government and the public do
not always appreciate the time delays associated with requirements for reliability and the high costs involved in the introduction of design changes at the
productino level. Predictable dependability Is an essential criterion for the
mass produced automobile. This means that the complex system of interrelated
parts needs to be carefully designed, tested, and evaluated prior to full-scale
production. This problem of introducing a new pollution control device as the
only modification to a single standard engine which has been used over several
yearly models presents a considerabty-linpler problem..."
Arthur Young & Co.-Additional relevant comment on automotive research and
development is found in the "Automotive Industrial Engineering Study" PB 176
326. This report was prepared by Arthur Young & Co., under contract from
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the National Highway Safety Bureau. The report states: "Research and development, advanced engineering, Invention... must be considered in proper perspective as a preliminary and essential step toward the more-earth-bound elements
of conceiving and producing a modern vehicle. A vehicle to be marketed must be
made up of features, designs and units which can be produced within reasonable
ranges of the existing state of the mechanical arts in the technical environment.
To bring a design, invention, or feature to the point Where 'applied engineering'
can be effective is often a long and arduous process. This phase of development
can cover from a few to many years before an Idea or a concept has been sufficiently researched, tested, improved to be ready for mass application.
"... These engineering projects in the Automotive Industry are typified by their
high cost and long periods of gestation. For example, the energy absorbing or
collapsible steering column nxade its public debut coincident with a rising Interest In automobile safety. This may have been interpreted by some as Indicating
that it was a rapid result of the concurrent legislative and regulatory activity. In
point of fact, possibly some six years of development had gone into this project and
its emergence at this time was fortuitous . . .
"There may be some community of opinion that automotive manufacturers In
general have a backlog of completed advanced engineering. Theoretically, these
items would constitute off the shelf designs available for timely withdrawal into
the design and production process. Such is not actually the case. While every
manufacturer seeks to stay ahead of competition in innovative and inventive endeavors, competitive pressures militate for bringing new Ideas and products to
market as rapidly as possible . . ."
The Arthur Young Report identified eight phases for the transition of al
automobile from al idea to a product. These phases are:
Product Conceptualization
Concept Development, Feasibility, Basic Assumptions
Body and Structural Development
Program Approval by Management
-Detailed IOngineering
Tooling Construction and Parts Procurement
Pilot Assembly
Productiogj Changeover
Following are two timing charts taken from the Arthur Young report:
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program basis

Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Incorporated.For further evidence that a substantial
amount of research and development activity is needed to achieve feasible designs when the task is of the magnitude required for conformance with 1975
emissions regulations. . . and that a considerable amount of time is requiredto develop, test and tool such highly engineered components, reference also
can be made to "Automotive Industrial Engineering Study". This report indicates that ". . . preproduction programs began about 3% years or 42 months
prior to the beginning of mass production. . ." The Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc.
document contains the timetable shown below.
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FGuRE 3.-Passenger Car Line Preproduction Program-Principal Phase-and
Activities. (It is Important to note that a major new development is not
"available" for commitment into this scheduled time-frame until it is proven
technically sound. Thus, there usually have been some years of research and
development activity applied to bring a given item along to a stage where its
technical feasibility is determined and it can enter the generalized production
program schedule depicted above.)
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Battelle Memorial Institute.-In assessing time required for scientific and
technical studies and experimentation needed to establish technical feasibility
for basic approaches on which production hardware design can be based-it
could be noted that five years was chosen as the time span for the "Federal Research and Development Plan for Air Pollution Control by Combustion Process
Modification".* The report was prepared for Air Pollution Control Office Environmental Protection Agency. It recommends a five-year program of combustion
R&D. The objective is to determine how combustion processes may be modified
to reduce pollutant emissions. Information and knowledge would be the sole
products of this basic five-year program.
CHRYSLER R/D PROJECT EXAMPLES

Chrysler Corporation has, of course, carried numerous technical projects from
conception to production during its normal course of business over the years.
Some examples are cited below, to illustrate the point that a suitable period is
needed for experimentation and development testing. Experience shows this
minimum time to be on the order of several years to reach a feasibility stage
where production design can even begin for a technical task entailing as much
"reach" as required for conformance with the 1975 emission regulation.
Following are capsule descriptions of time frame in which some Chrysler
developments have occurred:
Brake Lining.-Friction phenomena and friction materials still have an element of mystery in their function and therefore have more art in their development than most material areas. Thus, when Chrysler Corporation decided to
manufacture its own brake lining for better performance, quality control, and
sourcing reasons, the development was very fundamental and lengthy. Some
pre-1947 lining materials were evaluated, but a formal research program began
in 1947. Manufacturing process development was underway in 1958 . . . and
the new brake linings were in production in 1961, for 1962 model compact cars.
Anti-$kid Brakc.-Research on anti-skid brake systems began in 1957. A significant amount of hardware testing was done in 196(1 Pilot production began in
1970, with Chrysler's adaptation of the Bendix system for the 1971 Imperial car.
In 1971, the system will be installed on approximately 400 cars. In 1972, anti-skid
brake production should reach about 800 units.
Automatic Tralusnleslon.-Start of this project was preceded by a five-year
period in which Chrysler gained engineering and manufacturing experience
with semiautomatic transmissions and such major components as fluid couplings, torque converters, and planetary gear sets. Automatic transmission
development project began in 1951. The unit entered production in 1955. for
use on the 1956 Imnerial.
V-8 Engines.&-In the years following World War II (1945-50), it was apparent to Chrysler that the large L-head, In-line straight 6- and 8-cylinder engines
must be replaced with a more modern design for better performance, economy,
reduced size, and lower weight. The specific design was not obvious and a broad
development program was undertaken to establish basic factors.
In 1945, design studies were begun, leading to single cylinder testing in 1946.
In 1950, production began on a new hemi-head V-8 engine for 1951 model cars.
Gas Turbine.-Following are dates of some key events in Chrysler Corporation's 23-year effort to develop an automotive gas turbine engine:
1948: Study resumed at end of Navy Aircraft Gas Turbine contract.
1953: 1st Complete Engine on test.
1957: 2nd Engine Design, incorporating experience to date.
1959: 3rd Engine Design, resized and updated.
1963: 4th Engine Design, dual regenerator arrangement (which became
the industry "standard"). Chrysler Turbine Car, car designed for turbine
and the launch of user evaluation program--50 cars.
1964: 5th Engine Design, laboratory testing of a more feasible production design.
1960: 50-car program ended.
1967: 6th Engine Design, second production arrangement using accessories
driven from the output.
1971: Gas Turbine Burner study to evaluate emission control possibilities
In retrospect, it is seen that time spans from project inception to production
for the brake lining, anti-skid brake system, automatic transmission and V-8
engine were, respectively, 14, 14, 9, and 5 years ... and the gas turbine (which
Is not yet in production) has had an incubation period of 28 years.
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SCHEDULED SHOWS LACK OF R&D TIME

The foregoing coverage of general product program timing practices, plus perthient information from outside sources and capsule summaries of actual Chrysler
product developments prepares the way for direct assessment of adequacy of time
available for conformance with the 1970 Amended Clean Air Act.
The lack of adequate time is shown by the following chart, Figure 4.
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FlouRx 4.-Production Schedule Compression
Principal adverse effects caused by schedule time compression illustrated above
are:
No time available for pilot production test on earlier model year.
Forced into design of hardware having low confidence level.
Risk of failure extremely high.
Cost of accelerated program disproportionate to results.
Forced to choose a program without satisfactory examinatlon of alternates.
Some alternates discarded-purely because of insuftcient time.
Cost of product inordinately high because of no time to redesign on a
value basis.
Note that "available time" In timetable to be applied for compliance with
1975 standards: (1) Ts "missing" the several years of R&D needed to determine
technical feasibility before production schedule commitment ...
and (2) Does
not allow the several years needed for necessary rate of buildup from pilot production to volume production through a series of annual steps . . . to enable
designs to be proven before they are placed in full production.

77-166 0 - 72 - 23
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For a task of this magnitude and complexity, the last phase (prove-out of
production designs, manufacturing facilities, and methods) is vitally important
and time consuming.
TIMING

PROBLEM DISCUSSION

To meet the 1975 model production target date (even on a highly compressed
schedule) -technical feasibility of the design approach would have had to be
known as of December 1970. Yet, even at this writing (March 1971) the technical feasibility has not been achieved as a basis for designing the new systems
that will be needed.
Therefore, having noted that Chrysler believes there- is insufficient R&D time
for compliance with the 1970 Amended Clean Air Act, by 1975-one might ask:
"How much more time would you need?"
The answer is that-while Chrysler Corporation is doing its best in a maximum
effort-we don't think this will succeed in fully meeting the 1975-76 emission
standards. Experience shows that invention cannot be legislated into existence,
nor can legislation force the rate of technical progress beyond a certain maximum
.space. Despite the best motives of legislators and Chrysler's total commitment
'In an all-out effort to conform-it still appears impractical to se: a fixed goal and
specify an inadequate timetable for mass production of a vehicle that requires
major new hardware whose technical feasibility is not established to an extent
that would enable its entry into the initial block of lead time for scheduled
progression into volume production.
Present indications are that it is virtually impossible to satisfy the specified
level of standards by effectivity date stated in the Act. To have reasonable confidence in production designs, we must have at least two to three years to develop
technology enabling-technically sound vehicle designs. Also, it is apparent that
there is a substantial amount of work (and time) involved in making the necessary changes in manufacturing facilities and practices.

Mr. KYRos. Thank you very much, Mr. Terry.
Before I ask Dr. Carter if he has any questions, I would like to
state that on page 15 of your fine statement, you say that in view of
public concern, the easy course might be to ignore the signals new
information raises and insist on the 1975-76 standards no matter what
the cost. You say the easiest course is not always the easiest.
It is my opinion Congress did not take any easy courses. I assume
that is a bit of rhetoric i-n your statement which we can ignore and go
on to the more factual information.
Mr. TERRY. We will strike that statement.
Mr. Kymos. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARrER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am quite interested in your paper. What concentration of carbon
monoxide is dangerous and can result in causing a man's death?
Mr. HEINEN. You have asked two questions. One might have an
effect on health so let's try to answer them in turn. The lowest level
that has been reported which possibly might produce a detectable
effect was reported by Beard, as 21/5 percent carboxyhemoglobin which
is roughly 12 or 13 parts per million.
That particular report has been challenged by the Air Force study
team.
The next group really starts coming in about 5 percent carboxyhemoglobin which is something of the order of 25 parts per million
continuous exposure for 8 hours.
Now you have to get somewhere up above 30 percent carboxyhemoglobinMr. CAWRER. Carbon monoxide -mixed with hemoglobin produces
carboxyhemoglobin V
Mr. HEINEN. In the lower levels about six parts per million carbon
monoxide corresponds-to about 1 percent of carboxy hemoglobin. If
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you are in that atmosphere for 8 hours, that is what you stabilize at.
To cause death, a carbon monoxide concentration of over 500 parts
per million range is involved. So we are not talking about anYthing
that is anywhere near that level of any ambient that anyone could be
exp d to.
We are talking about the first-level effects. There is general agreement that the first-level effect occurs at about 5 percent of carboxy
hemoglobin which is about 25 to 30 parts per millon carbon monoxide.
The one exception to that is the Beard study. That study has been
repeated by several people but no one was able to repeat the results.
But as long as you have theF-results of that one study there, you want
to be on the very safe side and you have to consider that.
Mr. CARTER. What did the Beard study show was the levels at which
damage could occur?
Mr. HEINEN. The lowest level at which he had any effect was 50
parts per million carbon monoxide for 2 hours. Translated into 8 hours,
that is assumed to be something of the order of 12 to 15.
Mr. CARTER. What was the level he advocated?
Mr. HEINEN. Beard, himself, did not advocate anything. He highly
qualified his study becau e unfortunately his carbo:lhemoglobin
results went awry and he had no specific way of proving what his
concentration was.
Mr. CARTER I believe he recommended that the level not be higher
than 9 parts per million for 8 hours.
This is the Senate hearings of September 7, 1970.
Mr. HNI w. If it is in there, it is in there. But in private conversAtion he does not say that.
Mr. CAmrR The second part of my question I don't believe you have
answered yet.
Mr. H INwx . The lowest death level was about 500 parts per million.
Mr. CARTE.R. In terms of carbon monoxide in the ambient air, if you
would have it that way-what is a level which could cause death,
the lowest level.
Mr. HEIINEr. 400 or 500 parts per million. It could go down as low
as 200 parts per million depending on the conditions.
Mr. CARTER. I think it would be higher than that, actually. I would
say 0.5 to 1 percent concentration would be one part per hundredMr. HINEN'. I am stretching it somewhat.
Mr. CArrE. It would be in this area.
You have not said much about the control of hydrocarbons. Do you
think you can control emissions of hydrocarbons according to, well,
the present legislation which will take effect in 1975?
Mr.'HEi-EN. Could we control it ?
Mr. CARrER Yes.
Mr. HzINEN. We said in our statement that we could control hydrocarbons to that level with a fresh catalyst.
Mr. CARTER. You say you can construct such devices as are necessary and have them on the cars by 1975 to control hydrocarbons to
the level of 0.41? And I believe that would be grams per mile.
Mr. HEINEN. Yes, sir; at the beginning of the life of a catalyst it
will control to those levels. The question is the same one that was
raised by Mr. Rogers this morning concerning the durability of the
catalyst.
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Our finding on catalyst ranges anywhere from 6,000 to 35,000 miles,
depending on the type of driving.
Mr. CArER. You could not do this on a durable vehicle?
Mr. HEINEN. I wish we could. Catalyst testing has been going on
for a long time. We tried the catalyst approach in order to meet the
first requirements in California. At that time catalysts seemed to be a
rime candidate. But when we conducted durability tests the catalysts
id not make it. The basic catalyst has not changed much since then.
Mr. TERRY. We have been able to control hydrocarbons alone down
to the point four level with reactors, not using catalysts. If we don't
have to worry about the other pollutants but when we have the wholp
combination to control, that becomes impractical.
Mr. CARTER. Which are the most difficult to control?
Mr. TERRY. Oxides of nitrogen without any question.
Mr. CARTER. If you did not have to worry abut oxides of nitrogen,
could you have a car developed to take care of hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide?
Mr. TERRY. If we know we didn't have to worry about oxides of
nitrogen in the future, I believe we could meet the carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbon levels of the 1975 standard.
Mr. CARTER. Since these mechanisms do not last and catalytic converters will have to be changed more than likely after a short time
and I believe your paper indicates that what do you think about having the price in the car for the installation of a converter when it
becomes no longer useful or effective?
Mr. TERRY. Dr. Carter, we certainly cannot say that it cannot be
done. It can be. done. The unfortunate part is that we have not yet
found the best catalyst for all the varying conditions under which
cars have to operate. This is the kind of thingit takes time to develop.
Given the time I am sure we could set a price that would enable
us to keep fresh catalysts in cars for a period of time.
We are still very much concerned about what would happen to the
air when cars go past this warrant period. Old cars are causing much
of our air pollution problem today. We are concerned about what
would happen to these 1975 cars whenever they get beyond any guarantee period that has been set.
Mr. HEINzN. One of the truly difficult problems is, Dr. Carter, that
theeAtalyst will run out of life at varying times depending on how
you run the cars.
We have cars in which catalysts have failed at anywhere from 6,000
to 35,000 miles. We are trying to develop devices that will give us
signals as to when the catalyst is gone. But those devices are almost asdifficult to develop as the catalyst.
These are the problems we are facing. If, for example, you were
to specify an average catalyst life of 15,000 miles and change it then
whether it needs it or not, it might be possible to maintain the low
emission levels.
This is the thing we are trying to get information on.
Mr. CARTER. I do think thie automotive industry has made improvement in the past few years. I think I can tell that in comparing certain of our cities here with cities in Europe and also in Asia where
older cars are used and I don't believe the countries over there have
started in this area.
-
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Mr. Tiny. There are figures in a number of cities which show the
pollution levels are down. We are down to about a third of the level
of the carbon monoxide that was measured in 1930 in some metropolitan areas such as the Chicago Loop and downtown New York City.
Mr. CARTER. It is still too bad if you are gettin in a long row of
cars going home at night and you smell it and you feel the effect of it.
The thing about it is that it is dangerous what you inhale, hydrocarbons in particular. I don't think that carbon monoxide actually
in the concentration is going to cause the immediate effect that it
does in higher concentrations causing coma or death, but it is dangerous to have so many cars and so many old cars so that we need to
arrive at solutions.
Of course, the Congress wants to be understanding about it. and
given the time that is necessary, certainly we want it done as quickly
as it can be done.
What do you think about also having in the cost of a car the price
for having it taken up and torn into its component parts and recycled?
Mr. TRY. That also can be done and I think we are all studying
ways and means of doing that.
Know there have been some State actions on this.
Mr. CANTER. I think it is only commonsense that we do things like
that. It is probably going to be a little expensive to begin with. I
realize these mechanisms we are having to develop will be expensive, and I regret also that you state that there will be an increase
in the cost of gas as a result of this.
I feel that your industry has been a little delinquent in developing
motors that are saving gasoline.
Mr. Tmuy. Dr. Carter, I would like to say in that connection that
Chrysler has always maintained fuel economy as a primary objective
when designing and developing-cars.
This is one reason why we were able to go to the engine modification approach originally. We already had efficient burning engines
and go6d fuel economy and 'therefore by making adjustments and
changes we were able to meet-the original California emission
standards.
Mr. CAwrmT. To get down to it, the European cars of comparable
size-Mr. TmRY. I think we meet them.
Mr. HEINEN. We would like to submit for the record comparable
figures.
(The following graph was received for the record:)
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Mr. CARTEL This is u field in which I feel you have been delinquent
because by having cars which consume so much gasoline you have
opened the market for foreign imports which are causing you a lot of
trouble and a lot of us a lot of worry.
Mr. Ti y. Believe me, we are perhaps even more concerned about
the foreign imports cutting into our business than you, if that is
possible.
Mr. CARTER. As an American automaker, yes, but people are going
to get a good product as cheaply as they can get it. They will just do
that.
I have touched on this before but we have to think about our known
supply of petroleum, which is how longI
Mr. TERRY. I understand it is around 9 or 10 years.
Mr. CARTm That is 1982.
Mr. Tmmy. Twenty years ago we only had 10 or 15 years at that
time, too. They keep discovering more oil reserves. And, of course,
we have not even started to exploit the possibilities of coal %ndshale
and so on.
Mr. CARTM. We have not even started and we have only 10 years.
We had better make a start. Time is growing late.
Thank you, Mr. Terry.
Mr. KyRos. On pages 7 and 8 of your testimony, Mr. Terry, you indicate that your best efforts in the reduction of hydrocarbons would
result in 88 percent rcAuction, in carbon monoxide 83, and 58 percent for oxides of nitrogen.
Do you mean, sir, you project by 1975 your best efforts to be that?
Mr. Tmny. No, sir; at that point in my testimony we were talking
about using the engine modification approach and not going to these
catalysts which we feel really are not the right thing to put in autos
at their present stage of development.
What we are trying to do is answer the question which keeps coming up-if you don't put catalysts in your cars, what is the best you
can do by 1975.
That is what that represents.
Mr. Kmos. Using catalysts or combinations, what do you estimate
you will have reached by 1975 for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxideI
What is the percentage of reduction, if you have a figure?
Mr. Temy. We can tell you this, Mr. Chairman: We have met the
1975 standards with individual cars, new experimental research cars.
Our concern is, however, that we cannot meet the standards consistently. We will build up an identical car to the one that just met
the numbers and we may have twice as high a number, and we don't
even know why. It may be partly because of the instrumentation, part
of it because of the build-up tolerances, and so on.
We can meet the standards with individual vehicles. But we cannot
say at this point that we would be able to meet them in mass
__production.
Also, the control methods that we use are such that we know we
do not have durability. We do not know how good durability we do
have because we have not run that many cars in durability tests under
the wide variety of conditions they will-be subjected to in the field.
From a development standpoint, we can get individual vehicles down
below the emission values required for 1975. But we are a long way
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from being able to say we can offer the emission control system in mass
production and that it will last in service.
Mr. KyRos. For a car that would be in mass production, that is
technologically feasible, what could you get it down to by 1975?
Do you have a sample of that kind of figure I
Mr. TERRtY. I believe the engine modification approach is such that
we are pretty sure we could get durability and not have the problems
with maintenance that we would expect with some of these more sophisticated systems.
According to our testimony, reductions of 88 percent HC, 83 percent CO, and 58 percent NO. represents what we think we could do
with cars that would last and provide proper service and so on.
Mr. Kymos. What about the cost of cars like that?
Mr. TERRY. I would estimate we could do that for another $100 to
$150 over what we now have.
Mr. K,-os. $150 over the uncontrolled vehicle?
Mr. TERRY. For $150 over the uncontrolled vehicle we might be able
to do this.
Mr. KyRos. And this would not create the problem of having a
catalyst which must be changed between 25,000 and 30,000 miles?
Mr. TRRY. That is right.
Mr. KYnos. Do I understand that Chrysler states they could get
down to 88, and 83 percent, respectively, for the 1975 model on the
HC and CO?
Mr. TRRY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Kmos. Did Chrysler file for a 1-year suspension?
Mr. TERRY. We have notified EPA that we will file.
Mr. KYRos. Just like the Ford Motor Co. and General Motors?
Mr. TERRY. Yes, sir.
Mr. KyRos. Even if you got the 1-year extension to 1976 of the provisions in the act, does that mean, sir, that you could go ahead and put
in your engine modifications to give us 88 percent and 83 percent
reductions respectively in HC and O?
Mr. TERRY. Yes, sir, we can do that by 1975.
Mr. Kymos. Would you ?
Mr. TERRY. I wouldsay it would depend on how the regulations end
up and the interpretation thereof and so on. That would be the first
thing.
Mr. Kyuos. Surely, you could not be put in a worst competitive
situation than anyone else. It would be grossly unfair to have to add
$100 to $150 to your price per car if no one else had to do it.
Mr. TERRY. I should make it clear that 88 percent reduction is a
reduction compared to an uncontrolled vehicle.
Mr. KYRos. But the same thing is in the act.
Mr. TERRY. No. The act requires 90 percent from the 1970 levels
which had already reduced hydrocarbons by 80 percent. So the level
called for by the 1970 Clean Air Act amounts to 97 or 98 percent reduction of hydrocarbons.
So, really, it is only 88 compared to 97. The cost of percentage reduction of what remains goes up expotentially as you get down to the last
little bit.
Mr. Kymos. Can you restate the terms of 88 and 83 in terms of the
1970 standards?
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Do you have to multiply 88 by 97?
Mr. TERRY. We would achieve 88 percent reduction of hydrocarbons
compared to 97 percent required by the act. We would get 83 percent
reduction of CO compared to 97 percent required by the act and we
would get 58 percent NO, reduction compared to 90 percent required
by the act in 1976.
Mr. Kmos. You confuse me.
(The following chart was received for the record:)
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NoTm.-The percent reduction from uncontrolled pre-1966 vehicles, achieved by
1970 controlled vehicles, achieved by engine modification, required by California
standards for 1975-75, required by the Clean Air Act for 1976 model vehicles,
and the percent reduction achievable without catalysts in 1975.

Mr. Km0s. The act calls for 90 percent reduction of the 1970 controlled vehicle?
Mr. TERRY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Kmsos. What would your best effort in reduction of hydrocarbons
1975y.beIDo you mean how much of a reduction would we get
Mr.byTm
over the 1970 level?
Mr. Kmos. Uncontrolled, yes.
Mr. Tiny. It is about halfway, I guess.
Mr. HIIzxN. We would be reducing about halfway.
Mr. Tuiuy. About 50 percent.
Mr. HIN.N. And we would be reducing oxides of nitrogen more
than 50 percent
Mr. KYRos. Do you mean with the hydrocarbons you have reached
the 45 percent level I

1
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Mr. TERRY. Cars coming down the line today-our Chrysler products--have reduced unburned hydrocarbons by 80 percent, so this
would mean we would be going about half of the way toward the 97percent reduction required by the-act for an uncontrolled vehicle.
Mr. Kymos. If we can just stick to the act on the reduction, I want
you to tell me what you would achieve by 1-975 in terms of the act.
The act states that emissions tf hydrocarbons aiid carbon monoxides
during or after model year 1975 shall be reduced by 90 percent from
those required in 1970 vehicles.
My question to you is, about what percentages will you reduce those
required on the 1970 vehicles and what are your projections for
1975?
Mr. TERRY. It would be about 50 percent for hydrocarbons and about
40 percent carbon monoxide and 58 percent the total NO.
Mr. KYRoS. Were you here earlier when Ford Motor Co. representatives testified. Their testimony was that they could reach an 85-percent reduction in hydrocarbons by 1975.
Am I incorrect in what I heard this morning?
Mr. TERRY. Mr. Chairman, I believe they were talking about using
catalysts. All of their systems involve catalysts.
Mr. Kmos. Suppose we change some of the requirements. You will
recall you cited from the National Academy of Sciences their statement that if the requirements were changed there might be a difference.
For example, suppose you could average emissions as you explained.
Suppose that fuel containing a low level of catalyst poisons was made
available to you in sufficient quantities by 1974.
That is not an irrational assumption. Suppose also that provisions
were made for catalyst replacement and other maintenance. For example, you could issue a certificate and have the catalyst replaced
at 20,000 or 25,000 miles.
Now, if you assume these propositions, would it not then be possible
for y-- to try to meet these standards with catalysts?
Mr. TERRY. Yes, sir; we can try to meet the standards with catalysts
and if it becomes necessary we certainly will do so.
We will do it that way. We don't thin k that meeting any standards
with catalysts is a sound proposition from an engineering-technical
point of view.
We know that the catalysts actually vary in length of life time over a
wide ranging number of miles. Just saying bring the car in at 20,000
miles and-fwe'll put in a new catalyst may still mean the customer has
been running without control of his emissions for 17,000.miles without
knowing it. In the process his car could be emitting a lot more pollutants than if he had a car that was a year or two older that didn't have
a catalyst.
These are the things that really give us concern.
The state of the art is such that if we do put these devices in cars and
we do have the kind of inspection stations or lack of them that we
expect and we do have the maintenance representing the best we can
do and the best the country can do in the time allotted, we are concerned the air might end up much worse than if we didn't put in the
1975 devices in the first place. This is because the use of sophisticated
systems we are talking about, as we saw earlier, call for richer mixes
--so there is something to heat up the catalyst so it will work.
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When you put the richer mixes through the exhaust, that. is fine as
long as tie catalyst is working. But when the catalyst stops working,
you have more. emissions than you had before..
A little thing like a spark plug missing just for a very short time can
also burn up a catalyst because it can overieat very, very quickly under
those circumstances.
A spark plug missing, incidentally, increases your emissions of unburned hydrocarbons by as much as a factor of 10-just one mis-firing
spark plug. So there are a great. number of factors you don't normally
think about when we talk about controlling emissions fr-om cars.
Mr. KyRos. That is why we have you here today.
Universal Oil Co. stated that if the EPA were to accept the National
Academy's recommendations to permit a catalyst change at 25,000miles and to permit automotive field manufacturers--which is what I
suggest to you-then achievement of the 1975 standards on schedule
would be feasible, provided also the EPA takes timely action to assure
availability of fuel.
Universal Oil Co. feels this is the most desirable course of action for
the EPA to take.
There is an oil company that did follow the logic you explained to
me and I respect what you said about missing spark plugs, but for
heaven's sake, a spark plug could be missing in the car you set up, but
we are assuming normal maintenance at all times, at least you have to,
so how do you answer the suggest ion that I made and also that Universal Oil Products Co. made ?
Mr. TERRiY. Universal Oil Products, with all due respect, is promoting catalysts. They are trying to sell catalysts to us. They perhaps take
a more optimistic view of how- well catalysts will actually operate in
vehicles than we might take.
What we are concerned about, as I said, are the offbeat kinds of
things that we do know happen to cars. And, it does not have to go on
for very long-to ruin a catalyst.
We are very, very much concerned that in the hands of the customers
these catalysts will not last the result will be that we will end up notactually helping to get clean air.
That is the principal basis of our concern. At this point, we do not
feel that catalysts are it good thing or practical thing to put into an
automobile in volume production to be sold by the millions in this

country

Mr. Xmos. I think your testimony has been very informative.
Assuming that you get the added one year, how are you going to get a
clean car?
I thought it would still be a combination of catalyst plus something
else.
Mr. TERRY. I think that is a fair question, Mr. Chairman. I don't
think from what we can see at this point in tinm- that we would be able
to meet the 1975 requirements with a satisfactory maintenance package
and so on by 1976, either.
We would be able to come closer and do better. Perhaps we will discover some new catalysts. Perhaps in time some of these exhaust gas

treatments may be able to be developed where they can be in our opinion

practical.
However, as far as taking the auto out of the area-where it can be said
to be a major cause of the pollution problems, we believe that we have-
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done that already for all practical purposes as indicated by chart II.
Actually, we will be doing a lot better than chart II shows. But this
shows that air pollution from cars is actually decreasing right now at an
increasing rate and will continue to do so even though the total number of cars continues to increase on a straight line. Even if we don't do
any more than we are doing right now, car emissions will continue to
decrease until 1990 as new cars replace old cars.
We will know a lot more about these health problems and the effects
of ambient air quality on health by 1980 or 1975 than we know now.
We don't think it is advisable--from our standpoint any way--to jump
out of the frying pan into the fire with new devices that are not yet
proved out and in which we have very little confidence for 1975
application.
Mr. KYRoS. I understand from your statement that you are not sure
the 1-year suspension will meet the standards set up by Congress
last
lr.year.
E'iRRY. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kymos. That ispretty grim.
Mr. TERRY. I would like to say one other thing, Mr. Chairman: In
our technical work we have to consider the 1976 requirements along
with the 1975 requirements. As we have said, and as everybody else
has said, meeting the 1975 requirements is feasible if you get the favorable administrative rulings listed in the NAS report andlif you decide
you are going to use a catalyst with all of the problems there.
The 1975 requirements could be met on this basis, but in the background we have the 1976 requirements which call for drastic reductions
in NOx. If we try to design systems that will meet the 1975 model requirements for hydrocarbons and CO, we end up with much more
difficult problems to meet the 1976 model NOx requirements. This is
because of the incom patability between the types of control devices
required to reduce hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide and the requirements of control devices to reduce oxides of nitrogen.
Mr. Kymos. You put something in a series with a converter. The
catalyst picks up the HC and CO and with something in a series picks
up the NOxI
Mr. TmY. It would be highly desirable if we could put a NOx
catalyst in service with the CO and HC controls and handle the temperature problems and so forth that I won't go into again now. Development of such a system that is durable and flexible enough to work
under all operating conditions, is the desire and hope for reducing
NOx as well as HC and CO without there being the fuel economy penalties that we talked about earlier.
Mr. Kymos. I certainly appreciate your testimony as I am sure the
entire committee will, and also your candor.
I think you are doing the best that you can. I just hope you will
always remember that we, too, are doing the best-we can, and that we
do have complaints today in the United States in certain cities and
certain urban areas.
We hear about pollution of all kinds.
Thank you very much, sir.
Our next witness at this time will be Mr. John F. Adamson, vice
president--engineering and research, American Motors Corp.
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The committee welcomes you today. I want to apologize for keeping
you here all (lay long with all of the bells ringing and so o aild,
calling you to the stand so much.
STATEMENT OF JOHN F. ADAMSON, VICE PRESIDENT-ENGINEER
ING AND RESEARCH, AMERICAN MOTORS CORP.
Mr. ADAM SON. The testimony I will present today applies both to
the passenger cars manufactured by American Motors, and the vehicles manufactured by Jeep Corp., iis wholly-owned subsidiary.
At the outset., let ine state that American Motors is diligently and
conscientiously applying its resources and full technological capability
to the effort of meeting future emissions standards as currently
stipulated.
Even though every possible effort has been and is being made,
American Motors Corp. and Jeep Corp. have not reached an engineering ability to comply with the emission control standard promulgated
in the 1970 amendment of the Federal Clean Air Act and applicable
to 1975 model car vehicles.
The fact that 1975 model motor vehicles must be in regular production in August 1974, and in view of the leadtime required after com_pletion of our engineering, it is now evident that such engineering will
not be completed in time to meet the required productiofi schedule.
Our primary purpose for appearing today is to outline our efforts
and clarify our position relative to meeting the 1975 standards, and
we respectfully submit the following:
First, our extensive research an( investigations have led us to the
firm conclusion that the internal-combustion engine is the only powerplant that American Motors can produce which has any ch ance of
meeting both consumer requirements and near-term emissions regulations. In fact, we presently see this as being true well beyond the 1975
model year.
American Motors has extensively investigated other forms of alternative propulsion such as electric, steam, natural gas, and turbine
systems. These included inhouse building and testing of prototype
systems as well as design studies, consultations and explorations with
outside companies and individuals.
Such exploration confirmed that modification of the internal combustion engine was the only practical method for achieving reductions
in pollutants within the allowable time span. This has been the basis
of our primary experimental program, which included thorough investigations of many basic techniques to determine methods by which
pollutant emissions of the ICE engine could be reduced.
Initial investigations were primarily pursued to define the potential
that existed and-the identification of problem areas that would have
to be resolved.
Designs were prepared and tests conducted with thermal reactors of
various sizes and configurations, with catalytic converters developed
to reduce HC and CO concentrations, and with other converters intended to reduce HC, CO, and NO. emissions. Concurrently, several
methods of exhaust gas recirculation were explored, along with a variety of engine modifications including valve-train changes, carburetor
revisions, ignition system modifications, and basic combustion chamber
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concepts. In addition, we completed a lengthy series of tests to determine the effects that different transmission ratios, torque converters
and axle ratios would have on emissions levels.
As a result of these tests, we established the major priority projects
that we have pursued for potential 1975 release. These were catalytic
converters for reduction-of HC and CO; all exhaust gas recirculation
device for control of NO.; a refined system for controlling ignition
timing responsive to temperature, speed and load; and certain detail
engine changes primarily related to the valve, and induction systems.
Our experimental vehicles with modified internal combustion
engines have been evaluated with both noble metal and nonnoble metal
catalytic agents. One installation has completed 50,000 miles, and another is now at 30,000 miles. In both cars, excessive deterioration in
control occurred, with resulting inability to meet required standards.
Additional test vehicles, containing design refinements, are also opcrating, but results are not encouraging due to relatively rapid control
loss.
It is impossible to list all the major problems that must be solved
before we can have any hopes of meeting the 1975-76 regulations. For
the purpose of this hearing, however, I would like to list a few of the
major areas that require further explanation.
1. We must first achieve systems to meet the 1975 standards for 11C
and CO. These systems, however, must be capable of being integrated
with a control system for meeting the 1976 NO. standard since it would
not be practical to tool a 1-year HC-CO control system. We recognize
basic interaction characteristics of the currently known HC-CO and
NC systems and the inherent problems that must be solved.
2. WVe must determine whether control devices used on these specially
engineered and carefully tailored vehicles can be effectively transferred
to our-imanufacturing processes, and whether such components can be
produced and assembled by production-line workers.
3. Acceptable vehicle parameters relating to driveability, safety
considerations, durability and reliability, et cetera, must be maintained
when these new control devices are produced. We have not yet, completed all needed investigations in these areas.
4. Still to be developed are necessary instrumentation and service
techniques for maintenance of these very complex systems in the field.
The eventual implementation of the performance warranty provisions
of the Clean Air Act, as amended, requires careful in-depth studies and
practical solutions for this problem.
5. The fuels available to the public and for which our current and
future vehicles and control systems must be designed, are in a state of
change, and there is uncertainty as to coiMl oi tion and performance
characteristics. This vari-abIe must be stabilized to allow orderly and
effective design of future control systems. The uncertainty that exists
creates an unreasonable engineering burden that must be resolved before future emission standards can be effectively approached.
6. Another mnijor area of concern to us is the fact that American
Motors' 1975 model production will commence in early August 1974.
The units needed for pollution control, as well as all other vehicle
components affected by such devices, must be tooled and produced in
quantity previous to the August 1974 date. Many such components
are of the "long-lead" variety, which means that up to 24 months must
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be allowed for design and procurement of the manufacturing tooling
needed. Tius, the control system must be established, and engineering
completed on all other vehicle components affected, by early summer
of 1972. The 4-6 months that rmnain from the date of this statement
are insufficient to complete the vast engineering program that will be
needed.
In smnmary, time and lack of vital information and necessary
technology-are clearly against us in our efforts to meet the 1975 emissions standards. The body of knowledge we have developed in experimental programs is substantial, bul we are still woefully short
on answers in many key problem areas. We have gained greater knowledghand understanding of the problems involved, and, in time, this
willhelp us find the solutions to many of the complex considerations.
But the facts of our current situation make it obvious that we cannot
get there on the basis of the time schedule prescribed.
You may be assured that American Motors will continue to apply
the full force of its resources in doing what we can do to help achieve
the national environmental objectives. We appreciate the opportunity
to appear before this committee. Such fact-finding discussions are, I
believe, very essential to continuing progress toward these important
goals.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kymos. Thank you, Mr. Adamson.
Do I understand your company also has filed?
Mr. ADAMSON. We sent a letter of intent to Administrator Ruckelshaus on January 20,1972.
Mr. KYRos. Requesting a 1-year extension?
Mr. ADAMSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. KYRos. Dr. Carter?
Mr. Cmam. I think you have made a good presentation. We have
gone over this at length and I have no questions.
Mr. KYRos. Thank you, Dr. Carter.
I have just one question, Mr. Adamson.
If you did put in a device, have you computed or can you compute
what reductions you would achieve under the act?
Can you give that in percentage figures, if possible?
Mr. ADAMSO.N. I don t. believe I understand the question.
Mr. KYsos. Assume that the working under the act, you developed
an emission control device and put it on your cars. What reduction
would you achieve? Time law calls for a 90-percent reduction of HC
and CO. What reduction would you achieve by 1975?
Mr. ADAMSON. I cannot answer that, but I don't want to leave that
statementt without an explanation. Every one of the warm bodies and
dollars that I can lay my hands on, are spending 100 percent of their
time in two emission areas.
One is the finalization and compliance testing for 1973 models and
the remainder of our abilities are going completely to a desperate
effort to meet the 1975 standards.
We are not doing any work on interim hardware because I do not
have any capability to pursue this third task.
Mr. Km-os. Even though you can't suggest a figure that you can
reach, you do state wvith certainty you cannot rea the 90 percent
for the HC and CO for 1975 and NO. for 1976?-
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Mr. ADAMSON. Not in a drivable, mass-produced vehicle.
Mr. Kynos. What about the question I asked Mr. Terry previously.
If you could use a 25,000- or 20,000-mile range with a certificate to
changea catalyst, and if we had a nonpoisoning fuel, in that instance,
what would happen?
Mr. ADAM8SON. I think we would still, sir, have to do a great deal of
further work for me to have any assurance that we would have a unit
that would be durable and reliable through even a 25,000-mile period.
I would need the same assurance that we could get a car that was drivable and brought forth a reasonable degree of customer satisfaction.
Those, I think, are clearly unknowns.
Certainly, the things you mentioned that the National Academy of
Sciences brought up, do help to bring the goal into a closer proximity
but I am not able to sit here and say, "Yes, I am able to reach out and
grab it."
Mr. KYRos. General Motors owns some percentage of American
Motors nowadays?
Mr. ADAMSON. No, sir; we have a technical agreement with them for
consultation.
Mr. KYROS. On emission controls?
Mr. ADAMSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. KYRoS. So, you have some assistance from them in technology.
Mr. ADAiMSON. Yes.
Mr. KYRos. Thank you very much, Mr. Adamson.
Our last witness today is Mr. Louis V. Lombardo. He is from the
Center for Science in the Public Interest.
Mr. Lombardo, thank you for being so patient and welcome to the
committee.
STATEMENT OF LOUIS V. LOMBARDO, CENTER FOR SCIENCE IN THE
PUBLIC INTEREST; ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES SULLIVAN, 00DIRECTOR AND FOUNDER
Mr. LOM3BARDO. May I have along with fne Dr. James Sullivan, a
director and founder of the center.
Mr. KyRos. You are very welcome and we are happy to have you
here with us.
Mr. LOMBARDO. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that Dr. Sullivan
is chairman of the Air Polution Advisory Committee for the Bureau
of Air Pollution Control here in the District of Columbia.
Mr. KYROS. Is that a Federal agency?
Mr. SULLIVAN. The Bureau is part of the City Department of En.
vironmental Services charged with air pollution and environmental
problems.
It would be a Federal agency related to the District.
Mr. KYRos. You are a consultant to that agency
Mr. SULLIVAN. I am chairman of the Air- Pollution Advisory Coin.
mittee. It is a committee of business, citizen, environmental organizations.
Mr. LOMBARDO. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Louis V. Lombardo. For the past 6 years, I have worked in
the Federal air pollution control program, I was technical aide to
the Assistant Commissioner for Standards and Compliance and I
specialized in motdr vehicle emission control. I recently joined the
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Center for Science in the Public Interest, a nonprofit, tax-exempt organization which was founded by several scientists, including Dr. Su livan who formerly worked for Ralph Nader.
M~r. KYR W3yK did you "ave Mr. Nader ?
Mr. LOMBABDO. I will let Dr. Sullivan answer that.
Mr. Kymos. Why did these scientists leave Mr. Nader?
Mr. SULLIVAN. There were no hard feelings or anything like that.
Mr. KyRos. Nobody suggested that.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Scienti-st need a visible example of other scientists
who are working on public interest issues outside of Government or
industry and inside Mr. Nader's organization scientists really did not
get that visibility which I think is needed.
Mr. KyRos. That seems a logical reason.
Go ahead, Mr. Lombardo.
Mr. LOMBARDO. The center was founded for the purpose of performing public services in areas which demand scientific input but
where few scientists can speak freely due to institutional commitments. Thank you for inviting me to discuss the implementation of Section 202 of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970 which govern the
control of vehicle emissions from 1975 and later model year automobiles. The center has started Project CAVEAT-attachment A-.
which stands for Clean Air Vehicle Assurance Team to work for full
implementation of section 202. The first action of Project CAVEAT
has been to sue Environmental Protection Agency Administrator, William Ruckelshaus, for promulgating 1975 hydrocarbon emission standards which fail to carry out the intent of Congress. The Center for
Science in the Public Interest is a coplaintiff in the suit along with
the Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., NRDC, a public-interest
law firm.
Project CAVEAT is supplying technical information for the suitcopy of the complaint is attachment B.
As you know the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970 were intended
to achieve air quality levels which would protect the public health.
During 1970, the Congress was informed that the administration's
1980 automobile emission goals would achieve air quality levels protective of public health by 1990. The Congress then decided that as a
national policy- it was both reasonable and necessary to try to achieve
air quality protective of public health by 1985. This decision was the
basis for the following language used in section 202 of the act.
The regulation (for 1975 vehicles * * * shall contain standards which require
a reduction of at least 90 per centum from emission of * * * hydrocarbons
allfiv'blu mder the standards applicable to light duty vehicles and engines manufactured in model year of 1970 * 0 *.

You probably recall all too well the intensive opposition of the
automo ile industry to this congressional decision during passage of
the 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments which included visits to Washington by Mr. Cole of GM, Mr. Iacocca of Ford, and others. You may
also recall the November 17,1970 letter from HEW Secretary Richardson endorsing the position of the automobile industry while the conferees were meeting to finalize the legislation.
These industry efforts were unsuccessful with Cofigress, but the
pressures did not end. After enactment, the focus of industry pressure
shifted to the executive branch where, unfortunately, receptive ears
were found.
77-1i0 -- 72---24
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A CHRONOLOGY OF MAtIMPIZMENTAIION OF THE ACT

1. In January 1971, right after enactment and before-industry influence took root, the administration proposed ambient air quality
standards, which were consistent with previous presentations to Conrress, but which were criticized by environmentalists as having an insufficient margin of safety for protection of the public heatt. Such
comments--attachments Cand
were filed by Ralph Nader's Center
for the Study of Responsive Law and the Natural Resources Defense
Council, and quietly ignored by EPA.
Mr. Kmos. Are you adding editorial comments as you go along?
Mr. LOMBARDO. Yesysir.
Mr. Kymos. There is nothing wrong with that.
Mr. LOMBADO. I can have it retyped and resubmitted formally.
Mr. KyRos. You may proceed and add things as you wish. You have
been here all day and you are entitled to it.
Mr. Lomixwo. By April 30, 1971, however, the administration had
also heard industry comments-and these were heeded. Table I shows
the results with respect to pollutants caused by motor vehicles. Changes
were made to permit 28 percent higher air pollution levels for hydrocarbons and photochemical oxidants than had- previously been expressed to the Congress during consideration of the 1970 amendments
as necessary to protect the public health.
TABLE i.-AIR QUALITY GOALS
FORHEALTH PROTECTION

Seaste
herings
July I70
-

Standards aspro.
Standards as
posed
January 1971 adopted
June 1971

Carbon
monoxide --------- 10,000 ,g./m.-hour
(,800 p./m.s 6-hour 10,000 ./m.s 6-hour
... v--.-.--.
...........- 15,1O0agm.8 1.hour 40*.0,g/m.s 1-hour
aeverage,
average.
Hydrocarbon 6 to 9a.m ..... 125 #&1We
3-our
12 ,5g/m.3-hour
160 aIm. 5 3-hour
lrd*1-ou
NitvrenNitogn
dioxide
............

I"0/4. a 1-houf
average.

......................
......................
Photochemical oxidant....... 125 glg./m.'
1-hour
average,

between
Januar, and
June (percent)

170
28

average,
average.
............................................

250 xls.lm. 24-hour
.
u
125Z .S I-hour

1o ,'

average,

Standard dropped.....
1ioo./ sW
annual
1i
6
10. .hour
average

(1)

0
26

'Total

2. On February 26, 1971, less than 2 months after the President
signed the Clean Air Act amendments, the Environmental Protection Agency proposed an emission standard of 0.46 grams per mile
for 1975 and later model year vehicles. Attachment E, comments by
Ralph Nader on the proposed standard of 0.46 grams per mile, summarized the failure of the Agency to carry out the will of Congress
as follows:
The passage of the amendments was generally understood to accelerate the
standards by five years, i.e. to leap-frog the proposed 1975 standards and to
require compliance with the proposed 1980 standards by 1975. In view of these
facts, It wou'd be unreasonable to infer, that after one of the major legislative
battles of 1970, Congress intended to reduce the 1975 hydrocarbon standard by
an infinitesimal amount (0.04) below the originally proposed level (from the
originally understood levels of 0.5 to EPA's propowd level of 0.46).
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The 1980 goal which was to have been brought forward to 1975 was
0.25 grams per vehicle mile of hydrocarbons as shown in tabc II.
TABLE II.-HYDROCARBON EMISSIONS IN GRAMS PERMILE ONTHE 1972 (COLD START) TEST PROCEDURE
Administration's Administration's
Interim 1975
ultimate 1980
goals
goal
What the Conirss wastold in 1970 ..........

What wasdone in 1971
...............................

........

Neededfor
health
I rotection

0.50

0.25

10.14

Administration's
proposed
1975
standard

Administration's
adopted 1975
standard

Needed
for
health
protection

0.46

20.64

0.26

I Not in terms ofthe 1972 test procedure.
'Approximately.

Nader's comments and similar comments--attachment F-by David
Hawkins, then with the Steri Community Law Firm, were not only
ignored by the Agency, but flouted, as the Agency finally adopted still
weaker standards.
3. On March 12, 1971, General Motors suggested the Agency change
the cold start test procedures applicable to 1975 vehicles. The procedures originally called for testing a vehicle from a cold start to simulate the startup and morning commute of vehicles between 6 and 9
a.m. Historically, research has shown that this morning commute was
the determinant in daily smog formation. GM suggested that during
the day vehicles are started, on the average, about 4.5 times-not just
once in the morning. Therefore, reasoned GM, a more accurate test
procedure would simulate not just cold startups but cold starts and
hot starts weighted or averaged together.
Photochemical smog, though it builds during the course of the day.,
is primarily the resu t of emissions generated between 6 and 9 a.m
by cars which are started cold after standing overnight and driven to
work. -Thus, emissions generated during the afternoon, evening, and
nighttime hours are not pertinent to a control strategy which is concerned with the 6-9 a.m. emissions.
On July 2, 1971, without a prior Notice of Propoed Rulemaking,
the Agency )romulgated new test procedures whicli effectively incorporated GM's suggestion. The full significance of this change in the
test procedure is prese illy being-investigated by Project CAVEAT.
Preliminary calculations from a limited data base, however,-indicate
that allowable emissions of hydrocarbons from 1975 vehicles will be
about 0.64 grams per mile rather than 0.46 grams per mile as the
Agency had proposed, andO.26 grams per mile as Agency documents
indicate is necessary to protect the public health.
Limitations on access to National Academy of Science data has
hampered progress on developing a firmer number.
To make these grams per mile figures more understandable one can
calculate very roughly that if the intent of Congress were carried out,
1975 model year automobiles would exhaust about 100 million pounds
of hydrocarbons each year assuming, of course, they met the standards over the life of the vehicle. Under the regulations promulgated,
however, the 1975 model year automobiles will emit 300 million
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pounds of hydrocarbons during the first full year they are on the roads.
The industry, in addition to achieving the above chronology on governmental shifts, is proceeding to obtain further concessions. First,
GM would like a change in the regulations which presently require
each car to meet the standards. They suggest that some cars should be
allowed to exceed the standard because some would be below the standard. The important thing, according to GM, is that the vehicles

the standard on the average. Beware the word averagege"
Both California officials and Federal officials know that averaging. is
should meet

yet another way to weaken the standards while appearing to maintain the same degree of stringency.
Second the industry would like to be able to replace catalysts every
25,000 miles ratherthan every 50,000 miles as required. If this were permitted, the consumer would be saddled with yet another unnecessary
expense. There is no inherent reason why catalysts cannot be made to
last 50,000 miles and even beyond to the actual life of the car. Permitting catalyst replacement gives the auto companies an economic incentive to use catalysts which not only do not have good durability but also
inherently do not have good catalytic activity, mechanical durability
and resistance to heat and poisons.
The latest development has been General Motor's request for a 1year suspension of the hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide emission
standards for 1975 model year automobiles. I hope one effect of these
hearings will be to stiffen the administration's posture in considering
the 1-year suspension. GMIs original request was denied on the grounds
that it was a legally insufficient application for suspension. Our attorney, David Hawkins, suggested a question which might be asked of
Mr. Ruckelshaus to determine the attitude of the Agency on this issue:
Is the Administrator ready to subpena information from General
Motors the day the complete suspension application is received?
Mr. KYmos. Are you asking this subcommittee this question? Mr.Ruckelshaus will be here tomorrow.
Mr. LOMBARDO. Our attorney suggested a question that might be
asked of Mr. Ruckelshaus. We, of course, cannot ask that question,
Mr. Chairman.
Another matter of concern which Mr. Ruckelshaus could resolve is
the confidentiality of subpenaed or submitted application data. Mr.
Hawkins has asked the Administrator in a letter dated January 21,
197 attachment G-to adopt a policy that all data submitted by the
applicant or subpenaed by the Agency be made availaible to the public.
Perhaps he will announce his decision when he appears before you
tomorrow.
-The most alarming development, however, has been the recent meeting sponsored by Congressman Veysey of California. If the article
from the New York Times-attachment H-is correct, it appears that
the industry will be making a frontal attack for a repeal of the very
provision of the law which we are trying to have enforced by the courts.
The industry in effect is saying it will never meet standards necessary
to protect the public health.
(The attachments to Mr. Lombardos statement, referred to,
follow:)
(Testimony resumes on p. 389.)
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ATTACHMENT A
CENTER

"OR SCIENCE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST,

Washington, D.C.
PROJECr CAVEAT
CAVEAT: a Clean Air VEhicle Assurance Team to create a scientific counter-

force to ever-present industry pressure for weaker pollution control standards.
-THE PROBLEM

In 1970, history's most intensively fought legislative battle between environmentallsts and the automobile industry was won by the public. Congress decided
that to protect the public health it was necessary to write into law standards for
1975 model year automobiles requiring "a reduction of at least 90 per centum
from emissions... allowable... in model year 1970." The subsequent regulations
promulgated by EPA to implement this provision of the Act, however, do not
require a 90 percent reduction of hydrocarbon (unburned gasoline) emissions.
The adopted regulations permit more than twice as much hydrocarbon emissions
as envisioned by Congress and necessary for the protection of the public health.
The problem for the public and its only advocate, the environmentalists, is: How
does the nation insure that the law will be met and the public health protected?
FACTS BEABI NO ON THE PROBLEM

1. Congress envisioned a standard of 0.22 grams per mile of hydrocarbon eoilssions from 1975 and later model year vehicles (as measured on the then new
"closed cold" test procedure.) They correctly understood this standard to be
necessary for protection of the public health. Yielding to industry pressure EPA
subsequently proposed an emission standard of 0.46 grams per mile hydrocarbons
(also on the "closed cold" test procedure.) The Natural Resources Defense Council and the Center for the Study of Responsive Law protested, but industry
pressure in the opposite direction was much stronger. EPA yielded still further
to industry pressure and finally promulgated a standard supposedly comparable
to 0.46 grams per mile but with a different numerical value of 0.41 grams per mile
hydrocarbons The new lower number looks like a more stringent standard but in
reality is an even weaker standard because of a change in the measurement test
procedure from a "cold" test to a "cold plus hot" test procedure.
2. The latter "cold plus Hot" test procedure further increases the amount of
pollution permissible from 19T vehicles. 'This can be understood by a comparison with the previous closed cold test procedure. The closed cold procedure collected and measured only the emissions generated during a cold start (a vehicle
started from room temperature or "cold" generates far more emissions of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide than a vehicle started from a fully warmed up or
"hot condition." The new "cold plus hot" procedure also measures the high emissions generated during a cold start, but instead of stopping there and using these
emissions as the measure of a vehicle's pollution characteristics, the new procedure goes on to measure the low emissions of a hot start and then average the
two together to yield a lower measurement value. This average value of course
creates the appearance that the vehicle emits less while actually permitting an
increase in the mass (quantity) of allowable emissions. The averaged value will
always be much less than the high (undiluted) cold start value.
3. The significance of "cold" versus "cold plus hot" measurements can be appreciated with an understanding of the photochemical smog phenomenon.
The phenomenon of photochemical smog results when hydrocarbons and oxides
of nitrogen emitted into the atmosphere are baked by the radiant energy of sunlight for several hours. The emissions generated during the morning hours by
millions of automobiles on a sunny day results in the corrosive photochemical
smog which reaches a peak In the early afternoon hours. These emissions caused
by morning commuters are primarily cold start emissions. Car which have been
sitting dormant overnight are "cold" and the heaviest emissions are created during the morning startup. Thus, the aim historically has been to reduce cold start
emissions to the point where there would not be enough chemicals in the atmosphere to support the photochemical reaction-the solution to the smog problem.
Prior to EPA's new regulation, during the entire twenty year history of motor
vehicle pollution control efforts, standards were in terms of strictly cold start
emissions. Hence the new EPA procedures, successfully pushed for by the auto-
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mobile industry will control pollution to a far lesser degree than intended by Congress and not to the degree necessary to protect the public health.
4. Further efforts to erode the effectiveness of the 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments are also in progress by the automobile industry. EPA officials privately
admit that they are about to allow 25,000 mile replacement of catalysts for 1975
model year vehicles rather than the 50,000 miles specified in the Clean Air Act and
far less than the 100,000 miles needed by the public and originally sought by the
Congress. EPA officials also have evinced a fatal wait-and-see approach toward
the problem of assuring the durability and effectiveness of 1975 emission control
systems. That this is fatal can be seen from the fact that vehicles built by Detroit
are now exceeding the standard after only 4,000 miles, rather than meeting the
standards for 50,000 miles as required. Fatal also because it is now estimated that
more than 10% of the annual deaths in New York City can be attributed to air
pollution.
DnremsION

The above facts show that the Industry is pushing its own interests in a repeat
performance of its successful efforts in California. In 1959 the California legislature passed a law empowering the State health agency to set automobile emission standards to restore the degree of air quality which existed in Los Angeles
in 1940--by 1970!
That this action by the California legislature to protect the public health was in
vain can be seen from the following figures:
ESTIMATED EMISSIONS FROM MOTOR VEHICLES INLOS ANGELES
froenper day]

Carbon inonele........................................
H droarbons ....................................................
Oxides of nftroge.........................................
TOt......................................................

140

In@

19701

2500
12i90
3,225

8,500
1,o3'

&500

10,690

10,730

no3

1,500

These estimated 1970 emls ons art based u the old open eycl test procefder and th"oMore substantially underestimate actual missions by an undetermined factor which may bees high as?.
3Or 22,000?
Note: The same evisceration of standards that went on in California during the 196's is now. in the 70's, proceeding
apace at the Federal level. Ifit continues unabatel we will find in 1994, when the Conre envisioned wvboth could and
should have ocean air, we will be breathing at best the same amount of poisons in the afr as we do tody.
go much for the facts of tha problem and their implications. The question now
becomes what can and should be done to rectify the problem.
Project CAVEAT will produce the scientific eldence necessary to force EPA
to carry out Its responsibilities under the Clean Air Act. OSPI is exploring legal
methods to require EPA to enforce the law. The scientific community will be
challenged by CSPI to examine EPA's actions and support efforts to obtain emission standards and test procedures capable of attaining the air quality levels
necessary to protect the public health.

ATTACHMENT B
IN TriE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Civil Action No.
NATURAL R

-

0soucazs DznNsrn CouNcIL, Inc., 1600 Twentieth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 and Cu'm FoR ScINc. Ix THE PUBLIC INTFRE T, 1346
Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Itoom 812, Washington, D.C. 20036, Plaintiffs, v.
WILLIAM D. RucxLesnAus, Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C., Defendant
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COMPLAINT

(Mandamus: Declaratory Judgment)
1. This is a civil suit to require the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to promulgate regulations requiring a reduction, sufficient to comply with the mandate of Public Law 91-604, the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, in emissions oT hydrocarbons from automobiles and automobile
engines manufactured during or after model year 1975. 2. This Court has Jurisdiction of this action under 5 U.S.C. if 701-706, 28
U.S.C. if 1331, 1337 (Commerce Regulation), 1343 (Civil Rights), 1361 (Mandamus), 2201-ToV22 (Declaratory Judgments), and section 304 of the Clean Air
Act, as amended (sec. 12, Public Law 91-604,84 Stat. 1706).
3. The amount in controversy, exclusive of interest, fees. and costs, exceeds
ten Thousand dollars.
4. Plaintiff Natural Resources Defense_ Council, Inc. (NRDO), Is a nonprofit
corporation organized under the laws of the State of New York, with offices at
86 West 44th Street, New York, New York, and 1600 Twentieth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. NRDC is a national organization dedicated to the preservation
and defense of the human environment and natural resources of the United
States. NRDC's Board of Trustees is composed of lawyers, scientists, and other
citizens interested in-protecting the environment. Among NRDC's objectives are:
(a) to provide a central, national focus for lawyers, scientists, and concerned
citizens in an effort to make our courts and administrative agencies effective
instruments of environmental protection; (b) to undertake environmental cases
which have a potential for establishing widely applicable precedent or for savIng or reclaiming some important aspect of our national endowment; (c) to
provide legal advice and assistance, -where appropriate, to conservation groups
and environmental lawyers throughout the United States; and (d) to monitor
the federal departments soi regulatory agencies to ensure that the public interest In protecting #-" environment is fully considered in their administrative
actions.
In carrying out the last of these objectives NRDC sponsors the Project on
Clean Air, a national program to ensure effective federal and State enforcement
of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, and promotes the broadest and most
informed public participation in preparation of State implementation plans under
the Clean Air Amendments. The Project in consultation with the Scientists'
Institute for Public Information, a national coalition of distinguished scientists across the country, has submitted public Comments on six separate EPA
rule making proposals under the Clean Air Amendments. One of these Comments dealt specifically with the subject matter of this action and two other
Comments concerned additional aspects of automotive emissions.
5. Plaintiff Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) is a non-profit
tax-exempt organization incorporated under the laws of the District of Columbia. CSPI is dedicated to providing unbiased scientific and technical information to the public and has focused particularly on environmental and consumer protection Issues. Included in CSPI's activities relating to air pollution
are a project to Identify the major industrial sources of flourides air pollution
throughout the United States, studies presented to EPA regarding the phasing
out of lead In automotive fuels, and studies presented to the Federal Trade
Commission regardilig the posting of octane number on retail gasoline pumps.
Dr. James B. Sullivan, a director of CSPI also serves as the Chairman of the
Advisory
Committee for Air Pollution Control in the District of Columbia.
6. Plaintiffs
sue on their own behalf and as representatives of a class conslsting of all persons in tile United States who are or may be exposed to
concentrations of hydrocarbons or photochemical oxidants in the ambient air at
levels in excess of the primary or secondary national ambient air quality standards promulgated by EPA pursuant to the Clean Air Act. as amended (42
U.S.C. 1857 et scq.). As a result of defendant's acts and omissions alleged in
this complaint, this class and each Individual member thereof will continue
to suffer exposure to above mentioned air pollutants-at levels causing or contributing to the endangerment of public health or welfare in deprivation of rights.
privileges, and Immunities secured by the Constitution of the United States and
the Clean Air Act, as amended.
7. Plaintiffs represent a class of persons so numerous that Joinder of all is
impractlcable They complain of acts and refusals t-o act on the part of defendants in ways which affect all members of their class similarly. There exist questions of law and fact common to each member of the class. The claims of the
representative parties are typical of the claims of the class which they represent. The representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interest
of each member of the class represented.
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8. Defendant William D. Ruckleshaus is Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency. He is required by section 202 of -the Clean Air Act, as amended
by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 (sec. 6, Public Law 91-604, 84 Stat. 1690)
to promulgate regulations requiring the control of emissions of air pollutants from
new motor vehicles and new motor vehicle engines.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

9. Section 109 of Title I of the Clean Air Act, as amended by the Clean Air
Amendments of 1970, P.L. 91-604, 84 Stat. 1679 (hereafter the Clean Air Act) requires the Administrator to promulgate regulations establishing National Ambient Air Quality Standards (hereafter Air Quality Standards) for each air pollutant for which air quality criteria have been issued. Primary Air Quality
Standards are required to be set at levels adequate to protect human health.
Secondary Air Quality Standards are required to be set at levels adequate to protect the public welfare.
10. Title I, Section 110 of the Clean Air Act, (84 Stat. 1680) requires each State
to preimre and submit to the Administrator for approval a plan which provides
for the attainment within the State's boundaries of the Air Quality Standards
prescribed by the Administrator.
11. Section 202 of the Clean Air Act requires the Administrator to prescribe
standards for emissions from new motor vehicles. Emission standards are required for any air pollutant which "causes or contributes to, or is likely to cause
or contribute to, air pollution which endangers the public health or welfare,"
(84 Stat. 1690). Section 202 of the Clean Air Act further requires the Administrator to prescribe standards for emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbons (HC) from model year 1975 light duty motor vehicles (hereafter "automobiles"). These latter standards must be set at levels (a) which represent a
reduction of at least 90 per centum from emissions allowable under the standards applicable to model year 1970 automobiles, and (b) which (without regard to
steps such as automobile inspections or restriction 4n automobile use, taken by
the States pursuant to Title I of the Clean Air Act to control automobile emissions) insure the attainment of the corresponding Primary Air Quality Standards established pursuant to Title I of the Clean Air Act. Thus, the Administrator
is required to promulgate a standard for IC emissions from model year 1975
auttomobiles which is sufficiently stringent to insure that the Primary Air Quality Standards for HC and for Photochemical Oxidants will be met when all automobiles are in compliance with tihe standard.
12. On April 30, 1971, the Administrator established by regulation (36 Fed.
Reg. 8186) Primary Air Quality Standards for HC and for Photochemical
Oxidants as follows:
Polutant
Primary standard
Photochemical Oxi160 micrograms per cubic meter (0.08 p.p.m.)-maxidants,
mum 1 hr. concentration not to be exceeded more
than once per year.
Hydrocarbons -------- 160 micrograms per cubic meter (0.24 p.p.m.)-maxmum 3 hr. concentration (6 to 9 a.m.) not be exceeded
more than once per year.
13. On July 2, 1971, the Administrator prescribed by regulation (36 Fed. Reg.,
12657) the standard for exhaust emissions of HC from model year 1975 automobiles as follows:
HC = 0.41 grams per mile (gm./mi.)
14. The standard of 0.41 gn./ml. for HU is too high to insure the attainment
of the Primary Air Quality Standards for IIC or for Photochemical Oxidants
as required by section 202 of the Clean Air Act.
15. The failures as alleged in tmragraphs 13 and 14 of the Administrator to
lrfori acts and duties under the ('lean Air Act which are not discretionary
with the Administrator have caused plaintiffs and thoe they represent to suffer
and to continue to suffer injury for which there is no adequate remedy at
law.
10. On August 1, 1971 Plaintiff Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. gave
notice to the Administrator of its intention to bring this action pursuant to seetion 304 of the Clean Air Act (84 Stat. 1706).

...
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PRAYER

FOR RELIEF

A. Declaratory Judgment
Wherefore plaintiffs respectfully pray that:
17. This Court declare that the emission standard for-HC for model year
1975 automobiles promulgated by the'Administrator fails to achieve the automotive emission reductions mandated by 1 20"2 of the Clean Air Act (84 Stat.
1690) and is, therefore, null and void.
B. Masdaenue
Further, plaintiffs respectfully pray that:
18. This Court direct the Administrator to establish an emission standard for
HO for model year 1975 automobiles consistent with the mandate of the Clean
Air Actsasamended, 42 U.S.C. 11 1857 et seq.
0. Coat.
Further, plaintiffs respectfully pray that:
19. This Court award costs of litigation (including resasonable attorney and
expert witness fees) to the Plaintiffs.
Finally, plaintiffs respectfully pray that:
20. This Court grant such other and further relief as shall be deemed necessary and proper.
Respectfully submitted.
DAVID G. HAwKiNs,
EDWARD L.

STROHBEHN,

Jr.,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs.

ATTACHMENT C
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF REspONsIVE LAW,

Washington,D.C., March 15, 1971.
OFFICE OF THE ACTING CoMMISSIONER,

Air Pollution Control Office, Environmental ProtectionAgency,
Rockville, Md.
DEAR COMMISSIONER: Enclosed please find comments (in triplicate) concerning
the proposed primary and secondary ambient air quality standards (42 CFR 410)
for your careful consideration.
Sincerely yours,
RALPH NADER.
COMMENTS CONCERNING PROPOSED PRIMARY AND SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY

STANDARDS (42 CFR 410)
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

section 109 of the Clean Air Act (Public Law 91-40), as amended December
31, 1970, requires that the Administrator of the Environmental Protetion.Agency
promulgate national primary ambient air quality standards based upon (1) the
findings contained in the Air Quality Criteria documents regarding the adverse
health effects of specific pollutants and (2) an allowance for an "adequate margin
of safety" between the figures in the criteria documents and those proposed u ,
standards.
The same section of the Act requires that national secondary ambient air quality standards shall be based upon the Criteria documents and that they shall
protect the non-health related aspects of public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects of the various pollutants.
These guidelines grew out of a recognition by Congress of the limitations of
the Air Quality Criteria documents. Generally, the proposed standards fail to
reflect adequate attention on the part of the Administrator to these guidelines In
the following ways:
1. Often they do not provide for an adequate margin of safety which is necessary because of the incomplete knowledge concerning the full extent of the hazards
presented by various pollutants.
2. In some cases they overlook documented evidence of special dangers presented to particularly susceptible groups such as the very young, the aged or persons with illnesses.
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The report of the Senate Committee on Public Works on the National Air
Quality Standards Act of 1970 (91st Congress, Second Session, Report No. 911196) is quite explicit about the need to include adequate margins of safety in the
air quality standards. The Report states, on p. 9:
In setting such air quality standards the Secretary [now the Administratori should consider and incorporate not only the results of research summarized in air quality criteria documents, but alsothe need for margins of
safety. Margins of safety are essential to any health-related environmental
standards if a reasonable degree of protection is to be provided against
hazards which research has not yet identified.
The criteria documents themselves emphasize the limitations of their conclusions. Five of the six documents Issued to date conclude with a paragraph
which is identical or virtually identical to the following, excerpted from the
Criteria document for nitrogen oxides (Chapter 11M) :
It is reasonable and prudent to conclude that, when promulgating ambient air quality standards, consideration should be given to requirementsfor margins of safety that would take into account possible effects on health,
vegetation, and materials that might occur below the lowest of the above
levels.1
The Senate report also made it clear that primary ambient air quality standards should be formulated with reference to members of the most susceptible
groups. The report stated, on p. 10, that,
* * * the Committee emphasizes that included among those persons
whose health should be protected by the ambient standard are particularly
sensitive citizens such as bronchial asthmatics and emphysematics who in
the normal course of daily activity are exposed to ambient environment.
THE PROPOSED PRIMARY AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

* * * in 1971, not one grain of dust, not one liter of gaseous pollution

has yet been removed from the atmosphere of this Nation as a direct result
of the 1967 air legislation. (Speech before the National Press Club, Washington, D.C., January 12, 1972 by William D. Ruckelshaus, Administrator,
Environmental Protection Agency.)
It is suggested that unless the proposed standards are-drastically revised,
the same speech could be made in 1975 with reference to the 1970 Amendments
to the Clean Air Act. Virtually all of the proposed standards are inconsistent
with the guidelines and considerations outlined above. In addition, they fail to
respond to the policy considerations outlined in the 1967 and 1970 air pollution
legislation. Those pieces. of legislation were intended to provide federal leader.
ship in the establishment of air pollution control standards and clean-up plans.
Therefore, it is ironic that the proposed standards very often represent a retreat from standards which have already been adopted by the states and submitted to the federal government for approval.
8uHiur oxides:2 The proposed maximum 24 hour concentration of SO is
365 ug/m'. This figure is on its face only slightly below the Air Quality Criteria
for sulfur oxides. The Criteria document states, at Chapter 10BIld (with Errata
sheet) - "At concentrations rising from 300 ug/m' to 500 uglm' [i.e. starting at
288 ug/ma when corrected to a reference temperature of 250 C] of sulfur dioxide
(24-hour means), present for 3-4 days with low particulate levels, increased hos-- pital admisions of older persons for respiratory disease may occur; absenteeism
from work, particularly with older persons, may also occur." (Emphasis in
original.) When a 24 hour maximum is calculated from the 4 day averaging
time, using the Larseu model, the range in which effects could be possible Is
1 One exception is the Criteria document for hydrocarbons. That report does not close
with a version of the paragraph quoted above. The reason for this exception is not clear.
However, since hydrocarbon pollution ts a matter of public concern primarily because
of the relationship between hydrocarbon levels and levels of photochemical oxidants, the
omission is unimportant. The Criteria document for photochemical oxidants does close
with a paragraph identical to the one quoted in the text.
SThe proposed standard for sulfur oxide as it appears in the Federal Register, Vol. 86,
No. 21. an. 30, 1971, indicates that ll measurements of air quality ake-corrected to a
reference temperature of 200 C and to a reference pressure of 760 mm of mercury. We
were informed by a staff
member of APCO In Durham that the temperature correction
should have been 25 ° C. The Criteria document for 8Oz utilizes numbers based on a
reference temperature of 0° C. In order to convert the criteria level numbers comparable
to the proposed standard, the following APCO formulation was utilized: at 25* C and
7W mm of Hg. 1 ppm 8Os = 2618 ug/ma.
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369 to 443 ug/m.* The proposed standard would permit ambient air levels of
365 ug/m for a 24 hour maximum; this allows an infinitesmal margin of safety of 4 ug/m. The standard should be revised to provide a margin of safety that
can appropriately be termed adequate.
The
The proposed annual arithmetic mean standard for SO, Is 80 ug/mr.
Criteria document (Chapter 10Bg) incidates that adverse health effects have
been observed at cohfentratlons of 97.5 ug/m' (this figure corrected for new
reference temperature; 105 ug/mn at 00 C). The proposed standard appears to
be uncomfortably close to the figure contained in the Criteria document at which
an increased level of respiratory disease has been noted. In addition, the 80
tg/n standard [at 250 C] Is more permissive than any standard proposed and/
or adopted by 25 air quality control region--s of December 16, 1970. In a number of cases many states have already set standards which are nearly twice
as stringent as the proposed federal level. This appears to be a diminution ofthe extremely modest federal leadership which has been exercised since 1967.
Particulatcs: The proposed annual geometric mean standard for paxrtulates
is 75 ug/m. As is the case witli SOx, this proposed standard is only slightlybelow the health effect level cited in the Air Quality Criteria. That document
states, at Chapter 12Bg (with Brrata) : "WNhere concentrations range from 80
ug/rW to 100 ug/rn for particulates (annual geometric mean) with sulfation
levels of about 0.3 ug/cnl-mo., increased death rates for persons over 50 years
of age may occur." In addition the proposed standard is more permissive than
the standards proposed and/or adopted in 16 air quality regions which had submitted their standards as of December 16, 1970.
Carbon monoxide: The proposed maximum 8 hour concentration for carbon
monoxide is 10 mg/m 3 . The Criteria report states, at Chapter 10K: "An exposure of 8 or more hours to a carbon monoxide concentration of 12-7 mg/m (10-15 ppm) will produce a blood carboxyhemoglobin level of 2.0-2.5% in nonsmokers. This level of blood carboxyheinoglobin has been associated with adverse health effects as manifested by Impaired time Interval discrimination."
Given these findings, concern for an adequate margin of safety would have led to
proposing a more stringent standard for more susceptible groups such as victims
of heart disease, smokers, and persons who suffer from respiratory Illness.
Photochemical oxridants: The maximum 1 hour concentration for photochemlcal oxidants is 125 ug/m 3. Here again the difference between the number contained In the criteria document and the proloed national standard is so small
as to be insignificant. Inadequate consideration has been given to the need for
a margin of safety in view of one of the major conclusions of the photochemical
oxidant Air Quality' Criteria document: "Under conditions prevailing in the
areas where studies were conducted, adverse health effects, as shown by the
Impairment of lerfornmance of student athletes, occurred when the hourly average oxidant concentrations exceeded 130 ug/m' (Chapter 10L]." The proposedstandard is more permissive than the one hour maximum concentration standards
for photochemical oxidants proposed and/or adopted In 18 out of 23 air quality
regions as of November 16, 1970.
Hydrocarbons: The oronosed maimum 3 hour concentration (6-9 a.m.) for
hydrocarbons is 125 ug/m'. The Criteria document states that under certain
meteorological conditions a 3 hour hydrocarbon concentration of 200 ug/m might
produce an average % hour photochemical oxidant concentration of up to 200
ug/m. The document indicates that measurements were confined to 200
ug/m! because of Instrumentation limitations. However, It goes on to read "If
the functional relationship between the hydrocarbon and photoehemical oxidant
measurements were extended to include the lowest levels at which photochemical
oxidant has been observed to adversely affect human health, the corresponding
hydrocarbon concentration would-be approximately 130 ug/m [Chapter 81 with
Errata] * * *" The proposed standard provides an extremely slim margin of
safety.
Nitrogen dioxide: The proposed 24 hour maxiumm is 250 ug/m3 and the proposed annual-arithmetic mean is 100 ug/m. The corresponding figures from the
Criteria documents are 284 ug/mi and 117 ug/n3 respectively (Chapter 111M.
Tile Criteria report for nitrogen oxides indicates that at these approximate
Per R. J. Freeman, APCO. Durham, 2/16/71 chart of "Aerometric Relationships for
Specific Sulfur Oxide Criteria Values."
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levels an increased incidence of eleute respiratory disease can be expected in
family groups. Again, the adequacy of the margin of safety must be questioned.'
PROPOSED SECONDARY AMBIENT AIR QUALITY

STANDARDS

The proposed prihuary ambient air standards provide unacceptable protection from potential adverse health effects-and will therefore require revision in
order to conform to the requirennents of the Clean Air Act. The process of
revision and re-evalutmon will necessarily entail a corresponding revision oa the proposed secondary standards, many of which seem to be
set at levels which would generally be acceptable for use as primary standards.r But the levels are unacceptable as secondary standards. For Instance, the
p'rolmsed
secondary standard (annual geometric mean) for particulates is 60
ug/n O . The Criteria document for particulates notes non-health related effects
heginning precisely at the same point, 60 ug/rn. The report states [Chapter 12B4]
that "At concentrations ranging froi 60 iig/m' (annual geometric means, to 180
ug/m'. The Criteria document for particulates notes non-health related effects
fig/rlu for particulates (annual geometric means), in the presence of sulfur
dioxide and moisture, corrosion of steel and zinc panels occurs at an accelerated
rate." The proposed secondary ambient air standards for SOx (national 24-hour
concentration) is 260 ug/m3 . The criteria report for SO states [Chapter 10B2]
that "At a concentration of 285 ug/m [i.e. 262 ug/m when corrected for temperature] of sulfur dioxide, with comparable concentration of particulate matter in
relative humidity of 50%, visibility may be reduced to about 5 miles."
For the four other pollutants, secondary standards have not been set at levels
more stringent than the primary standards since "adverse welfare effects have
not been observed at levels below the levels of the proposed primary standards"
(Federal Register, Vol. 36, No. 21). This is totally inconsistent with Sec. 109 of
the 1970 Clean Air Amendments which states that the Administrator of EPA
should set secondary standards at levels that lie Judges are necessary to "protect the public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects" of a pollutant. [Emphasis added]
-

The proposed standards evidence a tendency on the part of the Administrator to
consider the conclusions in the various Air Quality Criteria Reports as the final
word concerning the dangers of air pollution. However, the Criteria reports were
intended to summarize the best available studies of the effects of pollution. The
reports do not-indeed they could not--document all of the iMotential effects. The
Criteria are essentially compilations of those studies which already have been
conducted and do not take account of effects which are not easily measured (e.g.
genetic effects) or those for which data is incomplete.
The weight of increasing scientific evidence is that what we know about air
pollution is only a fraction of vhat must be learned, and the trend of the evidence is that new findings will be even more troublesome than existing knowledge.
The Administrator's duty in this context is to exercise the greatest degree of
administrative caution by revising the proposed standards to include wider
margins of safety, and to take into account reasonably anticipated adverse effects
of the various air pollutants.
4 In a Feb. 1, 1971, memo to the Director of the Division of Air Quality and Emission
Data, J. B. Clements stated that "It Is quite true 0 * * that the use of micrograms per
cubic meter is diflicult and on occasion is technically Incorrect *
* It in my opinion
that workers will continue to use volume per unit measurement by converting ug/W
ls appears to place an unnecessary and time consuming burden on workers in the
fiehl-and on citizens who may want to testify-that could easily be overcome by
APCO's expressing standards In both ppm and ug/, as is done In most of the Criteria
documents. In that way, data on gaseous air pollutants would be more readily comparable
and
0 fewer errors might be made In converting figures.
In fact, many regions had already proposed or set standards by December 1970 that
are as stringent or more stringent than the Federally proposed secondary levels.
Number of regions proposing standards as stringent orsmore stringent thon the eoderally
proposed secondary levels
Standard:
Sulfur oxides-------------------------17 [Annual arithmetic mean]
Particulates ------------------------8
Annual geometric mean
Carbon monoxide ---------------------8 Maximum 8 hour concentration]
Photochemical oxidants -----------------18 Maximum 1 hour concentration]
Hydrocarbons -----------------------15 [Maximum 8 hour concentration]
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ATTACHMENT D
COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED NATIONAL PRIMARY AND SECONDARY AMBIENT Ain
QUALITY STANDARDS (80 F.R. 1502, JAN. 80, 1991), SUBMITTED BY THE 11ROJECT
ON CLEAN AnR OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL IN CONSULTATION
WITH THE SCIENTISTS' INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC INFORMATION-BY RICHARD l,

AYSs, MARCH 16, 1971
The Clean Air Amendments of 1970 represent one of the strongest statements
of publc policy ever adopted by a Congress. Seldom does Congress express its
desires so clearly and unequivocally, and with such force as it did in this Act.
It is
lthus of the utmost importance that the administrative regulations promul.
gated under the Act, such as the national ambient air standards, Implement em.
body the full force of the Congressional mandate. Although the proposed standards do go much further than might have been imagined a few years ago, they
do not take full advantage of the authority to rid the air of pollution granted
in the Act.
I. LEGISLATIVE MANDATE

To show how much further the standards should go requires an examination
of the statute and its legislative history. The statutory section under which
the proposed standards were promulgated, I 109(b) (1) and (2) of the Act.
42 U.S.C. § 1857 et seq., as amended (1970), requires that the Administrator
of IPA set national "primary" ambient air standards which, "allowing an
adequate margin of safety, are requisite to protect thb public health ;" and that
"secondary" standards be promulgated sufmcient to "protect -the public welfare
from any known or anticipated adverse effects associated with the presence df
air pollutants in the ambient air."
Congress made it clear that these values were to prevail oier considerations of
cost and inconvenience, not to be balanced against them, as under previous pollution control legislation. In the Report accompanying the Senate bill, which is
the major expression of Congressional intent regarding the Act as finally enacted, the Committee stated:
The protection of public health * * will require major action throughout the Nation. Many facilities will require major investments In new
technology and new processes. Some facilities will need altered operatng
procedures or a change of facilities. Some facilities may be closed.
If the Nation is to continue to depend on individual use of motor vehicles,
such vehicles must meet high standards * * * As much as seventy-five percent of the traffic may have to be restricted in. certain large metropolitan
areas if health standards are to be achieved within the time required by
this bill. Senate Committee on Public Works, National Air Quality Standards Act of 1970, S. Rep. No. 91-1196, 91st Cong., 2d e8as. 2 (1970).
1. "Public health"-In adopting public health as the primary criterion for
setting standards, Congress made quite clear that It meant this term to be
construed broadly for the benefit of the people. The Senate Committee Report,
accompanying the Senate bill (with the same standard), made clear that by
protection of health the Act meant the safeguarding of all persons who are not
so sick or young or otherwise susceptible as to require special artificial environments, even those who have diseases rendering them especially -vulnerable to
airborne pollutants:
The Committee emphasizes that included among those persons whose
health should be protected by the ambient standard are particularly sensitive citizens such as bronchial asthmatics and emphysematics who in the
normal course of daily activity are exposed to the ambient environment.
Sen. Rept. 10).
2. "Public Welfare."--Secondary standards were adopted to protect other
values besides health from deterioration. Welfare was intended to be given the
broadest possible reading:
* * * effects on soils, water, vegetation, manmadt3 materials, animals, wildlife, visibility, climate, and economic values. Sen. Rept. 11.
And in describing the research efforts to be undertaken to discover the effects of
pollution on welfare value, the Committee said:
The bill would provide for furtherance of knowledge on welfare effects,
Including effects on vegetation, animals, wildlife, buildings, structures, and
materials. This research effort should extend into welfare effects and

aesthetics in their broadest definition, including the economy, visibility,
weather, and climate. Sen. Rept. 7.
S. Compenetion for Laok of Knowledge.--Congress recognized that to a considerable extent, it must legislate while the full effects of air pollution were only
beginning to be understood, and at a time when air pollution effects were being
discovered at ever lower levels of pollution. Thus the Act directs that error
be made on the side of caution. Primary ambient standards are to be set so
as to give an "adequate margin of safety." Secondary standards are to protect
the public from "known or antiolpated" effects [emphasis added]. Standards are
to be reviewed regularly:
The Committee believes that criteria and control technology documents
should be periodically reviewed and re-issued to ensure currency. Sen.
Rept. 9.
In short, the Act requires the Administrator to go further than merely to
protect the -health and welfare of the general public against presently known
hazards. For the most part, the proposed standards would accomplish this goal.
But the Act requires more. It requires that even the least tolerant groups in
society, -so long as they must expose themselves to the ambient air, must be
protected against harm. And it adopts the most prudent position possible for
dealing with our present dearth of knowledge: namely, that standards should
provide a considerable margin beyond what is now known to be Inecessary to
protect health and welfare, and that knowledge should be gained as rapidly as
possible, and incorporated quickly into the national ambient air quality
standards.
II. GENERAL COMMENTS

The ambient air standards ultimately promulgated by the Administrator will
comprise an extremely important document-the basis from which federal and
State enforcement will begin. Much of the detail which will govern the actual
effect of the statute will be part of the federal implementation plan, and therefore should not appear in the standards document. But certain additional provisions should be included In the national air quality standards document to
make It clear that the standards will- be administered in the spirit which
pervades the Act.
First, the regulations should explicitly provide for regular review and revision at-stated intervals--perhaps yearly or even two years. Earlier review
and revision should, of course, remain possible as soon as warranted by new
information.
Congress recognized that much remained to be learned about the effects of
pollution In particular about the effects of long term exposure to pollutants. In
1 108 of the Act it provided funds to be spend for this purpose. The use of terms
such as "anticipated effects" and "margin of safety" demonstrate Congress' fear
that harmful effects might occur at concentrations well below those now considered dangerous. One of the clearest implications of the survey study by The
Scientist's Institute accompanying these comments is that much more research
must be done before we know the full price we pay for polluted air, and therefore that standards adopted now must be reviewed periodically as findings accumulate. Providing a definite review time, while it would not prevent earlier
review, would help assure that the results of new studies were continuously
Integrated Into the national ambient air standards.
Second. the regulations should explicitly note that the proposed standards
are maxima, and do not license states to allow pollution of presently less
polluted areas. A statement of this sort contained In the standards document
would be a further step towards implementing the intent of Congress described
by the Senate Report in its comments regarding the setting of national air
quality standards:
In areas where current pollution levels are already equal to, or better
than, air quality goals, the Administrator should not approve any implementation plan which does not provide, to the maximum extent practicable,
for the continued maintenance of such ambient air quality. Sen. Root. 11.
In furtherance of this intent, the ambient air quality standards should explicitly
state that because of the legislative history of the Act, in air quality regions
where present levels of pollutants are lower than the national standards the
present levels shall constitute the federal standards of ambient air quality for
those regions.
:Finally, the regulations should make explicit what is now only Implicit In the
manner of stating the standards: that these standards are to be observed regard-
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less of meteorological conditions (such as inversions). Where inversions would
cause a region to exceed the maximum concentration for any pollutant more
than the "once per yeae' provided-for in the standards, the standards should
make it clear that emergency procedures, including temporary shutting down
of manufacturing plants, traffic controls, or other measures provided for in implementation plans must be taken to ensure that the maxima are not exceeded.
The standards should make it clear that they are not merely goals, but rather
commands, which cannot legally be exceeded except during the period allowed
by a duly authorized implementation plan and in compliance with the schedule
contained in such a plan.
--

III. -5POIFIC COMMENTS

A. Primary standard8.-According to the statute, primary standards must
"protect the public health" and give an "adequate margin of safety." As the
accompanying report of The Scientist's Committee suggests, for the purposes of
the proposed standards, this statutory command appears to have been interpreted
to mean that the highest allowable-concentrations of each pollutant should be
setator slightly below the level shown by presently available research to produce
adverse health consequences. It is doubtful whether such standards can meet
the statutory mandate.
The Senate made it quite clear in Committee what they meant by protecting
"health." They meant, as pointed out above, that the protection was to extend to
the most sensitive groups (among those exposed to the ambient air) in the public.
The Senate 'bill did not contain any provision for a "margin of safety." In the
Conference version of the bill, the conferees added to the language of the Senate
bill the proviso that ambient air standards should give an "adequate margin of
safety." Thus the Act as passed means that any ambient air standard should
provide an adequate margin of safety beyond the level necessary to protect the
healthof the most susceptible groups.
Of course, the levels of pollutants which produce adverse health effects in the
most susceptible groups are in most cases not now known. In the absence of data
about how much more susceptible groups such as asthmatics and emphysematics
are, however,
the intent of Congress throughout the act-to err on the side of
health 1 -plus the requirement of a margin of safety, should dictate standards
substantially more protective than the lowest levels known to be hazardous to
less susceptible groups.
For these reasons, we suggest that, until enough research has been done to
establislf-elearty-what will be necessary to protect the more susceptible members
of society, no standard should allow a concentration of any pollutant more than
75% of the concentration known to be harmful to the health of normal people.
Of course, research should go forward immediately to determine what levels are
hazardous to susceptible groups: neither industry nor the public should be penalized because of insufficient knowledge.
Primary 8tandards-Othercommieit8
(1) Particulatematter standards.-The standard for particulate matter does
not'include any standard concerning the size of particles which are permitted.
As the attached Scientist's Institute paper points out, the harmful effect on health
of particulate matter in the air depends heavily on the sizes of the particles. A
standard which controls only the total mass or number of particles may fall to
protect public health. Instead, the air quality standard should specify, perhaps
by graph, an allowable frequency distribution of various sized particles as well
as the maximum quantity of particulate matter allowed.
(2) Sulfur dioxide 8tandards.-Any standard setting a maximum level of exposure, as _te proposed standards do, only protects health adequately if the
measuring time given in the standard is the same as the shortest period within
which adverse effects on health have been documented. With respect to sulfur
dioxide, damage to life functions has been shown to occur with as little as pne
hour of exposure. For this reason, the standard for sulfur dioxide should include
a maximum one hour volume os well as the present twenty-four hour maximum
and yearly mean.
Te Senate Report, for example, suggests that the "anticipated" as well as "known"
health effects were to be considered in setting primary standards. S. Rept. 11. It Is'
; --certainly
proper to anticipate that adverse health effects will be found at lower levels
asmong susceptible
people than within the population at large.
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The findings of Larsen, cited in the accompanying Scientist's Institute document, also raise serious general questions about the standard for sulfur dioxide.
Larsen's work is one of the few attempts torimate statistically the magnitude
of the health hazard to humans from a pollutant. Larsen's study covered, of
course, only two quite atypical cities--London and New York,-but it does provide the basis for some reasoned estimate of the impact of sulfur dioxide? Using
the proposed standards, The Scientists Institute has calculated, using Larsens
equation, that the primary standards would permit 22 excess deaths in New
-York or London during an air episode in which pollution levels rose to the maxl,mum 24 hour cogncentration permitted by the standards. Extrapolating from
such calculations is very hazardous-no one knows whether Larsen's equation
is accurate in smaller cities. Yet his data and conclusions raise serious questions about whether the once a year peak values, and even the yearly averages,
for sulfur dioxide can be said to protect public health so long as the standards
do not prevent "excess deaths" altogether.
B. secondary Statdards.-The Act requires that secondary standards be set
so as to protect public welfare from all known or anticipated effects of pollutants. The word "welfare" was meant to Include essentially all environmental
values other than human health. The Senate Report, quoted above, made clear
that under this part of the statute, It was expected that protection would be provided for "soils, water, vegetation, man-made materials, animals, wildlife, visibility, climate, and economic values," Sen. Rept. 11, and elsewhere included
aesthetic values, buildings, climate and weather. Sen. Rapt. 7.
The proposed secondary standards, like the proposed primary standards, appear to have been set at or slightly below the pollution level which has been
demonstrated in existing literature to be harmful to one or more of the values
listed. In the case of carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants, hydrocArbons,
and nitrogen dioxide, primary and secondary standards have been set at the
same level, on the grounds that "adverse welfare effects have not been observed
to occur at levels below the levels of the proposed primary standards." 36 FP
502, (Jan. 30, 1971).
It Is questionable whether this method of setting the standard satisfies the
statute. To say that no adverse effects have been observed is not to say that
none can be anticipated. Indeed, In the past, new research has almost always
revealed harm at ever-decreasing concentrations of pollutants. In view of past
history, and the relatively small amount of research so far done, the most reasonable anticipation to make would be that harm to welfare values occurs at
concentrations lower than has theretofore been demonstrated.
The secondary standards also ignore synergism, which Is known or suspected
with good reason to occur with sulfur oxide and photochemical oxidants,* and
with nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide or photochemical oxidants.3 The results
of research to date should be sufficient to make synergism a "known or antioipated" effect of air pollution, and appropriate adjustments downward in the
concentrations allowed by the standards should be made.
3. Photochemical oxidants.-As the accompanying Scientists' Institute docu,ment relates, the secondary standard for photochemical standards has been set
well above the level at which synergistic effects have been noted between ozone
and various other pollutants.' Work with peanuts and tobacco plants by several
experimenters has demonstrated effects at extremely low concentrations of these
mixed pollutants.
In view of the studies cited there, the maximum allowable concentration.
of photochemical oxidants should be considerably reduced. The air quality standards cannot fulfill' the statutory standard if they fall to protect against synergistic effects, since these are now either "known" or "anticipated."
IV. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The national air quality standards should explicitly provide for review and
revision at--regular intervals-perhaps yearly or every two years-to assume
that the results of new studies, especially of long-term effects, are continuously
integrated into the air quality standards. This provision should not preclude
2 The scientists' institute for Public Information, "The Proposed National Primary and
Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards: An Analysis," 10, 16, 4. [Hereinafter BIPI
R8t. at 10, 16.
' SIPI Rept., 10-11.
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earlier review and revision, but should set an outer limit to the time a standard
may be put in effect without review. P. 5.
2. The aid quality standards should explicitly state that the values given are
maxima, and that, because of the legislative history of the Act, in any air quality
region which is presently less polluted, present levels shall constitute the federal
standard which may not be exceeded. P. 6.
8. The national air quality standards should explicitly state that they are to
be observed regardless of special meteorological conditions, subject only to exception during the period alowed by a duly authorized implementation plan and
in compliance with the terms of the schedule for compliance contained in such
plan. The regulations shouldstate that emergency procedures Irovided for in
implementation plans, Such as shutting down plants, traffic controls, and other
measures, must be taken where necessary to prevent exceeding the maxima. P. 7.
4. No primary air quality standard should exceed 75% of the concentration
presently known to be harmful to the health of normal (i.e. non-specially susceptible) people. P. 6-7.
5. The primary air quality standard should specify (perhaps by graph) an
allowable frequency distribution of various-sized particles as well as the .maximum quantity of particulate matter allowed. P. 10.
6. The primary air quality standard for sulfur dioxide should include a maximum one hour concentration as well as the presently proposed twenty-four
maximum and yearly mean. P. 10.
7. The primary air quality standard for sulfur dioxide should be re-evaluated
in light of the findings of Larsen suggesting that 22 excess deaths could occur
in New York during an episode in which concentrations of sulfur dioxide reached
those allowed under the proposed eight-hour maximum, in light of the reasonable
inferences these findings give rise to, and in light of the statutory command and
safegard the "public health," "allowing an adequate margin of safety." P. 11.
8. The secondary air quality standards should be revised to provide greater
protection, in view -of the reasonably anticipated effects of the six major air
pollutants, including known or anticipated the effects'of synergism among certain of them. P. 12-13.
9. The secondary air quality standard for photochemical oxidants should be
revised to provide greater protection, taking Into account the available findings
as to the harmful effects of ozone when mixed with other pollutants. P. 14.

ATTACHMENT E
COMMENTS CONCERNING PROPOSED 1975 EMIssION STANDARDS FOR HYDROCARBONS

(42 C R PART 12021)
HYDROCARBONS

Section 202(b) of the Clean Air. Act, as amended, (Public Law 91-604),
requires, inter alia, that the Administrator promulgate "regulations * * * applicable to emissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons from light duty vehicles
and engines manufactured on or after model year 1975 [which] shall contain
standards which require a reduction of at least 90 per centum from emissions
of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons allowable under this section applicable
to light duty vehicles and engines manufactured in model year 1970."' The proposed 1975 standard for hydrocarbons (RC), announced on February 22, 1971,
falls to comply with this legislative mandate. A new test procedure for measuring
emissions from vehicles has been utilized in a manner which defeats the clear
purpose of Section 202.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has anticipated criticism on
this score and included the following explanation in its announcement of the
proposed standard:
The proposed standards are based on 130 tests on 1970 model year vehicles
to determine the equivalency between the test procedure to be used beginning
with the 1972 model year and the test procedure actually used for the 1970
model year. Based upon these tests, it was determined that the 1970 standards of 2.2 grams per vehicle mile hydrocarbons * * * [was] * * * equiv142 USC 1857 f-i, as amended by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, 84 Stat. 1676,
1600. Public Law 91-4 Dec.81, 1970.

17-146 0 - 72 - 25
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alent to 4.6 grams per vehicle mile hydrocarbons *
using the new test
procedure. Therefore, a 90 per centum reduction using the new test procedure
would produce the proposed standards set forth herein. It is emphasized that
the higher numerical values reflect only the change in test procedure and not
any decrease in stringency.!
Utilizing the new test procedure, EPA determined that HC emissions for cars
meeting the 1970 standards are 4.6 gm/ml-rather than 2.2 gm/mil as measured
by the test currently in use. A 90% reduction of 4.6 yields 0.46, the proposed 1975
HC standard.
However, neither the text of Section 202 nor any of the supporting legislative
history indicate anything less than what the words of Section 202 clearly require:
a 90 per cent reduction of the 1970 standard, without _"equivalency" based upon
the new test procedure. As will be shown below, Section 202 requires a 1975 HC
standard more than twice as stringent as the EPA proposed standard-0.22
gm/mi. instead of 0.46 gm/mi.
THE MEANING OF "90 PER CENTUM" HYDROCARBON REDUCTION

Section 202(b) of the Clean Air Act represents a departure from the previous
federal attempts to control automotive air pollution. By enacting this section,
Congress clearly expressed its intention that "technological and economic feasibility" no longer act as a brake on standards-setting--as it had under the legislation which Section 202(b) superseded. T]is intention was expressed by quite
specifically limiting the discretion which had been allowed the administrative
agency under the earlier legislation. In introducing the concept Senator Edmund
S. Muskie, the author of Section 202(b), told the Senate, "* * * we have learned
that tests of economic and technological feasibility applied to these standards
compromise the health of our people and lead to inadequate standards. It is
clear that the long-range proposal for emission standards will only be adequate
if the timetable is accelerated." 3
At the time these words were spoken on the floor of the Senate on September 21, 1970, the "timetable" for emission control was apparent to all observers
Almost one year earlier, on November 20, 1969, at a meeting of the Environmental Quality Council the Administration announced its interim (1975) and
ultimate (1980) automotive emission goals. Representatives of the automobile
industry attended this announcement and gave the goals their tacit support on
the understanding that there would not be additional "harassing" emission
standards set for intervening years. The goals proposed by the Administration
were:

-

.-

Hydrocarbons
-------------------------------------Carbon monoxide
----------------------------------Nitrogen oxides -------------------------------------.
Particulate matter --------------------------------------

1975
0.5
11.0
9
.1

1989
0.25
4.7
.4
.08

On September 17, 1970, the Senate Public Works Committee reported out a
bill containing the language which was later to become Section 202(b). On the
Senate floor, September 21, 1970, Senator Muskie explained the effect of the
Section: ".... the emission standards for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and
nitrogen dioxide which have been projected for 1980 must be met earlier. This
bill would require that this be done by 1975."" Anyone hearing the Senator's
words on September 21, 1970, would have concluded that the anticipated HC
standard for 1975 would be about 0.25-1. e., the original 1980 standard.
Announcements by the National Air Pollution Control Administration on
July 15, 1970 led to the first public knowledge of the new test procedures to be
applied beginning with the 1972 model year. A detailed lrs
release issued on
the- same day Indicates that the Senate had no knowledge that the new test
-procedure would affect the numerical value of the standards (when it enacted
Section 202)o NAPCA's press release explained that the new system revealed
that mass emissions for uncontrolled (pre-1968) vehicles were actually greater
2FederalRegiter, Vol. 36, No. 39, Feb. 26 1971.
Record, $16090. Sept. 21. 1970.
4 As finally enacted by Congress, the law requires that the originally proposed 1980
standards for nitrogen dioxide be met by 1976 Instead of 1975.

a Cogressional

:Ibid 816091.
* Bi# News, July 15, 1970.
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than had been believed. While the present test method indicated uncontrolled
HC emissions of 11.2 gm/mile, the 1972 test revealed emissions of 1.4.6
gm/mle.
This underestimate had naturally carried over to controlled vehicles. NAPCA
found that the 1970 HC standard of 2.2 gm/mile had achieved only a 09% reduction, instead of the Intended 80% reduction.! In other words, the new test procedure showed that HC emissions for 1970 model year cars are 4.6 gm/mile instead
of 2.2. NAPCA explained its new findings and proposed standards as follows:
Publication of 1975 model year crhaust standards
On February 10, 1970, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
announced the Department's intention to propose more stringent exhaust
standards for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide to be effective with the
1975 model year. The proposed regulations carry out that intent. The proposed new standards will be 0.5 grams per vehicle mile for hydrocarbons * * $ Oompliance with these standards will be determined using the
proposed new procedures. (Emphasis added)
This statement was issued on July 15,1970.
Therefore at the time the Senate amendments were adopted-on September
22, 1970, NAPCA had already announced the new test procedures and Indicated
that-they would not result in a more permissive HC number for 1975. The
general understanding was that, without any change In the law, the HC standard for 1975 was to be 0.5 gm/mile (the same figure that had been proposed at
the 1969 meeting of the Council on Envlronmental Quality) with compliance
-determined by using the proposed new procedures. The passage of the Senate
amendments-later adopted by the House--was generally understood as adoption of Senator Muskie's plan to accelerate the standards by five years, i.e. to
leapfrog the proposed 1975 standards and to require compliance with the proposed 19M0 standards by 1975. In view of these facts, It would be unreasonable
to infer that after one of the major legislative battles of 1970, Congress intended
to reduce the 1975 HC standard by an infinitesimal amount (0.04) below the
originally-proposed level (from the originally understood level of 0.5 to EPA's
proposed level of 0.46).
In addition, It Is Important to note the reason for the adoption of the new
test procedure. In Its July 15, 1970 announcement, NAPCA explained that the
new test would be more efficient "because more of the gases are sampled, because the driving cycle is more realistic, and because the new instruments are
more accurate." a The Inadequacy of the old test--and the auto Industry's consequent poor performance in emission control-is now the basis for relieving the
industry from Its full responsibility to reduce pollution. This ironic result Is
clearly inconsistent with the legislative history of Section 202.
The Senate Report is the most explicit pieceof legislative history on this
subject and there is no reason to assume that the Report meant anything less
than what was clearly stated * In Its discussion of the meaning of the "90 per centum reduction" language,
the Report clearly indicates an Intention that the originally-proposed 1980 standards for-three of the major auto pollutants should be moved up to 1975. In its
discussion of these pollutants, the Report says: 0
A. To achieve the public health ambient standard would require emission controls placed on automobiles permitting emissions of only 5 grams
per mile [of oarbon monoxide], a figure which represents the 1980 emission
requirement as proposed by the Administration.
B. To achieve such ambient standard [for photochemical oxidants, of
wLich hydrocarbon Is a chemical precursor] would require a reduction of
hydrocarbon emissions from automobiles from the 1970 standard of 2.2 gm/
mile of an emission level of 0.2 gm/mile. This last figure is the approximate
Of course even the new percentage of "control" overstates the case since the figures
are hypothetical for cars actually in use. NAPCA tested only a handful of prototype
vehicles for certification purpoi-e and has acknowledged many times that the failure
rate for cars actually in use is enormous.
aibid.
'National Air Quality Standards Act of 1970. Senate Report No. 91-1196. 91st Congress, 2nd Session, p. 25. The Conference Report said of Section 202: "The conference
substitute follows substantially the Senate amendments * * * Carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbon emissions from light duty vehicles for 1975 model year and thereafter are t
be reduced at least 00 per centum over 1970 standards' * 0." (Conference Report, "Clean
Air Amendments of 1970," House of Representatives, 91st Congress, 2d Seasion, Report
No. 91-1783, December 19fo, p. 49.)
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equivalent of the proposed 1980 emissiox standard.
C. To achieve the health standards would require a redawtiun from the
proposed 197d emission standard of .0 gm/mile [of nitrogen oxides] to an
emlssions requirement for automobiles of 0.5 gm/mile, or approximateti
the proposed 1980 standards.
Section B of the Report excerpt indicates a 1975 standard approximately
equivalent to the 1980 standard of 0.5 and makes no mention ol the standards
being adjusted in the light of the new test procedures. In fact since the NAPCA
announcement of July 15, 1970 had indicated that the new test procedures
would not affect the originally-proposed 1975 standards, there is every reason
to believe that the Senate, and ultimately the House (which made no independent
inquiry into Section 202) believed that the new HO standard under Section 202
would be about 0.25 grams per mile, utilizing the test procedures.
It Is important to note that the Congrtsmonal decision to accelerate the 1980
standards to 1975 was not an arbitrary one. Rather it was based on the results
of scientific research done by the National Air Pollution Control Administration.
The Senate Report states that "[finformatlon provided that Committee by the
Administration indicated that, under the existing new vehicle emission control
program * ** It would be 1990 before the ambient levels of motor vehicle related
pollutants would be brought down to the level necessary to protect 4he health
of persons." w The Report goes on to indicate that this conclusion was based
upon a paper by Delbert S. Barth, Director of the Bureau of Criteria and Standards, National Air Pollution Control Administration.u The Barth paper computed automobile emission goals based upon desired levels of air quality. The
conclusion for hydrocarbon emission goals was that, assuming a 1980 target
date, the desired standard would be 0.14 gm/mile, a figure which is even more
stringent than the Administration's goal of 0.25 gm/mile. The discrepancy between these two figures may or may not be important, depending upon the imporlance of the fact that reduced emissions would come live years earlier than
anticipated. However, NAPOA's finding that 1970 vehicles have not achieved the
intended degree of control makes It all the more imperative that the EPA standard be as close to the Barth number (0.14 gm/mi.) as is possible under the law.
It Is clear from the response of the automobile industry to news of the impending Senate Public Works Committee's action that the Industry understood
that the "90 per centum" language would mean a 1975 hydrocarbon standard of
about 0.25. For example, on August 27, 1970, Thomas C. Mann of the Automobile
Manufacturers Association complained to the Secretary of HEW about the Information provided to the Committee.
* * * This bill in its present form proposes a drastic reduction in auto

emission levels for 1975 as compared with the already stringent HEW goals
for 1975 * * *.

It is our understanding that the information from HEW contained in this
document was reported in a paper entitled "Federal Motor Vehicle Emission Goals for CO, HC and NOx based on Desired Air Quality Levels" which
I understand was used In a presentation by D. S. Barth, J. C. Romanovsky
and E. A. Chuck of your Durham office at a June 16, 1970 annual meeting
in St. Louis of the Air Pollution Control Association. It was made manifestly
clear in the paper that the measurements, math models, data analysis, and
conclusions are of a developmental or a preliminary nature and not Intended
to be construed as final or adequate for establishing legal standards
It is also our understanding that the information supplied by HEW staff
is currently being evaluated by NAPCA and should not be considered definitive or official until after review and the required publications in the Federal
Register.

We are concerned that major legislative proposals concerning emissions
standards embodying serious social and economic consequences are based
on technical Information supplied by HEW staff which hms not received
the rigorous technical scrutiny customry in HEW. We respectfully request
that you personally review the material supplied by your department to
Senate staff and, If you share our views concerning the nature of the
data, that you promptly inform Senator Muskie10Senate Report. p.25.
31Delbert 8. Bart ,"Federal Motor Vehicle Emission Goals for CO, HC and NOx Based
on Desired Air Quality Levels,' Air Pollution Control Assoeation Journal, Vol. 20, No. 8.
August, 1970.
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On September 2, 1970, Acting Secretary of HEW, John G. Veneman sent a reply
to the AMA. The reply reaffirmed the need for standards as stringent as the
Administration's ultimate 1980 goals and agreed that the degree of control called
for in the bill was consistent with the Administration's 1960 emission levels:
- *
* The paper entitled "Federal Vehicle Emission Goals for CO, HC, and
NOx Based on Desired Air Quality Levels," prepared and presented by personnel of the National Air Pollution Control Administration, is intended to
show, within the limits of existing data, the relationship between motor
vehicle emission reductions and improvements in air quality. More secifically, it seeks to demonstrate that further reductions in such emissions,
beyond those we have proposed for 1975, will be necessary, and that the
order of magnitude of the needed reductions is consistent with the goals
we previously announced for 1980.
During the Congressional debates concerning the 90 percent reduction, Mr.
L. A. Iacocca, now President of the Ford Motor Company, emerged as one of
the Industry's leading spokesman against the impending legislation. A pamphlet
discussing the automotive sections of the Clean Air Act amendments was issued
from his office on September 9, 1970. The figures and arguments employed by Mr.
Iacocca in his attempt to defeat the "90 percentum" provision are quite revealing.
He said, theseee proposed standards [the original HEW 1975 standards] using
the Federal government's present test procedures, would reduce hydrocarbon
exhaust emissions by 98 percent from pre-control level .... These latest proposed
standards [Section 202] would result in exhaust emission reductions from pre1968 levels of 95 percent in hydrocarbons." (Emphasis added.)" Mr. Iacocca
anticipated that, despite the fact a new test would be applied beginning with
model-year 1972, the percentage reduction required by Section 202 was to be
applied against the 1970 standards without "equivalency"--i.e., Mr. Iacocca
anticipated an HC standard of about 0.25.
Mr. lacocca's pamphlet does not indicate formulas used to arrive at the 95%
(original HEW) and 98% (Section 202) reductions. However, it is clear that the
95% reduction was derived as follows:
11.2"-0.5* X100
--95.6%
11.2
*Old uncontrolled figure.
**Originally proposed 1975 standard.
The 98% reduction figure was based on either the old uncontrolled figure (11.2)
or the uncontrolled figure announced on July 15, 1970, but the anticipatedstandard
could only have been the originally proposed 1980 figure (0.25):
1. Old uncontrolled basis:
11.2-0.25[1980] X 100
=97.8% (98% rounded)
11.2
2. July 15, 1970 basis:
14.6-0.25[1980] X100
-9.3% (98% rounded)
14.6
These calculations indicate that at least one major auto industry spokesman
anticipated a 1975 HC standard of 0.25 when Section 202 was enacted into law.
CONCLUSION
The intention of Section 202 was to mandate a 1975 HO standard approximately equivalent to the originally proposed 1980 standard of 0.25. For purposes
of legislative draftsmanship Section 202 employed the "90 percentum" language
rather than adopting a specific number standard. Literally applied, Section 202
requires a 1975 standard of .22gm./mi. There is no evidence that Congress anticipated that the use of a new test would alter the 1975 standard. On the contrary, all information available to the Senate, where the section was drafted and
fully explored, indicated that the new test procedure would not result In the
"adjusted" 1975 HO number now proposed by EPA. The final standard for HC
should be .22 gm/mi.
1Statement by L A. lacoeca Executive Vice President, Ford Motor Company, Dearborii- Michigan. September 9, 1670, "Concerning Pending Senate Changes to the Clean
Air ict."
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ATTACHMENT F
STERN COMMUNITY LiW IRM,

Washingto, D.0., April 27,1971.
Re: 45 CPR Part 1201-1975 Emission Standards For Hydrocarbons and Carbon
Monoxide Applicable to Light-Duty Vehicles (Published at Federal Register,
Vol. 36, No. 39, p. 3528-Friday, February 20, 1971).
Attention: Air Pollution Control Office
Mr. WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS,
Administrator,Environnental Protection Agency
Rockville, Md.
DEAR M. RUcKELSHAUs: The following comments are submitted on behalA
of the undersigned and on behalf of other individuals and groups similarly
affected.
THE PaoPosED

1975 EMissioN

VIOLATE SEwToN 202 (b) (1) (A) OF THE
1
CLFAN Axu ACT

STANDS

A. Section 202(b) (1) (A) must be interpreted consistently with the basic intent
of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970.
The basic goal of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 is to insure the achievement within the next five years of a level of air quality that2 will have no adverse effects on the health of persons in the United State. In bringing the
bill which became, substantially unchanged, Public Law 91-04, before the Senate,
Senator Muskie stated, "Our responsibility is to establish what the public interest requires to protect the health of persons."' Senator Spong stated, "Under
the pending bill the Secretary [now Administrator] would set standards on the
basis of the degree of control necessary to insure health-related ambient air quality
levels."' Section 109 of the Act requires the promulgation of national primary
ambient air quality standards sufficient to protect the public health. Section
110 requires each State to develop Implementation plans which provide for the
attainment of the primary standards within three years of the plan's approval.
Section 202(b) is an integral part of the national primary ambient air quality
stan-dards programs. It will function as a federally-preempted component of each
State's implementation plan. Thus the standards set under Section 202(b) must
be compatible with the attainment of the national ambient air quality standards.
B. The basic intent of section 202(b) (1) (A) was to mandate that emission
standards for automobiles of 1975 subsequent model years be set at a level
capable of achieving ambient air quality protective of the health of persons.
Section 202(b) (1) (A) speaks in terms of a mandatory "reduction of at least
90 per centum" from emissions allowable under 1970 standards. This formula is
an attempt to communicate in a compact, comprehensible form the mandate
that emissions from automobiles be reduced by model year 1975 to a level permitting the achievement of health-related ambient air quality. The section has its
source in communications between the staff of the Subcommittee on Air and
Works and the National
Water Pollution of the Senate Committee on Public
6
Air Pollution Control Administration (NAPCA). The Subcommittee staff requested NAPCA to provide it with data identifying ambient air standards for
motor vehicle related pollutants and 6determining the automobile emission levels
necessary to achieve these standards. The staff summarized the information provided by NAPCA as follows:
142 USC 1857 f-I. as amended by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, 84 Stat. 1676,
1690. Public Law 91-604. December 31. 1970.
2 See Cong. Record, S16090, Sept. 21, 1970. (Statement of Senator Edmund Muskie).
3Ibid., $16011.

"Ibid.' 816109. (Statement of Senator William B. Spong, Jr.)
See Letter of August 27, 1970 from Thomas C. Mann, President Automobile Manufaeturers Association, Inc.. to Elliot L. Richardson Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, printed in Appendix to Air Pollution 1076. Hearings before the Subcommittee on
Air and Water Pollution of the Committee on Public 'Works, United States Senate, 91st
Cong. 2d Sess., p. 1576. (Hereinafter cited Air Pollution-1970.)
'See Staff Memorandum "Automobile Emissions Control omd Achievement of the
Ambient Air Standard necessary to protect health." Printed in Air Pollutlon-1970,
p. 1576.
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JuNK 11, 1970.

From: Staff
Subject: Automobile Emissions Control and Achievement of the Ambient
Air Standard necessary to protect health.
Communications were held with the National Air Pollution Control Administration for the purpose of determining how long it would take to
achieve a national ambient air standard related to health, with particular
emphasis on the relationship of automobile emissions to the achievement
of such standard. Automobiles contribute three particular pollutants in
great quantities (a) carbon monoxide, (b) photochemical oxidants (hydrocarbons), and (d) oxides or nitrogen.
A. The ambient standard necessary to protect the public health from
carbon monoxide is 8-10 p.p.m. This compares to eistting ambient air in
(Jhloago, for i instance,of 44 p.p.m. The 1976 Federal emission standard for
automobiles for carbon monoxide is 23 gm./mile. To achieve the public health
ambient standard would require emission controls placed on automobiles
permitting emissions of only 5 grams per mile; a figure that represents the
1980 emission requirement as proposed by the. Administration. In order
to achieve sufficient replacement of automobiles with autos having the emission controls meeting 1980 standards it will take an estimated ten years.
Therefore on assumption of present programs it will be 1990 before carbon
monoxide levels will be brought down to the public health ambient standard.
This is premised, it must be emphasized, on reliance exclusively on automobile emission controls and reliance upon proposed levels of controls and their
rate of application.
B. The ambient air health standard for photochemical oxidant (hydrocarbons) Is 0.06 p.p.m. To achieve such ambient standard would require a
reduction of hydrocarbon emissions from automobiles from the 1970 standard of 2.2 gm./mlle to an emission level of 0.2 gm./mile to an emission level
of 0.2 gm./mile. This last figure is the approximate equivalent of the proposed 1980 emission standard. With the replacement factor and again relying exclusively on emission control it would be 1990 before the ambient
health standard could be achieved.
C. The ambient health -tandard for NO. is anticipated to be about 0.10
p.p.m. This compares with an ambient condition found in most metropolitan
of 50.0 to 60.0 p.pAm. To achieve the health standard would require a reduction from the proposed 1973 emission standard of 3.0 .grams per mile to
an emissions requirement for automobiles of 0.45 grams per mile, or approximately the proposed 1980 standard. The replacement factor would again, if
reliance is placed only upon emission control of this character, result in
ambient health standards not being met until 1990.
Essentially the same information was reprinted in the Report of the Senate
Committee on Public Works to accompany S. 4358 (which set forth the concept
of '90% reduction" eventually enacted as Section 202(b) (1) (A) ).a
NAPCA further provided a summary document focussing on reductions In
automobile emissions which would insure air quality protective of health. This
document stated;'
The National Air Pollution Control Administration has estimated that
new motor vehicle& must achieve a minimum reduction,of emissions from
a no-control baseline (pre-1968 models) of the following orders of magnitude
to insure attainment of health-related air quality levels:
Percst

Carbon monoxide
-------------------------------------92.5
Nitrogen oxides
--------------------------------------93.6
Hydrocarbons
---------------------------------------99.0
These reductions were derived in a paper by Dr. D. S. Barth, et al., of NAPCA,'
presented in June 1970, at the annual meeting of the Air Pollution Control
Association and available to the Senate Committee on Public Works and the
entire Congress.
Most importantly, pursuant to a request from Senator Johl Sherman Cooper's
staff, NAPCA provided the following table:
Id.

8 National Air Quality Standards Act of 1970, Senate Report No. 91-1196, 91st Cong.,
2d Seas., p. 25.
* Ibid., 25-27.
'0D. S. Barth, et al. "Federal Motor Vehicle Emission Goals for Carbon Monoxide,
Oxides Based on Desired Air Quality Levels." Reprinted at
. ,and Nitrogen
Hdroe
A
rILCongf. Roord,
1639.,
Record. 8iapT.
6113,
Sept. 21.,1970.
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AUTO EMISSIONS

JAilfigures ingrams per mile)
Hydrocarbons.
new test
Uncontrolled........................................
1970 standard ------------------------------------Proposed 1975 standard ----------------------------Proposed 1980 standard--------------------------Bill language (90 percent reduction of 1970 or uncontrolled)

14.6
2.9
.5
.25

.29

Carbon
monoxide,
new test

Nitric
oxides,
old test

4.0
116.3
37.0............
11.0
.9
4.7
.4
3.7

.4

Particulate
matter,
old test

.

0.4
1
.03

.04

This table was understood to reaffirm earlier NAPCA statements that a "90%
reduction from allowable emissions for 1970" would enable the achievement of
health-related air quality when all vehicles were so controlled. The table identified in concrete terms the standards that would be set under the bill language
of a "90% reduction." That the Senate Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution and the full Committee on-Public Works relied on this table is evident in
the remarks of Senator Cooper as he read the table into the Congressional Record:
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I know there is wide interest in the emission
standards for automobiles required by the bill developed by the committee.
During consideration in subcommittee and the full committee, we referred to
a summary table of automobile emissions, which contains the figures in grams
per mile comparing uncontrolled emissions, the 1970 standard, the proposed
1975 standard under present law, the 1980 goal put forward by the administration, and the level proposed in the bill. I ask unanimous consent that
the table be printed In the Record for the information of Members, because
I am sure that these facts will be referred to during the debate.'"
The printing of the table in the Record brought it to the attention of the full
Congress.
The proposed 1980 emissifrn standard referred to in the Subcommittee staff
memo and the table inserted 1y Senator Cooper are the "HEW ultimate goals
for vehicle emissions" first articulated in an Environmental Quality Council
meeting of November 20, 1969," made public in February, 1970, and conveyed
to Senator Muskie and the full Senate Public Works Committee in Spring, 1970."
These goals indicated that the achievement of health-related ambient air quality
depended on the reduction of automobile emissions to the following levels:
Grams per mile
Hydrocarbons ----------------------------------------------------0.25
Carbon monoxide -------------------------------------------------4.7
Nitrogen oxides ----------------------------------------------------.
4
Particulate matter --------------------------------------------------.
03
The understanding of the Senate Public Works Committee and of the Congress
which enacted the reported bill was that the Administration's proposed 1980
emission goals represented a reduction in the level of automobile emissions sufficient to achieve ambient air quality with no adverse health effects due to vehiclerelated pollutants. The Committee felt that these health-related standards should
-be-applied earlier than the Administration date of 1980: "On the basis of information and hearings in 1964, 1965, 1967, and 1970, the committee concluded that
1975 would be the earliest possible date for application of the proposed standards." " This intent was recognized by Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Elliot Richardson."
In addition to statements in the Senate Committee Report and the Air
Pollution-1970 Subcommittee Hearings referred to above, the legislators re"Ibid., 816112.
13See Letter of September 2 1970 from Acting Secretary of Health, Fducaton, and Welfare, John 0. Veneman to Thjmas . Mann, President, Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc. Reprinted at Air Pollution-1970, p. 1596.
16
5 Air Pollution-1970, pp. 361-62.
8"lpra
note S,bill
p. 27.
he Senate
would require * * * that certal.n automobile emissions be reduced by
90 percent from the 1970 levels by 1975.
C * * The objective of these provisions is to accelerate substantially the current timetable for controlling automobile emissions. The Senats bill does this by making effective in
1975 the standards administratively projected to take effect no later than 1980." Letter of
November 17, 1970, from Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, Elliot Richardson
to Senator Jennlngs Randolph, Chairman, Senate Committee on Public Works.
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peated numerous times in the Congressional Record that the 1975 standards were
formulated with the achievement of health-related ambient air quality as their
focus. "We are saying In this bill that this is what the public health requires.
We are saying
to the country, this ;s what the automobile ought to be measured
against.""7 "We are the only ones who can say to the automobile industry, and
make it stick, 'The public health requires this,' That is what this bill says, and
5
nothing more." This intention was alternatively referred to as-pushing forward
the 1980 proposed goals:
In order to maintain those standards set under title I--standards which
are necessary to protect the public health and which must be met In the
next 5 years--the emissions standards for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons,
and nitrogen oxides which have been projected for 1980 must be met earlier.
This bill would require that this be done by 1975.'
All the above material makes it abundantly clear that the primary question
-the legislators were concerned with when drafting Section 202 (b)-(1) (A) was
"How low must auto emissions be set in order to achieve health-related ambient
air quality ?" A subsidiary question was "How best to phrase the statutory language to guarantee the desired result?" As Senator Cooper's insertion into the
Record 2 makes clear the table provided by NAPCA gave the legislators reason
to believe that the "at least 90 percent reduction" formula wa adequate to insure
that 1975 model year automobiles would emit pollutants 1jelow levels sufficient
to generate adverse health effects in the ambient air.
C. The proposed 1975 emlswion standards for hydrocarbins and carbon monoxide
will not permit the achievement of health-related aniAent air quality and are
above the levels that congress intended be set pursue.nt to section 202 (b) (1) (A).
The proposed exhaust emission standard of 0.46 grams per mile of Hydro,
carbons (HC) and 4.7 grams per mile of Carbon Monoxide (CO) are notlpw
enough to insure achievement of health-related ambient air quality. The prediction methodology endorsed by HIEW,2 the former parent agency of NAPCA
-(predecessor of APCO), is detailed in a paper by Dr. D.S. Barth et 0t. of APCO
which the Senate Public Works Committee referred to and relied on in drafting
Section 202 (b) (1) (A)."
The paper entitled "Federal Motor Vehicle Emission Goals, fVr CO, HC,
and NO, Based on Desired Air Quality Levels," prepared and presented by
personnel of the National Air Pollution Control Administration, Is Intended
to show, within the limits of existing data, the relationship between motor
vehicle emission reductions and improvements In air quality. More specif.
cally, it seeks to demonstrate that further reductions in such emissions,
beyond those we have proposed for 1975, will be necessary, and that the
order of magnitude of the needed reductions is consistent with the goals
we previously announced for 1980.
The methods employed in analyzing the data are widely used in calcuiatIng emission reductions needed to insure attainment of given air quality
levels. It appears to me that the paper makes responsible and constructive
use of such data and methods as a means of determining what the Nation
must do in order to reduce the threat of air pollution In years to come,
particularly in view of the alternative, which is to postpone making projections and decisions for several years In order to produce more definitive data
from which more precise conclusions could be drawn."
Investigations currently active in APCO and the Environmental Frotection
Agency (E)PA) indicate that It is not clear whether the proposed standard for
CO Is low enough to insure attainment of the desired air quality and that the
standard for HC Is definitely too high to permit the achievement of healthrelated photochemical oxidants levels. EPA General Counsel and assistant administrator.for standards and enforcement, John R. Quarles, and his staff have-been
briefed to this effect within the past week. Since the ambient levels of CO and
Photochemical Oxidants stipulated in the Barth paper as consistent with desired
Cong. Record, 816094, Sept. 21, 1970, (Statement of Senator Muskle.)
Is Ibid., 816095. Seealso 81091,.816109.
"Ibd., 816091. See also S1609-95; 816109; 816221; 816223; 820598; 820600;
820608.
n See notes 11 and 12 supra and accompanying text.
21 See Letter supra note 13.
" See Air Poilutlon-1970, p. 1576. See also statement of Senator Robert P. Griffin, Sept.
22,1970,
Cong.
Rec.note
816222Letter,
eupra
13. For the text of the paper (Hereinafter Barth paper) Pee Air
Pollution-1970, p. 1689.
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air quality are substantial Hentical to the proposed National Primary Ambient
Air Quality Standards for these contaminants," the proposed emission standards
violate Sections 109 and 110 as well as Section 202 of the Clean Air Act. They
are inconsistent with the attainment of these Ambient Air Quality Standards.
The proposed NC and CO emission standards are above the levels which would
be set under the "90 percent reduction" formulation according to the table
provided by NAPCA to the Senate Public Works Committee. This table, which
the Committee relied on and which was brought to the attention of the full
Congress by Senator Cooper, stated that the levels which would be set under
the bill language of an "at least 90 percent reduction" were 0.29 grams per mile
for HC and 3.7 grams per mile for CO.' These figures were based on the new
"closed-cycle" procedure which is the basis of the proposed exhaust emission
standards. This table, which demonstrated the relatively close relationship between standards to be set by the bill language and the proposed "ultimate"
federal 1980 standards served to assure the committee that the 90 percent reduction formulation was adequate to achieve health-related ambient air quality.
The proposed standard for HC at 0.46 grams per mile is nearly double the
projected 1980 federal goal of 0.25 grams per mile.
D. The proposed 1975 emission standards for hydrocarbons and carbon
monoxide must be revised to comply with the intent of Congress.
As elaborated above the primary intent of Congress in passing Section 202(b)
(1) (A) was to mandate that beginning with model year 1975, automobiles
would not emit levels of HC and CO which were incompatible with the attainment of ambient air quality protective of the health of persons. Congress was
informed that the "90 percent reduction" language was adequate to convey its
intent. To the extent that the "90 percent reduction" formula is not adequate
EPA must apply the statutory language, "reduction of at least 90 per centum"
(emphasis added) in a manner that complies with the congressional intent of
setting 1975 automobile emission standards compatible with health-related ambient air quality. Since the Congress proceeded on the assumption that a "90
percent reduction" produced standards of 0.29 grams per mile for HC and 8.7
grams per mile for CO, the 1975 standards for HC and CO must be at least that
low. To the extent that standards of even lower levels are determined to be
necessary to insure the achievement of health-related ambient air quality,
standards at such lower levels must be promulgated.
There is no inconsistency between the language of Section 202(b) (1) (A) and
the intent of Congress. The language specifies a reduction of at least 90 per centum
from emissions allowable under 1970 standards. The intent of Congress was that
the standards for 1975 model year automobiles be low enough to permit the
attainment of ambient air quality protective of the,health of persons.
Respectfully submitted,
DAVID G. HAwKiNs,
Member of N.Y. Bar.
"Compare Barth paper at Air Pollution-1970, p. 1643 to proposed 42 CPR Sections
410.8 and 410.9, 36 Fed. Reg. 1503 Jan. 30,1971.
f See notes 11 and 12 supra, and accompanying text.
" Section 202 (b) (1) (A), note I supra.

ATTACHMENT G
NATURAL RESOURCE DEmESz COUNCIL, INC.,
WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS,

Washington,D.., January 21, 1972.
-

Administrator, Environmbntal ProtectionAgency,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR Ma. RUCKELSHAUS: We have received a copy of your letter of January
19, 1972 rejecting the January 12 request by General Motors Corporation for a
one-year suspension of the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emission standards
for model year 1975 automobiles.
The Project on Clean Air of the Natural Resources Defense Council is in complete agreement with your position that the January 12th letter from General
Motors does not constitute an "application" within the meaning Section 202(b)
(5) (A) of the Clean Air Kct. Quite clearly since members of the public must prepare for a hearing and the Administrator must make a decision within 00 days of
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the filing of an application, the Act requires that the applicant must present all
the documentation he intends to submit in support of his request at the time he
files his application.
Furthermore, and not covered by your letter, should an applicant wish to
submit additional data to .he Administrator following the initial filing of a
suspension application, lie should be permitted to do so only by filing a supplement
application which filing would provide an additional 60 days for the Administrator to make his decision.
We are also concerned with two related matters discussed in EPA's Suspension
Request Guidelines of January 1, 1971. First, on which of the four determinations
does the applicant bear the burden of proof? Second, to what extent Is the
Administrator required or permitted to disclose to the public the documentation
submitted by the applicant in support of his suspension request?
We are of the opinion that tile burden of proof on determinations (i), (ii), (lit),
and In part of (iv) rests with tile applicant. Regarding determination (iv), we
feel that the applicant bears the burden of proof that "the study and investigation
of the National Academy of Sciences * * * has not indicated that technology,
processes, or other alternatives are available * * * to meet the 1975 emission
standards. The Suspension Reque ft Guidelines say no more than "The applicant
has the burden of affirmatively establishing the second and third of the four
criteria required by the Act * * *." Your letter of January 19, 1972 to General
Motors also identifies only determinations (it) and (I1) as the findings on which
the applicant clearly has the burden. Potential applicants may infer from these
communications that they do not have the burden of proof on determination (I)
and the NAS study portion of (iv). We therefore urge you to communicate immediately to potential applicants that the burden of proof rests with them on these
latter deterinnations as well. This is necessary to avoid popslble claims of
reliance by applicants submitting applications which speak to determinations (it)
and (ill) only.
You state in your January 19, 1972 letter that "To fully comply with the law's
public hearing requirement the public must have adequate and timely access to
the factual foundation for the applicant's case * * *." To insure that this general
policy (which we fully support) is adhered to during any suspension proceeding,
all data submitted or referred to by an applicant in support of his application
must be made available to the public. Congress, in requiring a public hearing,
granted citizens not only the right to be heard but also the right to be fully
informed of the applicant's grounds for relief. These rights may not be diluted by
withholding the factual basis of the applicant's case from the public. Information
submitted by the applicant pursuant to Sections 202(b) (5) (A) and (D) of tile
Clean Air Act Is not subject to the restrictions on disclosure found in Sections
114, 206, and 807 of the Act. Even if such restrictions were considered applicable,
the Administrator is empowered to disclose otherwise confidential information
"when relevant in any proneeding under the Act," The suspension procedures of
Sections 202(b) (5) (A) and (D) constitute such a proceeding -nd the data sub.
mitted should be disclosed.
Part III of EPA's Suspension Request Guidelines implies that the applicant has
some limited right to confidential treatment of information submitted by him in
support of hIs application. We urge you to abandon this position by announcing
publicly your determination that any suspension proceeding under Section 202 (b)
(5) is a "proceeding tinder this Act," that any information relied upon by an
applicant in support of a suspension request is presumptively relevant, and that,
therefore, all such information wvill be made available to the public. While tile
Administrator In authorized (but not required) by Section 807 of the Act to treat
certain subpoesed information as confidential, the Administrator does not have
any such power to withhold information volunteered by an applicant in the
202 (b) (5) suspension proceeding.
From a practical standpoint If EPA grants confidential treatment to some
information relied upon by the applicant, the public's rights at the hearing will
be effectively destroyed. Under the Guidelines as now written an applicant need
only request confidential treatment for the bulk of his application and EIPA attorneys will be forced to spend days and perhaps weeks arguing the Validity of the
claim with the applicant's technicians and coujisel. In tile meantime, the 00 day
decision period and with It the time permitted 4he public to prepare for the hearing will be running. The Guidelines do not indicate whether an applicant will be
given notice of a determination of non-confidentiality of information he has voluntarily submitted, In advance of disclosure of that information, However, the

Guidelines provided a 80 day notice of non-confidentiality prior to disclosure of
information subpoenaed from a person pursuant to Section 807 of the Act. Such
a notice provision is obviously inconsistent with the public hearing requirement
of Section 202, no matter what type of information, volunteered or subpoenaed,
It applies to. Under this system a claim of confidentiality automatically insures
concealment from the public for a period of 80 days plus the timb needed for OPA
to determine the validity of the claim. The 60 day period for a decision on the
suspension request will be no more than half exhausted before even non-confidential Information reaches the public. Assuming that the public hearing had not
already been held, the information would be of little use to the public for lack of
adequate time to analyze it prior to the hearing.
A simple and Just resolution of this dilemma is provided by disclosing all information, both submitted and subpoenaed. Congress intended that any applicant
requesting a suspension prove his case to the public, not just to experts in back
rooms. If the Natural Resources Defense Council is denied access to any such
information, or if such information is provided only after undue delay, we are
prepared to challenge, in court if necessary, the legal sufficiency of any public
hearings scheduled for the applicant's suspension request.
In your letter of January 19, 1072 to General Motors you indicate your conviction that the Clean Air Act requires that the public be fully informed regarding
the grounds for an applicant's request. The Act authorizes you to disclose all such
information. We urge you to announce your intention to use this authority.
I am enclosing a copy of a letter this date to the major automotive manufacturers communicating the views expressed above.
Sincerely,
DAVID G. HAWKINS.

ATTACHMENT H
(From

the New York Times, Sunday, Jan, 16, 1922]

AUTO MAKERS BACKED ON POLLUTION-AOT PLEA
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif., Jan, 15-A Congressional effort to modify portions of
the Clean Air Act of 1970 took root yesterday at a Western VIhite Ha,3e conference after the automobile industry warned that it could not meet the Government's "unrealistic" standards for reducing exhaust emissions.
The automobile makers-Ford, General Motors, Chrysler and American
Motors--said they had serious doubts whether they could comply with the emissions standards even If granted a one-year extension of the Government's 1975
deadline. They are preparing to request such an extension, probably within the
next month.
Representative Victor V. Veysey, Republican of California, who organized the
two-day, closed-door meeting of 55 industry, government and scientific representatives, announced that the California delegation in Congress would ask-for an
immediate "new look" at the emissions standards contained in the 1970 act.
The proposed re-examination of the law would deal particularly with its
requirement for a 90 per cent reduction in exhaust emissions, especially hydrocarbon and nitrogen oxides. New mnedlial data would be collected and evaluated
to determine whether the prescribed levels of emission were essential to public
health.
Mr. Veysey said that there had been no quarrel during the conference with the
pure air requirements set up in the 1070 act.
"But we do need to know urgently whether there is a sound and valid relationship between those clean air standards and what we are asking the automobile
industry to do and what we are asking the public to pay," he said.
"The public is wholly unaware of the true situation. We're in a real bad fix. We
are not going to achieve the Federal emissions standards by 1975 or 1976-that's
quite clear from our discussions here--but the public doesn't know this and will
be in for a shock when It learns the price It must pay for a new car built to the
Government's current emissions standards and when they learn how that ear's
performance Is reduced and what the added cost of fuel and operation will be."
John F. Adamson of American Motors said that to conform to the Federal emnissions requirements would mean a trade-off of highway safety.
Driveability would be poor with frequent stalling." he said. "I would not let my
wife drive one of the test models we're now working with."
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F. W. Bowditch of General Motors said that if the Industry was compelled to

adhere to the Federal standards some small economy :ars would have to be
abandoned.
Donald A. Jensen of Ford's automotive emissions office said that even with an
extra year of grace it Is doubtful that the Government requirements could be met

unless some relaxations were granted.

The automobile manufacturers' statement that they cannot meet the 1975 deadline was challenged by iric 0. 8tork of-Environmental Protection Agency.

"We are not yet convinced that the Industry cannot meet the Federal require-

ments by 1975," he said, adding that the agency itself does not intend to put forward a nyrosbls for relaxing those standards,

If the automobile makers request a one-year extension of tile deadline, public

hearings will be held. Interim standards will be established should such an extension be granted.
The automobile makers stress that some kind of decision, either to extend tile
deadline or relax the current standards, must he reached by April, or, as one of
them put it, "we will be in big trouble because we are now only 26 months away
from starting to build the 1075 models,"

Oil industry representatives at the conference Joined in warning of the sharply
higher costs that the motorist would be asked to pay for meeting tile Government
standards.
"The public will have to pay one hell of a price," said Fred Hartley, president

of the Union Oil Company, "in the cost of a new car, in the cost of maintaining
it, and in the tst of fuel."
Mr. L6OMBARDO. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, Dr. Sullivan

would like to make a very brief statement on the implications of
the nonimplementation of the Clean Air Act Provision.
Mr. Km-os. Go ahead, Dr. Sullivan.
Mr. SULLIVAN. I will keep my remarks to 1 minute.
Mr. KYRos. You don't have to.

STATEMENT OP TAMER SULLIVAN
I could go on for hours.
I would like to indicate what the implication will be on the whole
clean air program if Detroit fails to supply a clean car. I speak from
my exp 1 -With the District of Columbia Air Quality program,
but I think it is a problem that exists around the country.
I have visited various cities and I have heard the same complaint.
Let me give you a figure that demonstrates what the problem is:
We need a 55 percent reduction in hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide
in the District to meet the standards dictated by the 1970 act.
In the District, for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide we need
over three-fifths of that reduction to be supplied by Detroit. That is,
out of the 5 percent reduction we need for caron monoxide we
are relying on Detroit to supply 36 out of the 55 percent of that
reduction and for hydrocarbons 85 percent. For oxides of nitrogen we
need a 7.4 percent reduction and we are counting on Detroit to give
one-third of that or 2.5 percent.
Mr. KyRos. Does that mean 60 percent of HC and CO in the city
are automobile-generated?
Mr. SULLIVAN.

Mr. SULLIVAN. No, in fact, it is a lot more automotive-caused. The

latest study I have here from the Bureau of Air Pollution Control
indicates that 80 or 85 percent of the total of air pollutants is
automotive-produced in the District.
We don't have much industry here. About 98 percent of carbon
monoxide is caused by automotive pollution. What I am saying is
that we need a 55 percent reduction in present air quality levels to
hit the 1970 air quality levels.
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In other words, we have to cut them in half.
Of that half that we have to reduce it, we are counting on Detroit
to give us 60 percent. We can only provide 40 percent from the
District.
Let me just tell you a little bit about what our 40 percent will
entail.
The District's implementation plan was prepared by the Bureau
of Air Pollution Control and TRW Systems Group-it is basically
a first draft. The second draft is now being prepared by the District
Government and will be out and submitted to EPA by January 30which is the deadline.
In the plan that will be submitted this weekend, we are calling
for a ban on parking in the downtown areas and that a high tax be
placed on governmental and private parking lots to dissuade commuters to drive to work and to convince them the bus is the best way
to travel. These are severe measures.
Mr. KYRos. Even before the subway is installed.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes. This is an idea of the difficulties we are up
against. A short talk with District officials will show you that they
are at wit's end to come up with solutions to air pollution.
Another recommendation that we made but that I don't think will
be implemented is a moratorium on freeway construction. That is a
very controversial issue, as you know.
The point is that we are taking severe measures to reduce air pollution in the District.
If Detroit does not come through with a clean car, the District is
not going to make the clean air standards.
This is not just a District problem. Other cities around the country are making the same statements that it is going to be very close.
Without Detroit's contribution there is no hope. If you will just
pardon the pun, we will just be spinning our wheels.
Mr. Kynos. Thank you very much, Doctor. Thank you very much,
gentlemen, for very enlightening information.
I am sure the committee wil [consider it along with other material
that has gone into the record today.
Dr. Carter I
Mr. CARTFn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You formerly worked for EPAI
Mr. LOMuAiiDo. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. Were you exiled I

Mr. LowifARDO. I was fired for being absent without leave for 9
days. I believe the dates were October 18 through the 27.
Mr. CARTFR. You were transferred out of Washington, were you
notI
Mrr LomnRnDo. Yes, they transferred my position to Ypsilanti,
Mich.
Mr. CARTEn. Do you feel the automotive industry can make a
catalytic converter which will last for 50,000 miles?
Mr. LOMnARDO. Certainly. I don't see any reason why they can't
be designed to operate effectively for 100,000 miles.
Mr. CAnRTF.R. Can you make one if you were given the materials?
Mr. IMBARDO. I would have to hark back to your feelingthat the
automobile industry has, been delinquent in some areas. I cannot make
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one, but I don't have the resources of the automobile industry at
my disposal, either.
Basically, this feeling of delinquency that you detected, I have been
recognizing for the past 6 years. The automobile industry has been
saying the kinds of things they have said here today for essentially
20 years. As can be seen from an examination of the testimony given
by the automobile industry in California throughout the 1950's and
.e theMr.
1960's.
CARTER. They did meet their
1970 standards, didn't they?

Mr. LOM rAnO. Ifyou are talking about the prototype vehicles, with
a company engineer in the trunk, that were tested at Ypsilanti, yes. If
you are talking about the vehicles that are supposed to meet the
standards for 50,000 miles, in the hands of the public, they certainly
did not.
Mr. CARricE. Of course, they did not check all of them. They did not

v
i t
check as the law requires.
Mr. LOMBAR)o. Spo hecks show vehicles inthe hands of the public
are exceeding the standards after roughly 4,000 miles.
Mr. CARTER. Do you have information to back that up?
Mr. LOMBAR)O. Reams of it.
Mr. CARTER. Reams, of it?
Mr. LOMBARMo.

Yes, sir.

Mr. CARTER. Of tests made on cars.
Mr. LOMBARDO. Yes, sir; the California surveillance data amounts

to tests of some 20,000 to 80,000 cars.
Mr. CARTER. Could you tell us average mileage at which these tests
were taken?

Mr. LOMBARDO. This committee was very upset last year at the

finding that the cars were exceeding the standards roughly after only
4000 miles. You may recall the Hertz Rent-a-Car study and the
dalifornia surveillance data were both cited at that time.
Mr. CARTER. Some of them exceeding the levels as much as 68 percent.
Mr. LOmAPO. That is right.
Mr. CARTER. Do you think the automotive industry could meet all

of these requirements by 1975; is that correct?
Mr. LomBAmO. Absolutely. There is not a doubt in my mind.
Mr. Kmos. What has the Academy of Sciences done in this case?
Mr. LoMBARDo. For one thing, they talked only to the automobile
industry, but the National Academy did say it could be done. I think
the National Academy report was, first of all, very, very conservative,
and, secondly, very narrowly researched.
I think there were time constraints but I think they were very
narrow in seeking information. I don't think they aggressively sought
the views and information that could have been provided by the suppliers to the automobile industry of fuel injection systems, catalysts,
and other engine components capable of controlling emissions.
Mr. CARTER. In a sense, you think they did a snow job; is that
correct
Mr. LOMBARDO. I don't think I want to say flatly that I think that
the National Academy did a snow job. I vould say that I have my
suspicions because I asked the Academy for data and they just would
not release it.
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Basically I was first refused data on the grounds that the data was
proprietary information. I said I was not interested in proprietary
data but-was interested in just the raw data that- was used in the
report.
suggested the Academy cover up or code the company names. Just
sayit is vehicle A, B, C, 1), or whatever. I just wanted the raw data.
When they agreed a coding system could protect the proprietariness
of the data, they shifted and said permission would still have to be cobtained from the committee.
Mr. CARTER. I would certainly hope they have not intentionally
covered up.
Mr. LO3.BARDO. May I just finish this anecdote and let me see
what your judgment is. I would appreciate it.
They went back to the committee to obtain permission and subsequently I was verbally informed that it was the decision of the Vehicle
Emissions Committee that no data other than the published data would
begranted.
Furthermore, I was told it was the policy of the National Academy
itself that no data other than the data in published reports could be
released-with one exception. Interested scholare would be granted
access to the archives to review the data- -after a time lapse of 50 years.
I said I probably would not be here and I certainly would not be
interested at that time. So, they have effectively refused any dataother than that which has been published.
Mr. CARTER. I appreciate what you have had to say.
Mr. LOMBAUDO. Dr. Carter, I would like to comment on a couple
of things you put your finger on this morning and that I feel are very
important.
One is this concept of recycling. We really do have to get into that
area. We have to design into new products the concept of the recycling
of our resources because there is just not an unlimited supply of re.
sources.
Mr. CARTER. I certainly agree.
Mr. LOMBAmO. The second thing I was very much impressed with
was your recognition of the need for fuel injection systems because of
the improved fuel economy they produce.
Fuel injection systems provide a way of conserving resources, improving American products, and reducing air pollution as well. We
just have got to go in that direction.
I was very, very pleased to hear you ask Ford for an analysis of
what fuel injection systems would do in terms of conservation of fuel
resources. I hope you will actually get from the industry a very
thorough report on your q uestion.
It is needed; as a Nation we need that kind of an analysis. I was
very pleased to -hear you ask those questions.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kmos. Mr. Lombardo, do you remember the discussion with
the National Academy of Sciences with Mr. Ginzton? Were you here
the other day when the figures were discussed about changing the 1970
retirements on hydrocarbons from 4.0 to 2.21
Mr. LoMBAIino. I was not here, Mr. Chairman, but I can speak to the
question. I just don't know what Dr. Ginzton said.
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Mr. Kyos. Dr. Ginzton said the two procedures in terms of what
happens to the car on the road were actually equivalent. It sounded as
though there were a lessening of the standards, although Dr. Ginzton
seemed to feel there was not.

Mr.

LoomnBAo.

Mr.

LOMBARDO.

I suggest that he consult his staff man who is Pro-

fessor John, chairman of the staff. Dr. John and I had a discussion
about this.
Basically, in terms of 1970 model vehicles Dr. Ginzton is correct.
A 1970 model vehicle tested on both procedures, show that the 4.1.
grams per mile on the 1975 tt procedure is roughly equivalent to 4.6
grams per mile on the 1972 test procedure. The problem of the weakening of the standards with regard to 1975 stems from the fact that the
equivalency does not hold in 1975. The equivalency only holds for
1 70 vehicles.
If one takes a 1970 vehicle and tests it from a cold start and then a
hot start and uses the proper formulas, fine, 4.1 is roughly equivalent
to 4.6. However, in 19T5 there will be an entirely different technology.
We are talking about catalysts, fuel injection systems, a whole variety
of devices or systems to control emissions making the 1975 cars what
we call sensitive to the cold-hot ratio, so the equivlency which holds
for 1970 vehicles does not hold when applied to 1975 vehicles, and the
effect of incorporating that equivalency as applicable to 1975 vehicles
is to weaken the standards roughly by another third.
Mr. Kymos. The staff member you refer to is James E. A. John the
executive director of the Division of Motor Vehicle Emissions. You
think he bears out what you just said?
Mr. LOimARDO. Whether he will bear out the conclusion that the
standards have been weakened, I don't know. I don't think he will put
it in those words. He does agree that a different technology will be used
in 1975 and that the technology does affect the emission Tevels and the
cold-hot ratio. I don't know if he will go so far as to say the standards
have been weakened. I really don't know how to judge what the NAS
is doing, whether they are being objective or whether they are actually
train to hide something, I don't know.
Mr\ Kyos. The National Academy of Sciences is trying to hide
something I
Mr. LomBAnio. We asked for and were denied background information on their report. Our attorney is looking into the Freedom of Information Act. The question is, Is the NAS an agency of Government
subject to the act?
Mr. KyRos. You said on page 6 of your testimony, "Secondly, the
industry would like to be able to replace catalysts every 25,000 miles
rather than every 50,000 miles as required. If this were permitted the
consumer would be saddled with yet another unnecessary expense.
There is no inherent reason why catalysts can't be made to last 50,000
miles and beyond to the actual lie of the car."
There was considerable testimony from the manufacturers that
they do not have such a well developed catalyst. I don't see why auto
manufacturers would try to hold back in developing a catalyst. Is
there something that I niss here? What would be their reasonI

They have dragged their feet now for 20 years and

they are not about to change.
Mr. Kmbs. I cannot damn everyone in the past who says, I failed
to do something. We just passed the act, and the cost will be passed on
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to the consumer in any event., You and I are going to pay for cleaning
up the air.
Mr. LoMnAno.A reasonable cost is fine.
Mr. Kyitos. Why should they hold back, then?
Mr. LOMnAmo. There are ce ain costs. For example, you would not
mind paying, let's say, $20 or $30 for a very sturdy front bumper. You
would not mind that nor would any other consumer. However paying
$20 or $30 for a bumper that is very flimsy and curved so the irist time
you park you either dent your car or the car in front of you. That puts
dollars into the pockets of the automobile industry.
Mr. KyRos. Exactly.
Mr. LOMBARDO. It robs the consumer, of course. That is where the
dollars come from. \

Mr. Kmos.But tht is not analogous to an emission catalyst.
Mr. LoMnARDO. Certainly it is.
Mr. KYROs. How is it analogous? Mr. LOMARDO. If the automobile industry could have catalysts replaced every 25,000 miles they would be making a profit every time that
the individual has to come in to buy a catalyst.
Mr. Kynos. The testimony this morning was that they couldn't
uite develop a catalyst that would run to 50,000 miles, and therefore,
the problem of meeting the standards of the act as presently met up.
Both the chairman and I have pursued the question of a catalyst to
25,000 miles, with a certificate to get past the warranty question, ani
gas that does not poison the catalyst. We could then perhaps tr to
meet the standards of the act. Some of the manufacturers said we
could possibly do this, which I think, frankly, is not unreasonable.
I am interested in seeing that we come as close as possible to meeting
the standards we have set. I also appreciate your concern that the
standards are not rigorous enough.
Mr. LOMBARDo. Rat is right.
Mr. KYRos. That is a very fierce statement we have to consider.
Catalysts involve all of us. As a public service and in terms of clean
air, there should not have to be a profit markup on a catalyst.
Mr. SULLIvAN. I don't think Mr. Lombardo is trying to say that is
the only reason. The economics of the auto industry are complicated
and we don't pretend to he economic experts.
I would say that would be a proper question of the auto industry
rather than us. There is a terrible black cloud hanging over Detroit.
Besides the cloud of air pollution hanging over Detroit there is it
cloud of pessimism and failure that seems to permeate thinking in
that city and those are the people of whom to ask those questions.
Mr. Kynos. I have asked them all day and I will ask Mr.
Ruckelshaus.Your testimony is most interesting and provocative.
The statement is made here, "There is no inherent reason why
catalysts can't be made to last 50,000 miles and beyond to the actual
life of the car."
If that is no, we should put the car to the test and you also should

be able to back up that statement.
Mr. SULLTVAN. There are two issues involved. I think the issue of
putting a 25,000 mile catalyst is a different issue.
Now, there are no automobiles with catalysts that are working
on large scales. We know that. I think in 1960 if you asked President
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Kennedy or anybody else involved in initiating the moon program
if we were going to make it to the moon, they would say it is virtually
impossible, it is unlikely, we don't think so--the same words we hear
today. I don't think we would have been on the moon last year.
Auto pollution control devices are a technological development that
I think can be planned. I think that is what we Ire trying to say, not
that we can prove it can be done.
To prove that it can be done is quite a complicated matter. Tech-

nology does not quite work that way.
Mr. LOMnARDO. During the hearings on the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, many manufacturers of catalysts submitted data showing durability up to 80,000 miles on lead-free gasoline. I believe there
was even one close to 90,000 miles.
Mr. Kymos. Universal Oil Co. still feels you can make one that goes
up to 25,000 miles.
Mr. LOMBARDO. Basically, they are drooling. If they have the opportunity to sell catalysts every 25,000 miles instead of every 100,000
miles, what do you think they are going to say? It is just like the
automobile industry.
The automobile industry is trying to produce 10 million cars right
now. If the automobile industry could force us to become a Nation
of three-car families instead of two-car families they would be ecstatic.
Where we would put them, and whether- we would choke in their
effluents, are other matters.
Mr. Kynos. Wasn't it Ford who said they are beginning to put
money into other transit systems?
Mr. Lo M ^nDO. That is the old standard strategy of getting in on
the ground floor of the inevitable and trying to shift Government
policy to the industry's own ends.
Mr. Kmlos. I have finished my questions.
From the public interest, your statement has been informative. The
committee will have the value of studying it and we will certainly
take the opportunity to look it over much more fully before we see
Mr. Ruckelshaus tomorrow morning. If you have something else to
,add, however, go ahead, gentlemen.
SMr. Lo*XBDo. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate what you say about
wanting to look at the auto industry's record from the 1970 Xct forward and not their previous record, but I think past is prologue. We
are very much concerned that there has not been any change in the
tactics or strategy of the automobile industry, and the facts show us
that the industry is pushing its own interests in a repeat performance
of its successful efforts in California.
May I just remind the committee that in 1959, the California Legislature passed a law empowering the State health agency to set automobile emission standards to restore the degree of air quality which
existed in Los Angeles in 1940, which was quite clean-by 1970. You
know as well as I do that the intent of thatlaw has not been fulfilled.
The will of the California Legislature as expressed in 1959 has not
been carried out. The question is: Will the will of the Congress as
expressed in 1970 be carried out by 1985? Will we have air quality
protective of public health by 1988 or will there be another public
interest individual sitting before another august body in 1985 again
saying the past is prologue?
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Mr. KyRos. Is it your judgment that under no conditions should
EPA be granted an extension of 1 year as requested by the industry
for meeting the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide standard?
Mr. LorMBARDO. Absolutely, suspension should be denied. Furthermore EPA should tighten its standards to the levels intended by
Con ress.
Mr. Kyos. And the standards, as you pointed out in your statement, were less than those Congress enacted?
Mr. LOmBARDO. Yes, and one last point, and that is this: The automobile industry, the oil industry, the suppliers to these industries have
enormous resources: information, information gathering capability,
scientists public relations people, television advertising time at their
command. These tremendous resources you may recall were utilized
even as you were considering the Clean Air Amendments of 1970.
Recall the television announcements repeatedly saying the industry
was concerned with air pollution and was already doing much to control it.
We in the public interest movement just do not have such resources.
I believe it is up to the Congress, and to citizens like us to organize
an effective public interest force.
Mr. KyRos. Don't say that so despondently. I don't think you ought
to worry too much.
Mr. LOMBARDO. We hope not.
Mr. Kmos. Thank you very much.
The hearings will be adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon.
vene at 10 a.m., Friday, January 28,1071.)

CLEAN AIR ACT OVERSIGHT
FRIDAY, JANUARY 28, 1972

Housr,o REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE' ON PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT,
COMMITTrEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMEROB5,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2141,
Rbayburn House Office Building, Hon. Paul G. Rogers (chairman)
presiding.
Mr. RooRs. The subcommittee will come to order, please.
'We are continuing our hearings on oversight of the Clean Air Act.
We are very pleased to have as our first witness this morning one
of our distinguished colleagues who has been very interested in the
whole question of air pollution, from California, the Honorable
Richard T. Hanna.
We welcome you to the committee and appreciate your presence here
today.
STATEMENT OF HON. RIOHARD T. HANNA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIPORNIA
Mr. HANNA. Than'kyou, Mr. Chairman.
As one of the members of the House, may I express my gratitude
and satisfaction with the great concern and the great contribution
that this subcommittee has made to this important subject matter.
I was in the State legislature as a representative in 1959 when California started on its first large legislative approach to this great
problem.
The problem has yet to be solved. I have been continually interested
in this subject matter because it is a political necessity in my area.
It is a problem which is so evident that it is an everyday occurrence
in our State.
I think we are one of the few areas where there have actually been
ball games called off not on account of rain but on account of smog.
This shows some of the dimension of the problem in our area.
It did seem to me when I was asked by the university and by Mr.
Veysey to join in on a conference that would eradicate some of the
isolation that has been plaguing our approach to this problem in which
the key people in government, industry, 'and science were talking to
themselves but not to each other; that it seemed a worthy thing to get
them all together at one conference where they could speak to each
other.
(397)
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I recall that I opened my remarks at that Conference, saying that,
"I did not come here to find a foe to fight; but to find a friend who
could help."
I think that was the spirit of the conference.
The image of the Conference I now learn is somewhat at variance
with what I thought was the reality and the actual event itself.
There are no things that happen in politics that do not have political
.
dimensions and certainly this conference had those.
The chairman was not of my party. The keynote speaker, the
Lieutenant Governor of California, is not of my party. The Western
White House, at the moment, is not occupied by a piember of my
party.
So, politics were a part of the conference.
However, I think that it is fair to say that the Western White House,
having been brought into the area in which I serve, is looked upon as
a new dimension in facilities because it has been utilized by a number
of people for all kinds of conferences of which this was only one.
The problem that we are talking about, gentlemen, recognizes no
partisanship. Where justice falleth-like the gentle rain from Heaven,
smog falls not so gently but it falls on all below. I think it is our concerted desire to see that we have a law which is effective.
What we talked about at that conference is not how to reduce our
approach but how to make more effective the application of law.
We attmpted-and I thought we were actually stressing the
scientific contributions and a discussion on what were the available
scientific facts.
I have, Mr. Chairman, a summary made by Dr. Pitts, who was the
head scientist from the University of California at this meeting, and
I would ask that it be made a part of the record at this point.
Mr. RooRs. Without objection it is so ordered.

(The summary was previously submitted for the record and is
printed on p. 281 of this hearing. The summary is entitled "Summary of Discussions at the National Motor Vehicle Air Pollution Conference, Western Whitn House, San Clemente, Calif.-January 13-14,
1972.")
Mr. HANNA. I would also like to draw your attention to the fact
that we talked about not only the scentiflc problems of trying to bring
down all of the factors in the ambient air at one time at one standard, but we also talked about what are the social options that could
help cure air pollution.
We talked about gas rationing, conversion of pr-1966 cars to solid
gas fuels, mandatory inspection, increased public transportation and
increased travel, and so on.
We were talking about what I think is the hallmark of all legislation and that is -how to achieve in the public interest the most effective application of the laws that the various legislative bodies have
been enacting on the subject of air pollution.

I think if we don't exercise oversight as well as initiate legislation,

we are not really doing our full chore in protecting the interest of
the people who have elected us to office.
I will be glad to answer any questions that you gentlemen care to
pose, and I aain commend this committee, because it is taking an
aggressive, effective attitude and I am sure you feel the way I do
about the problem we face.
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Mr. RooERS. Thank you.
We appreciate your presence -here. Congressman Veysey was here

yesterday as well as Congressman Rousselot to spread on the record
the fact that the conference was not to lessen the effect of the 1970
law. Some of the impressions from some of the participants in a
letter particularly would give one the impression that the use of

this 1970 law was an overkill with some suggestions that the standards are arbitrary and have no relationship to health and a few things
like this, which sounded to me like the laying of a foundation for adrive to change the law or to see that it was not necessarily enforced

in that regard.
That is why we were pleased to have each of you come and give
us a proper.interpretation of your feeling about the conference.
Mr. MTANNA. May I make -a couple of clarifying remarks on that
score I

Mr.ROGF.RS. Certainly.
Mr. HANNA. We had a meeting at the university at Riverside to

talk about the format of the conference. One of the points that was
specifically brought up was whether we should move toward some
kind of resolution or some statements of accord.
I specifically recall and I specifica-lly made the point myself that
I felt that the conference should not move in that direction, and it was
with 100-percent accord that we went into the conference saying we
would not come out with any specific resolutions.
Having said that, let me make another point clear. Whenever you
are discussing this subject, since we do have adversary postures in

regard to various interests, people are going to take wilhatever information is developed and try to make it fit into the ammunition, the
armament of their side of the question, and I think we would be
naive not to expect that and perhaps that has been done, but I can
guarantee you what I said about the format was precisely that format
and it was conducted accordingly.
Mr. RooERs. I think this is reassuring and we are very grateful for
your presence here to spread this on the record.
Mr. Nelson I
Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Chairman, I noted the reference to the chairman
not'being of yourparty. Who was the chairman I
Mr. HANNA. It was Mr. Veysey.
Mr. N ,sEN. I was going over the list of the people on the com-

,nittee and it seems almost totally balanced.
Mr. HANNA. Not 'all of the Democrats who were invited were able
to attend.
Mr. NF.IsEN. They didn't come ?
Mr. HANKA. I siaid they were unable to attend so the load of things
fell to myself but I figure; they picked out a rather large man to carry
the load.
Mr. NEII:n. Mr. Hanna, you will do a good job regardless of the
weight or the size of the load, I can assure you.
I want to thank the gentleman. I have no further questions, but I
want to mention the fact that 'having served on the conference committee and having worked with engines and motors all of my life, I
found that many of the men on the committee didn't know a valyo.
guide from a bearing insert.
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My big concern from the beginning was: Can an internal combus.
tion engine be cleaned up with a gaLdget on a sparkplug when using
the wrong fuel? I think we are going to look to a different engine
design if it can be found if we are going to have an exhaust tunie
that will be clean and acceptable and in the public interest.
But let me say thank you, Mr. Hlanna. You are always pleasant to
listen to and always a friendly gentleman to meet.
Mr. HANNA. You are always most kind.

Let me say expert information is most important. However, the

person using it need not be an expert. As a lawyer, I once had to de-

fend a bank robber, but would you believe I have never robbed a

bank. We do have available information and I think we should seek

it and use it.
Mr. KyRos. Mr. Hanna, I welcome you to the committee, and I was
glad to hear your remarks.
I would like to clarify a remark made by Mr. Veysey, one of our
colleagues, yesterday:
I can report to this committee some of our initial impressions.

He said:
First our Federal clean air laws are seriously in need of revaluation, speclfl.
cally, the Federal Air Quality Standard and the Federal Emission Standards
for Motor Vehicles. As an example, one of the most glaring questios converni
the prescribed 90 percent acrom the board reducthn by 1075 and 1970 Iii all auto
omissions--nitroum oxides, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbons. Ninety percent
is a good round number, but is a purely arbitrary 1gure not necessarily related
to the health of the people.

I take exception to that because I think this is precisely the issue
Chairman Rogers and every member of this committee must meet.
I would hope that you and the rest of the members of that conference will await any prejudgment on the 00-percent figure until
we have all the facts.
Mr. HANNA. I think that is only the right and appropriate stance
to take.
I have a great respect for the scientific minds and the scientific
abilities. I don't think we should get in cement in any way.
I think what we are after is an effective program which by performance will show what we have done legislatively toward solving the
people's problem of health in the air and that is where the final test
will lie regardless of where the argument waxes and wanes.
Mr. Rodos. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CAwFm In answer to the statement the gentleman from Maine
propounded, I would have to say Congressman Veysey, as I understood him yesterday, was referring to the lack of correlation between

requirements of the law with regard to concentration of noxious sub-

stances and the concentration of those substances in the ambient air.
I believe that is correct.
Mr. HAz;Z;A. Yes, sir.

Mr. CARTER. And, of course, they should be correlated and, of course,

those standards for ambient air should be such that they do not affect
the public health.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Roorms. Let me say this before you leave; I might as well put
in an oar. If you read the Senate report, you will find there is a relationship from the health features of ambient air to what is required to
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1.

be reached by 1980, and this goes along in trying to reach those goals
of 1980 by saying we are getting 90 percent.
I am sure you probably know that the National Academy of Sciences
said this is possible if three things occur: If we have the fuel with
the lead out--and the oil industry testified they can do this by 1974;
second, if they use a testing item where they average the emission;
and third, if they don't require the durability of the device of 50,000
miles.
The Academy of Sciences say they can meet it at 25 000 miles so if
you provide the company two instead of one catalyst device, we have
reached it.
I think our conclusions came that we all want to improve and if we
can improve at 90 percent, then we do. I think it probably is not
realistic at this time to say they have to have 50,000 miles. They don't
guarantee any other part for 50,000 miles.
Mr. HANNA. It seems clear, Mr. Chairman, the scientific information in this field is moving as dramatically as it is in any Other field
of science and certainly this committee, this Congress or any Member
of it, would not want to isolate himself from the knowledge and make
it applicable in the most effective way in whatever legislation we pass.
Mr. RoGERS. Thank you, and we appreciate very much your being
here and for your interest in cleaning up air.
Thank you so much.
Our next witness is the Honorable William D. Ruckelshaus, Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.
Mr. Ruckelshaus, the committee welcomes you and any of your colleagues that you desire to have with you, and would you identify them
for the record, please I
STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS, ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY; ACCOMPANIED BY
ERIC STORK, DIRECTOR, MOBILE RESOURCES POLLUTION CONTROL PROGRAM; JOHN MIDDLETON, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR AIR PROGRAMS; AND GARY BAISE,
CONGRESSIONAL LIAISON OFFICE

Mr. RUCKE LHAUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have with me today Mr. Irie Stork, on my left, who is director
of our mobile resources pollution-control program.
Mr. RoGns. We welcome you Mr. Stork.

Mr.

RUCKEL8HAUS.

Dr. John T. Middleton, deputy assistant ad-

ministrator for air programs, and Mr. Gary Baise, in charge of our
congressional liaison office.
Mr. ROGERS. We have known Dr. Middleton for many years. We
welcome you and we appreciate your assuming a position of. political
nonpartisanship.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. The Environmental Protection Agency is
pleased to have the opportunity of appearing before this distinguished
committee to report our progress in implementing the provisions of
the 1970 amendments- to the Clean Air Act.
With the leadership of this committee, Congress provided us with
a bold new lan in the Nation's battle to improve its air environment
with the 1970 Clean Air Act amendments. The amendments call upon
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EPA and the States to establish and enforce standards and regulations that will within the next few years significantly reduce air pollution levels throughout the country. Today we would like to discuss
with you some of the accomplishments we have made and the problems
we have faced since enactment of the amendments almost 13 months
ago.
The 1970 amendments directs EPA to establish national ambient air
quality standards; standards of performance for new stationary
sources; national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants;
national motor vehicle emission standards; and aircraft emission
standards. They call upon the States to develop plans of implementation designed to achieve the national ambient air quality standards,
and they impose a rigorous time schedule for accomplishment.
NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

Our ambient air quality standard-setting action began 30 days after
enactment of the amendments with publication of proposed air quality
standards designed to protect public health and welfare from the
adverse effects of six common air pollutants--sulfur oxides, particulate
matter, carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants, nitrogen oxides,
and hydrocarbons. After we invited and received public comment, the
standards were promulgated on April 30. We would like to submit a
copy of the standards for the record, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. Without objection, they will be made a part of the
I
record following your statement.
(See attachment 1: Federal Register, vol. 36, No. 84, Friday, April
30, 1971, title 42-Public Health, ch. IV-Environmental Protection
Agency, part 410--National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air
Quality Standards, printed on p. 409, this hearing.)
Mr. RucxK.mL.siAus. Once standards have been promulgated, the
States are required by the act to prepare and submit, within 9 months,
implementation plans designed to achieve and maintain them.
Mr. RoozS. That would mean the end of this month, January?

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. That is right, Mr. Chairman.

to point out briefly some of the esWe believe it would be hell
sential ingredients of an acceptable implementation plan. States must
formulate control strategies which provide for a sufficient degree of
control for attainment and maintenance of standards; adopt rules and
regulations with specific time schedules to carry out the control
strategies; develop special plans to prevent air pollution emergencies;
establish adequate enforcement authority and procedures~ and institute
an air quality monitoring network In some areas of the country, it
should be noted that the States, in all likelihood, will have to institute
transportation controls. This will be necessary to achieve compliance
primarily with the-carbon monoxide and photochemical oxidant national ambient air quality standards. Such controls may include periodic inspection of motor vehicle emission-control systems and limitations on motor vehicle usage.
EPA has given top priority to the efforts of the States to develop implementation plans within the 9-month deadline. We believe that
these plans are crucial for the success of the control efforts, and for
that reason we have provided the States with extensive financial, technical, and manpower assistance. A $12.7 million increase in grants
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was awarded to State and local control programs in fiscal year 1972,
bringing our total budget for this activity up to $42.9 million. For fiscal year 1973 we are-planning an approximately $8 million increase
for this activity.
Contracts were entered into with 10 firms to supply the States, at
no cost to them, with needed technical services, such as aid in formulating and evaluating control strategies and assistance in conducting
emission inventories. With respect to manpower assistance, approximately 100 employees located in EPA's regional offices and our technical center in North Carolina, devoted their full-time energies to
aiding the States in developing their plans. In addition, we currently
have assigned 135 Federal employees to the States.
State implementation plans are due at EPA on January 31. We anticipate receiving plans from every State. Of course, we will not be in
a position to determine if they are adequate to achieve and maintain
the primary standards by the statutory deadline of mid-1975 until we
have had the opportunity to review them. We are hopeful that, by
and large, they will be adequate. We do know that the overwhelming
majority of the States have made a sincere and concentrated effort.
STANDARDS

OF PERFORMANCE FOR NEW STATIONARY SOURCES

On December 23, EPA promulgated new source performance standards for five major stationary sources of air pollution-fossil-fuelfired steam generators, incinerators, cement plants, and sulfuric and
nitric acid operations.
I
Again, we would like to make a copy of these stmitdardsavailable for
the record.
Mr. RoGERS. Without objection, they may be made a part of the record following your statement.
(See attachment 2: Federal Register, vol. 36, No. 247, Thursday,
Dec. 23, 1971, title 40--Protection of Environment, ch. I-Environmental Protection Agency, subch. C-air programs, pt. 60-Standards
of Performance for New Stationary Sources, printed on p. 425, this
hearing.)
Mr. RUCKELSHTAUS. These standards are designed to require the application of the best adequately demonstrated control techniques considering cost on new facilities. This year we anticipate promulgating
additional new source performance standards. Industrial activities to
be covereAt include petroleum refineries, asphalt watching plants, iron
-- andsteel mills, secondary lead smelters, and brass and bronze refining
operations.
NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS

Hazardous emission standards covering new and existing major
sources of asbestos, beryllium, and mercury were proposed by EA on
December 3. Under section 112 of the act, we are required to hold public hearings before these standards can be promulgated. The first of
two scheduled hearings was conducted in New York last week.
A summary of this hearing has been prepared and we request that
this also be made ,partof the record.
Mr. ROOERS. Without objection, it may be made a part of the record
following your statement.
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(See "Summary of public hearing on EPA's proposed national
emission standards for hazardous air pollutant.s-Customs Court
House, 1 Federal Plaza, New York, N.Y.-January 18, 1972, p. 445,
this hearing.)
Mr. RUCKELSIIAUS. The second hearing will be conducted on
February 15 in Los Angeles.
MOTOR VEHICLE EMISSIONS

--

In 1965, Congress enacted the National Motor Vehicle Emission
Standards Act which provided us with the authority to set and enforce, administratively national standards limiting emissions from
new motor vehicles. The first standards promulgated under this act
became effective with the 1968 model year. In an effort to greatly accelerate reductions in motor vehicle pollution, the Congress, as part
of the 1970 clean air amendments, legislatively mandated emission
standards beginning with the 1975 model year. These standards for
light-duty vehicles required, by 1975, a 90-percent reduction in hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions from those allowed from 1970
vehicles, and by 1976, a 90-percent reduction in nitrogen oxide emissions from those measured from 1971 model vehicles.
We have promulgated final regulations by which cars will be judged
for their compliance with the 1970 amendments.
Major provisions include:
1.
ndards for carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons beginning
with the 1975 model year. These would limit emissions to 3.4 grams of
carbon monoxide and 0.41 grams of hydrocarbons per vehicle mile.
By comparison, allowable emissions from 1970 automobiles were 34
grams of carbon monoxide and 4.1 grams of hydrocarbons per vehicle mile.
2. Emissions from 1971 cars that are not equipped with nitrogen
oxides control systems are four grams per vehicle mile. A new exhaust
emission standard for nitrogen oxides which will limit emissions tothree grams per vehicle mile is applicable beginning with cars of the
1973 model year. A further reduction in the nitrogen oxides will limit
emissions to four-tenths grams per vehicle mile beginning with the 1976
model year.
3. Changes in the present EPA testing procedure, beginning with
the 1975 model year, which will more accurately reflect the driving
experience of the motor vehicle population in major urban areas. The
existing test rocedure represents only the emissions from the first trip
of the day while the new procedure represents an average of the emissions from all of the trips taken in a day.
We request that these standards and test procedures be made a part
of the record.
Mr. RoGEms. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(See attachment 4: Federal Register vol. 36, No. 128, Friday, July
2, 1971, title 45-Public Welfare, ch. VII-Environmental Protection Agency,-part 1201-Control of Air Pollution From New Motor
Vehicles and New Motor Vehicle Engnes, Oxides of Nitrogen Exhaust Emission Standard and Test Procedures, printed on p. 446,
this hearing.)
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Within the last few weeks, public interest has
been focused on the ability of the automobile manufacturers to com-
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ply with the 1975 hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide standards. Under
the act, if a manufacturer feels compliance with the 1975 standards
cannot be achieved, he may request EPA, after January 1, 1972,
to grant a 1-year suspension of the standards.
We think it wouldbe helpful to briefly enumerate the conditions required by section 202 (c) of the act for a suspension. Before EPA can
grant a suspension, we must determine that:
1. It is essential to the public interest or public health and welfare;
2. All good faith efforts have been made to comply with the standards;
3. The applicant establishes that the means of com ply ing with the
standards are not available or have not been availaLe for a sufficient period of time;
4. The National Academy of Sciences' investigations and any other
information available to us do not indicate thirt the technology is available for compliance.
Once an application meeting the statutory requirements has been
received, we are further directed by section 202(c) to conduct a public hearing on such an application and within 60 days to issue a
decision.
On January 1, the National Academy of Sciences' filed its first semiannual report on the technological feasibility of meeting the 1975
standards. The report indicated that, "There is no certainty today
that any 1975 model year vehicles will meet the requirements of the
act." The report further states, "It is possible that larger manufacturers will be able to produce vehicles that will qualify, provided that provisions are made for catalyst replacement and other maintenance, for
averaging emissions of production vehicles and for the general availability of fuel containing suitably low levels of catalyst poisons."
As this committee is well aware, General Motors wrote us on January 12 indicating they wished a suspension of the standards for their
1975 vehicles. In our January 19 reply to them, we stated that EPA
would have to be supplied with data indicating that all good faith
efforts have been made, and that the technology will not be available
or has not been available long enough to comply with standards.
We request this correspondence be made a part of the record.
Mr. RoGERs. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(See attachment 5: letter dated January 12, 1972, from E. S. Starkman, vice president General Motors Corp., to W. D. Ruckelshaus,
Administrator, EPA, and letter dated January 19, 1972, from Mr.
Ruckelshaus to Mr. Starkman, p. 459, this hearing.)
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. There are two basic factors concerning compliance with the 1975 standards that we would like to bring to the attention of the committee. First, it is our position that if one manufacturer can comply with the standards, then EPA is unable to grant any
other manufacturer a suspension. To read the provision any-other way
would have the effect of penalizing the manufacturer who meets the
standard, Second, we are independently assessing available control
technology, alternative systems, and leadtime necessary for production of 1975 model vehicles.
The matter of granting or denying a suspension in this very complex area is one that, in our opinion, should be the subject of great national debate. Toward this end, we are requiring suspension applicants
to make public their supporting evidence at the time of application so
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that the public can be well prepared at any suspension hearing. We
intend tolay before the Congress and the public all information available to us on this matter.
REGULATION OF FUELS

Section 211 of the act authorizes EPA to establish regulations to control the use of motor vehicle fuel additives. We are currently in the
process of designing proposed regulations which would have the effect
of making available e to the motoring public one grade of nonleaded
gasoline by mid-1974. As soon as these regulations are proposed we
will forward a copy of them to the committee.
AIRCRAFT EMISSION STANDARDS

Turning now to aircraft emissions, Secretaries Finch and Volpe
in January 1970 entered into a voluntary agreement with the major
airlines to reduce smoke emissions from certain jet aircraft. The agreement provided that at each major engine overhaul a smokeless combustor would be installed on the engine. We are pleased to-report that
compliance with the agreement is proceeding on schedule. As of December 31, 1971, smokeless combustors had been installed on approximately 70 percent of all of the commercial jet aircraft engines covered
by the agreement.
With respect to setting aircraft standards, section 231 directs EPA
to commence a study, within 90 days of enactment , to determine the
extent to which aircraft emissions affect air quality in air quality control regions and the technological feasibility of controlling such emissions. The study was to be completed and a report published within
180 days. However, the time allowed has proven inadequate to make a
full assessment of the impact of aircraft on air quality and the improvement in air quality that would result from various emission standards.
We are in the process however, of resolving this technical problem
and are hopeful of publishing a report in the near future.
LIIGATION

The past year has witnessed litigation in three important areas: use
of the emergency powers provision in imminent hazard cases requirements covering new light duty vehicle certification, and challenges
to air quality and new source performance standards.
Probably EPA's most publicized accomplishment in 1971 was its
actions in dealing with the Birmingham air pollution episode. In this
case, after local authorities unsuccessfully attempted to achieve significant voluntary curtailment of emissions from major sources, a small
highly skilled staff of EPA and Justice Department officials requested
and received from the Federal district court an order shutting down
the pollution-producing operations at 23 plants, until the city's air
quality returned to its normal levels. Clearly, this is an example of
the benefits of a strong legislative provision, and determined and
efficient implementation. We have available for the record a copy of
our petition and the temporary restraining order issued by the court.
MNr. RoGERs. I might say I think we have that in our records. (See
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p. 53, this hearing.) We think the agency did all outstanding job
in applying that emergency provision.
We were very pleased with your actions and we think the public
was quite pleased with that action.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Then there would be no need to submit that for the record?
Mr. RooERs. That is correct.
Mr. RUCKELSIIAUS. Late in the summer, we became aware that the
Ford Motor Co. was shipping to dealers light duty vehicles which had
not been certified as meeting emission standards. None of these vehicles
had been sold to the motoring public, nevertheless the statute specifies
as a prohibited act that new vehicles and engines cannot be introduced
into commerce without a certificate of conformity with applicable
standards. After a period of negotiation with the Ford Motor Co.,
the Justice Department entered into a consent decree with the company on December 1. This decree permanently enjoins the Ford Motor
Co. from engaging in such practices and levies a fine of $10,000. We
are making available for the record a copy of this decree.
Mr. RoOF,s. Without objection, it will be made a part of the record.
(See attachment 6: United State8 of America, plaintiff v. Ford
Motor Company and FordMarketing Corporation,etc., defendants-,
Civil No. 2405-71, U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia,
p. 461, this hearing.)

Mr. RuCKELSHAUS. Of major concern to the Agency are pending and

anticipated legal challenges to the standards we have promulgated. A
challenge has been made to the national secondary ambient air quality
standard for sulfur oxides on the grounds that it is to stringent. The
1975 emission standard for hydrocarbons has been challenged as not
in compliance with the act. Also, it is our understanding the new source
performance standards for sulfuric acid manufacturing operations are
being challenged. We look upon these challenges positively. Judicial
examination and testing can provide certainty and reliability in the
standards. Again, we have available for the record a list of these
3ases.
Mr. RoGoJs. They may be made a part of the record.
(See attachment 7: "List of cases challenging E PA standards," p.
464, this hearing.)
NOISE POLLUTION

Mr. RUCKELSITAUS. As mandated by title IV of the 1970 amendments, we have submitted a report to the President and the Congress
regarding the causes, sources, and effects of noise pollution along with
recommendations for its abatement and control. We have also held
eight public hearings throughout.the country on specific problems of
noise control, pursuant to the title IV mandate. The complete transcripts of those hearings are available to the subcommittee for inclusion in the record, should you so desire.
Mr. RooERS. I think we would prefer to have them for the committee's files.

Mr.

RUCKELSHAUS.

Both the report and the hearings point out the

need for strong legislation in this area, as further reflected by our
testimony before this subcommittee on June 16, 1971, on H.R. 5275

and others. We appreciate the subcommittee's own recognition of the
need for noise control legislation through its referral of such legislation to the full committee on September 29, 1971. We hopefully anticipate action by the full committee and passage of noise legislation
by the House in the near future.
EPA is attempting to implement the 1970 amendments as expeditiously as possible. Ve have yet to break the 4-minute mile, but
we are coming close.
We would-be pleased, Mr. Chairman, to answer any questions you
or the committee might have.
(Testimony resumes on p. 464.)
The attachments referred to in Mr. Ruckelshaus' statement follow:)
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ATTACHMENT 1
RULESAND REGULATIONS

Tie 42-PDUC HEALTH
Chapter IV-Envlronmentot Preteeflon
Agency
PART 410--NATIONAL PRIMARY AND
-SECONDARY
AMBIENT AIR OUALITY STANDARDS
Notices of proposed rule-making pubitso x on Janliashed In the PartAL
uary 30. 1971 (3
P.R. 1502) and
March 28, 1971 (36 P.R. 5807) set forth
regulations prescribing national primary
and secondary ambient air quality
standards proposed for adoption as Part
410 of 42 CPRt. Interested persons were
afforded an opportunity to participate
in the rul-making by submitting eonmnte Following review of the proposed
standards and consideration of the comments, the standards have been revised
as described below and are being
promulgated today,
National primary ambient air quality
standards are those which, In the judgment of the Administrator, based on the
air quality criteria and allowing an adequate margin of safety, are requisite to
protect the public health.
National secondary ambient air quality
standards are those which, in the judsment of the Administrator, based on the
air quality criteria, are requisite to protect the public welfare from any known
or anticipated adverse effects associated
with the presence of air pollutants In
the ambient air.
The comments submitted to the Environmental Protection, Agency reflect
divergences of opinion among interested
and informed persons s to the proper
interpretation of available data on the
public health and welfare effects of the
six pollutants for which national ambient air quality standards are being established. A number of comments question the feasibility of implementing the
proposed standards. Because the Clean
Air Act, as amended, does not permit- any
factors other than health to be taken
Into account In setting the primary
standards, no revisions were made on
this basis. In reviewing the proposed
standards, the Environmental Protection
Agency limited its consideration to commenls concerning the validity of the
scientific basis of the standards.
Current scientific knowledge of the
health and welfare hazards of these air
pollutants is imperfect. To Increase and
improve this knowledge, the Environmental Protection Agency will continue
to conduct and support relevant research. At the same time, the need for
Increased knowledge of the health and
welfare effects Of air pollution cannot
justify failure to take action based on
knowledge presently available. The
Clean Air Act, as amended requires
promulgaion at this time oi national
standards for six air pollutants on the
basis of available data set forth in air
quality criteria documents. Thus. the
Administrator is required to make judgments as to the proper interpretation of
presently available data and to establish
national primary standards which in-

elude an adequate margin of safety to
protect human health. Where the validity of available research data has been
qusetloned, but not wholly refuted, the
Administrator has In each can promulgated a national primary standard which
Includes a margin of safety adequate to
protect the public health from adverse

effects suggested by the available data.

The national primary standard for
carbon monoxide, proposed on January
20, 1971. was based on evidence that low
levels of carboxyhemoglobln in human
blood may be associated with Impairment
of ability to discriminate time intervals.
This evidence is reflected in "Air Quality
Criteria for Carbon Monoxide" (35 P.R.
4768). In the comments, serious questonil
were rained about the soundness of this
evidence. Extensive consideration was
given to this matter. The conclusions
reached were that the evidence regarding
impaired time-interval discrimination

had not been refuted and that a les restrictive national standard for carbon
monoxide would therefore not provide
the margin of safety which may be
needed to protect the health of persons
espectlly sensitive to the effects of elevated carboxyhemoglobin levels. The
only change made in the national standards for carbon monoxide was a modification of the I-hour value. The revised
standard affords protection from the
same low levels of blood carboxyhemoglobin as a result of short-term exposure. The national standards for carbon
monoxide, as let forth below, are intended to protect against the occurrence
of carboxyhemoglobin levels above 2 pek,cent. It is the Administrator's Judgment
that attainment of the national standards for carbon monoxide will provide
an adequate safety margin 'for protection of public health and will protect
against known and anticipated adverse
effects on public welfare.
National standards for photochemical
oxidanta have also been revised. The revised national primary standard of 180
pg.m.' (0.08 p pn.) is based on evidence
of Increased frequency of asthma attacks in some asthmatic subjects on days
when estimated hourly average concentrations of photochemical oxidant
reached 200 p./m (0.10 p.pm.). A number of comments raised serious questions
about the validity of data used to suggest impairment of athletic performance
at lower oxidant concentrations. The
revised primary standard includes a margin of &Afety which is substantially below the most likely threshold level suggested by this data. It is the Adminlistrators Judgment that a primary standard
of 160 p./m.' (0.08 p.pm.) as a I-hour
average will provide an adequate safety
margin for protection of public health
and will protect against known and anticipated adverse effects on public
welfare.
National standards for hydrocarbons
have been revised to make these standards consistent with the above modiflcations of the national standard for photochemical oxidants. Hydrocarbons are
a precursor of photochemical oxidante.
The sole purpose of prescribing a hydro-

carbon standard Is to control photochemIcal oxidants. Accordingly, tle abovedescribed revisions of the national

standards for photochemical oxidants
necessitated a correspondinl revision of

the hydrocarbon standards.National standards for nitrogen dioxide have been revised to eliminate the
proposed 24-hour average value. No adverse effects on public health or welfare
have been associated with short-term
exposure to nitrogen dioxide at levels
which have been observed to occur in the
ambient air. Attainment of the annual
average will, in the Administrator's Judgment, provide an adequate safety margin for protection of public health and
will protect against known and anticlpated adverse effects on public welfare.
Appendices A through F. which describe measurement methods, have been
revised to clarify many technical points.
As revised, each appendix describes a
complete reference method for evaluating the ambient concentration of a pollutant for which national ambient air
quality standards ere being established.
Nine months after the date of publication of this notice, the States are required to submit to the Administrator,
in' accordance with section 110 of the
Act, implementation plans for the attainment and maintenance of the national primary and secondary standards
specified in this part. Requirements for
the preparation, adoption, and submittal
of implementation plans were published
by the Administrator, as proposed rulemaking, in the P2szRAt ReOIsvaz on April
7, 1971 (36 P.R. 6660).
In consideration of the foregoing and
in accordance with the statements In the
notice of proposed rule-making, the national primary and secondary ambient
air quality standards. Part 410. are hereby promulgated effective upon publicstion.
Dated: April 28, 1971.
- WILLxM D. RUCKIISHAuS,
Adminilstrator.
A new Part 410 is added to Chapter IV.
Title 42, Code of Federal Regulations as
follows:

a"c.

410.1
410.1
410t8
410.4

Deinitions,
Scope.
Reference conditions.
National primary ambient air quality
standards for sulfur oxides (sulfur
dioxid).
410.1 National secondary ambient sir quality standards for silfr oxides
(sulfur dioxide).
410.6 Natonal primary ambient air qusiity
standards for particulate matter.
410.7 Nationsi eseondary ambient air qualIty standards for particllIte
matter.
410a
Nationl primary and secondary ambiet air quality standard s for
carbon monoxide.
4109 National primary and secondary ambient air quality standard for
pbooehttieicl ouldans.
410.10 National primary and secondary Ambient sir quality standard for

hydrocarbons,

410.11 National primary and secondary ambient air quality standard for
nitrogen dioxide.
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RULESAND REGULATIONS
(d) The proposal, promulgation, or
revision of national primary and secondary ambient air quality standards shall
not prohibit any State from establishing
ambient air quality standards for that
State or any portion thereof which are
more stringent than the national
standards.
6 410.3 Reference conditions.
All measurements of air quality are
to a reference temperature of
corrected
°
25 C. and to a reference pressure of 760
millimeters of mercury (1,013.2 milibars).
*410.4 National primary ambient air
Ssality standards for sulfur oxides
sulfur dioxide).
The national primary ambient air
quality standarTs for sulfur oxides,
measured as sulfur dioxide by the reference method described in Appendix A to
this part, or by an equivalent method,
are:
£ 410.1 Definitions.
(a) 60 micrograms per cubic meter
(a) As used in this part, all terms not (0.03 p.p.m.)--annual arithmetic mean.
the
meaning
shall
have
herein
defined
b) 365 mcrograms per cubic meter
given them by theAct.
(0.14 p.p.m.)-Maximum 24-hour con.
(b) "Act" means the Clean Air Act, as centration not to be exceeded more than
amended (Public Law 91-404; 84 Stat. once per year.
1676).
(C) "Agency" means the Environ- j 410.5 National secondary ambient air
luAlity standards for sulfur oxides
mental Protection Agency.
sulfur dioxide).
(d "Administrator" means the AdThe national secondary ambient afr
ministrator of the Environmental Proquality standards for sulfur oxides,
tection Agency.
(e)"Ambient air" means that portion measured as sulfur dioxide by the referof the atmosphere, external to buildings. ence method described in Appendix A to
to which the general public has access. this port, or by an equivalent method,
are:
f) "Reference method" means a
(a) 50 micrograms per cubic meter
method of sampling and analyzing for
an air Pollutant. as described In an ap- (0.02 p.pmn.m-annua arithmetic mean,
(b) 260 micrograms per cubic mother
pendix to this part.
(0.1. p.p.m.)-maximum 24-hour con(Ig) "Equivalent method" means any centration not to be exceeded more than
method of sampling and analyzing for once per year, as a guide to be used in
an air pollutant which can be demon- assessing implementation plans toachieve
strated to the Administrator's sUsfacthe annual standard.
Uon to hzve e. consistent relationship to
(c) 1.300micrograms per cuibe meter
the reference method.
(0.5 p.p.m.)-maximum 3-hour concentration not to be exceeded more than
* 410.2 Scope.
(a) National primary and secondary once per year.
ambient air quality standards under sec* 410.6 National primary ambiet air
quality standards for partlculate
UIon 109 ofthe Act are set forth in this
part.
Matter.
(b) National primary ambient air
The national primary ambient air
quality standards define levels of air quality standards for particulate matter.
quality which the Administrator Judges measured by the reference method deare necessary, with an adequate margin scribed in Appendix B to this part, or by
of safety, to protect the public health. an equivalent method, are:
National eowdary ambient airquality
(a) 76 mlcrosramin per cubic meterstandards define levelsof air quality annual geometric mean.
which the Administrator Judges neces(b) 260 microgram per cubic metersary to protect the public welfare from maximum 24-hour concentration not to
any known or anticipated adverse effect
be exceeded hiore than once per year.
of a pollutant. Such standards are subJet to revision, and additional primary * 410.7 National secondary embimntir
quality standards for parlicatve
and secondary standards may be promulmatter.
desgated as the Administrator deems n
The national secondary ambient air
sary to protect the public health and
welfare.
quality standards for particulate matter,
measured by the reference method de(C) The promulgation of national
primary and secondary ambient air qual- scribed in Appendix 8 to this part, or by
equivalent method, are:
itystandards shall not be considered In an(a)
60 micrograms per cubic meterany manner to allow significant deterlor- annual geometric mean, as it guide to be
ation of existing air quality in any por. used in asking implementation plan to
Ion of any State.
achieve the 24-hour standard.
Appendix A-Rafecrozio Method forthe DotermInatton of ul! ur Dioxide IA
the Atmosphere (Pa .-osaftea
Method).
Appendix B-re(erenas Method forthe Dotermination of Suspended Poeticuthe Atmosphere (Wgh Vollates itn
une Method),
Appendix O-Rfernoes Method for theContinuoi Measurement of carbon
monoxide in the Aimosphere (Nondispersive Infrared Spectrometry).
Appendix D-Rleoce Method for the
Measurement of P"otOchemlesi
OxldantSCorrected for Interfer.
enceeDue to Nitrogen Oxide and
Sulfur Dioxide.
Appendix F--tference Method for the DOtermination of Hydrocarbons Correoted for Methane,
Appendix P-Refaremce Method for the Determination of Nitrogen Dioxide
(24-Hour Sampling Method).
of this Part
AUTHonrT: The provisions
410 Issued under see. 4,Public Law 91-604,
Stat. 1679.

b) 150 micrograns per cubic metermaximum 24-hour concentration not to
be exceeded more than once per year.
1 410.8 National primary and secondary
ambient air oIillty standards foe carbon monoxiawe
The national primary and secondary
ambient air quality standards for carbon
monoxide, measured by the reference
method described in Appendix C to this
part, or by an equivalent method, are;
(a) 10 milligrams per cubic meter (0
p.pj.)-maximum 6-hour concentration not to be exceeded more than once
per year.
(b 40 milligrams per cubic meter (35
p.p,'n.)-maxlmum i-hour concentration not to be exceeded more than once
per year.
1 410.9 National primary and serondary
ambient air quality standards for
pholochemical oxidants.
The national primary and secondary
mnbient air quality standard for photochemical oxidants, measured and corrected for interference due to nitrogen
oxides and sulfur dioxide by the reference
method described in Appendix D to this
part, or by an equivalent method, is: 160
micrograms per cubic meter (0,08
p.p.m.)-maxmum I-hour concentration not to be exceeded more than once
per year.
d 010.10 National primary and second.
ary ambient air quality standard for
hydrocarbons.
The hydrocarbons standard is for use
as a guide In devising implementation
plans to achieve oxidant standards.
The national primary and secondary
ambient air quality standard for hydrocarbons, measured and corrected for
methane by the reference method described In Appendix X to this part, or by
an equivalent method, is: IS0 micrograms
per cubic meter (0.24 p.pm.)l--maximum
3-hour concentration (6 to 0 a.m.) not to
be exceeded more than once per year.
j 410.11 National primary and second.
ary ambient air quality standard for
nitrogen dioxide.
The national primary and secondary
ambient air quality standard for nitrogen
dioxide, measured by the reference
method described In Appendix F to this
part, or by an equivalent method, is: 100
micrograms per cubic meter (0.05
p.p.m.)--nntial arithmetic mean.
Aezesa A.--RxNcs MeriOD o eO THs
DSOMrINATIONOr BrLM DtOsXDeIN TUS
ATMOeItra (PAeaoAssssrINS MuCsHon)
I. Prtslple and Applicability. 1.1 Sulfur
dioxide is absorbed irom W In a solution of
potassium tatraehoroernecurate (TCM). A
dlclorsuliltomercurate romples, which realo oxidation by the oxygen In the sit, is
formed (1. 8). Once formed, this eomplaX IS
stable to strous oxidants (0e., ooe. oxides
of nitrogen). The complex is related with
pararsanhllne and formaldehyde to form inly Olord parsenllne methyl aulfoolo add (2). The absorbane of the aoluUon is measured speotrophotomteleally.
I3 The method is appllcabi to the mesuremsit of asufl dioxide In ambient ai
uslng sampling periods up to hours.
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2. Range and Sensitivity. 9.1 Concentrations of sulfur dioxide In the range of 25 to
60,/m.* (0.01to 040 p.p.m.) can be mea1,O0
ued under the conditions given. On* can
measure concentration# below M pg./m.- by
sampling larger volume of air, but only if
the absorption efoency of the particuls syetam Is Ant determined. Higher conoentratIons can be analy ed by using smaller gae
samples,a larger collection volume, or a suitable aliquot of the collected sample. Beer's
Law to followed through the working range
from 0.o to 1.0 abeortance unite (0.8 to 37
mo
l, fAnalsolution coin.
9g. of sulfite ton in
uted As 80.).
2.2. The lower limit of detection of sulfur
dioxide in 10 rid. TOM Is 0.75 rg., (based on
twice the standard deviation) representing a
concentration of 20 g./m*O. (0.01 p p.m.)
in an air sampleof 80 liters.
3. nltfe/rences. 8.1 The effects of the
principal known interferencee have been
mlnlmined ofr eho.iated. Interferences by
oxides of nitrogen are eliminated by eultamic
acd (4, i) ozrote by time.dslay (0), and
heavy metai by EDTA (ethylenedininse.
tetroaetls aid disodlum It) and phos.
tihole Id (d, 6,). At least 60 og. le (iit).
1r(111)
In 10 ml.
o0 g. Mn(11), and. 10g.
absorbing regent can be tolerated In the
Fprooodur. No significant Interference wee
bnd
10 4$. CO (Il) and 22 AS. VV).
with
4. PrOclolS, AMrcOire-p,
sd Stablify. 4.1
Relative standard deviation at the 05 percent
confldence lovl t 4.6 percent for the ana.
lytical proedure using standard samples, (I)
4.2 After sample collection the solutions
are relatively stable. At 22 0. losse Of sulfur
dioside occur at the rate of I percent per
day. When sample are stoed at 60 0. for
80 days, no detectable loses of sulfur dio.
ido ocOur. 'Te presence of WDTAenhances
the stability of 0, In solution, and the rate
of decayis iadependept of the concentration
of 80. ()
6. Apparaus.
6.1 semping.
0.1.1 Absorber. Absorbers normally used
In ir pollution sampling are acceptable for
onoentrations abtovq26 x./m. (0.01 p.p.m.),
An all-olMa midget imIlngr, e shown in
lgurs Al, is recommendedfor 50-minute and
I 'hour samplee.
For 24-hour smpllng, assemble an absorber from the following parts:
Polypropylene 2 port tube closures,special
manufacture (&v alabl from Del-Art Prod.
ucta. poquantook. NJ.).
Olees impingers. 6 mm. tubing, 6 Inches
Iong, one end drawn to small diameter suoh
that No. 76 jewelers will ps through, but
No. 78 Jewelers will not. (Other end fire
poi hed.)
Polypropylene tubes, 164 by 22 am. Nelgone
or eual),
8.1.2
s g mp. Capable of maintaining an

spectral band width. The Wavelength Callbration of the Instrument should b0 verified.
If tranmilttnc Is masured, this can be
converted to asobance:
RegAffog(l.
6. Aepeels."
6.1 Ssmpling.
6,1.1 0I1fihed iter. Must-ie tree from
oxidants.
0.1.2 AbsorbingReiter 10.04 M Potai.
sium Teirarhioromorcurate (Tom) 1. i•solvi
10.80 g, mercuric chloride, 0,060 g. IDTA
acid. disoum
(thyleonediaminstetraceti
selt), and 60 g. potassium chloride in water
and bring to mark in a 1,000-mi,volumstrio
fleek. (Caution: highly poisonous. It spilled
on skin, flush off with water Immediately).
The pH of this recent should be approximately 4.0. but It has been shown that there
to no appreciable difference in collection
efficiency over the range of pH I to pH 3.(y)
The absorbing reagent is normally stable for
6 months. If a precipitate forms, discard the
reagent.
5.2 Aealyis.
6.2.1 Sultamlo Arid (0, percent). Dissolve 0.6 g. ulfamic id In 100ml. distilled
water. Prepare fresh daily.
,2.2 Formaldshde (0.2 percent). Dilute
5 mi. formaldehyde solution (16-36 percent)
to 1.000 ml. with distilled water. Prepare
daily,
2.3 slock Iodies Soluiton (0.1 N). Place
12.7 g. ioint inta 860-mi. beaker; add 40 g.
potassium lod-deand 26 ml. water. Stir until
al. with
all Is disolved. then dilute th I
distilled water.

6.2.4 Iodine Soluton (0.01 N). Prepare
approximately 0.01 N iodine solution by diluting 60 ml. of stocksolution to 900 ml.

with distilled water.
63. Starh Idirlsor

Solution, Triturate
0.4 g. soluble starch and 0.000 g. mercurio
Iodide (preservative) with a little water, and
addthe pasteslowly to 200 ml. boiling water.
Continue boiling until the solution Is clear;
cool, and transfer to a gl&s-toppred bottle.
6.2G Stock Rodium Thionijefe Boluitio
(0.1 N). Prepare a stock solution by dissolving
26 g. sodium thlosulfate (Na.BO. 5H1.) in
1,000ml. freshly boiled. cooled,ditilled water
and add0.1g sodium carbonate to the olutlion, Allow the solution to stand I dsy before
accurately
standardihing. To otandatdis.
weigh, to the nearst 0.1 mg., 1.6g. primary
standard potassilm Iodate dried at 190- C.
end dilute to volume in a 600-ml. volumetri
flask. To a 500-mi. Iodine flask, pipet 0 ml.
of Iodate solution. Add 2 g. potassium Iodide
and 10 ml, of I N hydrochloric arid. Stopper
with stock
the fleek. After Gminutes, title
thioeulftate solution to a pal yellow. Add a
ml. starch Indicator oaluton and continue
the titration until tfie blue color disappears.
Calculate the normality of the stock
solution:
N=-X2
1
.
N rNormality o
tion.

0

stock thlosulfat

50u-

N =Volume of thlosulfato required, Mi
W . Weight of potassium Iodate, grame

l0' (conversion of g, to mg.) X10.1(fraction Iodate used)

6,2.7 Sodium I7loeUIfCt Titrent (0.01 N),
Dilute 100ml. of the stock thiosulfate solu.
tion to 1,000ml. with fr*shly boiled distilled
water,
Normality=Norality of stock solution
I
O.10t).
or
landrdise 8vlf1# Solutlon
62.6
Preparftion o Workbeg Suft-TOM gol.0.5
g.
sodium metabisulfite
JiOm! Dissolve
cc
r,)0.40 g. sodium sulfite (115,50,)
(Noa,
in 60 i. of recently boiled,cooled. distilled
Water. (Sulfite solution is unstable; it Is
therefore important to usewater of the biob.
sat purity to minimsae this Instability.) This
solution contains the equlralent of 820 to 400
4g.1mi. of 80, The"a-tuui concentration Of
the solution Is determined by adding noses
iodine and back-tittating with standard
sodium thlosulfate solution. To beck-titrate.
pipet 60 ml. of the 0.01 N Iodine into each of
two 500-mi. iodine flasks (A and B). To ftak
A (blank) add 25 ml. distilled water, and to
air pressure differential greater than 0.7 at- flask (sample) pipet 28 ml. sulfte soluton,
Stopper th fSlks and allow to react for 6
mosphereat the desired flowrate.
Ortfice. minutes. Prepare the working sulflit-TCfM
6.168 Air Flowmam'ror "rial
A calibrtd rotauneter or critical orifio es- Solution (6.2. ) at the same time Iodine
solution is added to the flaks. By means of
*2
permeasuring
air
flow
within
pable of
cent. For 60-minute sampling. a 22-Cauge a buret containing standardised 0.01 N thiohypodermic needle 1 Iech long may be used sulfate. titrate each flaek In turn to a paeO
eo a critical orife to givea flow of about 1 yeilow. Then add 6 ml. starch solution and
liter/minute. We i-hour sampling, a 22- continue the titration until the blue color
gauge hypodermic needle five-eighths of an disappears.
Ioch Ial way be Used a a critical orifice to
0.9 WorkingBulft-TOm Sofufon pipet
6 no of about 0.6 ter/minute. For accurately 2 ml. of the standard solution Into
a
C4 har sampling, a 27-pauge hypodermic a 100 ml volumetric flask and bring to mark
needle three-eIhtls of an incb Io# may be
used to give a flow of about 0.2 liter/Mtnute. with 006 M TOM. Calculate the concostraus a membrane filter to protect the needle tion of sulfur dioxide In the working soil(Figure Ala).
tion:
6.6 Analysis.
(A - -) M (2IA0
25X0I"
6.2.1 spectrophotomf er. suitable for meS0irdj. =
measurement of absorbsene at 046am. with
A=Voluoae thiosulfate for blank, ml.
an effectivespectral band width of Iee than
DaVolume thick ulfate for sample,ml.
16 urn. Reaent blank prb lme mAy ocCur
Na
wormality of thleeulfat0 titraMtL
with s tophotoemetro having greater

32,000= Milffequivalnt w. of $0 06.
25.=Volume standard sulfite solution,
ml.
002= Dilution factor.
This solution is stable for g0 days if kept at
6' C, (refrigerator). If not kept at 1' 0.,
preparedaily.
0.2,10 Purified Prarovaniline Stock Solution (Vi2urrceft nomliel).
The parero6.2.10.1 Due Speclrooi.
saniline dye must met the following performtsce specifications: (I) the dye must
have a wavelength of maximum abeorbanoe
at 040 nm, wbn s ayed in a buffered solution of 0.1M sodium so#tste-acetloarid; (2)
the abeorbanoeof the reagent blank, which is
(0.018 sbeorbaot
temperature-sesitive
unit/C€). should not exceed0.170absorbance
unit at 22' 0. with a i-cm. optical path
length, when the blank Is prepared accordlog to the prescribed analytctl procedure
and to the specified concentration of the dye;
($) the calibration curve (Ilectlou 8.2.1)
should have a dope of 0.020±0.002 absorbane units/og. M0,at this path length when
the dye is pure and the outfitssolution t
properly standardioed.
6.2,10,1 Preparalionof Block S0lfion A
speciallypurified (99-100 percent pure) solution of pararossntine, wbich maets the
asove speifications, It commercially avalable In the required 0.20 percent cascentratlon (Harleco°). Alternatively, the dye
may be purified, a stock solution prepared
and then stayed according to the procedure of ScarngeIlI, at &1.(4)
Reaenf. TO & n003.11 Pererolsnall
ml. volumetrig flsk, add 20 ml. stock partlsoal 0
Croemilis solution. Add an
ml. stock solution for eaub percent the stock
O0th and Woodland
*artmen-lddon.
Avenue,Pilladelpbila, PA 1M1".
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RULES
purchased. Scarligelili, O'Keffe, Rosen.
compartment of a spectrophotometer.) or
and Bell (11) give detailed. explicit
below too percent. Then add 20 ml. coil not
&sy&
allow the colored solution to stand berg,
tube calibration.
0 1 phophortie aoldand dilute to volume Do
09 dye directions for permeation
a
film
because
mile,
abeorbance
in
the
a certified perwotton rete are
with distilled water. This reagent Is etas
Clean coils with alc,ol Tubes with
deposited.
be
may
the National Bureau of stands
for at leaut months.
of the detemi- available from
temperature
the
u
use,
after
rate" from 0.2 to 0.4
1.Procedure.
doe not differ by more than 2' 0. afd. Tube permeation
Inert gas flows of about 00)m./
7.1 Sempling. Procedures aredescribed nations
the calibration temperature (W), the pg./minute
and dilution air flow rotes from i.
for short-term (20 minutes and I hour) and from
blank should be within 0.00 abeorh- minute
give teand.
conveniently
for long.term (14 hours) sampling, One can reagent
1
liters/minute
to
unit of the y.interoept of the calibra- aid atmospheres containing desired levels
combinations of sampling ance
selet different
curve (1.2). Ut the reagent blank differ
to 0.15 p.pm.
needs. Sample tion
rate and time to meet specl0
from that of 80 (28 to 800 ,g/m.o;of0,01
unit
absorbenc
0.0s
than
by
more
any stand.
in
50
volumes should be adjusted, 0 that linearity found in the calibration curve, prepe a new 80). 'Ae concentration
A follows:
a
arstmospher can be elculaed
is maintained between abeorbanceand con- curve.
rentratlon over the dynamic range.
absorbanse
If
the
nanese.
PXiO*
Abrorbeaoe
1.21
v
7.1,1 sO-Minute am 1-Hor amplim'p.
of the simple solution angel between 1.0,
Insert a mldgst impinger Into the sampling and 2.0. the sample can be diluted 1:1 with
Rai a,
system, Pigure Al. Add 10 ml,TOM solution & portion of the reagent blank and read Where:
to the impinger. Collect sample at 1 1iter/ within a few minutes. Solutions with higher
O =0onentratlon of 0Os, pg./m. at ref.
minute for 20 minutes, or at0, liter/minute
erence conditions
be diluted up to sixfold with
can
abeorbance
#A
rotameter,
a
either
using
for I hour,
P -Tube permeation rate, g/minutooe.
the reagent blank in order to obtain onscae
shown in Pigure Al, or a critical orifice, as readings within 10 percent of the true abRdnIo mrtofof dilution air, lter/mInute
shown in Pigurs Ala, to control flow. Shield eorbane value.
at-refersne conditions.
the absorbing reagent from direct sunlight
ZJIfilevies.
and
Itoinlow rote of inert gas,Uter/minute at
Calibrateio
S.
during and after sampling by covering the
reference conditions.
Needle.
Hypodermio
and
fioimeters
ii1
lImpinger with aluminum foil, to prevent Calibrate flowmetere and bypodermolo
41..2. Sampling end Prepartilont O Coal.
needeterioration. Determine the volume of air die (#) igaint a ralibrated Wt test meter. brotiler Curve. Prepare i.res (usually six)
sampledby multiplytng the flow rate by the
of standard atmoepheree contining 80M
50 Csllbreliot Curves.
time in nlnutes and record the atmoe
each
slulyte Boluoti. Ac- levels from 21to 000 pg. G0,/m,. Simple
8.2.1 Procedure with
pherro pressure and temperature. Remove
atmoephere using simllar apparatus and tk.
the
of
amounts
graduated
pipet
curately
the
sample
and stopper the Impinger. U
ing exactly the eame air volume A Will be
(such
(0.2.2)
solution
sulflte-TOM
working
must be stored for momethan a day before
done In atmoepheire sampling. Determine
s 0.0.5, 1, 2. , and 4 I. Into a serte
analyhia. keep It at 6 0. t a rfrglerstOr
dieted in572. Plot the con.
flauo. Ad sufficient TOM aliorbAneW
20.m. volumet
(sea 4.2)).
(u-axis) against
anllation of 80, in jig/.
-.OHUr"Seeplirs. Plae 00 ml. solution to each Bak to bring the volume to A-A. values (y-ol), draw the straight line
7,3.9 4O
TIM solution in a large abeorberand col- approximately 10 ml. Then addthe remaining of beet fit and determine the slope. Alterlect the sample at 0.0 liter/minute for $4 reagents s described in 7.2.2. For maximum
by the method
nal
bath. natively, regression
hours from midnight to midnight. Make mre preision use a constant-temperatur
of least equaree "nybe Usedto calculate the
to entrainment otsolution results with the The temperature of calibrstion must be slope. Calcilaotethe reciprocialof the slope
range
the
in
0.
and
*1"
within
maintained
protorage
Impinger. During collection aid
denote s Be.
calibre- andl
tect from direct sunlight. Determine the of 20' to 00' 0. The temperature of must
0S geSmpling Igl41poi . collection eMbe
analysis
totalair volume by multlplyin the ir flow tIon andthe temperature of
percent efficiency may
against clency is above U
rate by the timeIn minutes. The correction within 2 degrs. Plot the abeorbancefor
off, however, at concentrationsbelow2$
fall
the
the total concentration In Ag. SOs
of 04-hour measurment for temperstur
.
,g/m..(is, 1)
and pressure is extremely difficult and is not corresponding solution. The total ag. SO&In
8. Calculations.
the
ordinarily dene.However, the accuracy of solution equals the concentration oftmM
oltllltslo O Volume. Oonvert the
9.1
the me surement will be Improved if mean- standard (Section 041.) In p. SOs/nd.
volume at rt.
the
to
volume of air sampled
Ingful corrections can be applied.Itstorage the ml. sulfite solution added (og, S0s
conditions of So 0. and 700 mm. fig,
ps./mi. SOoXmI. added). A linear relation- erence
isnecessary. refrikerste atO' C. (se 4.1).
(On 24.hour sOpee this may not be
t
y-interc
the
and
be
obtained.
should
ship
7.2 Analyipss.
possible.)
7,2.1 Sempe Prle reior. AtW ollection. should be within 0.00 abeorbence unit ofh
09
F
If a precipitate is observed in the sample. seo standard absorbansa.PW maximum pre.
Vs=Vx-Xcldon determine the line of het fit using
remove it by centrifugatlon.
t+272
7ee
by the method of least
72.1.1 J0-Miute and 1.HOUr eSmple#. regression analysis
VsVolume of a at 28' 0. and 70 Mrm,
Transfer the sample quantitatively to a W5 squar. Deterine the slope of theline of
el. liters.
no. volumetrie flask;useabout a ml. distilled best fit. calcutate its reciprocal en denote
V ,=Volume of air sampled, liters.
as B, B. is the calibration factor. (See Secwater for rinsing. Delay analysesfor 00 mnat
slope
the
on
for
specifications
P sBarometric pressure, mm. Hg.
02.10,1
tion
decompose.
to
utes to allow any otone
fac.
calibration
of aIr sample, 0.
This
entire
the
cure),
t
eTemperature
Dilute
calibration
Semple.
the
id-Hour
7.9.1.
01 Iul/urDiozldsCoor0fstratfof,
smple to 00 ml. with absorbing solution. tor can be Usedfor calculating resultedproIn
i.2.1 When suite solutions are used to
Pipit S ml. of the sample Into a 2-ml. vided them aes no radical chaug
the conn
volumetric flsk for chemicalanalyses.Bring temperature or pH. At least one control preparecalibration curves. ompute
volume to 10 ml. with abeorbing reagent. samplecontaining a known concentration of centration of sulfur dioxide I toe ample:
t0.
for each Niees of determination. Is
Delay analyses for 0 minutes tOallowany
(A-A,) (10) (B.)
recommendedto tmire the relability of this
ceone to decompose.
PC1.
IlwOm.' =, 7.2.2 Detorminaion. Por each set of de- factor.
Vs
821 Procedure Wlih 80o Permestion
terminations prepare a reagent blank by addolution to a 2- rubes.
A sample ahsorbance.
ing 10 ml. unexposed O
aheorbance.
blank
soluA
o
Reagent
control
Ml. volu, eretr flask. Prepare a
.2.2.1 General Considrefions. Atmoe.
D=Oonveirl!n of titers to cubic meters.
tion by ading 2 ml. of working sulfite-TCM pheres containing accurately known amounts
Vs =iMe samplecorrected to 1' 0. and
solution ,.nd aml. T M solutionto A 2111i. of sulfur dioxide at less CCInterest Canbe
700 m. M6, liters.
volume-.ri flask. To each Aak containing 1- prepared using permeation tube. In the
B, =Callbration factor, pg "beorbanc
ther sample, control solution, et-reagent system for generating the" atmoephero.
unit.
blank, Add I mi. 0.6 percent sulfamle the permeation tube smite 00, gas at a
D = Dilutlon factor.
seld gad allow to reet 10 minutes to de- known, low, constant rate. provides the ternFor 00-minuto and I-hour samples,
etroy the nitrite from 21des of nitrogen. peraturs of the tube Is held constant (*0.1'
Accurtely pipet In 2 ml 0.0 percent 0.) and provided the tube has been accuD= 1,
formaldehyde solution, then 1 ml par- rately calibrated at the temperature of Use.
For 24-hour samples,Do10.
aroalline solution. Start a laboratory The 80 gaspermeating from the tube Is
0 2.2 When 80s pa standard Atoephores
tlineorthat has bean setfor 00 minutes. Bring carried lay a low flow of Inert gu 1o a mixcom.
all fiaukato volume with freshly boiled&
Ing chamber where It s accurately diluted me used to prepare calibration curves,
cooled distilled wster and nil thoroughly. with 30,-free OALt9 the level of Interest and puts the culfur dioidde in the sample by the
Aftr 00 nmtnutae and before 00 minutes, de the sample taken. These stems Ar shown following formula 1
terminse the absorhancesof the sample (do- schematically In Figues ASand Ali and have
xDe
(A-A.)
O, sg./m m
note as A). e ntbhim (denote As) Wood been described In detail by OfIeife and
A - Sample beorbance.
the control solution at 46 nas Usingt-c.
Ortman (I) Sc rigelli, Prey, endlaltmran
Aos Reagent blank abeohance.
optIeoapath esg0hCells. Usedtled water, (10), and
OyKeeffe, Roaenberg,
_elnsiU,
81.0.1),
Bsm
(flee
•
not the regent kAA1k s the reference. andBell (It)
(NoMIl This Is important becauseof the color
5.,8 00veysox q/ Ag/is' to pp.m.ast
Nrepereffoes nlji lSeard Atmos.
g...
sensitivity of te reasent blank to tep*a phere. PermatIon tube may be prepared dased, the concentration of sulfur dioxide
ture changes which an be Induced In the
-IiOAY,
OHA1L £040I1l, VOL 26, NO. 114-0
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ma, be calculated 8 p.p.m. 80, at referenct
eO4ltloan asfollow&:
SO,/m.' S$2 X 104
11,'oog.
ppm. 8.
10. &*ream.
(5) Wut, P. W., and Oska, 0. C.. "Pi'tion of Sulfur Dloxlde so Sulfitomer.
cursta il and Subeequent Colorn
metric Determination-, Anal. Ohem,
is, leo (10").
(1) phrims, r., "inorganIc- Chemlstry."
62. ZdI4d by P.O. Thorns and
6p.
,
. Robert, 9th ltdition, Intereclene. (1I4).
(3) Lylee,0. R., Dowllng, P. B, and Blanchard. V. J., "Quantiatlive Determine.
tion of Potmaldehyde In Parts Par
Hundred Million Concentratlon Lea.
0", J. Air Poll. Count.Assoc.18, 106
(158).
( Sk
1rtglll,
P. P., Salt m n. B. I., and
Prep S. A., "Spectrophotometric Do.
termination of Atmospheric Sulfur
Dioxide". Anal. Chem. JI, 1700 (1057).
($) pate, J. I, Ammons. a. Z., Swanson,
0. A.. Lodge, J. P., Jr., "NItrIte Interference In Sptwophotometrlo Determination of Atmopheric Sulfur
Dioxide". Ass. Often. J, 943 (I6S).
(8) Eurlo, N. and OrISfni, A. IM.,"Mesure1 ent of the 80, Content of Air in the
Presence of Oxides of Nitrogen and
Heavy Metals", mid. feroro, 53, 830
(W2),
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4110
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PermalltOn Tubes for Ue with Sulfur
Dioxide". Amer. Ind. IHpent Allow.
J. It, 260 167).
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Callbrated Oraylmetrlcally", Anal,
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"Trcor Techniques In Sulfur DI.
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2. Wolht a determined to the neaM
metMiligraeh airow 5mug are deterned to
the neowrst0.00 " /0ll.. (3* k5/sadr.p

tiiefte
410tlrMimd

to

Wesn

A

"W"st M, n
coneesrweoon to Mee
.
ported to the nearet ulcrpam per *Ute
S-. Istortnm.
1.1
Particulate matter thatto oulr,
.01b

as photoohetaleslsgn or

weed
id a
s ".m

bleok te flter ad came a tep idrop Is
airflow at a nonthlofonts
Deom fol or

high humidity to alemethe Maerto becomes
too wat arid meverely
redamthe "amo
through theWite.
I2 01W"-Obor Altefi Ar* Comparately
Insenitive to changesin rotativehuuity,

but oolleteod perticulato can be hygromaopie.(i)
4, Prlceoeo, Aocuracr,, mnd5*ebilltp.

41 Bameduponeoltecrilve testing.the
retatil" standard deviation (ooceolentat

FleoMAR.

variation) for ingle analyst vaitatlon Ire4tability of the method) Is 8.0 pevetet.
. eorrmpondlog value for mutitwborstory
varition (rerodubility of the meltbl) I
8.7 poren¢. (1)
42 To &muteywith which the aenpI
Ieasures tho true averale eonoen=sa n
dends upon the Constancy at the altdow
trough the mmplr. Te sirflow re is
alecied by theoeoncentlra on and the natun
oft
the atmosphere. Under thoe
ondittiond the eror In the measured verage Concentraion may be in ece ofi *0
percent of the true averageeoneretraticn, deon
on the amount of reduetia of ir.
rate and on the valattos of tWe mes
conoseirati n o duet with time1 during the
-houtr
samplingperiod. (4)
5. d

8.1.1 deor.
The mpler onsits of
three unite I the fcepli
ad met,
(2) te lter dpier amembly. ad () the
wier unit. Figur
t ehows an exploded
viw of thus perte. their relatiship to *emh
other. mad how they ane mumbld. The
memplermust be empaile O pemlas enviero.
mental air through a 400
(0 in )
ort6 e
o
a len 03 by RA dan (O- by
l1omO-Ir iter
at a rate of4 least
8
I.0 m ./mtA. (00 fIt /0Ima.). Ith Motor mUt
be Capeble of continuousoperation for I4bowr perode with Input vitmfe ranging
from I10 to
l
tsit.
olee sltersat.
aoO
log Currnt aml mint he
-wire saemoty

grod. The housingfOr the MOto Unit
onma,be t any monvenlentcnetim

so

Mog so theunit reaiew alright madleak.
ften. TU Ite of the s1meor motor ca be
extendedby lowering the Voltageby shot

10 paenst with a eMail'bueltor baset

transformer between the memplersad power
outet.
2.13 Sampler *heltr. It to Important
thai the smpler be propertyinstalled In a
sultabie shelter. The osellter is subjected to
ehtremer ci temperature. humildty. sad nil
type of s4r poilutaats. 1or tohmoon
the materas of the shlter
amibe ben
FtI
lrAL rmg mte
bw 60lWil Mnist ei.
mu.efuoly. Properly painted exteror plwod
Aiwcniei B--Ranrueco Mzauos roe "is
IAThIS method is spptalbis to esde- or heavy puge numWum serv well. The
D11MMlINATIOlOFternKor FonlcuTwsA~l
Mo"ntof the mIA" cone r
on of e
a mpler must be miuated verily In tam
an "M A'roePImI
(Ilici VouHSB partieulatee In saboent ir. The incite.
to
bealer stoht the am-fbe Alter to petl.
sample ollected toisuelly dsaquate for 10 with the ground. T
sheller must be
0h0r nalysmes
I' Moki~lpegod AppreoblliII.
provided with a roo( en that the filter I pro.
tarted frodt precipitation and debris. The
I., Ai drawn to
covered housing
2.3 When the sapler. is operaLed mt an internast rrangemeat and ecogurtio of
and through a fte by moansof a hillb-flowrate blower at a flow no (t.ie to 1.70 m.6/ ateage flow rate of M USrAmln. (IS 1t.*A a suitable eolter with a gahis ot are ehow
min.: 40 to 60 It.J/mn.) that allows ous. min.) for 24 hoor, an adequate5 snplewil It. Picture 22 The eeorsacs tes between the
be obtained even In an amcmphei
mehaving main housingA the rool at 0Its loeet,
pended particle having dialmatets of les
103m
(S0:tSS
thal 100 Am. (Sto e equivalent diameter) concentration of suspendedparoleulatmeUe point should be SWo.±l@
to pm to the lter surface. (1) Iatclee low a I g./m. It particulate I#les ane la.), The main bousing ibculd be r1etoagwithin the am range of 1t0 to O.Iel. diamm- unusully high,a atifatoryMAWl ay be Ia,. with dimenmo
ns 0i about It by 4 dm.
tor are ordinarily iollected on glsm fAber i- obtalied in e to I hours Or e.
por deter. (lin by 14 in.).
ten. The SM concetratton of Suispended mination of average oneonttoton oof fuis2.13 8ctiste. MarkSe is warbtrary
partteultes in the amblent aWt(il-i.'') Is pented palltcultee In smbeeOtalt a etand. unimt. frequently 0 to 70. sad empeble of
Computedby measuringthe mAN of colleted srd ampling period of 24 bur S being albrted. Other device W1 at leat
portlioulates id the volume of air sampled. recommended.
Cosparale saeurey manybe tod.
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5.1.4 Oripos Calbraflon"-uf. conssting
of a metal tube 7A cm' (I In.) ID ad 1.
pressure tap
a statIc
withlone
longfroi
to.)In.)
(614 (8
ST.
and. fee Sgura
. ce.
93. The tube end nearest the pressure tap te
flanged to about 10A cm. (4% in.) OD with
a male thread of the ame ese do the finia
and of the hilgh-volume air emp.le A stogi
metal plate 6.1 am. (8% in.) In diameter and
04 oe. (%eIn.) thick with a cenetfl ctfice
8.em. (1t In.) tn diameter io held in place
ast the ir Inlet and with a temale threaded
rlng. The other end of the tube Ie flanged to
hold a loose fm al threaded coupling, which
ecrew onto the inlet of the sampler. An Itbole metal plate. an Integrli pert of the unit,
t positioned between the oritice and sampler
to imulste the resistance, at a clean lasIs
fiber fIntll. An crifics calibration uI
Whown it Figure ft.
6.14 Dheresl ifel Meomefer. Capable of
measuring to at loet 40 cam. (I In.) of
water.
5.1* Postlee Otspaidems"t meer. Callheated i cubic meters or cuble teat. to be
wod so a primary standard.
f.1.7 Seroenfe..Capableofmeasuring atmoeph r wesur to the neseet im.
5. %
Acelets.
$.1
4l14y Condilonting gnlroen ent
balance roct or desiccator maintained at
IP to 31,
and ion than 50 percent relative
humidity.
$AS Analrfeal Saeset. Xquipped with
a weighing chamber deslgned to handle unfolded20" by 2.4 ca. (- by 10-In.) filters
and having a sensitivity of 0. mg.
G5* Ligte Sour". Frequently a table of
the type ued to viow X-ray films.
i,I Nnlsbrlne Devori. Capable of print.
Io Identiation numbers on the filters.
A. Reront.
0St roster Media. Olase-fber filters having
a
etion erltency of at least "n percent
for partleaof 0 cm. dlamntr, s measured
by the DOP test, ar suitable fol the quantltayse measurem~e~nto
enttratlons of aiaplled partlulatee. (S) although some other
medium, such s peper, may be desirable for
some almynes. Uta mLe detailed analysis Ia
contemplated. care must b. etcoed to use
AlerS that contain low background eocontations of the pollutont being toveatJgai.
Careful quality control Is required to detorine bacgond values o theo pollutants,
7. Procedure.
1.i Samplni.
7.1 I Peif prvparetlo. Eapeeach fAllt
to the light source and Inspect for pluhse._,
particles. or other Imperfections. FlPters wth
viable Imperfectlos should net be useit. A
is useful
removing
ifarticlse.
email'beuh the
1eqilbrate
filters for
In the
flftee conditionto environment for 84 hours. Weigh the
filters to the nerest LilUigeM; record tare
Ideatication number. DO
weight and f ilter
not bend or fotd the fller before collection
of the $ape.
7.1*
apetcicdo.Oe
h
lesen the wing nuts. and remove the faepae frm the filter holder. Install a nurdpeweibed. gles-fiber filter In poeeim (rough ede up). replace the faceplate
without disturbing the fter. and fastern
will e"ow air leekmOuaey. Undotlgt"
age. overtighte*nng will damage the spane.
rubber faceplte gddet. A very light applits.
te of tolacrm powder may be used oan the
emgo-rubbc faceplate Soot to prevent
ase Anor from ,t"
g, Durin inclement
weather the anpls may be removed to a

pgocted are

untki the ball gives a constant reading. DIsconnect the rotemeter from the nipple; recold the Initial rotameter meading a&d the
starting time addat.e on the Alter folder.
(The rotmetor should nevel be connected
to the eampia ezeept when the Sow 15bein
meere)
ample ic 4 boom fronmid.
night to midnight ad tas a fint rotameter
reading. Record the final rotameter reading
and ending time and date on tbe fltn folder.
Remove the faceplate as described above and
carefully remove the fitor from the holder,
touching only the outer edge. ?o d the fllter
lengthwise eo that oniy surface with 6l.
electedperticulatee at In contact, and place
in a manila foider. Record on the folder the
Alter number, location, od any other factor,
such as meteorololcal conditions or reslng
of nearby buldini. that might affect the
results. f the sample Is detective, void It as
th
ime.In ceder to obtain a valid remple.
the hlgb.volume sampler must be operated
with the name rolametwr and tubing that
wor used during Its caibtion.
7.1 Anelul. Eqohibrate the eopoed filtern for 34 hours tl the filter conditioning
environment, then reweigh. After they are
weighed, the filters may be eaved for detailed
chemical analynla.
78 Maifetanc.
1.$.1 Hampler Motor. Replace brushed
before they ar worn to the point where
motor damage can occur.
72'1 ?epltefe 081:0. Replace when the
margins of sample are no longer sharp. The
gsket may be sealed to the faceplate with
rubber cement or double-asded adheslve tape.
required. using
78* Roesefr, Clean
alcohol.
8, Calibration.
0.1 Purpose. Since only a smai portion
of the total sir sampled passes through the
rolameter during measurement, the rotainesr must be calibrated against actual air.
flow with the rifice calibration unit. Before
the orlfie xalbration unit can be used to
calibrate the rotameter. the orifice calibre.
tIlon unit Itself must be calibrated galnst
the positive displacement primary standard.
8 1.1 Orfjele Oalibration Unit. Attech the
rifice calibration unit to the Intake end
of the potive displacement primary standard andttach a high-volume motor blower
unit to the exhaust end of the primary
standard. Connect one end of a differential
manometor to the differential preeure tap
of the Orifn calibration unit and leave the
other and open to the atmosphere. Operate
the high-olume motor blower unit so that
a senrs of different. but constant, airfiowe
(usually sin) am obtained for definite time
Record th fiading on the differenperiods.
tla
manomte at each airow. The diferet
conant al*owe are obtained by placing a
sers Of lodplateS. One at a time, between
the calibration unit an the primary standard. Plosing the Orifice before the Inlet reducss the pressure at the Inlet of the primary
alelestadardbelow asencephle; therefore, a
correction must be made fet the lacrea to
velum caused by this decriease Inlet proesure. Attach an en of a second diffential
a-mW to an ILet0 pressure tap of the
primry standard and leave the other open
to the atmosphre. Durtg each of the con.
stant atrfow measurements ade aove.
maure the true Inlet pressure of the
primary standard with thIs seod dffeenill manometer. Mfoe re atmapheric pros
sure end tMpersture. Colrt themasured
alt volume to true air volume as dl retedlia

for filter change. Ciple the 0.1.l. then obtain true airflow rate, Q. as

J.1.Piot the differential manom.
foOf ofe shelter4,1Ma the sampler for about dreeted I1
5 setute
esoineet the rnof eer to the eter readings of the crifif unit vesus Q.
SmppUean the bocke the eampteai nd read -.'- ,.* Hg-Vofums Sampler. Assemble a
toa Trsi- hip-volama sampler with a clean filter in
ts otameter bea th rtassir
al positi, almts to the aseceet whet plai n sd nsa for at Ilea minutes. At4ac

"Ohe.
itof an i GU
tup the rotametr en d owir

cepf"O
idly, a lotameterread the hail.adjust so th ash
WI
1-ai
otteal"l
a
e
FMSAt ttSSIM

anism en that it canot be changed easily.
shut off motor, remove the filter, and attach
the orifice calibration unit In its place. Opdrate the high-volume sampler at a srie of
different, but constant, airflow, ( usually siX).
Record the readi~ng of the differential Mameter on theorflic1 c0lbration unit, and
record the reading of the rotametar at each
flow. Mesure atmepherio pressure and tomperatdre. Convert the differential manometer
rending to m.8/min., Q. then plot rotameter
reading versus Q.
8.13 Correcfion for Difef nces in Ptessure
or Temperature. See Addendum 8.
6. Calculetionts.
e.1 calibrationo/ Orfice.
0.1.1 TrueAir Volume. Calculate the air
volume measured by the positive displacement primary standard.
(P ,-P.)
V. -(VU)
P.
V.=Truo air volume at atmospheric press.
sure, m.,
P. Blarometric pressure,mm. I.
PooPressure drop at inlet o primary
standard, mm. Hi.
VmoVolume measured by primary stand.
ard, in.$
9.1.2 ConverlonParlor,.
InchorHS. X26 4ommlHg..
Inches waterX75.48X 10-= Inches Ig.
Ould feet air X0.0284 =cubic meters air.
5.14 True AirTow Ratae.

V.
T
Q=Plow rate, m.0/min.
T=Tlm of low, ml.
5.8 sample Volume.
.8.1 Volume Convrsion. Convert the Initial and final rotametr reading to true
arflow rate, Q, using calibration curve of
0.12.
9.1.1 Celculase volume 0/ air sampled
QIQ#

V=-XT

2
V = Air volume sampled, Im.
Qao In al airflo'wrate, m.'/nln.
Qs final aIrflow rate, In.'/min.
T -Sampling time, int.
5.8 celcuiafe mateoconcetfration of its.pended perttultece
(We-We) x 10
V
8SP.=hUfe concentration Of suspended
pasrtlulaes, ag/im.
W. =Initial weight of filter, 5,
We= Final weigllt of filter, g.
V Air volume sampled. m.
10 =OConversionof g. to pg.
10. Rlerexao.
.,
(1) Robson, C. D., and Porter, K.
"Evlduation of Air particulate 8ampiing J.
Xqulpment",
Am. Ind. Hffi.
84, 404 (19eS).
SAssce.
(5) Tierney, 0. P., and Conner, W. D..
"Hlroecople effects on Weight Detcr.
minotions Of Particulatee Clected on
Olees-inber Filters". Am. lod. My#.
Asc. J. 8. 6 (1507).
(J) Unpublished data based on a collabora.
1 particpente,,
tive teet Involv
conducted under the direction of the
Methods Standadlsetion Services1ection of the National Air Pollution Control Admintatratlan. October, 1570.
(d) Rarrison, W. K., Wader, 2. S., and Pug.
amn.
L.A o .stant
Flow Ragulators
for iligh-Volusie Air Samplar-. An.
lad. Opp, A~oe. 81, 1144280 (1ISO).
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Pate, J. B., end Tabor, Z. C., "Analytical
Aspeto of the Use o Gias-PIber Pitte for the Collection and Analysis or
Atmoepherlo PectcuIslate Matter". Am.
fId. Hg. AlroC. J. Si, 144-160 (1102).
ADDMS'bA

A. AlternatiVeEquipmenl
A modification of the high.voiume sampler
tnoorporating a method for recording the
actual airflow over the entire eampling pe.
iod he been described, and Ia acceptable
for measuring the concentration of suepended partculit (Henderson. J. 8, Righth
Conference on Methoft in Air Pollution and
Industrial Hygiene Studies, 1087, Oakland,
Calif.). This modification consists of an ex
bauat Orifice meter ausemblf connected
through a transducer to a system for oon-'
tinuously recording airflow on a circular
chart. The volume of air sampled Is calculated by the following equatiun:
V.,4QXT.
Q Average sampling rate, m.'/min,
T Sampling time. minutes,
The average sampling rate, Q, is determined
from the recorder chart by estimation It the
flow rate doee not vary more then 0.11 me,/
min. (4 it.e/min.) during the sampling pil0d. It the flow rete doee vary more than
0 Il mA (4 it//min.) during the sampling
period, read the flow rate from the chart
at 2-hour Interval&and take the average.
B. Pressure ad TemperitrcCorrections.

III,
l.g

NO. 64-ft. 21--4

FISUIALRil11,

tllbded
doe
ei Il k

It the preoure or temperature during
huh-voiume sampler calibration Is eubetan.
tisly different from the pressure or tempersture during orifice clibratt=lZ'e orrsction
of the flow rate, Qrmsy be required. It the
pressures differ by no more than 10 Percent
ard the temperatures differ by no more than
00 peccent (1). the error in the un.
corrected flow ret will be no more than 15
percent. it necessary. obtain the corrected
flow rate se directed below. This correction
appiie unly to orifice meters having a con.
stant orifice coefficient. The coefficient for
the calibrating orifice deecrihed In 5.1.4 hu
been shown experimentsaly to be constant
over #-- normal operating range of the highvoiuAe sampler (0.6 to IlJ m.4/min.; 20 to 78
ft, /min.), Calculate corrected flow rate;
-J Corrected fSowrate, m.'/min.
Q, r low rate during high-voluime sampler
caibration (Section 6.1.2), mW/Min.
Abolute temperature during orifice
unit calibration (Section 8.1.1), 'I
or In.
P, = Barometrlic pressure during orifice unit
calibration (Section
nuni,
M log.
ToAbsolut temperature during high.
volume dealer caibration (Section
8..2) , 'nor It,
P, Barometric pressure during high.vol
tune sampler caiibration (Section
a 14, mm. Hg.

T,

bbv
1o, tv

t

WOWi
cr Fa,
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tULES A

R0AM"I.
13 This method Is applicable to the da-

termination offcto. monolideInSalehiat
ir. and to Ue "Anll Of ga" under
veitf.
PLZA0 ed
1.1 Instrumeits a available that messm,.'
I
(0-40
of 0 to
uret the rae
ppI.). which tsthe lange mo commonly
Med for urban Saoh Md mpMln.mark

Instruments easuceI

dtto

$a aseeitty ts I percent oIf
reerome per .t 00/rn ' (0.5 pp

A

-ieals
)

$A1 Interfnsev vary betwsendividual
I(ermant. The of6nCf carbon d1011ds
""don=* at namal cfstaO aa Is
minimal hU primary lnefecence Is wat
may give anvap . end with no crretUol
Interferedoqqnlesu. to as
higo ee1
can eeg.
0/tLr' Waer vapor ate faeace
e al sample
ainimIse by () pl m ths
stiladyIng agent.
el
th. uch Allca otr

(b) mansiigocnt

humdiy in the

ample and alebattonrmes, by efuera
fiaM.(a)saturating the lM lw an cll
n humid.
=1e1
eeton. peseto lnlaln
iy oc (d) using nerowband optclg Ilton
combination with some of thes manouree.

S1 Nydrecarboosat ambiefit levels do
e orinarily Interfer

t.Preolo% A sec, ad teblhe.l
41 preclisa dete el.e with calibration
e .o ±. poeor ull Ne In the 046

U4 Acracy depends o I.*iumeOinerity end the absolute ocentinathoto

of the calbrationca ss. An accuracy of * I
p; - %I of tfull sae In the 045 mjI/m'
raW
ngean he obtained.
4e8nValal
lb
in ae eint roomepera.

tore ac cause,changes equivalenlt In U
MUCh" .# Ofg.00/AL. per -0. This effect1
can he mAnlml d by opertng the anaern

spriutonrle

i

sanglor atd sheller.
Piom B2. Alsembled

ompefw

change In Instrument repoisgee zero drift
full scale
ft usually les the n,1 Acpsios

84 hours, If fell temperatureand pros.

rees'a..lper

I~~daily
II

available instruments should he tn.
ably by the manufacturer, to meet or
eceed manuacturerecficaions and
tose describedIn thisethd
.
4"epleInrodction yem~. Pump.
00000
ier, with a porce6.8 0fller (-Ue.A
0 0
lty of 2to10mioncs should be uelto
0
leseplarge particleefrom the samplecell.
0
0
0
0
S
d
00
s.4 Mouturs control. nterlgeatios unite
tnolru
with som commercial
meterlal
for maintainin
*on""ta humidity.
0 oOKfT0000w
0
1 wsK T,~
to op.
Drying tubes (with so lest caopacity
arate for 72 hoifs) containg indicating
PLATE$
RISSTANCE
FI.
ORIFICE1
sila gelcan beused. Othertechniqus that
of ihl.oe
the
satisfactory.
6.1 ZeroGas.Ntsrogn or heliumlcontain.
tInglesthan 0I.1i,. /m.6
6.8 Cibration Uese".calibra~tiongees
is 10, 20, 40, and SOpercent
ending
0fW
So
9.oilsaibtinti
Flows
full ecals
aweued. Geese must he pro.Ot
cl..
Ptpc
Dl Oriicecsiicstcc
ided Withcertification or ganteed al
iv deectr
Am~ll -R~zaxc*11noo
Arncsis
ooa un
estr
eeto ad
n 0.0 he
h 0 t th tel YouuactMauo
of carbonmnloxihde
contt
Cowrrucuovs, labuavatimr or Osasoic absorbinfrared radiation onlya t hra
0.8 Spas Gee. The calibration gas coM.
rId AruOOMte5(005 tsrletto frequenciesand the detector isDosk
lMocxc5to
of full sae is swed
percent
to
80
spotuding
a
nonacb.
With
itir In those fronetes.
Srscromer)
Disrmerrs IccreSAARD
In$ gas In the reference cell. A with no, to oen~ the liistc'mnt
00 In the sampleCell. the signals from 1. Procedir,.
1. Prli"tpl ad Applicbilty.
7.1 Callbrate, the instrument as,described
1.1 This method Is baeedon the abeop- both detectors are balanced electronlcall .
celoill In SI1.All g=a (saa'ple, swo.calibration,
radiation by carbon mon. Any 00 Introduced Into the samsple
ilon of 1Infraredthleen.
noide. Margy from a source emitting rala. absorbiradiation. which reduces the tenupar- and span) motbe Introduced intoshows
a
clan In the Infrared region Is spot Into %turs,and pressure In the detector neUlend tire analyser system. Pigure, 01
paralel beams and directed through ref- displaces a dlaphram. ThIsdisplacement Is typical flowdiagram.For speciflooperating
the
manufacturer's
to
reffe
Ial alls. Both cicemapas detected electronIcallyand amplified to pro. Isiatructions.
ernadmace
mnal.
Into atched cells, each containing a selec. ridean output eignas.
0

~

0

~

~

(1)0

~ ~~

~

ltoternce
~prevent

~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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a Delft-The change in Inslamuent output 0ora sate tme period, usually SO
R;6s, at unedjusted coftnuoe operawhen the input cancentratlan Is a
tlon.
devices.
Usuallyexprssed he Millivolt& or
mlilampe full mawlat a given Impedanee. pecetupfull eoe.e e; Usually saptemedas
Pul cl h metimummeasuring
limit
for a givenrange.
Prosela--Th degee of agreementbetween
Minunum Detectable SensivityT-The Smallrepeted meesurementsofa Useas conInput concenuraion that
ea amount o
nutMAin.
qe
SedO
the average 6eviaan be detected as the 4eocentratioc p.
ton O the angle results tam the mean.
proalee esro.
otime over
Opeational Poerod-The peled
ourty-The doge of agreementbegtwe
ten be epeated46
which the instruwnsnt
a measured vaue and the true value; ueuoperate unattnded withinepeolaatlon .
Output-Mectital Signal which is propor.
tonal to the measurement; Intended to
connection to readout or daft posslng

S. Cellbreiol.

.t Ceallratios Curve. Determine the
linearity of the detector resposnsat tn
operating Sow rate sad tempersturs Pro-

parea calibration cumv andcheck theourve

furnished with the Instrument. Introdue
zero Ve end set the ero control to indicate
a roorde reading of eo. Introduce open
"onetrol to Inditte
gas and a4djt th
the propevrlue o0 the reorder "go (1ee.
ole,st the 6 mg./n.
on
ms./a
m-41
standard at a0 pwoent of the recorder

eweandspanuntil adjust.thert). Recheck
mantS a no teger necesry. Introduce
andplot the
Intermediate eallbratiengeese

Le

bileposo
s: percent Of full "ale Notaa-pontensoue doviti~ons
frama MONA
Unoire
ie Interval from a step output not*&ed by input Onocentraeon
changes,

ohange In Input conntration a the in.
strument inlet to the fitt coeepandlag
change in the instrument output.
M.
M
TIM to to petest n

values obtained. f a Mooth curve Is not
eem, may need
obtained, coalition

replacement.
S. CultueilO.

nterenot.-An undesired positive or Seatv output csed by a sustano othe

then the nen ben moaremL
tecrvalfrem a 4WDp
chaninthe input
coneentrallon at Oth ntrument Inlet to InterferenceSqulalen-'fs portitn of
Indicated
Input ooonsnrttin dueto tbs.
a feeding at 0 percent at the ultimate

.I Detemtne the tan"tfatlone directly
from the calibration oune. So celaulations
are neosa ary.

rem4e oonentratims.
I
0f a Intereoe
monoxideoneentrationeIn
9.2 Oarbons
Tme (0 psorcnt)--thsinterval be- OperatingTemperture
Mang-The range
e t
t
mg/rn. eveconvertedto p-pm,as loam";e RIAs
tweenIitial respone timeand SUws
to SO tfaiient
which te
ompr res ov
-p .m. O0mg. C/m. x0.8M
percent response after a tep Incres In
speltormailta
the Inlet ooe0sotrotgon.
to. iDlbm phy.
The Intech DI- O Analyser b=yFnk
Mostroy. Prented at the 11ithMethods
at
Oonference In Ar Pollution. University
"Ianls, An.arkelo,(al.,Ar ,tW0

IL
Jaecohe,

:1,io.S

CA.

llr Time (g0 percent)--Ct interval be. Opeti. ng
hUMi
leg-dity ov 0 which
twe n initial respone time sad t1me to
range the
o,
ambient relaiv
uI
90 r n reponse after a step deorses
it prorm ae
instrument will ass ane
In =h 44le
0031M4 0D.o
speifieatiens.
ZeroCe-it-The, change
in Instrument Out. Unearlty-The maximum deritte between
SO an astudl IStuMe. feeding and1th
Usually
oustedtM perSod
aunrs
ontinuous opra.
o unadjusted
reading predictedby a staighti lnse drel
when the input concentration a
tit.
between upper and lower alibration
sse percent Aoll
esa; usually e

110-114, August INC,
MSA LIA Infrared O. tad Liquid Analyser Instrucuon Book. IDe Safety Applencee Oo..Pittsburgh, Pa
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RULIS AND ItOULATIONS
at a pitnea the pbototmulUplleu tube awe
alo allole
5.2 Air Flovm*,or. A dey
capable of
lows between 0-1.8 I/ns.
controlllg altf
glefe PFownieter A device a pal"
s3 Si
of ontriling othylone ove between 0-40
mra min. At any flow in this range, the device
should be capable of mnantitning constant
now rate within *S ml /Run.
5.4 Air Inel
Pilfer. A Talton Rlter
capable of removing anl petlo greater ta
Smicrons In diameter.
S5 Phoomuitlllpler rube. A high gain
low dark current (not more than Ix104
ampere) photomultlpller tube having ia
maximum puIn at ab ut 410 wit. To fol07,
lowing tub" ae easfactory: RA
RCA 5675. 3MI 700, Kr! 4i54. and Iii
elae
8.j

H9

Volleag Poeer Supply. Capable

of dolIvering up to 1,000 volw

5.7 Dtreci Cur
dAmplilter. apable of
full acale ampll cation of current from b0to ,0-1
ampere; an 0140trom1ter Is commonly
used.
5Sa
ecorder. Capable of full sole display
of voltages from th.D amplifier. Thes volt.
6110 commonly an in the I milvoit to I-volt
rs0j4 . ane 80ror ad DIloin
stem.The oons sOuroe cmaus of a quarts tube
Into which o5ene-f
air loIntroduced and
then irradiated with a very tabl, low pres
sure mercy lamp. The lavd of Iradtton Is
controlled by an adjustabe alumlum sleeve
blch fte around the imp. Ossne omentratione are varied by adjustment o thit
dleevo. At a Sad level od Irradiation, onoe is
produced at a constant rate. by carefully
controlling the flow ad ai through the quat
tube stmphe
re pnrat which son*
tua oontat 0oneortraUons of one. The
levae ad *NeW In the tet stmopberse are
determined by the neutral buffred potamalum Iodide method (ie
esotiam0). Thti
owns source and dilution syst m Is shown
6fematiaily
In igreum
Do and Do, and has

benderbedby Bodgeco.tMtevens,and

5.10 App=aa r atbrefton
8.10.1 Abeorber. All-gMam
dempinge
as
shown In Fige D4 are recommended. The
Imptoger may be purchased from mst m
Jot glassiw suppliers. Two aheorbere in
ewsr6 are needed Ineure complete occOon of the smple.
S.i02 Ait Pump. Ctapble of drawl I
Ulter/mlnute .
Caer
s o
be
.
Pump should be equipped with a neadle valve
on the inlet aide to regulate oew.
.10.8 yTeorome. With an accuracy

of :o C.

5.10.4 iremef . Accurate to the nearet
"nso
of,.
,..
.
e

U.0.
loseaaeter.Calibrated Ueerno de-

Vice for meeurtag low up to I lite/mdnut
within *1 perorne. (For mseeusmng Sow
trugb
Unpangc)
6.i0A rivom r. " meeuming awrfow
masmrt
be oae t of wthta
*I tomUI
If Ulo/valaufto
imp:
bthe
= ovm

8.i0.1 1'tp. Containing gl ado to Pro-

6.4 PsIAd Water,Used for alt reeteL.
S.1.1 Into a set
ad 28 mi. volumetric
TO diStiled or delonied wltr In on all-glaew flsk pipet 0.50. S., 5. and 4 ml. of diluted
dtotllstion apparatue,add
a crystal of potaa- standard iodine solution (6,1). Dilute each
slum permasste and a Crystal of baUt
to the mark with absorbing reagent. IAM
hydroxide, and reditsI,.
thoroughly, and Immediately read the abS.4 Aboorbinft eapent. DIsmove is..i.
orbaee of oah at SU nm. ainst unexpotass um dlhydroge phot:bhato (KHiPO),
posed absorbing reagent me the reference.
14.1 g. Anhydrous dsdlum hydrogen phos8.12 Caiculate the concentration of the
phate (NaJCPO.) ox
s. dodacahydrato colutlou as tobt pg. Os as fellows:
5.
Total A.O.= IN) (9) IV,)
it (NoH5P,11tO). sd 100 I. potaealum
iodide REI) in purised wster an dilute to
N --CRaSlt
I, (0s 5.5). Mq./l.
V, -Volume odlluted standard I. added.
1,000 ml. The pH should be 41:t0.2. The
solution Is stable for several weeks. if stored
ml. (0.11,1. 3,11,4).
In a la-etoppeed amber bottle in a cacd, Plot absorbenoa versus total mg 0.
dut place.
5.5 Inslrumea
etbhration.
.6 ltaderd Arsenious Oxide Solautos
&t.1 Go"eWitaol res Atmosphere. As.(o.0i N). Use primary Standard gr"
me- smble the apparatus so shown in JPIgureDe.
letas oxide (A0,). Dry I bots at 106"0. 'ho
ane ec
ntratlon produced by the
Imeia4Utely
arm Ding Acurately weigh gira lor cAn be varied by changing the po5.4 1. Arsenioue oxide fromna 8m1 g
ation of the adjustable sleev For calibralt7peo we b ing botle. DI"eolve I. U l. tion of ambient i aalyasr, the ommeo
i NOdium hydroxide In a flk or beaker ol mourceshould be oapable of producing one
a taim both. Add 98 nl. I N sulfuri acId. Concentratlons in the res
100 to I1A0
Cool. treasor quatattlvly to a 1.O0-1 L 3,1./m.a (0o to 03 p.p'.s)
ta ow rate of
voluAntriO elt. a
41lute to volume. on: at leat 8 litem per minute. At all times the
Solution must be neutral to litmus, not alrlow through the generator mut be greattor tUan the total flow requiredby thie salkaline.
pling 8sloms.
at Ae,O, (i.)
81 8empllmp end Aeysec or est At.
Normlilty AO. -. .
wosphers. Assemble the KI sampling train
40146
as shown I FIgure D. Use ground-gan
6.1 ther'l fadlr it,r Soiuion (1. perotuleftloo upstream from the Ilmpinger.
cOal). Triturete 0.4 9. soluble atroh and ap- Duti-to-butt oonoeetons with TygOn tubing
(preserve.
slowrly may be used. The manild distributing the
thO Past*
AddIodide
With a little
tI")
coe¢mrto
sg. wer.
rlimately
tO atmospheres must be sampled limulto 00 =I. of boiling water. Continue bollln
toneouly by the KI samplIng t"a and the
ad Instrument to be calibrated. Chock asmmto
mo,
allow
is
cleu,
Until the aldutlon
trefer to a lASe-sloppered botlo.
bled system for leaks. Record the Instru6,O 884#drd Iodiae beixlton (0.06 N).
met response In nanom
at eah
40.t Prepararton. Dtroto 5.0 g. potaso entratlon (usually six). iash
thede
alum Iodide (KI) and 8.2 g. resublimed lodi"1 concentrations by analysis, using the neu(4) in 10 val, purtied water, When the iodlie tral buffered potassium iodide method as
0401v"S.transer the solution to a 500-mt. follows:
gials-stoppsred volumetrle fli,
Dlut to
0.i I Bleak. With
ane lamp off, fush
mark with pturted water a" mix that- the system for svoral minutes to remove
oughly. Keep solution In a drtbrown Mls
omaone.PIpe t0 m., aeborbing re.
-from
lIgbt.
and ra- residual
etoppered bottle away
sant
Into
emh
abeoer.,
Draw air from the
standardle s necessary.
6.l.1 Sltedardiealea. Pipes accurately so mone-gneratng sylem through the m.
ai a 1 .2ot I Sler/mlnule for t0
ml. standard aremnlousoxide Solution Into a piing
minute.
Immediately
transf
r the expoed
100-md. delenmeyet laek. Alty digtly
with 1:10 sulfurle aid, neutralls with 9mld solution to a ean I-cm. cell. Determlne the
at "I1 sam. agaloctt unsepseed
sodium bicarbonate, and add about 2 C. ea- abeorbance
abeIbtIng reagent
the reference. It the
cee. Ttrate with the standard iodine golugivm an aborbe nc. continue
te using
1 8 ad. tarch solution as Inllcator. s stem blank
the oane generation system uato
Saturate the solutlot With orhoa dlc110e dtashng
110eheofbeiee Isobtained.
nO the end point by a4ding i. of 1:0
0.1.
ret Afmoeyhere, With the oe
sulfuric aoid. Continue the Ultrlon to tUe
first appearance at 6 blue o" which peg. IasS, 0peratng. equilibrate the system for
Noatefor 60owcnd"
about 10 minutes. Pipe$ 10 ml. of abearbing
reegent
into
eeh absorber wad collect am.
ml. A.O.xiNormailty As^
Noirmatty it.
-pse for to mlnutese In the concentration
ml. is
ringe deirod for allbraltio. immedtately
5O3 Diluted Standard flda. Immed ately transfer the solutions from the two absorb.
before ue. pipet 1 mL.standard iodine dlU
weato clean I-cm. mite&.Determine the abe
tiou Into a 100-mi. voiucasrle flask an= whebnce of each at M6namagans unwal
dlute to volume with abeorblng reagent.
Votedabecebtag
reegent asthe reference. Add
I. Proceure.
1.1 Instrumtn c" be oenstueted frois the abeorhanee of the two solutions to obbe
totoe
abrbano.
RDad ite e eOSfrom
the sOmponont gven hare or may be pur.
calibration cuarve(aneS.). 061"40attochased. If aem e
sls trumnle are Ued. the
tl volumeo
f
s ermacd to adrfeilow time spooe Instructios given tin thes scnme woulto
. VC0. and 10mm. g.
manufsturere manuad. Callbrot tho Instirmast as directed In Netlm S. Inilsodee

toot needle valve.
8.100 volume"
Pase. 16, 100, 50.
1*00 ml.
6.10
DoeS. so Md.
eine
.
Into the urtM under th em
vamhples
8.10.10 Popecs.-0.8, 1, S. 8, 4. 10, s. and dilice of PressueA"
anow rate as ae ueed
00 ml.volumetic.
In ealibeatiso, y proper adjuastmmle of ser
5.10.11 klenmeyer vlasks. 5mla.
ad @spn cotrols. diret redlag of coo
S.6ii
opeercyobeseeter. C"Apae cc
measuring aheorbac
st 8 am. Mateked ecousumbowneIs possie.
S. omNbratiom
tshoud be ued.
I-cmn m"Il
a eauna
ure
8.1 Xi cO1 es
. -eC. . grade (eals).
y.1
of about""ne of watutasIoWn *"owe

Dry raft
41.1
AisdrA.
VWe
Altella
0U Aeffcid Otereiol Wray.
tInder A*e.

Foam

aga""a ""W"lte sow
Salowsl

5873 VOL,, 1

aquiall

teutit-

t

70

X--Xto05
t+57

nVoluma of sir t
vices. LO

references

ondl-

If aVelumeoof alt at eaatpiing, 000116o11,hiee.
mltatre
Presure

at saomping
owe~meatosm
at femti~ cdto

as

164-encavolo
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RULESAND EEOULATHMN
c1ouatft
follows:

p-p-m. 0=$AS

0.3 OoQWOUeeo
betWeen pp.M. and ol.I
m.' values for' oson. can be masde.sofollows

ons romentratot in p.pm..
ItIO

0-

p-pm.0=-

lentmnment Ooldbratios Cure. in.

strument, responsefrom tbe pbotomulupilsr
tube Is ordlortluy in currnt at Toltaga. Plot
theoeurrent. or voltage, it approprat,

(p-sal)
for' the teut atmospheres spwnet
oson. omontration "s determ~nd III th
neutral buffered Potassium Iodide mothud.
In ppm. Is-Bl).
0. csfoeeitons.
0.1 It a recorder Ie used whIah hoe been
c*oce.properlyaeroed and spannedoa

tratlovasn bered dwIrtly.

5.3 it the Do0 Aaoir Is read directly,

ma reaang must be aenvartadt0 lan"
cOnfttOU0e using the instrument oalr.
tUoncurve (UIS).

ItS 40x 10'4
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dl)

m., equipped
thth

polypropleo to.

8.2 Oalibrato Cure. Dilute 6.0 ml. of
sesayof 9XW
jrcnofratr
and. dilute
with
to
ec tbat a the 1.000 Mo. NO;Iml. solution to N m.
le ml.
COh/.Wth absorbing roent. This SoUtion oo.
ob1,O00
0o=ution
tained,
theotaning
amount of
it 1.
Os to use to
tt"26A*N
/00I.
Pipe%I, | .and I$ mi.
dulatedas follows:
ot
IS paNNO1/ml.souUon into Wo..Go.,
. volumetric floks and dilute
I. e 80 ln
X:L-X 100
01.00
with absorbing
reagent.Te
10 the =
solutions eOa
040. 1.00,1.36,and 180
0=:Amount of NA-NO,, .
As. NO0-/mI.respectively.
Run standards
1,600=Ovimmetrie factor In oxo1VerUng lnatsue;.din 71. Plot
=bsotbance
vs.xg.
N40/ml.
no, 101oMeMO,.
A=Asesy.
psmu
0
.
8.$ I8jlc as. An oyerall average.mclenoyof $8 percentw" obiained from test
7. Proclaurs.
7.1 Sploplief. A.smble the STmpliog atmospheres having nitrogendioxidecon.
train as shown in Plwr Pl. Add 80 2l. operations of 1404ff./05and200o./m.- by
aielyGI.()
absorbing
regentto the ebeorbel.Distonnect autma11tedIL
funnel. WWIertclbmted flowometr, e"
81.1 lOaUeio volumeotalraw.plod,
measure flow before sampling. It Bow rto

port clcUie.* Rubber stopperscause high
and 1ren blank values •nd should not be
used. A gee dispersion tube with s frittod
mum povo
o. rme
Is Used.
5 (70-10
ad of porosity
:diwmtatr)
&t.It Nse"wrsmt of MoxfMus POr*
Difmclv Of
otri#. Carefully ten the ri with
dicbromteoontsated sulfurIo sdd clean.
ing solution and inse wel with ditilled
water. Into through amehois of a two-hole before asipling Is lse than 8 percent of
rubber copper nd In"li in a test tube Don. needle calibration, check for lek or change
lltero as neoeary. Remove Aowmeter and
tMaininguWolnt distilled waterto ove the replace
Sample for 24 bours from
tiltted portion. Attach a vaceum sourc to midnhtfunnel.
i mdnlbt nd Measure flow at
the otherhoteof the robber stopperand end
Of Smping period.
meesUe the vacuum required to draw the
71 Aneasia.
looa ny wete la
AM peretible streamof air bubbles through
eyaporstlon
during Sampling.PIpri to
the trit. Ajly the following equation:
of the ollected simple
1t1 a tet tube. Add
1.0
ml.
hydrogen
peroxide
solution, 10.0 ml.
30
m
diameter.
pore
mUaximum
sulfanlamlde solution, an IA ml. HXDA
p.
s.Surfscs telson of water in dynee/ce,. solution with thorough mixing *fter tito
at the tet temperature (75 at IS- 0., addition of sah reagent, Prepare a blank In
the Muse maner using 10 ml. absorbing
72 at 81' 0.. and 71 at III C1.
recent. After a 10-minuto oolorlopment
P z Meaured vacuum, mm. mg.
interall Mesure the ebeoence 04
M0
.
G.1S Probe. Tefon, polypropylene, or against the bleak. Reed og. NO/mi.
froa
la tube wth% polyproyln o gl-es fun. steindard ot"n (SeioR 81,
ael 40 the end s d a membrane liw to pro.
S.
C.Ilbraffois
end
Efjlsionoee,
e.l
Ss~mpkwg.
tat the iot. Reple alter atter 0olieting
firs semplee.
or moreontens
Wndicote bi
6.1.1 Oel brfltio 0f Floolieor. Uilug a
Visualobecvation of thelending.
ot test meter and a stopwatcb, determine
0.1.8 PoesCOX"roDevis. Calibrated57. the rates
of sir flow (mI./min.) through the
auge hypodermle needle, three-oghtho of flowmelter at several ball positions. Plot ball
an Inch anlto maitin a flow of spproul- positionsversus
flow rais.
Mately 0A titer/mInuto. The odie sould be
0.1.2 odabrelt
of ofppodaermel Needle.
prote"ted by a membrene iter. Cheapneot
Connectthe cellbretd lowor th n"eed*e
afte ollecing t0 samples.
be cellbratod, and the sour of vumi
6.1.4 Aft Pump. Capable of maintaining to
a flo of 0. lltw/minute through the ab. to sub a way thea the direction of airfow
through the nedle to the em
s in the
"On. an a vacuum of 0.7 atmonphere.
Re d th position of te
Il
0shbrsf
,
on ipa
Oles flow. amplig determine
Sw rate in mi./mnI.
Metorfor eu f 0row,up to approx. bell
mately 1ft 111
n. wlln
percentI 'from the Calibration at prbpsed in &.t.
etepwaich.en
drcson
et t1e"mater(I Rojeodall ndles not baring flw rate of
liter/wvolutionl.
11 to 10 mia/him. wore seamplil.
IMN64.Pl.151%
IJo Yunotri plooks. 60, too, W0, S80,
go. I'm aw.
6.24l Orod11ted 0180"Or. t.DOm.
811 P61080. I, 2. C 10, If ml. voiumdtrie
I mL. graduated in. 1/10 ni. iteralo.
81.4 Teo rube.

Ye.. ZlX TX 354
V =Volumeof sir sampled,aU)
Pn=leeouned flowrat beforesampling,
p~nleeeusd flow oto sito" samllping,
mInJ/cin.
T Oonvondonk
meofsampling.mn.
104=
Of Mi. to in.
9,2 slcuist-the coentraton of iltro.
gin dioxides og.
N4O,/n.@

~

~

im.Xre0n.W+
..
A#
ivs.140./m.='o

60,Volume of absorbinhg
1spt used il
"Opling. =I.
VV olume o sr sampled,
40.
0.1.1 It desired,foentto of nitrogen
dioxidep.pm.
may=be
calculated
u
p.pa.
(A#
l. OW) X &SnoxNO,,
10"
10. fielfronco,

(I) Jacobe,M.3.. end moohhols, U.."000n
tuuoua empun ad. Ulatnico.
eterminaton
of 10ro0en iouldin
4
Ale', Atol. Cow.,. 2041(IOU).
(I) Purdue,L. J., Dudley,J. ,, 0emnuts.
J.1.
3. ad Tbotaec., A.J.. "stodeie to
AirftImp
for HitropsetDioxide,"
L Arerie46Mo aoe Jkasobe.
oobbeiser Neget. In Pr

mteeAmsFi1.t

81.A 2ecfrpho4emotr of coisrieeler,
O~pbW
a-swrtil;aborbence at 840RM,

Withmixing,so0i eoumentemedahrt
odn
&h sarto cth
n it refilgersaLd

.2 HrDA Solution. Dissolveoj g. x..
ephUrlhYW*edImlas dthydroohblde is
4W
Water.This eolutoot to elete for a
meth it rehlerd o
Protested from

light.

611 fdr*se Peroafsb. Dtluto 01 Ml.
s = o 1Me.
%bydrosm
sddo way
to be
o used
MIml.
wish
wat1
Thinl olution
ta
* month If IrMo.ec from light.
614 cf sderd milro680ei
okftans
V
ye
sugment dodo"i cm
toftl
(lilO.a
1,10100
". iWt

A

0611M V.

nation.

r1,6010110

Sssdwlth IS not coltlce.
6. hospon,
0.1 Semplng.
1.1.1 b
aRee. Di"o 4.0 .
distilledl wle ed
sodium hroxi s,
dilute to 1000 Mi.
4. AeoIsis.
e.Ii Slletilanid". Dielv
g0g.sul.
fanilemide In 700 mL distilled water. Add,

OAvalialofrom 3.4* ftodiins, hqml
back.14*.

-)IXOIL
16

boo.

IPMD co-ei4t Pled -lMl:5i Ogg
146,M i4-OAY, AMPI, K 1971
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Tile 40-PROTECTION OF
ENVIROflMENT.

Is completed within an organlzatlon as that obsasvers could not accurattly
evaluate cnitsalons of 5 percent ooac Ity.
well as the more common situations

In addition, draftng errors in the p,.'.
os ed vblble enistlon liitls for cents t
ins and steam gencrators were cO.*rected. tam generators will b Ilmitrd
to visible eallptoss not greater tihan 23
percent o>acity end cement kltns to is -t
greater tMan 10 percent opacity.
It. Specifications for monitoring devicea wew Clarified, and dirtetIves for
Calibration were Included. The nistruments are to be calibrated at least once
a day, or more often If specifl*e by th2
maufestitrer. Additional guidance oi
the selection end use of such Instruments
will ba provided at a later date.
12. 'Te requirmmnt for sulfur diCxie
mnontoring at steam
ogerators ras
deleted for those sources which w ll
acldsv tile standard by burning los-sulfur fuel, provided that fuel asnlysis is
conducted and recorded daily. Arnrlefn
Society
for. listing rd
Material.4
somplin i techntques au specified for
for
construction
of
a
new
source.
Ou-nere
coal slid fuel oil.
pollutants (particulate matter, sulfur
13. l'ruvaltons were addcd to the sic im
dioxide, nittoge oxides, and sulfuric end operators still wIll be required to
sold mit) for each source category. The notify the Admilstriator 30 da) prior to gesnerstcr otandrds to cover thoe hlproposal included requirements for per- Initial operaUon and to confirm the stances where mixed ftrels are burned.
action
within
16
days
after
startup,
Allowable
emissions will he deter'inii
monitoring,
stack
gas
formance testing,
7, Revision&were Incoporatid to per. by prorititn the het input of oech .ta.',
rneord keeping and repoUng, and procedures by which EPA will provide pre. mit compllscie tossing to te deferred up" hoevve,, in tie case of sulfur dioxldt, fite
constructon review and deterrimn the to 60 daye after achileving the naximum prollJ'ons allow operators the eptionl of
epplicabiltty of the tt.ndards to specific preduotion rate but no longer, then 150 birriln7 low-sulfur fuels (p'ct'sbly
sourees.
days afterInitial startup. The prepced natural tee) as a .Wensof ronip!hrni-,
M5;hltem generators fired w ,h
liIie
interested parties were afforded an rajuleticn could Ilia required testing
opportunity to portitcipat In the rule within 60 dA s after otertup but daflned haen LL,%nexempted fromn the nltro;c,
mnaing by submitting conesonti, A tot l stsrtup as the beirhining of rotitine oxides limit, The revist on was mrindo i,
orrtlon.
Owner
or
opOrators
%i'
b'.
vlc',v
0.'
the
lack
of
Infornintloi
on
so;ro
of more than 200 interested portiea, Ineluding_ Fedsral, Stats, and local agen- required to notify the ArJnjslitratr at types of lignite bunting. When snrt It.
els, clusens groups. asndCommercial and lest 10 deys prior to complianc tetln
forir,.tion Is developed, nitrooen oxides
Industrial organtrationa submitted com- to that an EPA observer can te cph ve. stond.trils may be extratded tj lsilte
amnets. Following a review of the pro- Procedures have been modI8fed o thut fired steam genect.ro.
16. A prorislt weA erldd to r.akp It
roed regulations and consldiratlon of thh eq ipment MU1.have to b. opeetd
ahe
ommtl4,the rotlations, inlud- at maximum expected pr¢duetion rtte, exC'UIci thri the sulfuric acld p/lr-t
Apply to oeav/.ccs
ing the appendix, have'Won revised 6i1i rather than rated capacity, during cou. standids will ut
phIAnes tests.
a being protnnlattd today. The pricgold p'ante. A. teted In te botckg- vi,,
S. The dlotla for evAluating perform-. docuttnt, APTD 0711, whicls wea is u:.
elpal revisions ere dissibtd below:
snttter performance atic tositgn results h.AVobeen slmplifed at tiN tlme the proposed standt-slAs vcro
1. Partculate
to elimnaos
the requlit'et that all puhlll-u d, the aitslards were not .tOtnt
testing procedures have been revised to
eliminate the reiluhsement for impingers vsaues be within 35 poeoent of tie eye,-o to
to such olocrtlons, 94 , . mv
in the sampling train.Compllinrtn will be 0-e. Complance will be bored on'the sulft'ic acid plants arec used prl,,'.!y
based only on mtterirl collected in the avoracs of three repetitions conducted irk to coshol sulfur dl!nids or other sul'tur
coir-,T. is
dry filter sud the probe preceding the the specified mauer.
which would other,,ie b
9. Provisions Facr added to requle
fitar. Emission limits have beenr dJusted
%tn',ti into the atmosphere.
as appropria's to reflect the chisle in oviners or operators of Pffected ael'iiics
10. he regulaton hsr been re'irel
test methods. The edJuated standards reto ratnt"n re.irds of co.atphineq t2,t.
to pro. Ide thAt all Itterlds &ubmitttd
quire the same decree of peliticulv tocon.tcnhcirths eqt,
lpifosnt, peot'nit an'l- puruant to these regulations wIll be li.
trol as the or1inally proposed standards. Vow. ftod sates, production sates. etc. for roctt, to EPA's Ofe of Oceeral Et.
3. Provisions hpva been edded %hereby 2 r.ram and to make such infomr, tia
forov.ent.
I?. fit'eral other technical ehatere
alternative tPst methods can be used to
avallo'eon requcot to he Adnitin.stia.
detersnhse eonpllunce. Any person who lot'.
Owlcbrs or opert:ors wIt be required hae ,'so beens iale, fites and iti'S'proposes the use of an al:irnetivo to u's.rmarlvs the recorded d.ttadoily
stetd ipi, eu are ursied to mlketa cii r:ul
method will be ohliged to provide ei-.
and to convert recorded 4ota Into the reoi'ls., of those reaulatIons.
denec that the alternative mthud Is applicable uniti of the stand.ord.
As required by asetin I I of the Act,
equis1Alent to the reference method.
10. Moi.dcitions vrs'e m.de to the the stensdrds of perferran;s peer.iclS. The definition of modilfenton, s it
vIsIb1e cmlsslau
e
tanda'is3 for steam g.tMd hemrin "roilet the derme of en:s.
perteins to Incresses In producrton rate gneretovs, coeient plants, nitric acid $ea reJelctol which (taking uto acand chavle of fuels, has been clarified.
atsl, and sufut i acid plar.,s. The Count the co.ut of helelleg ouch reul'.cIncreawss In production ratec up to desin
lnellmai statidsrds h.tve bea d.tion) the Administrator ditenn!nes eoi
capacity vll sot be contaldeard a mftlfl- letX. 0' limits will be btor4. on o~c'y
hoer, Udequately demonstrated'. Trim
eatiosi sor will feal s itches If the equip- Intvclr case, the w.-,6
0ent op
"lt'will stos,&,d o1 perforatwce ere b..,d cn
•ment vr'y orl~inutly drwl -cd to accombe at least *3 strsnrent as the prope.i
ita'Ltfaleare rsoture teolln consdictd b
modL.te such fuels. These provisions will Rtinselmann niiiLntr.
Is addition. re,elosnenhsl di
P,'otirtonl
c~n
,on date A$l.,:'
°ii':
tintn teInqalvles %irs csuipme:it had qulretnents tiha besn el.:red fortsree 10e0 ,e,,it.trsr',ors
t u st;sr sc~sicct, io'rb'r:..r I,"
frrtr
t
been put itsoP.104l opc ,,fii
prior to of the 3r.'te eotcr.) letuu, thot atl'..ve
the pr"opoie!
of te attndardi.
emlsslcri,
will be leas ti-an 10, rc-sent
4. The definitton of a new sourcewas oete" rsethcr thon 3 pesceit cr lats i'lgiiiAt
i:ce proposd stand*.:0 .s '.'.rr
clarified to include cost.uetton wlsieh opAsoty. Th)ri acre rany
co.nients qlel4^.m vere ra!;,tdas to co., A,..

where the facility ts designed and con.,
structed by a contractor.
1. The provisions regarding requests
for EPA plan r.1iw end determtinalon
of construction or modification havebeen
Choispor .- nvronmenfol Protection
modified to osnlplsize thptthe submittal
* Agency
of such requests and attentient Infocnia.
*
ssUICHAve C-Ale POORAMI
tion is purely volwlitey. Submittal of
operator
PART60-STANDAROS OF PERFORM- such itrequest will not bind the however,
supply further information;
ANCI FOR NEW STATIONARY to
lack of euleclont information may preSOURCE *
vent the Administrator frontrendering
On August 17, 1071 (80 .R. 18704) an opinion. Furtherprovisions have bern
prstant to section III of the Clean Air added to the eadt that information sub.
Act as amended, the Administrator milted voluntarily for such plan review
-ill be
proposed standards of performance for or determination of applicability
System generators, portland cement considered confidential, ifthe owner or
plants, Incinerators, nitric asd plants operator requests such confidentiality.
6. Requirements for notifying the Adand sulfurtc sold plants. The proposed
standards, applicable to sources the con- mintstrstor prior to cotmenctng con.
atretloa or modification 9f which was structtoi have betn deleted. As proposed,
initiated siter
August 17. 1o71, Included the provision would have required siotUlemission limits for one or more of four cation prior to the aeloing of a colitreot

FressAt

77-166

0 - 72 - 25

0o1fils, 'VOI. 3,

NO.

e-vItiUiMOY,

iCtssl1

13, 1il
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demonstrated capability of control Sys- ass.
(I) Routie maintenance, repair, qnd
0,82 Standard for sulfur dietide.
tems to meet the standards. These coslreplacement *hall not be considerd
have been evaluated and lnvaU- 6e3 Standsrd for acid mist.
merits
physical
changes.
and
patld. and It is the Admn
(1) Th"Ie
following
#hll not be consldt0ttr's
44
lon montornlg.
judgment that emioion control systems o
T
cdu sad proesdur
ered a.. change in the method of
APPtsix-Tter ices
capable of meeting the standards have
operation:
been adequately demonstrated and that Mthid s-amplo and relceity treverses for
(1) An inrmcrse In the production
the standards promulgated hektin are
Stationary soues.
rate. If such lIncrease does not exceed the
achlevable at reasonable costa.
Meitod 5--Detormlmntion of Stac% s veloc-operating design capacity of the affected
isl w rate (Type a facility;
ity and volumile
The regulations establishing standards
'of performance for cteam generators, Inii-Chj anal for eabes dioxide, til) An Increase in hours of operation;
generators,cement plants, nitric faid
ses sit, an l dry meslsuls weight. (iti) Uioeof an alternative fuelor raw
plae,
and lfUUrio
acid pante
are here. Method 4d-Dotirmoaliion of pioloure la material If.priorto the date any stand.
by7promulgatdl
effective
on publication
esass asses.
rd under thispart becomes appUcble
anlda~ply toutee,the constrution or Method 1-Determination Of particulate to such facilty, as provided by 1 60.1,
so |dlfi ,
IJo f w hich waslom enced
Met o -Ia
l tIs
fromste otie
a y scores,
the affected fAcUlty isdesigned to se.
afto Au t 1, ). .Deristin of sulfur dioid
ecaunodate such alternative use.
aiuolOns
fromStetion"y
souro..
Dated: Doleetmber 16, 1011.
(i)"Commenced" means that an own.
Method
7-Determlnation
F olgei
oade
I oait~llon
front stationary
bourM.

~m

as or operator has undertaken a continuous program of constru0Uon or
Isl
e lstlonu7
r.d lursources.
dioxide emiaions modification or that an owner or opera.
from
Slashed e1s-Viual detamlnstlom Of the itpea.1r has entered into a binding agreeor contractual obligation to underA new Part 40 Is added to Chapter 1.
lty 01
deteto front stationae mtnt
take a4d-complete. wUhl a reasonable
Ttle 40, Code of Federal Rlulations, as
SOurces.
A c ntinuous program of oonsitrua.
follows:
.
Avriosn : Theproviscm ofthlst sO tie,
lion or modification,
SabpIspoA-.O-Gensr
Ptvisllo
IUSod uader Sette
(WI "Opacity" means the degree to
is 111, 114. Ot. Air At1
which emissions reduce the truJnmtllaon
14 44%. 171a,
lublicLow 1-40,o
111.
of light and obscure the view of an object
601
Apicamiuty.
Subpart A-eneral Provislonp
605 bnition,
hI the background.
410 Abbrevaltioos.
1 60.1
Applicablilty.
WIl "Nitrogen oxidea" means cli ox604 Address.
of nitro*3n except nitrous oxide, as
GOA ]DecsrmU1tosxn
of oonstrleon
or, The provisions of this part apply to Isls
by test methods let forth In
114lseation.
the owner or operator of any at oary measured
00.6 Notlew of plans.
source, which contains an afecled faU. this1)part.
"Stardard of normal oonditlons"
60.? Notifcsatlonsad tocordkelpnig,
It?the construction or modifraton of
0
60,
lerfonnxnce tata,
70' Ibhrenheit (21.1 centi.
which to commenced alrt the date of mias
6iat Avallability of Informttion.
publication In this part of any proposed irado) and 29.92 in,Ig (7CO mm. lir).
e0.1as. autlbority.
standard applicable to such facility.
(m "ProporUionat Samplina". means
semallg at ai rats that produces a conlibpv
r b)---lendslds ofPerfomance
for
160.2 DeflJliiquo.
Ac ued In this park, all terms iot atast rate0 of sasnpling rate to clack g s
60.40 AplJilbilltT
and designatlo ofa. denned heroinsitall have the meaning flow rate.
stated I"li~ty.
(nW "Xso4nietlo
lmpling"
means
0.41 Denluos.
given them In the Act:
aempliir li which the linear velocity of
60.42 6taudard for pAlelase m-9i*e.
(at "Act" means the Clean Air Act the gas entosing the eampling nozzle it
60.45 c sudsr forsudlur dioxldie
(42 UJ1.C. 1857 etscq.. itsamended by equal to tIh.t of- the undisturbed las
00 Stan*nd fornt-roglenomid
Public Law 01-401, 84 Stat. 1076).
60.46 mfntlson sad fuel monitorin.
(b) "Adminisntratolr" means the Ad- streAni at theample Point,
1t0A Ted methods and procedure.
(o)",arkup" means the setting in
asilstrolor of the Ens'lrosnental Proepelaton of an affected facility for any
SvbW .-.Sindord
er9al. fi.
tection Agency or lila authmixed repre- purpose.
WtI LM

V. RUCKSOKII~AVa.

Method S.-Dotarmin~tiOak
Of AglurteI
Itd

Admislsitrator,
Jinfroxistntal Prectio~n
R
Aifeft,

ifeintrtslnl
tentastlve.
() "Standard" moans standard of '3 60.1 Ablrsvlrtilonq.
60.50 A__lit!abn.ty
t
and detm tolin0tI
performance propocd ora promulgated
The abbsctvatlalos l sed In this port
0.sa eiotatilen.
under this part.
60.52 Atandartd
for partlulate uatier,
(d) "Statlonary anutrce" means any have the flowing meanings n both
$0SS mSoltorign
of oIerstmons,
bulldlng,
structure, facility, or hxtella- capital and lower cu a:
60,4,. Tsat mithds andproedure.
lon which smite or may emit any air Atu--brttsh thermalUnit.
4l.--ct lortlSl*.
it.
rt
larwacs (lf p I tlmlii
_Pe
ndm _rd
P.- $ti
SWbp01I
a"trm,-cubi fat per minute.
Potle" Cement
Pnhh
te) "Affected facility" means, Mill CO,--- arbon dioxide.
60.40 Appilebiiity arid "alietins
of1 rr!encse to isattonary rotrceo, any sp- g.-Sra'n(s).
Wetted fpbttU).
paraltu to vludcha Ltatuid Is applicab;c. I5T+--rIlie~m.1)
.
6001 Detnitions.
(f)"Owner or operaitr" mehns any
toZ..mil.,ifte(ll.
$0.611.Sndzrd for p.rtlctdate matlto.
personwho bi'nt, laas, cie'axts, con- L--iter(a).
4 fets
slenlodsi oIcprio.tins
e
,
trots. or supielmiot in cIectel facility
t04 rest rnstihudsbad prouduro.
or a rtstlosaay Soure of whlchsan af- rm.-.-nowmetc
(a). -10*'
meter.
f+,lrr
n¢,104*
gram.
labIeDS40--04s,1d, f1
P*t0eilamRe
1r Nitrfi floted
facility ii a part.
HEl.-Mercury,
Add Isnts (g)"Con.strtctlon" meanla fabrication.
o.70'
Applicability
aod destination of alt erectUon,or Iitaiilatlion o an affectrd £-Io03.
ib -peucad(s).
Iecic'Itllity.
facility.
60.75 Dlnaiitios
ri)
W"lModlflcatton" ieanA aany physical Xo.--- smiltr .
o-.nutber.
60.7" ctauds lor aanttorn6.
0'U
thange In, or change In th#mothsd of S-pertat.
60.4 Tst nmthssoi
ard procedures ,
opcaatlol of,at affcted
facility uuich 30-2ltrIt t'do.
0 -74rogti
Tt ods .ard
aais Ian ite
Incremoi the anclft of .ry air
XO,--nl roticas
dtoxi4a.
pelSAl. H-f.elo Posw* forvlfid4ltatit (to ;hCh a standard eipplles)
554,-.nltrou
ciide.
F,.l-urc'
cu'uie
rester.
AddPlan's
nitmttd by suc, telhty or whlh repus; 5* f.--la&+sdM tsCbi fest.
40.10 ApplIcabillityaWt deslirM*.a,.ofai. In tha e !uar,;
of any ah p.!'tsit (to
re'edfclcty.
which a stan-lUrd plill)
not prevouily 5O,-ac.it"r s3.
.Jde.
0o.01Defnition$.
emItti, e:xre'p;t
that:
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f5.L-45bi
ftL-equae
* 60.4

"'

fees.
feet.

Address.

All applications, requests, submisslons,
be suband reports under this part e1lall
mitted in triplicate and addreed to the
Mavironmental Prutection Agency. oMe
of Ceneral Enforcement, Waterside Mail
SW. Washington, DO 10460.
'
60.S Deternalnatlon of construction
o
medllcation.
When requested to do so by an owner
or operator. the Administrator will make
a determination of whether actions taken
or intended to be taken by such owner or
operator constitute construction or modification or the commencement thereof
within the mean of this part.
160.6 Ratlewof plane,
(a) When requested to do so by #A
owner or operator, the Administrator will
review plans for construction or modifl.
cation for the purpose of providing

or operator of such facility shall conduct
performance test(s) and furnish the Admnalstratorawrittenreportoftheresults
of such performance test(s).
(bi Performance test shall be condueted and results reported In aecordance with the test method set forth In
this part or equivalent methods approved
by the Administrator. or wh re the Administrator determines that emissions
from the affected facility are not &ueeeptible of being measured by such
methods the Administrator shallproscribe alternative test procedures for
determining compliance with the roquirements of this part.
(c) The owner or operator shall permit
the Administrator to conduct performance testedat any reasonable time, shall
cause the affected facility to be operated
for purposes of such tests under such
condilons as the Adminilstrator shall
specify based on representative performdance of the affected facility, and shall
make avalllablo to the Administrator
such records as may be necessary to

the United States concerned with carryIngout the provisions of the Act or when
relevant in any proceeding under tie
Act: and (2)Information received by the
AdmInistrator solely for the purposes o:
40. and 60.6 shall not be discleed
f ItIsIdentified by the owner or operator as being a trde secret or consmerciaiUl-W-M
al information which
such owner or operator considers
confidential.
l60.I0 Stauthorly..
The provisions of this part shallnot
be construed In any manner to preclude
any State or political subdivision thereof
from:
(a) Adopting and enforcinzg any amilsslon standard or limitation applicable to
an affected facility, provided that such
emission standard or limitation Is not
iss stringent than the standard applicable to such facility.
(b Requiring the owner or operator
of an affected facility to obtain permits,
licenses, or approvals prior to Initiating

determine such performance.
construction, modificatton, or operation
d) The owner or operator of an of such facility.
technical advice Io the owner or operator. affected
faclity shell provide the Ad- S
(b (1) A separate request shall be

ministrator 10 days Prior noti.e of the Subart D-Sanlards of Performance
submitted for each affected faculty.
performance test to afford the Admn-' for eslI-Fual Fired Stearn0enaralor
(1) Each request shall (I)Identify the
trator the opportunity to have an ob. 160.40 Applieeailii and designation of
locaton of such affected facility, and (Wi) server laresesamL
ef&Led facility.
be accompanied by technical Information
(e) The oer
or operator of 'an
describing the proposed nature, also,affected facility shall provide, or cause to
The provisions of this subpart are sp-,
deil,
and mothod f operaUon of such be provided, performance testing facllliable to each fossi fuel-fired steam
faculty, including Information on any Titles
generating wilt of more than 250 million
as follows:
equipment to be used for measuremnt or
per hour heat hiput, which Is the
(1) Sampling ports adequate for tes B,t.u.
facility..,
control of emissions.
affected
methods applicable to such facility,
(a) Neither a request for plansreview
(2)Saeosampling platform (),
60.41 Deflnllons.
nor advice furndshed by the Administra(f) B'e sem to-sampling platAs
used
lInthis subpart, all torms not
tor In response to such request shall (1)
rm (..
Defined herein shall have the meaning
relieve an owner or operator of legal
(4) UtilIties for sampling and testing g(ven them in the Act, and in Subpmrt
responsibility for compliance with any equipment.
A of this part.
provision of this part or of any applicable
f) Each performance testshall con(a) 'Tossilfuel-fred steam generatState or local requirement, or (2) prevent
the Adminlstrator from Implementing or slat of three repetitions of the applicable Ing unit" means a furnace or boler used
enforcing any provision of this past or test method. For the ptrpoe'of deter- In the process of burning fossil fuel
with an appic able for the primary purpose of producing
taking amy other a"ton authorleed by the mining compliance
I
standard of performance, the average of steam by heat transfer.
Act.
results of all epetitions shall apply.
' (b) "Yoseln fuel" means natural gas,
I 60.7 Notificatilon mid recurdkeeping. §60.9 Availability of Inforsodon.
petroleum, coal and any form of solid,
liquid, 'or gaseous fuel derived from
(a) Any owner or operator subjectto
(a) Em'Iston data provided to, or such materials,
the provisions of thispart shall furnish
(c) "Particulate matter" means any
the Administrator written notfcitilon as Otherwise obtained by, the Administrator in accordalce with the provisions of finely divided liquid or solid materit,
follows:
part shall be available to the public, other than unconbined water,as mess(1) A notification of r the anticipated this
Except as provided in paragraph ured by Method 5.
date of Initial stArtup of an affected (a)Cb)
of this section, any records, reports,
facility not more than 60 days or lees or information provided to, or otherwie § 60.42 Sisial
for particulate niaiter.
than 30 days prior to such liate.
obtaied by.theAdminstrator in accordOn and after the date on which th
(2) A notification of the actual date ance with the provisions of this part peaformanuce test required to be conof Initial starttp of ai affected facility shall be availableto the public, except ducted by 1 60.8 Is Initiated no "cwner
wIthin 15 days after such date.
that (1)upon a showing satisfactory to or operator subject to the provisions of
tb) Any owner or. operator subject to the Administrator by any person that this part shall discharge or cause the
the provisions of this part shallmranteu
such records, reports, or information, or discharge into the atmsphere of parfor a period of 2 years a record of the particular part thereof (other than ticulata matter which is:
oecunence and duration of any startup eniscion data), .Ifmade public, would
(a) lit excess of 0,10 lb. per million
shutdown, or nilfunctlon I's operatt of divulge methods or processes entitled to
.u.heat Input (0.18 I.per million cal.)
any affected facility.
protection as trade secrets of such per- maximum 2-hour average.
son, the Administrator shall consider
b) Groater than 20 percent opacity,
1 60.6 Perforneuise lefst.
such records, reports, or nlormation, or except that 40 percent'opaclty *hell be
(a) Within 60 days afier alievin the parlicular part thereof, confidential In permissible for not more than 2 ntesee
maximum production rate at which the accordance with the purposes of section in any hour.
affected facility will be operated,
but iot 106 of title 18 of the United States
(o) Where the presence of uncomlater than 150 days aftv.r Initial tartup Code, except that such records, report., blned water is the only reason for failof SUch facility end at such other times or infrmatton, or particular part theic- ura to meet tie requlretnefts of pars.
* as may be required by the Administrator of, may be discloWe4 to other officers, em- graph (W) of this section such failure
under section 114 of the Act, the owner plo-cs, or outhorad reprwentAtives of shall not be a violation'of this section.
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(b) AI performance testsehal becowhere gaseou fuel is the only fuel
destedwhile the affected facility I operOn and after the date on which the burned.
(9) An Instrument for continuouly sune at or above the maximumsteam
performance test required to be ona- monitoring and recording sulfur d1oxde prduction rate at which such facility
ducted by 1 60. Is Initiated no owner emiOsons. except wheregseos fuel is will beoperated and while fuels or cornor operator subject to tWe pr
the only fuel burned, or where eompli- bleatione of fuels prlesentatUveof
of thi pert Shalldiharge or case the anceis achieved through low sulfur fuels ammal operation are being burned end
discharge Into the atmosphere of
and representative sulfur Analysisof wider such other relevant condtis as
dioxide in exe of:
fuels ar conducted daily in scoordance the Administrator shall spef based
l)0A0 lb. per million 1.t.u. heat In- with paragraph (C) or (d) of this ecUio. on representatie performime of the
put (1.4o. per mion el.), maxmum 3(I) An Instrument for dennuoutin elleted falllt".
hour avergs when liquid fossilfult is monitoring
to) Tet methods oet forth In OW
slol of
and recordini
burned.
appendix to this peurt or equvat
nitrogen oxides.
(b) 1Ibe. permillion B.t.heat Input
methods approved by te Admintraor
and
samplingsystem
(b)
Itrtrumens
S, per million cal.), maximum 3- Installed and used pursuant to this "a- *all beued as follows:
hour aviretm, when sold fossil fuel is Uon shall be capable
of monitoring amla-. (1) For each reputitlo, the averaoe
burned.
sin levels within :10 percent with a otwentratson of parculate matter shal
fuels are confidence level of 0S percent and shall be
-(a) Wher different fl
dotermined by tUing Method S.
burned simultaneously I aty combina- be calibrated In accordance with the 11raves'sln during sampling by Method 1
s
ba method(s) preecribed by the manufms- dll be according to Method I. 7Te
0ppleabls
stana
tion, the
lae turer(s) of such Instrumente; tnstru- mlmum sampling Un shall beI bours,
proration. O
determine
the f lolin monte shall besubjected to manufactur- eud mnunimum sampling volumeshall be
shell be deeolae
formula*.
ers recommended zo adjustment end 0 fW. correctedto standard codtions
calibration procedures at lest once pear
-hour opening period union Weman0) lbs each repetition. UWSO, conufacturr(s) spetfies or recoommendscatraticn haU be determined by using
calibration at shorter Itervals In which
S.The sampling site shell be the
cetot hat-laput derivedeansuch apeefications or recmmenda- Method
a islbs parcefst
fdow
mm as for determining volmunertc
fossilfuel md,
trom gaseous
tiona shall be followed. The appwcle
The
sampling point In the duct
rle.'
deri106
Input
=frmlq
islspret4
method specified In the appendix oftis shll be t the omtrold of the ros
and.
="
foslust
id tota beat
"won if the cross optionalarea is less
atb* perc"It of totl heat Inputderives part shell be the reference hethm.
(Cc) ma sulfur con ent pf solid fusls, ta so ft.' or ala point no loser to the
t
from ld fosi fuel.
a burne, shallbe determined In aocard- walls thn I feet If the crms sclonal
J60.44 Stsndard fornitrogen oxides.
once with the following method Of We se Is to ft.0 or more. The simple shall
On and after the date on which the American Society for Testing and be extractedat a rate proportional to the
performance test required to be con- Materials.
go velocity at tWe sampling point. The
(1) Mechanical sampling by Metho
udairmum santpihg timeshall be20 min.
ducted by I 60.3Is initiated no owner or
operator subJect to the provisions of this D 2234060.
Midminimum sampling volume shall be
I) Sample preparation by Method D 0.71ft. corrected to standard conditions.
dis- 3013-45.
or saus
pert
nitrogen
chargeshall
Into dthe argue
atmosphere
of the
TV* samploo shall constitute one roMethod
D
analysis
by
(I) Sample
Un and shall be taken at l-hour
oxides In excessof:
71-48.
(a) 0.20lb. per million B.t.u. heat Intaiervals.
(d) The sulfur content of liquid fuels,
put (0.3 g. per million eel.), maximum
(3) For each iApetition the NO. con3-hour average, expressed asNO,, when a burned, shall bedetermined in accord- estraton shall be detormbed by using
Society
for
Tstwith
the
American
ance
is
burned.
fossil fuel
gaseous
l
.,hod
The sampling site and point
(b) 0.30lb. per miWon B.t.u. heat In- ing and Materials Methods D 1101-46.or dol b
eros " for So,. The anmaximum D120-0, or 131652-4.
put (0.54 i. per million ceal.),
Pilog tit
shall be 2 horse, and four
3-hour average expressed as NO.. when
(C) The rate 9( fuel burned for each semaples shsll be token at gO.nfnute
dail
or
at
shorter
be
measured
fuel
shall
liquid fossil fuel Is burned.
inatervals.
(e) 0.10lb. per million B.t.u. heat In- intervals and recorded. The heating
04) The volumetric flow rate of the
.put (1.26 o. per million cal.). maximum value and ash content Of fuels shall be tol e riuent
shallbedetermined by uin
-hour average, expressed as NO, when ascertained at least once per week and Method I and traversing according to
solid fossilfuel (except lignite) is burned. recorded. Where the steam generating Method I. Gei analysis shall be per(d) When different fossil fuels are unit Is used to generate electricity, the foried by Method 3. and moisture onburned simultaneously In any combina- average electrical output And Wemil- tot sht be determined by the conUon the apploIblo standard shall be de- mum and maximumhourly generaton dear technique of Method S.
termined by proration. Compliance shall rate shall be measured and recorded
4d) Host liput. expresed In D.t.u. per
be determined by using the following daily.
beer. shall be determined during each 2*
formula:
(U) The owner or operator of any
toting period by suitable fuel flow
sC-o2)+7l30) + 0.70)
fossil fuel-fired steam generating unit hour
and shall be confirmed by a masubject to the provisions of this part meters
balance over tie steamgeneration
shall maintain a file of all measurements tenet
*etom.
where:
measby
this
part
Appropriate
required
input denied
oftotal
xio,$,lroanmus
thepercent
(e) For each repetion. emissions, axfutheat
and,
fossil
input derived unreonts shall be reduced to the unite premedIn lb/10'1t.u. shall be deteroftotal
boat
Isthepercent
of the applicable standard daily, and lined by dividing the emission rate In
summarized monthly. The record of any lb/hr. by the heat Input. The emission
-- liquid fossil ful and,
isthe percentof total heatinput derived such measurement(s) and summary
fuel.
from solidflosl
shall be retained for at leat I Yearsfol- rate shall be determined by the equation.
Ilb/hr.-Q. c where, Q.-volumetrle
the date of such measuremente flow
monitoring. loving
rate of the total elluent in ft/hr. at
160.45 Enisloi, and 4fiel
and summaries..
standard onditions, dry bails, s deter(a)lThere shall be inselled, calltakod In accordance with paragrsph (a)
brated, maintained, and operated, In any 3 60.46 Tes methods td proced,,sr
forsil fu6l-flred steam generating urdt
(a) The provisions of this section are (4) of this section.
(1) For particulate matter c.,pArtlcsubject to the provisions of thdi part, applicable to performance tetes for deeissloi monitoring Instrumente u termirnn emissionsof particulate mat- ulste concetration In lb/ft., at deterfollows:,
ter. sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides mined In accordance with,paragraph (c)
(1)A photoelectric or other type from fossil fuel-fired steam generating (I) of this section. corrected to standard
conditions. dry bais
and recorder, except unite.
ssiok detector
for suiter dioxide.
* 60.43 Shandard
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(8) For SOe. c=SO, concentration In

b/ft.', as determined in accordance with
paragraph (c)(2) of this section. corrected to standard conditions, dry bast,
(3) For NO. c-NO. concentration in
lb/t', as determined in accordance with
paragraph (c) (3) of this section. cometed to standard conditions, dry basis.
Subpart E-Standards of Performance
for Incinerators
560.50 Applicability and dealgnstion
of
a iffeeted facility.
7be provions of this subpart are applicable to each incinerator of more than
60 tons per day charging rate, which is
the affected facility.
* 60.51 D.efniesis
As used in this subpart, all terms not
'defined herein shall have the meaning
given them in the Act end In Subpart A
of this part.
(a) incineratorr " means any furnace
wed in the process of buying solid waste
for the primary purpose of reducing the
volisme of the waste by removing comiltible matter.
(1s) "Solid waste" means refuse, more
than 50 percent of which is municipal
type waste consisting of a mixture of
paper, wood. yard wastes, food wastes.
plastics, leather, rubber, and other comIbstibles. and noncombustible materials
such as glass and rock.
(e)"Dy" means 24 hours.
(d 'Particuiate matter" means any
fnely divided liquid or solid material.
other thsn combined water. a miesutredby Method 5.

I60.50

Standard for pir-iulato meter.

On and after the date on which the
performance test required to be conducted by 160.8 Is Initiated, no owner
or operator subject to the provisions of
this part ithall diachaile or cause the
discharge into the atmosphere of particulate matter which Is In excess of 0.08
r/As.o. (0.18 g./lNM) corrected to 12
percent CO,, maximum 2-hour average.
t
66053 blon lorltrg of o'eratlos
The owner or operator of any Incinerator subject to the provisions of this
part shall maintain a file of daily burngrates and hours of o:,eratio:i and any
Articuate emission measusements. The
during rates And hours of operation
shall be summarized monthly. The
record(s) and summary shpll be retained
for at least 2 ycsrs follovrlg the date of
Auch records and summaries.
160.54

Tes melhsod nPJ prosedur,.

(a) The provilons of ltits section are
applicable to performance tests for determining emledons of particulate matter
from ilcineiators.
(b) All peiforniance tests shall be
conducted while thO affected facility Is
operating at or above the maximum
refuse chating rate at which such facility will t'e operated and the solid waste
bwused shill be representative o notnal
operation and under such other relevant
conditlcut as the Administrator shall

specify based on representative per- or operator subject to the provisions of
formance of theaffected facility.
this part shall discharge or cause the dis(e)Test methods set forth in the ap- charge into the atmosphere of particulate
pendix to this part or equivalent methods matter from the clinker cooler which is:
approvedby the Administrator shall be
(1) In excess of 0.10 lb. per ton of feed
used as follows:
to the kilt (0.050 Kg. per metric toin)
(1) For each repetition, the average maximum 2-hour average.
concentration of particulate matter shall
(2) 10 percent opacity or greater.
be determined by using Method 5.Tra(a) On and after the date on which the
yerslng during sampling by Method 5 performance test required to be conshall be according to Method 1. The mini- .ducted by 160.8 is Initiated no owner
mum sampling time shall be 2 hours arid or opera o subject to the provisions of
the minimum sampling
volume shall be this part shall d'.Acharge or cause the
60 ft?corrected to standard conditions discharge into tW'.oatmosphere of particon a dry bass.
ulate matter from any affected facility
(2) Gas analysis shall be-performed other than the kiln ahad clinker cooler
using the hItearated sample technique of which is 10 percent opacity or greater.
Method 3, and moisture content shall be
determined by the condenser technique 660.63 lbtfonitoringofegperalons.
of Method . If a wet scrubber is used.
The owner or operator of any portland
the gas analysis sample shall reflect flue cement plant subject to the provisions
gas conditions after the scrubber. Allow- of this pvrt shall maintain a file of daily
Ing for the effect of carbon dioxide ab- production rates and kiln feed rates and
sorption.
any particulate emission measurements.
(d For each repetition particulate The production and feed rates shall be
matter emissions, expressed In gr/s.cf. summaried monthly. The record(s) and
shall be determined in accordance with summary shall be retained for at least
paragraph () l) of this section cor- 2.years following the date of such records
rected to 12 percent CO dry basis.
aries.
and sun
Subpart F-Slandards of Performance 1 60.64 Test metllods and procedures. •
for Portland Cement Plants
o (a) The provisions of this section Are
£ 60.60 Applicallility anddeslgnatlon ef applicable to performance tests for determinifn emissions of particulate mataffeetel fality.
portland cement plant kilns
The provisions of the subpart areap- ter from
clinker coolers.
plicble to the following affected facill- and
(b) All performance tests shall be
ties In portland cement plants: kiln. conducted
the affected facility is
clinker cooler, raw mill system, finish operating while
or above the maximum
mill system, raw mill dryer, raw material production at
rate at which such facility
storage, clinker storage, finished prod- will be operated
and under such other
uct storage,* conveyor transfer points.
conditions as the Administrator
bagging and bulk loading and unloading relevant
shall specifybased on representative persystems.
formance ot the affected facility.
560.61 Defiilons
(c) Tostmthods set forth in the apAs used in this subpart, allterms not pendix to this part or equivalent methdefined herein shall have the meaning coU approved by the Adninlstrator shall
given them In the Act and In Subpart A beused as follows:
(I) Fur each repetition, the average
of this part.
(a) "Portland cement plant" means concentration of particulate matter shall
any facility manufacturing portland ge- be deterined by using Method 6. Tr.versing during sampling by Method 5
ment by either the wet or dry process.
(b "Particulate matter" meens any shall be scording to Method 1. T1he minifinely divided liquid or solid materiel, mum sampling time shall be 3 hours aud
other than uncombined water, al meas- the mlninnum sampling volume shall be
60 ft. corrected to standard conditions
ured by Method S.
a dry basis.
1 60.62 Stadard forparticulote
meier. on(2)
The volumetric flow rate of the
(a) On sid after the date on which total effluent shall be determined by usthe perfonance test required to be con- ins Method 2 and traversing according ts
ducted by I 60.8 Isinitiated no owner Method I. Gas analysis &hall be peror operator subject to the provisions of formed sing the Integrated sample techthis part shall discharge or cause tie nIque of Method 3. and moisture content
discharge Into the atmosphere of par. shall be determined by the condenser
ticulate matter from the kIln which Is: technique of Method 5.
(1)In excess of 0.30 lb. per ton of feed
(d) Total kiln feed (except fuels), exto the kiln (0.15 Kg. per metric ton), pressed-tn tons per hour on a dry bails,
maximum 2-hour average.
shall busdetermined during each 2-hour
(2) Oreater then10 percent opacity. testing period by suitable flow r,ekrA
except that where the presence of usicom- asd shill be confirmed by a material
binedwater 1. the only season
for failure balance over the production system.
to meet the requirements for this sub(e) lPor each repetition, particulate
paragraph, such failure shall not be a nmtter emissions, expressed in lb./ton of
violation of this section.
kiln feed shall be determined by dividing
(b On and after the -steon which the emueslon rate in lb./kr. by the kilt
the performance test required to be cofeed. 7The emission rate shall be deterducted by 1 60.8 is Initiated
no owner mined by the equation. lb./hr.-Q.xc,
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where Q.=volumetric flow rate of the
total efluent In ft./hr. at standard conditio . dry batis, as determined in Gccordance with paragraph (c) (2) of this
section. and. c=particulato concentration In lb./ft. as delernined in accordance with paragraph (e)(1) of this
section, corrected to standard condition.
-dry basis.
Subpart G-Standrds of Performance
for Nitric Acid Plants
of
160.70
Applicability
facility. at1 designation
affected
The provisions of this subpart are
applicable to each nitric acid production
uit, which is the affected facility.
§ 60.71 Definitions.
As used In this subpart, all terms not
defined herein shall have the meaning
given them in the Act and in Subpart A
of this part.
acid production unit"
(a) "Nitric
mears any facility producing weak nitric
acid by either the pressure or atmospheric pressure process.
(b) "Weak nitric acid" neans acid
which is 30 to 70 percent it strength.
§60.72 Standard for, nitrogen oxides,
.On and after the date on which the
performance test required to be conducted by 1 60.8 Is Initiated no owner
or operator subject to the provisions of
this part shall discharge or cause the
discharge Into the atmosphere of nitrogen oxides which are:
(a) In excess of 3 lbs. per ton of acid
produced (1.8 kg. per metric ton).
maxinun 2-hour average. expressed as
NO,.
(b) 10 percent opacity or greater.
5 60.73 Emission ntontrltng.
(a) Tiere shall be Installed, callbrated. maintained. and operated. in any
nittio acid production unit subject to
the provisions of th s subpart, an instrument for continuous'y montoring and
recording-enlrslons of nitrogen oxides.
(b)'.Tho Instrument ad sampling
system Installed and used prsuant to
this section shbll be ramble of monitarIng emission levels within ±20 percent
with a confidence leiel of 95 percent and
shall be calibrated In accordance with
the methods) prescribed by the manufacturer(s) of such instrument, the
subjected to
shall be
instrument
manufacturers recommended zero adjustment and calibration proufures at
losmt once per 24-hour operating period
unless the manufacturers) spec flea or
recosmnends calibration at shorter intervals, In which case such speciflc.tins
or recommendations shall be fol swed.
The applicable method specified in the

,t IFMAtiIlilk,

24881

,,

appendix of this part shall be the raference method.
(c) Production rate and hours of op- •
eration shall be recorded daily.
(d) The owner or operator of any
nitric acid production unit subject to the
provesons of this part shall malintais file of all measurements required by
this subpart. Appropriate measurements
shall be reduced to the units of the
standard daily and sunmarized monthly.
The record of any such measurement
and summary shall be retained for at
least 2 years following the date of such
measurements and summaries.,
1 60.74 Test suetheds and procedures.
(al The tsr(vsons of this section are
applicable to performance toen for defrmining emnrions of nitrogen oxides
from nitric, .cld y oductlon units.
(b) All performance tests ;shall be
conducted w.dle the affected facility it
operating at or above the maximnm acid
production rate at which such facility
will lie operated and under suchother
relevant conditions as the Adinoistrator shall specify based on represents.
tire performance of the affected facility,
(c) Test methods set forth in the appendix to this part or equvalenlt methods
as approved by the Administrator shall
be used as follows:
(I) For each repetition the NO. eoncentration shall be deternlned by using
Method 7. The samplink site shall be
selected according to Method I and the
sampling point hall be the centroid of
the stack or duct. 'The sampling time
shall be 2 hours and four samples shall
be taken at 30-minute Intervals.
(2) Tho volunetric flow rate of the
total efluent shall be determined by
uning Method 2 and traversing accordIno to Method 1. Gas analysis shall be
performed by using the Integrated
simple technique of Methtd 3, and
moisture content shall be determined by
Method 4.
(d) Acid produced, expressed In tons
per hour of 100 percent nitric acid, shall
be determined during each 2-hour testIng period by suitable flow meters and
shall be confirmed by a material balance over the prluction system.
(e) For each repetition, nitrogen
oxides emlsion., expressed Ir lb,/tot
of 100 percent nitric acid, shall be deternned by dividing the emission, rate
it lb,/hr. by the acid produced. The
emlss lon rate shall be determined by
the equation. lbhr..QXo, where
Q,-'volumetric flow rate of the efluent
In ft./hr. at standard conditions. drk
basis, as determined in accordance wIth
paragraph (o) (2) of this cctlon, and
c=N0. concentrating in lb./ft.. as determined In accordance with paragraph

() (l) of thl section corrected to standard conditions. dry basis.
Subpart H-S'tondards of Performance
for Sulfuric Acid Plants
1 60.80 Apllashiity anddesignastion of
facility.
affeeted
The provisions of this subpart are applicable to each sulfuric acid production
wilt which Is the affected facility.
§ 60.81 Definltons.
As used In this subpart, al1 terms not
defed herein shall have the meaning
given them in the Act and in Subpart A
f this part.
(a) "Sulfuric acid production unit"
means any facility producing sulfuric
acid by the contact process by burning
elemental sulfur, alkylation acid. hydroen sulfide. organl sulfides and mereapians or acid sludge, but does not inelude facilities where conVerslost to sulfurie acid is utilized primarily a a means
of preventing emissions to the atncaitbere of sulfur dioxide or other Sulfur
compounds..
(b) "Acid mist", mews sulfuric acid
mist. as measured by test methods set
forth i this part.
.82 Standard for sulfur dioxide.
160
On and after the date on which the
performance test required to be conducted by l 60.8 is initiated no owner or
operator subject to the provisions of this
part shall discl, irge or cause the dieetarge Into the atmosphere of sulfur
dioxide in excess.of 4 lbs. per ton of acid
produced (2 -11. peermetric ton), maxtlmum 2-hour average.
$60.83 StAndard for sld mst.
On and after the date on which the
performance test required to be conducted by 60.8 is Initiated no owner or
operator subject to the provisions of this
part shall discharge or cause the discharge Into the atmmphero of acid mist
which is:
(a) In exrca of 0.15 lb. per ton of acid
produced (0.075 kg. per 'metric tota),
maxim im 2-hour average, expressed as
.s0,.
(b) 10percent opacity or greater.
Endusion sanhoelorng.
A60.f
%a)There shall be Installed, callrated. maintained, and operated, in any
sulfuric acid production unit subject to
the provisions of this subpart, an Instrument for continuosly monitoring
and recording emissions of sulfur dioxide.
(b) The Instrument and sampling syste installed and used pursuant to this
section shall be capable of monitoring
emission levs clv.1thin ±20 percent with
a confidence level of 95 percent and shall
be callbratcd in accordance with the
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Shall be Persnninprescribed by the
lnstru- Method 1. Gaa anKly
Instrument,.the
formed by using the integrated smple
mnet shalt be subject to mantufacturers technique of Method S. Moisture content
recotmended zero adjustment ctlibra- can be considered to be micr.
(d) Acid pxwluced, expressed In tons
Alest once per 24-hour
tost proceduc.tt
opcratin perioduinici the manufac- per hour of loo percent sulfuric add
shall he determined during enb 2-hou
or recommeondr cnlturcr(s) specified
broton at shorter Interv ls in which testing period by suitable flow meters and
flestlmons or recontmenda- shall be ctulftrmcd by a material eance
ecse such
lI bdwll
be folloWd. "Te vpllcleo over the production sYstet.
to
method speaIlied In the appendlx ofthis
(e) n' each repetition acd mist end
pat shall te the refeenc method.
sulfur dlo~lde emissions. ezprsvedtn lb./
(C) Production rate and hours of op- ton of I0 percent sulfuric acid &Ionbe
ertilon rhll be recorded dully.
determIned by dividIng the emission rate
(d) The ow,er or operator of =y stul- in lb./hr. by the acid produced. The
fUrlc acid production unit subject to the em-lfson rato shalt be determined by
provslOMe of this ssOP21-tshall mlintnln the etlsttm. lh.r.-Q.xc. where
a file of alt nlisUrements requiredby Q,-volumctric flow rate of the eilouent
this .-ubpn. Appr-ow ntemeasurements -n ft./hr. at standard condition, dry
shallbe rcduc'e to th~eumits of the ap. bais as determined In accordance with
plcaide tnitLtrd drilyand at.imelsed paragraph (¢)(2) of this section. and
monthly. The record of any such Incas- c-did mist and SO concentrations In
turement ad summary shAlt be retaincd lbm/t. as determined in accordance with
for at leat 2 yearsfollowing the date prra-.Sph (c) (1) of this sco
corof such mcrasueowt3 ond ummarles.
rected to standard conditions. dry basis.
a
o
and pweco=%.
§ 60.cs Tt
(a) The provisions of this section 're =MeO s-5eW15 AVIDVALOr? TZAsmU=
aPPU bleto tprfAormoeetetsU for detwmining emitmons of otd mist and salifu 1. Principle ad AppesbtHi.1. Prliciple. A aumpH1 site and th1
dioxide froim aul:luric acid production
points are selected to aid
number of travw
units.
(b) Al performed tests shal be con- in the etraction or a reprecentaxts sample.
1.2 Appticibiity. This method should
dutted while tiil affct dfadfllty i operatng at or hoove the =mximum add be applied only whe speeded by the test
at which such fa llty preoccduo fte determining compliance wnt
producion rte
will be owmnted and under such other the liew Som'ce Perfmane SUAards. Unopteewise speetoed. this =,1hod is rot
relevant conditions as the Adminihittor leen
strc&. other than
int-ded to aply to Was
shall specify basedon rproentative per- those emitted dictly to the sisnephO
formasnco of the affected facOlty.
wVthout ftirther pressing.
(e) 7VA hiethodswt forth in th. Ii
at Penerere,
eildi to lids mit or eqalutsat tletoon
2.1 Oaleetu of a B&SAP1ileg
Sits sa" h9i
as at rovrd by the Adoshif trator shall mum number of trasere points.
.
beose
l
as
follow:
2.1.1 Select ImMpltng Idte that Isat lest
"(1) !"or each repetition the acid minst
sight stack or duct dIameter3 downstea
and M0, concentraticra shalt be deter- and tmodiameters upsti.am from any Ow
a id .rsversins. d'vti eve such ma bend. expaision. cu:.ctx S;W
mir od Iy '=!?7 -1
taction. or Vi.l'bfo t=o
'or reCtan"si:sr
aceordnir to Mrlhnd 1. Thu lituinau
determine an eQUIseisotdiaanmplfnztluc shall bu2 bo s,fnd m=W- coga WUMll.
mum sampling volume *Iallhe 40 It. eter frees the followingequation:I
corrected to standard conItios.
W ;idt
(2) The voltonetrle lom rateof the equilent, diametertot efilluesitshia bedetermined by ing
equation 1-1
Method 2 and traversing; ncording to
methods)

toles(s) of

FWIMLO
t I

-rttete
can be met. the nm ie number
of travers points is twele(52).
%hen this Is the ease
smpling location and tse

a Sonveolene

i1ur
-i to da.

thloeaestuptrism anddownstream distng
steri.- Bpoints
aw, the
enerepeof
=fta ravsssa-1
tbfOo&r
ehwdistance

two number of travers potita. ora peater
sinlue.such that for ctreular stacks the nuober is a multiple of 4. sa, for reuCgular
stacks the number follows the cetttl of

:
abo
aM- action 22JL
= Croese.ctlsoi layout and location of
plla.- peit beselected w1ll4t41 Inchof the
travere pol
a-ta: wall. To obitan the number of traM
paints for stacks or ducts with a diameter
2.2.I W ei.eeut" stacks locate the train than 2 feet. multply the number of vee points on at. teaet two dtameters Kpoints obtained frm Pigure 1-2 by O.67.
seedingto Figure 1-2 and Table 1-1. The
points. under no

2.1.4 To use VIur i1 ret
measure ths
distance from the chasmn sampling inestlan

travse aues shal divide the stack mum
secti Into oqi parts.
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Table1-1. Leotia of trarse p.1s t cival stub
(Pecent ' stackdf ttev in* Inside wal to trvse POPt
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Figure 1-2. Cross section of circular stacik divided into 12 equal
areas, showing location of traverse Points at centroid of each area.
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Figure 1-3. Cross section of rectangular stack divided into 12 equal
areas, with traverse points at centroid of each area.
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a the
0.2.1 ror rectangular slacks 61,1W
gron section Into as rony equP-lrotri ilult-'
.Vftss as traverse peits. such that the ratio
ec! the length to the width of the e lontal
saa Is between one and two. Loc-al'e the
tvT oot. points at the Cettod of each equal
*66
soacording to Figure 143.
2. Reternceer
Determining Dust Cvocntraltst In
Stewemt AIMN perforrmance Test (mdAa loat
Nfew Took. NI.Y.. 1037.
Devorkin. Ilos-ad. ot atI. Air Poll
Source Testing ktanrial, Air potiut'in C
District. tom Angetre Calif, November
Methods for Desterntoo of Vel[olity.
Volutne. Dust and lIfst Content of 0 t..
Watevo Precitation Divieton of Joy A
faturing Ce.. Les Angelee. Calf. bu
wP-t, ose06.
*Standtard Mthod for Sestmpgi Sot]cits for
Psartlonate )dattr. In: t971 Book of A5TM
-Stanidards. part 23. Philadelphia. Pa.
S
AnthI Dedgonatton D-2026-71.

cedusee for detotret"~e Cosnrliarre with the
4. catibrefls.
i-ov Bout"r Ptrforsoalee 84%odards.
4.1 TO ealibraute tie titot tub*. rue...
3. Apytralae.
the Velocity heed at eoose point to a rto-%W..,
ern wIth both a rype3 pilot tube 50:3l
3.1 PItot tute-Type a (Fmigure,2-I). er gtas
a
elsdnod Iqps pilot tube with known ea.equivalent. with a oeeftont within ;toe*
..t1lenI. CalIhrrtiou abould be doni, In the
oer abs working range.
Lliborstooy An the velclty, of the fiowtof gas
'" 6"'na2rsuogag-o~e
Shudbe varied o-, the nonuWlf
6IA
Z to e~r eo
Writing range. h1 to recotnieod that ti-e
ciy owti4a
t~i F
temC
u
4OeIbCAllenbe repented after wos at oach fi/rld
value.
223 Temperature ganje..-ThernsvoonpUt or SWto
4.2 Cajlite the p~tot tubhe coeniclene
equsalent attached to the p11kint.
1
tAnUre Atack tempct~re to Wthitbn IA%~Of using eQoalion. 2-i.
lice OInii~mseOabsolute stack ttaipesatro.
2.4 PretnsegaUg-Slerty~glled U-tub.
c.,..c~
quallon 2-1
tnacionatter. or equloetent. to meesure stcek
4
pemess
to Wi.f 0.. In. HE5.
2W4
2SDar"are-To
esesure attncepberle where:
Co,.., uPitt tube ceftilclestt Of Type 8
pressure to wlthtnO.t110.11g.
I
pilot tube.
2.6 TA aolneMaayO
gAs CORep06le..eepllst tube catoelent of standard
tion for determining molecular weight.tp
lottb
I ukon
s
2.7 Pilot tuba-Standard typo, to Cell0109).
broe Type 80pilot tube.
Apeess=oWWIIy heed Mneasuredby Canud146
3 . Procedert.
SUMOen e--eMUNSyaoltoer Or eTACK
Ord type pilot tube.
tote p01Set
te aporatuses etew
Ape.ua Velocity head measured by Type S
uwe 2-1. Alikte ature ll connittonts me tight
423 Comparetbe eneelolnteof th* Typ..
anid Zeek free. kiseaure the Velocity hoed and . pstt~
eotle
rlwt
n e
n
I. Priviciplt end psiabilillp.
tespersture at the traverse ftoltt sealed pten tihe dtcanled Arowithlrron# lsg te
heb
fthe
dotesn e
toanthue onl pito
1.1 Prtoctple. Stac tea Velocity ts deter- by Mlethsod1.
Pit*& thJ0 0.01.teto 011dnsdifrb
32 Mtsaure the nstate Preesure fin th
vained frorn th, gas density andi front MeCIs.
ype 2~n
morezk
thi 0eriee.1
urtOlnnt of the velocity hed using at
(Sten1echolbe or creerse t)pet pit-x tI be. be
33 Dtermine* the stack Iled moteelaf
Uee equation 2-2 to calculate the alek fat
1.2 Applesalty. Thits method eiot ld beWeight by Zas anealyaisSlid appropritee eel- vttelty.
applied only when opeclted by the tea tpro- tulatlons as Inlsa
In Method S.
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RULES
AND RIGULATIOtIS
iltsuO55ANALtmaO
10ACASSON
01051*2
22011 as. Alto MOT""Win"L~ W=mB
tpplrebilg.
".
I.L Pfcpaend
Pitoolie. Am lategvued or pub gus
* ampleIstoetructed from 16amwsUrl Point
&4 an"I"se for Its corapoote usn .i

S.S. Inutus epi

(mogre 3-8).

S. Procedure.

22.I Prb -Sanls
tee or Pywes' 8.1 Grubesmpling.
gim q~pdwith
a Euterto eMo" par. W.1IMSeup the equipment us h"- Min
tictlemae.=
VIM*t3-1.alon sure jai Ooonectlcns
are
553 ir-oldcnesro qiaet
bedr-tre.Punc the probeIn2the otact at a
Toremove
anryexceus
eotaume.
JIMI5Iaw
5PtnO and Purge the ampling line.

St.2 Needle valves-To &djuat ABS rate.
a
uDrwaplo,
into the anayser.
laipli
site
U
2-2.4 Pwsp-Losek-free. diaphragm type.
to pull 5".
list Zvasute, th et
at cu~ sit
of #uufvJol%
Am "WSm %us eholh in Ptgure -2 wia the
92vam-Tomosure
6ftt
be% dlscoonente. pta.. the prbet the
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RULESAND REGULATIONS

- UP-)(

-

3.1.4 Tilter Holder-PyretI glass with
heetg syste capable of maintaining minI.
mum temperature of 535 P.
9.I
Zmplqori/Oapos~e
4r-urImUpin.f. PS"N
lTTOlR
bail Jotlt
pr
ets
ftem In series with glass
) equation 4-2 Sttto6pk The aint, third. and fourth Impel"
17.1
desg,
of
the
Ortenburg-Smlth
pos ee
with
a %.nab
by
replacing
the
tip
modilld
t
ID Sas tube extending to one-holf lnch
n sa ry gA vtum through meter at tem the bottomof the flsk. The secondin.
standard eodtitorap o. f4.
of the Orwmburg-Smath doei
To =ory gas volume mesoafed by meter plager Isstandard
hly me
tip. A condenenr
with the
0u.ft.
visedIn plse at the tmpioera provided that
. ,
me
sur at the dry of
the SnotKOre coolant o the sacgas can
tU
be
determined.
. emlroesure at standard conditions. S11004
.1A Metering seystem-Vasuum gauge.
inches g.
eallk-ree pump, thermometeru capable of
atandwd
?semAbeolutetoempe
*D
odtaS0"
UM U6 mtue
IL. at
measuring temperature to within S* 1.dry
and related
T. mAbeolute temperature at mater iP4, ga moter with 2% ocurmy,
equipment, or equivalent. m inquired to
4U). -A.
maintain an lklinetl sampling rate sad to
4.3
olisture content.
determine esmple volume.
b.e.
arometer-To measee atmoepherft
preeue to 0.t IncheeNg.
eampte esorery.
equstlols 4-3
43 0.

volume.

~i

Deamftoportlon by volume of water Tvp
in the gas Stream. dimensioless.
vapor
tinotd
V. aVolume
of water
• (e~nd~le
tt~m),.tt.•
V..nDr7 gs volume through meter
(aiandrd eondtons). cu. ft.
wamaApproodmatevolumetric proportion
of water vapor in the gee stroant
leaving tse mpaigers. Gins..

..1 Probe brush-At least as tong U
.
oass wash bottle--Two.
1.322 Of&" sample storage coultrs.
3A.4 Oradusted e7ytder--4 ml.
3.8 Analysia.
.3.1 01" weighingdshee.
Sit Deoccator.
"A2 Analytical bean-lh-0 msaasre in
3t.4 Trip balanoo-SOO S. espaolty. to
measure to +0.05 If.
I
S. xeorealo.
I.1 Sampling.
3.1.1 liters--Otass fiber. USA 1106 SE'.
or equivalent, number for otfiagtUou
and prewelghed.
$.I.$ S1Ica gel-Indicating type. 6-1
Mish. dried atIW 0. (360- P.) ft 2hossm
4.1.
Water.
8.1.4 crushed Ice.
1. Simple recovery.
$3.1 Aotone-itsgPnt grade.
81. Analysts.
8.3.1 Water.
OFTIAL MY IE SAPLE
l1G011 TRANI
C"IMM
Of¥A EWVALENT
a tMmot / mtaeOU"Ift

Maaual. Diel-e.
gIgnoeerlng
sti PotUuton
son, J. A. (d.). U. DHRW. PHS. Natonal
Center tr Air Pollution Control. Cincinnati.
C6n PHS Publlcatlon io. 09g-AP-40. 1507.
ticyorkin. Howard. et &I, Air Pollutlon
Source Testing Manuel. Air Pollutio1 Con.
tol District. 1os Angees, olle.. November

6Clf

,VAC"M
LicK

Methods for De6terminatlon * Velocity.
Volume. Dust and hlot Content of Ose.
Western Precipitation Dvion of Joy Menulf.. Dulleto
facturnof O., I5 A11geles.
WIP46.lI"S.
1M&.Oi &t-09MVIVIATtOif OP' PAMUSATIN
Xorotists Flom 8OrATIoNAU
.
osc
1. Principle andl ejplcabilty.
1.1 Princple. Partrculate matter In withdrawn Iokinctieaiiy from the sourceend its
after re'ravmetrlcally
weight Is determined
ipngtrain.
Figure 5-1. Partluttlse-o
moval of uwcomblnod wtir.
Ai Applicability. This method Is appi etmore Ice during the run to keep the temperS3
Desirortl - Drierite. lndicating.
W:efor the dterrinction of prtioulase &mit.
Uture
of
the gases leaving the last Imp"Tgr
Procedure.
4.
sloas front stationary eouts onl"y when
s low as possiblesnd preferably at 70" ,.
4.1 Sampling
specifed by the tot proceduresfor determin4.1,1 Afterselecting thesampling site end or Ins. Temperttees above 70* P. may result
Ing compliance with New Source Performthe mnimm number of sampling points, In dsmsge to the dry gas meter from either
snoc fitadards.
determine the stack pressure. temperature, moisture condouston or exoaeeve heat.
3. Appaoatoe,
and range of velocity heed.
4.1.3 Parttculate train operation. For €ten
9.1 Saminplg train, The design specifics- moisture.
4 1.2 Preparation of eotlettioo train. run.recrd the data required on the example
tUan of Lhe particuiate sampling train used Weigh
Sheet shownIn FIgure 5-4. Take reading at
to the nearest gram eprxlmately 0
by XPA figurees--I) are described In AVTE)D- g. of silica
diamgel,
lAbel
a
filter
O
proper
each
sampling point, at least every 6 ainuts.
.081. Commercial models of this train are
eter. desiccate' for at least t4 hours and and when Signifecant changes In stack con' available.
weigh to the nearest 0.5 rvg. In • roomswhere ditions nsocoltte sdditionvi adjstments
- .1.1 No074l.-Sisnle" steel (3LI) with the relative humidity is lest than 0S0O..
Place In flow rate. To begin sampling. petition the
sharp. tapered lr.dln edge.
100 ml. of water In ech of the first two nowzie at the first Iraveros point with the
1.11 Prob -Pyrex glasswith a heating Imptnsers. leave the third tmptsger ampty. tip pointing directly into the ga strea.n.
system capable of mainailnlng a inilmuns and place apprOvint'acly 200 g. ot previhed Itormediattly start the pump and adjust the
gu tempersture of 230' P. at the lalt end .Ilit' gel In the f-Outh luipinger. fot up the fnow to Isoknetio conditions. Sample for at
daring sampling to prevent condensation trin without the probe as in Figure 8-.
least 3 minutes st eich trarersa point; AM.
from Ocervln . Whent length limitations Leak chaek the aempling train at the Utu- piing time must be the saoe for each point.
(kreatlr than about 8 ft.) are encountered at piing site by phlliing up the Inlet to the fil- Maitain Isokiatle si.piing throughout the
teomvpr.tures less than $00, F.. Inc.Aoy 82 . ter holder and pollirht a 1 In. Ht Vacuum A sampling period. omogrophs are availsih
or equivalent. may be ued. Probes for sam. leakage rate not to ocenh ot 0.03 cfm. at a which aid In the rapid adjustment f tbt
pilinggaS sltesSil at temperture In e.ste
vacuum of It In. us Is acceptable. Attach sampling rate without other computations.
of 100- F. moat have been approved by the the probe and adjust the heater to provide a APTOD-76 details the procedure for using
Admini-trator.
gas tWnpccatute 01 stout 260 P.at the probe those rome griphs. Turn off the pump at the
2.1
Pilot tubtyp S. or equivlent. outlet. Tern on the filter heating system. conclusion Of each run and record the final
attached to probe to monitor stack ge" Place crushed iSe around the Implior. Add reading. Remove te probe and rozle from
velocity.
the stick and handle In accordance with the
semplo recovery process deOscrbed in section
I Trade name.
4..
I Trade na..
IDry using Drstrl~eI at 0' F,:± 10' P.
1I9EAt. itGISIlt, VOL. 36, NO. 240-THWU3SAY, DICIMITIt 23, 1971
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dry
o-ver
eI

P,-rret

tmpersture
-e oure t tahe aria-.

d-Aveaeprepare op cros. t
oroemeter.Inch"c 3.
18.6- "s&l gravity Of mercry.
P.,-Ab~o
Pearut at Sanr
con.
dllons, UMd Inched Kgf.
411 Volum. ot wate vaor.
A
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(.0174

cu.)

Va.

eqsitlou 6-3
Of water vapor In the gae
cailn)
r& standardr
t..-Totl volume oflilqud collected In
ilmp n~ernsd
Use ".)jam. Silica ge (Se ftW.

Vwee,VolULe

.....

4* Samplerecovery. Huerse, toreIn movlIg the ollotIon train Tri the test alte to
the Samplt recovery area so mllarklae the
less of collecte4 ample or the gain o(
tlc~neoos panla~tte Clatter., set *Aldo a
PWrUton
nt the acetone used In the Sample
recovery as a blank for aamnlysl.Measure she
volume of water from the Arst three Implngre. then discard. Inace the atmples In
contaanr.1 aa follows:
Contlner No. 1. Remove the filter from
Its holder, place In this container. and seal.
Container No. 5. lace loose parttoulate
Setter said acelone suhlASa from all
sample-eiponed sturfsce peter to the filter
In ISe contalner and seal.
a a rasr blade.
ruasol
rubber policemaonto loe adherIn"g

of water.
wllr ljI. m
oWD
Ue-moleuie weight o water.IS ro.
lb.-mole.
-Ideat 3M constant, 21.UIinohe
gatlb.-moIeltL
T
A
tens rtur at &ladord
JP,,-AbNAlUt. Ps"Ur at Standard Sonditlone. 2.92 Inch" Kg.
6.4 hslature content.

FJ...Ooc.

Collenr No.$.WeIgh the pent llUMA AII
ad repot to the Dsart gram.
S. Ositretion.
Use method and eqsalpment Whlebhave
ben approved by the Adnlntnltratlr "o
celloateo the crite meter. ptnot tube. dry
gas meter, and probe beter. Reeallbrate
aftr each testSeries.
equation s-3
a. OalculflOats.
6.1 Average dry gas meter temperature
3.. -Tlae
wl In te
IW
and average orl*e* pressure dr". Ese date
sbeet (Plgure 8-1).
-- lw - ofOelr theisaample (sludrd
619 Dry gas volume. Correct the ample
ead|
,
L
t.
!".
volume me,esared by the dry gas meter to
standard condlton (s101
., 29.02 Inche Kgus)
by using quatlon 1-4.5 Total rniUoutoat
weighs.Determine
the toa parUtlate eatcbfrom thesum of
All"
the wel5lte na tU analysis date
il
e
(rilur 54).
6. Oobeantratlon.
C4.1 Oe nentratlot In gr./r,0.

M ftneer No. 8. rmnfer 4he allies get
from the fourth Ieploger to the Original con.
belne and ealt. Ute a rubber policeman as
an aid In reloving &lI" gl from the
Imaplager.
diAnlytis. Afford the date required on
th0 example &heet shown tn Figse I5-.
landle each ample container a follows:
equation 5s1
Container No. 4. Trauser the Alter and
Say loosepartlulate matter from the sample whores
contahiter to a tored glass weighing dish,
V.-,,-Volum of gas ample through the
dealrate. and dry to a constant weight. RIdry gas mnater standarddeSadi.
poet rlt
to the nenreat 0A Mg.
tion51.00u. ft
C toh.r NO. I. Ttrafr the acetone
Ya- Volumeof gas Smplne through the
washlop to a tared beakec and evaporate to
dky gas meter (metor gondI.
dOrae1e at amublent
toarlseratuae nl
t1on).tSo.
and
ew.
e ft. t
wellght.
Sure.Dealetate and dry to a con
To,.,-Abhoed
mpera ure at stasdard
cosulltions. $30" IL
Report results to the neareat 0.6 mg.

Vs.aa

.jllI.
,p2A

IIOtIAL Sitlint. VOL. U4, NO. 24-THUISDAY, DIIMIS

equation
s-4
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RULESAND RIOULATIONS
PL.ANT________

I.Prnwt vAto~hloesampling.
In wopimeil
Totr~al
v.uo. of iald coaedtd
aedoiliror-I Ide fit, ". msL

DATE______RUNNO

MaiesrUt13iSInche"Iioos. "Ish.

h3p.kKwoLe a /i1 ,oIw. IS lb..b.-toote.
V.VA~o,weofs pctbrougthsdry gomle
Valorc.s.
110.01
ft
,mima~ it safl"

It.O.r~.,

$10, Weit%

ti .I.c

COLLECTED.
OFPARTICULATE
WEIGHT

nutd.

CONTAINER

vro" We00I,.

P..~icLo., 'a f4ooeIcblg

T.Ao.

I*Is: -ooievt
p

su

rto.

k

GAIN
WEIGHT

TAREWEIGHT

FINALWEIGHT

-

t'.
I'h# folIOUtn6
04 A13c...
7tnamsts thelimit in dceptable IsokintI0 -

2

f-. toW. wales are acceptabe.
eOhewtee. roJ~ct the roeata anid IP..O

TOTAL

"

-pling

VOLUME
OFLIQUID
COLLECTED
WATER
IMPINGER
VOLUME.
"a

SILICAGEL
WIGHT.
gW,11
*

FINAL

Pe2IfItiCoAA i.f Inc ntriter
Federal For ljitle. I'IO0. PiC4Y.

~~pr'ntip'e

.
d olcopi
1.
1. PrInriPil. .AfA 0 IOpe i eilrattd
ftotte a..;pli iS point Inthe $lrito. tIhe
st:bol mitt, icoeidlig sulfur1 t~oxlide. is so2'r46i;e- from the sulfur dioo~ide.mTe aulour
Oioi fta-ia. Is maeuirri by thaobarlty.tbAin Cit on method.
APIc~teablU.t.Thia6method Is OPPli-Its
0,
lIZ for the Groriminatioc of aulfur ditc'ido,
eav'mians f'01o1*ttiOenarY oUItea onlIy Irl'ea
spoclledtby the test prorcolareafor daertiO
Ing romiti-coo e.'b idea-'hRoc Prrfortaooa

-

11 1 11

COLLECTED
VOLW.41
TOTAL

-

BYDIVIDINGTOTAL"EIGHT
TO VOLUME
OFWATER
WEIGHT
CONVERT
0( WATER.1I g fril:
STDENSITY
INCREASE
WATER
INRESE VOLUME

m.1 Stoo a o.o&1
pl;
2.1.1

r

Pri-in--ryre'

6g0c18.cyproolocotely

B to 0 men. It), wth~ x hosting systcan to

Figur*5-3. Analytical data.
11.0

Testikg at
100'.

S~ih~iO~lt~aalOt 1105 bo'tILM

INITIAL
LIOUIOCOLLECTED

...

Addeadumto SpO.Iiiltons for TInerttot
Tesdingat Faexi FacdlIties. P11. ?lOAIO.
Deos,. IN?!.
wibrta. )tot*. tI,. construction Detlts Of
leolbetie Souriti Simpling Kquipmeat. 31n1viroemeital pote.ltion Atieep APTD-0581.
MwattJerome J. Ilaintenanee, Calibration.
e nd operation of lohnetie Source Samn.
1c1.eipioe~t, X ivifonmOOntallProtection
Apeai. AP1OD-))74.
keWth. W. a.. It, T. Shifehara. anil *. P.
If nlrproetill atArt BsunTod" A Mchlo
_-s).ted at the 03d A:%pl,a; Dzt. .r
.i
Pollution OontrAl
nel X11:91 . f1 Ao
Aalcit!On. ti I 'A1: m*.. Jcune14-lB. WOO0
&31fhW
t
a, 3-ot Doe Saplirl
1mmeor .ad 9>...ipililed With NOWSqUIp'

peont ecndoiton and a. fltiiitg taodium
to 00*0000poralculals molter Iftit:.Zis v.u1'
fvAt sold 0,1i1,
91.2 tl~tbubblher- One. citlh Ricss
Toot p.ot.t la o i to p.ean anit cirC

Oonestration In lb.lrU. ft.

etiatten $5
f.123a Clt'
e
to.
1,14 Vitdget t.yr-he
iceoolefcwslirttl.
7.1.3 DoaA.0
-rackeod with 0 tW IS
;A votee ma).hiildit:L'%tia'0 afflia Sol,or eqtol%1100~,
cladry
to di? the 320ial 1.
a.If.
1.1.6 Valle- 'tel val,oe or eq'ilvl'it.
to
t aw
ldt c,
feereE

I.. Sal* oao,r.-!tneter or cqultiro.
t
tloacfth.il'rrt
le10 tzoaa ar
to ... asro tiat Al:.oi'i %oliii' ,ttttn IV.
51.10 17.ot t100'); a).0
5.0 e-g.0a'mnt.
J~rioatlon &.6
P1IIBAt AiIS,

o21o"s namei.
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ATTACHMENT 3
EPA's PROPOSED NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARDS
FOR HAZARDOUS AiR POLLUTANTS--CUSTOMS COURT HOUSE, 1 FKDZAL PLAZA,
NEw YORK, N.Y.--JANUARY 18, 1972

SUMMARY Or PuBLo HEARING ON

Johns-Manville Corporation acknowledged health hazards from asbestos and
was sympathetic with the concept of controlling emissions. While the Corporation
feels the general public is not presently endangered by asbestos in the ambient
air, it agreed that it is prudent and feasible to control emissions to ensure that no
problem develops In the near future. Therefore, the Corporation concurred with
the proposed regulations, although some clarifications were suggested.
Dr. J.C. McDonald of McGill University, who testified both on his own behalf.
and in conjunction with the Johns-Manville Corporation presentation, discussed
the medical dangers of asbestos. While conceding the occupational dangers, he
tended to dismiss the threat to the community at large. However, he agreed that
it was prudent to identify and control major sources of asbestos.
Dr. Merrill Eisenbud of New York University, testifying on his own behalf,
argued that beryllium is not hazardous in the sense of presently causing health
problems but conceded that it is potentially toxic unless ambient levels are controlled. HEkelthaLmachine shops and brass foundries often handle only miniscule amounts of beryllium and that the applicability of standards to such sources
was not justified on health grounds. He suggested, as a minimum, a one-year delay
in the applicability of our standards to such sources. He also questioned the proposed emission measurement procedure.
Dr. Leonard Goldwater of Duke University, testifying on his own behalf, questioned the designation of mercury as hazardous although, under questioning, he
acknowledged the potential danger from mercury. He said that he doubted the
availability of measurement techniques (although he was talking about atmospheric measurements while the standard is an emission standard of much greater
magnitude). He also criticized some of the studies which EPA cities as support
for the Administrator's determination that mercury is hazardous. Arguing that
at least some mercury compounds are detoxified as they enter food chains, he
questioned the basis for the standard itself. He indicated that he did not oppose
regulation of emissions of mercury "or any other potentially harmful substance"
but only wanted a delay until more information could be obtained.
The New York City Department of Air-Resources presented a short statement
supporting the proposed standards and indicating their intention to submit data
they have obtained on the three substances.
H. K. Porter Company, a manufacturer of brake linings and asbestos textiles,
indicated that they could live with any reasonable standard and urged coordination between different Government agencies In setting and enforcing asbestos
standards.
The statement of the Bureau of Air Quality Control of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, which was submitted for the record rather than .read, endorsed
the designation of all three pollutants as hazardous. The statement suggested that
EPA follow a philosophy in this area that any controllable exposure should be
prohibited.
Thee Nassau County (N.Y.) Bureau of Air Pollution Control indicated concurrence in EPA's proposed standards and stated their intention to cooperate
in the enforcement of the standards. The Bureau suggested expanding the mercury standard to Include operations involving incineration of instruments containing mercury.
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Owechoppermotor of the infrared an&slytor is tumWeoff ed the hOwtotube
high
(2) 000 ... U.Y..~uXdestyzeX
vdoltg supplyof the chemllumnteecnc
analyzer is placedin the standby Pod-.
Xn~bsolute humld~ty to prais offwater
thin.) 2Ue followiing aeqitenc ot operaperreo of dryair.
tSlowshould beperformed In 00ooJnion
(a)
oo(*..v..X~ezsity*X
WdMiample caletilatiln of massemisWith ach aerlesof Nnw"Uremeata:
sion values:
(1) zerothe anayzers Obtain aatab
Mamsm
V.=C91g cu. ft. per reluto:
Vero an each ampller meter And re1111=o0.26
revelci; 11=41VtaI slbof
corder. MacheckAfter lest.
d1751;rp".amm
Mg;?,ualg
Mo...
(3) zatroduce span $ase and set the IANSAS
=100 ppm. erbaf squtralst; 00.=.
co analyzer gain, the HC0analyzr sam(5) Meaning of symbols:
pie capulary aow mkte end the NO.
nC....mlydreierbon emissions. In
analyze high VdOttg Supply to msatoh
ras
par Vehice
mile
Peceltynoueafty *9byrierbse, ISathe Voa.o.(OAe5Pea(Ois) (Soe) "/sso)
the calibration Surved. In ~to avoid
ekaat P46 &sUVAmn
ao
correetiesa span and calibratte at the
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eaon now rates Used4. analyze
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e
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RULES
AND REGULATIONS
dtraied by the AdmaIftrator) which

inacUic January 1 of ouch calender
Year: Prsid",That If the manufac.
turnerhas no nnum Production pero4

th tern "model Yea" shall mean the
Wendar Year.

-

(I) If the dynamnet has not been
operated during the -hour period Mmcdiately preceding the to It shall be
............. ..
..... " wrosed up tor 15 minute by Opeatng
5
. wing a nontest vehicle.
it at 20 m
.. ...........
M0ptolesim .
I. ection 11301.1 Is revised to read
as follows:

L. fisctlon 1201.21Is revised to read
Osftlows:
j 1201.21 Sadds for exshavd eas.
616M
ahaust easlelom from -197
*(a)

* 1201.81

anplnsaaalialy.
arm (eshatse
e'sl.em).
(a) Schaoaffe dsslag. The followIng figures (Flag. Isasd Ib) are sche.
'M
matic drawings of the exhaust sea ampling and analytical Vatnui which will
Model yervehicles shall not exceed:
be used for tasting under the regulatins
b
lg ta
r ve
(1I f
In this pat. Additional components such
huh mile.
MhPu~s representative of cOO- as Instruments, valves, solenoids, pumps.
gram per
.nodd4A
(2) Carbon m
thse may be used to provide
and
mereta
foia
which
will
generally
be
vehie Mile.
through retel outlets shall be additional InformaUon sad coordinate
(I) Oxides o lt.ogen-3.e gram per available
Used In mileage Wcwoulation. 'The lead the ftmetion Of the Component sstem.
vehicle mile
and octane rating at the fuel
ws ....
tem.....................

VAUb ok

(hi Coamposeal descriolioa (erheui
and content
msonsa~f from 11171
Mh21hAIMPS
shall be In the as recommended tol saws**#esystea). The following
(savehis sal tA ex- used
by the vehicle or nglos manufacturer. components will be used In the exhaust
held Vo Pressureof the it used ga eanplIng sYan for testing under
grams per ve- "a
rOcla
(1) lYdrOca
shall be Characterisuti of the motor ued thereulations In this part fe Figure
hlise mil.
later mdel

the eason during which the mileslas Per during
see accumulation takes place.
(0)
lbe
sieefication ngee o th
per
graw,
(8) Oxides, OfnW*oeNU04
tue Sobe used under paragraph (i o

is, Other types 4 constant volume sam.
Pers may be used If shown to Yield equv*aent results.
(1) A dilution sir filter asembly conshall be repeete In acordoing
01 a Particulate (paper) fiter to
set Ihrth In pe- this section,
a
(c) The and*
semov scd mpAr from the diution
Ot
this Secion refor soce with I 1201,81(b)(8)..
-hz (a) and (hi
I. hI 11201.73.
paragraph (a) Is re- air and thus Increase the life ot the charFOii SMA oemited ower a driving
al
iter:
s eharaol filter to reduce
schedule As set fourth In the aplcable vised to read as follows:
and s bills the background hydrocarastocr of 'Teat proceduree for Vehicle
bon
level;
sad
a second Particulate filter
Emissons
Evaporative
Pue
and
OMAs
i Iel IS"
to remove chascl patihe from the air
(Omeciln Fueled Light Duty Veghilei
msulclent
-clclae
strem, lr 'Hils hall be of
athispart anmasured an
xd.4
(2) Carbon mcnIo
milk
vehicle

(c) lbs, teat vehicle shall -be Placed
In aeedan with thaw procedure.
thedynamomster and opstased ove
S. in 11261.1% ergauh (h) and on
simulated hip, according to the appli.
Meded I 1201.79aale
Z=ied
(0) (2) aeo
reqrements and procedures of
If t01. 4l201. exomt that the esnne
istredoccle.
I11101.70
med net be edd when starting Me run
on the dmnamometer and only a single
trp of 74 miles shall be run. During the
the ambient temperature shall bebesigned to determine hydrocarbon, carbon ran
mencrdse. and oxde of nitrogen mas Swn-W P.and W r.
while simultig an average
e*wissdom
trip In an urban ares of 7.5 milss. The
4. In 11201.70. Paragraph (a) ft reand ye1- vUMsand a new paragraph (I) is added.
64eNOn stu
"At OcNGA$
reads as follosi:
ile operAatoon a chssis dyinmom- As amende 11001.116

Capacity and the duct wich, Carries ths
dilution air to the paint where the ex-

t
art tMIlest
With a 10-ninute na
(a) ** a
t1100
rU
g
s11m
,tart
from the fue tank
th5
ft
(I) nAuning Ile
a
sceue and
driving scede.
tSir driving
tihe
lr
v
onao"
a eceniet cod
make
a
ra
diew
a
raeutn
hegie
andlcarto
opei
mad
start
u
start
at
d
chasis
pe
t
r
te
11O W
ndtnd
oe eImdr
ad~
em
ar dium with ar to
eat
to roed as
01301.71 id
4.

operating temporature betre th

haust gas Is added shall b of suM mit
do so that the pressure at ths mi i
point Is le than 1 inh of water presMars below ambient whe the contant
volume semiptr Is operaUn at Its matmam flow rate.
(2) A flexible, lek-tight connecter
e flDelandtub to Ut vehi e talll
sbebesed and omnc Iin
blet i

och a anner Mast the satic pnreur
vrttonsi

the veat taipie(s) ro-

6h
wate
mban with" *1 Inch of4"
-sto pressure variations measured durdrnaDMOee run ooaalts ing a dynamomete driving crele wvith
(a7bs
Ic
ue d
A rolnlpart of th
ne
two teats, s "told" star t after
conneeteons 1othe taUaleS(s).
fee suhsseut Aalsyis. uW;sinonstant minimum 13-hea oak according to the
sM to 0p1et the
(8) A bestI
anW
a
Is
1301."21.74.
m
of
prIo
yalasu (Vajchl dIlion) sample.
heat exchange to withint *19 P. at Its

ul.
et
augh a specifieddrivingsoa
s described In APPendi A to this part.

£1

1.76

beim
(4) Aheat exbr

bot

caale at lnmit-

bg the gas mixtke tmrature vetsSen during th entire tes 1 *IV P. So

measured at a point Immsdiately ahead
CCthe oAdv dIsplacement pomp.
to
psiti hausitI
(5) Addute
and a portio Is sass- peap
a cnstant Votlums
fellows:
I dleemssa
test.
2bs
each
during
pie
eantlkash3
PWsgsietlsss
s 161.71 CM Msse
Zm =aww cusewin he4!are capacty (M0 to JIMeJAm.IS &*set
fot
bhcatonscro
analysed
SPectthe
fdolln
Fuel
having
(a)
for testing most vehiles) shal be large
eaticue or substantially equivalent spsed- monoxit Carbon 4111011140
a"d
CxdeC6
eneesh to vbWiralleimiate,waler con-o
ash apeo iejn
itrogn
fUOatappoe bWth Adins
C
fApdx
SWatbe Used in exausmt Andevaporive af.ftAPrle SW4 t0 as imatica In the ata. lie
i sdn* zbdfe ldo
misionm testing, 11s lead conkten A a
I with an
64 (5)
she toithe carbon, Carbon monox0de and oCades
eWtanrng of the lut d
aciayof *t P. t all1 ceinum
mmndlbV s vehicl or Miltoear
fe
e
the tmpetre CCthe
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RULE AND REGULATIONS
(a) Plow control valves (11. N4, M.
110 M. NILNO.Nit. Nil. NIS. AndHIS)
to regulate the 6"Sawe raise.
(6) Plowmae (VI4. I" and PL)
to Indicate Pas flowrates.
(7) Mangfold(Ut) to collectU OXpdod gam from the anazrs
(8) POp ()
to transfer expeltd
gase from the collection manifold to a
vent external to the test room (optional).
(9) Ansysers to determine hydroSt'
rase acom the positive diviscement
carbon, cabon monoxide, carbon dioxide
PUMP.
(0) Cmponet desciption (exat
(0) Sample probes (Si and 8)
aindoxides of nitrogen concentratIons.
lten converter
(10) An oxidesof
doined
udres tocollet samples from
9rsn
In the
EWdu
airmo
dMthe dilute gas analtnal system for teUng under to convert an MO
fo analysis.
exhaust mixture. A4UonnI sampt th regulations in Us Vrt The MAW* smi to O
prom may be used,for example. to ob- lest system provides for the determin,(II) Selector valves (M nd VIS) to
atContinuous concentration trace of tc of hydrocarbon eonoettona by allow the sanmpl,span. calibat g or
-oe dniutesxha
iars. In such ame flame IonlzatIondetecor (ID) &nivetoinggam tobypes the converter.
the sampleflw rat, In standard nuto ds. the determination of carbon mon(IS) Water trap (TI) to perUtiallyreto per test phase.must be added to oxide and carbon dioxide concentrations move water and a valve(VII) to allow
the calculated dilute exhaust, volume. bynnlerve Infrared (MDR)any
the Irp to bediilned.
noe position Ofthe sampl probe In7ig- "is and the determinatImoof oxidesof
(1i) simple cnlitionIng columns to
ure 1apitorlal only.
nitrogen concentrations by obemllund- rem
remahier of water (WRI and
(10) Puers (P An PS) to remove neeence (CL) andalss Indiute exhaustWAIScontaining Indicating CaSO. and
Partiulate nar
from d ution air An omls The c
e
ar
nd
(
1DRi
and C035 con.
dilute exhaust
samples
prior to entering of analysis
requires
tha the nttroge W
W
ilI)
from the C00anly
Sample
collection togs
dioxide pesiet In te sample be conbefore analysis. See
(11) Pumps (PI and P2) to pump the veried to nitri oxide
(14) Sect valv" (Vis ad VI) to
Appendix EL ther type of analyzers
dilution Air and dilut exhaustI
may be eed if stown to yield equIvalent permt wltching from exhausted
abeorbresults sanditf
approved in advance br he In olmna to fh coma
(1) Ple ontrOl valves(N and (
See nimg lb.
416) Water bubble (WI) to allo
n regulate lo
to
p c
ton Admtnisttor.
e
(I) Quck-connec lesk-tight
toas atcott
Guts
flow
e b
ii
saturation of the 0. W gasbe chec
(C4) to st=hsmpe t o
i
ms ampleflowrain shall be10 eOk
eefieny ot aborteg columns.
(IS) ltomeaters (IRA andVI) to (2) Melt (M) to remove any residual
(10) Aeorders (MI. PA..
and 34)
ksre by visua oervalon. tat eam- patIuateA matter from ta colleted to provide permanent records of calibreouant flo ratesaM Maintained through- Sample.
Sim~
sanning
and
sample
meare(3) P~ MOSto truanfr samo"e
from the ample typto the alysere.
(14) 7hree-wa adeoId valve (VI,
(4) Selecto val (V4. VS VS. V7,
5%and VS) in divest sample streams to and vs) for
U. i 150.)
eonti
nam.
ipan
1:ise
andb are
Ma
either th eirrpecotva beg or overboard.
Ue SAVaLyesrevised as folow:
gas"Or Westh
(I) Quick-connect leak-tsht fitna
dnutlexhast mixture entering Ue pot). with auloai shat
UVe displacmenUt ptmp. (See 11201-83 (Cl. C2. a
boo
off on bag sW to stinob sample
(1).)
(7) Oauge (01) with an accuracy of to Smpe syteM.
(14) Samplecollection beg for On*8 mm. MsBe
Wmeasure the prnessr (ion
air
ad
xhust
samples
of
aul/clt
depra don
of the dilute exhaust mixture
entertng the posiUve displacement pump. capacity s a not to Impedesmple
flow.
relative to ahntmcahertpressure.
(I) Revolution countersto count the
with an accuracy of
-I (6) Gauge
ft to(0S)
maeme
positive
ad whU*each
of " tok
the pressure In- pump
8 mm.g
Phas dnscam
In proven
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AND RIOULAIONS
OM "a ANPWIvS-

with air (or caaen) mad NO man gas
hm Proportion Which result In a mix In
the operating renre of the anabr. Provd mosh ozygon for substantial oaveslon ol nO to NO..
(It) Knead be* end immediately canneatthe be to the ample Inle and
alterately measure the NO and NO.
comentration at i-minute intervals by
Slternal pen the sample through
.the Onverter and the Woe (cloee
valve N$ and 11l0 to minimize pump
down rate of beg). After several minutes
of operation, the recording otNO and
NO. will resemble Figure to Ifthe conver r Is efint.
Ness though the
amount of N0. increase with Ume, the
towa NO, (NO+NO,) remains constant.
A decay of NO, with time indicates the
converter isnot ementially 100 percent
ellicent and the caue should be determined before the Insiument Is used.
(uI) The convert
efficlimc should
be checked al last once weekl
nd
PW- W one daily.
* (b)80. 00.CO. and NO. mesurements: Allow a minimum of 20 minutes
wanmip for the O analyer and S hours
for the 00. CO. and NO. analyzrs.
(Power Is noemelly lit on Infrared end
1" odncence anWVz : but when
otin ue. W.hopp nmoos at the in.

frared enlymn are turned off and the
pbolotabe high VoltagesoPPly 09 the
ebleinaec analyser Is placed In
the stan position.) 7h olowving seq
e at
shouldbe perdIn onjunonwth eachmt

cc m"asMUrela:

(I)Zso the anlysees. Obltan a stable
wro on moh amiler meter and reerer. Recheck etter teets
(2)
roua span gus end set the
O0 end O A
lsr.ga
the Be
in
WO
oretce - _W___T anlym
temple caaill
Jim rate and
NO ana.lysr high voltage emPly
tigers lb. *xasut Gas LealytLeal Syatels
to mtch te eallbration ourvNe.
In oeder
avoid cceectome. span and clbrote
9. Zn I 120161, a new WpSap (n) rte, by lutng th,beck peessur 1111Sto theme
*
flow rat usd to enaas the
dtUao.to give the dired range iet
Asaddedas follows:
the dedw
of the
NO.voltae
Anslyser
an dconcentratdon equal tpo
zla
adJust
the sale
pW ,t1e
high
amp
percent o ftug ale. 1fgin hams
to wae th desred ang.
b
sailfeantir
an
the
00
c0
analyers
STW hum
the dilution r.
(4) Calbrate the HC analye wit
scheme unig nesaar, checkocaibrapeorpne (air diuont) Seamhaving now
tion. Rucheck %;W test Show actual
eal 0onuenttons equal to 80 and l4
1; ,ection 1201.6 it res to reed a
team:
pe Pnt ce
s cia. Ca
aMt the a
Check N n (1)
i &M
9Othe(2) Cd
ODMttO
raorgab
this
analy With cachet monod (aitr "In(3)
6180.84 Aasy"! "suma ealloesils
em d11u0t) g16seand the C0 a nalM
paragraph Ifqire
with season 41103de(nitrogum 4u19t
(4) Cheek now MveI and pree.
sn having nombial eonmtraii
() Cirale the analtea s"m y
(6) Ugasare MC. 00. CM ad eO.
61.
so
S. and 1o
ast
Ia o
e
s daym.Use the Sam equa so20.1240.,
of samples. Care should
Ipret of
sale. Calibrate th NC concentration
M
fow rae s whe aalyng maps.
be s ried to peveut moisture from
(1) AdJus analyser to optimist per- anbler With nitte aside (nitrog
eondemInc in the ample cotlecUon beg.
o
d•luent)
oam
havig
nomb
c,
m
foseance.
(6) Cbeck seo and spen points.
e
(S) Zero the bydrearbon analer tratlons equal to 5 ad 100 prmrc
(0) Nr the Purpose. cc this WsU^ca
with
a grade air and the carbon me.- ftl seals. The actual COnoeniUSUc i the
term 1wre grade ar Incudes arUshould
be
known
to
within
2
pe
ode, eibon doxlde, and oxides of
MWciale*cr
consirting ofia blend of nitrothe true valu.
nitro" analsers with sWo grade ntro- of (5)
Compare values obtained on th gen and ogMen wlthw gND cenentragen The allowal mr
a impuV
tkon
between
18and i mole perest.
CO
and
CO.
anablse
with
preom
oe"
eoneatiuons should not efed I p.p.m.
i. seule 11.68
. Is msed to read
equivalet sbom reoemes, I ppAm car- bratlen curve. Any d11-at chang*
bat
e. MnoItde,
e
.U(MI mole per- reflects sme problems In the zstemnI. a follows:
Locale and pcorbcprobiM and iead 11201.45 Dyaesseeeeeaaa.
eaMt)
cat.
dteaide
and
0.1
p4pm.
be." Use best Judgmet In 8s16n
* satt eode.
(a) the vehleo shall be allowed to
fo dara reducion.
(5) so the CO and cot "Alyz gaio crves
(6) Ceck the O, to No convert r stand with thegskW turned of fora
to Sive the
e ransm.Select U do- effitewc by the followingprocedure:
pl
d fnot lai than iS-hours before
ired atsful ngo
ale of the NO ans(1) Ill new (not peervlouly ed t a he old ster exhaust emission test at
lyse and sat the sample gapela"o
twed eha
gA AsAspli)l
, ha s a amaient ttmgeseure isspecified In S1PNGa"
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ii 1201.73 and 1201.54.The vehil shall "traneent" sample beg. transfer to the
In analytical syrtentand procm according
be stored prior to the emission tesas
to 11201 4 as so as practical and in
such a manner that preclpitation (e..
rain or dew) does not occur on the ve- no case longer than 10 minutes after the
hicle. The complete dynamometer testend of this portion of the tent.
(12) Turn the enine off 2 seconds
consists of a cold start drlve of 7.1tles
and sfmulates a hot start drive of 74 after the end of the last deceleration (at
'The vehicle is allowed to stand on 1I seconds).
nfles.
(13) lIve seconds after the engine
the dynamometer during the 10-minute
time period between the cold and hot stops running, simultaneously turn off
teAtIsdivided revolution Omter No.2 and position the
start teats. The cold start
Mntotwo Perlod. The frt period. rePra- sample solenoid valve to the "dump"
sntug the cold start " randent" phase position. Immediately disconnect the
termnates t the end of the deceleration "stabilized" exhaust and dilution air
which isscheduled to occur at 503 aec- sample begs, transfer to analytical sysonds of the driving schedule. The second tem and proesM samples aoording to
period, representing the "4stabil ted" J121.#4 as soon as practicable and in
phase, consst. of the remainder of the no ese longer than 10 minutes after
driving schedule including engine shut- the end of this poron of the dnamomdown. 'The hot start test similarly con- star test.
sit of two periods. The first period,
(14) Immedlately after the end of the
representing the hot start "tranaent" sample period, disconnect the-exhaust
phase. terminates at the same point In tube from the tinlpPefa), turn Off the
the driving schedule as the first phase cooling fan and close the engine 0cmof the cold start test. The second period partent over.
"stabilized" phase.
of the hot start teat.
(15) Turn off the pltile displaceis assumed to be Identical tothe scrid ment
pump.
period of the cold start tet. Therefore,
(1) Repest the stop In subparsgraph
the hot start test terminates after the (2)
through (10) of this parasraph for
fr period (505 seconds) Is run. During
the tests the ambient temperature shall the hot start test except only one svacuated sample beg is required for ampling
r.
be between 88'F.and 66"
(b) The following steps shall be taken exhaust gas. The step in subparagraph
(1) of this paragraph shall begin S and
for each tlst:. (1)Place drive wheels oi vehicle on 11 minutes after the end of the sample
period for the cold start test.
dynanlometer without &&rtng enine.
(17) At the end of the deceleration
(2) Open the vehicle engine compartwhich is scheduled to occur At 6 seethe cooling tan.
amut cover and start
(5) With the sample solenoid valves onds, simultaneously turn off the No. I
In the "dump" position connect evaci- revolution counter and position the samated sample collection bes to the two pie solenoid valve to the " d p" posi
dilute exhaust sample connectors and the tion. (Engine shutdown is not pert of the
hot'start test sample Period.)
dilution air sample line connector.
disconnect the
(18) Immediately
(4) Start the Positive displacement
pump, the sample pumm and the tom- "transient" exhaust and dilution air
perature recorder. (The heat exchanger sample begs, transfer to analytical sysof the constant volume sampler should ten and process samples aCordiln to
be preheated to Its operating tempera- I 12oi.64 as soon as practicable and in no
turn before titest begins.)
ease longer than 10minutes after the end
(I) Adjust the sample flow rates to of this portion of the dynamometer test.
the desired flow rate (minimum of 10
(1) Disconnect the exhaust tube
ei.b.) and satthe revolution counters from the vehice tailpipe(s) and remove
to nMo.
vehicle from dynamometer.
(6) Attach the flexible exhaust tube to
(20) Turn off the" positve displacethe vehile tailpe(s), ment pump.
(7) Simultaneously start the revoluSection 1201 M is revised, to read
tio counter for the positive displace- as IL
follows:
ment pump, position the sample solenoid
valves to direct the sample flowsInto the * 1201.86 (art reads.
"translent" exhaust sample bag and the
(a) Determine the HC. CO. CO. and
diltio sitsample beg, and start crank- NO. concentrations of the dilution air
ig theengine.
and diluto exhaust sample bags from the
(8) FIfteen seconds after the engine instrument defloetions or recordings
In
gear.
starts, plae the tranemlsslen
making uos of appropriate calibration
(9) Twenty secondss after the engine chlarts.
*War% begin the initial vehicle socelera.(b) Determine the vergee dilute Oxties of the driving schedule.
hatst mixture temperatures from the
(10)Operate the vehicle according to temperature recorder trace If Areorder
dynamometer driving schedule is used.
* the
(6 l10.7).
1. Section 1201.7 is revised to read
(11)At the end of the decdetion aalolows*
which is scheduled to occur at 605 sec1
2201.7 Caleulsties ( eaust end.
onds. simultaneotusly switch the dilute
$101111).
exhaust
sample flowfrom the "trasient"
beg to the "Istabill=e" beig switch off The final reported test results shalt
revolutio country No I and start emst- be computed by use of "bs followig
isome
o
t te formulae:
or NoS.I Imedlat

I

NOMA

(a) Fo light duty vehicles:
T.+T.lff*
T.,,= 40-41 7.o of ra.h
mess emam~ons
A. no. o. or NO.. Is
pasprSheeMile.
T..Mess essles"ea us eslUlased t.
Ste "isASt" Pba of 4heC-44
sert tet In psms per t(st phT
Tu=meila emsioes as esmulated In.,"
tSeS"teuk*ren phas of she te
tart test, In erw per teStphMe

T.enWghto

pslutt.on

T.8dasIt smlmaeIsOus eitalete1 Intn.

the "sa4tlUed" psee of the es4-s
gran per tet p5,sw
sta to"t
t
,b) The mass of each pollutant for
each phase of both the cold start test and
the hot start test is determined from Ste
following:
(1) Hydrocarbon Mas:

(2) Oxide of nitrogen Mess:
NO...
S
i~eoee
(2) Carbon monoxide Mass:
Co,1 .-

(€) Meaning of symbols:
In
emissions.
uO&I.,Uyedresrbe
insi pertot p--.
tp Of hydrosarbons In the
ssaat w. asumIng an
drrgen
SW to
averog est

D esdtye..=

~de

sebse feet " W
Inso.Es pressure(iefl gom
en. ft.).
31O.,. =Updrecarbon 0040011traties of
the dute eaust maple

aosrect for background. It
lopg.ss5b0n5 oquiesenS. 10
equivalent Propose X9.
NC. (1-ISUFI

UOK.,.=NC.-

where:
of
I~nCtulresubon ecocaoenets
uhaset
at
he dlute Is
ro-s. msmple
Who.ineasure.

to
equinsleot

.
aw0.e"ydreaiaeOoo'tsie
tbo dsuo o at measured

in p#.sL eashoeeuitadval
hemIbom.
0O.,,.,. U00es c( nitregs
in grm per "a phie.
Deeity,meoeity *I emide Of ,steOff-

VO $6. Ito. III-AiIAYJMY to It

inwtse U st F&m

aUitng

sa diode.n wlaf
-

e

g
.gpreeetsra
ft.).
c.

Si.~,onle
sfiU

-AO

PIT

154legas

105O0rtft

esreote fee hoseground, tn piln.
15,,..,sNO,--.UO, (1I-I/WI'

-

ft"eesAla
of silows.
ccms15
temple 0s 0062"etd. inP
t" l5~ltla
am OrOU

ssmere.

al

In pf.

OO6..mawe~ n peasss esons. to
Pens Per "A pblose,
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RULESAND REGULATIONS
IDee~yelt*=De

V.=Volue ofI gas pumped by the pelti
dlsplasement pump. In cubic
abic feet per revolution. This vol=
un is dependent e te pan s
dilerwetia wes the polUve die
plsmment pump.
N=Number of rnoluttons f the postive

ty of carbon mmmoolde In

JUST gs./cu. ft..
asm et the diut~e exhaust
sample eeretad tfr back.

,bw,:

-t-0.00Ut1(481))
OO.m (1--O.01e5(A)
8O5AuSA piJn.
IA
IP.te
IU- (100,4+201A) XlO0a
=08.02
HO....=106.-l.l (1-/0.110)
VV=

o the dilute ex.
Ph=Absolute prerssr
displeos.
positive
hownstt entering
rm.L
HIA.
br.
pump. Inthe

AOC.=rbo
soalasde e eentration o
the dilute exhaust sample volume
for water vapr and
treee
e

EO6... = (2595)(1043) (61.03/l.00Q,000)
4.027 grams per tootphase.

instute pressure ninus the presure
depression below samospheric ofthe

carbons
dlcad extraction In Ppas.
The calculation esumee the by-

mixture entering the positive dis.
placement pump.
TAver4eg temperature of dilute exhaust
eateuing
poesUve displsement
pump dung test while examples
sm being elected,
In dogres

rtio 51 the fude is
dragenassebes
1.15:1.
00.am(i-0.01556o..-OAq
it) 00t.
wOhest:eenrsk

omwad centrationl at

e as
s dot exhaust
weseed. top4mA.
ahswoheaf dsmd" eoneentration c
-tse
dtsat ehawut sample. In

((o
J i)
(04.18) (10A9/i.000.000)
:141 gra per tat phase.
=
0
CO..,=2e.4-1i (1-1/.16)=27.8
O....= (1M) (5.)7) (279.0/i.000000)

UM4pane per test phase.

te=HUMIdlty correction tetacr.

(2) For the "stablised" portion of the
odd start test assume that similar oalculatone resulted In HC.....=0.62 grams
per test phase; NO.naslj7 cams per
tes,phase: aind CO...=508 grams per

Es

wow -erest.

otaUve humidity 09 the di tiutl

-E=2Absolute humidity ipains of water
per poMd c dry air.

ei. in percent.
ooenrboft 100003eS'concentration of

=024

1 10.=0.4p~a
004= (1-AOW(4))
1113=1a.1pp.m.

dispiessnlt pump during1155test
phi"e while samples swe being

pOund. watw vapor and G0M
etMoeon. in
AP
L
OO, ".OO-Oce (i-i/DP)

00nzsorbo

Ken

test ph~
(3) For the "transknt"portion of the
(d) Example calcullm of mas
hot stert test assume that similar calcuson
values:
(1) F the "transent" phMe of the lations resulted In HC....O.51 grams

the ditutios air sorroted ter
o. in "AL
wate vpar owet
OOe0 (I-05555 a) 0oc,

odd start test assume V.=0231

per tet phase; NO...,= 138 pim per
phase: and C....=1.01 prais per
test phase.
(4) For a 1975 light duty vehicle:
HO,.=((0.4I) (4.027)+(0.57) (0.5l)+042)/
7.8=0382 gram per ve hce mile.
NO*_-((OAS) (l10)+(057) (118)+
14r"rr/sno:se gra per vehiol, mile.

cu. It.

00e, =Crbou owead" concentration of per mention; N=10,483: R-48 per- tot
dilutien asrsimple as meams-cent; Ha-e paint per pound of dry air;
the
Vnec in "pL
lSA
0018.+ (alO.+OO.) X 10-4
eu
t Volume tn
VaauTotal dle
0"Ml tist pertet phase oeere
to siadr oemdioft (Mi-"/
,6" MI rM.L ft).
VaeT
,
V (Vw~ ees us) (M*1WRT)
w
ewd:
I..

N

77-1"5 0 - 72 - 30

Po-0li mm. Hg; T o=670"R;HC.o106A
pam. caon
equivalent; NO.*=I1I
p.Pm.; CO..=1.45
pAL.; CO.m-0.8
parent; HCS-I2.1 pjpm.. N04-0J
Ppm.; COe-I5J ppJ

Then:
Vos

MMif

(0344)
M) ,SM-5

nSS6S?5

OO.m=((0.4*) (1234)+(057) (6.3)+
1.9)/74.46
graos per vehicle sile.
IlPtDomo-.140 Pled 7-1-71;8:45 am)

(10,4)
(0s2/70)
(08/
eu. ft per test phase.

No.S

-,5
-4"Y.
u.

JN

2.
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Proposed Rule Making
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
145 CFt Pert 1201)
CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION FROM

NEW MOTOR VEHICLES AND NEW
MOTOR VEHICLE ENGINES

Proposed Standards and Test Procedures Applicable to 1973 and
1974 Ught-Duty Vehldes
In Fomjunetlon with a review of eommant on the proposed 155 IWht-dutr
vehicle emission standards and test proedures (34 PM
R-S
and 33 PJ. 4w),
a study was made of air quality data to
determine th proper hot-start-to-colds4 welghtlng $or thse teat procedures.
It was determined that a weighing
different from that reflected In the prowould better represent emissions
that sould be measured to meet air
quality r"umet Accordingly, the

testprocdures
t.o7
anSrdbenadotedfo
gecyas the atan
dards which have da
published
subsequet
modelaplcal
year vehicle,
toseytaua:
In this issue @1the Fasma Reena, are
grams per vehicle1.Hyd.ocarona-4.6
mile.
mode In this regard.
3. Carbon monozlde-28.0 grasw per
t malte the redeirbl
11
proedre
=applicable to vehicle mle.
5
3. Oxdes of Ntrogen-3.1 grns per
However, because
Wmd ars.
e=e
teemay be objections regarding the vehicle mile.
leadtlme Involved Sn applying the revised
Interested perons may submit writprocedures to the 12 and 1974 model ten date. views, or arguments (in quadyears, It would be Inappropriate to make r
te) in retard to the proposed reg.
this hsng without providing an opporto the Administrator. Envlron.
tunlty for pr'oposed
comment. for
therefore,
the test
Protection Agency. Attention:
appllcabiltyv
tc,mental
procedure,
Ofte of Alr Programs, Parklawn Buildthe 1972 and 1974 model years (6 P.R. ing, 5600 FWsher IMe, Rockvlle. MD
22) are being adopted in this Isme of 30652. All relevant material received not
the roa
Aiowza without a change later than 60 days after the publication
of this notice will be considered. Thi no.
in htsa-to-cold-start weighting.
Notice is hereby given that the Admin- tie of proposed rule making Is Issued
istrator is considering malin the Fed- under the authority of section 202, Puberal test procedures promulgated for lie LAW01-4 (se S. 4 Otat. 1680).
applicabUty to 4#5 and later model
Dated: June ,1071.
years applicable to U 17 and 1974
WUn4uAD. RuVcwsUVs,
U standards for
model yers as wl.
Ad tktator.
thos Year would be adjusted A folIows to reflect the same degree of stdinIWRA
Dee.11-9000 7%ed7-i-71;546 &=I

~s
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ATTACHMENT 5
GENERAL MoToRs CoRem.
ENVIRONMENTAL AcTIVITIES STAFF,

Warren, Mich., January18, 197.

Mr. W. D. RUCKELsHAUs,

Administrator,EnvironmentalProtectionAgency,
.r

Washington, D.O.
DERn Mn. RUCKELSHAUS: As you know, Section 202(b) (5) (A) of the Clean
kJr Actas amended, provided that after January 1, 1972 a vehicle manufacturer may apply fir suspension of the 1975 model year hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide standards. General Motors would prefer to be in a position to make
such a request, for our stated goal has been to take the car out of the air pollution problem at the earliest possible date. We have been, and continue to be,
optimistic that the levels of vehicular emissions specified in the 1975 standards
can be accompllfhed--undow-ertain conditions with approaches under development. We have also been successful in building experimental systems for vehicleswhich have met the 1975 emission levels, at low mileage. Nevertheless, we have
not yet advanced to the point of assurance that these systems, wheh mass produced and used in normal customer service, could meet either the 1975 emission
levels or necessary durability and reliability levels.
The most likely of the systems we have built involves a catalytic converter. In
order to be certain that .we could equip all 1975 model vehicles with appropriate
emission control systems incorporating a catalytic converter, it would be necessary for us to commit ourselves immediately to a catalyst supplier. However, we
are unable at this time to designate specific catalysts which will adequately accomplish these requirements for field application.
A further impediment to definition of a system to satisfy the 1975 standards is
the importance in ultimate price to the consumer that the same system components become an Integral part of that which will satify the 1978j-equirements.
We are, as yet, in the early stages of developing a system for 1976, but are still
far short of that goal, even in a demonstration phase.
Beyond this, there are many unanswered questions which must be resolved
before we can make final decisions on our system and its components. These include among others the potential problems and costs for the consumer in terms
-of component replacement, owner maintenance, fuel composition, reduced durability and safety. There are also problems related to other industries such as
the oil and refining industry which must be resolved if a best, least-cost system
is to be achieved. These factors are In addition to the establishment of vehicle
certification anden--dof-line testing prQcedures andstandards.
Therefore, we have reluctantly come to the conclusion that it is necessary to request the suspension provided in Section 202(b) (5) (A), and this letter can be
considered a formal request for suspension of the 1975 hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide standards for light duty vehicles and engines until the 1976 model
year production. In addition, we are undertaking o organize the data to support
this request. As you are aware, we have already provided a great deal of this
information to EPA, We are endeavoring to assemble the material in a form for
your purposes of evaluating this request.
General Motors makes this request as a consequence of insufficient technology
to allow mass production of emission control systems for 1975 models which
would meet the provisions of the Clean Air Act. However, we assure yo- that
postponement of the 1975 vehicular emission requirements until the 1976 model
-year will result In no declination in our effort in this area. We will pursue with
the utmost of diligence the goals which Congress has established.
We'also- request and wish to point out that any interim changes in emission
level specification between 1973 and'a one-year extension of the 1975 requirements would interfere seriously with our capability to accommodate the targeted
emission levels. We, therefore, urgently request that no such interim changes
be adopted. Particularly we-make this request in view of the almost negligibleimpact that a one-year extension of 1973 standards will have on the atmosphere,
Very truly yours,
D. S. STABEMAN, Vice President.

IINViDONMENVAL PaorcIoN AGNc0T,
Washington, D.0, January19, 1979.
Mr. H). S. STARKMAN,

-

-

Vioe President,GeneralMotors Corps., General Motors Technio Oeater, Warre,
Mich.
Daa Ms. STAVMA :- This i in reply to your letter of Junary 12, 1972, in
which you request that the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency grant to General Motors a suspension of the 1975 emission standards for
uoneyear in accordance with Section 202(b) (5) (A) of the Clean Air Act,, as
amended. Your letter summarizes General Motors' reasons for requesting the
extension in general terms. The letter also requests that no interim standards
more stringent than the 1978 emission standards be set.
As you know, the Section 202(b) ((5) (D) requires the Administrator to make
four determinations favorable to the applicant in order to grant a one-year suspension of the standards. These are: (1) a determination that such suspension
is essential to the public interest or the public health and welfare of the United
States; (ii) a determination that all good faith efforts have been made to meet
the standards for which suspension has been requested; (ll) a determination
that the applicant has established that effective control technology, processes,
opertaing methods, or other alternatives are not available, or have not been available for a sufficient period of time to achieve compliance prior to the effective
date of such standards; and (iv) a determination that the study and investigation of the National Academy of Sciences conducted pursuant to Section 202 (c)
of Act, and other information available to the Administrator, has not indicated
that technology, processes, or other alternatives are available to meet such
standards.
The burden of proof on determinations (ii) and (ii) clearly rests on the party
seeking suspension of the standards. Complete documentation of the applicant's
efforts to comply is essential to any suspension of the standards, apd this documentation can only come from the applicant. Your letter states that data to
support your request is being assembled. Until this information is received, a
complete assessment of General Motors' efforts to date is impossible, and the
findings required by the law cannot be made. Since the Clean Air Act requires
the Administrator to hold a public hearing and to render a final decision with
respect to an application within-60 days, it is our judgment that a request for
suspension must be documented before the application can be deemed to be
complete and before the 60-day time period begins to run. A detailed indication of the type of documentation that is necessary has been provided to you
&
In guidelines prepared by this Agency.
To fully comply with the law's public hearing requirement the public must
have adequate and timely access to the factual foundation for the applicant's
case with respect to determinations (i1) and (iii). Effective and responsible public participation at the hearing is clearly an important objective of the-statutory
procedure and can only be assured If the essential portions of an applicant's
supporting data accompaniy the application and are available to the public. I want
to stress at this time my strong belief that the public's right to participate responsibly in the proceedings looking toward the granting or denial of requests
for suspension is not compatible'with an attempt 'by any applicant to place major
reliance on supporting data previously submitted by the applicant but not made
public, unless such data is made public at the time of application.
Vor these reasons your January 12, 1972, letter cannot be considered to be a
legally sufficient application for suspension until necessary documentation and
supporting data is submitted. When a complete application is submitted by General Motors, the public hearing required by Section 202(b) (D) will be scheduled.
Sincerely yours,
Wx=A D. RUoKELsHus, Administrator.
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ATTACHMENT 6
-UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOB THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Civil No. 24015-71
UNIrn STATES Or AMERIcA, PLAINTvFF, v. FORD MOTOR CO. AND
FORD MAzzwoNG CORP., DEzNDANTS
COMPLAINT FOR INJUNOTIVY

AND MONETA Y RELIEF

The United States of America, by its undersigned attorneys, by authority of
the Attorney General, and at the request of the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, brings this suit against the defendants and alleges
that:
I. This is a civil action for injunctive relief and for the Imposition of a civil
penalty against Ford Motor Company and Ford Marketing Corporation for
violations of Section 208 of the Olean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C 1857f-2.
II. This Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this action pursuant
to 28 U.S.C. 1845 and 42 U.S.O. 1857f-3.
III. Defendants, Ford Motor Company and Ford Marketing Corporation, are
corporations organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware
and are licensed to do business and are doing business In the District of
Columbia.
IV. Defendant Ford Motor Company Is a manufacturer and seller and defend.
ant Ford Marketing Corporation is a seller of new motor vehicles and new motor
vehicle engines for distribution in commerce.
_
V. Section 1857f-2 of Title 42 of the United States Code provides In pertinent
part that:
(a) The following acts and the causing thereof are prohibited(1) In the case of a manufacturer of new motor vehicles or new motor
vehicles engines for distribution in commerce, the sale, or the offering for
sale, or the introduction, or the delivery for introduction, into commerce
. . . of any new motor vehicle or new motor vehicle engine, manufactured
after the effective date of regulations under this part which are applicable
to such vehicle or engine unless such vehicle or engine is covered by a
certificate of conformity Issued (and In effect) under regulations prescribed
under this part *
VI. The Regulations prescribed under 42 U..O.1897f-1 and 42 U.S.O. 1857g
were published in the Federal Register on November 10, 1970 (85 Fed. Reg.
17288), and became effective the same day.
VII. Upon information and belief, defandants, during the period commencing
on or about July 16, 1971, and ending on or about September 24, 1971, introduced Into commerce or delivered for Introduction into commerce approximately
200,000 new motor vehicles that were not covered by certificates of conformity as
required by 42 U.S.O. 1857f-5 and regulations issued-pursuant thereto, thereby
doing or permitting the doing of one or more of the acts prohibited by 208(a).
Such vehicles were Introduced into commerce or delivered for introduction into
commerce on consignment under documents by which defendants retained title
to such motor vehicles and under terms and conditions that did not permit the
consignees to sell or otherwise dispose of such motor vehicles until they were
certified by the Environmental Protection Agency and, where appropriate, reworked so that they were in all material respects of substantially the same construction as the test vehicles upon the basis of which the certificates of conformity were based.
VIII. The violations of introducing or delivering for introduction Into coinmerce of uncertified motor vehicles consisted of the movement in Interstate commerce, or the causing thereof, by defendants or one of them of uncertified motor
vehicles.
IX. Injunctive relief to restrain violations is specifically provided by 42 U.S.C.
187f4-. Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law.
WzzWWomr, plaintiff prays:
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L For a judgment imposing a civil penalty, pursuant to 42 U.S.O. 185Tf-4, on
the defendants for each violation of 42 U.S.O. 1857f.-2.
2. For a permanent injunction enJoining the defendants from violating 42
U.S.O. 1867f-2.
& For such other relief as the Court may deem appropriate.
L. PAmOx GR Y III,

AsUeta6t Attorney GeersL

RI GREY LEWIS,

Deputy Aaaiatwxt Attorney GeneraL
IRWIN GOLDUDoOM,

Attorney, Departmentof Justio,4

Attorisoy for PWI tff.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Civil No. 2405-71
UNIm STATzs or AmmucA, mwAwnr, v. rose Moo, Co. we
FOu MAxRK1IN 0ouW., V'mANDTU.
MTIPULATION

It is stipulated and agreed by and between the undersigned parties, by their
respective attorneys, that:
(1) The Final Judgment attached hereto and filed herewith may be entered by
the Court at any time after the expiration of thirty (30) days following the date
of filing of this Stipulation without any further notice to any party or other proceedings, either upon the motion of any party or upon the Court's on motion,
provided that the Plaintiff has not withdrawn its consent as provided herfin;
(2) The Plaintiff may withdraw Its consent hereto at any time within said
period of thirty (80) days by serving notice thereof upon the defendents and
filing said notice with the Court;
(8) In the event Plaintiff withdraws its consent hereto, this Stipulation shall
be of no effect whatever in this or any other proceeding and the making of this
Stipulation shall not in any manner prejudice any consenting party in any subsequent proceedings.
Dated:
FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
L. PATNwI
GuT, 111,

A8aebtant Attorm
I. Gumy Lxw,.

Deputy Aeeitanit Attorae
IRwIN Go-a-OM,

Gleer.

Goeneral.

Attorney, Department of Jsti$e.

FOR TE D]NF1NDANT8:

-WRIOHT TsDALU,

Attorney for Defendants
HowARD P. WMLUZS.

-

.

UNITED STATE DISTRICT COTIRT FOR
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Civil No. 2405-71
UNITr

fTATxs ow AMNRCA, rwvnw, v.Foxn Morvo Co. AtD
FORD MAAKITIN6 Cou., DEFENANTS

ANgWZR

Defendants Ford Motor Company and Ford Marketing Corporation ("defendants") answer the Complaint as follows:
Pirst defense
The Complaint fails to state a claim against defendants upon which relief can
be granted.
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Second defense
Defendants admit the allegations of paragraphs I through VI of the Complaint
and so much of paragraph VII thereof as allege that, during the period alleged,
defendants shipped or caused the shipment on consignment of approximately
200,000 neW motor vehicles that were not yet covered by certificates of conformity
under the terms and conditions which prohibited the consignees from selling or
otherwise disposing of such vehicles until they were certified by the Environmental Protection Agency and, where appropriate, reworked so that they were
in all material respects of substantially the same construction as the test vehicles upon the basis of which the certificates of conformity ultimately were Issued;
but denies each and every other material allegation of the Complaint.
WHamwoi
defendants pray judgment that the Complaint be dismissed.
HOWARD P. WILLENS,
AttorneV for Defendants.

Of Counsel: Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Civil No. 2405-71
UNITED STATES or AMExiCA, PLAINTIFF, v. FORD MOTOR Co. AND
FOmD MARKETING CORP., DEFENDANTS.
ACCEPTANCE OF SERVICE

The undersigned defendants hereby acknowledge receipt of the complaint herein, waive service of process, and appear herein.
FonD MOTORING Co. and FoD MAnKaTINa Cojp.
By HOWAD P. WILLENS,
Attorney for Defendants.
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Civil No. 2405-71
-UNITED

STATES OF AMERICA, PLAINTIFF, v. FORD MOTOR CO. AND

FoRnD MARKETING CouP., DEFENDANTS.
FINAL JUDGMENT

The ilaintiff having filed its complaint herein on December -, 1971, alleging
violations of Section 208 of the Clean Air Act-as amended, 42 U.S.C. 1857f-2, seeking injunctive and monetary relief on the basis of such allegations, and defendants
having filed their answer denying certain allegations of the complaint, and the
parties without trial having consented to the entry of this final judgment, it is
by the Court this day of
-, 1972,
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED a follows:
I. This Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this action and of the
parties hereto. The complaint states claims for relief against the defendants under
28 U.S.C. 1845 and 42 U.S.C. 1857, et aeq.
II. A. The word "Defendants" shall mean the defendant Ford Motor Company,
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware,
having a principal place of business at Dearborn, Michigan, and defendant Ford
Marketing Corporation, a corporation organized and existing under the laws
of the State of Delaware, having a principal place of business at Dearborn,
Michigan.
B. The word "subsidiary" shall mean a company in which fifty per cent(50%)
or more of the voting securities is owned or controlled by the defendants or either
of them and which is engaged in the sale or distribution in the United States of
new motor vehicles manufactured in the United States.
C. Each of the words "new motor vehicle," "scale," "offering for sale," "introducing into, or delivering for introduction into commerce," "commerce," "ultimate
purchaser," "State" and "model year" shall have the same meaning as that spedfied in Sections 218 and 802 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 1857f-7),
and in 85 Federal Register 17288-89 dated November 10,1970.
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III. The provisions of this Final Judgment shall apply to the defendants and to
each of its or their domestic subsidiaries, successors and assigns.
IV. Defendants are permanently enjoined and restrained from introducing or
delivering for introduction into commerce new motor vehicles unless they shall
have received'notice of certification of such vehicles by the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to the Clean Air Act as amended, 42 U.S.C. 1857, et seq.
and regulations Issued pursuant thereto, which shall include but not be limited
to interstate shipment of new motor vehicles to dealers or other consignees under
documents by which title to such motor vehicles is retained by them and under
terms and conditions that do not permit the consignees to sell or otherwise
dispose of such new motor vehicles unless they shall have received notice of
certification of such vehicles by the Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to
the Clean Air Act as amended, 42 U.S.C. 1857, et seq. and regulations issued
pursuant thereto.
V. Nothing in thisFinal Judgment shall be deemed to prohibit defendants from
availing themselves of any right or benefit they may have pursuant to the Clean
Air Act, as amended, any present or future Act of Congress, or any present
or future regulation promulgated thereunder, including but not limited to 19 Code
of Federal Regulations 12.73-12.80 and 34 Federal Register 18551-52 dated
November 21, 1069.
VI. Defendants are ordered topay the suni of Ten Thousand ($10,000) and
no/100 Dollars to plaintiff as a civil penalty.
VII. This Final Judgment shall Iecome effective upon entry hereof and shall
be without prejudice to defendants' right to seek modification thereof if, at any
time in the future, the Environmental Protection Agency (or other defendants'
domestic competitors to do any of the acts prohibited by Section IV of this Final
Judgment.
United States Dstrit Judge.

ATTACHMENT 7
LiST O1 CASES CHALLENoxNo EPA STANDAMSb
1. Secondary ambient air quality standard for sulfur oxides
Kennecott Copper Corporation-Petitioner v. EPA-Defendant U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia-Docket No. 71-1410
2. 1975 motor vehicle emission standard for hydrocarbons
Natural Resources Defense Counsel, Inc. and Center for Science in the Public
Interest, Petitioner, v. William D. Ruckelshaus, Administrator, Defendant, U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia, Civil Action No. 2598-71

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much.

Mr. Kyos, do you have questions I

Mr. Kmos. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ruckelshaus, with regard to the Birmingham pollution episode, Chairman Rogers did take several members of the committee
down there and, frankly, for the first time I realized how extensive and

tou4h your job is In Birmingham, it was pretty obvious that the industrial people, although they meant well, had to lay off employees. The

people were upset, but the U.S. attorney, who was a very young man,
was willing to go ahead and shut down those plants for several days.
It was an awful thing to have to let 50,000 or 60,000 men out of their
jobs, but at the same time you -hada duty to perform, and I think you

did very well.

Mr. IUOKELSHAUS. Thank you, Mr. Kyros. It illustrates to me how
the regional offices can respond to this kind of an emergency, because

it was really done out of our Atlanta office in cooperation with our

research center in Durham, N.C. Those men went down there and

enforced the law which is what we should be doing to protect the
public health, and a major part of the credit belongs to them.
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Mr. Kynos. There has been a lot of discussion about the conference
out west. I see no reason why Congressmen should not consider constituents when looking into the clean air situation.
The New York Times on Sunday, January 16, 1972, carried the automobile manufacturers' statement that they cannot meet the 1975 deadline. This was challenged by Eric 0. Stork of the EPA, who said that
the Agency is not yet convinced the industry cannot meet the Federal
requirements by 1975. He added that the Agency itself does not intend
to put forward any proposals for relaxing those standards.
Does that mean that Mr. Stork believes that the 1975 standards can
still be met I
Mr. RUCKXLHAUS. He is fully capable of speaking for himself, but
let me say that under the terms of the act it is my responsibility to make
a judgment, after the submission of an application by the automobile
companies that they cannot meet the standards, as to whether they have
satisfied the criteria in the act.
Clearly, it would be premature for me or Mr. Stork tostate whether
they can or cannot until we go through the procedure required in the
act. So, I think his statement is consistent with the terms of the statute,
and he has my full support on the statement.
Mr. Kmos. Often when one is quoted in the newspapers it sounds
as though a decision has been made, but he was just making a
comment, probably a very frank one.
Have you or any other members of your staff had any meetings
with the automobile industry directly?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Shortly after I began this job, I had a single
meeting with each of the presidents of the automobile companies for
the purpose of telling them how I would like to communicate with
them in this important area. I encouraged them to have full communication with the technical staff of the Environmental Protection
Agency, but cautioned that I was in the position of having to regulate
the automotive companies in a very important way.
So, the communications I would have to have with them would have
to be fully public and spread on the public record, and there was no
way in which I could personally meet with them without compromising in my opinion that which was spelled out in the Clean Air Act
of 1970. We have had communications and the lines have been open
between our technical people to gain an assessment of the progress
that may or ma not be made in attempting to achieve these standards.
Mr. KYos. In carrying out the statute, you would have closed
meetings with the automotive industry? I do not say that derogatorily.
Mr. RUCKEL5HAUS. I don't know that I would call these closed
meetings.
Mr. Kmtos. Closed to the press and the public?
Mr. SToRK. We have had a number of technical meetings with
industry. Those meetings are open to anyone who wishes to attend.
A stenographic record is made of those meetings. That does not mean
that we do not have incidental conversations on various occasions. We
may not have incidental conversation with individual people from
individual companies. Obviously, those are not scheduled with court
reporters, but for all meetings of any formality at all that we have
had with industry, we have a stenographic transcript of the proceedings.
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Mr. Kymos. Turning to public participation, how do you plan to
proceed with the applications you ]lave reached thus far with respect
to the suspension of the automobile deadline f
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. We have received one formal application from
General Motors which we sent back pursuant to my statement with
a letter stating that we felt that they had to provide with their application all the data and documentation to back up the claim that there
should be an extension. We said that we intended to make this-doumentation and data available to the public when the application was
filed so that when we had a public hearing, there would be opportunity
for the public to make full comment on the back-up material that the
automotive companies have supplied.
We have sent to all of the companies guidelines as to what we expect
to be in an application.
We have a continuing problem over the question of trade secrets
and the confidentiality of certain information. I am concerned about
the matter because unless there is an opportunity for the public to
review completely the basis on which we are trying to make a decision,
it is very difficult for them to assess the wisdom of that decision. So,
we are in the process of trying to amend the guidelines that we sent
out to insure as full a disclosure of the information that backs up the
company's application as possible.
Mr. K ~os. Have you published these guidelines?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. We have not officially published them. We would
be pleased to furnish copies to the committee.
Mr. Kymos. First, will you make available the guidelines to the subcommittee for the record.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Yes, we certainly will.
(Testimony resumes on p. 471.)
(The following information was received for the record:)
BNx*RONMENTAL PwR0O

N Aozwoy,

Waedngt on, D.C., Jan. 8 1972.

Re: 1975 Motor Vehicle Emission Standard Suspension Request Guidelines
GuNTLzmxm: In a recent letter to the General Motors Corporation, in response
to a suspension request, Mr. Ruckelshaus stated:

"The burden of proof on determinations (i) and (iii) clearly rests on the
party seeking suspension of the standards. Complete documentation of the appli-

cant's efforts to comply is essential to any suspension of the standards, and this
documentation can only come from the applicant Your letter states that data
to support your request Is being assembled. Until this information is received,
a complete assessment of General Motors' efforts to date is impossible, and the
findings required by the law cannot be made. Since the Clean Air Act requires
the Administrator to hold a public hearing and to render a final decision with
respect to an application within 00 days, It Is our judgment that a request for
suspension must be documented before the application can ibe deemed to be
complete and before the 60-day time period begins to run. A detailed Indication
of the type of documentation that is necessary has been provided to you In
guidelines prepared by this Agency.
"To fully comply with the law's public hearing requirement the public must
have adequate and timely access to the factual foundation for the applicant's
case with respect to determinations (Ui) and (ill). Effective and responsible
public participation, at the hearing Is clearly an important objective of the

statutory procedure and can only be assured If the essential portions of an
applicant's supporting data accompany the application and are available to the
public. I want to stress at this time my strong belief that the public's right to

participate responsibly in proceedings looking toward the granting or denial of
requests for suspension Is not compatible with an attempt by any applicant to
place major reliance on supporting data previously submitted by the applicant
but not made public, unless such data is made public at the time of the
application."
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In keeping with the points made in Mr. Ruckelshaus' letter, the Suspension
Request Guidelines provided to you recently are amended as follows:
On Page 1, under Section I. IntroductioM, the third paragraph is amended to
read:
"In order to justify suspension of the 1975 emission standards, findings favorable to the applicant must be made by the Administrator on all four criteria. Consequently, it Is incumbent upon the applicant to submit any information he considers relevant to each of the four criteria. In particular, the burden of affirmatively establishing the-second and third criteria clearly rests on the applicant. To
facilitate consideration of these two criteria, Guidelines are presented herein fdr
use by any applicant requesting suspension."
On Page 2, under Section III. Intruotiona, the second paragraph is amended
beginning with the last sentence to read:
"Regardless of the confidential nature of the information, however, the Administrator is authorized to make any such information available to officers, employees
or authorized representatives of the United States concerned with carrying out
the Clean Air Act, or when relevant in any proceeding under the Act. The process
by which the Administrator arrives at his decision within 60 days from receipt
of a suspension request is a proceeding under the Act. Hence, any information
submitted by an applicant, whether or not such information constitutes a trade
secret or a secret process within the meaning of § 307(a), may be disclosed to the
public if the Administrator determines that such disclosure is necessary to satisfy
the objectives of the Act."
The third and fourth paragras of Section III are deleted and a new paragraph is substituted therefor as follows:
"The public hearing requirement contained in 1202(b) (5) (D) of the Act
cannot be fully satisfied unless interested members of the public have adequate
and timely access to information which accompanies the application or which,
if previously submitted, is referred to in the application or is otherwise relied
upon by the aMlicant for support. Applicants should anticipate, therefore, that
information disclosing-or claimed to disclose a trade secret or secret process
submitted with an application or relied Upon for support by an applicant will be
promptly reviewed and, in the absence of exceptional considerations, immediately
placed in the Agency's public files. An applicant claiming exceptional considerations Justifying confidential treatment of specific information shall identify and
segregate such information and shall furnish a full statement of such justification."
Very truly yours,
Or
_.
JOnN
R. QUARLES, Jr.,
Assistant Administratorfor
Enforcement and General Oounsel.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTiON AGENCY,
OmcF OF ENFORCMENT,
January,1978.
For use by any automobile manufacturer who may wish to request suspension
if the effective date of the 1975 hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emission standards for light duty vehicles.
SUSPENSION REQUEST GUIDELINES
L INTRODUCTION
The Clean Air Act, as amended, provides that at any time after January 1,
1972, any manufacturer may file with the Administrator an application requesting
the suspension for one year of the effective date of HC and CO emission stnadards
required for the 1975 model year. The Administrator does not have the authority
to suspend the effective date of the statutory HC and CO emission standards for
more than gne year.
Within 60 days after receipt of the application for any such suspension, and
after public hearing the Administrator is required by the Act to make a determination granting or refusing such suspension. The Act provides that the Administrator shall grant such suspension only if he determines that (1) such suspension
is essential to the public interests or the public"health and welfare of the United
States, (2) all good faith efforts have been made to meet the established standards, (3) the applicant has established that effective control technology, proc-
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ess, operating methods, or other alternatives are not available, or have not been
available for a sufficient period of time to achieve compliance prior to the effective
date of such standards, and (4) the study and investigation of the National
Academy of Sciences and other information available to him has not-rndicated
that technology, processes or other alternatives are available to meet such standards.
The applicant has the burden of affirmatively establishing the second and third
of the four criteria required by the Act to Justify suspension of the 1975 emission
standards. To facilitate consideration of these two criteria, Guidelines are presented herein for us by any applicant requesting such suspension.
II.

APPLICABILITY

Any manufacturer requesting suspension of the effective date of any 1975 emission standard, as provided for by Sec 202(b) (5) (A) of the Clean Air Act, as
amended, should prepare his request as prescribed in these Guidelines.
A manufacturer is any person engaged in the manufacturing or assembling of
new motor vehicles or new motor vehicle engines or importing of such vehicles
or engines for sale, or who acts for and is under the control of any person in
connection with the distribution of new motor vehicles or new motor vehicle
engines, but shall not include any dealer with respect to new motor vehicle engines
received by him in commerce.
III. INSTRUCTIONS.

A suspension request shall contain separate responses to each section and
sub-section of Part IV of these Guidelines. Applicant may add or expand any
section to the extent he-deems necessary to support his request. Applicant shall
structure his responses to the Guidelines to reflect his specific plans, goals, and
achievements and shall avoid generalizations and conclusions based on information not directly related to his effort. Applicant may incorporate any reports,
records or information pertinent to the request that he has previously submitted to the Administrator. The Administrator may request information from an
applicant in addition to that submitted in compliance with these Guidelines.
In connection with any determination to be made under- 202(b) (5) of the
Clean Air Act, the Administrator is authorized under 1 307 (a), to require "the
attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of relevant papers,
books, and documents . . ." Except for emission data so obtained, the Administrator is required to consider such information confidential under 18 U.S.C.
1905 upon "a showing satisfactory .to the Administrator" that its disclosure
would reveal trade secrets of secret processes of the manufacturer submitting
the information. Regardless of the confidential nahre of the information, however, the Administrator is authorized to make any such information available
to officers, employees or authorized representatives of the United States concerned with carrying out the Clean Air Act, or when relevant in any proceeding
under the Act.
Any person desiring confidential treatment of information obtained from
said person under § 307 (a) has the burden of making the "showing satisfactory
to the Administrator" required by the Act. Applicant's submission of any Item
of information which he identifies as confidential, In that its disclosure would
reveal trade secrets or secret processes, must set forth the reasons for so identifying the information, Including any supportive scientific or technical data or
legal authority. In any case in which the Agency determines that the information does not constitute a trade secret or secret process, the manufacturer who
submitted it will be notified in writing at least 80 days prior to such intended
disclosure.
Confidential treatment of information shall be limited to that portion of any
submission demonstrated to be confidential within the meaning of the Act.
Applicant has the burden of separating for confidential treatment that portion
of any submission which qualifies for such treatment. Confidential pages shall
be identified by markings to that effect on the top, bottom, front and back of
each page.
Ten copies of the application shall be filed with the Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency, Attn: Office of General Enforcement, Room 8109,
4th & M Streets, S. W. Washington, D. C.. 20460. Any questions concerning the
Guidelines should be directed to the above office at AC 202-755-2580.
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IV. APPLICATION

Section 1 shall-not include any confidential information and shall:
(a) Identify the applicant and any other person engaged In the manufacture,
distribution and sale of vehicles manufactured, distributed or sold by applicant.
(b) Contain a summary of the applicant's position and supporting arguments
with respect to the second and third criteria set forth in Part I.
(c) Set forth the interim standards which the applicant believes should be
established in lieu of the standard to which the application relates.
Section 2 shall contain applicant's statement of the total effort he has extended
to achieve compliance with the established emissions standards for 975. The
statement shall present an overview of applicant's research, development, testing and enginering program(s) in the area of emission control. The-statement
shall discuss:
(a) The composition of the program(s) and shall be in sufficient detail to
include the number and qualifications of professional personnel assigned to
emission control activity, and the academic or functional disciplines involved,..__
the type(s) and quantity of major items of laboratory equipment -used (e.g.,
visible, ultra-violet and infra-red spectrophotometers), and the laboratory and
testing facilities used. When -equipment, projects, and personnel are only partially dedicated to the emission control activities applicant shall indicate the percentage portion of such equipment, projects, and personnel so dedicated.
(b) That portion of the program(s) carried out under contracts or agreements with other firms or ad hoc organizations.
(o) The accomplishments of the research, development, testing and engineering program (s) in terms of determination of feasible and non-feasible
approaches to emission control, patents obtained or pending, and publications in
technological journals.
Section 3 shall contain the applicant's detailed expression of his financial
commitment to emission control research, development, testing and engineering
activities.
(a) A project narrative shall be completed for each project or particular phase
of a project in research, development, testing and engineering for the years 1967
through 1976. The project narrative shall include the following:
1. Project title, number or designation and date started or planned to
start.
2. Project description,, including objectives, scope, approach,-phase and
status. Phase refers to research, development, engineering testing or other
areas of the emission control program. Project status shall indicate the
percentage completion of the project and which phases of the program have
_-been committed for the project and which phases are pending.3. Description of the project's relationship to the total effort to meet the
emission standards for the 1975 model year and relationship to or dependency upon other projects. The description shall include whether the project was originated because of the 1970 Amendment to the Clean Air Act,
the original objectives of the project if they have changed since inception,
the percent of direct cost attributed to the present project objectives, and
the basis of the percentage attribution.
- (b)
Direct research, revelopment, testing and engineering cost will be summarized -in this sub-section. These costs shall be presented as shown below-by type of expense and by-year of expenditure, including projections for 1972
to 1976, if possible-for each project or project phase described in 3(a). FInancial data presented in this sub-section must be consistent with the project
narratives of 3(a), and should conform to the normal accounting year of the
applicant, with designation of the-fiscal year. Expense-elassifications may be expanded or contracted only if consistently applied and specifically indicated
when a clasSification change has been made. The financial commitment for
services supplied by outside organizations, i.e., those services financed by the
applicant that can be directly related to his emission control program, will be
reported in 8(b) (4). The following outline shall be used to report direct costs
for each project identified in 8(a).
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Project title
--Actual costs--167, 1968, 169, 1970, 1971
Projected costs-1972, 1978,1974,1975,1976
Direct project costs:
1. Salaries and wages
(A) Professionals
(B) Laboratory technicians
(C) Other technical and clerical
(D) Employee benefits
2. Chemicals and gases
8. Laboratory supplies
4. Outside services (identify)
5. Rental expenses
6. Eqipment purchases expense

7. Depreciation expen

Other Information:
8. Other direct costs (identify)
9. Total direct project costs
10. Number of personnel directly assigned to project at end of each year
(A) Professionals:

Full-Time

Part Time
(B) Laboratory technicians
(0) Other technical and clerical
(o) Applicant shall Indicate In this sub-section all other costs that may be
allocated to the emission control projects reported In 8 (a). Such costs are to be
listed by year-of expenditure, Including projections for 1972 to 1976, if possible,
along with a detailed description of the expenditure and the basis for allocation.
The nature of these costs, (e.g., research and development administrative costA,
employee benefits, utilities, depreciation of certain research and development facilities) makes it normally not practical to allocate the costs to each project.
(4) This sub-section shall contain a summary of emission control program
costs for each year (67-76). Direct project costs of projects reported in 8(b)
shall be totaled and added to the total other allocated costs from 8(c). This total
shall be the total cost (past and projected) of research, development, testing and
engineering by year as applied to emission control systems for light duty vehicles. Total company Research and Development cost by year and total domestic
(U.S.) light-duty vehicle sales by year (67-76) shall also be presented in this
sub-section.
Section 4 shall contain applicant's argument to establish that effective control technology, processes, operating methods or other alternatives are not available or have not been available for a sufficient period of time to achieve-compliance prior to the effective date of such standards. The Information requested
in this section, if provided with sufficient support material and in sufficient detail, will be considered by the Administrator to the minimum required of the
applicant to establish his inability to comply with the standards. Additional data
and Information should be submitted by the applicant as appropriate to support
his argument. Applicant-shall discuss:
(a) What emission control results have been achieved to date for the first
choice system and all alternative systems considered for compliance In 1976. The
discussion of each system will include the following topics: type of !mission
control system, sizes and numbers of vehicles tested, test procedure used, test
procedure correlation with the 1975 Federal Test Procedure, vehich, mileage at
test points, all test results on cars with high mileage, results in gralrm per mile,
spread in the data, and any test data pertinent to changes In effectiveness of the
control system as a function of changing ambient conditions (high altitude, bi!b
temperature or low temperature). In addition discuss why work is being done
on the system or systems described, why these systems are considered superior
to other approaches, and which, if any, systems have been developed by companies outside the automobile industry.
(b) Engineering goals for the emission levels to be achieved by low mlieage
engineering prototypes in order to achieve compliance with the 1975 emission
standards, Including assumption made to arrive at those goals; factors assumed
to allow for production variations, prototype-to-production slippages, and deteri1 Submit separate schedule Indicating cost of buildings and/or equipment purchased
and the respective asset life used to calculate depreciation.
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oration; and change In production variations assumed to occur by 1975 model
year production.
(o) Major problems associated with the most promising system investigated,
including fuel consumption, reduced driveability, other performance penalties,
and any safety, maintenance servicing, warranty, development (emission performance, durability and producibility), production tooling, and vendor problems.
(d) Plans for resolving the problems identified in c, including use of technology developed outside the company or outside the automobile industry, timetable for developing solutions, critical milestones for meeting this timetable,
confidence placed in the schedule, areas of greatest uncertainty, probable or possible breakthrough(s) that would result in a significant reduction in lead time,
and consequences of any shortcuts both to the company and to the potential
vehicle user.
(e) Deta!!Cd lead time schedule for model year 1975 production, including
crucial ralestones, commitment and signoff dates, lead time requirements of
vendors, and specific lead time schedules for those emission control system compouents which are most critical. Discuss how much less lead time would be required to produce a single model or nameplate that will comply, as contrasted to
all current models or nameplates, and whether it is feasible to increase lead time
by delaying MY 1075 production until calendar year 1975. -() The efforts that have been made to identify useful technology developed
by other contpanies.
(P) The efforts, results, and conclusions relative to all alternative-power systems considered:
(4) The interim standards which could be met in 1975, including assumptions
used to arrive at the levels obtainable, emission control system to be used, the
extra cost to the car buyer for such a system, and the associated increased annual operating cost. Such interim standards should reflect the greatest degree
of emission control achievable by application of available technology.

Mr. Kymos. Were your guidelines subject to the usual rulemaking
procedures allowing public comment before you publish them?
Mr. RUCK&LsHAUS No they were not. We simply said, "this is what
we thirk should be supplied." Since we sent out those guidelines, we
have gotten communications from various public-interest organizations which have pointed out to me and to the members of my staff
some of the difficulties that exist in these guidelines. They particularly
alluded to the subject of confidentiality and trade secrets, and I must
say they give me some pause as to whether our guidelines provide for
sufficient disclosure of public information on which the public can
make full comment. For that reason, we are giving serious consideration to amending those guidelines for a full disclosure.
Mr. KYRoS. Mr. Ruckelehaus, did you and your staff draw up those
guidelines before an application was made by General Motors for a
deadline extension I

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. They were drawn up before.
Mr. Kmxos. Long before?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. They were distributed before, but not Iong before. It was about 2 weeks before we received GM's letter, so I think
it would be fair to say that they did not really have the chance to
assimilate that information fully before submitting their original

letter.
Mr. Kmos. There -havebeen allegations to that effect. Are the guidelines drawn up so that internal combustion or any other of the many
engines fit them ?
Mr. RUCKEAlHAUS.Mr. Stork may be able to answer that.
Mr. STORK. The guidelines simply provide guidance to the manu-

facturer as to the type of information that the administrator needs
to judge a suspension. They are neutral on the type of power system

that is to be used to propl light vehicles by 19Th.
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Mr. Kymos. Late yesterday afternoon we -had testimony from Mr.
Lombardo of the Center for Public Interest. Among Mr. Lombardo's
statements was his feelings that it was wrong to make a change in the
cold start procedures applicable to the 1975 vehicles. He said that historically you should test the one cold start to simulate the start-up in
the morning between 6 and 9 a.m. and General Motors suggested you
make.four and a half starts and average them throughou; the day.
Mr. Lombardo suggested this was not an accurate measure of testing
that the EPA seemed to agree with. Would you comment on that,
Mr. Ruckelshaus.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Let me comment in general and then I think Mr.
Stork can describe with greater clarity the reason we changed our
testing procedure.
In the first place, Mr. Lombardo has raised this same question in a
lawsuit against the Agency. As I said in my statement, I welcomed
this because what we are trying to do clearly is comply with the law
that Congress has passed and that is to reduce by 90 percent the emissions that have been showing up in the 1970 automobiles for in this
case, hydrocarbons. We are trying to comply with the law. llhe only
way we can decide whether we are in fact complying with the law is
based on the way we measure those pollutants coming out of the 1970
automobile, and that same measurement has to be applied to the 1975
automobiles to gage a 90-percent reduction. I think Mr. Stork can
describe to you precisely why we made tlischange.
Mr. STORK. Mr. Kyros, first, I think we have td-point out the statement historically has no basis in fact whatsoever. The self-weighting
cold start procedure that is referred to in Mr. Lombardo's statement
had been promulgated on November 10, 1970, as applicable to 1972model-year cars. Prior to that time, a totally different test procedure
was used which, in fact, did not measure the cold start at all adeuately.
Emission testing is a very complicated and developing science. To
make it as brief as possible, in developing the test procedure that is to
be applied to 1975 cars, it was necessary for the EPA to look again
very carefully at exactly how best to measure the emissions from cars
in a way that is as representative a test as it is possible to get of what
really causes smog.I can, if you desire, go into considerable detail,' btt
I won't do that.
The point ib, the revised test procedure is a more accurate representation of how cars are really operated, and how cars are really operated
is what causes smog.
Mr. KTmo. Thank you very much. I want to commend you, Mr.
Ruckelshaus, for your very candid views. I have assured myself that
Congress has never legislated technology and feel that you have reached
that same conclusion.
Mr. RUCKELSHAVS. That is right. There is a debate going on now
regarding these standards and that is to the good. As long as the
us to implement, we are going to do
are the standards Congress asked
them.
everything we can to implement
Mr. RoGERs. Mr. Nelsen.
Mr. NELSEN. Mr. Ruckelshaus, may I 'join with my colleagues in
thanking you for the very difficult job that you are doing and also for
recognizing the tremendous obstacles that "industry faces in meeting
some of the standards we hope will be met.'
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I might comment that I am pleased that this environmental concern
has developed. However, viewing many of the things that we discuss
and the goals that we set, so many times there is an inclination to
overlook the fact that it has taken years to get to the situation in which
we find ourselves, and you cannot just overnight turn it around. We
set a new goal and move toward it, and it takes some time to get the
job done. I hope we will be patient and careful in our process in reachig that goal.
May I-ask-this-question. We are changing our fuel design- now to
reach this goal, but what about the cars that aredesigned for a leaded
gasoline and what will I have to do with my old 1965 Buick? Will I
able to buy fuel to run it or what will happen 9
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. We are in the process of developing proposals.
We are giving consideration to the fact that there are automobiles that
will still be on the road that have to have a high-octane fuel level in
order to properly operate. So, what we are presently thinking of is
making lead ess fuel less available by 1974. We will have to have a
schedule of phasing lead out of fuel over the next few years.
Clearly, one of the considerations that we have to bear in mind is the
need of some of the older automobiles for higher octane fuel. If lead
cannot be used to increase the octane level of the fuels, some other additive has to be used, and we have to be careful that those other additives
do not get us into other problems. We are trying to address this whole
spectrum including lead itself, in considering the standards we hope
to promulgate pretty soon.
Mr. NEMLSEN. As I recall, in the hearings, the major reason for the
lead removal from fuels was the fact that if lead was contained in the
fuels, the catalytic converter would be coated up in no time at all, and
this was the major reason, and the emission was not as much a factor
as was the fact that the catalytic converter would be coated and would
be ineffective. Is that still the conclusion?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. It is-our belief, Mr. Nelsen, that both reasons are
important. No. 1, it is necessary in our opinion, to have a chance of
meeting the 1975 standard, that a catalytic converter of some kind be
used. At least that seems to be a consensus at this time. In order to protecfthat converter, leadless gasoline is needed. ,
By'the same token, while the information is not without some ambiguity, we have sufficient concern over the health effects of lead in the
ambient air that we believe it advisable also to regulate lead from this
point of view also.
Under the act, we can regulate lead, as an additive to gasoline with
the same section both on the grounds of its health effects and on the
grounds of its need in order to meet the 90 percent reduction standards in the statute.
Mr. NELSEN. I seem to recall that in our-hearings,, whether it be in
this particular area or drugs or any other area, we in our-wimittee
constantly attempt to encourage hearings, encourage communication
so that those who are affected may exchange ideas, exchange the information necessary to move toward a goaL I feel that the Members
of Congress who set up this meeting and who sponsored it-&-I am
not.gcquainted with all of the facts, just having returned, Mr. Chairman-but I think a compliment is in order that communications have
been established, that hearings are being held, and that there has been
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an exchange of information between industry and your agency. I want
you to know that as far as I am concerned, you can never solve a problem unless you have communications with the people with whom you
deal. I believe this effort should be complimented, not a feeling left
that something is going on that should not go on because how can you
solve a problem unless you have communications I
I Want to-say to you again, my compliments to you for the job you
are doing. It is not an easy one, and we are with you all the way.
Mr. RUCKEHAUS. Thank you, Mr. Nelsen.
Mr. RoomEs. Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly want to qonipliment you on your presentation and the fine job you are doing.
I have no-questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Rooms. Mr. Hastings.
Mr. HASTINGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I do not have anything bad to say about you after having heard
everything that is good about your work. My colleagues have been complimenting you and your agency on the work you are doing. I was
present in Birmingham, as the Chairman mentioned, where you used
the emergency powers, and I was quite impressed. We are glad we
wrote something in the bill that worked when it was called upon.
On the time-frame, you have 60 days after an application is received
from the manufacturer; is that correct I
Mr. RUCKELsIIAUS. That is right.
Mr. HASTINGS. The automobile manufacturers seemed to indicate by
mid-1972, in order to tool up, some extension of time is necessary. Can
we assume that this decision will be forthcoming?
Mr. RUCKEisn8AUS. Again without trying to predetermine when the
decision will be made, one ol the things we are presently looking into,
and one of the things I mentioned in my opening statement, is this
question of lead time-whether in fact the automobile companies need
a decision by the middle of this year in ordef'to be able to tool up in
time for the i975 model year.
Mr. HAsTINoS. You are not necessarily acce tin their statement?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS It is an assumption which, like the other assumptions has to be proven, and that is one of the reasons we are looking
into this question.
I Mr. HASTINGS. I am glad to know you are questioning even the lead
time. We have to accept their statements on face value. The NAS
report seemed to indicate that by 1972 this decision would have to be
made.
Mr. RuCKELsHAUS. I think that is right, Mr. Hastings, and I have
asked our staff why we just assume this. Is this a correct assumption?
We may have to ascertain independently whether it is true, in order
for me to act in the public interest as I am supposed to under the act.
For that reason, we are trying to investigate the question of whether
in fact this lead time is necessary.
Mr. HASTINGS. That decision is not available at this time?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. I think it has to be part of the overall decision
as to wether an extension of time would be granted.
Mr. HASTINGS. One other question. Repeatedly we hear from various
segments both in the automobile industry and from the fuel people
that the 90 percent reduction figure related to hydrocarbons and car-
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bon monoxide is an arbitrary figure the way we wrote it and there
should be a study instituted to perhaps reassess whether or not 90 percent is an accurate reflection and whether it is possible, Do you have
any judgment on that?
Mr. RUCELSJIAUS. There are a lot of things I need to learn, but one
is I do not want to accuse Congress of ever acting arbitrarily.
Mr. HASTxNGS. That is very nice of you but both of us know better.
Mr.
RUOKRLSHAUS. I recognize from the Senate reports and other
documentation
where the 90 percent reduction figure came from. I do
not believe it is totally illogical or arbitrary. I do believe, however,
that this standard, like any standard, whether it is set by Congress or
set by the administrative branch, should be constantly reviewed to see
if it is in the public interest. I think the reviews going on relating to
this standard are all to the good.
One of the things I have found in the year in this job, in setting
standards., is that they are often being set without as much information
as we wodd like ideally to have. I do not believe this means, however,
that we do not act. It does mean that we have to make the best and
wisest approximation that we can make. In setting that standard, we
should not thereby say, "from now on that is it and we will never
review what we have done." By the same token, I think in the 90 percent reduction standard, this review and debate that is going on is all
to the good. That does not necessarily mean the standard is arbitrary.
It is the best approximation that could be made at the time.
Mr. H"TxNOs. You are saying somebody should .teke a look at it.
Mr. RucxLSHus. Everybody is taking a look at it and that is all
to the good.
0
Mr. HAsTINGS. General Motors met with the oil companies and they
said they could not meet the standards by 1976 unless there was a drastic change in the fuel and the fuel companies indicated economically
this was not possible, looking at the question of high volatility.
Mr. STORK. We have not so far made a comprehensive study of the
specific types of fuels that will be needed for 1975 automobiles. It is
entirely appropriate for the automobile companies, who know far
more about the technology that they intend to use, to make these studies. We are aware of the meetings General Motors has had with the oil
companies. To my best knowledge, we have had no involvement in
those meetings.
Mr. HAsTINUs. We have the problem of the manufacturers saying
they cannot meet the requirements and, in turn, we would have to ask
the fuel companies to come up with a new type of fuel.
I would hope there would be a study made on this.
Mr. SToRK. The series of meetings you are talking about is going on
now. Some oil people have told me they are meeting with General
Motors within the next week or two. Mr. RucFHvu
'Aus. It is something we could take into account in
the suspension proceedings themselves but, again, like the no-lead fuel,
the petroleum industry has traditionally tailored'its fuels to the needs
of the automotive companies. The question of whether it is possible
to tailor the fuel to this particular kind of need that General Motors
might have is one that I think we can resolve in suspension proceedings. It is my understanding that there is some division of opinion, between the automotive companies themselves as to whether this change
is needed.
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Thank you very much, Mr. Ruckelshaus. I wish you well in your
work, and I have no other questions.
Mr. Roons. Mr. Ruckelshaus I notice you stated one of the reports
had not been made, but you wouid submit it as soon as possible. Which
report was that I
Mr. RucKEuSAus. The aircraft emission standards report.
(The aircraft emission standards report requested was not available--to the committee at the time of printing.)
Mr. Roovts. I think you own us a couple more reports of studies as
well. Section 312 requires a study on economic impact. Has that study
been completed I
Mr. RUCKEL8HAUS. No,_Mr. Chairman, ithas not been. We expect to
be submittingMr. Roois. This was due January 10.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. It is due on January 10. What we are doing is
reviewing-the figures submitted under the 1973 budget, and we sent
letters to the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate
and this committee, and we expect that the report can now be prepared by the end of February.
Mr. Rooiats. So we can expect that report by the end of February?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
("The Economics of Clean Air," an annual report of the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency to the Congress of
the United States in compliance with Public Law 91-604, the Clean
Air Amendments of 1970, was transmitted to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives by the Administrator of EPA on February 29, 1972. The report was printed as Senate Document 92-67March 1972. A copy of this document may be found in the committee's

files.)

Mr. RoGERs. What about the report on progress and problems associated with the control of automobile exhaust and aircraft exhaust
requirements, and so on, covered in section 313?
IMr. RucKESHAUs. This report, like the earlier one, is in the last
stages of review Again, we have notified the Speaker of the House
andthe President ofte Senate of the delay, and we expect these to be
available by the end of February.
Mr. RoGEms. Bothof those reports will be submitted?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Yes, sir.
("Progress in the Prevention and Control of Air Pollution," an
annual report of the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency to the Congress of the United States in compliance with
Public Law 91-604, the Clean Air Act of 1970, was transmitted to
the Speaker of the House of Representatives by the Administrator
of EPA on February 29, 1972. This report wa§ printed as Senate Document 92-66-March 1972. A copy of this document may be found in
the committee's files.)
Mr. Rooins. The States must have plans and intentions in by the
end of this month?
Mr. RUCKELsHAUS. That is right.
Mr. RoGERs. Have any already been submitted I
Mr. RvMKALSHAUS. Yes.
Mr. RoGEms. About how many?
Mr. RucKELsH.&us. We now have six.
Mr. RoGr.Rs. What States are those?
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Mr. RUoKEL5HAUS. Vermont, New Hampshire, Georgia, North
Carolina, Iowa, and North Dakota.
Mr. RoomEs. Have there been any requests from any of the States?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Yes; we have not granted extensions as such
because we are not permitted to do so under the act. We have been
working very closely with the States on these plans and if a State does
not submit its plan on time, rather than cutting out the State completely, we hope to continually work with the State, and if the plan
can be submitted even beyond the deadline, fine. If it is the State's own
plan, we believe there is a better chance of its being implemented under
the terms of the act than if we simply shunt them aside and develop
the plan without their involvement at all.
Mr. RooFms. I presume there-is no penalty-other than havi'ag y.(u
go in and plan it for them; is that correct?

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Under the -trmsof the act, if they do not gt

it in by the end of January, we start the plan. We have been working
with them right along in trying to develop these plans.
Mr. Rooms. I think that is good. Do any particular States seem
extremely far behind?
Mr. MIDDLETON. No, other than some having been tardy in announcing that hearings will be held.
Mr. Roat.s. Are there any Statts which are not prepared st all
for the public hearings which would be the final stage ?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. RooEs. Are there any plans from any State that you caimot
anticipate being submitted within, say, the next 3 months?
Mr. BAISE. We expect to receive plans from all of the States7
Mr. MiDDLETON. There has been a close regional working relationship with the States.
Mr. Rooms. I understand, and I think that is most commendable.
Would you keep the committee advised and would you let us know
what States do not submit plais-as of the end of January?
Mr. RUcKELSHAUS. Certainly.
(The following statement was received for the record:)
By the end of February 1972 all the States had submitted plans.

Mr. Rooms. As I understood it, you set out some plans and there
have been some criticisms brought to your attention on some of the
plans. I think on State plans it went over to the OMB for supposedly
a perfunctory review, but when it came back, there were rather considerable changes. Could you comment on the changes that 0MB
evidently required you to make other than just reviewing what you
had done? Could you let us know who the experts are in the OMB who
are qualified V
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. If I could get the list of those names, I-will give
it to you.
(The following information was received for the record:)
---

OMB's REsPoNsIBILITY FOn REVIEWING EPA's GUIDELINES AND REoULATzONS

The Environmental Branch of the Natural Resources Programs Division is the
group responsible at the Office of Management and Budget for reviewing the
Environmental Protection Agency's guidelines and regulations. I believe It is
Important to point out that this group acts as a conduit In requesting and receiv-
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Ing comments from other Federal agencies. The procedure for the review Is set
out in Director Schultz's.memorandumof October 5,1971. (Memorandum follows.)
EXnCUTIvn OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT

AND BUDGET,

Waciengto^ D.C., October 5, 1971.
MEMORANDUM

FOR THE HEADS

OF DEPARTMENTS AND AoENcriE

Subject: Agency regulations, standards, and guidelines pertaining to environmental quality, consumer protection, and occupational and public health and
safety.
This memorandum is to establish a procedure for improving the Interagency
coordination of proposed agency regulations, standards, guidelines and similar
materials pertaining to environmental quality, consumer protection, and occupational and public health and safety. This procedure will apply to all such materials proposed for issuance by any executive department or agency other than
the regulatory boards or commissions listed in the attachment which could be
expected to :
Have a significant impact on the policies, programs, and procedures of
other agencies; or
Impose significant costs on, or negative benefits to, non-Federal sectors; or
Increase the demand for Federal funds for programs of Federal agencies
which are beyond the funding levels provided for in the most recent budget
requests submitted to the Congress.
To implement this procedure, agencies covered by this procedure are to submit
to the Office of Management and Budget by October 25,1971:
A schedule, classified where possible according to the above criteria,
covering the ensuing year showing estimated dates of future announcements of all proposed and final regulations, standards, guidelines or similar
matters in the subject areas shown above;
The name of an agency official who will be responsible for your agency's
participation in the coordination process and who will serve as the pri- mary contact point with the Office of Management and Budget and other
agencies for all matters pertaining to this procedure.
Schedules described above should be updated monthly and submitted by the,
first of each month beginning December 1, 1971. Schedules should indicate
whether the proposed actions are specifically required by statute and whether
the scheduled announcement date is set by statute.
Proposed and final regulations, standards, guidelines, and similar actions
meeting the criteria outlined above should be submitted to the Office of Management and Budget at least 30 days prior to their scheduled announcement.
The regulations should be accompanied by a summary description indicating:
The principal objectives of the regulations, standards, guidelines, etc.;
Alternatives to the proposed actions that have been considered;
A comparison of the expected benefits or accomplishments and the costs
(Federal and non-Federal) associated with the alternatives considered;
and
The reasons for selecting the alternative that is proposed.
As a part of its role-in the interagency coordination process, the Office of
Management and Budget will receive copies of proposed regulations and similar
materials from departments and agencies, distribute those materials to other
agencies affected, collect comments and provide them to the agency proposing
the regulations for its information.
A continuing effort will be needed to simplify the reporting and coordination
procedures called for in this memorandum and to focus upon the most significant actions. It may be possible, for example, to eliminate certain categories of
regulations, standards or guidelines that would otherwise be included in the
criteria outlined above. In this regard, and in imnlementing the general nrovisions of this memorandum, agencies are to work with the OMB Assistant Directors and Program Divisions with which they normally deal on program and
budget matters.
GEORGE P. SHULz.
Director.
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Mr. RoERs. What you are referring to are the guidelines to the
States as to how we would expect them to implement the national ambient air quality standards-They have been made a part of the record, I
think. They are called requirements for preparation, adoption and
submittal of implementation plans. There hasbeen a good deal oi confusion over the guidelines. There is no statutory requirement that we
issue such guidelines as there is for national ambient air quality standards. When the guidelines were originally proposed by the Agency, a
number of groups of all kinds in societies, States, industry, environmental groups, even other governmental agencies, complained about
them. We instituted a review of these complaints and made several
changes in the guidelines as originally proposed.
The essential basis of those changes was to provide more flexibility to the States to meet the national ambient air quality standards.
There were no changes made in those guidelines which I did not
app rove.
The involvement of OMB in these guidelines and in our regulation,
I think, has got to be made clear. They act as a reviewing or conduit
agency for other governmental agencies to comment on our regulations
and the regulations of any other agencies. We receive those comments,
discuss them with OMB, but the final decision has to be mine. I cannot delegate that decision to anyone else, nor did I delegate that decision in issuing these guidelines.
Essentially, what the guidelines have done is, instead of saying
"here is the way you are to meet the ambient air quality standards,"
we are saying "here is a range of options, not to be exclusive, by
which you can meet these standards."
Mr. RoGERs. Would you let us have for the record your proposed
guidelines before they went to OMB and then OMB's suggestions
and then your final determination. Did your final determination vary
any from OMB's I
(Testimony resumes on page 528.)
(The following material was submitted for the record :)
(Submitted to Office of Management and Budget from EPA, June 1971
ENVIRONMENTAL PwTwON AorNoy

[42 CFR Part 240]
PLANS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF NATIONAL

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

Notice of Proposed Regulations for Preparation, Adoption, and Submittal of
Implementation Plans
On or about April 80, 1971, pursuant to Section 109 of the Clean Air Act, as
amended, the'Administrator will promulgate national ambient air quality standards for sulfur oxides, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, photochemical
oxidants, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen ovides. Within none months thereafter,
each State Is required by Section 110
the Act to adopt and submit to the
Administrator a plan which provides fo, the implementation, maintenance, and
enforcement of such national ambient air quality standards within each air
quality control region (or portion thereof) within the State. An additional
period of no longer than 18 months may be allowed for adoption and submittal
of that portion of a plan relating to implementation of secondary ambient air
quality standards, State plans must provi a for attainment, of national primary
ambient air quality standards within three years after the date of the Admin-
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istrator's approval of such plans, except that a two-year extension of this deadline may be granted by the Administrator upon application by a Governor if the
application satisfies the requirements set forth in Section 110(e) of the Act.
State plans must provide for attainment of national secondary ambient air
quality standards within a reasonable time.
Within four months from the date on which State plans are required to be
submitted, the Administrator must either approve or disapprove such plans or
portions thereof. The regulations proposed herein contain the requirements to
be met in preparing, adopting, and submitting implementation plans, and In
requesting extensions of the time deadlines set forth in the Act. The proposal
also sets forth the factors which the Administrator will take into consideration
in reviewing State plans and evaluating requests for extensions.
It"is recognized that States will require assistance from the Environmental
Protection Agency in preparing implementation plans conforming to the requirements proposed herein. The Agency will furnish such assistance through its
Regional Air Pollution Control Directors.
Interested persons may submit written comments on the proposed regulations in triplicate to the Office of the Associate Commissioner, Air Pollution
Control Office, Environmental Protection Agency, 411 West Chapel Hill Street,
Durham, North Carolina- 27701. All relevant comments postmarked not later
than 21 days after publication of this notice will be considered. The regulations,
modified as the Administrator deems appropriate after consideration of comments, will be effective upon the date of their republication in the Federal
Register.
This notice of proposed rulemaking Is issued under the authority of Section
301(a) of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857g(a), as amended by Section 15(c) (2)
of Pub. Law 91-604, 84 Stat. 1718).
Administrator,EPA.
A new Part 420 would be added to Chapter IV, Title 42, Code of Federal Regulations, as follows:
Part 420-Requirements for Preparation, Adoption, a&nd Submission of Plans
Subpart A-General Provisions
Sec.
420.01 Definitions
420.02 Classification of regions
420.08 Public hearings
420.04" Submission of plans; preliminary review of plans
420.05 Revisions
420.06 Reports
420.07 Approval of plans, applicable State plans
-Subpart B-Plan Content and Requirements
Sec.
420.10 General requirements
420.11 Legal authority
420.12 Control strategy: General
'20.13 Control strategy: Sulfur oxides and particulate matter
420.14 Control strategy: Carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, photochemical oxidants,
and nitrogen dioxide
420.15 Emergency action criteria and proctiures
420.16 Control regulations
420.17 Air quality surveillance
420.18 Review of new sources and-modifications
420.19 Source registration
420.20 Emissions surveillance
420.21 Resources
420.22 Intergovernmental Cooperation
Subpart C-Extensions

Sec.
420.30 Request for two-year extension
420.31 Request for 18-month extension
420.32 Request for one-year postponement
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Appendix A-Air QW'uality Estimation"
Appendix B-Air Pollution Control Regulations
Appendix C-Major Pollutant Sources
Appendix D-Emisslons Inventory Summary (Example Regions)
Appendix E-Point Source Data
Appendix F-Area Source Data
Appendix G-Emissions Inventory Summary (Other Regions)
Appendix H-Air Quality Data Summary
Appendix I-Projected Motor Vehicle Emissions
Appendix J-Required Hydrocarbon Emission Control as a Function of Oxidint
Concentration
Appendix K--Control Agency Functions
Subpart A
§ 420.01 Definitions
As used in this part, ll-terms not defined herein shall have the meaning given
them in the Act:
(a) "Act" means the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857-18571, as amended by Pub.
Law 91-604, 84 Stat. 1676).
(b) "Administrator"- means the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.
(c) "Primary standard" means a national primary ambient air quality standard promulgated pursuant to Section 109 of the Act.
(d) "Secondary standard" means a national secondary amlient air quality
standard promulgated pursuant to Section 109 of the Act.
(e) "National standard" means either a primary or a secondary standard.
(f) "Plan" means an implementation plan, under Section 110 of the Act, to
attain and maintain a national standard.
(g) "Regional Director" means a Regional Air pollution control Director of the
Environmental Protection Agency.
(h) "State agency" means the air pollution control agency primarily responsible for development and implementation of a plan under the Act.
(I) "Local agency" means any air pollution control agency, other than a State
agency, which is charged with responsibility for carrying out part of plan.
(J) "Region" means (1) an air quality control region designated by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare or the Administrator (2) any area designated by a State as an air quality control region under (1) or (2) herein.

1 420.02 Classification of regions
This section establishes a classification system to categorize regions for purposes of plan development and evaluation. The requirements of this Part vary
according to the classification of each region, In order that the time and resources
to be expended in developing the plan for that region, as well as the substantive
content of that plan, will be commensurate with the complexity of the air pollution problem. The classification will be based upon measured ambient air quality,
where known, or, where not known, estimated air quality in the area of maximum
pollutant concentration. All regions will be classified by the Administrator after
consultation with State governments. Each region will be classified separately
with respect to each of the following pollutants: sulfur oxides, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and photochemical oxidants.
(a) For sulfur oxides and particulate matter, each region will be classified
into one of three categories, defined an Priority I. Priority 1I, or Priority III.
(1) (1) Ambient concentration limits (expressed as micrograms per cubic
meter) which, define the classification system for sulfur oxides and particulate
matter are:
_

_

I
Pollutant

_

Priority
II

Greater
than From

Sulfur oxides ............
Annual arithmetic mean ....................
100

60

24-hour maximum .........................
45
260
Particulate matter .........
Annual geometric mean-..: ----------------- 96
60
24-hour maximum ........................
325
150

III
To
100

Less than
60

450__ , 260
9
60
325
150
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(ii) The more restrictive classification will be chosen where there is a difference between the 34-hour maximum value and the annual average, e.g., if a
region is Priority I with respect to an annual average and Priority II with respect to a 24-hour maximum value, the classification will be Priority I.
"(2) The procedures which will be used to estimate air quality in regions where
no measured data or inadequate data exist are described In Appendix A.
(b) For carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and photochemical oxidants, each
region will be classified into one of two categories, defined as Priority I or
Priority III.
(1) Ambient concentration limits which define the classification system are:
(I) Carbon monoxide: Priority I: Equal to or above 21 milligrams per cubic
meter, one hour maximum, or 14 milligrams per cubic meter, eight hour maximumrn: Priority III: Below both of such values.
(ii) Nitrogen dioxide: Priority I: Equal to or above either of the primary
standards; Priority III: Below both of the primary standards.
(iti) Photochemical oxidants: Priority I: Equal to or above 170 micrograms
per cubic meter, one-hour maximum; Priority III: Below such value.
(2) In the absence of measured data to the contrary, classification with respect ,to carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants and nitrogen dioxide will be
based on the following estimate of the relationship- between these pollutants
and population: Any region containing a metropolitan area whose 1970 "urban
place" population, as defined by the U.S. Bureau-of Census, exceeds 200,000 will
be classified as Priority I. All other regions .. Alt be classified as Priority III.
(3) Classifications with respect to hydrocarbons will be the same as the classifications with respect to photochemical oxidants.,
1 420.03 Public hearings
(a) Each State shall, prior to adoption of a plan and after reasonable notice
thereof, conduct one or more public hearings on the plan. Separate hearings may
be held for plans to implement primary and secondary standards.
(b) For purposes of this Part, "reasonable notice" shall be considered to be
notice given at least twenty-one days prior to the date of the hearings. In the
case of an interstate region, "reasonable notice" shall be considered to include
notice to the State agency of any other State -a-portion of which is included in
'the region, and to any local agencies in such other's portion of the region.
(c) States shall prepare and retain, for submission to the Administrator upon
his request, a record of the hearingss. The record shall contain, as a minimum,
a list of witnesses together with a summary of each prcrwntation.
(d) Each State shall submit with its plan (1) a copy of the notice required
by this section; and, (2) a certification that the hearing was held In accordance
with the notice.
1 420.04 Submission of plans; preliminary review of plans
(a) Submission to the Administrator shall be accomplished by delivering five
copies of the plan to the appropriate Regional Director and a letter to the Administrator notifying him of such action. Plans shall be adopted by each State and
submitted to the Administrator by the Governor as follows:
(1) For any primary standard, within nine months after promulgation of
such standard.
(2) For any secondary sta4ulard. within nine months after promulgation of
such secondary standard or by such later date prescribed by the Administrator
pursuant to Subpart C.
(b) Upon request of a State agency, the Administrator will provide preliminary
review of a plan or portion thereof sabmtfted in advance of the date such plan
is due. Such requests shall be made in writing to the appropriate Rpglonal Director, and shall be accompanied by five copies of the material for which review
is sought. Such requests slall be made no later than 90 days prior ot the date
on which a plah is required to be submitted. Requests for preliminary review
shall not operate to relieve a State from the responsibility of adopting and submitting plans in accordance with prescribed due dates.
1420.05 Revisions
(a) The plan shall provide for Its revision from time to time as may be necessary to take account of:
(1) revisions of national standards,
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(2) the availability of improved or more expeditloqs methods of achieving
suct standards, or
(8) a finding by the Administrator that the plan is substantially inadequate
to achieve or maintain the national standard which it Implements.
(b) The plan shall be revised within 60 days following notification by the
Administrator under paragraph (a) of this section, or by such later date prescribed by the Administrator after consultation with the State. Where required
by the Administrator or the laws of the State, such revisions shall be adopted
after reasonable notice and public hearings.
420.06 Reports
(aFor the three-month period commencing with the approval of a plan by
the Administrator, and for each three-month period thereafter, the State shall
submit to the Administrator (through the Regional Director) a report on air
quality data that includes data on pollutant concentrations; sampler types;
sampling period; time interval and frequency of sampling; methods of collection
and analysis; sampler locations; and elevation and height of sampling stations.
(b) For the six-month period commencing with the approval of a plan by the
Administrator, and for each six-month period thereafter, the State shall submit to, the Administrator (through the Regional Director) reports on progress
toward carrying out the plan. Such reports shall include information on: compliance with time schedules and emission limitations included in the plan, enforcement activities, implementation of permit and registration systems, source
tests and monitoring programs, emergency episode regulations, actions taken
with respect to variances, progress in acquiring the resources provided for in
the plan, and any difficulties which have delayed or may delay the State in
carrying out the approved plan.
(c) The reports required by this section shall be submitted within 30 days
after the end of the reporting period on forms which shall be prescribed by the
Administrator.
1 420.07 Approval of plans; applicable State plans
The Administrator shall approve any plan or portion thereof, or any revision
of such plan or portion thereof if he determines that it meets the requirements
of the Act. The approved plan or any portion thereof shall be the applicable State
plan for purposes of the Clean Air Act. Changes or revisions in such plan shall
not be considered part of the applicable State plan until such changes or revisions have been approved by the Administrator in accordance with this part.
Subpart B-Plan Content and requirements
£420.10 General requirements
(a) Each plan shall include such emission limitations and other measures as
are necessary for attainment and maintenance of the national standards In each
region within the State to which such plan applies. Plans for different regions
within a State may be submitted in a single document or in separate documents.
(b) Plans implementing a primary standard shall provide for the attainment
of such standard as expeditiously as practicable, but in no case, except as otherwise provided by Subpart C, later than three years after the date of the Administrator's approval of such plan.
(c) Plans implementing a secondary standard shall provide for the attainment of such standard within a reasonable time after the date of the Administrator's approval of such plan.
(d) The plan for each region-shall have adequate provisions to insure that
pollutant emissions within such region will not interfere with attainment and
maintenance of the national standards in any portion of such region or in any
other region.
(M*eh plan shall include, in accordance with the requirements more skcifi/
cally set forth In this Subpaxt, separate sections setting forth:
(1) The legal authority to implement such plan.
(2) The emission limitations and other measures to be implemented in order
to attain and maintain the national standards (which emission limitations and
other measures, together with timetables for implementing such limitations and
other measures, shall be referred to hereinafter as the "control strategy").
(8) The adequacy of the control strategy.
(4) Existing air quality and source emissions.
(5) -Systenms to be used for surveillance of air quality and emissions.
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(6) Procedures and criteria for emergency action.
(7) The resources which are and will be made available for implementation
of such plan.
(8) Provisions for intergovernmental cooperation in the formulatiun and implementation of such plan.
§ 420.11 Legal Authority
(a) The plan shall show that the State agency or agencies directly responsible
for implementing the plan have legal authority to implement the plan, including
authority to:
(1) Adopt emission standards and limitations and any other measures required
by the plan as necessary for attainment and maintenance of national ambient
air quality standards.
(2) Enforce applicable laws, regulations, and standards, including authority
to seek injunctive relief.
(3) Abate pollutant emissions on an emergency basis to prevent substantial
endangerment to public health, i.e., authority comparable to that available to the
Environmental Protection Agency under Section 803 of the Clean Air Act, as
amended.
(4) Establish and operate statewide system under which permits would be
required for the construction and operation of new stationary sources of air
pollution and the construction and operation of modifications to existing sources,
including authority to prevent such construction, modification, or operation, and
any other necessary land use control authority required by the plan.
(5) Obtain information necessary to determine whether air pollution sources
are in compliance with applicable laws, regulations, and standards, including
authority to require record keeping and to make inspections and conduct tests
of air pollution sources.
(6) Require owners or operators of stationary sources to. install, maintain,
and use emission monitoring devices and to make periodic reports to the State
on the nature and amounts of emissions from such stationary sources and to
make such data available to the publl.c as reported and as correlated with any
applicable emission standards.
(7) Carry out a program of inspection and testing of motor vehicles to enforce
compliance with applicable emission standards when necessary and practicable,
and to Impose other necessary controls on transportation provided for in the
plan.
(b) The provisions of law or regulation which the State determines provide
the. authority required under this section shall be specifically identified, and
copies of such laws or regulations shall be submitted with the plan.
(c) The plan shall show that the legal authorities specified in this section
are available to the State agency or agencies directly responsible for implementing the plan at the time of submission of the plan.
5 420.12 Control strategy: General
(a) In any region where measured or estimated ambient levels of a pollutant
are above the levels specified by an applicable national standard, the plan shall
include a control strategy which shall 'be shown to provide for the degree of
emission reduction necessary for attainment and maintenance of such national
standard, including the degree of emission reduction necessary to offset emission
increases that can reasonably be expected to result from projected growth of
population, Industrial activity, motor vehicle traffic, or other factors that may
cause or contribute to increased emissions.
(b) In any region where measured or estimated ambient levels of a pollutant
are identical to, 6rl-Wow, the levels specified by an applicable secondary standard, the control strategy shall include procedures for preventing such ambient
levels from exceeding such secondary standard. Regulations such as those described in section 1.1 of Appendix B will be deemed to fulfill this requirement.
5420.13 Control strategy: Sulfur Oxides and Particulate Matter
(a) In any region where emission reductions are necessary for attainment
and maintenance of a primary standard, the control strategy shall provide for the
application of such emission limitations or other measures as may be necessary
to achieve such emission reductions, including, but not limited to, emission
limitations or other measures such as those described in Appendix B.
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(b) (1) In any region where application of emission limitations or other measures which are not more stringent than those described in Appendix B will result
in attainment and maintenance of a secondary standard, "reasonable time" shall
be three years or less, unless the State shows good cause why the application
of such emission limitations or other measures should be postponed.
(2) Nothing In this ubpart shall be construed an requiring or encouraging
the adoption or enforcement of euiission limitations or other measures which
will necessitate restrictions on the use or composition of fuel in stationary
sources, except as necessary for attainment of primary standards.
(c Example region:
(1 A control aotrategy which provides for the attainment and maintenance
of a national standard in one region in a State will be deemed by tile Administrautor to be adequate for attainimnpt and maintenance of such standard In any
or all other regions of the State in which measured or estimated levels of tile
pollutant are lower than those in the region for which the control strategy was
formulated, provided that such control strategy is sufficiently comprehensive to
include adequate controls on sulfur oxides and particulate emissions from
mourt'm listed in Appendix C. Any region (I) for which the State formulates a
control strategy which is applied to other regions or (11) for which a control
strategy Is developed, without regard to whether such strategy is applied outside
of the region, is referred to hereinafter as an "example reffon".
(2) Tie State shall obtain, through the Regional D)irektr, the concurrence
of the Administrator in the selection of an example region.
(d) Adequacy of controll stralegy
(1) The plan shall demonstrate that the control strategy for each national
standard Is adequate for atialnant-nt and maintenance of suchstandard in the
example region(s) to which it applies. The adequacy of a control strategy shall
ie demonstrated by means of a proportional model or diffusion model.
(2) The proportional model shall be one in which the following equation is
-employed to calculate the degree of improvement in air quality needed for

attainment of a national standard:
A -V

X 100-pereent reduction needed
X4"-"B
Where:
A,-Existing air quality at the location having the highest measured or eat!.
mated concentration in the region.
B- Background concentration.
(7-National standard.
Tie plan shall show that application of the control strategy will result in the
degree of emission reduction indicated to be necesary by the above calculation.
The Ilan shall contain a summary of the computations used to determine the
emission reductions that will result from application of the control strategy to
each point source and group of area sources; such summary shall be Included
in a table similar to that presearted in Appendix D. The detailed computations
shall be retained and be made available for inspection by the Administrator.
(8) (1) If a diffusion model is used it shall be identified and described; provided, however, that if either of the two diffusion models described in the following publications is ued, ft need only be identified:
"Air Quality Implementation Planning Program (llM)", Volume I, Operator's
Manual, National Air Pollhttion Control Adminltration, Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C., Novemer 1970.
"Air Qlality Display Model (AQDM)", Nationvil Air Pollution Control Ad.
ministration, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.O.,
November 1009.
(I) The plan shall contain a summary of emission levels expected to result
from application of the control strategy, which summary shall be Included In a
table ilmilar to that presented in Appendix D.
(lit) The plan shall also show the air quality levels expected to resultt from
apiplication of the control strategy presented either in tabular form or as an
isopleth map showing maximum pollutant concentraltions and expected concentration gradients. Comptuter printouts of the Inptt and output data associated
wth use of a diffusion model shall be retained and made available for inspection
by the Administrator.
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(4) Appendix B contains examples of emission limitations and other measures
directly applicable or adaptable to point sources and area sources. This Subpart
shall not be construed to require that such limitations or measures be applied
solely to area sources or solely to point sources.
(e) Emissions data
(1) Each plan shall include the following data on emissions of sulfur oxides
and particulate matter:
(1) For each example region in the State a detailed inventory of emissions
from point sources and area sources in each county shall be summarized In
a form similar to that shown in Appendix D, and the data described In Appendix
E and Appendix F shall be retained and made available for inspection by the
Administrator.
(it) For all other regions, point-source and area-source data shall be submitted In summary form as shown in Appendix 0, except that for regions classified as Priority III, only point-source data aild any existing area-source data
shall be submitted. Data shown in Appendices M and F shall be retained and
made available for Inspection by the Administrator.
(2) As used In this section, a "point source" is:
(I) Any stationary source causing omissions in excess of twenty-five (25)
tons per year of any pollutant for which there is a national standard, or
(it) Without regard to quantity of emissions, any source listed in Appendix C.
(8) As used in this section, an "area source" Is any small residential, government, institutional, commercial, or industrial fuel combustion operation; onsite waste disposal facility; motor vehicles, aircraft, vessels, or other transportation facilities; or other miscellaneous sources such as those listed in Appendix D, as identified through inventory techniques similar to those described
In: "A Rapid Survey Technique for Estimating Community Air Pollution Emlssions," Public Health Service Publication No. 099-AP-2, October 1900.
(f) Air Quality Data.
Data showing existing air quality with respect to sulfur oxides andl particulate
matter shall be submitted for each example region. Actual measurements shall
be used where available. If actual measurements are not available and cannot
Po made In time to be employed In the development of t.e control strategy, air
quality may be estimated by the procedure described in Appentix A. Air quality
d ,, whether measured or estimated, shall be submitted In Lae foim shown
in Appendix H.
|420.14 Control strategy: Carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, photochemical
oxidants, and nitrogen dioxide
(a) Priority I Regions
(1) Each plan for a region classified as Priority I shall include a control
strategy which shall provide for the degree of emission reduction necessary for
attainment and maintenance of the national standards after consideration of the
emission reductions that will result from the application of Federal motor vehicle emission standards promulgated by the Administrator pursuant to Section
202 of the Act.
(2) Unless specific data are available for a rc-g!on, a State shall assume that
such Federal motor vehicle emission standards will result in the emissibn reductions shown in Appendix !. If specific data are used, such data must be sub.
mitted In the plan for such region.
(b) Priority III Regions. For a region classified as Priority III, a control
strategy need include only procedures for preventing ambient levels of a pol.
lutant from exceeding the applicable primary standard. Regulations such as
those described in Section 1.1 of Appendix B will be deemed to fulfill this
requirement.
) Control Strategy Development. In a region In which attainment and maintenance of a national standard will require emission reductions in addition to
those which will result from application of the Federal motor vehicle emission
standards, the control strategy shall provide for application of such emission
limitations or other measures as may be necessary for attainment and maintenance of such national standard, including, but not limited to the following:
(1) Emission limitations or other measures such as those described in Ap.
pendix B.
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(2) Emission limitations necessitating installation of emission control devices
or systems on in-use motor vehicles, which limitations may be assumed to be
capable of producing the emission reductions shown in Appendix I.
(8) Emission limitations necessitating conversion of motor -vehicle fleets, including commercial and governmental fleets, to use liquified natural gas or
liquified petroleum gas or other low-emission fuels or engines.
(4) Measures to reduce motor vehicle traffic, particularly rush-hour traffic, including measures such as commuter taxes, gasoline- rationing, parking limitations, staggered working hours, or restrictions on motor vehicle idling time.
(5) Expansion or promotion of the use of mass transportation facilities
through measures such as increases in frequency, convenience, and passengercarrying capacity of mass transportation systems; subsidization of the costs
of operating such systems; providing for special bus lanes on major streets and
highways; or other incentives to efficient operation and use of such systems.
(0) At such time as they are determined by the Administrator to be feasible
and practicable, programs for periodic inspection and testing of motor vehicle
emission control systems.
(d) Adequacy of control strategy.
(1) The plan shall demonstrate that the control strategy Included in each
plan for a region classified as Priority I is adequate for attainment and main.
tenance of the national standard(s) to which such control strategy applies, by
means of a proportional model or diffusion/photochemical model.
(1) With respect to control of carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides, the
roportional model to be used for purposes of this paragraph is described in
ection- 420.18(d) (2) of this Subpart provided, with respect to the national
standards for nitrogen dioxide, it may be assumed that the degree of air
quality improvement indicated to be necessary by the proportional model will
be achieved by a corresponding degree of reduction of total nitrogen oxides
emissions from stationary and mobile sources.
(i1) With respect to control of hydrocarbons and photochemical oxidants,
it may be assumed that the degree of total hydrocarbon emission reduction neces.
sary for attainment and maintenance of the primary standards for photo,
chemical oxidants will also be adequate for attainment of the primary standard
for hydrocarbons. The proportional model to be used to determine the necessary
reduction is set forth in Appendix J.
(2) The plan shall show that the control strategy will result in the degree of
eiMuY1Mftauction indicated to be necessary by the proportional model. The
plan shall contain a summary of the computations used to determine the emis.
sion reductions that 'will result from application of the control strategy to each
point source, and each group of area sources. Such summary shall be included
in a table similar to that presented in Appendix D. The detailed computations
shall be retained by the State and made available for Inspection by the
Administrator.
(8) It a diffusion/photochemical pnodel 'is used, the plan shall include a
description of such model.
(e) Emission Data. Emission data on carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, photo.
chemical oxidants, and nitrogen oxides shall be submitted in accordance with the
requirements in Section 420.18(e) of this Subpart.
(f) Air Quality Data. Data showing existing air quality levels shall be
presented in accordance with this section:
(1) For Priority I regions, data on carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and
photochemical oxidants shall, as a minimum, include the results of measurements
made during the period July 1, 1971, through September 80, 1971, in accord.
auce with the following procedures.
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Humber
Pollutant

Sampling methods

rfeg
o Frequency ofsampling

Carbon
monoxide ......... Nondis"rilve infrared or equivalent'.
(Jacobs.
bubbler) mothod
Nitrogen dioxide .......... 24-hour (g1s
Hochholsr) orequivaenLe.
Photochemical oxidants .... Neutral KI colorimetric (gasbubbler)
or equivalent.,

I continuous.
every
3 days.
I 24-hour
I
sample, once
I Continuous IIeqipment Isavailable;
otherwise, 41 .hour samples
taken
between
It a.m. and3 p.m.local
time, 6 days per week.

IEquivalent methods
are gas
chromatographic andmercury replacement,
'Equivalent methods arecontinuous Saltsman end coulometrio.
aEquivalent methods are chemiluminescence andcoulometrIo.
(2) For Priority I regions, only available air quality data for hydrocarbons
must e submitted.
(8) For Priority III regions, no air quality data for carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and photochemical oxidants need be submitted.
(4) Air quality data required hy this subparagraph shall be submitted in the
form similar to that shown in Appendix H.
I 420.15 Emergency action criteria and procedures.
Plans for Priority I and Priority II regions shall include criteria and procedures for initiating emission control actions connensurate with the severity of
air pollution conditions In an emergency episode situation in accordance with
the requirements of this section.
(a) Plans for Priority I and Priority II regions shall specify as episode criteria
ambient pollutant concentrations at which control actions will be taken to reduce
or prohibit emissions and shall provide for such actions to be taken when the
specified concentrations are reached at any one monitoring site in the region. The
control actions to be taken shall be identified by episode criteria level. Acceptable
episode criteria and control actions are set forth In Appendix B.
(b) Plans for Priority I regions shall include the following elements:
(1) Episode surveillance system
(i) The air quality surveillance system In eaci such region shall Include one
or more air monitoring stations capable of providing data sufficiently rapidly
to permit prompt identification of situations In which pollutant concentrations
have reached, or are increasing toward, applicable episode criteria levels.
(ii) Each plan shall provide for daily acquisition of forecasts of atmospheric
stagnation conditions and shall further provide that, during periods of atmospheric stagnation or any episode stage, such forecasts shall be updated at least
every 12 hours.
(III) Each plan shall provide for Inspection of sources to ascertain compliance
with ipplleatle emission reduction requirements.
(2) Each plan shall Include an emission reduction plan which shall include
prescribed action for reduction of pollutant emissions at each episode criteria
level. Such emission reduction plan shall Include specific emission reduction
action plans for each major source of pollution (100 tons per year, or more). An
acceptable episode control regulation is set forth in Appendix B.
(8) Each plan shall provide for communications procedures for transmitting
status reports and orders as to control actions to be taken during any episode

stage, including procedures for contact with )ublic olfficis, major emissions

sources, l)ublic safety and emergency agencies, and news media. Such communications procedures shall be set forth li a manual whieh shall slecify, in detail,
how contacts are made and received at each episode criterial level.
(c) In the event that procedures meeting the requirements of Paragraph (b) of
this section have not been fully imlplemented by the prescribed date for subnitting a plan, a description of procedures under consideration and a timetable for
their Implementation shall be submitted with the plan. Such timetable shall provide for full Implementation of muclh procedures within one year after such prescribed date. A description of actions that will be taken to reduce emissions
during episodes which occur during such one year period shall he included.
1 420.16 Control Regulations
The control strategy included in the plan shall be adopted in the form of control regulations and copies shall be submitted with the plan, together with timetables for Implementation and enforcement of such regulations. A plan con-
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taining proposed control regulations does not satisfy requirements for plan
content nor will it be construed a timely submission.
1 420.17 Air Quality Surveillance
(a) (1) The plan shall provide for the establishment of an air quality surveillance system meeting, at a minimum, the following requirements:
Classification
Pollutant
of region
A...........
Suspended
partu.

Sampling method

Minimum number of air
quality monitoring sites

Minimum frequency
of sampling

NASH
high.volume ........
1per 50,000 population up 1 24-hour sample every 6
days.
1o10 tes.
Tape simpler.............
Iper 21g000 population
Continuous,
up 10 $11lte.

Sulfur dioxide. Modified pararossneline or
equivalent.'

6
I per 100000 population up I 24.hour sample every
to 10site,
and
days (gasbubbler).$
I per
20,006
population
Continuous.
UP 01 81sites
Do
1 per
plaites.
i
up 2,000
0o population
Iper 100000 population
I 24.hour sample
every
6
up toI6 sites, and
da
1rs (gis bubbler).'
I per
2S000
population
I
up to
it"s,
.. do...................
Do,

Carbon
eqUivalent.' infrared or
oxide,mon. Nondispersive
Nitrogen di. 24.hour sampling method
oxide.
(Jecobs.Hochhelser
method) or equlvalenL
Oxidants.....
Neutral potassium Iodide
colorlmetric or equlva.
lent$
B...........
Suspended
NASH high.volume ........
3........................
I 24.hour simple every 6
days.'
particu,
Sulfur dioxide. Modified pararosnaine.... 3........................
I 24.hour sample
every 8
days
(gas bubbler).$
C...........
Suspended
NASH high.volume ........
I ........................
24.hour simple every 6
ariu
mey.~

Sulfur dioxide. Modified pararosnaline.... I ........................
I24.hour simple every S
days
(gs bubbler),
'Equivalent continuous instruments are coulometric and flame photometric.
Equivalent to61random samples per year.
Equivalent methods are is chromatographic technique and mercury replacemenL
I In regions where multiple carbon monoxide monitoring sites are required, I should have mobile
capabilities.
Equivalent methods are continuous Saltzman
and coulometric.
*Equivalent methods are chemiluminescence and coulometrlc.
(2) At least one sampling site must be located in the area of estimated maximum pollutant concentrations.
(b) The plan siall contain a description of the existing and proposed system,
which shall set forth:
(1) The basis for the design of the surveillance system, selection of samplers,
and sampling sites.
(2) The locations of the samplers by Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
grid coordinates or the equivalent. Any National Air 'ampllg Netwerk san.
piing site may be designated as a sampler location.
(8) The sampling schedules.
(4) The methods of sampling and analysis,
(5) The method of data handling and analysis procedures.
(0) The timetable for the installation of any additional equipment needed to

complete the system.
(c) The plan shall provide that information regarding the establishment and
operation of the network and the data resulting from its use will be available
to the Administrator upon request.
(d) The plan shall provide for monitoring of air quality during emergency
episodes. The statlong selected for uve during episodes must be capable of provdling real-time validated air quality data.
1 420.18 Review of new sources and modifications
(a) Each plan shall Include a description of the procedures that will be used
to implement the authority described in secjion 420.11 (a) (4) of this Subpart,
which procedure shall be adequate to enable the State agency to determine that
construction and modification of stationary sources does not result in violations
of applicable emission limitations or other regulations and does not interfere

with attainment or maintenance of a national standard. Procedures such as those

described in section 1.1 of Appendix B will be deemed to fulfill this requirement.
(b) Such procedures siall provide for the submission, by the owner or operator
of a new stationary source, or existing source which is to be modified, of such
77.51 0
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information on location, design, construction, and operation of such source as
may be necessary to permit the State agency to make the determination referred
to in paragraph (a) of this section.
(c) Such-procedures shall also include means of disapproving such construction or modification if it will result in a violation of applicable emission limit.
tons or other regulations or will interfere with attainment or maintenance of a
national standard.
(d) Such procedure shall provide that approval of any construction or modification shall not affect the responsibility of the owner or operator to comply with
applicable emission limitations or other regulations.
1 420,19 Source registration. Such plan shall contain a description of the pro.
cedures that will be used for registration of significant -iisting sources of
pollutants for which there are national standards. Such procedure shall provide
or the submission and periodic updating, by the owners or operators of such
sources of information on the nature and amount of emissions from such sources
and such other information as may be necessary to enable the State agency to
determine whether such sources are in compliance with applicable emission
limitations or other regulations. Procedures derived from those described In
section 1.1 of Appendix B will be deemed to fMfill this requirement.
1 420.20 Elmissions surveillance. Each plan shall include a description of the pro.
cedures that will be used to monitor compliance with emission limitations and
other regulations applicable to emission sources. Such procedures shall Include:
(a) Periodic inspection of stationary sources at intervals not exceeding two
years.
(b) A field investigation system for:
(1) Detecting, and initiating any necessary action to abate emissions from
sources not otherwise known to the State agency.
(2) Investigating and taking any necessary action with respect to
complaints.
(8) Enforcing regulations applicable to visible emissions.
(4) Conducting emission tests on point sources.
£ 420.21 Resources. The plan shall Include a description of the jresources available to the State agency and local agencies at the date of submission of the
plan and of any additional resources needed to carry out the plan during the
five year period following its submission. Such description, which shall be
provided in a form similar to that in Appendix K, shall include projections of
the extent to which resources will be acquired at one, three, and five year
intervals.
1 420.22 Intergovernmental cooperation
(a) For the purpose of assisting the development of a plan for any interstate
region, the State agency responsible for Implementing national standards in any
portion of such an interstate region shall furnish any available data on emissions, air quality, and control strategy development, upon request, to any other
State or local agency having such responsibility in any other portion of such Interstate region.
(b) Each plan shall identify, by official title, local air pollution control agen.
cies Involved in the development of the plan as well as those which will participate in the implementation of the plan.
(c) Each plan shall provide that the State agency having primary responsibility for implementing national standards in any region, or portion thereof, will
promptly transmit, to other State agencies having such responsibility in the samba
or other States, information on factors (e.g., construction of new industrial
plants) which may significantly affect air quality in any other portion of such
region or in any adjoining region.
Subpart C: Extensions
* 420.80 Request for two-year extension
(a) The Governor of a State may, at the time of submission of a plan to implement a primary standard in a Priority I region, request the Administrator
to extend, for a period not exceeding two years, the three-year period for attainment of the primary standard in such region.
(b) Any such request regarding an interstate region shall be submitted
Jointly with the requests of the Governor* of all States in the region, or shall
show that the Governor of each State in the region has been notified of such
request.
(c) Any such request regarding attainment of a primary standard shall be
submitted together with a plan providing for attainment of such primary stand-
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-ard not later than five years after the date of the Administrator's approval of
such plan and shall show that It is more reasonable to provide for attainment
of such primary standard within such five-year period than within a three-year
period. Any plan so submitted shall reflect consideration of the emission reductions which can be achieved through application of measures such as those described in Appendix B and in section 420.14 (c) of this Subpart.
(d) Any showing pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section shall include:
(1) A clear identification of emission sources or classes of moving sources
which will be unable to comply with the requirements of such plan within a
three-year period because the necessary technology or alternative methods of
compliance will not be available soon enough to permit such compliance.
(2) A clear identification and Justification of any assumptions made with
respect to the time at which such needed technology or alternative methods of,,
compliance will be available.
(3) A clear identification of the alternative means of attainment of such primary standard which were considered and an explanation of why such alternatives were rejected, or, if any such alternatives were adopted, of why such alter.
natives can more reasonably be implemented within such five-year period than
within a three-year period,
(4) A showing that emission sources or classes of moving sources other than
those referred to in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph will be required to comply, within such three-year period, with any applicable requirements of such
plan.
(5) A clear identification of the intei m control measures provided for in
such plan with respect to emissions from such source(s).
* 420.81 Request for 18-month extension
(a)-Upon request of the State agency made in accordance with this section,
the Administrator may, whenever he determines necessary, extend for a period
not to exceed 18 months the deadline for submitting that portion of a plan that
implements a secondary standard.
(b) Requests for such extensions will be given consideration only in the case
of Priority I and Priority II regions.
(c) Requests for extensions of the deadline shall show that attainment of the
secondary standards will require emission reductions exceeding those which can
be achieved through the application of emission limitations identical or equivalent
to those described in Appendix B.
(d) In addition to satisfying the other requirements of this Subpart, a request
for extension of the deadline with respect to any portion of an interstate region
shall be submitted jointly with requests for such extensions from all other States
within the region, or shall show that all such States have been notified of such
request.
(e) A request for extension of the deadline shall be submitted sufficiently
early to permit development of a plan prior to the deadline in the event that such
request is denied. Any such request shall contain the information necessary to
permit the Administrator to determine whether such request satisfies the requirements of this section.
5 420.32 Request for one-year iwstponement
(a) Pursuant to section 110(f) of the Act, the Governor of a State may request, with respect to any stationary source or class of moving sources, a postponement for not more than one year of the applicability of any requirement proscribed in a State plan approved by the Administrator under this Part.
(b) Any such request regarding sources located in an interstate region shall
show that the Governor of each State in the region has been notified of such
request.
(c) Any such request shall clearly identify the source(s) and requriement(s)
which are the subject of such request.
(d) A public hearing will be held, before the Administrator or his designee, on
any such request. No such hearing will be held earlier than one year in advance
of the prescribed date for compliance with any such requirement(s).
(e) No such request shall operate to stay the applicability of the requirement(s) covered by such request,
(f) A State's determination to defer the applicability of any requirement of
a plan with respect to such source(s) will not necessitate a request for postponement under this section unless such deferral will prevent attainment or maintenance of a national standard within the time prescribed by the Act or such additional time prescribed by the Administrator under section 420.80 of this Subpart,
provided, however, that any such determination would constitute revision of an
applicable State plan under section 420.07 of Subpart A.
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APPENDIX A
Ar QUALITY ESTIMATION
Ambient pollutant levels-may be estimated through the application of atmos.
pheric diffusion models. These estimates are based primarily upon the emission
densities, meteorology, and topography that prevails within a region. Two types
of diffusion models may be used: (1) a model developed by Holzworth,1 and subsequently modified, which estimates annual average concentrations on the basis of
emissions uniformly distributed throughout a region; and (2) a diffusion model
which predicts concentration resulting from point sources during particularly unfavorable meteorological conditions.
Holworthl modeL-This model requires estimates of a region's average emission
density, the "size" of the region, and the wind speed through the atmospheric
mixing layer. Emission densities have been computed for all of the Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) for both particulate matter and sulfur
dioxide (SO,) and can be readily estimated for other urbanized areas. Values of
the wind speed in the mixing layer have been determined and published by Holzworth. The basic assumptions and technical modifications of Holzworth's procedures are found elsewhere'; however, a summary and description of how to use
the procedure are presented here.
For discussion purposes let:
X--Estimated concentration, micrograms/cubic meter (ug/m$)
umpwind speed through mixing layer, meters/second m/s)
Q- Emission density, micrograms/square meter-Aecond (ug/m'-s)
C-Urban sie-1/2 Vurban area, kilometers (km.).
IXU

Figure 1 is a plot or "normalized concentration" (V-~) as a function of urban

size and is defined to be the product of predicted concentration and wind speed
divided by emission density. Concentrations ere an increasing function of urban
size and are directly proportional to emission density. The wind serves as a diluting agent and reduces expected pollutant concentrations.
As an example, the SMSA of Chicago is used to compute the expected concentration of 80# from 1967 emissions in the Chicago area. The urban area of Chicago
for computational purposes is 2,500 square km. The urban size, as defined, is consequently 25 km. and thus from Figure 1:

X =280
For Chicago:
Q=17.8 ug/sec.

meter'
um7.3 meter/sec.
and hence;
X-- (280) (17.8) '=561ug/m
7.8
Using this procedure, concentration estimates for both S0, and particulate
matter can be made on a regional basis These predicted air quality concentrations may be used to establish region classifications.
Point source model.-A short-term diffusion model' will be used to estimate
the maximum ambient concentrations due to point source emissions. The model is
composed of two portions and describe the maximum concentra-tions which may
occur under two separate types of meteorological conditions, The first portion is
stack height dependent and describes concentrations that may occur using a
generalized atmospheric diffusion model.4 'he second portion of the model is one
in which ambient concentrations are estimated on the basis of emissions from
I Holsworth, George Co "Meteorological Potential for Urban Pollution in the Contiguous
United States" Paper No. Mf-206 presented at the Second International Clean Air
Congress, Washington, D.C Decemtier 1970.
1 ,,noterpto,'k. et. al.: 'rhe Development and UtilsAtion of an Air Quality Index",
APCA paper 69-78 presented at annual meeting of APCA, New York N.Y. June I
'Car'enter S. B.. et. al.. "Principal Plume Dispersion Models--T'VA Power P ants",
APCA Paper 14o. 70-149 presentedt at annual meeting of APCA, St. Louis., Mo., June 1970.
4Gufford. Prank A., "The Problem of Forecasting Dispersion in the Lower Atmosphere",
USAEC, Division of Technical Information Extension, Oak Ridge, Tenn., July 1961.
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"tall stacks" during periods of low wind speeds and severe limitations on vertical mixing.
A joint conslderatiou of these two models Indicateu that expected maximum
concentrations are con tant for physical stack heights which exceed 60 meters.
A plot of 24-hour maximum concentration exp ted for various stack heights and
emissions is given in Figure 2.
7
For example, at stack heights of 60 meters, 80 emission rates from a point
source must exceed 100 metric tong/day for the primary standard for sulfur
oxides to be exceeded. Mass emission rates are available for all significant sources
of sulfur oxides and particulate matter in the country and will be used to aid
In the regional classification for each pollutant.
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APPENDIX B
AIB POLLUTION CONTROL REGULATIONS

These air pollution control regulations include examples of the administrative
provisions and pollutant emission limitations a State may need for an approvable
implementation plan. Part I contains general provisions regarding permits for
new construction; emission monitoring, record-keeping, and reporting; prevetion of air pollution emergencies; and timetables for compliance. Parts II through
VII contain emission limitations'applicable to sources of parLiculate mqtter,
sulfur oxides, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides.
Although these emission limitations contained herein are relatively stringent,
they have, with some modification, been applied by various Wtate and local Jurisdictions. Notes have been added, where necessary, to explain the basis or application of the regulations. These emission limitations do not necessarily represent the ultimate in emission control.
1. ONERAL PROVISIONS

1.0 Definitions.
1.0.1 "Air contaminant" shall mean dust, fumes, mist, smoke, other particulate matter, vapor, gas, or any comnbinatIonthereof,
1.0.2 "Air pollution" shall mean the presence In the outdoor atmosphere of
one or more air contaminants In such quantities and duratoz. as is or tends to
be Injurious to human health or welfare, anilmal or plant 1I, or property or
interferes with the enjoyment of life or property.
11.0.8 "Director" shall mean the Director of the State Air Pollution Control
Agency.
10.4 "Existing source" shall mean equipment, machines, devices, articles,
contrivances, or installations which are in being on the effective date of these
regulations; except that any existing equipment, machine, device, article, contrivance, or installation which is altered, replaced, or rebuilt after the effective
date of these regulations shall be reclassified as "new source".
1.0.5 "Fuel-burning equipment" shall mean any furnace, boiler, apparatus,
stack, and all appurtenances thereto, used In the process of burning fuel for
the primary purpose of producing heat or power by indirect heat transfer.
.1.0.6 "Fugitive dust" shall mean solid air-borne particulate matter emitted
from any source other than a flue or stack.
1.0.7 "Mlultiple-Chamber Incinerator" shall mean any article, machine,
equipment, contrivance, structure or part of a structure, used to dispose of
combustible refuse by burning, consisting of three or more refractory lined
combustion furnaces in series, physically separated by refractory walls, interconnected by gas passage ports or ducts and employing adequate design parameters necessary for maximum combustion of the material to be burned.
1.0.8 "New source" shall mean equipment, machines, devices, articles, contrivances, or installations built or installed on or after the effective date of these
regulations, and installations existing at said stated time which are later altered,
repaired, or rebuilt. Any equipment moved to another premise involving a
change of address, or purchased and to be operated by a new owner, or when
a new lessee desires to operate such equipment after the effective date of these
regulations shall be considered a new source.
1.0.9 "Opacity" shall mean a state which renders material partially or
wholly impervious to rays of light and causes obstruction of an observer's view.
(1.0.10 "Open burning" shall mean the burning of any matter in such a
manner that the products of combustion resulting from the burning are emitted
directly into the ambient air without passing through an adequate stack, duct,
or chimney.
1.0.11 "Particulate matter" shall mean any material, except where water in
uncombined form, that is or has been airborne and exists as a liquid or a solid
at standard conditions.
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i1.0.12 "Person" shall mean any individual, corporation, partnership, firm,
association, trust, estate, public or private institution, group, agency, political
subdivision of this State, any other State or political subdivision or agency
thereof dr any legal successor, representative, agent, or agency of the foregoing.
,1.0.18 "Ringlemann Chart" shall mean the chart, published and described
in the U.S. Bureau of Mines Information Circular 8883.
1.0.14 "Soiling Index" A measure of the soiling properties of suspended
particles in air determined by drawing a measured volume of air through a
known area of Whatman No. 4 filter paper for a measured period of time,
expressed as COH's/1000 linear feet.
1.0.15 "Source" shall mean any property, real or personal, or person contributing to air pollution.
1.0.16 "Stack or chimney" shal meanany flue, conduit, or duct arranged to
conduct emissions.
1.0.17 "Standard conditions" shall mean a dry gas temperature of 70 degrees
fahrenheit and a gas pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch absolute.
1.0.18 "Submerged Fill Pipe" any fill pipe the discharge opening of which
is entirely submerged when the liquid level is 0 Inches above the bottom of the
tank; or when applied to a tank which is loaded from the side, shall mean any
fill pipe the discharge opening of which Is entirely submerged when the liquid
level is two times the fill pipe diameter, in inches, above the bottom of the tank.
1.0.19 "Effluent Water Separator" any tank, box, sump, or other container
in which any volatile organic compound floating on or entrained or contained
in water entering such tank, box, sump, or other container is physically separated
and removed from such water prior to oulfall, drainage, or recovery of such
water.
1.0.20 "Volatile Organic Compounds" any compound containing carbon and
hydrogen or containing carbon and hydrogen in combination with any other'
element which has a vapor pressure of 1.5 pounds per square inch absolute or
greater under actual storage conditions.
1.1 Permits.
1,1.1 General requirements:
(a) No person shall cause or permit the construction or modification of any
new soure without first obtaining an authority to construct or modify from
the Director as to the location and design of such new source to comply with
applicable rules and Rgulations and ambient air quality standards.
(b) The Director s all not approve such construction or modification unless
the applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Director thot the new
source can be expected to comply with the applicable rules and regulations.
1.1.2 Applications.
(a) Application for authority to construct or modify shall be made by the
owner or operator of the new source on forms furnished by the Director. If the
applicant is a partnership or group other than a corporation, the application
shall be made by one individual who is a member of the group. If the applicant
is a corporation, the application shall be made by an officer of the corporation.
(b) A separate application is required for each new source subject to rules
and regulations. To aid in evaluating the new source, additional applications may
be required by the Director.
(e) Each application shall be signed by the applicant. The slnature of the
applicant shall constitute an agreement that the applicant will assume response.
hility for the construction, modification, or use of the new source concerned In
accordance with the rules and regulations.
1.1.8 Information required:
(a) Each application for an authority to construct or modify shall be accompanied by two copies of complete data, siting information, plans descriptions,
specifications and drawings to show how the proposed new source Is designed
and in what manner It will be operated and controlled.
,(b) Any additional information, plans, specifications, evidence or documentation that the Director may require.
1.1.4 Standards for granting authority to construct or modify. No authority
to construct or modify shall be granted unless the applicant shows to the
satisfaction of the Director that:
(a) The new source is designed and will be constructed or modified to operate
without causing a violation of the applicable rules and regulations.
(b) The new source is designed, built and equipped in accordance with the
latest available control technology so as to reduce emissions to a minimum.
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(c) The new source, as designed or modified, does not endanger maintenance
or attainment of any applicable ambient air quality standard.
(d) The new source, if required by the Director, shall be provided with:
(1) Sampling ports of a alse, number and location as the Director may
require,
(2) Safe access to each port,
(8) Instrumentation to monitor and record emission data and,
(4) Any other sampling and testing facilities the Director may require.
1.1.5 Action on applications:
(a) The Director shall act, within a reasonable time, on an application for
an authority to construct or modify, and shall notify the applicant in writing
of his approval, conditional approval, or denial of the application.
(b) If an application is denied, the Director shall set forth his objections in
the notice of denial.
(c) The applicant may submit answers and comments, in duplicate, to the Director's objections to the application.
(d) The Director will consider the applicant's answers and comments to his
objections, and shall notify the applicant in writing of his approval or denial
of the application.
(e) The Director shall not accept a further application unless the applicant
has complied with the objections specified by the Director as his reasons for
denial of the authority to construct or modify.
1.1.6 Conditional authority to construct or modify. The Director may grant a
conditional authority to construct or modify if it appears likely from all of the
information submitted that as a result of the conditions the new source will
satisfy the requirements of 1.1.4 above.
1.1.7 Cancellation of authority to construct or modify:
(a) The Director may cancel an authority to construct or modify if the onstruction or modification is not begun within one year from the date of issuance,
or if the work Involved in the construction or modification is suspended for one
year or more from the date of issuance.
(b) An applicant may secure an extension of the expiration date by witten
request to the Director stating the reasons for the request. E xtensions may be
granted for a period of not more than six months.
1.1.8 Permit to Operate.
(a) No person shall begin operation of a new source without notifying the
Director at least 80 days prior to operation.
(b) No person shall cause or permit the operation of a new source for more
than a sixty (60) day period without applying for a permit to operate from the
Director.
(c) No person shall cause or permit the use or operation of existing sources of
control apparatus without applying for a permit to operate from the Director
within six months ofthe adopted date of these regulations or an approved control
plan in accordance with Section 1.7 of these regulations.
(d) No owner or operator shall cause or permit the operation of a new or existing source if the Director denies or revokes a permit to operate.
1.1.9 Applications.
Applications for a permit to operate shall be made In accordance with 1.1.2 of
this part.
1.1.10 Standards for granting permits.
No permit to opeate shall be granted unless the applicant shows to the satls.
faction of the Director that the new source satisfied the requirements of the
applicable rules and regulations and has been constructed, installed, or modified
in accordance with the requirements and conditions contained in the authority to
construct or modify.
1.1.11 Performance Testing.
Before a permit to operate Is granted, the applicant, if required by the director ,
shall conduct performance teats, In accordance with methods approved by the
Director with the tests being made at the expense of the applicant. The Director
may monitor performance tests conducted by the applicant and may also conduct
performance tests.
1.1.12 Action on Applications.
(a) Before acting on an application for a permit to operate the Dkrctor may
require the applicant to furnish additional information, plans or specifications.
(b) The Director shall act within a 00 day period on an application for a permit to operate and shall notify the applicant, In writing of his approval, conditional approval or denial of the application.
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(c) If an application is denied the procedures of 1.1.5 of this part shall apply.
1.1.18 Conditional PermitThe holder of a permit to operate shall comply with the conditions contained
in his permit as well as all applicable provisions of rules and regulations.
1.1.14 Suspension or revocation of Permit.
(a) The Director may suspend or revoke a permit to operate for willful or
continued violation of rules and regulations.
(b) Suspension or revocation of a permit to operate shall become final 10 days
after service of notice on the holder of the certificate.
(c) A permit to operate which has been revoked pursuant to these regulations
shall be surrendered forthwith to the Director.
1.1.15 Transfer of Permit.
Any purported or attempted transfer of a permit to operate to another owner
or from one location to another or from one new source to another automatically
revokes the permit.
1.1.16 Reporting information.
No owner or operator shall cause cr permit the operation of any new- source
without furnishing such performance tests results, information, and records
as may be required by the Director In the applicable rules and regulations.
1.1.17 E~xemptions.
An authority to construct and a permit to operate shall not be required for:
(a) The installation or alternation of an air contaminant detector, air contaminant recorder, combustion controller or combustion shutoff.
(b) Air Conditioning or ventilating systems not designed to remove air contaminant generated by or released from equipment.
(e) Fuel burning equipment, other than smoke house generators, which; uses
gas as a fuel for space heating, air conditioning or heating water; or is used
in a private dwelling or has a BTU input of not more than 850,000 BTU per
hour; or is used for space heating other than boilers and hot air furnaces.
(d) Internal eomnbustion engines.
(e) Laboratory equipment used exclusively for chemical or physical analyse.s
(f) Other sources of minor significance specified by Director. Note: This suggested regulation specifies a complete permit system for application to new and
existing sources. For existing sources, a simple registration is adequate although not as effective for enforcement purposes.
1.2 Monitoring, Records, Reporting.
1.2.1 The Director may require the owner or operator of any air contaminant
source to install, use, and maintain such monitoring equipment; sample such
emissions in accordance with methods as the Director shall prescribe; establish
and maintain such records; and make such periodic emission reports as required
in section 1.2.2.
1.2.2 Records and reports as the Director shall prescribe oln air contaminants
or fueld shall be recorded, compiled, and-sbumitted on forms furnished by the
Director. (Thp procedures below are examples of such requirements.)
(a) Emissions of larticulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and oxides of nitrogen
shall be expressed as follows: in pounds per hour and pounds per million BTU
of heat input for fuel-burning equipment; In pounds per hour and pounds per
100 pounds of refuse burned for incinerators; and in pounds per hour and in
pounds per hourly process weight or production rate or in terms of some other
easily nit numred and meaningful process unit specified by the Director.
(b) Sulfur (ioxide and oxides of filtrogen emission data shall be averaged over
a 24 hour period and shall he summarized monthly. Daily averaged and monthly
summaries shall be submitted to the Director biannually. Data should be calculated daily and available for inspection at any time.
(c) Particulate matter emissions shall he sampled and submitted biannually.
(d) Visible emissions shall be measured continuously and records kept indicating total-minutes per day in which stack discharge effluent exceeds 20 percent
capacity. Data should be summarized monthly and submitted monthly and submitted biannually. Current daily results shall be available for Inspection at any
time.
(e) The sulfur content of fuels, as burned, except natural gas, shall be determined In accordance with current recognized ASTM procedures. Daily and
monthly averages shall be submitted biannually. Daily records shall be -kept
current and be available for inspection.
1.2.8 The following sources are subject to the provisions of this regulation:
(The appropriate State Agency should either classify such sources by regulation
or require reporting as a permit to operate condition)-.
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1.8 Sampling and Testing Methods.
1.3.1 All tests shall be made and the results calculated in accordance with
test procedures approved by the Director. All tests shall be made under the
direction of persons qualified by training and/or experience in the field of air
pollution control.
1.3.2 The Director may conduct tests of emissions of air contaminants from
any source. Upon request of the Department the person responsible for the
source to be tested shall provide necessary holes in stacks or ducts and such
other safe and proper sampling and testing facilities, exclusive of instruments
and sensing devices as nay be necessary for proper determination of the emission
of air contaminants.
1.4 Malfunction of Equipment; Reporting.
1.4.1 In the case of shutdown of air pollution control equipment for necessary
scheduled maintenance, the intent to shut down such equipment shall be reported to the Director at least twenty-four (24) hours prior to the planned shutdown. Such prior notice shall include, but is not limited to the following:
(a) Identification of the specific facility to be taken out of service as well as
its location and permit number.
(b) The expected length of time that the air pollution control equipment will
ie out of service.
(c) The nature and quantity of emissions of air contaminants likely to occur
during the shutdown period.
(d) Measures such as the use of off-shift labor and equipment that will be
taken to minimize the length of the shutdown period.
(e) The reasons that it would be impossible or impractical to shut down the
source operation during the maintenance period.
1.4.2 In the event that any emission source, air pollution control equipment,
or related facility breaks down in such a manner as to cause the emission of air
contaminants in violation of this Article, the person responsible for such equipment shall immediately notify the Director of such failure or breakdown and
provide a statement giving all pertinent facts, including the estimated duration
of the breakdown. The Director shall be notified when the condition causing the
failure or breakdown has been corrected and the equipment is again in operation.
1.5 Air Pollution Emergencies.
Notwithstanding any other provision of the air pollution control regulations,
this epiisode regulation is designed to prevent the excessive buildup of air coff-taminants during air pollution episodes, thereby preventing the occurrence of an
emergency due to the effects of these contaminants on the public health.
1.5.1 Episode Criteria.
Conditions justifying the proclamation of an air pollution alert, air pollution
warning, or air pollution emergency shall be deemed to exist whenever the Director determines that the accumulation of air contaminants in any place is attaining
or has attained levels which could, if such levels are sustained or exceeded, lead
to a threat to the health of the public. In making this determination, the Director
will be guided by the following criteria:
(a) "Air Pollution Forecast": An internal watch by the Department of Air
Pollution Control shall be actuated by a National Weather Service advisory that
Atmospheric Stagnation Advisory is in effect or the equivalent local forecast of
stagnant atmospheric conditions. (b) "Alert": The Alert level Is that concentration of pollutants at which first stage control actions is to begin. An Alert will
be declared when any one of the following levels is reached:
SO;--0.3 ppm. 24 hour average
Particulate--3.0 COHs, 24 hour average
SO and Particulate combined-product of SOs ppm,
24 hour average and OOHs equal to 0.2
CO-15 ppm , 8 hour average
Ox--0.1 ppm, 1 hour average
NOr-0.6 ppm, 1 hour average
0.15 ppm, 24 hour average
and meterological conditions are such that this condition can be expected to
continue for twelve (12) or more hours.
(c) "Warning": The Warning level indicates that air quality is continuing
to degrade and that additional abatement actions are necessary. A Warning
will be declared when any one of the following levels is reached:
SO-0. ppm, 24 hour average
Particulate--.0 COHs, 24 hour average
Combined SOj and COHs, 24 hour average
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SO and COHs equal to 1.0

00-80 ppm, 8 hour average
Ox--0.4 ppm, 1 hour average
NOr-1.2 ppm, 1 hour average
0.8 ppm, 24 hou. average
and meterological conditions are such that this condition can be expected to
_contlnnA or twelve (12) or more hours.
(d) "Emergency": The Emergency level is reached when the Warning level
for a pollutant has been exceeded and (1) the concentrations of the pollutant
are continuing to increase, or (2) te Director determines that, because of
meteorological or other factors, the concentrations will continue to increase.
(e) "Termination": Once declared, any status reached by application of these
criteria will remain in effect until the criteria for that level are no longer met.
At such time the next lower status will be assumed.
1.5.2 Emission Reduction Plan.,
(a) Air Pollution Alert-Any persons responsible for the operation of a
source of air contamination as set forth in Table I shall take all Air Pollution
Alert actions as required for such source of air contamination and shall particularly put into effect the preplanned strategy for an Air Pollution Alert.
(b) Air Pollution Warning-Any person responsible for the operation of a
source of air contamination as set forth in Table II shall take all Air Pollution
Warning actions as required for such source of air contamination and shall particularly put into effect the preplanned strategy for an Air Pollution Warning.
(c) Air Pollution Emergency-Any person responsible for the operation of a
source of air contamination as described in Table III shall-take all Air Pollution Emergency actions as required for such source of air contamination and
shall particularly put into effect the preplanned strategy for an Air Pollution
Emergency.
1.5.8 Preplanned Abatement Strategies.
(a) Any person responsible for the operation of a source of air contamination as set forth in Table I shall prepare preplanned strategies, consistent with
good industrial practice and safe operation procedures, for reducing the emis-son of air contaminants into the outdoor atmosphere during periods of an Air
Pollution Alert, Air Pollution Warning, and Air Pollution Emergency.
Standby plans shall be designed to reduce or eliminate emissions of air contaminants into the outdoor atmosphere in accordance with the objectives set forth
in Tables I-II which are made a part of this Section.
(b) Any person responsible for the operation of a source of air contamination
not set forth under Section 4.1 shall, when requested by the Director in writing,
prepare preplanned strategies consistent with good industrial practice and safe
operating procedures, for reducing the emission of air contaminants into the
outdoor atmosphere during periods of an Air Pollution Alert, Air Pollution
Warnings, and Air Pollution Emergency. Standby plans shall be designed to
reduce or eliminate emissions of air contaminants into the outdoor atmosphere
in accordance with the objectives set forth in Tables I-III.
(c) Preplanned strategies as required under Sections 4.1 and 4.2 shall be in
writing and show the source of air contamination, the approximate amount of
reduction of contaminants and a brief description of the manner in which the
*reduction will be achieved during an Air Pollution Alert, Air Pollution Warning,
and Air Pollution Emergency.
(d) During a condition of Air Pollution Alert, Air Pollution Warning, and
Air Pollution Emergency, preplanned strategies as required by this Section
shall be made available on the premises to any person authorized to enifbree
the provisions of the Air Pollution Control Regulations.
(e) Preplanned strategies as required by this Section shall be submitted to
the Director upon request within thirty (80) days of the receipt of such request;
such preplanned strategies shall be subject to review and approval by the
Director. If, in the opinion of the Director, such standby plans do not effectively
carry out the objectives as set forth in Tables I-11, the Director may disapprove said preplanned strategies, state its reason for disapproval and order the
preparation of amended strategies within the time period specified in the order.
Any person aggrieved by the order requiring the preparation of a revised
strategy is entitled to a hearing. If the person responsible fails within the time
period specified in the order to submit an amended preplanned strategy which
In the opinion of the Director meets the said objectives, the Director may revise
the standby plan to cause it to meet these objectives. Such revised strategies
will thereafter be the preplanned strategy which the person responsible will put
Into effect upon the Issuance of an appropriate order by the Director.
-
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TABLE I.--ABATIMIDNT STATIDGIES EMISSION REDUCTION PLANS
ALERT

tEL

PART A. GENERAL

1. There shall be no open burning by any persons of tree waste, 'vegetation,
refuse, or debris In any form.
2. The use of incinerators for the disposal of any form of solid waste shall
be limited to the hours between 12:00 noon and 4:00 p.m.
8. Persons operating fuel-burning equipment which requires boiler lancing
or soot blowing shall perform such operations only between the hours of 12:00
noon and 4:00 p.m.
4. Persons operating motor vehicles should eliminate all unnecessary operations.
PART B. SOURCE CURTAILMENT

Any person responsible for the operation of a source of atmospheric contamination listed below shall take all required control actions for this Alert Level.
SOURCE Of CONTAMINATION
1. Coal or oil-fired electric power
generating facilities.

AIM POLLUTION ALERT

a. Substantial reduction by utilization
of fuels having- low ash and sul-

fur content.

b. Maximum utilization of mid-day
(12:00 noon to 4:00 pim.) atmospheric turbulence for boiler lancing and soot blowing.
c. Substantial reduction by diverting
electric power generation to facilities outside of Alert Area.
2. Coal and oil-fired process steam gen- a. Substantial -re~duction by utilization
erating facilities.
of fuels having low ash and sulfur content. b. Maximum utilization of mid-day
(12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.) atmospheric turbulence for boiler lancIng and soot blowing.
c. Substantial reduction of steam load
demands consistent with continuing plant operations.
S. Manufacturing industries of the fol- a. Substantial reduction of air conlowing classifications:
taminants from manufacturing opPrimary Metals Industry
erations by curtailing, postponPetroleum Refining Operations
Ilng. or deferring production and
Chemical Industries
all operations.
Mineral Processing Industries b. Maximum reduction by deferring
Paper and Allied Products
trade waste disposal operations
Grain Industry
which emit solid particles, gas

vapors or malodorous substance.
c. Maximum reduction of heat load demands for processing.
d. Maximum utilization of mid-day
(12:00 noon to 4:00 Am.) atmospheric turbulence for boiler lancIng or soot blowing.

-
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TABLE II.L-0MISSION REDUCTION PLANS
WARNING LEVEL
PART A.

GENERAL

1. There shall be no open burning by any persons of tree waste, vegetation,
'refuse, or debris in any form.
2. The use of incinerators for the disposal of any form of solid waste or
liquid waste shall be prohibited.
3. Persons operating fuel-burning equipment which requires boiler lancing
or soot blowing shall perform such operations only between the hours of 12:00
noon and 4:00 p.m.
4. Persons operating motor vehicles must reduce operations by the use of car
and increased use of public transportation and the elimination of unnecespools operation.
sary
r

PART

B. SOURCE CURTAILMENT

Any person responsible for the operation of a source of atmospheric contamination listed below shall take all required control actions for this Warning Level.
SOURCE OF AIR CONTAMINATION

AIR POLLUTION ALERT

1. Coal or oil-fired electric power gen- a. Maximum reduction by utilization of
fuels having lowest ash and sulerating facilities.
fur content.
b. Maximum utilization of mid-day
(12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.) atmospheric turbulence for boiler lancing and soot blowing.
c. Maximum reduction by diverting electric power generation to facilities
outside of Warning Area.
2. Coal and oil-fired process steam gen- a. Maximum reduction by utilization of
fuels having the lowest available ash
erating facilities.
and sulfur content.
b. Maximum utilization of mid-day
(12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.) atmosphereic turbulence for boiler lancing
and soot blowing.
c. Making ready for use a plan of action
to be taken if an emergency develops.
3. Manufacturing industries which re- a. Maximum reduction of air contamInants from manufacturing operaquire considerable lead time for
tions by, if necessary, assuming reashut-down including the following
sonable economic hardship by postclassifications.
Petroleum Refining
poning production and allied operation.
Chemical Industries
b. Maximum reduction by deferring
Primary Metals Industries
trade waste disposal operations
Glass Industries
which emit solid particles, gases, vaPaper and Allied Products
pors or malodorous substances.
c. Maximum reduction of heat load demands for processing.
d. Maximum utilization of mid-day
(12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.) atmospherlc turbulence for boiler lancing
or soot blowing.
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4. Manufacturing industries require a. Elimination of air contaminants
relatively short lead times for shut- , from manufacturing operations by
ceasing, curtailing, postponing, or dedown including the following classifurring production and allied operafications.
tions to the extent possible without
Primary Metals Industries
causing injury to persons or damage
Chemical Industries
to equipment.
Mineral Processing Industries
b. Elimination of air contaminants
Grain Industry
frSim trade waste disposal processes
which emit solid particles, gases, vapors, or malodorous substances.
c. Maximum reduction of heat load demands for processing.
d. Maximum utilization of mid-day
(12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.) atmospheric -turbulence for boiler lancing
or soot blowing.
TABLE III.-EMISSION REDUCTION PLANS
EMERtOmoY LvEL
PART A. OENERAL

1. There shall be no open burning by any persons of tree waste, vegetation,
refuse, or debris in any form.
2. The use of incinerators for the disposal of any form of solid or liquid waste
shall be prohibited.
3. All places of employment described below shall immediately cease operations.
a. Mining and quarrying of non-metallic minerals.
b. All construction work except that which must proceed to avoid emergent
physical harm.
c. All manufacturing establishments except those required to have in force an
air pollution emergency plan.
d. Wholesale trade establishment; i.e., places of business primarily engaged
in selling merchandise to retailers, to industrial, commercial, institutional or
professional users, or to other wholesalers, or acting as agents in buying merchandise for or selling merchandise to such persons or companies.
e. All offices of local, county, and State government including authorities, joint
meetings, and other public bodies excepting such agencies which are determined
by the chief administrative officer of local, county, or State government, authorities, joint meetings and other public bodies to be vital for public safety and welfare and the enforcement of the provisions of this order.
f. All retail trade establishments except pharmacies and stores.primdrily engaged in the sale of food.
g. Banks, credit agencies other than banks, securities and commodities brokers,
dealers, exchanges, and services; offices of insurance carriers, agents and brokers,
real estate offices.
h. Wholesale and retail laundries, laundry services and cleaning and dyeing establishments; photographic studios; beauty shops, barber shops, shoe repair
shops.
i. Advertising offices; consumer credit reporting, adjustment and collection
agencies; duplicating, addressing, blueprinting; photocopying, mailing, mailing
list and stenographic services; equipment rental services, commercial testing
laboratories.
J. Automobile repair, automobile services, garages,
k. Establishments rendering amusement and recreation services including
motion picture theaters.
1. Elementary and secondary schools, colleges, universities, professional schools,
Junior colleges, vocational schools, and public and private libraries.
4. All commercial and manufacturing establishments not included In this order
will institute such actions as will result in maximum reduction of air contaminants from their operations by ceasing, curtailing, or postponing operations which
emit air contaminants, to the extent possible without causing injury to persons
or damage to equipment.
5. The use of motor vehicles is prohibited except in emergencies with the approval of local or Rtate police.

PART B. SOURCE CURTAILMENT

Any person responsible for the operation of a source of atmospheric contami.
nation listed below shall take all required control actions for this Emergency
Level.
SOURCE

OF AIR

CONTAMINATION

AIR POLLUTION EMERGENCY

1. Coal or oil-fired electric power goner- a. Maximum reduction by utilization of
ating facilities,
fuels having lowest ash and sulfur
content.
b. Maximum utilization of mid-day
(12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.) atmospheric turbulence for boiler lancing or soot blowing.
c. Maximum reduction by diverting
electric power generation to facilities outside of Emergency Area.
2. Coal and oil-fired process steam gen- a. Maximum reduction by reducing heat
erating facilities,
and steam demands to absolute necessities consistent with preventing
equipment damage.
b. Maximum utilization of mid-day
(12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.) atmospheric turbulence for boiler lancing
and soot blowing.
c. Taking the action called for in the
emergency plan.
8. Manufacturing industries of the fol- a. Elimination of air contaminants from
lowing classifications,
manufacturing operations by ceasPrimary Metals Industries
ing, curtailing, postponing or dePetroleum Refining
ferring production and allied operChemical Industries
ations to the extent possible withMineral Processing Industries
out causing injury to persons or
Grain Industry
damage to equipment.
Paper and Allied Products
b. Elimination of air contaminants from
trade waste disposal processes
which emit solid particles, gases,
vapors, or malodorous substances.
c. Maximum reduction of heat load demands for processing.
d. Maximum utilization of mid-day
(12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.) atmospheric
or
soot turbulence
blowing. for boiler lancing
Pollution.
Air
of
1.6 Prohibition
No person shall permit or cause air pollution, as defined in section 1.02 of
this article.
1.70 Compliance Schedule.
Except as otherwise specified, compliance with the provisions of these regulations shall be according to the following time schedule.
1.7.1 New Source.
All now sources shall comply as of goiDg into operation.
1.7.2 Existing Sources,All existing sources not in compliance as of the effective date of these regulations shall be in compliance within six months of the effective date of these
regulations unless the owner or person responsible for the operation of the
installation shall have submitted to the Director in a form and manner satisfactory to him, a control plan and schedule for achieving compliance, such plan
and schedule to contain a date on or before which full compliance will be attained, and such other information as the Director may require. If approved
by the Director, such date will be the date on which the person shall comply.
The Director may require persons submitting such a plan to submit subsequent
periodic reports on progress in achieving compliance. In no event shall the control plan and schedule exceed three years from the adopted date of these-regulations.
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1.8 Circumvention.
No person shall cause or permit the installation or use of any device or any
means which, without resulting in reduction in the total amount of air contaminant emitteti, conceals or dilutes an emission of air contaminant which would
otherwise violate these regulations.
1.9 Severability.
If any provision of these regulations or the application thereof to any person
or cirmumstances is held to be invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other
provisions or application of any other part of these regulations which can be
given effect without the invalid provisions or application, and to this end the
provisions of these regulations and the various applications thereof are declared
to be severable.
11. CONTROL Or OPEN BURNING

AND INCINERATION

2.1 Open Burning.
No person shall ignite, cause to be ignited, permit to be ignited, or maintain
any open fire except as follows:
2.1.1 Open fires for the cooking of food for human consumption on other than
commercial premises.
2.1.2 Fires for recreational or ceremonial purposes.
2.1.8 Fires to abate a fire hazard, providing hazard is so declared by the fire
department or fire district having jurisdiction.
2.1.4 Fires for prevention or control of disease or pests.
2.1.5 Fires for training personnel-in the methods of fighting fires.
2.1.6 Fires for the disposal of dangerous materials, where there Is no alternate
method of disposal and burning is approved by the Director.
2.2 Incinerator Design and Operation.
2.2.1 No residential or commercial single-chamber incinerator shall be used
for the burning of refuse for a period in eireess of eighteen (18). months after the
adopted date of this regulation.
2.2.2 All new Incinerators and all existing incinerators within 18 months after
adopted date of this regulation shall be "nultiple-chamber incinertors, provided
that the Director may approve any other type of Incinerator If it is demonstrated
such design provides equivalent performance.
2.2.8 No person shall operate or cause or permit the operation of any incinerator at any time other than between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. This
restriction shall not apply to incinerators having refuse-burning capacity of five
(5) tons per hour or more.
2.2.4 Incinerators shall be designed and operated in such manner as is necessary to prevent the emission of objectionable odors.
Note: Additional regulations prohibiting all domestic and commercial incineration may
be feasible in some areas and necessary for attainment of national air quality standards.
IL

CONTROL OF PARTICULATE EMISSIONS

8.1 Visible Emissions.
8.1.1 Visible emissions restrictions for stationary sources.
(a) No person shall discharge into the atmosphere from any single source of
emission whatsoever any air contaminant of a shade or density equal to or darker
than that designated as No. 1 on the Ringelmann Chart or 20 percent opacity.
(b) A person may discharge into the atmosphere from any single source of
emission for a period or periods aggregating not more than three minutes in any
sixty minutes air contaminants of a shade of density not darker than No. 8 on the
Ringelmann Chart or 60 percent capacity.
8.1.2 Visible emission from motor vehicle.
(a) No person shall cause or permit the emission of visible air contaminants
from gasoline-powered motor vehicles for longer than 5 consecutive seconds
(b) No person shall cause or permit the emission of visible air contaminants
from diesel-powered motor vehicles of a shade or density equal to or darker than
that designated as No. 1 on the itingelmann Chart or 20 percent opacity for longer
than 5 consecutive seconds.
8.1.8 Uncombined water.
Where the presence of uncombined water is the only reason for failure of an
emission to meet the requirements of this regulation, such sections shall not apply.
8.2 Fugitive Dust.
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8.2.1 No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit any materials to be han.
dled, transported, or stored; or a building, its appurtenances, or a road to be used,
constructed, altered, repaired or demolished without taking reasonable precau.
tons to prevent particulate matter from becoming airborne. Such reasonable precautions shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
(a) Usp, where possible, water or chemicals for control of dust in the demolition of existing buildings or structures, construction operations, the grading of
roads or the clearing of land;
(b) Application of asphalt, oil, water or suitable chemicals on dirt roads, materials stockpiles, and other surfaces which can create airborne dusts;
(c) Installation and use of hoods, fans and fabric filters to enclose and vent the
handling of dusty materials. Adequate containment methods shall be employed
during sandblasting or other similar operations;
(d) Covering, at all times when in motion, open bodied trucks transporting
materials likely to become airborne;
(e) Conduct of agricultural practices such as tilling of land, application of
-fertilizers, etc. in such manner as to not create a nuisance to others residing in the
area.
(f) The paving of roadways and their maintenance in a clean condition.
(g) The prompt removal of earth or other material from paved street'which
earth or other material has been transported thereto by trucking or earth moving
equipment or erosion by water.
8.2.2 No person shall cause or permit the discharge of visible emissions beyond
the lot line of the property on which the emissions originate.
&2.8 When dust, fumes, gases, mist odorous matter, vapors, or any combination thereof escape from a building or equipment in such a manner and
amount as to cause a nuisance or to violate any regulation, the Director may order
that the building or equipment in which processing, handling and storage are done
be tightly closed and ventilated in such a way that all air and gases and air or
gas-borne material leaving the building or equipment are treated by removal or
destruction of air contaminants before discharge to the open air.
8.8 Incineration.
8.8.1 No person shall cause or permit to be emitted Into the open air from
any incinerator, particulate matter in the exhaust gases to exceed 0.10 pounds
per 100 pounds of refuse burned.
8.8.2 Emission tests shall be conducted at maximum burning capacity of the
incinerator.
&8.8 The burning capacity of an incinerator shall be the manufacturer's or
designer's guaranteed maximum rate or. such other rate as may be determined
by the Director in accordance with good engineering practices, In case of conflict, the determination made by the Director shall govern.
8.8.4 For the purposes of this regulation, the total of the capacities of all
furnaces within one system shall be considered a8 the incinerator capacity.
Note: This mass emission rate Is abourequlvalent to a grain loading of 0.1 #tin@/BCF
at
12 percent carbon dioxide. More restrictive requirements are feasible for large
incineralts.
8.4 Fuel Burning Equipment.
8.4.1 No person shall cause or permit emission to the atmosphere from fuel
burning equipment burning solid fuel of particulate matter in excess of 0.10
pounds per million BTU per hour.
8.4.2 No person shall cause or permit emission to the atmosphere, from oilfired fuel burning equipment rated greater than or equal to 250 million BTU
per hour heat input, of particulate matter in excess of 0.025 pounds per million
BTU per hour.
4.8 For purposes of this regulation the heat input shall be the aggregate
heat content of all fuels whose products of combustion pass through a stack or
stacks. The heat input value used shall be the equipment manufacturer's or
designer's guaranteed maximum input, whichever is greater. The total heat input
of all fuel burning units on a plant or premises shall be used for determining the
maximum allowable amount of particulate matter which may be emitted.
Note: Section 8.4.1 requires solid fuel burning equipment to remove about 99 percent
of particulate matter. generated by combustion of the average 10 percent ash coal. Seetlion-5.4.2 requires removal of about 80 percent of particulate generated from combustion
of high-ash residual fuel oil in large boilers. This can be accomplished by proper deagn
and operation
and use of small diameter cyclones and/or electrostatic precipitators or
low-as ht oil. Additional regulations prohibiting the combustion of solid fuels and/or
residual fuel oil in small units mpy be feasible In some areas and necessary to achieve
national air quality standards. For example, prohibition of hand-fired coal burning units is
practiced In several areas.

8.5

Process Industries--General.

8.5.1 No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit the emission of particulate
matter in any one hour from anysource in excess of the amount shown in Table
IV for the process weight rate allocated to such source or in excess of 0.08 grains
per standard cubic foot of exhaust gas.

Proceed weight rate Lb/Hr
100
-----------------200 ------------------

400

------------------

600 -----------------80 ------------------1,000 -----------------1, 500 -----------------2,000
------------------

2500

------------------

8,000

------------------

8,500

4,000

------------------

TABLE IV
emission
Rate a)
Lb/Hr Process weight rateLb/Hr
Lb/Hr
0.51 6000 -----------------8.5
0.877 7,000
-----------------9.49-

1.40

8,000 ------------.---------

10.4

1.85
222
2.58
8.89
4.10

0,000
12,000
16,000
18,000
20,000

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11.2
18.6
1.5
17.9
19.2

5.88

40,000

------------------

80.5

6. 52

60, 000 or more --------------

4.76

5.96

0,000

50,000

-----------------------------------

25.2
85.4

40.0

5,00 -----------------7.58
8.5.2 Interpolation of the data in this table for process weight rates up to 6,000
lb/hr shall be accomplished by use of the equation E=4.10 P ', E=rate of emission
In 8.5.8
lb/hr and
P=Process
rate in tons/hr.
Process
weight weight
per hour
is the total weight of all materials Introduced
into any specific process that may cause any discharge of particular matter. Solld
fuels charged will be considered as part of the process weight, but liquid and
gaseous fuels and combustion air will not. For a cyclical or batch operation, the
process weight per hour will be derived by dividing the total process weight by
the number of hours in one complete operation from the beginning of any given
process to the completion thereof, excluding any time during which the equipment
is idle. For a continuous operation, the process weight per hour will be derived
by dividing the process weight for a typical period of time.
8.5.4 Where the nature of any process or operation or the design of any
equipment is such as to permit more than one interpretation of this regulation,
the interpretation that results in the minimum value for allowable emission shall
apply.
8.5.5 For purposes of the regulation, the total process weight from all similar
process units at a plant or premises shall be used for determining the maximum
allowable emission of particulate matter that passes through a stack or stacks.
Note: Specific regulations for large industrial sources are encouraged in order to more
closely require use of the latest avillable control techniques. Consultation in developing
such regulations ISavailable from EPA upon request.
- - IV.CONTROL OF SULFUR COMPOUND EMISSIONS
4.1 Fuel Combustion.
4.1.1 No person shall burn, sell, or make available for sale burning in fuel
burning equipment, any fuel containing in excess of percent sulfur by
weight. NOTE: This language is intended for application to small area sources,
where fuel substitution is the only practical control method.
4.1.2 No person operating power and steam generating facilities having a
power generating capacity in excess of 25 megawatts or a heat input greater than
250 million Btu/hr shall emit in excess of 'pounds of sulfur per million Btu
of heat input per hour. NOTE: This language is Intended for application to large
I It Is not possible to make nationally applicable generalizations about attainable
degrees of control of sulfur oxides emissions from combustion sources. Availability of
low-sulfur fuels varies from one area to another. In some areas, severe restrictions on
the sulfur content of fuels could have a significant impact on, fuel.supply patterns; accordIngly. where such restrictions are necessary for attainment of national ambient air
standards. 'option of phased schedules of sulfur-in-fuet limitations is recommended. Stack
gas cleaning is feasible at large Industfial combustion sources and steam electric power
plants. Technology now being demonstrated will allow 80 percent removal of sulfur
oxides from combustion gases of most existing boilers. It Is reasonable to expect that
these processes will be improved in the near future and thus permit attainment of 90
percent or greater collection efietney at a wide range of boilers.
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fuel combustion sources, where installations of flue gas cleaning systems is
feasible.
Alternative means of meeting requirements for the control of sulfur oxides emissions
from fuel combustion sources include: Use of natural gas, distillate oil, low-sulfur coal
and low.sulfur residual oil ; desulfurization, of oil or coal ; stack gas desulfurlzation ; and
restricted use. shutdown, or relocation of large existing sources.
In many areas of the country, regulations can be written requiring the following fuel
characteristics: Distillate oil--0.1 percent sulfur; residual oil--0.3 percent sulfur; bitumi.
nous coal-0.7 percent sulfur. Because residual oil generally is obtained from overseas
sources, Its use ordinarily is restricted to areas accessible to water-Write transportation.
There are limited tonnages of 0.7 percent sulfur coal available at the present time but
only in certain areas of the country.
4.1.3 No person shall cause or permit the emission or combustion of any
refinery process gas stream or any other process gas stream that contains H2S in
concentration greater than 10 grains per 100 cubic feet of gas without removal
of the hydrogen sulfide in excess of this concentration.
4.2 Sulfuric Acid Plants.
4.2.1 No person should cause or permit sulfur dioxide tail gasmissions from
sulfuric acid manufacturing plants to exceed 6.5 lb/ton of acid produced. The
tail gas acid mist emissions are not to exceed 0.5 Ib/ton of acid produced and the
sulfur trioxide emissions are not to exceed 0.2 1b/ton of acid produced.
4.8 Sulfur Recovery Plants.
4.3.1 No person shall cause or permit the sulfur oxide emissions from a sulfur
recovery plant to exceed 0.01 pounds per pound of sulfur processed.
Note: Processes are being offered commercially that are capable of meeting the above
emission level for sulfur recovery plants. Approximately 99.5 percent of the sulfurprocessed must be recovered to meet this regulation.
4.4 Non-Ferrou-s Smelters
4.41 No person shall cause or permit emissions of sulfur oxides from primary
non-ferrous smelters to exceed that set forth according to the following equations.
Copper Smelters: Y=0.2X°
Zinc Smelters: Y=0.54X '
Lead Smelters: Y=0.98X°' 7l
Where X is the total sulfur fed to the smelter in lb/r and Y is the allowable
sulfur emission in lb/hr.
Note: This rule in effect, requires removal of about 90 percent of the input-sulfur
to the smelter.
4.5 Sulfite Pulp Mills
4.5.1 No person shall cause or permit the total sulfite pulp mill sulfur oxide
emissions from blow pits, washer vents, storage tanks, digester relief, recovery
system, etc. to exceed 9.0 lb per air dried ton of pulp produced.
Note: This emission limit is being achieved with efficiently designed chemical recovery
systems that are well Integrated with the pulp mill and designed for maximum sulfur
r cover.
V. CONTROL OF HYDROCARBON EMISSIONS FROM STATIONARY SOURCES
5.1 Storage of Volatile Organic Materials
5.1.1. No person shall place, store, or hold in any stationary tank reservoir or
other container of more than 40,000 gallons capacity any volatile organic compounds unless such tank, reservoir, or other container is a pressure tank capable
of maintaining working pressures sufficient at all times to prevent vapor or gas
loss to the atmosphere or is designed, and equipped with one of the following
vapor loss control devices:
(a) A floating roof, consisting of a pontoon type, double deck type roof or
internal floating cover, which will rest on the surface of the liquid contents and
be equipped with a closure seal or seals to close the space between the roof edge
and tank wall. This control equipment shall not be permitted if the volatile
organic compounds have a vapor pressure of 11.0 pounds per square inch absolute
or greater under actual storage conditions. All tank gauging or sampling devices
shall be gas-tight except when tank gauging or sampling is taking place.
(b) A vapor recovery system, consisting of a vapor gathering system capable of
collecting the volatile organic compound vapors and gases discharged and a vapor
disposal system capable of processing such volatile organic vapors and gases so as
to prevent their emission to the atmosphere and with all tank gauging and
sampling devices gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
(c) Other equipment or means of equal efficiency for purposes of air pollution
control as may be approved by the Director.
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(d) No person shall place, store, or hold in any stationary storage vessel
more than 250 gallons capacity any volatile organic compound unless such vessel is equipped with a permanent submerged fill pipe or is a pressure tank as
described in Section 5.1.1. or is fitted with a vapor recovery system as described
in Section 5.1.1 (b).
5.2 Volatile Organic Materials Loading Facilities
5.2.1. No person shall load any volatile organic compounds into any tank,
truck or trailer from any loading facility unless such loading facility is equipped
with a vapor collection and disposal system or its equivalent, properly installed;
In good working order; and in operation.
5.2.2. No person shall load any volatile organic compounds into any tank,
truck, or trailer unless such loading facility is equipped with a loading arm with
a vapor collection adaptor, pneumatic, hydraulic, or other mechanical means
shall be provided to force a vapor-tight seal between the adaptor and the hatch.
A means shall be provided to prevent liquid organic compounds drainage from
the loading device when it is removed from the hatch of any tank, truck or
trailer, or to accomplish complete drainage before such removal. When loading
is effected through means other than hatches, all loading and vapor lines shall
be equipped with fittings which make vapor-tight connections and which close
automatically when disconnected.
5.8 Volatile Organic Compound Water Separation
5.8.1 No person shall use any compartment of any single or multiple compartment volatile organic compound water separation which compartment received effluent water containing 200 gallons a day or more of any equipment
processing, refining, treating, storing, or handling volatile organic compounds
unless such compartment is equipped with one of the following vapor loss control devices, properly installed, in good working order, and in operation:
(a) A container having all openings sealed and totally enclosing the liquid
contents. All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling is taking place.
(b) A container equipped with a floating roof, consisting of a pontoon type,
double deck type roof, or internal floating cover, which will rest on the surface of
the contents and be equipped with a closure seal or seals to close the space between the roof edge and container wall. All gauging and sampling devices shall
be gas-tight except when gauging or sampling Is taking place.
(c) A container equipped with a vapor recovery system consisting of a vapor
gathering system capable of collecting the hydrocarbon vapors and gases discharged and a vapor disposal system capable of processing such hydrocarbon
vapors and gases so as to prevent their emission to the atmosphere and with all
container gauging and sampling devices gastight except when gauging or sainpling Is taking place.
(d) A container having other equipment of equal efficiency for purposes of
air pollution control as may be approved by the Director.
5.4 Pumps and Compressors
All pumps and compressors handling volatile organic compounds shall have mechanical seals or other equipment of equal efficiency for purposes of air pollution
control as may be approved by the Director.
5.5 Waste Gas Disposal
5.5.1 No person shall emit a waste gas stream from an ethylene producing
plant Into the atmosphere unless the waste gas stream is properly burned at
1800 for 0.8 seconds or greater in a direct-flame afterburner equipped with an
indicating pyrometer which is positioned in the working area at the operator's
eye level or an equally effective catalytic vapor incinerator also with pyrometer.
5.5.2 No person shall emit hydrogen 'gases to the atmosphere from a vapor
blowdown system unles these gasev are burned by smokeless flares, or an equally
effective control device as approve by the Director.
5.6 Organic Solvents
5.0.1 A person shall not dischage more than 15 pounds of organic materials
into the atmosphere In any one day from any article, machine, equipment or
other contrivance in which any organic solvent or any material containing
organic solvent comes Into contact with flame or is baked, heat-cured, or heatpolymerized, in the presence of oxygen.
5.6.2 A person shall not discharge more than 40 pounds of organic material
into the atmosphere in any one day from any article, machine, equipment, or
other contrivance used under conditions other than described in section 5.6.1,
for employing applying, evaporating or drying any photochemically reactive
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solvent, as defined in Section 5.6.11, or material containing such solvent, unless
all organic materials discharged from such article, machine, equipment or other
contrivance have been reduced to not more than 40 pounds in any one day.
5.6.3 Any series of articles, machines, equipment or other contrivances
designed for processing a continuously moving sheet, web, strip, or wire which
is subjected to any combination of operations described in section 5.0.1 or 5.6.2
involving any photochemically reactive solvent, as defined in section 5.6.11,
or material containing such solvent, shall be subject to compliance with section
5.6.2,. Where only non.photochemically reactive solvents or material containing
only non-photochemically reactive solvents are employed or applied, and where
any portion or portions of said series of articles, machines, equipment, or other
contrivances involves operations described in section 5.0.1, said portions shall
be collectively subject to compliance with section 5.6.1.
5.6.4 Emissions of organic materials to the atmosphere from the clean-up
with photochemically reactive solvents, as defined in section 5.6.11, of any
article, machine, equipment, or other contrivance described in sections 5.6.1,
5.6.2, or 5.6.8, shall be included with the other emissions of organic materials
from that article, machine, equipment, or other contrivance for determining
compliance with this rule.
5.6.5 Emissions of organic materials to the atmosphere as a result of
spontaneously continuing drying of products for the first 12 hours after their
removal from any article, machine, equipment, or other contrivance described
in sections 5.0.1, 5.6.2, or 5.6.3, shall be included with other emissions of organic
materials from that article, machine, equipment, or other contrivance, for determining compliance with this rule.,
5.0.0 Emissions of organic materials into the atmosphere required to be
controlled by sections 5.6.1, 5.6.2, or 5.6.8, shall be reduced by:
(a) Incineration, provided that 90 percent or more of the carbon in the organic
material being incinerated is oxidized to carbon dioxide, or
(b) Absorption, or
(c) Processing in a manner determined by the Director to be not less effective
than (a) or (b) above.
5.6.7 A person incinerating, absorbing, or otherwise processing-organic materials pursuant to this rule shall provide, properly, install, and maintain in calibration, in good working order and in operation, devices as specified in the authority
to construct or the permit to operate, or as specified by the Director, for indicating temperatures, pressures, rates of flow, or other operating conditions necessary to determine the degree and effectiveness of air pollution control.
5.6.8 Any person using organic solvents or any materials containing organic
solvents shall supply the Director, upon request and in the manner and form prescribed by him, written evidence of the chemical composition, physical properties,
and amount consumed for each organic solvent used.
5.6.9 The provisions of this rule shall not apply to:
(a) The manufacture of organic solvents, or the transport or storage of organic
solvents or materials containing organic solvents.
(b) The use of equipment for which other requirements are specified by 5.1,
5.2, 5.8, or which are exempt from air pollution control requirements by said rules.
(c) The spraying or other employment of insecticides, pesticides, or herbicides.
(d) The employment, application, evaporation, or drying of saturated halogenated hydrocarbon, or perchloroethylene.
5.6.10 For the purposes of this rule, organic solvents include diluents and
thinners and are defined as organic materials which are liquids at standard conditions and which are used as dissolvers, viscosity reducers, or cleaning agents.
5.6.11 For the purposes of this rule, a photochemically reactive solvent is any
solvent with an aggregate of more than 20 percent of its total volume composed of
the chemical compounds classified-below or which exceeds any of the following
individual percentage composition limitations, referred to the total volume of
solvent:
(a) A combination of hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, enters, ethers, or ketones having an olefintc or cyclo-olefinic type of unsaturation: 5 percent:
(b) A combination of aromatic compounds with either or more carbon atoms to
the molecule except ethylbenzene: 8 percent;
(c) A combination of ethylbenzene, ketones having branched hydrocarbon
structures, trichloroethylene or toluene: 20 percent.
Whenever any organic solvent or any constituent-of an-organic solvent may be
classified from its chemical structure into more than one of the above groups of
organic compounds, it shall be considered as a member of the most reactive
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chemical group, that is, that group having the least allowable percent of the
total volume of solvents.
5.6.12 For the purposes of this rule, organic materials are defined as chemical
compounds of carbon excluding carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, carbonic acid,
etallic carbides, etallic carbonates, and ammonium carbonate.
5.7. Architectural Coatings
5.7.1 A person shall not sell or offer for sale for use In containers of one quart
capacity or larger, any architectural coating containing photochemically reactive
solvent, as defined in 5.6.11.
5.7.2 A person shall not employ, apply, evaporate, or dry any architectural
coating, purchased in containers of one quart capacity or larger, containing
photoehenilcally reactive solvent, as defined, in 5.0.11.
.5.7.3 A person shall not thin or dilute any architectural coating with a photochemically reactive solvent, as defined in 5.6.11.
5.7.4 For the purposes of this rule, an architectural coating is defined as a
coating used for residential or co60merclal buildings and their appurtenances;
or industrial buildings.
\
5.8 Disposal and Evaporation of Solvents.
A person shall not, during any one day, dispose of a total of more than 1% gallons of any photochemically reactive solvent, as defined In 5.6.11, or of any
material containing more than 1% gallons of any such photochemically reactive
solvent by any means which will permit the evaporation of such solvent into the
atmosphere.
Note: These various rules on hydrocarbon emission control corer the principal stationary sources of hydrocarbon emissions. The type of rules needed In a particular region
will depend on the nature of source distribution.
v1. CONTROL OF CARBON MONOXIDX

EMISSIONS

6.1 Process Equipment.
No person shall emit the carbon monoxide gases generated during the operation
of a grey iron cupola, blast furnace, or basic oxygen steel furnace unless they are
burned at 1300 F for 0.3 seconds or greater in a direct flame afterburner or
equivalent device equipped with an indicating pyrometer which Is positioned in
the working area at the operator's eye level.
6.2 No person shall emit carbon monoxide waste gas stream from any catalyst
regeneration of a petroleum cracking system, petroleum fluid coker, or other
petroleum process into the atmosphere, unless the waste gas streak) is burned
at 13000 F for 0.3 seconds or greater in a direct-flame afterburner or boiler
equipped with an indicating pyrometer which is positioned in the working area at
the operator's eye level.
Note: Carlbpn monoxide emitted from open burning and Incineration is controlled by
other regulations.

vM. CONTROL Or NITROGBN OXME

EMISSIONS

7.1 Combustion Sources,
7.1.1 No person shall cause or permit emissions of nitrogen oxides from an
oil or gas-fired boiler with a capacity of 250 million Btu/hr or more and completed before the effective date of tills regulation In excess of 0.30 pounds per
million Btu of heat input per hour.
7.1.2 No person shall cause or permit emissions of nitrogen oxides from a
coal-fired boiler with a capacity of 250 million Btu per hour or more in excess of
0.9 pounds per million Btu of heat input per hour.
Note: The proposed requirement for oil and gas:fired plants Is about equivalent to
200 ppm by volume at 3 percent oxygen. The requirement for coal.fired plants IAalut
equivalent to 500 jlpm by volume. These levels are expected to be achieved by design and
operation changes in firing boilers.
7.2 Nitric Acid Manufacture.
No person shall cause or permit the emission Itf nitrogen oxides from litric acid
manufacturing plants in excess of 5.8 pounds per ton of acid produced.
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MAJOR POLLUTANT SOURO35
Fermentation Processes
Chemical Procem Industries:
Fertilizers*
Adiplc Acid
Fish Meal Processing
Ammonia
Meat Smoke Houses*
Ammonium Nitrate
Starch Manufacturing*
Carbon Black*
Sugar Cane Processing*
Charcoal*
Metallurgical Industries-Primary
Ohlorine
Metals Industries:
Detergent and Soap*
Explosives (TNT and Nitrocellulose) * Aluminum Ore Reduction*
Smelters*
Copper
Hydrofluoric Acid*
Ferroalloy Production*
Nitric Acid
Iron and Steel Mills*
Paint and Varnish Manufacturing*
Lead Smelters*
Phosphoric Acid
Metallurgical Coke Manufacturing*
Phthalic Anhydride
Zinc*
Plastics Manufacturing*
Metallurgical Industries-Secondary
Printing Ink Manfacturing*
Metals Industries:
Sodium Carbonate*
Aluminum Operations*
Sulfuric Acid*
Brass and Bronze Smelting*
Synthetic Fibers
Ferro Alloys*
Synthetic Rubber
Oray Iron Foundries*
Terephthallc Acid
Aead Smelting*
Food and Agricultural Industries:
Magnesium Smelting*
Alfalfa Dehydrating'
Steel Foundries*
Coffee Roasting*
Zinc Processes*
Cotton Ginning*
Feed and Grain*
Mineral Products Industries:
Frit Manufacturing$
Asphalt Roofing$
Glass Manufacturing*
Asphaltic Concrete Batching'
Bricks and Related Clay Refractories* Gypsum Manufacturing*
Lime Manufacturing*
Calcium Carbide'
Mineral Wool Manufacturing*
Castable Refractories*
Paperboard Manufacturing*
Cement*
Perlite Manufacturing*
Clay
Processes*
Ceramic and
Phosphate Rock Preparation*
Sintering*
and
Fly
Ash
Clay
Rock, Gravel, and Sand Quarrying and
Coal Cleaning*
Processing*
Concrete Batching*
Fiberglass Manufacturing'
Petroleum Refining an Petrochemical Operations.$
Wood Processing.*
Petroleum Storage (Storage tanks and bulk terminals).
Miscellaneous:
Steam Electric Power Plants*
Municipal or Equivalent Incinerators*
Open Burning Dumps*
*Major sources of sulfur oxides and/or particulate matter.
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APPENDIX E
POINT Sounon DATA
-'(Does not need to be submitted with implementation plan but must be available
for inspection by the Administrator, EPA)
I. General Source Information
A. Establishment name and address
B. Person to contact on air pollution matters and telephone number
C. Average number of employees
D. Standard IndustrialClassification (5.1,0.) Codes
E. Land area at plant location, if available
F. Operating Schedule
1. Percent of annual production by season
2. Days of week normally in operation
8. Shifts or hours of day normally in operation
4. Number of days per year in operation
G. Year in which data are recorded
H. Future activities, If available (e.g., addition of new or expansion of
existing facilities, changes in production rate, installation of
control equipment, phasing out of equipment, fuel change, etc.)
I. Map or general layout of large complex plants showing locations of
various facilities, if available.*
II. Fuel Combustion
A. Number of boilers
B. Type of fuel burning equipment for each boiler
0. Rated and/or maximum capacity of each boiler, 10" BTU/hr
D. Types of fuel burned, quantities and characteristics
1. Type of each fuel used and place of origin
2. Maximum and average quantity per hour
8, Quantity per year
4. Sulfur content (as received), %
1. Ash content (as received), %
6. Heat content (as received), BTU/unit of measure
7. Estimate of future usage, if available
E. Percent used for space heating and process heat
F. Air pollution control equipment (existing and proposed)

1. Type

2. Collection efficiency (design and actual), %
G. Stack data
1. List stacks by boilers served
2. Location of stacks by grid coordinates (Universal Transverse
Mercator, UTM, or equivalent) *
8. Stack height, ft,
4. Stack diameter (inside, top), ft.
5. Exit gas temperature, * F
6, Exit gas velocity, fps
Emission data
1. Based on emission factors
2. Estimate of emissions by the source
8. Results of any stack tests conducted
III. Manufacturing Activities (Process Losses)
A. Process name or description of each product
B. Flow diagram of each process indicating equipment capatties
C. Quantity of raw materials used and handled for each product, naximumi quantity per hour, and average quantity per year
D. Quantity of each product manufactured, maximum quantity per
hour, and average quantity per year
*1Required only when diffusion modeling Is utilized.
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0. Description of annual, seasonal, monthly, weekly, and daily operatIng cycle including downtime for maintenance and repairs
F. Air pollution control equipment in use (existing and proposed)

1. Type

2. Collection efficiency (design and actual), percent.
G. Stack data
1. List of stacks by equipment served
2. Location of stacks by grid location (UTM or equivalent)*
8. Stack height, ft.
4. Stack diameter (inside, top), ft.
5. Exit gas temperature, OF
YOXit gas velocity, fps
H. Emission data
1. Based on emission factors
2. Estimate of emissions by the source
8. Results of any stack tests conducted
IV. Solid Waste Disposal
A. Amount and description of solid waste generated, quantity per year
B. Percent of total that iscombustible
C. Method of disposal (on-site or off-site)
D. Description of on-site disposal method, if applicable (incineration,
open burning, landfill, etc.) including maximum quantities disposed per hour and average quantities disposed per year and
actual operating schedule
1. Location of the source by a grid system (UTM or equivalent)*
2. If method of disposal is by an incirerator, include the followIng information:
(a) Auxiliary fuel used
(b) Air pollution control equipment (existing and pro-

posed):

(2) Clection efficiency (actual and design), %
(o) Stack data:
(1) List stacks by furnace served
(2) Mack height, ft.
(8) tack diameter, (inside, top), ft.
(4) Exit gas temperature, OF
(5) Exit gas velocity, fps
(6)
xit gas moisture content, % if available
8. Emission data
(a) Based on emission factors
(b) Estimate of emissions by the source
(o) Results of any tack tests conducted
$Required only when diffusion modeling is utillsod.
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APPENDIX F
AnzA Souac

DATA*

(Does not need to be submitted with implementation plan but must be available
for inspection by the Administrator, EPA)
Grid Coordinate (lower left-hand corner)
, UTM or equivalent**
Average Stack Height of Sources
$
I. Fuel Combustion-Stationary Sources (includes sulfur and ash content of
fuels, if applicable)
A. Residential Fuel:
1. Anthracite Coal (plus type and size of unit) ****-tons/year
2. Bituminous Coal (plus type and size of unit) -tons/year
8. Distillate Oil (plus type and size of unit) -10 gal/year
4. Residual Oil (plus type and size of unit)-10( gal/year
5. Natural Gas (plus type and size of unit) -101 cf/year
6. Wood-tons/year
7. Other-please specify
B. Commercial and Institutional Fuel:
1. Anthracite Coal (plus type and size of unit) -tons/year
2. Bituminous Coal (plus type and size of unit) -tons/year
8. Distillate Oil (plus type and size of unit)-100 gal/year
4. Residual Oil (plus type and size of unit)-10 gal/year
5. Natural Gas (plus type and size of unit) -106 cf/year
0. Wood-tons/year
7. Other-please specify
C. Industrial Fuel
1. Anthracite Coal (plus type and size of unit) -tons/year
2. Bituminous Coal (plus type and size of unit)-tons/year
8. Coke (plus type and size of unit) -- tons/year
4. Distillate Oil (plus type and size of unit) -108 gal/year
5. Residual Oil (plus type and size of unit)-1r gal/year
6. Natural Gas (plus type and size of unit)-1W ef/year
7. Wood-tons/year
8. Other-please specify
II. Process Losses (hydrocarbons only)
A. Surface coating operations, dry cleaning, degreasing operations, etc.,
unless considered as point sources--appropriate basis for emission
estimate
III. Solid Waste Disposal
A. Qn-site incineration (plus type of unit) -tons/year
B. Open burning-tons/year
C. Other-specify
IV. Transportation
A. Gasoline-powered motor vehicles-appropriaU basis for emission
estimate, including hydrocarbon evaporative losses
B. Diesel-powered motor vehicles-appropriate basis for emission
estimate
C. Off-highway fuel usage-10 gal/year
D. Aircraft--number of flights per year per type of aircraft
E. Rallroads--lP gal diesel oil/year
*u missions data for all source categories and subcategories listed below would be
summarized In the implementation plans as is in Appendix D or 0.
**Data would be required on a grid basis only when diffusion modeling is utilized. For
proportional model technique, data mnt be available only on a county basis.
***Reuired only when diffuson modeling Is utilized.
***Average type and size for each category. This Is used as the basis for selection of
average emiss on factor.
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F. Vessels-=10 gal oil/year, tons of coal/year, or tons of wood/year
(includes sulfur and ash content of fuel, if applicable)
G. Gasoline handling evaporative losses--appropriate basis for hydrocarbon emission estimate from filling tank trucks, service station
tanks, and automobile tanks
H. Other-specify
V. Miscellaneous
A. Forest fires--appropriate basis for emission estimate
B. Structural fires-appropriate basis for emission estimate
C. Coal refuse burning-appropriate basis for emission estimate
D. Agricultural burning-appropriate basis for emission estimate
B. Other-specify
APPENDIX 0
EMISSION LIMITATIONS
WHERE
(POLLUTANT) EMISSIONS INVENTORY SUMMARY, (REGIONS
ARE NOT DEVELOPED)
AIR QUALITY CONTROL REGION-DATA REPRESENTATIVE OFCALENDAR YEAR..............
In tons per ysarl
State A
Source catepry

CountyI,

......
I County N'

State State '
Dtto Relional
- I
f h ,

tow

I. Fuel combustlon-statlonary sources:
!....................
..........................................
A.Ara soum I........
.
.........................................................
B.Pointurce
.........
C.

Total ..........................................................................

I. Process losses:
.....................
......
A. Ares sources It .......................................................
S. Po1 sources:
1. Chemical
process Industries .........................................................
2. Food and alrcultural Industries ......................................................
3.Metallurgical Industries ........................
4. Mineral products Industries ....................
S. Petroleum refinlng and petrochemical operatIon .............................................................
9:Wood pi.4o. ................................................................
7
tPetro
rsm
age ...............................................................
C.

Total ..........................................................................

Ill. Solid Was Dlspoul:
A. Areasources ' ......................................................................
S. Point ouroes ......................................................................
0.Sotal
Total ..........................................................................
....................................................
!
...
sources only)$$.......

.

.

.

.

.

,V=rneotto:(are
(area sources only) I..............................................................
V. Mlscaneus:
VI. Grand totals:
A. Ar sources' ......................................................................
S. aet ourc......................................................................

c.

Tota..........................................................................

I Included only IfInterstate regIon.
emission
SExisting
If not available, does not need to besubmitted for priority III r etoas.
4 For hydrocarbons only would Include emIsslions for surfios oatlng operations, dry cleaning, degreasing operations,
soures.
etc. unles consiered point
ettorhydrocarbons would Include vehicle evaporative losses and oses from Milos tank trucks, service station tanks,
and auftmobile tanks.
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APPENDIX I
PROJECTT

MoToR VEHICLE EMISSIONS

The assumptions listed below were made in calculating the project national
urban emissions from motor vehicles as shown in Figures 1-3.
a. Emission factors are based on the new Federal test procedure (1), which
has an average route speed of 18 miles per hour.
b. Emission control devices are assumed to just meet present and proposed
standards when new, but deteriorate with age. Deterioration factors are adopted
from data given in Reference 2.
c. Increases in urban vehicle-miles of travel for automobiles from Reference 3
d. Distribution of automobiles by age from Reference 4.
e. Relative miles of travel for automobiles (i.e., new cars are driven more than
older ones) from Reference 5.
f. Vehicle-mile projections for trucks from Reference 6.
g. Efficiency of retrofit devices Is based on data reported by General Motors
Corporation (7), Ford Motor Company (8), and Chrysler Corporation (9) for the
retrofit kits supplied by each manufacturer. The Ford and Chrysler figures also
include the effect of a tune-up. The following reduction figures are considered
representative of emission reduction capabilities of retrofit devices:
HC-50%

CO-37%
NO--40%
Retrofit was considered only for pre-1968 automobiles. These devices were assumed to deteriorate In the same way as factory-installed control devices.
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APPENDIX K
FUNCTIONS
CONTROL AGENCY
MAN-YEAR ESTIMATES BY FUNCTION FORSTATE OF

PORTION OF

-

AQCR

Year

Present
State
Local

Function

agency

State

agencies agency

Local

State

agencies agency

Local

State

agencies agency

Loca

agencies

Enforcement services, subtotal ................................................................................
......................................
Scheduled inspections ............
Complaints and field patrol ..................................................
Engineering services, subtotal ................................................................................
Permit system ..........................................................................................
Emission estimates ......................................................................................
Source testing..........................................................................................
Reports, newilegislation, etc ..............................................................................
Technical services, subtotal .....................................................
Operation of monitoring network ..........................................................................
Special studies ..........................................................................................
Instrument calibration and
maintenance ....... :. ................................................................................
Laboratory operations ...................................................................................
Data processing
...........................
..............................
Management services, subtotal ............................................................................

Policy, P/R, strategies, etc..................................................................... ..........
Staff training ...........................................................................................
Administrative and clerical
support .........................................................................
Total ................................................................................................
FUND ESTIMATES FORSTATE OF .............. PORTION OF .............. AQCR
tin thousands of dollars
Year
Present
State
Local State
Local
State
agency agencies agency agencies agency

Local State
agencies agency

Loca
agencies

Enforcement services:
Operating funds.........................................................................................
......
.......
Capital funds .......................................................................
Contract funds .......................................................................................
Engineering
services:
Operating funds .........................................................................................
Capital funds ......................................................................................
Contract funds..........................................................................................
Technical services:
Operatin funds
...........................................................................
Capital funds ...........................................................................................
Contract funds .........................................................
Mammentce[k
:
fVnds
......................................................................................
operating
Capital
funds.
...........................................................................................
Contract funds ......................................................................
Total operating rinds
...........................................................................
Total capital funds ...........................................
Total contract funds .......................................................................................
Total funds...........................................................................................

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. We can certainly make our original guidelines a
part of the record. OMB did not really make any suggestions, but to

the extent we have anybody's suggestions you are certainly entitled tn
them also.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Mr. RoGaws. Just OMB's.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. I do not know that they submitted any recommendations to us.
r. RoGzRs. You do not have any correspondence on that at all?
Mr. MIDDLETON. We have some suggestions.
Mr. Roees. Let me suggest this is something we would like to go
into. Section 101 requires inclusion of emission limitations.
I notice on page 3, you do not mention that. Maybe it is covered, is it?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. I am not sure I understand the question.
Mr. ROGEwS. In the States' implementation plan which they must
submit as to how they will implement the law the law requires the
inclusion of emission limitations in that plan. I do not see you mentioning that. Perhaps you overlooked it. Is that a requirement in your
guidelines?
Mr. RUCKELSITAUS. The answer to your question, Mr. Chairman, is
that we have told the State that while they may submit a strategy in
which emission limitations are provided, if they can show that the
standards can be met without emission limitations, then we will review
the plan with that in mind.
Now, the vast majority of the plans that have been and are being
submitted, do contain and will require emission limitations.
Mr. RoonFaS. How will they know if they have to have emission limitations until something happens?
Mr. RUCKELSIAUS. In virtually all of the plans that we have now,
there are emission limitations.
Mr. Rooits. Why is that not a requirement since it was specifically
stated in the law I
It is my understanding this was changed at OMB, that you had it in
your suggested guideline but it came back from OMB and it was not
in it. Maybe I am mistaken.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. It -was siniply amended to say that if a State
could show they could meet the air quality standard without emission
limitations, then there would not be such a requirement. Frankly, I
do not know how they are going to do it, but if they can make such a
showingMr. ROOERS. I do not know how they could do it either. It seems to
me there was a requirement, and I hope it is still a requirement because
it is required in the law.
_
Mr. MIDDLETOXN. Mr. Ruckelshaus spoke to other opportunities to
meet the standards. I think if you or your staff had the opportunity
to look at the rules and regulations, which we will submit for the
record, you will see under subpart A, 42.1 a description of what a
control strategy is. I might just read that to clarify the point since it is
one of concern to all of us. It says:
Control strategy means a combination of measures designated to achieve the
aggregate reduction of emissions necessary for attainment and-maintenance
of a national standard including but not limited to measures such as emission
imitations. These are first on the list.
---

ROGERS. And I would think the most important.
Mr. MIDDLrON. That is why they appear first on the list.
Mr. RoGERs. I cannot conceive of any plan coming in where they do
not havfeome thoughts, some plan, some method of eliminating emissions, because this is where we are beginning to start one.
_Mr.

Mr. RucYxwiSuAus. I have yet to see one, which does not have any
limitations.
Mr. RoGaRs. I would hope you would not approve any plan that
does not include that within their proposal.
Shouldn't each plan have that?
Mr. MmIDDxroi. We would not want to stop progress if there is an
innovative ideaw
Mr. Rooms. This does not stop any new ideas. It just says that if
the new ideas do not work, we can stop the emissions.
Mr. MwDurox. The Administrator will have to approve the plan.
Mr. Rooms. How are you going to effect anything or carry it out
unless you know how to bring about a limitation of the emissions?
Here we state it first in the law, and then it is left out of your
guidelines.
-Mr. Ruo1zwSHus. I do not think it is left out.
Mr. RomsS. Then the intent is that they shall; is that correct?
Mr. RucFs silAus. It is certainly so stated in the regulations.
Mr. Rooms. If that is the clear understanding, fine, but I think that
should be made clear, and I think the States should know that because certainly that was the intent of Congress and I am sure your
intent in getting into it.
One of the things I was concerned about, you had public comment
before and not after that OMB change. Is that true There was no
public comment after the OMB change came back?
Mr. Ruoxzmsiuus. Those were the final regulations.
Mr. RoaEms. That is right, and they were changed after they were
entered.
Also, what about your change in the language on the approval of
the plan hall not be considered in any manner to allow significant
deterioration of existing air quality in any portion of any State? Was
thisnot chag~ed by OMB I They cut that language from the published
guidelines, did they not?
Mr. RuosK=iuus. Like all these other changes, Mr. Chairman, that
was made by me.
Mr. Rooms. It was in your original and it was not changed until
it came back with the suggestion filed by OMB.
Mr. Ruozrsaus. There were suggestions made, and I think they
were right for use not to put into the guidelines any nondegradation
standard that went beyond the authority we were given under the
statute. Our authority under the statute was to protect the ambient air
quality and set standards that protect the public health and environment. For us to impose upon a State that any nondegradation standard
be included in their plan went beyond our authority.
However, the States clearly have that authority to put that provision in there if they want to, and we have no authority to tell them to
do otherwise.
Mr. R&IEds. What about the feeling by. some that in the guidelines,
after OMB reviewed them, the States were repeatedly discourage
from applying strict measures necessary to attain air quality standards to such areas where such measures are not absolutely necessary
they say nothing herein shall be construed to encourage strict
and
standard&
Mr. RIuoxzLsAus. It also states prettclearly in the guidelines that

nothing herein precludes a State or political subdivision from adopt-
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ing any measures or combination thereof to maintain air quality better than that required by national standards. That is a specific provision in the guidelines. What we are saying is we are neutral on that.
Mr. RooERs. I think it is going beyond neutrality because there was
a change in the approach from the way -you first had it, and then
after it came back from OMB.
Mr. RUcKELSHAUs. We were trying to carry out the will of the Congress in this bill, as I saw it, and that was to set standards which fully
protected the public health and environment, which we did. If the
States want to set stricter standards, that is up to them, and that is
precisely what we are trying to say in these guidelines.
Mr. RoGERs. It just seems to me that the negative approach was not
necessary. I think we need to encourage positive action rather than a
negative action, and I think the way you first had them was preferable.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. The way we first had them, frankly, went beyond
our authority given us under the act.
Mr. ROOERs. I disagree with you there. I think they were better the
way you first had them.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. I do not see the authority in the act to condition
approval by any nondegradation standard.
Mr. RooEs. Nor do I see any provision in the law to discourage
them from strict enforcement to bring about a clear act.
Mr. RucKpr[AuS. Not only are we going to encourage strict enforcement by the State, but if they do not enforce it, we will move
in. But I do not think that is a question in the guideline.
Mr. Roorts. I do not think you need to state that-"Nothing herein
shall be construed to encourage that." That is the actual wording.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. We also say nothing shall preclude themMr. RoGors. But you added this other part, but I will not pursue
that any further.
I think OMB came in and I want4o know who their experts are
over there who are better than you. I think what you originally did
was better. But I won't pursue it.
Mr. Nelsen.
Mr. NELSEw. We usually assume OMB moves more in the budget
and management area. I did not know that they went beyon-d that in
too many cases. Am I right or wrong in that I Is it budget they usually
deal with?
Mr. RucKELSIAUS. That is right, Mr. Nelsen. They also act as a
conduit or clearinghouse for proposed legislation and, in the case of
several agencies, for proposed regulations. This insures that all of
the suggestions of other governmental agencies are taken into account
by the agency which has the responsibility for issuing the standard
or regulation. In this case, that is what they did. They are really
nothing more than a conduit.
Mr. NELSEN. Many times someone will come before the committee
asking tv number-of dollars and then along comes the Appropriations
Committee and it recommends way below the authorization. Did the
Appropriations Committee match the authorization level or how much
lower were they?I
Mr. RVOKELSHAUs. They did not in this case match the authorizations level. It is below. In fiscal year 1972Mr. RoGEr . While you are giving that, would you also give what
you requested.
-.
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Mr. RucxxsnSAus. I am sorry, I did not hear you.
Mr. Roos. Would you also give the requested funds.
Mr. RUCKmJSHAUS. We received from the committee precisely- what
we requested. I did not mean to imply otherwise.
Mr. NwSizx. The money you requested we authorized, and the
money that was appropriatedMr. RUcKELSHAUS. It may be easier to supply those figures for
the record. I could give you the figures of what was actually appropriated. The authorizations are spread throughout the act.
Mr. NELsEs. The reason I ask the question, quite often OMB gets
criticism because they may have made a dollar recommendation below
what this committee may have authorized.
Then we also find on the other side of the proces-that the Appropriations Committee often appropriates less than we authorized. So,
when we look at the total picture, I do not want to overlook the fact
the Congress sometimes reduces dollar authorizations, and I think
Budget also seps in at times.
It is my understanding that the cupboard is getting rather bare.
(The following information was received for the record:)
AUTHOUISATION AND APPROPIaATxOiq Fon IScAL YA 1972
The authorization for Fiscl year 1972 was $890 million; the Congress appro-

priated $148,015,000.

Mr. Rooms. Mr. Kyros.
Mr. Kymos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I vould like to have you turn your attention for a moment to testimony we have had the last couple of days when-you were not present.
We had the automotive manufacturers and they gave some very cogent
reasons for not being able to meet the standards for the 1975 and
1976 models. We also had the statement by the National Academy
of Sciences that the requirements to meet the provisions of the Clean
Air Act of 1975 were not available at this time.
I tried to get this question cleared up with the auto companies and
they answered candidly but-I am not sure it is clear on the record.
Assuming for purpes of discussion that it is justified to grant a
suspension of I year, does that mean you are still going to require
for the 1975 models something like 88 percent of the 90 or 85 or 80
or 75? What are you going to do #
Mr. RUCKMSVAUS. Under the terms of the act, that is part of the
suspension proceeding. In order to suspend the 1975 deadline, we are
required to se an interim 1975 standard that would be as close to the
90-percent reduction as we felt was technologically feasible, based on
the evidence presently available.
Mr. Kmaos. It says any interim standard shall reflect the greatest
degree of emission control which is attainable by the technology.
You are going to have to face the decision of whether to suspend or
not, and you will also have to make a finding as to the greatest degree
of control they can achieve by 1975.
Mr. RUcKELSHAUS. That is correct.

Mr. KTRos. I do not want to paraphrase their lengthy testimony,
but very few auto companies committed themselves to saying they
can reach x percent-by 1975. How are you going to be able to reach
that decision I
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Mr. RucmHAIus. I have 60 days in which to make that decision.
We do have independent studies that we are making in-house to try
to make some assessment of just what is achievable and what is feasible
in the event an extension of time becomes necessary.
Mr. Kyos. I do not know whether you have heard the proposal
advanced by our chairman, the idea of fixing 25,000 miles instead of
50,000 for using a catalytic converter and averaging emissions. Could
you make that kind of a decision I
Mr. Rucxm Hus. I think we could yes.
Mr. Kymos. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
That would mean you could still meet the 90 percent I
Mr. RucicymAjUS. I think the law authorizes that.
Mr. Roonts. I would concur that you would have that ability under
the law to change the durability requirement from 50,000 to 25,000
if that was a necessary change to make. It seems to be the feasible
approach to consider anyhow because I do not think warranties on
any car extend to 50,000 miles. I am sure the testimony to this committee would show you that the oil industry says they can develop
sufficient lead-free gasoline by 1974 and then if there is an emission
averaging, the statutory standards could be accomplished, so I think
this is possible.
Mr. Stork, I notice that you thought that the cold start does not
necessarily have to be weighted against hot starts, or am I misunderstanding you?
Mr. &roRK. I am sorry I was not clear. The cold start does have to
be considered very careful in relation to hot starts to come up with
theproer test procedure.
Mr.
What is the time that the smog problem is the worst?
Woors.
Mr. STrOi. That is a very difficult and complex question to answer
sir. It varies by different pollutants. One of the factors that we had
to consider is not that the smog problem is the worst between 6 and
9 a.m., in Los Angeles, but rather the ambient levels of hydrocarbons
in Los Angeles between 6 and 9 a.m. are the best predicters of smog
later in the day.
However, a good deal of evidence suggests that emissions from cars
during the day contribute to a variety o air pollution problems.
Mr. RooES. But the indications are that the early morning problem
is mainly because of the cold starts and the added pollution of getting
all of the automobiles going at the beginning of the day.
Mr. SToRK. It has been estimated, based on analysis of the types
of control systems that-will be used, Mr. Chairman, that approximately 45 percent of the ambient air quality levels of hydrocarbons
that will be measured between 6 and 9 in the morning in Los Angeles
come from cold starts. In other words, in the first 4 minutes of the
vehicle operation, the test we devised would have measured about 70
percent of the total hydrocarbons emitted. There the base point would
have overweighted significantly the cold start and also, Mr. Chairman,
failed. to bring into consideration what cars do when they are started
hot. It would have had the potential of greatly distorting what it does
to air quality. Anyone who-has started a car on a hot day and smelled
the raw gasoline, knows this is an engineering problem all its own.
From what we hear from the automakers, it is not at all clear whether
their burden has been eased or made more difficult by bringing in
hot starts
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Mr. Roouas. I understand from the automobile and oil peoplethat
they feel it is the cold start which is involved in getting down to the
90 percent.

Sir. SoRx. The cold start is difficult for then to overcome for
hydrocarbon and carbon.monoxide.
Mr. Roans. That is all you require for 197T and nitrogen oxide in
1976
Mr. SToRw. That is correct, but the automakers have made it clear
it is not technologically feasible to go to a totally different system
for 1976. So, whatever they do for 1975 they would consider for 1976
and hot operation makes meeting th6 1976 standard more difficult.
Mr. Roas. Oxides come from heat. That is the problem there
Mr. STom. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Roans. As I understood it, EPA's posted regulation icluded
a State model plan. OMB reviewed it and then it was taken out and

-now you only include suggestions which rather changes the thrust
of the guidelines. What comment do you have on that?
Mr. RuCEELHSus. It was changed by me.
Mr. Roos. I know they were all changed by you but you changed
them after h *eai
from OMB. Why were they put forth at the beginning if you thought they were good at the begining and you thought
you had the authority to do it but then we a visit over at OMB and
then all of the changes. It is all right to admit they have some influence. We understand that.
Mr. RUoKEsHAUS. Your suggestion that I took the OMB changes
in appendix B of the guidelines as a mandate to change the guidelines
is not exactly what happened.
Mr. Roaes. I am glad to know that. What was the rationale for
not putting forth theplan as you originally posed
Mr. RUcKEJAHAUS. In appendix B we were locking the States into
doing it that way, and I don t believe that is our responsibility. I think
what we ought to do as an Agency is to say, "here are some suggested
ways you can meet the ambient air quality standards. If you know
of other ways and can convince us that they are better, go to it." Our
opinion is that we should provide the States with maximum flexibility
in their ability to meet these standards.
Mr. Room. Do you not think it would be best to at least give them
a model to get started
Mr. RucxzLSHAus. That is what we do in appendix B.
Mr. Roon. In your model plan, and knowing that they have the
right to differ from thatMr. RuOIsxiHAus. That is precisely what we do in appendix B.
Mr. Roo s. I think you have changed it considerably from the
model plan.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. On the one hand, the States want to have control
and on the other hand, they want us to tell them what to do.
R. Rooas. They want you to tell them what to do because you are
the one to determine if they are right; and if they do not do it right,
you do it for them.
Mr. RuoxmJSrus. If they follow the suggestions in appendix B,
they will be right.
Mr. Roone. We go out with model laws all the time suggesting this
would be a minimum that would be acceptable. I am just concerned
about the impact of this whole thrust.
Mr. RUoxRLBEAUS. There is a great distinction between model law
and this appendix where we provide the States with suggestions as to
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how they might meet the standards. I think the real problem here,
Mr. Chairman, is the distinction between these standards which have
to be met, and they are stringent standards, and I make no apology
for the national ambient air standards.
Mr. Rooms. Then you do not include emission control I
Mr. RuomnaziLnus. We do in appendix B itself.
Mr. Rooms. But emission limitations.
Mr. RUOKEsHAUS. I think we have provided in these guidelines
for emission limitation. The States-obviously interpret it that way
because the plans coming in all have the emission limitations.
Mr. Rooms. You have mention of blanket exemptions such as the
Department of Defense and after the OMB reviewed it, it was
deleted. Has DOD asked for a blanket exe~maptiont
Mr. RucwELSHAUs. I am really not familiar with that. Is that in
the final regulation?
-Mr. Rooms Yes; in your posted regulation. You have a blanket
regulation. I wonder if they were given any blanket exemptions.
Mr. RuCZwHAus. To my knowledge, they have not been given
anir,.k6Bots. Have they asked for any I
Mr. Rumzwaus. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Roous. Have we allowed any exemptions to DOD yet?
Mr. RuoKziSHAus. Could you point out the section in the guidelines
where that ocursI
Mr. Rooms. Yes; I will get it for you. While they are checking this,
I will go ahead.
Mr. RucwTS HAus. Mr. Chairman, I think I know what you are
referring to. There was a request from the Office of Emergency Preparedness for such inclusion and we ruled it out.
Mr. Rooss. The staff will get it for us.
One of the problems we are concerned with for instance, when we
went down to look at Birmingham where we think your agency did a
g
job in using the emergency powers that the Congress put in there
for you--one ofmy concerns is that when we started looking at the
fact, we thought U.S. Steel was the greatest polluter down there, but
we found that the biggest polluter is the TVA plant on Widow's
Creek, a semigovernmental authority. Were you aware of this
Mr. RuczwiHAus. Mr. Chairman there are some 1,100 Government facilities around the country, and as we have discussed in the past,
some of them pollute. Now, there are schedules that those facilities
are on for abatement of the pollution they are causing. In the specific
case of Birmingham it is my understanding that what you say is true.
Obviously, if the Government itself is guilty of such a violation,
there has to be an abatement of that violation.
Mr. Rooms. They say this really dumps 249,000 tons of sulfur
oxides, 211,000 tons of particulates last year. Their other plant was
responsible for 156,000 tons of sulfur oxide and 95,000 of particulates and U.S. Steel only had about 46,000 tons of particulates and
15,000 tons of sulfur oxide, and we were enjoining them not to pollute; but we did not enjoin the TVA. I understand there is some difference there. I do not think there was as much right in that particular
area but still that is the largest polluter in the State of Alabama.
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Mr. RuomKanAUS. I am informed TVA has scheduled abatement
procedures and abatement schedules for that facility and has set
aside several million dollars to meet those schedules.
Mr. Rooms. Could you furnish that for the committee. It is a little
ludicrous for us to go down and use our authority against the State
and private industry and then hear that a Government agency or semigovernmental agency is the largest polluter.
(The following informatio- was received for the record:)
TVA Am Pom mox

AsAizMXXT

PROJZOTs

The following TVA facilities located in the State of Alabama have active air
pollution abatement projects:
1. Widows Oreek Steam Plant, Stevenson, Aga.
(a) Units No. 1 through 6.-Justallation of 97 percent efficient electrostatic
precipitators in series with existing mechanical collectors. Construction scheduled
to be completed December 1974.
(This project is a part of the total plan for particulate control of all TVA
steam plants. In order to do this work, the generating units must be taken
out of service and a schedule established which will permit TVA to meet power
requirements throughout the entire TVA's system during the installation period.
The total time needed for design, procurement and installation of controls is
such that work on this project cannot be started until after the December 31,
1972, deadline set by Executive Order 1157. The TVA plan, involving the expenditure of over $100 million for particulate controls alone throughout the TVA
system is so complex that it would be extremely difficult to accelerate action on
this project.)
(b) Unit No. 8.-Installation and testing of a wet scrubber to remove both fly
ash and 80s. The developmental nature of this project makes scheduling uncertain. However, current plans are to have the equipment in operation by early

1975.

B. Oolbert Steam Plant, Taeoumbia, Ala.
(a) Units No. 1 through 4.-Installation of 9? percent efficient electrostatic
precipitators in series with existing mechanical collectors. Work is in progress
and Is scheduled to be completed by December 1972.
(b) Unit No. .- Plans to improve fly ash collection efficiency of existing equipment were recently abandoned and new electrostatic precipitators will. be installed. The project is In the preliminary planning stage and no date has been
set for completion as yet.

S. Nitional Fertilizer DevelopmenV07enter, Muscle Shoals, Ala.
(a) Nitric acid units Nos. 1, 2, and 8.&-Installation of a catalytic reactor to
convert nitrogen oxides in exhaust gases to nitrogen. The project Is scheduled
to be completed in June 1974.
(b) Nitric acid unit No. 8.-installation of a refrigerated cooling system to
increase recovery of nitrogen oxides and decrease emission of nitrogen oxides
in the exhaust gases. Installation scheduled to be completed June, 1972.
(o) Phosphoric acid units nos. 1, 6, and 7.-installation of (1) controls for
improved phosphorus burning rate and (2) equipment for scrubbing of gaes
to remove fluoride discharge 4rtd for treatment of scrubber water to take out
fluorides. Construction scheduled to be completed December, 1972.
(d) Recent changes in plans call for discontinuance of the manufacture of
phosphoric acid and the discontinuance of three earlier planned projects concerned with the control of air pollutants resulting from the manufacture of
phosphoric acid. Controls no longer will be required to abate air-pollution from
this source. These Ae long-range operating plans. They will be In effect before the
end of 1978 and will result in a permanent improvement In air quality because of
this reduction in emissions from this plant.

Mr. Rooms. Were you aware of the procedure the National Academy
of Sciences was using in its method of operatingI Did they confer with
you or did they set up their own procedures I
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Mr.

RUCKELSAUS.

They set up their own procedures, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. ROGERs. Have you sent out your people to see what the companies
are doing as far as antipollution work is concerned-the automobile

companies?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Yes.
Mr. RoGES. Your people have been monitorin ?
Mr. RUCKESnAUS. Mr. Stork can address that more specifically.
He is in charge of that program.
Mr. STao.
-Mr. Chairman, in September, we sent a very thorough
questionnaire to all of the manufacturers who are currently selling
cars in the United States to determine in great detail what they were
doing, and what progress they were making toward meeting the 1975
standards. We received responses from all but some insignificantly
small ones. The responses have been analyzed. We have had follow-up
visit to those companies and have done everything to know as much
a4 we can know about where the companies stand.
As I recall, in the law we
you doing?
Mr. RoGFRS. What testing are
where
you can set ip. a testing facility
nrovison
specifically put in a p
for anyone who might produce an emission-free engine or a reduction
of those engines. What has happened to that? How. many people do
you have working on that? Where is it set up?
.
Mr. SToRK. I believe you are referring to section 206(a) (2) of the
act. We have a laboratory at Ann Arbor, Mich. So far, we have not
received an application "for testing from anyone who says he can
meet the 1975 standards and, therefore, no specific tests under that provision have be-- made. We stand ready to make such tests.
Mr. RoOFRs. Do you have the personnel and the equipment ready so
that you can certify that they do meet the required standard, if
necessary?
Mr. STORK. We have laboratory equipment and personnel for certification purposes and we could clearly work into our schedules any
testing procedures, but we do not have people standing by full-time
for tests.
Mr. ROGFRS. You would require them to be tested first before they
come to you so they can show you some results of testing?
Mr. STRK. That is correct.
Mr. ROoER9. I understand the reason for that.
Mr. Lear has not come to you at all?
Mr. STORK. That is not correct, Mr. Chairman, because Mr. Lear was
in my office about 11 months ago and we talked about his engine. I
offerei to test it. any time lie had it ready. I asked him when it would
be ready and he said "soon." I visited Mr. Lear's plant in July with
three technical assistants and we discussed the matter again wit,h him
at that time. We have had communications with Mr. Lear's corpora- -tion, w%-.ich is near Reno. Nev. We have not been given the opportunity
to testOr.Lear's car butwe look forward to the opportunity.
Mr. RoxFGs. So you have been in touch and told them you will do it
any time?
Mr. STORK. Yes, sir.
-Mr. RO ERS. Have any of the automobile companies come to you for
testing or certification?
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Mr. STORK. Mr. Chairman, the automobile companies come to us
currently for certification for the current model year. They do not
bring to us vehicles that they c4isider for 1975. All of the automobile
companies, Mr. Chairman, have extensive testing laboratories. What
they can achieve for 1975 are important secrets to them. They do not
bring those vehicles to us.
Mr:-RooERs. What about our own testing and what we are trying to
develop ourselves? Can you bring us up to date on that-and the degree
of success.
Mr. SToRK. Mr. Chairman, we-arm pursuing three candidate systems
in our advanced automotive power system. They are the stratified
charge, the gas turbine, and the Rankine which is similar to the Lear
car. The Rankine is not yet at a stage at which it can be tested; it is at
a systems design stage.
Gas turbines are in various stages of development, and we have recently tested a gas turbine that was produced by the Williams Motor
Co. and was put into an American Motors' Hornet for New York City.
We did test that vehicle.
As I recall the test results, the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide
were quite low. However, the nitrogen oxide was high, just as high as
compared to any car on the road today.
We have run two recent tests on the stratified-charge engines, the
Proco engine, and we are delighted with the results. In the first test,
hydrocarbons were 0.18 gm./m., carbon monoxide, 0.14 gn./m., and
oxide, 0.25 gm./m.; in the record test the results were 0.23 HC, 0.50
CO, and 0.2 NOx. All of these values are well within the standards.
I should emphasize, Mr. Chairman, these test results do not represent durability. These are baseline tests on a vehicle that will be put
on the test track now and on which 50,000 miles will be accumulated
with intermediate testing. We cannot say that this car meets the
standard because to meet the standard you have to do it for 50,000
miles, but if you cannot do it at the beginning, you have no hope of
meeting the standards.
Mr. Rooms. That is very encouraging.
Could you e )lain the type of automobile engine.
Mr. STORX. The stratified charge engine is closer to a conventional
internal combustion than any of the other alternative power sources
we are pursuing. The principal differences are in the combustion
chamber, the way the fuel is put into the combustion chamber, and the
timing by which it is put in the combustion chamber. We must emphasize that this engine uses after-exhaust-treated devices. It is not
what we like to call an inherently clean engine. Nevertheless, these
tests show that with adequate drivability and acceptable fuel economy,
standards are attainable at least at the beginning.
Mr. CARTER. How is the fluid supplied within the cylinder of a
Proco engine? How is the fuel supplied I Is it by fuel injection?
Mr. STORK. It is injected into each individual cylinder at a very
precise point of time in relation to the intake and compression stroke.
Mr. CArrM. You have electronic firing there in place of the regular ignition; is that correct?
Mr. STORK. It uses the spark plug. It does not use the ordinary
spark plug but it is basically a spark plug.
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Mr. CARTER. You have a fuel injection system thoughI
Mr. SToRK. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. Do you find -thatmore efficient than the regular system?
Mr. STORK. The fuel injection system is essential for the stratified
charge engine. Some manufacturers are experimenting with fuel. injection for their conventional internal combustion engine, and it is
debatable whether it provides significant benefits in terms of emissions. Some companies think it does and others think it does not, but
for the stratified-charge engine it is essential.
Mr. CARTER. I did not get the point about it being debatable.
Mr. STORK. As I understood your question, it was whether fuel injection as distinguished from an ordinary carburetor is a better way
of running a vehicle for low emissions. This is not yet clear. Some
companies feel carburetion is sufficiently advanced to be adequate and
some companies feel fuel injection provides better control for the
ordinary internal combustion engine.
Mr. CARTER. Which is more saving of fuel?
Mr. SToRK. No such general statement can be made.
Mr. CARTER. What does the Volkswagen use?
Mr. STORK. They usa fuel injection on some of their engines and
carburetion on others.
Mr. CARTER. Volkswagen is known for its fuel saving.
Mr. STORK. It is a small car, it has a small mass to move around
and the fuel saving is largely a function of size and not so much a
function of the way the fuel is put in.
Mr. CARTER. It is a great saving to the American people.
About how many years of fuel supply do we have?
Mr. STORK. I am not in a position to answer that question.
Mr. CARTER. It is reported to me to be 9 to 10 years of normal reserves at the present time, and I think we should certainly look into
this matter and conserve our fuel as much as possible.
Mr. STORK. We should add, Mr. Carter, there is no correlation between emissions and size of car.
Mr. 'CARTER. I yield to Mr. Nelsen.
Mr. NELSEPN. I was curious about the motor design. How many coinbustion chambers does it have.
Mr. SToRK. In the stratified charge?
Mr. NEmSEN. Yes.
Mr. STORK. Basically, it is one combustion chamber although I believe some experimentation is being done with a prechamber design.
It is still one combustion chamber with a different configuration.
Mr. NELSEN. I have seen 'a plastic design of an engine that has a
triangular rotor that floats around like some of the water pumps you
see. Is this 0110 of the engines that you have tested?
Mr. STORK. We have tested the engine, Mr. Nelsen. You are speaking of the Wankel engine which is currently being produced for sale
in the United States by two companies.
General Motors Co. has paid $50 million for two worldwide patent
rights to the Wankel engine, and we are not pursuing research and
development on that engine.
Our program focuses only on those systems which are deemed to
have high potential for low emissions and which we believe are not
being adequately exploited. Our resources are totally inadequate to
compete with w at GM is putting into the Wankel.
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Mr. NEFSEN. I am curious about the Lear engine. It was shown
here and I was fascinated by the explanation of the way it was to
work. I assumed from information that ive had at the time that it was
just about ready to go. Do you have any knowledge of why the hangup? Why the delay?
Mr. STORK. I cannot speak for Mr. Lear on that point, Mr. Nelsen.
We have been advised by Mr. Lear several times that the engine was
about ready for testing, beginning a year ago, and something has always come up. It is a very difficult problem to solve. There are problems of control, problems of working fluid, problems of getting enough
power out of the turbine.
However, we are not sponsoring Mr. Lear's work, and Mr. Lear has
no obligation to give us all of his technical details. We have told Mr.
Lear repeatedly that we will judge his engine in termis of its performance when we test it, and we look forward to that opportunity.
Mr. NELSFN. Thank you.
Mr. RoGrERs. Have you tested any device such as the catalytic converter?
Mr. STORK. Mr. Chairman, I do not think we have tested catalytic
devices as such, although we have tested vehicles, for example, the
Ford Proco engine with catalysts on it. The principal test for the cttalyst is running it for several hundreds of hourg.this is being done in
industry on an enormous scale, and we have access to all of the datr
industry is developing on that. There is no need to spend*Government
money to duplicate that.
Mr. RoomRs. I was thinking of those companies that might develop it
which are not automobile companies.
Mr. STORK. Englehart, UOP.
Mr. ROGERS. I understand they have one that will perform more
than 25,000 miles, but they are only willing to warranty it for '25,004)
miles; is that correct'?
Mr. STORK. Catalysts are being tested by the automobile industry. I
have personally seen in this country and overseas Englehart catalysts
and other catalysts being tested.
Mr. RooRs. -What I was trying to get at, you are not just allowing
the automobile industry to test the catalytic converters are you?
Mr. STORK. We are not in a position to allow or fail to allow anyone to test anything they vant to, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROGERS. That is not what I am saying. I understand anybody
can test anything, but what I am saying is, on your decisions on the
testing of catalytic devices manufactured by independent manufacturers, you are not letting the automobile companies make the decisions
on those particular devices, are you?
Mr. STORK. We receive data from a variety of sources, all sources
that we can get it from, and we will make our own judgment.
Mr. RoGERs. If you are only allowing your automobile companies
to be the ones who are testing the catalytic devices and you have to
make the judgment on durability-not that anyone would purposely
mislead you, but I am not sure but what it might be well for us to do
a little independent research there or else require the manufacturer
of that device for testing to present it to us for testing.
Mr. STORK. The manufacturers of catalytic converters or catalysts
come to us quite frequently with results of tests they have sponsored.
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Those data are available. We have met with UOP and Englehart Qnd
Corning.
Mr. RuCKELSHAUS. We a11-e not relying excUsively ol the automobile
Volulpanies to give us this information, but there is incentive on the part
of the catalyst companies, if anything, to be more optimistic about the
chances of success of the catalyst. We do not believe wO-eed to do
the testing ourselves in order to hare reliable data.
Suppose a man has a device that he is very convinced
Mr. R(
1ms.
is good but he does not have the money to (1o the testing.
Mr. RUCKEAIIAIU. If lie has one that is good, lie will find plenty of
people who will test it. They are out. in my office ev-ery day.
Mr. Mxi ons. Who takes look at that? Who determines they ought
to e tested? I)o you do it or (o the automobile companies (1o it?
Mr. STOIK. Under section 20(6(a) (1) or (2), we stand ready to
make such tests, l)ut, as we pointed out earlier, we first require test
(lata from independent laboratories. Otherwise, we would be besieged
withlgarage inventors, and we would be so tied up we could not do anything fit fill.
Mr. R(x;F.Rs. We have to use some judgment. If lie shows you lie
has something which might be atrelso'nable device but he really does
not have the money, then maybe we ought to make some judgment on
that.
Mr. STORK. We have done that on occasion.
Mr. luMEis. Let us have a little something for the record on that.
Mr. STOmiK. We will be very pleased to provide that for you.
(The following information was received for the record.)
EVAIAuA'rION AND TESTING PROCEDURE OF A PRIVATE-ITIZEN'S EMISSION CONTROL
DEVICE INVENTION

The Mobile Source Pollution Control Program of the Office of Air Programs,
EPA. receives a large volume of proposals related to devices which are said to
Ie ealpille of signiffcantly reducing emissions from automobiles. All of these are
reviewed and evaluated, in the following manner: The proposer Is asked to furnish
complete technical Information and all explanation of how the device works,
as well as test data performed by an Independent laboratory capable of making

the Feleral automobile emis.ion test. If, on the basis of evaluation of the technical (ata-and test results, atdevice appears to have unusual promise, confirmatory
tests of the device may be made in the EPA laboratory at Ann Arbor. The results
of such confirmatory tests are written up as test reports and are made available
to anyone who is Interested in them. Many uch devices tend to duplicate each
other, and the reductions In emissions that itre achievable are usually marginal.
go far, no device offered for testing In this manner has achieved, or even ap_
praehed, the 1975-76 em ission standards.

Mr. RooFaS. It is my understanding that the Department of Defense
did ask for blanket exemption and you refused it.
Mr. R [ (KELs8l.\rS. It. was tie Office of Emergency Preparedness,
They asked for such a provision to be in the guidelines and we refused.
Mr. RoommRs. Iet me ask you one or two more questions and then we
will conclude.
Have you used the military, tie GSA, or other governmental agencies witlfleet cars to (1o any experimenting? I think it would be, well for
you to put in the record the contracts you have with agencies or governmiental bodies to do research.
Mr. STORK. I'-e have participation with G-SA and I believe also the
military in the low-emission vehicle procurement program. We have
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not so far used GSA for our own fleet testing purposes, but we have cooperated with GSA, Mr. Chairman, on the evaluation of the emission
reductions that are possible from gaseouEs fuels. We have had discussions with GSA on the use of their vehicle fleets for future fleet testing. They have indicated cooperativeness, and we will be very glad
to have access to their vehicles for such purposes.
Mr. RoGERs. There is also a plan for purchasing, is there not ?
Mr. RUcKEMA8HAUS. Yes, sir although we hive not received any authorization for the purchase oi vehicles.
We have received one tentative application for one heavy-duty
vehicle; that is a battery-operated vehicle and presents some problems
in evaluating its emissions.
In analyzing battery-charged engines, we will have to balance the
sulfur oxides and particulates that will be caused by generating the
power needed to charge the batteries against the hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and the nitrogen oxides.
Mr. ROOFmS. What work are we doing to find a proper testing device
for testing emissions from automobiles
Mr. STORK. We have established testing procedures for light gasoline-fueled vehicles as well as gaseous-fueled vehicles. We will shortly
propose tests for diesel-powered light-duty vehicles. We have made it
clear to the industry any type of vehicle that will be marketed in 1975
will have to meet the same Federal standards that gasoline-powered
light vehicles will have to meet.
Mr. ROGERS. Do you have a procedure or device that could be
plied on the assembly line? I do not think that has yet been developed
is that correct ?
Mr. STORK. That is correct. There are many tests that have been
proposed but none so far meet the requirements that must be met.
Mr. RoGpRS. Does it look encouraging?
Mr. STORK. We are working hard on that. It does look encouraging.
It looks encouraging for in-use vehicle testing.
On the assembly line, there is another factor that has to be considered
and that is where it is*even possible to predict from a new engine what
its emissions will be when it has stabilized at 2,000, 3,000, or 4,000
miles. 'Weare Working to try to find out the answer to that.
Mr. ROoERS. Would you let us have something for the record on
both of them.
(The following information was received for the record:)
EVALUATING EMISSION CONTROL TESTING DEvIcEs
The EPA is just completing a major project, the purpose of which was to
evaluate the usefulness of various "short-test" techniques for in-use vehicle

emission testing. To be capable of being the technical base for in-use vehicle
emission control programs, such "short-tests" must be quick and cheap to make,
must be usable on warmed-up cars, and must correlate reasonably well with the
results that would be achieved ifthe full Federal emission test were made on, the
-car. The results of this work should be available by the end of March 1972, and
will be used to provide guidance to the States in planning for the control of emissions from in-use vehicles.
As regards assembly-line testing, the above described work will be helpful
in identifying tests that might be useful in such a control system. In this area,
however, we have another extremely important problem to resolve. That problem is whether there is any kind of reliable correlation between the emissions
from a brand new engine, as in a new car, and the emissions from that engine
when it has stabilized after several thousand miles of operation. The official Fed-
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eral emission test of a car, for certification purposes, is made at the 4000 mile
point.
If acceptable correlation between new engines and stabilized engines can not be
shown to be possible, it may still be worthwhile to attempt to determine, at the
end of the assembly line and on the basis of measured emissions from the engine,
whether all of the adjustment and maintenance parameters of the engine are
functioning properly.
The EPA is at work to resolve these technological issues, and will propose assembly-line testing as soon as such a program can be shown to be technologically
feasible, as well as cost-effective in terms of the degree of emission control that
it provides.
Mr. RUCKFSIHAUS. As soon as we do get a good short test that correlates with our certificationsMr. ROGERS. You would require the States to put in an inspection
plan?
Mr. RUCKELSITAUS. When we see that is necessary in order to meet
the standards; yes, sir.
Mr. ROGERS. I understand if you felt it is necessary, this would then
be incorporated into their implementation plan?
Mr. RUCKELSIIAUS. Yes.
Mr. ROGERS. Are there any other questions?
Thank you, Mr. Ruckelshaus, for you and your associates being
here. I think you are moving ahead very rapidly. I hope you will be
firm, and I know they are not easy decisions to make. This committee
realizes this, but I think the report that you gave on durability is encouraging.
Ageain-thank you very much.
The subcommittee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
(The subcommittee recessed at 12:35 p.m., to reconvene at 2 p.m. the
same day.)
AFTER RECESS

(The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., Hon. Paul G. Rogers,
chairman, presiding.)
Mr. ROGERS. The subcommittee will come to order. We will continue
our hearings on the oversight of the Clean Air Act.
We are very pleased this afternoon to have Dr. Robert N. Rickles,
Commissioner of the New York City Department of- Air Resources
and one of the big activators in this country for cleaning up the air.
The committee is very pleased to have you here this afternoon. We
are grateful for your taking the time to come there and give us the
benefit of your thinking on how the Clean Air Act is being administered and what needs to be done.
So, if you would like to begin, we will start now.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT N. RICKLES, PH. D., COMMISSIONER, NEW
YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF AIR RESOURCES
Mr. RIcKuEs. My name is Robert N. Rickles. I am the outgoing
Commissioner of Air Resources for the City of New York. As such
run the largest local air pollution agency in the United States. We
in New York City have made rapid progress against stationary
sourcsa nd, indeed, New York City air, with regard to sulphur oxides
and articulates, will be, by 1973, as clean as that of any major
world city.
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However, everywhere in the city we remain exposed to the insults
of the automobile.
No single event has been so injurious to the American city and to
the urban life of this country as the widespread use of motor vehicles
in urban areas.
The automobile and its associated rotidways are destroying my city
and others. We must not permit this. The first and minimum obligation is to produce clean cars as promised by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970. We must have those clean cars by 1975. These cars are
possible.
We have in New York City in regular service 10 automobiles,
including police cars, which regularly achieve 1975 emission standards
as set by the Environmental Protection Agency using their standard
techniques. I might comment as to how we have achieved this.
To begn with, we have, with the assistance of the Federal Government buit one of the three, only three, test facilities owned and operated by governments anywhere in this country. This large faculty
contains some 16,000 square feet and two test bays and is located in
Brooklyn. It has been in operation since October 1971 and regularly
tests New York City automobiles and taxicabs to determine their
emission levels and control procedures.
We have established a program with the assistanceof several catalyst
manufacturerato install, in a retrofit way on the manifold exhaust of
automobiles, catalytic converters designed to reduce hydrocarbon and
carbon monoxide emissions. We will later this year expand this program to include catalysts for the conversion of nitrogen oxides to less
harmful gases.
We have determined that as installed one can retrofit 1970 and 1971
American built regular automobiles with catalytic converters and
reduce hydrocarbon and carbt,n monoxide levels between 75 and 99
percent.
These citts will either achieve or come extraordinarily close to
achieving the 1975 standards as mandated by the Congress.
I We hope later this year to be able to present data on 20,000- and
50,000-mile usage. I want to point out this is the most severe use that
any car can be put to. Police cars and taxicabs in the city of New
York regularly operate to the extent of 30,000 to 50,000 miles in a
calendar year under extreme conditions of acceleration and deceleration.
I might comment parenthetically that we installed such a device in
the mayor's Cadillac and-achieved the 99-percent reduction of carbon
monoxide for his honor. So we believe that the automobile industry
can and should meet the 1975 and 1976 standards for reduction of
emissions from automobiles. We think this is a vital part of the
program to provide clean air for the cities of this country.
I will return to this in more detail toward the latter part of my
statement.
I want to discuss several other things before that.
To begin with, I would like to point out I regard two items as
being an oversight in the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 which,
however, I do believe to be the finest piece of environmental legislation
passed by the Congress or, indeed, any legislative body.
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To begin with, on the matter of lead in gasoline, we in New York
City in 1971, passed the Comprehensive Air Pollution Law covering
virtually all stationary sources of air pollution and as well several
automotive-related items.
Among these is the reduction of lead in gasoline by stages to a final
zero level on January 1, 1974. This was done for two reasons. One, the
Illore conventional oie, that we recognize that current technology does
not permit the use of catalytic converters for the control of automotive
emissions without the absence of lead in the fuel.
But equally important we regard lead as it serious urban health
problem.
As you know, I ain sure, literally thousands of New York children
regularly become sick and many die because of the eating of leadcontaining paints. As well, we believe their health is endangered by
tile breathing of air containing lead particulates. We have extraordinary high levels of lead in the, air in the city of New York.
For example, tile California proposed standard is 1.5 micrograms
per cubic meter of lead. On th6-streets of New York we have found
levels as high as 35 micrograms per cubic meter. At the entrances to

tunnels and bridges, and I am particularly familiar with this because
I served as the arbitrator between the t'riborough Bridge and the
tunnel authority and tile union that manned these tolls, we have found
lead levels as high as 100 micrograms per cubic meter.

To put that into perspective, that means that those men are breathing lead particulate levels that are higher than the Federal standards
for all articulates.

We regard that as an extraordinarily dangerous situation and there-

fore have asked and gotten approval of the city council and the mavor
to ban the use of lead in gasoline in 1974. This action would 'be plrevented should the Environmental Protection Agency not approve our
regulations because of the stipulation in the Clean'Air Amendments
that no State or local jurisdiction may include such plans in theirregulations unless it is approved by the Environmental Protection
Agency and be part of tile implementation plan.
We think that all agencies of government, be they State, local, or
Federal, should maintain the authority to provide more restrictive
regulations when those seem to be deenied necessary by-their citizens.
The second point I would like to bring out as an oversight is the
peculiarity of the relationships of cities and States. As is so often
the case in Federal legislation iinfortunately, cities have no place in
the Clean Air Act of 1970.
Now that may be quite satisfactory in many cities and States in

this country where the State has all effective program and the city
does not. or'where most of the population lives outside the city.
It is clearly not the case in the State of Califorinia where the most
effective programs have been in the counties or the State of New York

where the city agency is larger than tile State agency, indeed, we have
more people working on air pollution control for the city of New
York than work for tihe States of New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut together.
As an example of tile difficulties that the Clean Air Act has made
because cities may not submit implementation plans on their own,
may I relate to you the situation that currently exists in the State of
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New York with regard-to the achievement of the clean air goals as
set by the Congress.
In June of 1971 I went to Albany and discussed with commissioner of the State department of environmental conservation the
development of the implementation plan for automotive pollutants for
the city of New York. It was agreed at that time that we would draw
tip such a plan. Indeed, we did. The city of New York on its own,
without Federal -or State assistance, spent some $30,000 to draw an
implementation plan, the details of which I will go into in slight
detail shortly.
Despite this, the State of New- York rejected the plan and went
ahead and drew and presented its own implementation plan. This plan,
which will be presented to Mr. Ruckelshaus on Monday, fails to produce any means of achieving clean air standards for five of the six
pollutants.
This means that the State has left the city on the hook, so to speak.
It means that the city of New York under the State plan will not
achieve clean air by July 1975 as mandated by the Congress.
In addition, the State of New York held a hearing on January 26,
1972. Copies of that plan were not available until January 12, 1972.
The Congress has mandated that such plans be available 30 days in
advance of the public hearing. They clearly were not..
The Congress also suggests that the State take into consideration
the comments of the public during those hearings. It is clear that with
precisely four business days between the hearing and date of submission it was impossible for the State of New York to take into consideration the comments of the citizens of its cities with regard to
that plan.
I am hopeful that tO En,'"ronmelatal Protection Agency rejects
the State plan and uses the city plan to achieve clean air because I
believe we can achieve clean air in New York by 1975.
In the area of sulfur oxides we are already at levels that are at
or below those of London, England. I believe we will achieve clean
air standards with regard to sulfur oxides by the mandating of lev
sulfur fuels, at considerable expense to the citizens of that city, by
July of this year.
I believe that by controls over the burning of fuels and the burning
of refuse, we will achieve particulate levels in the city of New York
by July 1973, 2 years ahead of the mandate of the Congre
of.th
But only by some very tough controls and by the de ivery of the
goods by the automobile industry will we be able to achieve any sort
of low levels of pollutants relative to the automobile by that date.
I had promised Mr. Ruckelshaus when I saw him last that he and I
could walk down Fifth Avenue in New York on July 1, 1975, with a
carbon monoxide meter and achieve the 9 parts per million on that
date. I believe we can. I believe we can by a series of strategies that
require the will of the .Congress and the city government and State
government to be exerted with great energy. First of all, we must
ave in New York the clean cars promised to us in 1975.
Second of all, we must have for taxicab service, automobiles that
meet the 1974-California standards.
Third, we must have a considerable number of our trucks and our
taxicabs and fleet vehicles equiped with retrofit catalytic devices by
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1975. We must have a program of rationalizing traffic. We must have
a program of building pedestrian malls so that people have place
in the city in addition to a place for cars.
Finally, we must have a program of inslvections of automobiles and
trucks. As I indicated before, the typical taxicab drives from 30,000
to 50,000 miles in a single year. It is clear that any device that goes on
will not survive unless there is continual inspection of that velilcle.
We have suggested to the State of New York that all motor vehicles
be inspected in t diagnostic fashion once a year, that.all commercially
licensed vehicles-that would include taxicabs and trucks primarily-be inspected three times per year.
We are hopeful thmt the Congress demands this kind of action and
that the State legislature this year passes it.
I have several other very minor items. I (1o object very strongly to
the deletion that has occurred with regard to the Environmental Protection Agency's l)roposed guidelines for the implementation plan in
the adhievement of ambient air goals.
At the time these guidelines were prepared anid published as proposed guidelines, they include a model State plan for the control of
emission of pollutants including enforcement procedures and control
of specific emission sources.
Subsequent to that and by the action of other Federal agencies we
have seen those efforts deleted.
I think that we need to return to the original proposed guidelines.
Many, many States and many, many cities require tihe guidance to
build the proper local air pollution code. Only by strong Federl action
designating minimum standards can we possibly see this in all the cities
and States of this country.
Second of all, we have seen a very strange phenomeo n my city
with regard to the funding of automotive emission programs. We
originally received from the Federal Government approximately
$580,000, a large amount of ivhic'h went to build and operate the test
facility whioh I have described.
Since then, welhave received in the current fiscal year approximately
$80,000. We have also seen an indication that. we will in t ienext fiscal
year receive no additional funds. It seems to me that if the Federal
Government., working together with local and State agencies, does not
operate an independent operation to keep its eye on the automobile
industry, there is no assurance that we can possibly meet, the 1976
standards.
We thought that we were building such a program in New York
City. We think we are. still capable of doing so, and we would hope
that EPA would fund that program so that we can test concepts such
as retrofitting, whih have been knocked down as being unfeasible by
the automobile industry but in actual fact turn out to be quite feasible.
I also believe that no substantial change should be made at present
with regard to testing of automobiles. I think each car should pass
the test and I think thatit should be based on the ect-start concept.
Only in this way, by being as to 41 as we can, will we really be assured
that we will achieve clean air goals.
I want to point out to you that our experience with 1970, 1971, and
1972 model automobiles on the streets of New York has been extraordinarily ursatisfactory.
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We ran CO idle tests for these vehicles on a voluntary basis on the
streets in New York in November 1971. The standard was a 3-percent
carbon monoxide level at idle. There is some difficulty in comparing this with the Federal test
procedure, but it is our feeling that. cars that. cannot aohieve 3 percent
CO at idle will not pass a Federal test.
We found that over 50 percent of the cars, and them are cars between zero and 2 years of age, failed that test. It is clear that we need
to be as hard as we can on the automobile industry to obtain compliance
and that w"eed regular inspections of emissions to make sure that
the automobile is properly tuned to achieve the best that it can.
We have found that proper tuning of automobiles reduces hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions between 25 and 35 percent-t-his
is a substantial achievement,-at a cost of something between $15 and
$25 per car, a large portion of which I might add is returned to the
motorists in the form of reduced gasoline costs.
I want in closing to say that I believe firmly in my experience as
commissioner of air resources in the city of New York tlat the congressionally mandated Clean Air Amendments of 1970 are completely
feasible. There is no problem in achieving it except the will and energy
of those who are mandated to do so.
I think there are a few minor modifications that. are required to the
act. but what is most required is the constant diligence of te C ongress
and those Federal administrative agencies that are charged with the
administration of the law to make sure that New York has again the
opportunity to live the kind of life they are entitled to.
Ithink you very much for this oppor)tuity.
Mr. Roors. Thank you. Dr. Rickles, for an excellent statement and
a most helpful statement.
Mr. Nelsen?
Mr. NEIAEz;. I note your statement indicates that in the event Federal standards or even State standards are inadequate that, for exampie, the cities' laws should I recognized.
I am wondering, if we have a conglomerate of standards all fiver the
country. If so, how would the manufacturer meet this situation?
Maybe there will be so many standards that it will be just about
impossible. Would it not. be better if whatever standards were released
were adequate to take care of the needs of any area of the country?
Mr. RiCKsS. I think that would be very ideal. I suspect there are
some problems. I think you are talking about items such as gasoline,
which are-nationally distributed. To beiin with, I think that would be.
very nice. I think there might be some difficulties. One, in total supply,
in achieving, for instance, the availability of lead-free gasoline for the
entire country in 1974 might be difficult, whereas it might be achievable in, say, 1975.
Also, this suggests that people in relatively sparsely settled parts of
the country would be paying in part for New York's privilege to
breathe clean air. I think that the automobile gasoline companies can
solve the distribution problems related to the availability of lead-free
gas. It would obviously be most sensible if those regulations were
adopted not by the city of New York, but by the region, because it is
clear the cars that come into New York City every day are-from Long
Island, Westchester County, and New Jersey.
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Ideally what I would like to see is a law related to the lead content
of gasoline for the region.
We think that the automobile companies can supply markets such as
New York and LAs Angeles which are very, very large, without great
difficulty.
I might comment that our law is in effect now. You may not sell in
the city of New York gasoline containing, I believe, more than 1.5
grams per gallon, effective January 1, 1972.
To my knowledge all the gasoline companies are meeting that standard. They were meeting the prior one which went into effect at the end
of October 1971. We held public hearings in this regard. It turns out
that the approximate distribution costs, additional, for straightening
out their distribution system, runs to less than a half cent per gallon
which is not a.substantial amount and which the people of the city of
New York, through their city council, have indicated theif-willingness

to pay.

Mr. NFrs:r. Now, you mentioned that you had 10 cars, I believe.
Mr. RiWKLE5. Yes, sir.
Mr.NEtas,-x. Is this all accomplished through catalytic converters
on the exhaust?
Mr. RICKLU4. Yes sit'. We will be expanding that to approximately
50 by midyear.
_
Mr. NxSFEx. You mentioned also testing automobiles, checking
them out. I am wondering if we will nu into the same problem that we
do with the health manpower, an inadequacy of personnel who know
how to do the job. Is it possible that you wiim
I have to train people to
do thisI
Mr. RWKia*4. I think that is very true. That depends on how it is
done. Bear in mind, of course, that'we have in the city of New York
1,800,000 automobiles. We have 20,000 taxicabs and 115,000 trucks. It
will require some trainiing, depending on how it is done, to test these
cars even on a once-a-year basis.
As you may know, automobiles in New York State are tested by
garages. We don't think this is satisfactory. In New *Jersey and othei
States-these are for safety aspects--these are tested by the State.
We think that automobile emissions, because of the complexity of
the problem, should 'be tested in State inspection stations.
Mr.N'u. In the event you do go to testing, is it not possible that
if it is done, say in a garage, you might find the public getting gouged
Unless you haVe some regulations as to charges that are to be made.
Mr. lRtcKLxs. Yes; I think that is a very, very great possibility.
Indeed, my own suspicions are that they are being gouged with regard
th safety problems in New York State.
I believe that there is a system of testing which is known as the diagnostic test, which not only indicates whether the car fails or not, but
through a computer evaluation tells the motorists the probable causes
of the failure so that lie can go to a garage and say, "Hey,my spark&
plugs are inopeiativ-e," or something like thmt, and get them fixed without a lot of playing around or a lot of gouging.
We believe that the Congress should mandate that all States institute a program of diagnostic testing I*cause, (1) you will get a
complete picture and, (2) the motorists will be protected from the
problems you have stated.
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Mr. NELSEN. Of course, I want to make it clear that none of the
garage people in my district do that. They are all topflight.
Mr. RicrLmS. I am sure of that, Mr. Nelsen.
Mr. Rooe~s. As I understand it then, New York City has actually
met the 1975 standards already pertaining to the automobiles; is that- correct?
Mr. RicKLEs. No; we think we know how. We are very, very far
away from that. Our plan, which has been submitted to the Federal
Govermment and submitted to the State on a nonlegal basis, contains
a series of steps which we believe will produce clean air with regard
to carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons and oxidants and nitrogen oxides by July 1975. It will be a very difficult problem because of the
very high excesses of these pollutants in the air, particularly in the
central business districts of the city, but we believe it is perfectly possible to do that.
Mr. ROGERS. What about the 10 automobiles?
Mr. RICKLES. Those emissions do meet 1975 standards now.
Mr. ROGERS. So, you have 10 cars that now meet the 1975 standards?
Mr. RICKLES. That is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. You have done that.
Has an automobile maker done it?
Mr. RicxiKEs. No; we have installed the devices; we have run them
and tested them. The question remains as to durability. We hope to
have that data sometime later this year.
Mr. ROGERS. What is the durability factor so far?
Mr. RicIKEs. We just don't have enough information yet to do that.
They meet it when they go on. The initial tests indicate they continue
to do so without any degradation. These are cars, as -I saidl, that receive very severe service. I am happy to say that the police have not
reported any problems with the cars, fbr which we are very happy
because, obviously, we were concerned that we not interfere w ith the
function of the police department.
Mr. RoGERs. So these, are, police carsrMr. RCKLES. These are largely police cars; that is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. You also said that contrary to what has been claimed
by some people that you can retrofit?
Mr. RicKLS. That is correct.
Mr. ROGERS. Tell us a little bit about that. This is a very important
factor.
Mr. RICKLES. We had a number of conversations when we started
this program with all the major automobile manufacturers, in fact
pleaded with them to provide us with catalyst kits such as they are
studying and using, without any success.
It was claimed-by them that the retrofitting, that is the adding on
of a device in the exhaust system of a regularly manufactured automobile after it was in the hands of the user, was not the proper way
to reduce emissions.
We do believe and do agree that it is best to design the automobile
around the emission device and to install it during manufacture. There
is no question that that is better.
But it is also very clear that one can add these devices and achieve
very substantial reductions in automotive emissions. Probably not as
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high as if we had matched the engine to the device, but certainly high
enough to either meet or come close to meeting 1975 standards.
Mr. ROGERS. Even get close to the 1975 standards.
Mr. RIcKr~s. In most cases to meet then. Either to meet them or to
marginally meet them. Certainly a great, great reduction. As I said,
75- to 99-percent reductions in vhat comes out of the tailpipe.
Mr. RooERs. Then this argument that we have so many old cars that
will be polluting--so it does not much matter if we get to the 1975
standard-yet-does not hold then. So we should move as rapidly as
possible to the 1975 standards because we can perhaps take action on
the old cars as well with a retrofit.
Mr. RIcKI s. I believe we can. Politically, from a political and economic point of view in those cases where you are dealing with relatively limited segments of the population, that is largely a financial
problem. I don't know what the device will cost, but the guess seems
to be a hundred dollars or so. In New York City if we decide to retrofit all the cars, obviously this would be an enormous burden to the
population of the city, which is already well burdened.
However, as it turns omit, most of the mileage driven in the city of
New York in the central business districts are done by taxicabs and
gasoline-powered trucks. These are approximately-150,000 vehicles.
It will be these vehicles that we will retrofit.
Mr. ROoERS. In other words, you are saying in the core cities where
your pollution problems are particularly accentuated by the automobile, by putting that on fleet cars, taxicabs, trucks, this sort of thing,
you could really have an impact on cleaning up the air?
Mr. RIcKLES. That is right.
To give you an idea, during a normal business day in midtown
Manhattan about 80 percent of the vehicular mileage is--driven by
taxicabs and trucks, only 20 percent by private vehicles. If we can
concentrate in New York City-I do not know what the situation is in
other cities, but I think that many of the major metropolitan areas will
find a substantial impact by those two classes of vehicles.
Mr. RoGERs. I believe you said you thought under a plan drawn by
the city that you could meet the clean air standards. In what respect
and in what time?
Mr. RIcKLEs. To begin with, we believe regardless of what happened, we will meet clean air standards for sulfur oxide and particulates at least 2 years before the Federal deadline. That is because we
began moving in New York in 1966 to control these sources.
With regard to automotive emissions we believe we can meet the
automotive-related standards for carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide,
hydrocarbon, and oxidants on or before the deadline set by Congress
in July 1975. We can do so by the programs outlined in our augmentation plan.
Mr. ROGERS. Also, I was concerned that you said that under the
Now York State plan, that really New York City, I understand, had
not much of an input, will not meet five of the stx pollutants.
Mr. RICKLEs. That is correct. The only input that the city of New
York had is that we paid 58 percent of the bills of the State and presumably the cost of printing was partly borne by the citizens of the
city. We would like to get the money back. We haven't seen what was
printed.
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Mr. Rooets. Where do they fall down?
Mr. Ricic
. On everything but sulfur oxides. The only area which
they claim can be achieved is sulfur oxides. They simply throw up
their hands and say that it can't be done the Congress ought to do
this or the Federal Governiment ought to do that. We don't think that
is necessary.
We think that by and large the Congress has done its work. We
think that the Environmental Protection Agency has done a good bit
of its work. We want to make sure that they stay diligent. But they
have done what they have asked. We think the State of New York
has been unwilling to do a lot of things that they ought to do.
For instance, the problem of car inspections, that is a State function; it is not a Federal function it is not a city function. At least we
do not have home rule rights to do so. The State Department did not
include any plans for inspecting automobiles despite the fact that the
Congress has suggested it,and there are several pieces of legislation
before the Congress making it mandatory.
There is no discussion about retrofitting automobiles despite the fact
we have a successful program to do so. There is no discussion of the
possibility of buying taxicabs in California.
One of the peculiarities, I might comment, of taxicabs in New York
is that they do not last very long. If you have driven with a New York
cabby, I think you will understand why. The average life of a taxicab
in New York is about 18 months. This means if we can get California
1974 ears which are not quite 1975 standards, but are very close to
them; if we can buy cars in California, assembled in California under
1974 laws, for taxicabs, virtually all our taxicabs in New York will be
very clean in 1975 because they will all be 1974 and 1975 models.
Thvt is the kind of program we want. We want to take advantage
of -all the things that are going on in this country to clean the car,
put them -all together in a package and present it as clean air in
New York.
Mr. ROGERS. Does New York's plan set forth specific proposals for
limitation of emissions?
Mr. RICKLnS. Yes, it does; for-both stationary sources and from
automobiles.
Mr. RoGmEs. I notice you have also been able to work with nonleaded
gasolines. Do you have contracts with any particular companies?
Mr. RicKLES. I might comment that all the gasoline that is used by
the city of New York is either nonleaded or low-leaded. That is, less
than a half gram per gallon. We have -asmall contract with the Amoco
-Co., Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, to supply, I think it is in the order
of a million gallons or less of nonleaded gasoline, which is their Amoco
premium gasoline, to the city for the test program.
All the cars that are on the test program for instance, all the police
cars on Staten Island, in the county of hich-mond, some 50 or 100
police cars, all are on nonleaded gasoline. The mayor's oar is on nonleaded gasoline. The mayor has an Amoco credit card, and he gets his
Amoco at a regular Amoco station. All the rest of the cars of the city
of New York-this is about 12,000 vehicles, I am not quite sure howv
much gasoline they purchase-they don't purchase it, it is brought in
bulk of the city garages--use Mobil Special which is a new gasoline provided by the Mobil Oil Co. which is one-half gram per gallon
or less.
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I Actually our analysis indicates it is approximately 0.3 gram per
cubic centimeter. It is quite low in lead.
We did this to indicate our belief that cars can operate on low-leaded
gasoline, one of the first times in the city's history that the city goV
ermnent did something before we asked the rest of the citizens of the
city to do so. That has been in effect since July 1, 1971.
Our experience with the gasoline is quite good. To my knowledge
there have been no difficulties at all with the operation of automobiles
and I might add that we have 'an austerity program with regard to
purchase of new automobiles for a year or two now so all our cars
are in fairly sad shape, but they do operate quite well with no-lead
and low-lead gasoline.
Mr. ROGERS. You felt that the agency was doing some of the things
right. What are some of the things they h-ave not been doing rightwhlere they need to direct some attention or where they need funding
or improvement in the administration?
Mr. RIC ,KEs.
I .believe there are more things right than wrong. I
would like to see, as I indicated, their guidelines very much stronger,
that they be very specific with regard to minimum standards for emissions from stationary sources.
I think this is an absolute requirement. I know that in getting
through my city council the Clean Air Amendments law of 1971 it was
quite 'helpful to have the Federal Government come in -and say that
these are the minimum standards that these are achievable, we think
these are the minimum that should -be done. Because, as I -think you
know, most State legislatures and most city councils have very poor
service with regard to staff, so they are really at the meicy of outsiders
in determining what is possible and what is feasible.
It is extraordinarily helpful when the Federal Government can tell
the country as a whole and legislatures in particular what in their best
technical opinion is possible because these are very valuable guidelines
to legislators.
Second of all, I think that they need to put more money into the
area of the automobile program, particularly into city and State agencies, to get testing programs started, to check the feasibility of testing
programs, to look at commercial trucks particularly- which the EPA
has not spent any time on at all.
Mr. RoGErs. EPA has not?
Mr. RcKI,Es. They have not looked at all at trucks. Just recently
they have finally come out with proposed standards for trucks. But
up to that time there has been no input in regard to trucks.
I think they have failed to recognize that in most of the commercial cities of the country trucks are a very significant portion of the
population and because of the peculiarities of their business they provide a great deal of the e4nissions.
In New York City they represent 40 percent of the vehicular mileage; They do so in large measure because many of them stand around
the city idling while they await their turn to be unloaded.
Incidentall , many of them are gasoline-powered trucks-this is
particularly true in large commercial cities-rather than being the
diesel-powerd over-the-road vans which one sees on the highways,
which of course independently are a problem.
Those are the kinds of areas that I would like to see additional funding in.
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I also think, however, that a standard amount of additional funding needs to go into the maintenance programs for local agencies and
State agencies. I think the Congress cannot forget that when you
asked EPA and presumably all the State and local agencies to provide
clean air for the citizens of this country by 1975, which was quite
proper and indeed quite necessary, you also brought upon yourselves
the obligation to supply moneys necessary to undertake that program.
We have in New York City about 342 members of the department
of air resources. The Federal EPA in reviewing our program has
estimated that we require over 500 staff in order to properly do the
job.
I believe we will get the job done with the 342, but it will be difficult.
Other agencies are much more poorly staffed than we are. For instance, the State of New York which has authority over the entire
State, has less than 200 people. You go out to other States which are
much less further along than New York and you will find v'ery much
smaller staffs. In th6 state of Connecticut up to a few years ago the
staff in that State numbered less than 10.
We require additional funding in the 1972-73 fiscal year for local
and State programs. Remember that when you ask for these control
programs you require people to physically go out and inspect the facility, to check the plant, to inspect it for violations. All of these take
people and manpower. I do not believe that it is the kind of bill that
ought to frighten the Congress. We are not asking for hundreds of Inillions of dollars. I think the bill is perhaps in the order of $20-$30 million for the entire country.
I think clean air is one of the few areas where we have been able to
show substantial progress. I believe we have paid back the investment
,dhat the Congress has made in us over the years, and I think we are
worthy of future investment, and I would hope that the Congress
would see it that way.
Mr. Room. Let me ask you about the testing.
Is the Federal Government, itself, doing enough testingI
Mr. RICKLES. I think not; at least from our examinations certainly
we would like to see every car tested. We should like to see the car
tested on the assembly line and tested under the most severe conditions possible.
Mr. RooF s. Also, I was thinking, for instance about the test models. Have they been doing a sufficient amount in that area I
Mr. RICKLES. No; we would like to see more effort in that area.
Whether it be done by the Federal Government or other people, I
don't know. But I think a great effort needs to be made in that area.
Mr. ROGERS. You have how many testing facilities?
Mr. RICKLEs. We have two test bays. We have 16,000 square feet

of area.
Mr. RooEs. That is probably more than the Federal- Government
has.
" Mr. RIciuEs. I am not familiar with their-I have been there once,
but I have forgotten. It certainly :,sthe same size.
Mr. NELSEN. Do you have any information as to the cost per car
of the 10 cars that you have equipped? How much do you estimate was
the cost to put them into compliance?
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Mr. RicKLEs. We don't, because of a few peculiarities one of which
is that we received the catalyst unit for nothing. We have not been
able to get a realistic number from the manufacturer.
In addition, obviously, each car was specially fitted and we took a
great deal of effort because they were police cars, to make sure that
they were properly done. I think that number is not available. I don't
think you will get a number-until a large program is mandated so that
the catalyst manufacturers can gear up to make the units in great
quantities.

Mr. NELSEN. Thank you.

-

Mr. RoGERs. Thank you so much. I think what you have done in
New York can certainly set an example for the Federal Government to
emulate. You have already produced cars to meet the standards.
Now we get to the durability question which is what I think the
Administrator says is probably the most severe problem.
Mr. RICKLES. Thank you.
Mr. RooEs. Thank you so much. We are grateful for you being here
this afternoon.
This will conclude the hearing. We will have to decide at a later
date on a continuation. Next wee we will begin some hearings Tuesday on the oversight of drug abuse enforcement, the amphetamines
problem, as well as associated problems.
The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 3:10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.
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